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INVESTIGATION OF THE ASSASSINATION OF

PRESIDENT JOHN F KENNEDY

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 22 1978

HOUSEOF REPRESENTATIVES
SELECTCOMMITTEEON ASSASSINATIONS

Washington D.C
The select committee met pursuant to adjournment at 9:10 a.m.

in room 345 Cannon House Office Building Hon Richardson
Preyer (acting chairman) presiding

Present Representatives Stokes Preyer Dodd Ford Fithian
Edgar Devine and Sawyer

Staff present G Robert Blakey chief counsel and staff director
Michael Goldsmith senior staff counsel Charles Berk research
attorney and Elizabeth L Berning chief clerk

Mr PREYER The committee will come to order
The Chair recognizes Mr Blakey

NARRATION BY MR G ROBERT BLAKEY CHIEF COUNSEL

Mr BLAKEYI thank you Mr Chairman
Over the years the Central Intelligence Agency has conducted a

massive investigation of Lee Harvey Oswald the proof of which is
a 142-volume file at the Agency headquarters in Langley Va
Nevertheless despite an impressive effort to probe the periods of
Oswald's life during which there had been foreign encounters
some questions about the CIA persist Several principal questions
remain

Was the CIA's post-assassination investigation of Lee Harvey
Oswald thorough and reliable and did the Agency share with
others the relevant information it had or learned

Was there a preassassination relationship between the CIA and
Oswald If so could that relationship have extended to complicity
in the assassination or short of that might it have led the Agency
to seek to hide the relationship out of fear of being accused of
complicity

Much of the mystery is of course the result of the secretive
nature of the CIA and its understandable unwillingness to reveal
operational information A brief review of the history of the CIA
might afford a better grasp of the problem

Created by the National Security Act of 1947 the CIA was in
fact a postwar outgrowth of the Office of Strategic Services The
head of OSS though never a CIA official was William J Donovan
who adapting the British approach combined the intelligence ac
tivities of various agencies into one office
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Toward the end of World War II President Roosevelt sought
Donovan's advice on a permanent intelligence apparatus Dono
van's classified reply leaked to the press 3 months later described
an "all-powerful intelligence service * * * which would supercede
all existing Federal police and intelligence units. The reaction
among the heads of existing intelligence and investigative agencies
was predictable panic Few wanted to see the OSS become more
powerful

President Roosevelt's death turned out to be a serious blow to
OSS.very nearly a crippling one.for President Truman abolished
the wartime OSS without even consulting Donovan or the Joint
Chiefs of Staff As a result the United States was handicapped by
a serious intelligence gap in the postwar international struggles

Unification of the Armed Forces was the main objective of the
1947 act But it also created the National Security Council of
which the CIA was to be the intelligence coordinating unit Under
the act the CIA was charged with four responsibilities

One to advise the NSC on intelligence matters relating to na
tional security

Two to make recommendations on the coordination of intelli
gence activities

Three to correlate evaluate and disseminate intelligence
Four to perform additional intelligence activities and national

security functions at the direction of the NSC
In its early years,the CIA was hampered by internal organization

difficulties and bad relationships with other agencies The turnover
of directors was rather rapid.Adm Roscoe H Hillenkoetter in
1947 Lt Gen Walter Bedell Smith in 1950 Allen W Dulles in
1952

Dulles who had been a wartime master spy had strong opinions
as to the type of men who should be named to top posts in the
Agency At Senate Armed Services Committee hearings on the
National Security Act he testified that the CIA

* ` * should be directed by a relatively small but elite corps of men with a
passionfor anonymityand a willingnessto stick to that particular job They must
find their reward in the work itself and in the service they render their Govern
ment rather than in publicacclaim

In addition in its formative period the CIA was subjected to the
tirades of Senator Joseph R McCarthy who demanded a purge of
Agency personnel The upshot was a severe tightening of employ
ment standards as well as a restriction within the Agency of the
expression of political viewpoints

Although the CIA is not required to make public its organization
al structure it is publicly known to consist of five main entities
the Office of the Director and four Directorates The Director and
Deputy Director one of whom must be a military officer are
appointed by the President

The four Directorates are as follows
Operations The clandestine services unit with 45 percent of its

personnel stationed overseas most of them in cover positions Sub
divisions of operations are foreign intelligence counterintelligence
and covert action

Intelligence Its responsibility is to turn out finished intelligence
products
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Science and Technology It's responsibility for basic research and
development and it operates reconnaissance satellites and analyzes
highly technical information

Management and Services This is the Agency's housekeeping
department

There are also a number of proprietry organizations front
groups and social or political institutions that are run by the CIA
or in its behalf The best known proprietaries are Radio Free
Europe and Radio Liberty both established in the early 1950's
Among the front organizations are airlines and holding companies
to support clandestine operations In early 1967 it was for exam
ple learned that the CIA had for years been subsidizing the coun
try's largest student organization the National Student Associ
ation Eventually it became known that the Agency had channeled
money to a number of business labor religious charitable and
educational organizations

In 1974 and 1975 a commission headed by then Vice President
Rockefeller investigated CIA activities in the United States specifi
cally whether domestic CIA activities exceeded the Agency's statu
tory authority The investigation was in response to charges that
the Agency had engaged in large-scale spying on American citizens
and had compiled dossiers on many citizens Mail intercepts infil
tration of dissident groups illegal wiretaps and break-ins were
among other charges delved into in the investigation

The Rockefeller Commission concluded that the "great majority
of the CIA's domestic activities comply with its stautory authority* * * nevertheless over the 28 years of its history the CIA has
engaged in some activities that should be criticized and not permit
ted to happen again.both in light of the limits imposed on the
Agency by law and as a matter of public policy

It was hardly worth noting at the time but an event on October
31 1959 would ultimately become part of the history of the CIA A
20-year-old ex-Marine radar operator named Lee Harvey Oswald
appeared at the U.S Embassy in Moscow and handed consular
official Richard Snyder a note demanding that his American citi
zenship be revoked He also intimated to Snyder that he intended
to pass radar secrets to the Soviet Union

This information was sent via the State Department to CIA
Headquarters and the CIA opened a file on Oswald

Oswald's citizenship was not revoked He was also permitted to
remain in Russia until June of 1962 He then returned to the
United States with a Russian wife Marina and an infant daugh
ter As a returning defector Oswald was of interest to U.S intelli
gence agencies His tracks were picked up once more when in
September 1963 Oswald turned up in Mexico City where he visited
the Soviet Embassy and the Cuban Embassy and Consulate The
information that was added to Oswald's CIA dossier in Washington
on October 11 1963 was imprecise.it identified him as being 35
years old.he was 23 at the time.and as Lee Henry Oswald

It is of course now public knowledge that the CIA continued
overt operations against Cuba after the Bay of Pigs defeat in 1961
They included plots to murder Fidel Castro by the Agency and
American gangsters who had been operating lucrative gambling
casinos in Havana until Castro threw them out of the country
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They also included CIA contact with a high-level associate of Pre
mier Castro code named "AMLASH, who had expressed a desire
to murder Castro While Castro himself was apparently aware of
the American plots on his life there is no evidence that the
Warren Commission knew of the Castro plots

In 1964 when the Warren Commission determined that Oswald
was the lone assassin it also concluded he had never been associat
ed with nor employed by the CIA Critics of the Warren Commis
sion were quick to challenge the assertion raising questions about
the thoroughness of the Warren Commission's investigation and
raising the sinister possibility that intelligence agencies may have
been responsible for the assassination itself

Mark Lane in "Rush to Judgment, implies for example
Oswald had ties to the CIA and in his more recently published
code name "Zorro, a book on the assassination of Dr Martin
Luther King Jr. he writes

The evidencenow available disclosesthat Oswaldworked for the FBI and with
the CIA

The Rockefeller Commission examined the allegation of Oswald's
CIA ties and found no credible evidence to support it

In accord with its mandate the select committee undertook to
assess the quality of the CIA's performance in its investigation of
Oswald and its working relationship with the Warren Commission
The investigation covered all periods of Oswald's life when he came
in contact with an official entity overseas either United States or
foreign It included Oswald's hitch in the Marine Corps his trip
through Europe and defection to the Soviet Union his stay in
Russia his return to the United States his political activities in
the United States as they pertain to foreign affairs for example
the fair play for Cuba campaign and finally of course his trip to
Mexico in 1963

Second in the sequence but by no means subsidiary in impor
tance the committee considered the charge that Oswald had ties to
the CIA Resolution of this issue was uppermost in the minds of
committee investigators as they poured over CIA reports.not only
the 142 volumes on Oswald himself but hundreds of other volumes
as well Again the committee was aware that if a relationship was
discovered it did not necessarily mean that the Agency was guilty
of complicity in the assassination Nevertheless the committee rea
soned that the CIA might have covered up links to Oswald out of
concern for their implications On the other hand if the committee
found no signs of coverup it felt it could reach some reasonable
judgment on the issue

Ambassador Helms was serving as the CIA Deputy Director for
Plans at the time of the Kennedy assassination As such he was
responsible for the Directorate of Plans which was the office en
gaged in covert operations

In 1964 Ambassador Helms was the senior CIA official who
worked with the Warren Commission on a day-to-day basis and he
testified before the Commission on May 14 1964

Ambassador Helms was appointed Director of Central Intelli
gence in 1966 serving in that capacity until 1973 In 1973 he was
named Ambassador to Iran
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At present Mr Helms is a business consultant here in Washing
ton

Mr Chairman it is appropriate to note that the committee's
questioning of Mr Helms today will be based on documents that
have been released by the CIA in accordance with the Freedom of
Information Act The select committee has also in the past week
reached agreement with the CIA for the declassification and re
lease of certain documents not previously available to the public
These newly released documents will also be referred to in today's
hearing

On August 9 however Ambassador Helms testified at an execu
tive session of the committee in which many issues of a classified
nature were discussed in detail Because they are still classified
they will not be brought up today

It would be appropriate at this time Mr Chairman to call
Ambassador Helms

Mr PREYER The committee calls Ambassador Helms
Mr Helms will you be sworn at this time Do you solemnly

swear the testimony you are about to give this committee will be
the truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth so help you
God

Mr HELMS I do Mr Chairman

TESTIMONY OF RICHARD HELMS FORMER DIRECTOR OF CEN
TRAL INTELLIGENCE FORMER AMBASSADOR TO IRAN AND
PRESENTLY A BUSINESS CONSULTANT IN WASHINGTON D.C.
AND REPRESENTED BY GREGORY B CRAIG OF WILLIAMS &
CONNOLLY
Mr PREYER Thank you Mr Helms We appreciate your being

here today and the Chair will recognize Mr Goldsmith to begin
the questioning

Mr GOLDSMITHThank you Mr Chairman
Mr Helms as part of your association with the CIA were you

required to execute a secrecy oath
Mr HELMS Yes I was
Mr GOLDSMITHDo you recall testifying before this committee in

executive session on August 9 of this year
Mr HELMS Yes I do
Mr GOLDSMITHAt that time Mr Helms were you presented

with a series of letters which authorized you to testify fully and
truthfully about all information that you had available pertinent
to the committee's legislative mandate

Mr HELMS Yes
Mr GOLDSMITHAt this time I would ask that Mr Helms be

shown JFK exhibit F-536
Mr Chairman I would indicate for the record that JFK exhibit

F-536 consists of two exhibits A and B They are both letters dated
September 1 1978 from the General Counsel's Office of the CIA
They are directed to Mr Helms [Handed to witness.]

Mr Chairman may we have JFK exhibits F-536A and F-536B
admitted into the record

Mr PREYER Without objection so ordered
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.JFXExhibit A-

OGC78-6272
21 September 1978

The Honorable Richard Helms
Safeer Company
Suite 402
1627 K Street N W
Washington D C 20006

Dear Ambassador Helms

The Agency has been notified that the House Select
Committee on Assassinations has invited you to testify in
open session on 22 September 1978

Please be advised that the Agency agreement with the
Committee a copy of which was attached to Mr Carlucci's
letter to you dated 27 July 1978 deals only with the dis
cussion of classified matters in executive session It does
not constitute a grant of authority to discuss classified
matters in public circumstances nor a waiver of any secrecy
oath or agreement that might otherwise be applicable in such
circumstances Therefore if you are asked any questions in
open session requiring the disclosure of classified informa
tion I suggest that you indicate to the Committee your
willingness to respond in executive session and that you ask
the Committee to convene such a session for that purpose

Sincerely

Anthony A Lapham
General Counsel

JFK EXHIBITF-536A
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CcntralInkIlistnccAgency El
JFKExhibit

wbsne,.0C20505

21 September 1978

The Honorable Richard Helms
Safeer Company
Suite 402
1627 K Street N.W
Washington D.C 20006

Dear AmbassadorHelms

By way of elaboration upon Mr Lapham's letter to you
of this date concerning your testimony in open session
before the House Select Committeeon Assassinations on
22 September Mr Laphamhas authorized me to relay the fol
lowing to you Youare of course completely at liberty to
discuss unclassified materials including the materials
which have been declassified and madeavailable to your
counsel on 20 September 1978 However in the event a
response would involve the disclosure of classified infor
mation whether based on these or other materials it is the
Agency's position that you should so inform the Committee
and request that your response be heard in executive session

hn rison Jr
Deputy General Counsel
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Mr GOLDSMITHMr Helms have you received the originals of
these letters

Mr HELMS Yes I have
Mr GOLDSMITHHave you had a chance to discuss these letters

with your attorney
Mr HELMS Yes
Mr GOLDSMITHDo you understand these letters
Mr HELMS I hope so
Mr GOLDSMITHDo you understand that at today's hearing you

are still obliged to testify truthfully before this committee
Mr HELMS I understand that
Mr GOLDSMITHDo you understand Mr Helms that in the event

that your testimony touches upon classified information the alter
native would be to request that the committee go into executive
session

Mr HELMS I understand that sir
Mr GOLDSMITHThank you
Mr Chairman I would indicate for the record that the letters

that Mr Ambassador was shown at the August 9 hearing corre
spond with JFK exhibits F-94 F-125 F-126 and F-127

Mr Helms what was the organizational function of the Deputy
Directorate for Plans in 1963

Mr HELMS The Deputy Director for Plans or the Deputy Direc
torate for Plans I was the Deputy Director for Plans and head of
an organization which performed certain covert activities overseas

Mr GOLDSMITHBefore you proceed I would like to show you JFK
exhibits F-94 F-125 F-126 and F-127 from the hearing that we
had in August

[Handed to witness.]
Mr HELMS Thank you [Pause.] I have not read every word of

those memoranda Mr Goldsmith but I recall having seen them on
August 9

Mr GOLDSMITHAt the time d:d you understand them
Mr HELMS Yes
Mr GOLDSMITHI might ask for the record would Mr Helms

attorney identify himself
Mr CRAIG My name is Gregory B Craig of Williams & Con

nolly
Mr GOLDSMITHThank you Returning to my previous question

would you descibe the organizational function or purpose of the
DDP in 1963 which I believe you headed

Mr HELMS That is one of the most.it contained one of the most
highly classified documents in Washington the description of what
the DDP does and if you have received a specific authority from
the Director of Central Intelligence to disclose all these activities I
would be glad to do so

Mr GOLDSMITHI would ask that Mr Helms be given a copy of
the declassified transcript from his executive session testimony

Mr Helms I refer your attention to page 4 of that transcript
specifically lines 111 through 118

Mr HELMS All right Mr Goldsmith Since this has been declas
sified I understand then let me just read what it says
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In 1963 the DeputyDirectorfor Plans was * * the DeputyDirectorwhowas in
charge of.I guess the simplest term is.overseas operations This entity of the CIA
receivedits mandate fromNSCdocuments

In any event the responsibilityof this unit was to conductespionageand counter
espionageand covert actions outside the continental limits of the United States

Some of the lines you will note have been excised
Mr GOLDSMITHI understand
Mr HELMS So if to the press it is not a coherent statement it is

because it is not coherent
Mr GOLDSMITHMr Helms I would ask to the extent you are

able to testify without touching upon classified information you
make an effort to do so Have you had a chance to review the
declassified transcript that the committee made available to you

Mr HELMS Yes I have looked through it I am not sure though
that I have become aware of all of the things that have been taken
out and all the things that have been left in It is really difficult to
read something that has been chopped up the way this has I have
looked through it but I would not say I have in my head what was
allowed in and what was taken out

Mr GOLDSMITHMr Helms did the committee make available to
you the testimony from your executive session transcript

Mr HELMS Yes I have in front of me these documents which
were made available to me by the committee I think 2 days ago I
went through them

Mr GOLDSMITHI understand that My question now is Has the
committee made available to you the full transcript from your
executive session testimony

Mr HELMS Yes I believe I could have come and read it at any
time at least I was so assured by the committee

Mr GOLDSMITHDid you ever avail yourself of that opportunity
Mr HELMS I did not
Mr GOLDSMITHMr Helms what role if any did the Agency

have in the investigation of the assassination of President
Kennedy

Mr HELMS At the time that the Warren Commission was
formed the Agency did everything in its power to cooperate with
the Warren Commission and with the FBI the FBI having the lead
in the investigation As best I can recollect it was the Agency's
feeling that since this tragic event had taken place in the United
States that the FBI and the Department of Justice would obviously
have the leading edge in conducting the investigation and that the
Agency would cooperate with them in every way it was possible
and the same applied to the Warren Commission

Mr GOLDSMITHSo I take it then that the Agency perceived its
role to be somewhat secondary to the role of the FBI

Mr HELMS That is correct
Mr GOLDSMITHWhat were your specific responsibilities with

regard to the investigation
Mr HELMS As the Deputy Director for Plans I regarded my

responsibility as being one which saw to it that inquiries given to
the Agency by the FBI or originated with the Warren Commission
were answered as well and as expeditiously as possible

Mr GOLDSMITHWhich staff or unit within the CIA was given
primary responsibility for coordinating the investigation
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Mr HELMS After I believe maybe 2 or 3 weeks following the
assassination the counterintelligence staff in the Deputy Director
ate for Plans was given the job of coordinating and handling the
inquiries which came in and the replies which went back both to
the FBI and to the Warren Commission and as you are aware the
so-called counterintelligence staff had the job in any event of carry
ing on liaison on covert matters with the FBI for the CIA

Mr GOLDSMITHWould you describe in general terms what the
organizational function of the counterintelligence staff was in
1963

Mr HELMS In the organization of the Deputy Director for Plans
at that time we had a series of staffs These staffs were assigned
functions in terms of the mission of the entire DDP There was a
foreign intelligence staff which dealt with the acquisition of normal
intelligence There was a counterintelligence staff which provided
staff guidance to the rest of the organization in counterintelligence
matters

May I say that the counterintelligence staffs mandate was some
what wider than the others because the CIA had the mandate
within the intelligence community to maintain basic files on coun
terintelligence cases counterespionage cases originating overseas

Mr GOLDSMITHWas the investigation of the death of President
Kennedy perceived as a counterintelligence-type case

Mr HELMS It was not perceived in any specific terms at all that
I recollect It was perceived as a great national tragedy and I
think the feeling in the Agency was that anything it or its person
nel could do to help resolve the questions that prevailed at the
time we would try to do whether it was counterintelligence posi
tive intelligence or what it was

Mr GOLDSMITHAre you able to state why the CI staff in particu
lar was given this responsibility

Mr HELMS Well I think one of the more compelling reasons was
that since it had had through the years the responsibility for
carrying on liaison with the FBI that it was in a better position
and used to dealing with that Agency and therefore it was sensible
to have them continue to

Mr GOLDSMITHNow prior to giving the CI staff this responsibil
ity was the chief of one of the Western Hemisphere desks desig
nated to coordinate the flow of information at CIA headquarters

Mr HELMS I believe in the early days after President Kennedy's
demise that there was a feeling that the principal point of interest
as far as the Agency was concerned was Mexico City where infor
mation had been provided by the CIA to the rest of the Govern
ment that someone called Lee Harvey Oswald had been in touch
with the Soviet and Cuban Consulates there Once it was estab
lished that this investigation was going to be far more wide rang
ing than just Mexico City the responsibility was transferred

Mr GOLDSMITHDid this particular desk officer ever complain to
you about interference with Mr Angleton who was then chief of
the CI staff

Mr HELMS I do not recall any complaint Mr Goldsmith
Mr GOLDSMITHDo you recall whether this desk officer had any

particular responsibilities with regard to the investigation after the
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responsibility for coordinating the investigation was transferred to
the CI staff

Mr HELMS I don't have any recollection of the details
Mr GOLDSMITHWhat role if any did Mr McCone who was

then Director of Central Intelligence have in the Agency's investi
gation

Mr HELMS I think that he had the role any Director would have
had that was to see to it that sufficient manpower and funds and
other resources of the Agency were put to work in support of the
Warren Commission and the FBI And I recall certainly that he
maintained a continuing and abiding interest in these proceedings

Mr GOLDSMITHWas he kept regularly apprised of the develop
ments of the investigation

Mr HELMS I would have thought that he was I can't tell you in
precise detail 15 years later but he had every opportunity 5 days a
week at the agency staff meeting to ask any questions on his mind
and we had every opportunity to pass on to him anything that had
come up we thought would be of interest

Mr GOLDSMITHHas Mr McCone ever indicated to you that he
was not satisfied with the flow of information from below upstream
to him

Mr HELMS In connection with this investigation
Mr GOLDSMITHYes sir
Mr HELMS Not that I am aware of Mr Goldsmith I think if

knowing Mr McCone if he had been dissatisfied he would have
made his dissatisfaction clear and I wouldn't have forgotten it

Mr GOLDSMITHYou mentioned earlier that the responsibility for
investigating this case was primarily in the hands of the FBI and
the CIA saw itself serving as a support function Do you think this
division of responsibility was adequate

Mr HELMS But I think it is the only way the matter could have
been handled I can't conceive of its being handled any differently
There has to be one investigative organization in charge of an
investigation and I can't see how this could have been otherwise
Am I missing something here

Mr GOLDSMITHI am not suggesting that you are missing any
thing Mr Helms

Mr Helms were there any substantive or procedural problems
between the Bureau and the CIA in conducting the investigation

Mr HELMS I don't recall any procedural problems As for ques
tions of substance my memory is not all that clear I don't know
whether there were some small disagreements about certain as
pects of this case or not Certainly investigators no matter how
well motivated tend to have different emphases and it may well
be that there were some but nothing that looms large in my mind
today

Mr GOLDSMITHDo you recall specifically whether there was any
disagreement in the handling of the Nosenko case

Mr HELMS I don't recall any disagreement about the so-called
handling of the Nosenko case There was I believe a difference of
interpretation as to what Nosenko represented It was my impres
sion that the FBI had passed on what Nosenko had to say about
Lee Harvey Oswald to the Warren Commission exactly the way
Nosenko had given it to them and that at a later date it was
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necessary to point out to the Warren Commission that the bona
fides of Mr Nosenko had not been established

Mr GOLDSMITHDid the agency's investigation reflect any work
ing hypotheses By that question I mean Did any particular aspect
of the investigation receive emphasis

Mr HELMS You mean inside the CIA
Mr GOLDSMITHYes sir
Mr HELMS Oh I think there was concern among many officers

working on these matters that the Soviets might have been in
volved in this in some fashion and that the Cubans might have
been involved in some fashion I imagine we shared the concerns of
the Warren Commission at the time After all there is a lot of give
and take and conversation and meetings back and forth and one
organization obviously influences the sensations of another
organization

Mr GOLDSMITHDid the Agency pay particular attention to the
area of foreign conspiracy You made reference to Soviet involve
ment and Cuban involvement Was that the primary focus

Mr HELMS That was obviously a matter of prime concern and
since Nosenko was in the Agency's hands this became one of the
most difficult issues to face that the Agency had ever faced Here a
President of the United States had been murdered and a man had
come from the Soviet Union an acknowledged Soviet intelligence
officer and said his intelligence service had never been in touch
with this man and knew nothing about him This strained credu
lity at the time It strains it to this day

Mr GOLDSMITHWas all information pertinent to the Warren
Commission's work promptly given to the Warren Commission Mr
Helms

Mr HELMS I don't know how to answer that question Mr
Goldsmith I thought we made a major effort to be as cooperative
and prompt and helpful as possible But in recent years I have
been through enough to recognize that you can't make a flat state
ment about anything so I don't know Maybe there were some
places where it wasn't as prompt as it should have been But I am
not in a position to identify them

Mr GOLDSMITH Are you able to state what factors generally
governed whether information was made available to the Warren
Commission-

Mr HELMS I misunderstood the first part of your question
Mr GOLDSMITH Are you able to state what factors governed

whether information was made available to the Warren
Commission

Mr HELMS I don't think there were any governing factors except
the necessity for us to be careful about our sources and methods in
certain cases and I believe that obstacle was gotten over by going
down and having conversations with the Warren Commission at
various times in order to make these points clear on what the
issues were I don't believe we held anything back

Mr GOLDSMITHAs a general rule did you wait to receive an
inquiry from the Commission prior to passing information on to
the Warren Commission

Mr HELMS Yes I believe so
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Mr GOLDSMITHTurning to another area now to what extent if
any did Mr Dulles former Director of the CIA play a special role
on the Warren Commission insofar as the Agency was concerned

Mr HELMS I don't have any sensation that he played any special
role He obviously was in touch with the Agency on two or three
occasions as was only natural under the circumstances He had
been Director of it for a long time and he would obviously feel
more comfortable dealing with people in the Agency than he might
in other agencies of the Government But I don't recall this had
any particular force and effect as far as the conduct of the Agency
was concerned or the conduct of the Warren Commission investiga
tion

Mr GOLDSMITHTo what extent did he attempt to represent the
interests of the CIA while serving as a member of the Warren
Commission

Mr HELMS I have no idea Mr Goldsmith
Mr GOLDSMITHAt this time I would ask that Mr Helms be

shown JFK F-529
Mr Chairman I move for the admission into the record of JFK

exhibit F-529
[Documents handed to witness.]
Mr PREYER If there is no objection exhibit F-529 will be ad

mitted into the record
Mr GOLDSMITHThat's F-529
[Whereupon exhibit F-529 was received.]
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JFK EXHIBITF-529

asunni
.jfl ~X4.115\T F_ 5~.9

MEMORANDUMFOR Deputy Director for Plans

SUBJECT Discussion with Mr Dulles
Re the NOSENKOInformation
on OSWALD

1 Mr Dulles with whom I spoke today recalled
his earlier conversation with you on this subject and
said that there were still some members of the Commis
sion who were concerned lest they suppress the NOSENKO
information now only to have it surface at a future
date They expressed concern that this could possibly
prejudice the entire Warren Commission report I told
Mr Dulles that this concern was understandable but
that we still felt the best course by far would be to
omit any reference to the NOSENKOinformation in the
final report While it is conceivable that NOSENKO
might someday be in a position to claim that he provided
information on the KENNEDYassassination I said that
the difference between NOSENKO'ssituation and that of
other bona fide defectors was such that it would be less
likely that NOSENKOwould be allowed to surface in this
way I noted that if the NOSENKOinformation were in=
cluded as is in the final Commission report and then
later the facts of NOSENKO'sagent mission became public
knowledge this could have perhaps an even'greater nega
tive affect on the standing of the Commission's report
The only way for the Commission:to avoid this and still
use the information would be for them to indicate that
doubt existed regarding the source of the information
We would be opposed to this because it would signal to
NOSENKO'sprincipals something of how we viewed this case
and could also bring about renewed press and public in
terest in NOSENKO

Mr Dulles and I then exchanged views on the
possibility of finding language which would allude to
the existence of other,unverified information on the
C.WALDcase This language would permit the Commission
to say if challenged in the future on this issue that it
had taken the NOSENKOinformation into consideration in
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the final report but at the same time it would not be
presented in a manner which would be at variance with
the important operational considerations we have raised

It was agreed that an effort might be made to
find such language if Mr Dulles is again unsuccessful in
persuading his colleagues to eliminate any reference to
the NOSENKOinformation from the report To attempt
this however we would have to know precisely in what
context the Commission intended to make use of the
NOSENKOinformation This Mr Dulles will have to
determine from Mr Rankin He will do this as soon as
possible He knows that I am leaving this week and
therefore will contact you as soon as he has the infor
mation he needs from Mr Rankin

I have briefed C/SR/CI on these latest
developments and since he and CIA office$in my shop are
fully cognizant of all the problems involved they can
work out language for your approval which hopefully will
be satisfactory C/SR/CI I knows Mr Dulles and would
be the most suitable person to work with him directly if
this is indicated

Chief SR DivisVn
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answers to our questions appear to be quite

complete No really new in orratios appears and they are consistent

ti:it_hhis previous statements Their chief value Iles in the fact that

they elaborate what he has said before concerning OSWALDin the USSR

The details he provides concerning KGBinvolvement in the OSWALD

case eliminate a number of minor obscurities which were present is

his earlier statements but they do not change the overall picture of

OSWALD'sstatus and activities in the USSR

There a some rather surprising statements in

s replies and these statements may call into question all

or part of his story For example

he says (paragraph 5) that although the KGB recognised

that OSVALDmight have been an American agent no "i nusual

measures were taken to check on this possibility since it had

already been decided not to let him stay in the USSR_

he says (paragraph 16) that the KGBdid not consider

recruiting l:_arina to report on OS .ALD "because she was his

wife and it was considered dangerous to recruit a wife to report

on her husband.
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c) he repeatedly refers to KGBrecognition that OSt :.LD

".as not normal as the reason for KGBfailure to take various

stepki
could normally be expected to take vis-a-vis a

foreigner like OSWALD In other words a Iack of normality and the

KCB's recognition of it provide the peg for the whole story of :KGB

handling of the OSWALDmatter

_~Another sequence of events as related by 1 is

noteworthy He states that Marina had no trouble marrying OSWALD

because he was a resident of and working in the USSR. and that she had

no difficulty leaving the country because she was married to a foreigner_

This reasoning seems to overlook the fact that OSWALDhad already

declared his intention (via mail to the US Embassy) to leave the USSR_ If

this fact were knownto the KGBas we must presume it was we would

expect Marina's marriage request to have been given mare than routine

consideration

Although I believe that the Commission would be interested in the

entire set of questions and answers as a follow up to the information it

received earlier from via the FBI perhaps you will tti;..k it

not advisable to send them on at this late date especially in view of the
piC5cNKo'S

continuing doubts concerning bona fides There are no

/specific gimletsin
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specific points in this latest information that change the CSWALDstory

or add siznificantly to it and would therefore warrant separate transmittal

to the Con. ission in my opinion 'Whenthe results of our further checks

into CS:YALD'sarrival time in Helsinki are in we might send along with
tvoSBvloog

them 41MIMEMIb statement that a 2-4 day delay in obtaining a Soviet

tourist visa is not uncommon

GaniaNNINiab
C/SR/Cl/Research
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Mr GOLDSMITH I would ask that you skim through exhibit
F-529 Mr Helms paying particular attention however to para
graph No 3

Mr HELMS Yes I have read paragraph 3
Mr GOLDSMITH Does this exhibit Mr Helms refresh your

memory on the extent to which Mr Dulles may have represented
CIA interests while serving as a member of the Warren
Commission

Mr HELMS I don't read that memorandum that way Mr Gold
smith I read this memorandum to say that since the Agency was
not able to what shall we say vouch for the bona fides of Mr
Nosenko that this was going to have an effect on the Commission
report and what the Commission had to say and the point at issue
here if I read this correctly was how best to have the Commission
word its report come to its conclusions without leaving itself hang
ing on a limb on the basis of the fact that they thought that Mr
Nosenko was bona fide when in fact this had not been demon
strated That is the way I read this memorandum

Mr GOLDSMITHI certainly understand what the central issue is
My question is whether Mr Dulles was attempting to represent the
Agency views to the Warren Commission

Mr HELMS I don't get that from reading this exhibit I believe in
reading the material that you have made available to me that the
gentleman who signed this memorandum made that deposition
before you and I assume that you asked him what he thought
about it Did he give a different answer

Mr GOLDSMITHMr Helms I am sorry but I am not in a position
today to answer your questions

Mr Chairman this concludes my initial line of inquiry I would
defer to you at this time sir

Mr PREYER The Chair recognizes Congressman Stokes for such
time as he may consume for the questioning of the witness

Chairman STOKESThank you Mr Chairman
Good morning Ambasssador Helms
Mr HELMS Good morning Mr Stokes
Chairman STOKESMr Helms I wonder if you would tell us what

role if any you played with regard to Mr Nosenko
Mr HELMS When Nosenko defected in Geneva and came to the

United States or was brought to the United States in my position
as Deputy Director for Plans I obviously was involved in the basic
decisions that were going to have to be made or were made in now
and the past involving the interrogation of him his handling and
what we would do with respect to finding out what he represented
and what information he had to purvey

Chairman STOKES So would it be fair to say that right from the
very beginning of the initial contact with him right on through his
custodial period here in the States that you were constantly in
charge of that situation

Mr HELMS No I was not constantly in charge of it In fact I
was not in charge of it from the first day because I do not think
any Deputy Director regards himself as being in charge of any
thing when he has a Director who is really in charge plus the fact
there were other members of the Interagency Defector Committee
which is composed of other agencies of Government interested in
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these matters They also have a say in what happens with respect
to these things So I certainly was involved with decisions on
Nosenko from beginning to end but I was not the controlling
authority at all times

Chairman STOKES There were three major agency reports that
were written in regard to the Nosenko case specifically there was
a report in 1968 issued by the Soviet Russia Division another
report later in 1968 called the Office of Security report and then a
third report in 1976 referred to as the Hart report

Would you tell us whether you are familiar with all three of
these reports

Mr HELMS I don't recall any longer whether I read the first two
or whether I was simply briefed on their contents The Hart report
I have never seen I left the agency in early February 1973 and I
have had no substantive connections with it since

Chairman STOKES During his defection in 1964 and upon his
arrival in the United States was Yuri Nosenko in the custody of
the CIA

Mr HELMS I am sorry I missed the question
Chairman STOKES I was asking precisely during his defection in

1964 and upon his arrival in the United States was Yuri Nosenko
in the custody of the CIA

Mr HELMS Yes he was That was an accepted procedure under
the functioning of the Interagency Defector Committee that defec
tors that came to this country were handled by the CIA through
the interrogation period resettling period whatever had to be done
to them

Chairman STOKES Is that the legal authority under which he
was being detained

Mr HELMS No I think that perhaps Mr Chairman if you
would not mind I would like to answer that question a little bit
more fully If you would indulge me

Chairman STOKESCertainly
Mr HELMS Two days ago on September 20 1978 I received a

transcript of my testimony before this committee in executive ses
sion on August 9 While reviewing that transcript I noted that
although I am not a lawyer I characterized Mr Yuri Nosenko's
legal status with the CIA between 1964 and 1969 in a number of
different ways Since this is an area of obvious interest to the
committee I would like to take this opportunity to describe my
understanding in somewhat greater detail as to what Mr Nosen
ko's legal status with the Central Intelligence Agency was

As I say I am neither a lawyer nor a judge so I was not
prepared to draw any legal conclusions about Mr Nosenko's tenure
with the Central Intelligence Agency I'm sorry I am not prepared

On January 23 1964 in Geneva Switzerland Mr Nosenko re
quested that he be permitted to defect to the West Mr Nosenko's
request I believe was accompanied by a claim that he could give a
comprehensive report on Lee Harvey Oswald's contacts in connec
tion with the KGB during Oswald's stay in the Soviet Union be
tween 1959 and 1962

It is difficult to overstate the significance that Yuri Nosenko's
defection assumed in the investigation of President Kennedy's as
sassination If Mr Nosenko turned out to be a bona fide defector if
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his information were to be believed then we could conclude that
the KGB and the Soviet Union had nothing to do with Lee Harvey
Oswald in 1963 and therefore had nothing to do with President
Kennedy's murder

If on the other hand Mr Nosenko had been programed in
advance by the KGB to minimize KGB connections with Oswald if
Mr Nosenko was giving us false information about Oswald's con
tacts with the KGB in 1959 to 1962 it was fair for us to surmise
that there may have been an Oswald-KGB connection in November
1963 more specifically that Oswald was acting as a Soviet agent
when he shot President Kennedy

If it were shown that Oswald was in fact acting as a Soviet agent
when he shot President Kennedy the consequences to the United
States of America and indeed to the world would have been
staggering Thus it became a matter of the utmost importance to
this Government to determine the bona fides of Mr Yuri Nosenko
Mr Nosenko arrived in the country in February 1964 By the end
of March it was clear to us that the task of evaluating Mr Nosen
ko's credibility would not be easy

On April 2 1964 as Deputy Director of Plans I along with
David Murphy Chief of the Soviet Bloc Division and Mr Lawrence
R Houston the General Counsel to the CIA met with Mr Nicho
las Katzenbach then Deputy Attorney General of the United
States Mr J Walter Yeagley Chief of the Internal Security Divi
sion of the Justice Department Mr William E Foley who was
then Mr Yeagley's First Assistant in the Internal Security Divi
sion and Mr Harold F Riese from the Office of Legal Counsel in
the Justice Department

The meeting took place in Mr Katzenbach's office in the Justice
Department The purpose of the meeting was to define Mr Nosen
ko's legal status in the United States and to anticipate what kind
of legal problems might arise in connection with the Agency's
ongoing custody of Mr Nosenko

The Agency provided me a copy of the memorandum for the
record written by Mr Lawrence Houston describing this meeting
on April 2 1964 and a second memorandum which reflects the
substance of a telephone call from Mr Foley on the following day
April 3 1964 These documents were in part declassified by the
Agency on September 18 1978 and I would like to make them part
of the record of these proceedings

During the meeting of April 2 1964 the Department of Justice
was fully informed of Mr Nosenko's status with the Agency and
the Department's opinion was requested as to the scope of the
Agency s ongoing authority with respect to Mr Nosenko

As Mr Houston's memorandums relate Mr Nosenko's technical
status in the United States was one of "exclusion and parole,
which means that the Immigration and Naturalization Service had
technically excluded Mr Nosenko from the United States but had
also temporarily "paroled him to the custody of the Central Intel
ligence Agency

It is my understanding that the terms of the parole provided that
Mr Nosenko would remain in the custody of the Agency unless it
was determined whether Mr Nosenko should be deported or
whether he should be permitted to settle in the United States
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If Mr Nosenko violated the terms of the parole he would be
deported As these memorandums indicate it was the opinion of
the Justice Department that the Agency was free "to take any
action necessary to carry out the terms of the parole. That opin
ion was expressed to us in the meeting of April 2 1964 and
repeated to us the following day by way of a telephone call from
Mr Foley who had been requested by Mr Katzenbach to check
and to confirm the Department's legal opinion

In addition to the Justice Department the Interagency Commit
tee on Defectors was also fully informed of Mr Nosenko's status
The agency and that committee concurred I believe with the legal
position adopted by the Department of Justice The Interagency
Committee on Defectors was the Government body which was
formed in order to preside over the care feeding and general
treatment of defectors

That committee is composed of representatives from the Central
Intelligence Agency the Federal Bureau of Investigation the De
fense Intelligence Agency the National Security Agency the De
partment of State and the Immigration and Naturalization
Service

As the Rockefeller Commission report indicated Mr Nosenko's
confinement.and I quote from the report "was approved by the
Director of Central Intelligence the Director of the FBI the Attor
ney General and the U.S Intelligence Board selected Members of
the Congress were also aware to some extent of the confinement.

End of quotation and end of my statement
Chairman STOKESSo then do I understand that based upon that

meeting it was your opinion then that this man was being held
legally and not in violation of law

Mr HELMS It was our opinion that.I don't know I am not a
lawyer I have to be careful of my words.but let me just say it was
our impression we had the authority to hold him as we were
holding him

Chairman STOKES At the time you testified to our committee
here in executive session is that what you said to us

Mr HELMS No I say when I went through the transcript of my
testimony that day on August 9 I found that I characterized his
confinement in various ways so I composed this statement in order
to straighten the matter out as we understood it

Chairman STOKES Now can you recall what Mr Katzenbach
said in that meeting You were present and Mr Katzenbach was
present right

Mr HELMS Yes
Chairman STOKES Can you tell the committee what Mr Katzen

bach said on that occasion about the situation
Mr HELMS What we remember about this Mr Stokes is pretty

well encompassed in here that we shared with him the problem we
had in connection with Mr Nosenko We identified to him why the
problem was very serious We pointed out that there might be
difficulties in connection with holding him Suppose that Mr No
senko got a lawyer then what did we do about it How did we ever
establish what his bona fides were

In other words we had a whole series of problems which we were
sharing with the Justice Department in an effort to get some help
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or assistance how we ought to go about this matter and ascertain
what our authorities to do it were That was the purpose of the
meeting But 15 years later I certainly do not remember direct
quotations from either Mr Katzenbach or myself

Chairman STOKES But it would be fair to characterize the situa
tion as saying that he did make comment upon the situation and
give you advice

Mr HELMS That is right
Chairman STOKES Now Mr Helms yesterday Mr Katzenbach

appeared before this committee and testified in the same hearing
room I want to read to you from the transcript of that testimony
and then ask for your comment

ChairmanSTOKESThe time of the gentlemanhas expired
Mr Katzenbach Mr Sawyer asked you about the decision to sign off for Mr

Nosenko Can you tell us whom it was that came to you and asked for your
permissionto beginthe interrogationof Nosenko

Mr KATZENBACHI don't recall anybodydoing so Mr Chairman I understand
that Mr Helmshad a conversationwith me or thinks he recalls he had a conversa
tion with me on it I have no recollectionof that conversation but perhaps his
recollectionis better than mine I don't know I don't recall any such conversation

Chairman STOKESWas this your testimony that you don't recall anyone talking
to youabout it

Mr KATZENBACHYes sir that is my testimony
ChairmanSTOKESAt any time
Mr KATZENBACHAt any time
ChairmanSTOKESHowdid you learn of it
Mr KATZENBACHI learned of it when the gentlemanwritinga bookcalledme up

about 3 or 4 monthsagoor 6 monthsago and asked me about it And I said who is
Nosenko

ChairmanSTOKESThat wouldbe Mr Epstein
Mr KATZENBACHYes sir EdwardJ Epstein right And that was the first time

that I heard of it to my recollection
Chairman STOKESSo then so that the record is patently clear on this point

during your tenure you knewabsolutelynothingat all of this situation
Mr KATZENBACHNothingthat I can recall at this time It was quite a whileago

but I have absolutelyno recollectionof Mr Nosenkoor anything to do with him
during that periodof time

Chairman STOKESWhileyou held the officethat you held were you at any time
requestedto giveyour approvalto treating any defectorin this manner

Mr KATZENBACHNo sir The only connectionsthat I can recall with the CIAat
all fell into twocategories One waswhen they wishedto wiretap or someelectronic
deviceto be put within this country they came to me and the only other thing was
wheneverthey wanteda booksuppressedthey cameto me and I told them not to do
it

ChairmanSTOKESToldthem what
Mr KATZENBACHTold them not to do it that there was not any way you were

going to do it Those were the only ways at least offhand when I.none that I
recall as Deputy A little bit I guess at the time of the Cuban missile crisis and
perhaps some at the time of the Cuban prisoner exchange but I had very little
connectionwith the CIA And I don't recall except for those occasionstheir ever
askingme any legal advicewhatsoever perhaps forgoodreason

Chairman STOKESAre you absolutelycertain that you cannot recall any conver
sation with Mr Helmsabout Nosenko

Mr KATZENBACHI am certain that I don't recall it yes sir I can't flatly deny
such a conversationoccurred but I have no recollectionof it It is quite a whileago
and I believeif it was as dramatic as put by CongressmanSawyer I wouldremem
ber it I was simply informed that somebodywas being questioned There was a
potentialdefector I might not recall that

ChairmanSTOKESThank you
Anyother questions
Mr Sawyer
Mr SAWYERYes
Mr Katzenbach I don't know whether you were informedof the details of the

situation but we had testimonyby a spokesmanfor the CIAso that it is not just a
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statement of someemployeeor something He was designatedby the present Direc
tor to come here and present the story because he was supposedto be the most
familiar with it sincehe had reviewedit for the CIA

He stated in substance Mr Nosenkowas taken into custodyin this country by
the CIAafter defectionor after allegeddefection held in a so-calledsafe houseon a
diet of tea and porridgetwice a day was allowedno reading material The guards
were instructed neither to talk to him or smile to him He was subjectedto 48hours
at a crack interrogation This being while they built a separate facility somewhere
else in the country namely a devicedescribedby him as a bank vault and then
built a house around the bank vault to put this man in and then kept him there
under the equivalent of some 3 years with that kind of thing 1,277days to be
specific at whichpoint they finallygave up and gave him someemolumentand put
him on their payrolland let him go

And then they gave as their.I questionedon the authority to do a thing like
that Didthey have any kind of process and they said other than the fact that Mr
Helms had conferred with you and gotten your OK that this would be legal

And I just found it awfullydifficultto believethat And that is why.and I don't
imagineit wouldbe the kind of thing that you wouldbe asked to OK enoughthat
you wouldnot rather clearly rememberthe incident if it had occurred

Mr KATZENBACHIf the facts that you have just set forth to me Congressman
had ever been made known to me I would recollect it I am certain and I would
hopeto goodnessI wouldnot have giventhe legaladvicethat is claimed

Mr SAYwEaIt makesme feelbetter about it Thank you
That is all I have Mr Chairman

Having heard Mr Katzenbach's testimony of yesterday can you
reconcile his testimony to this committee with your statement just
read to this committee

Mr HELMS I can only say Mr Stokes that it is very hard to
reconcile I think the basic point at issue here is really whether the
meeting with him took place at all What happened after the
meeting is something he was not responsible for as far as I am
aware

Let me read to you the memorandum for the record which Mr
Lawrence R Houston the General Counsel of CIA wrote on April
3 1964 I have a copy in front of me It is headed Memorandum for
the Record and the subject is the Nosenko case

It reads
Mr Helms Mr Murphy and I met with Mr NicholasdeB Katzenbach J Walter

Yeagley WilliamE Foley and HaroldF Ries on April 2 1964Mr Helmsoutlined
the problemsforeseeablein our future relations with Nosenkoand asked the opin
ion of the Justice representatives on what we could do to control the situation I
pointed out that his technical status is one of exclusion and parole.or more
technically defermentand parole

Paragraph 2
After somediscussionMr Foleystated it was his opinionthat Agencyrepresenta

tives could take any action necessary to carry out the terms of the parole Mr
Katzenbachasked Mr Foley to check this and let me know and Mr Foley later
confirmedthis positionby telephone

I in turn after the meeting reviewed the parole agreement and provided an
interpretation thereof for Directorof Security a copyof which is attached hereto
Also I informed Mr Foley of this interpretation Signed Lawrence R Houston
GeneralCounsel

The attachment is a memorandum also dated April 3 1964 It is
signed by Lawrence R Houston General Counsel It is a memoran
dum for the director of security That would be the officer who was
the director of the security office of the Central Intelligence
Agency The subject is Parole status of defectors

On 2 April 1964wehad a discussionwith the DepartmentofJustice on the status
of aliens whoseinspectionby INS
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that is the Immigration and Naturalization Service I interpret
here so there will not be a lack of clarity
whoseinspectionby INS is deferred upon arrival at our request and who are then
paroled to this Agency It was the position of the Department of Justice that we
were responsiblefor taking any action necessary to carry out the terms of the
parole

That I believe is paragraph 1 of this memorandum Mr Stokes
The balance of the memorandum has been excised and therefore is
not on the sheet there

Chairman STOKES Then in light of the document which you
have just read and along with your other testimony then obviously
the statement of Mr Katzenbach to this committee yesterday could
not be true could it

Mr HELMS No I am afraid it is not
Mr PREYER Chairman Stokes may I interrupt
Chairman STOKESCertainly
Mr HELMS I would like to say because I would like to be clear

with this committee that I asked my attorney to be in touch with
Mr Katzenbach some weeks ago in connection with this matter It
is reflected in his testimony that it was brought to his attention
that I had this meeting with him I did not want to have this
committee think I pulled this as a surprise on Mr Katzenbach and
he came down here innocently and had no opportunity to review
the facts if he cared to

Chairman STOKES Then he was appropriately advised prior to
his appearance here yesterday of the memorandums you just read

Mr HELMS I don't know that he was advised of the memoran
dums but he was advised certainly of our recollection of this
meeting

Chairman STOKESThank you Mr Chairman
Mr PREYER Mr Helms I understand that you are requesting

that this document be made a part of the record I would like to
ask the clerk if she will mark it as an exhibit so that we can enter
it into the record at this point

Mr HELMS Thank you Mr Chairman
Mr Chairman as a point of clarity is it just these memoranda

that you want to make a part of the record My statement is in the
transcript so I don't think that is necessary I think these are the
two documents

Mr PREYER The document will be marked as exhibit F-413 and
made a part of the record at this point

[The information follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-413

3 April 1964

MEMORANDUMFORTHERECORD

SUBJECT NossenkoCase

Mr Helms Mr Murphyand I met with Mr Nicholas
deB Katzenbach Mr J Walter Yeagley Mr WilliamE Foley
andMr Harold F Reis on the Nossenkocase on 2 April 1964

-Mr Helms outlinedthe problems forsceable in our future relations
withNossenkdand asked the opinionof the Justice representatives
onwhatwe coulddo to control the situation I pointedout that his
technical status was one of exclusion and parole (or more technically
deferment of inspection and parole)

After some discussion Mr Foley stated it was his opinion
that Agencyrepresentatives could take any actionnecessary to carry
out the terms of the parole Mr Katzenbachasked Mr Fbley to
checkthis and let me knowand Mr Foley later confirmedthis position
by telephone I in turn after the meeting reviewedthe parole agree
ment andprovidedan interpretation thereof for the Director of Security
a copyofwhichis attachedhereto Also I informed Mr Foley of this
interpretation

LAWRENCER HOUSTON
GeneralCounsel

Declassified 19 September 1978
by Anthony A Lapham,General
Counsel
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3April1964

MEMORANDUMFOR DirectorofSecurity

.SUBJECT Parole StatusofDefectors

1 On2April1964wehad a discussionwiththe Department
ofJusticeonthe status ofalienswhoseinspectionbyI&NSis deferred
uponarrival at our request andwhoare thenparoledto this Agency
It was thepositionof the DepartmentofJusticethatwewere responsible
for takinganyactionnecessary to carry outthe terms ofthe parole

Declassified (paragraph Yonly)19 September1978by AnthonyA
Laph GeneralCounsel

..47A( C c 2c
.U r r

/s/ LawrenceR Houston

LAWRENCER HOUSTON
GeneralCounsel
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Chairman STOKESThank you Mr Chairman
Now Mr Helms I note that the memorandum does not give any

indication from which Mr Katzenbach would be able to draw the
conclusion with reference to the way that the CIA intended to treat
this man That is not in that memorandum is it

Mr HELMS No it is not in the memorandum as of the time that
the meeting with Mr Katzenbach was held Deliberations were
still going on inside the Agency as to what exactly to do about Mr
Nosenko and as things developed over the months I don't think
that Mr Katzenbach can be held responsible for that and I have no
reason to want to involve him in it

Chairman STOKES Is it fair also to say that in all probability he
was never informed of the way this man was treated

Mr HELMS In all probability that is correct
Chairman STOKES Now how long did Mr Nosenko remain in

CIA custody
Mr HELMS I think all told I think it was from 1964 when he

defected until he was resettled with the new identity which I
believe was in 1969 or 1970

Chairman STOKESCan you tell us what unit within the CIA had
the primary responsibility for handling Mr Nosenko in 1964

Mr HELMS My recollection is that the office of security was
given the responsibility for his housekeeping his care his feeding
his guarding and that the Soviet bloc division had the responsibil
ity for his interrogation

Chairman STOKES Did the Soviet Russia division continue to
have responsibility for questioning Nosenko until he was released
from CIA custody in 1969

Mr HELMS No I believe that it was in 1967 that the decision
was made or I made the decision if you would prefer that that the
case simply could not go on in that fashion it had to be resolved

Therefore a change was made Nosenko was turned over to an
officer in the office of security who had made an examination of
the case He felt that he could get along well with Nosenko and
that possibly he could if he couldn't solve the problem of his bona
fides at least he might be able to solve the problem of how we
were going to resettle him on the American scene

I was rather puzzled by some of Mr Hart's testimony the other
day before this committee He seemed to go into lurid detail about
Nosenko's treatment but when it came time to make his contribu
tion to the purposes of the committee hearing in other words what
Nosenko knew about Oswald he had no clarification to make and
nothing to contribute

Yet he was here as the official representative of the Director of
Central Intelligence as I understand it It was almost as though
his purpose was to use his testimony before this committee to
excoriate some of his former colleagues for the handling of the
Nosenko case

In any event I never heard of the note alleged to have been
handwritten by the "Deputy Chief of the Soviet Bloc Division
using such sensational terms as "liquidate the man commit him to
a looney bin, et cetera These options were never presented to me
were never entertained by me and were never considered
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The problem was to resettle Nosenko in American society and
this is what the Agency did Any other assertions are false as far
as I personally am aware I would not like to see perpetuated on
indefinitely into the history of this country that there was any
consideration given by senior officials of the Agency to those op
tions that were identified in this lurid handwritten memorandum
I don't know how the thing happened to get written I don't know
how it happened to be held in the files I don't know how it
happened to be part of Mr Hart's role to bring it down here but in
any event I want to put to rest once and for all that this was never
considered

Chairman STOKES Now you have mentioned a security officer
When did the security officer assume the responsibility for han
dling Nosenko

Mr HELMS My recollection Mr Stokes is that it was about 1967
some time in 1967

Chairman STOKES So at that time would they have assumed
primary responsibility and taken it away then from the Soviet
bloc

Mr HELMS Well they assumed primary responsibility I think
that is the fair thing I had .asked Adm Rufus Taylor who sadly
died the other day but who became Deputy Director of Central
Intelligence after I was made Director to make it his personal
responsibility to look into all aspects of the Nosenko case in an
effort to get it resolved

He had done a lot of work on this case and one of his recommen
dations as I recall it was that this be turned over to the office of
security and that we try an entirely different approach

Chairman STOKES Can you tell us why the responsibility for
handling Nosenko in terms of questioning was transferred from the
SR people over to the security officer

Mr HELMS It was just another approach we were attempting In
other words we wanted to take him away from those people who
had been interrogating him and see if a quiet solicitous and let's
say favorable approach were used that we might be able to solve
the problem of his bona fides but at least get him in the frame of
mind where we could resettle him

Chairman STOKES How long a period of time was Nosenko actu
ally held in this status

Mr HELMS Well during the period of 1964 to 1967 he was held
under Spartan circumstances In 1967 when he was turned over to
the office of security he was moved to a safe house where he
certainly was in confinement but lived under very comfortable
conditions perhaps as well as anybody in this room

Chairman STOKES Now during that 3-year period and I suppose
you would say it is 3 years he was held in confinement as a basis
of Mr Hart's testimony a few days ago I posed the question to him
that the man was actually being held in jail wasn't he His answer
was substantially yes

How would you characterize the period
Mr HELMS I find no fault with that characterization
Chairman STOKES Initially can you tell us how the individuals

who handled Mr Nosenko for the SR division had been selected
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Mr HELMS When the defection took place in Geneva or at least
before it took place two officers were sent to Geneva to talk to Mr
Nosenko One was a high officer in the SR division and the other
was a case officer who not only spoke fluent Russian but had had a
great deal of experience in handling Soviet agent cases and this
seemed to be a good team as far as those in charge thought at the
time and so did I

Chairman STOKES Can you tell us how knowledgeable or how
expert they were in terms of the Oswald case

Mr HELMS I don't have any recollection of that any more Mr
Stokes I don't think that we chose them because of their knowl
edgeability in the Oswald case initially The issue was to decide
about the defection of this man in the first place

The Oswald matter really hadn't gotten viable until it was indi
cated he knew something about it and then when we got him to
the United States what he knew about it Actually I think that it
may be of interest to the committee that in attempting to establish
the bona fides of someone it is necessary to have information in
some depth of the facts about which they are talking

With respect to Nosenko we put people who were knowledgeable
about the Soviet Union and Soviet mores and so forth on the case
because we had more information about those things and could
check his statements out much better than if we were using some
thing about Lee Harvey Oswald He had been in the Soviet Union
and we knew very little about him because I would like to remind
you Mr Stokes that what is known about Lee Harvey Oswald
today was certainly not known in early 1964 This is all material
that has been developed since

I think one has to be fair with history that when we go back to
February 1964 the knowledgeability of anybody in the Government
on Lee Harvey Oswald was very limited even more limited than it
is now

Chairman STOKES Wouldn't I understand that first they did
know he was a KGB officer at the time he came to you correct

Mr HELMS That is what he told us
Chairman STOKES You did know that Oswald had been in

Russia did you not
Mr HELMS Yes we knew that he had been in Russia certainly
Chairman STOKES And a part of your responsibility to the

Warren Commission was to give them such information as came to
your knowledge regarding Oswald in Russia was it not

Mr HELMS Certainly Mr Stokes
Chairman STOKES And in establishing this man's bona fides

would it not be logical that you would want to know everything he
knew about Oswald as a part of the interrogation process so that
you might establish his bona fides through that

Mr HELMS But I thought that he was asked about what he knew
about Oswald I thought there were four or five interrogations one
by the FBI and some by us during this period Am I wrong

Chairman STOKES Well he was under the custody of the CIA
You have told us that

Mr HELMS But other people had access to him The FBI was
given access to them We gave other people access to these people if
they requested it It was the FBI's statement to the Warren Corn
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mission quoting Nosenko based on their own interrogation that led
me weeks later to go down and talk with the Chief Justice of the
United States and point out with him that we could not go bail we
could not vouch for the bona fides of this man and therefore we
could not vouch for his statement

Chairman STOKES Yes and this was the precise problem that
you were confronted with You knew you had an important issue
on your hands didn't you

Mr HELMS Certainly
Chairman STOKES And it was extremely important by virtue of

the high level conference which you had had which you referred to
this morning that you had been able to establish his bona fides
isn't that correct

Mr HELMS We were doing our best to do so
Chairman STOKES So it is in that area then I would think that

you would want to see the top interrogators not only those expert
in interrogating with reference to the Soviet Union but also about
events in the Soviet Union such as Oswald would be important to
you to have him interrogated about

Mr HELMS Well sir I was not present at these interrogations
and I don't know the exact questions I assume there is a record
available someplace But it seems to me that in posing this ques
tion this way to me it is damned if you do and damned if you
don't You are damned if you hold a fellow too long and treat him
badly because you would like to find out what he does know about
Oswald and you are damned the other way if you have not dug his
teeth out to find out what he knows about Oswald

I don't know sir the answer If we had to do it over I don't know
what we would do We would probably do it differently but I don't
know how we would have arrived at the truth in the space of time
we had available to us

You may recall from the record that Mr Nosenko at the time he
defected and before was a very heavy drinker One of the problems
we had with him during his first period of time in the United
States was he didn't want to do anything except drink and carouse
We had problems with him in an incident in Baltimore where he
started punching up a bar and so forth

One of the reasons to hold him in confinement was to get him
away from the booze and settle him down and see if we could make
some sense with him The fact that he may have been held too long
was therefore deplorable but nevertheless we were doing our best

Chairman STOKES Well in light of what you are now saying to
us about the fact that you are damned if you do and damned if you
don't was it important to you that you be kept informed regularly
of everything that he was saying and everything that he was doing
et cetera

Mr HELMS Mr Stokes I felt that certainly I should be kept
generally informed but during the period of the Warren Commis
sion they are the ones who should be kept informed the FBI
should be kept informed and that after the Warren Commission
had made its report and things then were not guided by their
investigation we still went on with the job of attempting to find
out what this man represented
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Chairman STOKES But if as you say as you have just indicated
the Warren Commission needed to be informed and so forth and
wasn't it your direct responsibility to inform the commission

Mr HELMS But I thought I did I thought I told them that we
couldn't establish his bona fides

Chairman STOKES Well in order for you to be able to communi
cate with the Warren Commission you had to get information from
some source didn't you

Mr HELMS Yes
Chairman STOKES So my question to you is What direction did

you give those under you as to how often you were to be briefed
how often you ought to be given the results of the interrogation or
whatever was occurring with this man

Mr HELMS Certainly I stayed current to that extent If there
had been the slightest intimation that we were prepared to vouch
for his bona fides or that the interrogation reached that point it
would have been brought to me immediately

I think that if I don't any longer recall the exact date but I
think it was in June or something of 1964 that after getting the
permission of the Director of Central Intelligence Mr McCone I
went to see the Chief Justice privately to point out to him what
our difficulties in this matter were It seems to me I was as forth
coming as a man could be

What else could I do What else should I have done
Chairman STOKES What did you tell him about your difficulties

What were they
Mr HELMS I told him we were not able to satisfy ourselves that

the man was what he was purported to be that the jobs that he
had held were the ones that he really did hold that there were
inconsistencies in his testimony that what he had to say about the
Oswald case didn't make sense to us and that therefore I simply
wanted to point out to the Chief Justice that I was sorry but
whatever the FBI had given him or given the Commission about
what Mr Nosenko had said about Mr Lee Harvey Oswald that I
felt he should take into consideration the fact that we could not
vouch for his bona fides and therefore they should not take at full
strength what he said It was up to them to make their evaluation
but I felt we owed this to him

Chairman STOKESIn order for you to tell the Chief Justice that
how often had you been briefed

Mr HELMS I have no recollection any longer Mr Stokes
Chairman STOKES In terms of the interrogation that took place

of Oswald I'm sorry Nosenko were the interrogators instructed to
pose a large number of questions relative to Oswald to Nosenko

Mr HELMS Mr Stokes there was no issue more central in those
days than an effort to straighten out this business about Oswald

But I would submit in evidence I don't know whether you have
been an interrogator sir but there are so many questions you can
ask about based on the information that was known about Oswald
at the time

If my facts are straight the information about Oswald that was
known was that he had gone to the Soviet Union that he ex
pressed a desire to give up his citizenship That is what he told the
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American Embassy He had gone to Minsk married a Russian girl
which was suspicious in its own right

He then decided to come back to the United States and virtually
disappeared but it was not the CIA's jurisdiction to keep an eye on
him in the United States and the amount of information available
at that time based on which one could make an interrogation was
pretty thin for the simple reason that how were we going to find
out in the Soviet Union what Oswald had done there except from
his own statements

We had no independent means of verification We didn't have
that good an organization inside the Soviet Union We had no
means of following up on these leads

Chairman STOKESIn light of your statements in this context let
me cite to you the testimony of Mr Hart to this committee and get
your comment on that

Mr Hart with reference to the matter of whether Nosenko was
being incarcerated or being questioned said to this committee this

Mr HARTInsofar as I can tell the assumptionamong the top leadershipof the
agency was that during this period of incarceration Mr Nosenkowas being questionedor interrogated

That is flatly contrary to the facts becausealthoughhe was incarceratedfor 1,277
days on only 292days was he in part questioned We do not it is difficult to tell
just how many hours of questioningthere took place on those 292days when he
actually was questioned The rest of the time which is 77 percent of the total time
of incarceration he was left entirely unoccupiedand was not being questionedThere was in other words no effort being made to get at more informationwhich
he might have

Do you agree with that statement
Mr HELMS I have no comment to make on it Mr Hart I gather

was appointed by Director George Bush in 1976 to look into the
whole Nosenko case I have been informed of that in recent times I
assume he looked into it fairly and squarely I would assume also
that this committee has talked thoroughly with all the interroga
tors and has verified independently whether these facts are true or
not I have no capacity for doing that

Chairman STOKES So you take no issue with that statement
Mr HELMS None I don't know its merits one way or the other
Chairman STOKESThen I take it from that you in no way contest

the statement of Mr Hart
Mr HELMS I have no basis for contesting it Mr Stokes I mean

he has a record there I simply was saying that I have no independ
ent verification of the number of days he was interrogated I would
assume though that the committee does have an independent
verification because I believe that the interrogators are still alive
and I assume the committee has talked to them

Is this correct
Chairman STOKESI think that is substantially correct yes
Mr Helms in January 1968 when the SR division report con

cerning Nosenko was issued what was the Agency's position re
garding Mr Nosenko's bona fides

Mr HELMS There were those in the agency who believed he was
bona fide and there were those in the agency who did not I never
recall having resolved the case in my own mind one way or the
other My preoccupation at the time was to get Mr Nosenko reset
tled If there were those who felt there was a reasonable chance he
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was bona fide that was all right with me but as far as I am aware
I never signed off on any document or made any final decisions
about his bona fides

If you have a document I would appreciate seeing it because I
have not been shown one and if my recollection is not accurate I
don't want to mislead this committee I want to be absolutely fair
and truthful and forthcoming

Chairman STOKES Perhaps it may help refresh your recollection
that at the time the committee took your testimony previously Mr
Goldsmith asked you the question "Is it not a fact that the SR
report of 1968 indicated that in fact Mr Nosenko was not a bona
fide defector Your answer at that time was "I don't remember
firsthand what the thrust of the report was.

So I take it then that your testimony today is that you still do
not recall

Mr HELMS No But I am sorry I must have misunderstood your
earlier question I am sorry I thought that you were asking me
what my opinion was about that

Chairman STOKESNo no
Mr HELMS I am sorry
Chairman STOKES Basically what we are asking you is this In

January 1968 when this report came out of the SR division what
was the Agency's position regarding Nosenko bona fides

Mr HELMS Well the Agency's position would not have been
reflected in the 1968 report The Agency's position would have been
one that I would have signed off on and I don't recall ever having
made personally the decision based on recommendations and var
ious other factors involved whether he was bona fide or not I
simply was trying to explain that my interest then was different

Chairman STOKES Well then can you tell us in January of 1968
the Agency's position with regard to the veracity of the informa
tion Nosenko had provided concerning Oswald

Mr HELMS I don't think any judgment has ever been made
about that I thought I read in the newspapers.and I assume the
newspapers reported accurately.that Mr Hart after all his inves
tigation was not able to tell you that Nosenko was accurate about
Oswald qr not accurate about Oswald if he could not do it-

Chairman STOKES To the contrary He said to the committee
based upon everything he knew about him that the testimony he
had given this committee he said I would not use it so he did have
an opinion

Mr HELMS He said he would not use it
Chairman STOKESThat is what he said
Mr HELMS That confuses me
Chairman Stokes Why
Mr HELMS Well it confuses me because isn't that a cop-out If

you are not going to use it then it is not true
Chairman STOKES That is substantially correct that would be

my own interpretation
Now let me ask you this Wouldn't your analysis and the doubt

which you had of this man's overall bona fides also bear upon the
question of what he was saying to you and through you to the
Warren Commission about Oswald that is if you doubted his gen
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eral bona fides wouldn't you have to doubt what he was saying to
you about Oswald

Mr HELMS Yes sir that is why I went to see the Chief Justice
Chairman STOKESNow let me ask you this After the SR division

issued its report in 1968 was the Nosenko case reinvestigated by
the security officer

Mr HELMS Oh I think the ground was gone over not only by
that security officer but I think that through the weeks after that
a long interrogation or if you don't want to call it an interroga
tion let's say an elicitation was carried on with Nosenko to find
out what he knew about a whole host of things including the
Oswald case

I believe it was during that latter period that he had additional
contributions to make about the size of the files that the KGB held
on Oswald and matters of this kind

Chairman STOKES Let me ask you this In light of what you said
to us this morning would you agree that the consequences of the
Nosenko case for the American intelligence community were quite
great particularly if it turned out that he was not a bona fide
defector I think you may have commented on some of that in your
first statement

Mr HELMS Yes I did Mr Stokes but I agree with what you
said

Chairman STOKESI would like to call your attention to page 137
of the declassified transcript which you have there at the witness
table with you Lines 6 through 20 Do you have that

Mr HELMS Yes sir
Chairman Stokes This of course is your testimony before this

subcommittee of this committe earlier
Now at that time did you testify that you had no recollection of

ever signing off on any piece of paper that made Nosenko a consul
tant to the CIA and that you never agreed to any such thing

Mr HELMS When I made that statement in executive session on
August 9 it was my distinct impression that we had made an
arrangement or signed a contract with Nosenko which made him
an independent contractor In other words it was a relationship
between him and the Agency whereby he would do research work
under controlled circumstances and we would control the environ
ment what documents he saw what he did and in this way we
would be justified in seeing if his expertise was of any help to us
and second under this document we could pay him so that he
could live and eventually get to be resettled

I was not aware at that time that the independent contractor
provision had along with it in the document the word "consultant.
If I was aware of it at the time I never thought about it I must
confess that my thought of what a consultant is has been changed
in present times because I am a consultant to various American
businesses now and my relationship to them is not the relationship
I contracted for with Nosenko so this is a semantic problem

I can only say that I am sorry that I was maybe the slightest bit
misleading but I have now explained it and I hope that satisfies
you

Chairman STOKES Mr Chairman I will ask that an exhibit in
the possession of the Clerk be marked as JFK F-531 I will ask that
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a copy of it be delivered to the witness and that the exhibit be
made a part of the record at this time

Mr PREYER If there is no objection the exhibit F-531 will be
entered into the record at this point

[The information follows:]

JFK EXHIBITF-531

elsmommumm
-JFK EKNIbtr F-531

6 OCT1372

MEMORANDUMFOP Director of Goal 7.~-rt;?eace

TETROUGH Ease ive Director-Co cErer

SUBSECT Retroa ve R-*^t^--samst of
'Turfy Ivarnr_chNosenlco

I This memcrand =s suggests ac:ian onthe part of the
Director of Ce -ai 7*-4---1rgeae this xfi.cn is cfatzined is
paragraph 9

Z Mr Yariy IvaaovichNosenko a 45-yea=-old for_-er
Staff Officer of the C smit`ee for State Security (KGB)of the
USSR att . the Ina to of Interns-dorm]Relations Moscow
fsoa 3945to 1950 was affiliatedwithRussian NavalT t-11gene
during the 1951-1933period andwas an officerwith the KGB
from March 1953tats his deficdon to the Agencyis Geneva
Switzerland as 4 Febrrsry 1964 a$er havingworkedfor CIA
for apprcni_te y twoyears

3 A review ofMr Nosenko'scase reflects that a the
time ofhis defection various ciScsi coasasitcae-^tswere made
to him ia'-t,..;;,.ga lump aurapaymentof $50,000.0abased up=
his nearly two years workinside the KGB a $10 000.00bonus
for his work on theftytTt~Acase and a contract as a consultant~
at a salary of $25,000.00per annum Mr Nosenkowas advised
by his AgencyCase Officer that Mr Nosenkowas workingfor
the Central Irteiiigence Agencyas of 5 February 1964 and that
his salary began from that date This was a verbal agreement
with the AgencyCase Officer and is fully documed in oar
files
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In the early debriefing of Mr Nosey o it became
apparent that he was a particularly cornpler_individual_ To
extensive and prolonged debriefing arrangements were made to
accommodate Mr_ Noserko under highly secure conditions a

=1 4-4
r Z where he refrained from 1964to 1967 These tight

security arrenvemsr"s were dictated, during the ;` -at phases at
least by the additia-al need to provide Mr Nos-=ce with
coating person..._lprntec:an since there was the distinct
possibility that he would be targeted for elect an if the Soviets
should discover his whereabouts

Since October 1967 the prsry responsibility for Mr_
Noseriko has been in the Of=ce of Security which conducted a
thorough review of pricer developments M the case Mr `Noseoko
was moved to the Washing nn D C area in late 1967 and the
case passed through various stages of phased nays alizat:on as
Be was given an increased degree of freedom and independence
Mr_ Nosenko was actually resettled on the economy in April 1969
he obtained a divorce from his former Soviet spouse in September
1969: ~f,iraz a.4o
During the period from October 1967 to April 1969 Mr Nose-ieo
did .not receive a salary but he was provided with a moderzta
amount of spending money

As of April 1969 Mr Nosenko signed a one-year
contractual agreen=eat for $16,500.00 including a clause a vine
assistance to his in resettlement expenses in the a nsru .of
$8 000.00 In March 1970 Mr Noscoke signed a new contract
for two years at $18,500.00 per =rum At about this saran time
he was provided with certain financial assistance $20,000-00
being for the downpayment an a new house and $5 000.00 for
other related household expenses Mr Noseako's contract was
renewed at the new rate of $19,500.00 per an-nuo on I March 1971
and the contract was again renewed in February 1972 at the salary
of $Z1 000.00 per annum

Az analysis of this case clearly indicates that Mr_
Nosezko has been an extremely valuable source one who has
identified many hundreds of Soviet Intelligence Officers and he
has otherwise provided a considerable quantity of useful information
on the organization of the KGB its operational doctrine and
methods SaasTas ;4no have been
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forwarded to the Federal Bureau of Investigatioa based or data
from Mar Noser_'~a He has conducted numerous special s=c-arit}
reviews on Soviet subjects of speciEc ietelligeace interest a=d
he has provea7-rirer_lfto be invaluable in epplori count= ..t _
gene leads He recently avr~-nred a bee, which is of interest to
the Agency la effect Mr Nosen33ohas shows h;.-'pelf to be a
proda is and hard wor g defector,-who is "reaabii:tzted and
fravcrr-ahlydisposed towa-ds the Agency

In the course of a recent meeting with.Mr Noser'co
he brough= up the suojec of his r=ssirg salary covering the
period frorsAp~-id 1964 to March 1969 Mrs Nose-al= read;?y
adzuit`ed that he is 12viLgvery well at the present but he
is not in a posi..oa to save any mousy for the fzt=-e_ He also
expressed deep appreciation to the Agency for the x I
assist`.ce w -R was provided hxM through the years and he
considers tz..esto have cancelled out the oo.IAgency
obliggz~r of a 1=p sum papzaent is the amount of $50 000_OO_
Mr i`Iosealco however std feels quite strongly that he is
enbtled -to be reim.h ~sed for the salary which the Agency did
not pros-ride hi= over z Eve-year period He understands of
course that iarc.e tzz would have to be deducted from i"1+
bacv salary of $25,000_00 per annn-r

In summary the origi-,T oral agreement with Mr_
Noser co is faIIy don* a ted and supports his clam his resettle
meat since 1967 has been relatively smooth with no siogaltiaa
security ~roble .s having developed and he contlarz s to fmct+oa
at the present time as a highly productive and useful source of
inforsztion on the KGB In view of these various eaasideratioasr
it is requested that tT.is pay-meat of $125 000.00 to Mr. Noser-:o
be approved These fads would be paid out of mm??auidated

obligations
applicable to lapsed appropriations 5'~esa~i 3eureCS

L,GJtwLt'nC'~~it*ofatiai~:.` _

.6/
doward J born

Director of curie
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SUBJECT Retroactive Reimbursementof
Yuriy IvanovichNosenho

CONCURRENCE

.C 8&rf,Z

.Ira
W Coi (Date)

eputyDirector
.farSugpart

.SL~_~rtassr.1~+.~.r^ .r .  p.+,rescr. v!'~"+~-s+-~-+~V/~''i'.~
s~..e +.. ov,. .c-r..)

?ft 1t,GCaa aLL_.._ ac :( ,5;,;~ja',1"e.~
/1 O-_ ?L

Y
J

ThomasH -^teasines (Date)
Z

f;e~
.DeputyDirector //{` OTC ~

.forPlans o'1."--+-1

Colby
Executive Dire or-Comptroller

.Oct 7 2-
(Date)

The recommendationin paragraph 9 is appraved:.,u uu ,7 j
c,s4

Richard Helms
Director

(Date)
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] UNCLASSIFIEDQ~~ `o MC 'NTIAL SECRET

ROUTINGANDRECORD5HE=T
uaic ror.

x0>* owardJ Osborn
irector ofSecurity

em+~scvna
6777 oua

o tes e as= cn~crsOW3I caawt.~np.,....~ .i r0 It..w"A.. ~.~...+.. oPw...a.ywanespowwow
1 3GeneralCounsel Zl .9 Lq/ ~ 1to 2 and3 Withthe
Z initiationofthis rebabiita

DD/P l~A~ttaa prograa it waald
seem timelyto brief the

3 1,'"~ appropriatestaff persomtel
DCI of our congressionalsub

.committeeson the status of
this case If something
were to gowrong resulting

s in badpublicity withoutsuch
a briefing the reaction of
our subcommitteeswould
I believe be mo
unfortunate

l FLHouston

B
D/Security Qi~s~s

1

2

1

4

!
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2 4 LIARt3a3

MEi~LORANDUMFOR Director of Central Intelligence

SUBJECT Preparations for the Rehabilitation
and Resettlement of Yuri Nosenko

I This memorandum is for your information and Contains a
recommendation for your approval in paragraph 5

Z As you know since last meeting with you on this subject
we have been very slowly easing some of the physical restrictions
on Nosenko in an effort to condition him for his ultimate rehabilita
tion and resettlement in this country if this is the final disposition
decision During this period both the Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion and this Office have continued to elicit information from him_

Nosenko is becoming increasingly restive and desirous of
obtaining freedom on his own_ After nearly five years of varying
degrees of confinement this desire including that for feminine com
panionship is understandable We have conformed the pace of
privileges allowed him to his attitude and cooperation_ At a recent
meeting in which the Deputy Director of Plans Chief Soviet Bloc
Division Chief CI Staff Office of General Counsel and the under
signed participated it was agreed that we would allow him a two
week vacation in Florida accompanied by two Security agents of this
Office He will not be allowed to be alone outside the confines of an
adjoining room during this period

There still remains a disagreement as to his bona fides
and the Chief CI Staff is now compiling questions to be used for
continued elicitation from Nosenko upon his return It is clear and
agreed by all concerned that the problem of Nosenko's bona fides and
his rehabilitation and resettlement can be considered separately if we
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are to keep him in a favorable frame of mind with regard to the
Agency Any treatment which can be regarded by him as retro
gression in terms of physical restraint but not continued elicitation
would make his ultimate disposition extremely difficult_ Attached
for your approval is a brief summary of the steps we recommend be
taken in Noseako's rehabilitation and resettlement beginning with his
return from his vacation in Florida_ It is understood that implemen
tation of these steps will be predicated on the following

His attitude and behavior during his Florida
vacation

We will try to delay each step as long as
possible consistent with his attitude and his
willingness to cooperate

This Office will take every possible precaution
to prevent contact between Nosenko and KGB
representatives in this country If he is given
limited freedom however there can be no
guarantee of this since he is a professional
intelligence officer and could evade surveil
lance if he so desired If he is a dispatched
agent it is to be assumed that he was given
emergency means of contact

5 Your approval of these actions as outlined is recommended_
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Lawrence R Houston
General Counsel

CONCURRENCE

1 A.4A
Thomas Karamessines Date

Deputy Director for Plans

The recommendation in paragraph 5 is approved_

2 APRi95S

Richard Helms Date
Director of Central Intelligence
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STEPS yi THE REHABILITATIONANDRESETTLEMENTOF NOSENNO

Step I Uponhis return from vacation in Florida or soon
thereafter we will begin to negotiate a contractual relationship with
Nosenkowhich will provide him with financial reimbursement not
to exceed twenty thousand dollars a year for the period of time he
is working with this Agencyin a program of information elicitation
This contract in addition to the standard features will contain a
"quit claim provision regarding his past relationship with the Agency
in the event he shouldbe kidnapped become recalcitrant or redefect
It will stipulate residence in an area acceptable to the Agency It will
also provide that upon conclusion of his active cooperation with this
Agency we will renegotiate to provide for a modest continued annuity
commensurate with his ability to secure employmenton his own_ There
will be no bulk resettlement fund_

Step 2 Wewill negotiate with Immigration and Naturalization
authorities to secure appropriate alien registration for Noseako in
this country under a registered alias It will be necessary for the
Agencyto accept continuedresponsibility for Nosenkountil such time
as he has established residence long enoughto satisfy the ten year
citizenship requirement

Step 3 Wewill begin to look withhim for suitable living
accommodations He accepts the fact that these accommodations will
have to be so arranged that we will occupycontiguousquarters and
that he will be required for an undetermined period to let us knowwhere
he is going and whenhe leaves these quarters_ Wewill initially at
least provide for technical coverage of his telephone and living quar
ters and will within the extent of our capability cover him through
surveillance whenhe leaves these quarters
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Step 4 The program of information elicitation based on
questions compiled by CI Staff will begin soon after Nosenko's
return from Florida Any significant developments and changes
in the handling of Nosenko and the conduct of the interviews will
be coordinated with the CI Staff acting on behalf of the DDP This
program of elicitation will be so designed as to prevent broadening
further the base of Nosenko'a knowledge Future elicitation from
Nosenko will not include new information except on the basis of
calculated approved coordination between the Office of Security anti
the CI Staff about subject matter and Nosenko will be encouraged
and allowed to give full responses on each subject The FBI will
be advised about these procedures

Step 5 When we have favorably resolved disagreement
within the Agency as to his bona fides we will allow him his ultimate
freedom including assistance in finding suitable employment If
disagreement persists however as to his bona fides beyond the
end of this calendar year we will consult with other appropriate
Government agencies as to whether he may be allowed full freedom
as a normal resident alien or whether the security interests of the
United States require his deportation
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SUBJECT Yuri Ivanovich Nosenko

1 The Director of Security has provided me with a completed
report on the re-examination of subject-named individuaL He has also
provided me with a copy of a summary prepared by the FBI on the same
subject in the light of the periodic reports received by them throughout
the course of this re-examination The FBI report was provided in only
one copy personally to Howard Osborn by Special Agent Burt Turner in
consideration of the fact that the FBI had been continuously kept
an courant of the results of our re-examination of subject_ Presumably
the FBI will expect from us a copy of .final report and will
themofficially provide us with a copy of their summary of the ease

2 The FBI summary notes that a minimum of 9 new cases
have been developed as a result of this re -examination and that new
information of considerable importance on old cases not previously
available resulted from this effort Before we are through with this
the FBI just might level official criticism at this Agency for its previous
handling of this case However because of the finesse and candor with
which the Director of Security has handled this re-examination I am
inclined to doubt that the FBI will wish to make an issue of our previous
actions

Nowto the heart of the matter I am now convinced that
there is no reason to conclude that Nosenko is other than what he has
claimed to be that he has not knowingly and willfully withheld information
from us that there is no conflict between what we have learned from him
and what we have learned from other defectors or informants that would
cast any doubts on his bona fides Most particularly I perceive no
significant conflict between the information Nosenko has provided and the
information and opinions Golitsyn has provided Thus I conclude that
Nosenko should be accepted as a bona fide defector

In addition I recommend that we now proceed with the
resettlement and rehabilitation of Nosenko with sufficient dispatch to
permit his full freedom by 1 January 1969 This recommendation I feel
should be reviewed by the Deputy Director for Plans the Director of
Security and the Inspector General prior to its implementation whatever
your own views may be after examining the case yourself

dmiral,S Navy
Deputy Director
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MEMORANDUMFOR Director

1 This memorandumsubmits a proposal for your approval_
The proposal is to immediately pay Yuriy Ivanovich Nosenka
$28,500 in back salary in settlement of an Agency commitment
to him and to authorize a subsequent one-tine payment of $10,000
to him directly or as a contribution to his retirement for

~~Qt.;t Ca5se_

Z_ Yuriy Ivanovich Nosenko is a 48-year-old former
Soviet intelligence officer who is currently employed as an
independent.contractor by this Agency Mr Nosenko has for
some time been of the opinion that he is entitled to $28,500
in back pay This amount represents the difference between
the salary actually paid to him during the 1 March 1969 to
1 March 1975 period and the $25,000 per year which was promised
to him at the time of his defection is February 1964 At the
tine of his defection Mr. Nosenkowas also promised the.addi
tional $10,000 fop Sf tZ4i -foeLter Cas

/ t

3_ While serving as a KGBsecurity officer with the
Soviet Disarmament Commission in Switzerland Mr_ Nosenko
contacted an American diplomat in Geneva on S=June 1962 and
requested a small loan to repay official Soviet funds which
he had squandered Based on this contact Mr Nosenko was
recruited shortly thereafter by the Agency and he agreed to
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work as an agent in place_ On 1S June 1962 Mr Nosenko
returned to the Soviet Union where he resumed his duties asan intelligence officer with the Second Chief Directorate ofthe KGBin Moscow Mr Nosenko worked in place in the SovietUnion until January 1964 when he returned to Switzerland_ Atthat time Mr Nosenko decided to defect and requested political
asylum in the United States

Mr Nosenko defected in Switzerland on 4 February1964 and was brought to the United States under Public Law 110on 11 February 1964_ At the time of his defection certain
financial commitments were made to Mr Nosenko These commitments were substantiated in a conversation with him on
7 February 1964 and were documented in a 10 February-1964
memorandumto the Acting Deputy Director for Plans from

Chief Soviet Russia Division (SR Division)_This memorandumstated as follows

"First I assured Subject LMr Nosenkoj that I
was satisfied that he was genuine Based on
this and assuming his continued 'cooperation
I said we would proceed to make arrangements
to bring him to the States Second I con
firmed our agreement to pay him $25,000 for
each year in place ($50,000) plus $10,000 for
3zni.TJe -fa~e~5 cars and our readiness

to contract for his services at $25,000 per
year Third I explained the polygraph he
would be expected to take as final proof of
his bona fides.

Shortly after his arrival in the United States the
SR Division encountered serious difficulties in attempting to
establish the bona fides of Mr Nosenko The SR Division con
cluded that Mr Nosenko was not what he claimed to be and thus
was not a bona fide defector As noted in paragraph four of
Attachment A Mr Nosenko was held under highly secure conditions
at an Agency installation from April 1964 until October 1967_
1h"October 1967 the primary responsibility for Mr Nosenko was
transferred from SR Division to the Office of Security which
conducted a thorough review of the developments in this case
The conditions of confinement of Mr Nosenko were progressively
relaxed and in October 1968 the bona fides of Mr Nosenko were
established by the Office of Security_ At this point it should
be noted that the confinement of Mr Nosenko was cited by the
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Rockefeller Commission Report in June 1975 and that Mr Nosen:_o
is aware of this citation Mr Nosenko has however made no
threats concerning possible damages as a result of this con
finement Also despite the difficult period through which
Mr Nosenko passed he has been and continues to be a cooperative and productive source

Stn57;.it o

7 Prior to 1 March 1969 Mr Nosenko received no salary
for his cooperation with this Agency Effective I March 1969
Mr_ Nosenko was employed as an independent contractor at the
rate of $16,500 per year Because of the previous difficulties
and uncertainties involved in establishing the bona fides of
Mr Nosenko the extent of our commitments and obligations to
him were not clear at that time Mr Nosenko therefore was
not initially employed at the rate of $25,000 per year as he
had been promised Mr Nosenko's salary was increased annually
however,.until 1 March 1975 when he began to receive the stipu
lated $25,000 per year Once the bona fides of Mr Nosenko were
firmly established and the earlier difficulties regarding his
status were resolved the initial commitments took effect and
the payment of $125,000 (less federal income tax) was completed
on 16.No.ember 1972 in settlement of salary arrears for the
period April 1964 to March 1969 (see Attachment B) On 12 July
1975 a final payment was made on the obligation of $50,000 due
Mr-Nosenko for the period 1962-1964
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8 There remains to be paid $23,500 (less federal income
tax) in salary arrears for the period I March 1969 to I March
1975 (see Attachment C) and $10,000 outstanding for
case_ (He has never requested the latter amount but the
obligation still exists.) Although Mr Nosenko signed a
quitclaim for the period prior to 12 July 1975 (see Attachment D)and may have legally waived his right to back salary prior to
that data the earlier payment of $125,000 for the period 1964
1969 recognized our commitment to Mr Nosenko to honor all
agreements and established a precedent for paying him the total
salary difference We also believe that we have a moral obli
gation and that this obligation should be met_

9_ This matter is being brought to your attention since
Mr_ Nosenko believes he has a valid clefrr to cited back salaryfor the 1969-1975 period and in connection with the current
transfer of full responsibility for Mr_ Nosenko to the Counter
intelligence Staff Directorate of Operations_ It is therefore
recommended that you approve the expenditure of $28,500 in full
payment of back salary for Mr_ Nosenko for the period 1969-1975_
Of the $28,500 $27,667 can be paid for out of the FY1974 unobli
gated balance allotted to the Office of Security with the
remainder of $833 being charged to the Office of Security FY1975
allocation

10_ It is further requested that approval be granted for
the $10,000 Sse:Z1e,._ cz , c2sS. which could be paid directly to
Mr Nosenko at a later date or preferably could be incorporated
into a retirement program for him which is being given consid
eration by'the Counterintelligence Staff If approved these
transactions would represent a fulfillment of all commitments to
Mr Nosenko as of this date and would serve tolfill outstanding
Agency commitments to Mr Nosenko prior to his transfer to the
Counterintelligence Staff
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SUBJECT Yuriy Ivanovich Nosenko
(Payment of Certain Funds
Previously Promised)

CONCURRENCE

William Nelson
Deputy Directortfor Operations

3 4! )57 C
Pate

John F Blake
Deputy Director

for
Administration

APPROVED 7.pl,~t 4) .,,s e.,-Vit k.1,t 6

DISAPPROVED

Distribution
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_.w5%S-2549(s7^ ~.i

25 JCid1973

2 DR417X}IFOR Locative Seee'ay
CIA

VI DeglriyDirer M ,sg--t andSwart.for
DeptxyDirecor for Operatic=

SttiC'i Reeve Pay--t to
Ytniy IvaaavichNasenko

1_ Aetiaa IL-gr=-tec This*otaradat cootzinsa rer'r ...tr4r-r
for yamsapproval

2 Basic Data Foryazs assistance referenceis madeto the
at.ached of the s subject dated5 October1972 Me pro
visit= of the r er:ticewereconcludedwith Mr_Basotho.coveringback
salary acs April 1964to March1969 is OctoberandNo'i ber 1972when
he was given the stn of $87,052.00coveringtotal salary for this periodless Federal zac tax It is estimatedthat Mr Nosenbahas inrst-^d
all but appr_4r 'y $15,000.00of this sue in the purchaseof
propertycors uctias of a nor residencef Sins:i.J trite

Il;;-.tart> rza.da is ad.-Tressedto the lurp stagpay.momof
$50,000.00premisedto Mr Noses by 2a AgencyJ.c sent ve prior to
his defect=asfromthe KGBin February1964 Againstthis sue in April
May1969 Mr Nasenkawasgiven$8,000.00as Emmais assistance far
reset- ant cmthe ptsvate ecnnavyand$25,000.00in rid-1970tc:a_-d5
the purchaseof a newhome andother related expeffses Mr Xosen::o
also agrees that he wasgitior appraztrmately$2,000_00in March1964
whichshouldbe includedas a part of the above$50,000.00_In essence

"$15,000.00ra-2isssoutstandingagainst the above$50,030.00

RecentlyMr Nosenlnhas rather spediy =mimed the
matter of the pranises to W Nosehkais 1964andthe renaiaa-r of the
fir=.--dal prosisezhich he did not receive Mr Naseskoccnsidars the



Mr_Noseaktahas regr-ted the previously mentioned$13,000_00
which will be zed for haws mat purposes in cmectica with his new
property aria resit-,7r. constxu_tian and paymentof medical bills_ He
has vohe t ly stated that he will sign a doa.=eat agreeing that tna
$13,000.00 is in full and f9n~l settlecent of the 1964I stn pay
ment prise

As you will note in the rerc~~ucc another promise tide to
th Nasen&oprior to his defection in Februa*_y1964a c=reed a $10.000_00

2
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=aunt to be $13,000.00but this is based oa his recollection that he
received $10,000.00 in April--:-_+y1969rather then the $8,000_00$iic
he ac 1y received As noted in the reference as of Octcber 1977_
P"YNoserikohad indicated that the fads previously paid to hia ::cold
cancel out the 1964 lu.o stet pr= se

t

Sft+S i ,J&

bcs."s for his
Mr Miseo:;ahas never meatioltedThe

above prmise while the responsibility of the Office of Security since
October 1967 It is noted that the precise of the above$10,000_00
was appar-=tly not a matter of discussion with 2y Nosenkoprior ta
hi defend= but was in the wayof a gratuitous =did= by the Agency
representative whenYr Nosenkowas advised that following previous dis
ctssien he would be given a $50;000.00ltta stn for resettlement and
e.lo_ rent at $25,000.00per year Since note of the abovere r:~
were ever forme1j.zedin a doc=ent to ;"s Kosovo it is very possible
that ni Nosenkodoes rot recall the additional rer concerning pal
m9s_tin connec-donwith 54,+S.Z

;.tz-.zi:5, Cdr
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3. Recc..-..endatioa In view of the above it is requested that
a paymentof 51 ,000.UUto Mr Nosenrobe approved thus settling the
specific $50,000.00 lug scotpronise madeto MYN.osenkoin February
1954-_ If approved 'h hose1a will be advised that the $15,000.00
fio..v.e is based on an acccezitingof Agencyfinard=l records a a
sigrie settles ent states :rat obtained Erma2 _ Noseoko_It is b:Zeved
that the additional $2,000.00wouldbe very well received by br'_Toser:sn
and will partially offset his recent medical expensesnot reimbursed
fromhas c.=t health -ins

Attarbia=nt

leg
Director cf eecerity
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SUBJECT Retioactive Payment to Yuriy Ivznovicr Nosezko

OMCU12REEC

.1Yj .Ne s as (Date)

f0r r
Operatics

APPICrV~ L 2t-l:.'.  5JUL 1973

DISAPPROVED

Distribution
Original Return to Director of Sectzity

3 Execrative Registry
Z DD/i'.IE-S
2 DD/O
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MEMORANDUMFORTHERECORD

SUBJECT Yuriy Ivanovich Nosenko

Year Was Paid
Should Have
Been Paid Difference

1 Mar 69-30 Nov 69 $ 12,375.00 $ 18,750.00 $ 6,375.00
1 Dec 69-30 Nov 70 17,999.94 25,000.00 7,00q.06
1 Dec 70-30 Nov 71 19,249.98 25,000.00 5,750.02
1 Dec,71-30 Nov 72 20,625.00 25,000.00 4,375_00
1 Dec 72-30 Nov 73 21,937.53 25,000.00 3,062_47
I Dec 73-30 Nov 74 23,374.94 25,000.00 1,625.06

*1 Dec 74-30 Nov 75 24,875.04 25,000.00 312.39

$140,437.43 $165,937_43 $28,500-00

Less Estimated Tax Liability 8,084.00

NETPAYMENT $20,416.00

*Rate of $25,000.00 for period 1 Dec 74 28 Feb 1975
Rate of $25,250.00 for period I Mar 75 30 Nov 1975
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1VHEREASYuriy LvanovichNosed:a a former citizen of the Union

of Soviet Socialist Repu l.ics and as employee of the Committee for State

Security (KGB) first cooperated with Officers of the United States Govern

meat and then subsequently defected to the United States and
it
! WHEREAS Mr Nosenl:owas promised certain_sums of money for

hishis cooperation and defection only part of ,.vhic1have previously been
.

1 paid to him and

11 WHEREAS there rer' * e a certain balance of money agreed upon by

Mr_ Noserko and Officers of the Central Intelligence Avery;_

NOWT1DREFORM in consideration of the sun_of .t.i it t cf THOUSA.I?III

and 00/100 Dollars ($15000.00} the receipt of whichis hereby aclrnwledged.

Yur-fyIvanavich Noseaka for himself and for his heirs execcrtors adonhii

strators and assigns hereby releases and forever disr"1+a ges the United

States Government and the Central Intelligence Agency and a?l of its

employees and representatives from an claim for money promised to him

for and/or at the time of his defection and from any and al other cI'+**+s

demands and liabilities in any form whatsoever arising out of or in any way

connected with his cooperation and association with the United States
Govern

meat and the Central Intelligence Agency prior to the date of this document

12
h1y\~147`3`~
WITNESSTHE FOLLOWuIGSIGNATUREANDSEAL

~J +
/t  2~~r 74 t1 Ct tec ~ESs_4L}

Yuri/Ivaaovic .N,osenko

WITN
On Behalf of the United States Government
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Mr HELMS I have the document before me Mr Stokes now It
is a document dated October 5 1972

Chairman STOKES That is the document Can you tell us what
that document is

Mr HELMS The subject of it is retroactive reimbursement of
Yuri Ivanovich Nosenko It entails a description of his case what
he was promised in the way of money and gives at the end a
suggestion as to how the moneys might be handled This in turn
was passed up the line in the Agency and was approved on October
18 1972

Chairman Stokes Mr Helms I would direct your attention to
page 4 of that document and ask you whether or not your signa
ture appears on that document

Mr HELMS Yes it does beside the date October 18 1972 That is
my signature

Chairman STOKES Now I will ask you to read three of the
paragraphs from this document paragraphs 6 7 and 9 Would you
do that please read it out loud

Mr HELMS Six seven and nine
Chairman STOKESYes sir
Mr HELMS Yes sir
As of April 1969 Mr Nosenkosigneda 1-yearcontractual agreement for $16,500

includinga clause givingassistanceto him in resettlement expensesin the amount
of $8,000In March 1970 Mr Nosenkosigneda new contract for 2 years at $18,500
per annum At about the same time he was providedwith certain financial assist
ance $20,000being for the down payment on a new house and $5,000for other
related householdexpenses Mr Nosenko'scontract was renewedat the new rate of
$19,500per annum on March 1 1971 and the contract was again renewed in
February 1972at the salary of $21,000per annum

Paragraph 7
An analysisof this caseclearly indicatesthat Mr Nosenkohas been an extremely

valuable source one who has identifiedmany hundreds of Soviet intelligenceoffi
cers and he has otherwiseprovideda considerablequantity of usefulinformationon
the organizationof the KGB its operationaldoctrineand methods

Then I find a blank and written in here in somebody's hand is
sensitive information The remainder of the sentence reads

Have been forwardedto the Federal Bureau of Investigationbased on data from
Mr Nosenko He has conductednumerous special security reviewson Soviet sub
jects of specificintelligenceinterest and he has proven himself to be invaluable in
exploringcounterintelligenceleads He recently authored a bookwhichis of interest
to the Agency In effect Mr Nosenkohas shown himself to be a productiveand
hard workingdefector who is rehabilitated and favorablydisposedto the Agency

Paragraph 9
In summary the original oral agreement with Mr Nosenkois fully documented

and supportshis claim his resettlementsince 1967has been relativelysmooth with
no significantsecurity problemshaving developed and he continuesto function at
the present time as a highly productiveand useful source of information on the
KGB In view of these various considerations it is requested that the payment of
$125,000to Mr Nosenkobe approved Thesefundswouldbe paid out of unliquidated
obligationsapplicableto lapsedappropriations

The sentence stops there and it is written in somebody's hand
writing "sensitive sources and methods information. And the
memorandum has the signature below

Chairman STOKESThank you
In paragraph 9 where it says "and he continues to function at

the present time as a highly productive and useful source of infor
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motion on the KGB, that does not to you connote the activities of
a consultant

Mr HELMS No sir
Chairman STOKES That's how you would interpret that
Mr HELMS That is the kind of information we get from any

agency I am sorry but my impression today and it may not have
been 5 years ago I don't know but today my impression of a
consultant is one that has a closer relationship with the organiza
tion for which he is working than an agent does in an intelligence
relationship They are insulated from certain kinds of information
they are insulated from certain access and insulated from a lot of
things

Consultant is not necessarily so Consultant is a very wide rang
ing term which covers all kinds of things in our language I would
just not like to see a reference at that time to his having been a
consultant I have been told since I don't know how accurately
that Nosenko has been seen in the CIA headquarters building at
Langley I guess if he has access to the building out there maybe
he is a consultant now but he was not considered one in my time

Chairman STOKESI see
Mr Chairman I will ask that the clerk mark another exhibit in

her possession JFK exhibit F-537 and that a copy of it be shown to
the witness

Mr HELMS I have the document in my hands It is JFK exhibit
F-537

Chairman STOKES Have you had a chance to read that docu
ment

Mr HELMS No
Chairman STOKES Could you take the time to familiarize your

self with it
Mr HELMS This is an interrogatory which this committee pre

sented to the Agency is that correct
Chairman STOKESThat is correct sir
Mr HELMS I have read the document now Mr Stokes
Chairman STOKESAll right
Mr Helms prior to referring you to that particular document

would you look at page 133 of the declassified transcript before
you beginning at line 111/z It looks like where Mr Goldsmith
poses a question to you and your answer follows

Mr HELMS Is this where Mr Goldsmith says "What about at
the conclusion of the [security officer's] work

Chairman STOKESThat is right
Would you please read Mr Goldsmith's question and your

answer
Mr HELMS[reading]
MR GOLDSMITHWhat about at the conclusionof [the security officer's]work

when he issuedhis report at that time did the Agencyhave a positionwith regardto Nosenko'sbona fides
Mr HELMSI do not believeso At least during my time there I do not recall us

ever taking a positionas an agency
Chairman STOKES Now let me ask you having read that ques

tion and your answer to it is that your best recollection
Mr HELMS That is my best recollection Mr Stokes I notice that

in this document which you tell me the Agency has provided they
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say that the final conclusion was that he is a bona fide defector I
simply do not recall participating in any meeting or signing any
document which made the final judgment that he was a bona fide
defector

Chairman STOKES Let me now refer you to the exhibit F-537
and ask you now that is a document from the Director of Central
Intelligence is it not

Mr HELMS It is not signed by him sir so I don't know
Chairman STOKES Well on the first page it does have a signa

ture on there
Mr HELMS On the first page it just has the signature of Mr

Breckinridge principal coordinator for the House Select Committee
on Assassinations

Chairman STOKESIs there a letterhead at the top of it
Mr HELMS Yes it say "Office of Legislative Counsel.
Chairman STOKESAnd ahead of that
Mr HELMS The Director of Central Intelligence
Chairman STOKESWashington D.C. right
Mr HELMS Yes 20505
Chairman STOKESDoes the first page read as follows
1 September 1978 Mr G Robert Blakey Chief Counsel and Director House

SelectCommitteeon AssassinationsWashington D.C
DEARMR BLAKEYForwarded herewith are answers to the interrogatories re

ceivedat the closeofbusinesson 28August1978
Signed S D BreckinridgePrincipal for HSCAwith attachment

Mr HELMS Yes
Chairman STOKES Now would you turn to the next page com

mencing where it says question 3 would you read everything from
that point forward

Mr HELMS[reading]
Define Nosenko'spresent and past employmentarrangements with the Central

IntelligenceAgency include (a) the dates and nature of this employment (b) the
servicesrendered by Nosenko (c)itemizethe countingof all compensationreceived
by Nosenko (d) an account of the roles of Richard Helms and John McConein
authorizing Nosenko'semploymentand compensationarrangements for the CIA
Prior to Nosenko's defection on 4 February 1964 he was promised $50,000for
previouscooperation $10,000for his identificationin 1962of a particular espionage
agent and $25,000a year compensationfor future services

Mr Richard Helms himself approved the foregoingon 17 February 1964 Al
though no effort was made to fulfill the promiseuntil some5 years after Nosenko's
defection the original promiseformedthe basis for the eventual employmentand/
or monetary remunerations Followingacceptanceof Nosenko'sbona fides in late
1968 Mr Helms approvedan arrangement which resulted in Nosenko'semploy
ment as an independentcontractoreffective1 March 1969This first contract called
for him to be compensatedat a rate of $16,500a year As of 1978he is receiving
$35,327a year (see attached annual compensationtable for years 1969to 1978)

In addition to regular yearly compensationNosenkowas paid for the years 1964
to 1969 in November1972in the amount of $25,000a year less incometax The
total amount paid was $87,000.I beg your pardon.total amount paid was $87,052

He also receivedin varying increments from March 1964to July 1973amounts
totaling $50,000to aid in his resettlement on the private economy(see attached
table for the breakdown)

The total resettlement figure in effect satisfied that portion of the above 1964
promiseto pay Nosenko$50,000for previouscooperationIn 1976Nosenkowaspaid
$10,000to satisfy that part of the abovepromiserelating to his identificationof an
espionageagent Further he was compensatedin the amount of $28,500represent
ing the differencebetweenthe $25,000a year promisedand the actual amount paid
to him during the period1 March 1969to 1 March 1975
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Since 1969 the agency has contributed to Nosenko's hospitalization insurance
premium The agency has also compensatedhim for certain unusual medicaland
dental expenses

To date Nosenkocontinues to work as an independentcontractor with the com
pensation provisionbeing periodicallyamended His work for the agency includes
consultation with both the agency and the FBI on certain matters of current
interest concerningSovietintelligenceactivitiesand personnelboth in the U.S and
abroad From time to time he was also consultedby variouselementsof the agency
on current Sovietdevelopmentsand requirements He has been and continues to
be used as a regular lecturer at counterintelligencecoursesof the agency the FBI
Air Force OSI and others

Our records do not show that Mr John McConeplayed any role in authorizing
Nosenko'semploymentcompensationarrangementswith the CIA

Annual compensationtable

Do you want me to go through that
Chairman STOKESNo
Having read this answer to the interrogatories posed to the

agency is there anything at all in this interrogatory that you
would say is untrue

Mr HELMS The only two statements Mr Stokes that I would
cavil with are the one that is "Following acceptance of Nosenko's
bona fides in 1968, and I guess it appears on the last page of the
document That is the only point If these bona fides were estab
lished in late 1968 I have no recollection of this having happened
that is all I am sorry I just.you want me to tell the truth here I
am doing my best

Chairman STOKES So then if I understand your answer you are
not sticking with your previous testimony with reference to the
fact that the agency never arrived at a determination on his bona
fides

Mr HELMS I didn't believe they ever did I think my other
testimony is consistent with what I am saying now If it is not
consistent then you and I are misunderstanding each other and
that I would like to get straightened out right away

Chairman STOKES I guess where I am having difficulty is my
understanding of how you enter into this financial arrangement
Whether you call it consultant or independent contractor or give it
any other name how you justify entering into a contract where
you give taxpayer funds to someone who you say in your opinion is
not bona fide

Mr HELMS I think Mr Stokes that I can explain.I trust I can
explain this satisfactorily It has been said and I believe it is true
that in the latter days of his interrogation Mr Nosenko provided
the agency with useful information with respect to certain Soviet
activities I do not recall that he gave them any additional informa
tion that helped to resolve the Oswald case or Oswald status with
the KGB

The reimbursement was for two purposes one to get him reset
tled in the United States May I say that this was the only viable
option left to us at that time There was no way of deporting him
to the Soviet Union he would have been shot and killed when he
got back He would never have been able to explain to them what
he was doing during the period that he was away So we had only
one option and that was to try to resettle him That was what I
had in mind to do and he needed money and he needed
employment
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If you will study the history of Soviet defectors in this country
they have had an extraordinarily difficult time adjusting to our
society They have a very difficult time making money and running
businesses and being gainfully employed I think if you will put an
interrogatory to the agency to give you a history of the resettle
ment of defectors since 1945 you will find what I am telling you is
true Therefore it was a complex of matters involved in his com
pensation part of it was the useful information part of it was to
get him resettled and part was because we had no choice except to
do these things At least we had no choice in my opinion Maybe
somebody else would have a different opinion but at least in our
opinion we had no choice

Chairman STOKES That is your total answer as to why he was
being given this kind of compensation

Mr HELMS Yes sir
Chairman STOKESLet me now ask you this-
Mr PREYER There is a vote on the floor at this time The

committee will take a 10-minute recess The committee stands in
recess for 10 minutes

[Recess.]
Mr PREYER The committee will come to order
Mr GOLDSMITH Mr Chairman there are a number of other

documents which relate generally to the subjects of Mr Helms
testimony but with respect to which there was not sufficient time
to ask specific questions May they be admitted into the record as
JFK exhibit F-532 at this time

Mr PREYER Without objection so ordered
[The exhibit referred to follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-532

Dear Mr T _JFY ~/lh31f _53Z
Reference is made to your contractwith the UnitedStates Governmer

as represented by the Central Intelligence Agency effective 1March 1970
as amended

Effective 1March 1972said contract as amended is further arnendc
as set forth below

/(a) The first sentence of paragraph four (4) entitled "COM
PENSATION is revised to read as follows

"Youwill be compensatedby the CIAat the rate of
Twenty-oneThousandDollars ($21000)per year.

(b) Sub-paragraph (a) of paragraph six (6)entitled
"NEGOTIATEDBENEFITS is deleted and in lieu thereof
the followingis substituted

"6(a) Youpresently have a private health insurance
plan for yourself and your wife It is understood and agreed
that you will bear a portion of the total premium cost of said
plan this organizationwill bear the remainder Your portion
is herein established at $12.50per monthand will be deducted
from contractual payments due you The total annualpremium
cost of said plan is presently $603.52 If required the
Government's portion may be paid yearly in advance.

All other terms and conditionsof said contract as amended remaii
in full force and effect

Please acknowledgeby signing in the space provided below

UNITEDSTATESGOVERNMENT
As Represented by the
CENTRALINTELLIGENCEAGENC
By

gOMIN.Insh1w
ContractingOfficer

ACCEPTED

/S/ s1 Date Je 7ee,t t .~/l.f ~II~J
l

WITNESS

/S/ Date February 29 1972

Certified to be a true copyof the signed original whichis on file in the Offlc

of Security
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Dear Mr

Reference is made to your contract with the UnitedStates Government
as represented by the Central IntelligenceAgency effective 1March 1970

Effective 1March 1971said contract is amendedby revising the
first sentence of paragraph four (4) entitled "Compensation. to read as
follows

"Youwill be compensatedby the Central Intelligence
Agencyat the rate of NineteenThousandFive Hundred Dollars
(19 500 00)per year.

All other terms and conditionsof said contract remain in full force
and effect

Please acknowledgeby signingin the space provided below

UNITEDSTATESGOVERNMENT
As Represented by the
CENTRALINTELLIGENCEAGENCY
By

Contra g 0 ficer

ACCEPTED

/S/

WITNESS

./S/

Date 12February 1971

Date 12February 1971

Certified to be a true copyof the signedoriginal whichis on file in the

Officeof Security

luFyf
Chief Budgetand Fiscal Branch

nrre-snLSc ..rity
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Mr )

Dear Mr aNiIISOONaPlOW

Reference is made to your contract with the UNITEDSTATES
GOVERNMENTas represented by the CENTRALINTELLIGENCEAGENCY
effective 1March 1969 Effective 1March 1970said contract is herein
terminated by mutual consent of the parties thereto and in lieu thereof
the followingagreement is substituted

The UNITEDSTATESGOVERNMENTas represented by the
CENTRALINTELLIGENCEAGENCY herebycontracts with youunder
the followingterms and conditions

I STATUS Your legal status under this contract is that of an
independentcontractor or consultant Youare not considered an employee
of the UNITEDSTATESGOVERNMENTby virtue of this contract You
will be required to holdyourself available at all times to fulfill requests
made of youby the CENTRALINTELLIGENCEAGENCYor to respond to
tasks requested of youby the CENTRALINTELLIGENCEAGENCY You
will refrain from engagingIn other gainfulemploymentor occupationuntil
approval has been received from the CENTRALINTELLIGENCEAGENCY
Instructions furnished to youpursuant to this contract and withinthe terms
hereof shall be as bindinguponyouas if includedin the written terms
hereof

COMMUNICATIONIn all relationships with the CENTRAL
INTELLIGENCEAGENCYyouwill accept requests tasks and relevant
instructions from an individualhereinafter referred to as the "Authorized
GovernmentRepresent-Live. He will be fully authorized to discuss
matters with you relating to your responsibilities under this contract
including but not limited to cover arrangements place of assignment
conditionsofwork or any other matters relating to your relationship with
the CENTRALINTELLIGENCEAGENCY

COVERANDSECURITY_In the performance of your
responsibilities hereunder appropriate arrangements will be made
regarding cover and general security conditions Youmay be required
to execute certain documentsin the course of establishing cover
arrangements but it is to be expressly understoodthat such documentsare
solely for the purpose of cover and security andconfer no additional
legal rights or obligationsand that all ofyour rights and obligationswith
respect to the CENTRALINTELLIGENCEAGENCYderiversolely from this
agreement In connectionwith cover and security youwill be provided
from time to time specific instructions by the AuthorizedGovernment
Representative and youwill be required to adhere precisely to such
instructions
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GOSLPTNSATIONYouwill be compensatedby the CENTRAL
INTELLIGENCEAGENCYat the rate of EighteenThousandFive Hundred
Dollars ($13.500.00)per year Payment of this compensationshall be
monthlyin accordance wl n arrangements acceptableto the Authorized
GovernmentRepresentative This gumis subject to Federal income taxes
and to such incometax lamaas are applicableto your place of residence
Additionally this compensationis subject to FICAtaxes_ The current
rates and methodof paymentwill be in accordancewithapplicable laws and
the security instructions issued by the AuthorizedGovernmentRepresentati
Payment of all taxes and preparation of necessary tax returns are your
personal obligationand responsibility but in accord with appropriate securit
instructions whichwill be furnished by the AuthorizedGovernment
Representative

ALLOWANCESTRAVELANDOTHERE'GoENSES if in the
course of fulfilling your responsibilities under this agreement monetary
allowanceswouldbe payableunder general UNITEDSTATES
GOVERNMENTrules and regulations youwill be paid such monetary
allowances in substantial accordancewith those laws and regulations
If in the course of this contract you are directed to travel or are
authorized to incur other expenses reimbursement for expenses will be
made by the CENTRALE TELLIGENCEAGENCYin substantial accordance
with applicableCENTRALINTELLIGENCEAGENCYregulations

NEGOTIATEDBENEFITS

a Youpresently have a private health insurance plan for
yourself and your wife paid until late December1970 Prior to
the expiration date of the current policythe CENTRAL
INTELLIGENCEAGENCYhas the optionof payingpremiums
on the current policyuntil 1March 1972or enrolling youin-a
health insurance program for selected contract individuals
of the CENTRALINTELLIGENCEAGENCYsubject to
all the terms and conditionsof that program The CENTRAL
INTELLIGENCEAGENCYwill pay the premiums on either
insurance coverage until I March 1972 However any new
contract will includean appropriate clause providingthat this
organizationwill bear a portion of the total premium cost of
any health insurance andyouwill bear the remainder

B The CENTRALINTELLIGENCEAGENCYwilLendeavor
to arrange for youto secure a term life insurance policy with
a face value of $15.000.00 This policy contains no additional
accidental deathbenefits_ The premiums for the policywilt
be your personal responsibility The current premium charge

$12.00per month
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contract year tobe taken onlyat times acidplaces approved
in advanceby the AuthorizedGovernmentRepresentative
Vacationtime is not accruable andwill not be carried over
from year to year Payment for unusedvacationtime will
not be authorized

(Z) If incapacitated for work due to illness injury
and the like your compensationmay be continuedfor periods
not to exceed a total of thirteen (13)workingdays per contract
year Periods of absence is exceas of three (3) consecutive
days will require a doctor's certificate Like vacation time
this benefit is not accruable and will not be carried over from
year to year Cash payment in lieu of this benefit will not be
authorized

SECRECYOBLIGATIONYouwill be required to keep forever
secret this agreement and all informationwhichyoumay obtainby reason
hereof (unless released in writing by the CENTRALINTELLIGENCE
AGENCYfrom such obligation) with full knowledgethat violationof such
secrecy may subject youto criminal prosecution under the espionagelaws
as amended and other applicable laws and regulations Your relationship
with the CENTRALINTELLIGENCEAGENCYand this contract must be
kept secret and youmay not discnsa any aspect of this relationship and
contract with any person other than the AuthorizedGovernment
Representative or such other person as he may specifically approve

UNAUTHORIZEDCOMMITMENTS_No promises or
commitments pertaining to rights privileges or benefits other than those
expressly stipulated in writing in this agreement or any amendmentthereto
shall be bindingon the CENTRALLNTELLIGENCEAGENCY_

TERM This agreement is effectiveas of I March 1970and
shall be for a term of two(2) years At the end of that period this contract
shall be deemed to be renewedfor another_yearunless notice of
termination has been furnished to youthirty (30)days in advance
Thereafter the contract will be renewedautomaticallyon similar terms
and conditions This contract maybe terminated at any time by either
party uponfurnishing thirty (30)days advancenotice Upontgrmioation
of this contract or renewals thereof includingamendments if any the
CENTRALINTELLIGENCEAGENCYwill undertaketo assist youis
obtaininggainfulemploymentor to provide continuingcompensationto
assure you that youwill be able to maintain a reasonable standard of
living This undertakingis contingentuponyour fulfilling the terms of
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Chi*contract andthe continuingcompliancewith the secrecy obligations
imposed oa youby paragraph 7 of this contract and the provisions of any
secrecy agreement whichyouhave signedwith the CENTRAL
INTELLIGENCEAGENCY

=T7'--D STATESGOVERNMENT
As Represented by the
CENTRALINTELLIGENCEAGENC
By

/51aMNIOCl

ContractingOfficer

Date 6 March 1970

ACCEPTED

,tS( Date 6 March 1970

WITNESS

Date 6 March 1970

Certified to be a true copyof the signedoriginal whichis on file in the

Officeof Security

r
Chief Budgetand Fiscal Branch

Officeof Security
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DearMr
TheUNITEDSTATESGOVERNMENTas representedbythe

CZNTBALINTELLIGENCEAGENCYherebycontractswithyouunder

thefollowingtermsandconditions

1 STATUSYourlegalstatusunderthiscontractis thatofan

independentcontractoror consultantYouarenotconsideredas

employeeoftheUNITEDSTATESGOVERNMENTbyvirtu.ofthis

contract Youwillberequiredtoholdyourselfavailableat alllime.

tofulfillrequests=adsofyoubytheCENTRALINTELLIGENCEAGENCY

or torespondtotasksrequestedofyoubytheCENTRALINTELLIGENCE

AGENCYYouwillretrainfromengaginginothergainfulemployment

or occupationuntilapprovalhasbeenreceivedfromtheCENTRAL

INTELLIGENCEAGENCYInstructionsfurnishedtoyoupursuantto

thiscontractandwithinthetermshereofshallbeasbindinguponyou

as iLincludedinthewrittentermshereof

2 COMMUNICATIONInallrelationshipswiththeCENTRAL

INTELLIGENCEAGENCYyouwillacceptrequeststasksad relevant

instructionsfromanindividualhereinafterreferredtoas the

'AuthorizedGovernmentRepresentative.Hewillbefullyauthorised

todiscussmatterswithyourelatingtoyourresponsibilitiesunderthis

contractincludingbutnotlimitedto coverarrangementaplaceof

assignmentconditionsofworkoranyothermattersrelatingtoyour

relationshipwiththeCENTRALINTELLIGENCEAGENCY

3 COVERANDSECURITYIntheperformanceofyour

responsibilitieshereunderappropriatearrangementswillbemade

regardingcoverandgeneralsecurityconditionsYoumayberequired
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toexacutacertaindoc.^Mnt&intheCOCraofesta$i.ahf^acover

arrangementsbutit is tobeexpresslyunderstoodthatsuchdocuments
aresolelyforthepurposeofcoverandsecurityandconfernoadditional

legalrightsorobligationsandthatallofyourrightsandobligationswith

respecttotheCENTRALINTELLIGENCEAGENCYderivesolelytroy
thisagreementInconaeetionwithcoverandsecurityyouwillbe

providedfromtins totimespecificinstructionsbytheAuthorised
GovernmentRepresentativeandyouwillberequiredtoadhereprecisely
tosuchlastrections

..

4 COMPENSATIONYouwillbecompensatedbytheCENTRAL

INTELLIGENCEAGENCYattherateofSlalomThousandElvaNu:aired

Dollars($1650000)peryear Paymentofthiscompensationshallbee

monthlyinaccordancewitharrangementsacceptahltotheAuthorized

GovernmentRepresentativeThissun is subjecttoFederalincome

taxesandtosuchincometaxlawsasareapplicabletoyourpiqueof

residence AdditionallythiscompensationLssubjecttoFICAtaws

Thecurrentratesandmethodofpaymentwillbehaaccordancewith

applicablelawsandthesecurityinstructionsissuedbytheAuthorised

GoversrnenaRepresentativeToassistyouinestablishingyourselfthe

CENTRALLNTEELLSGENCEAGENCYwillassistyouinprocuringam

automobileandnecessaryhouseholdfu=misbingsprovidingfundstherefor

up'toa maids= ofElgbt,ThousaadDollar(58000.001_Paymentofall

taxesandpreparationofnecessarytaxreturn areyourpersonal

obligationandresponsibilitybutinaccordwithappropriatesecurity
instructionswhichwillb furnishedbytheAuthorizedGovernment

Representative
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PLACEOF RESIDENCE Lathe interests of racurity youwill

be required to live in such State area and house or apartr,ent as is

specifically approvedby the CENTRALINTELLIGENCEAGENCYafter

mutual discussion and due consideration of all circumstances All of

the expenses of such leased house or apertmeat will be borne by you and

the CENTRALINTELLIGENCEAGENCYwill not be obligated to pay any

such expenses

ALLOWANCESTRAVELANDOTHEREXPENSES. If in the

course of fntttttteg your responsibilities under this agreement monetary

allowanceswouldbe payable under general ENITEDSTATES

GOVERNIENTrules and regulations youwill be paid such monetary

allowancesin substantial accordancewith those laws and regulations

If in the course of this contract you are directed to travel or are

authorized to incur other expenses reimbursement for expenses will

be made by the CENTRALINTELLIGENCEAGENCYin substantial

accordance with applicableCENTRALINTELLIGENCEAGENCY

regulations

HOSPITALIZATIONANDMEDICALCAPE The CENTRAL

INTELLIGENCEAGENCYwill provide youwith reasonable insurance

covering medical care andhospitalizationequivalentto that whichcould

be obtainedthrough standard insurance policies or the CENTRAL

INTELLIGENCEAGENCYmay providedirectly such medical care and

hospitalization

SECRECYOBLIGATION Youwill be required to keep forever

secret this agreement and all informationwhichyou may obtainby reason

hereof (unless released in writing by the CENTRALINTELLIGENCE

AGENCYfrom such obligation) with full Imowledgethat violationof such
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secrecy may subject youto criminal prosecution under the espionageL-wa

as amended and other applicablelawnand regulations Your relationship

with the CENTRALINTELLIGENCEAGENCYandthis contract must be

kept secret and youmay not discuss any aspect of this relationship and

contract with any person other than the AuthorizedGovernment

Representative or such other person as he may specifically approve

UNAUTHCRIZEDCOMMITMENTS Nopromises or

commitments pertaining to rights privileges or benefits other than those

expressly stipulated is writing in this agreement or any amendmentthereto

shall be bindingon the CENTRALINTELLIGENCEAGENCY

TERM This agreement is effective as of I March 1969

and shall be fora term of one (1)year At the end of that period this

contract shall be deemedto be renewedfor another year unless notice of

termination has been furnished to youthirty (301days is advanggALthia

elapse of one (1)year Thereafter the contract will be renewedaatamatica

on similar terms and conditions This contract may be terminated at any

time by either party uponfurnishing thirty (30)days advancenotice Upon

termination of this contract or renewals thereof includingamendments

if any the CENTRALINTELLIGENCEAGENCYwill undertake to assist

you in obtaininggainfulemploymentor to provide continuingcompensation

to assure yomthat youwill be able to '4.a itain.a reasOnableetantizrd of

living This undertakingis contingentuponyour fulfilling the terms of

this contract Ind the continuingcompliancewith the secrecy obligations



any secrecy agreement whichyouhave signedwith the CENTRAL

imposed on youby paragraph 8 of this contract ud the provisions of

CWQ.ND
OWARDJ BORN

DIRECTOROF CIIRITY t 11
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LYTELLIGENCEAGENCY

UNITEDSTATESGOVERNMEa'-Tr
As Representedby the
CENT2.ALINTELLIGENCEAGENCY
Er

Date

ACCEPTED

.Date

WITNESS

.Date

Certified to be a true copyof the signedoriginal whichis on file in the

Officeof Security
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6 OCT'237Z

MEMORANDUMFOR Director of Central T r.11ge ce

Esecatire Director-Comptroller

Retroac ve Reinsbursement"a
Yu:ripIvaneaich Nose=TCa

This memoraadsms suggests action on the part of the
Directo= of Central T*.+.11;gencethis action is co " is
paragraph 9

Mr Yariy Ivaaovich Noseahe a 45-year-old former
Staff Officer of the Cow--*ittae for Stata Security (KGB)of the
USSR attended the T s Late of Iuternatioaal Relations Moscow
fra 1945 to 1950 was af4i~~ted with Russian Naval Intelligence
during the 195I-1953 period and was as officer with the KGB
err= March 1953until his defection to the Agency in Geneva
Swit=eriz d on 4 February 1964 after having worked for CIA
far approximately two years

A review of Mr Nosenko's case reflects that at the
time of his defection various afficsl commitmeais were made
to him including a lump sum payment of $50 000.00 based upon
his nearly two

years5~work inside the KGB a $1Q 000.00 bonus
for his work on the I l'. case and a contract as a consultant
at a salary of $25 000.00 per annum Mr Nosenkowas advised
by his Agency Case Officer that Mr Nosenkowas vror g for
the Central Intelligence Agency as of 5 February 1964 and that
his salary began from that date This was a verbal agreement
with the Agency Case Officer and is fully documented is au
files -
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4. In the early debriefing of Mr_ Nosenko it became
apparent that he was a particularly complex individ+*.T To permit
extensive and prolonged debriefing arrangements were made to
:ccomxaadate Mr Nose-aimunder highly secure conditions at
ISOLATION where he remained from 1964to 1967 These tight
security ar anges_enrs were dictated,-during the prises at
least by the a d' .1red to provide Mr Nose*ao with
con n g p_sa l protect on since there was the distinct
possibility that he would be t .rgeted for execution if the Soviets
should discover his whereabouts

Since October 1967 the primary responsibility for Mr
Noscal= has been in the OfFiceof Security which conducted 2
thorough review of prior developments in the case Mr :"Nosenko
was =saved to the Washington D C area in late 1967 and the
case passed through -various stages of phased norma1i>atioa as
be was given an increased degree of freedom-and independence_
Mr Noseakrawas actually resettled on the economyin April 1969,
he obtained a divorce from his former Soviet spouse in September
1969;, 3$n;T.44Into
Dur *heperiod from October 1967to April 1969 Mr Nose. n
did not receive a salary but he was provided with a moderate
amount of spending money

As ofApril 1969 Mr Noseako signed a one-Tear
oatractual agreement for $16 500.00 including a clause giving

assistance to him in resettlement expenses in the amau=t_of
$8,00G-00. ITxMarch 1970 Mr Nosenito signed a new contact
for two years at $18,500.00 per s*mum At about this same 'am=
he was provided with certain financial assistance $20 000.00
being for the downpayment on a new house and $5,000-00 for
other related household expenses Mr Noseako's contract was
renewed at the new rate of $19,500.00 per annum on I March 1971
and the contract was again renewed in February 1972 at the salary

. of $21,000.00 per annum

Al analysis of this case clearly indicates that Mr.
Noscake has been an extremely valuable source aae who has
identified many hundreds of Soviet Intelligence Officers and he
has otherwise provided a considerable quantity-ofuseful information
on the organization of the KGB its operational doctrine and
methods. S4A3t4K i o have been
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forwarded to the Federal Bureau of Investigation based on data
from Mr Nosealco He has conducted numerous special security
reviews on Soviet subjects of specific intelligence interest and
he has proven himself to be invaluable in enploriag counter tclli,
gene leads He recently authored a book which is of interest to
the Agency In effect Mr Nosecho has shovmhimself to ha a
pr odic iva and hard working defector who is "rehab li tad and
favorably disposed toFnsds the Agency

In the course of a recent meeting with.Mi. Noserko
he breugh up the subject of his xxissirg salary covering the
period from April 196 to March 1969 Mr Nosenkooreadily
ad=jured that he is living very well at the present time but he
is not is a position to save any money for the fuL:...e He also
expressed deep appreciation to the Agency for the financial
assistance which was provided hi through the years and he
considers this to have cancelled out the original Agency
obligation of a lump satmnpayment in the amaunt of $50 000.00
Mr Naseulco however still feels quite strongly that he is
entitled to be re* hcraed for the salary which the Agency did
not provide hint over a Eve-year period He understands of
course the-t income Us wouldhave to be deducted from this
back salary of $25 000.00 per smarms

In summary the original oral agreement with Mr
'Vaserica is fully doem:netttedand supports his alai= his resettle
'Vent since 1967has been relatively smooth with no signiicatM
security prohler..i having developed and he crn mr to ==ion
at the present time as F highly productive and useful source of
inform ation on the KGB In view of these various consideredoss,
it is requested that this payment of $125 000.00 to Mr Nosenho
be approved These funds wouldbe paid out of mdiauidated
obligations applicable to lapsed appropziatfonsf ns.~+i-sesees
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Williams Colby
Executive Dire r=Comptroller

18 OCTWZ
mate)Richard Hellas

Director

'SO

SUD ECT Retroactive Reimhurseaeat of
Yusiy Ivaaovich Noaeat:o

CONCURRENCE

.6 8
.pFaW cai j (Date)

'epaty Director
for Scrpport

r nA.:.3:j 'ea .uz a nicR ..7 9~'~ ~r~"~s
1 d

U
fat oc.r b-7 f {

_~/"
tt au..ai 004 t ...~(.Y T It JJ A ~ c ~ '..y

O" J -
Tho a H I ars essiaes (Date)

.DeputyDirector -1 OS c ece
for Plans -~`

(Date)

The recommendation is paragraph 9 is approved:oarf~ t j,~ ~ "~~s Qs
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ROWINGAND RECORDSHEET

uECrformal

award J Osborn
> hector of Security

uxea~C4

6777

NO

ll a..:swwiati a+
Awl owR cRTQSINfitxl coJiMF?m fr.(Nash.sada..~r...M'M. alai

N7WM`Op 1.shwa0 rt. areassits..aft.aidema. Lt
.-Vm 0General Counsel /~

1to Zand 3 With the

DD/P -4,1~[99
initiation of this rebabi1ita
Lionprogram it would
seem timely to brief the

DCI L'
appropriate staff personnel
of our congressional sub_
committees on the status of
this case If something
were to go wrong resulting
in bad publicity without such
a briefing the reaccon of
our subcommittees would
I believe be mo
unfortunate

L R Houston

D/Security 2ivis _

;GC .5 es

CO03se
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2 4 MARig&g

MEMORANDUMFOR Director of Central Intelligence

SUBJECT Preparations for the Rehabilitation
and Resettlement of Yuri Nosenko

This memorandumis for your information and contains a
recommendationfor your approval in paragraph 5

As youknow since last meeting with youon this subject
we have been very slowlyeasing some of the physical restrictions
on Nosenkoin an effort to conditionhim for his ultimate rehabilita
tion and resettlement in this country if this is the final disposition
decision During this period both the Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion and this Officehave continuedto elicit informationfrom him

Nosenkois becomingincreasingly restive and desirous of
obtainingfreedom on his own After nearly five years of varying

degrees of confinement this desire includingthat for feni ine corn
panionship is understandable Wehave conformedthe pace of
privilege! allowedhim to his attitude and cooperation At a recent
meeting in whichthe DeputyDirector of Plans Chief SovietBloc
Division Chief CI Staff Officeof General Counseland the under
signed participated it was agreed that we wouldallowhim a two
weekvacation in Florida accompaniedby twoSecurity agents of this
Office He will not be allowedto be alone outside the confines of an
'adjoiningroom during this period

4 There still remains a disagreement as to his bona fides
and the Chief CI Staffis nowcompilingquestions to be used for
continuedelicitation from Nosenkouponhis return It is clear and
agreed by all concerned that the problem of Nosenkotsbona fides and
his rehabilitation and resettlement can be considered separately if we
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are to keep him in a favorable frame of m=adwith regard to the
Agency Anytreatment which can be regarded by him as retro
gression in terms of physical restraint but not continuedelicitation
wouldmake his ultimate disposition extremely difficult Attached
for your approval is a brief summary of the steps we recommend be
taken in Nosenko's rehabilitation and resettlement beginningwith his
return from his vacation is Florida It is understoodthat implemen
tation of these steps will be predicated on the following

His attitude and behavior during his Florida
vacation

Wewill try to delay each step as long as
possible consistent withhis attitude and his
willingness to cooperate

This Officewill take every possible precaution
to prevent contact betweenNoseakoand KGB
representatives is this country If he is given
limited freedom however there can be no
guarantee of this since he is a professional
intelligence officer and couldevade surveil
lance if he so desired If he is a dispatched
agent it is to be assumed that he was given
emergency mesas of contact

5 Your approval of these actions as outlined is recommended
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uCewt'+eCae
Lawrence it Houston

General Counsel

2APR19E4
Date

CONCURRENCE

Thomas Karamessines
DeputyDirector for Plans

The recommendationin paragraph 5 is approved_

Richard Helms
Director of Central Intelligence

2 1"LI.,A.
Date
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STEPSLitTHE REHABILITATIONANDRESETTLEMENTOF NOSENKO

Step 1 Uponhis return from vacation in Florida or soon
thereafter we will begin to negotiate a contractual relationship with
Nosenkowhichwill provide him with financial reimbursement not
to exceed twenty thousanddollars a year for the period of time he
is working with this Agencyin a program of information elicitation
This contract in additionto the standard features will contain a
"quit claim provision regarding his past relationship with the Agency
in the event he shouldbe kidnapped become recalcitrant or redefect
It will stipulate residence in an area acceptable to the Agency It will
also provide that uponconclusionof his active cooperationwith this
Agency we will renegotiate to provide for a modest continuedannuity
commensurate withhis ability to secure employmenton his own. There
will be no bulk resettlement fund

Step Z Wewill negotiate with Immigration and Naturalization
authorities to secure appropriate alien registration for Nosenkois
this country under a registered alias It will be necessary for the
Agencyto accept continuedresponsibility for Nosenkountil such time
as he has established residence long enoughto satisfy the tea year
citizenship requirement

Step 3 Wewill begin to lookwith him for suitable living
accommodations He accepts the fact that these accommodationswill
'have to be so arranged that we will occupycontiguousquarters and
that he will be required for an undeterminedperiod to let as knowwhere
he is going andwhenhe leaves these quarters Wewill initially at
least provide for technical coverage of his telephoneand living quar
ters and will within the extent of our capability cover him through
surveillance whenhe leaves these quarters
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Step 4 The program of information elicitation based on
questions compiled by CI Staffwill begin soon after Nosenko's
return from Florida Any significant developmentsand changesin the handlingof Nosenkoand the conductof the interviews will
be coordinated with the CI Staff acting onbehalf of the DDP This
program of elicitation will be so designed as to prevent broadeningfurther the base of Nosenko's knowledge Future elicitation from
Nosenkowill not include newinformation except on the basis of
calculated approved coordinationbetweenthe Officeof Security and
the CI Staff about subject matter and Nosenkowill be encouraged
and allowedto give full responses on each subject The FBI will
be advised about these procedures

Step 5 Whenwe have favorably resolved disagreement
within the Agencyas to his bonafides we will allowhim his ultimate
freedom including assistance in findingsuitable employment If
disagreement persists however as to his bona fides beyondthe
end of this calendar year we will consult with other appropriate
Government agencies as to whether he may be allowedfull freedom
as a normal resident alien or whether the security interests of the
UnitedStates require his deportation
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17 February 1964

7II (JRAOUMFOR Deputy Director for Plans

SU3JL'CT NcSK~
Current Status and Ia:::ediate
Plans

I Recommendations for approval are contained in
paragraph 8 For background on events in the case since
3 February 1964 I suggest you read the report of my trip
to Germany 8-10 February to meet Subject the statement
on conclusions and recommendations drawn up following that
meeting and the chronology of events in the case which
took place between 3 and 11 February _

None of the events of the past few days including
the way in which the Soviets played the pre-conf"8tion
publicity or the confrontation itself changes the substance
of the conclusions contained in my 10 February memorandum
However there is greater evidence now I believe for the
view that this operation is designed for long-range goals
of utmost importance to the Soviets One of these is
probably a massive propaganda assault on CIA in which Subject
most probably as a "re-defected CIA agent will play a major
but not necessarily the sole role That this could be the
final goal does not detract from the validity of any of the
intermediate missions Subject has such as penetration of our
operational effort protection of past or possibly existing
sources part of an effort to discredit MINOMMOretc. since -."'re
each of these intermediate tasks is adaptable to and would
be quite useful in the final stage

While admitting that Subject is here on a KGBdirected
mission it has been generally agreed by both us and the F3I
that he still possesses valid information which we would like
to obtain At the same time we at least believe that
Subject must be broken at some point if we are to learn
something of the full scope of the I:G3plan the timing for
its execution and the role played by others in it In addi
tion we must have this information if we are to decide what`
countermeasures we should take in terms of counter-propaganda
modifications in our security practices and planning for
future operations against the Soviet target Admittedly
our desire to continue debriefing to obtain additional infor
mation may conflict with the need to break Subject Clearly t
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the big problem is one of timing Howlong can we keep
Subject or his KG3controllers ignorant of our awareness
of this operation and 'nowlong will it take us to assemble
the kind of brief we will need to initiate a hostile intarro1 gaaion in conditidRmaximum control

d If we are to proceed along the lines indicated
above we should accept in advance the premise that we will
not be able to prevent Subject from evading our custody or
communicating with the Soviets unless we place him under
such physical restraint that it will become immediately
apparent to'him that we suspect him This may not be an
acceptable risk and if it is not we should so determine
right away and decide on a completely different course of
action If this is to be the case we should agree to forego
additional debriefings place Subject in escape-proof quarters
away from the Washington area under full-tine guard and
commencehostile debriefing on the basis of the material we
already have (although the prospects for success would not
be great) Disposal would probably be via Berlin followed
by a brief press release to the effect that Subject had
confessed to being a plant and had been allowed to return
to Soviet control

S The above course need not be adopted He can also
opt for a debriefing period during which Subject believes
we trot him .:hile as t:Te sa~ietime agetake the necessary
steps to get ready for the final confrontation To eaintain
the minimumatmosphere of trust (and conviction on Subject's
part that he is moving ahead in his initial goal which is
acceptance by CIA as a CI consultant orations) we be
lieve we should adhere generally to the stateaents made to
Subject during our meetings in Geneva and Frankfurt recog
nizing that we can shape this program to our own time table
Weshould

Inform Subject that he has been "granted political
asylum and the first phase of which we spoke is
ready to begin

Devise a daily schedule and full agenda for this
debriefing phase on matters of urgent interest to `
us and the FdI (which we think can take-about four
weeks or more)
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3

Advise Subject that during this phase he will
continue to live and work in the safe?house and
will be escorted at all tines when on shopping
trips visits to movies etc. because of his
faulty English and unfamiliarity with the country
customs etc !hile we can explain this regimeas needed for his security we cannot keep him
locked up in the house 24 hours a day
Provide Subject with "flash dociraentation in
another name to be carried on his person during
excursions from the house They may also help
persuade him he has been accepted
Make available to Subject a portion of the
$60,000 promised him which he can use for pur
chases of clothes cigarettes personal effects
etc

Agree-that whenever this first phase is over (four
to six weeks) that he be permitted to take a two
week vacation with escort

6 The vacation period will be of greater benefit to
us since it will provide us with an opportunity to review
and make judgments on the value of the information already
obtained and also to consider the progress made in the other
aspects of the case outlined below During the vacation we
can decide on whether we should proceed to the second phase
or are ready to commencehostile interrogation under con
trolled conditions If it is the former we will have to
reckon with the need to modify the living and working arradge
ments for Subject in a way which will inevitably give him
some additional freedom At the same time we would be
expected to move forward with Subject's legalization i e.
final decision on a name he will use securing an alien
registration card establishing a bank account etc There
fore it will be terribly important to make the proper decision
at the end of phase one

7.4,-7
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3. DDPapproval is requested for

a The initiation of a first phase debriefing period
along the lines described in pars S above rather
than moving to an immediate showdownand hostile
interrogation_
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5 OCTZ7z

MEMORANDUMFOR Director of Central Intelligence

THROUGH Executive Director-Comptroller

SUBJECT .RetroactiveReimbursement of
Yuriy IvanovichNosenko

This memorandumsuggests action onthe part of the
Director of Central Intelligence this action is containedin
paragraph 9

Mr Yuriy IvanovichNosenko a 45-year-old former
Staff Officer of the Committeefor State Security (KGB)of the
USSR attended the Institute of International Relations Moscow
from 1945to 1950 was affiliated withRussian NavalIntelligence
during the 1951-1953period and was as officer with the KGB
from March 1953until his defectionto the Agencyin Geneva
Switzerland on 4 February 1964 after havingworkedfor CIA
for appro:cmately two years

A review of Mr Nosenko's case reflects that at the
time of his defection various official commitmentswere made
to him includinga lump sum paymentof $50 000.00based upon
his nearly two year, work inside the KGB a $10,000.00 bonus
for his work on ij-ancontract as a consultant
at a salary of $25 000 00per annum Mr Nosenkowas advised
by his AgencyCase Officerthat Mr Nosenkowas working for
the Central IntelligenceAgencyas of 5 February 1964 and that
his salary began from that date This was a verbal agreement
with the AgencyCase Officer and is fully documentedin our
files
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In the early debriefing ofMr Nosenko it became
apparent that he was a particularly complexindividual To permit
extensive and prolonged debriefing arrangements were made to
accommodateMr Nosenkounder highlysecure conditionsat
ISOLATIONwhere he remained from 1964to 1967 These tight
security arrangements were dictated during the initial phases at
least by the additional need to provide Mr Nosenkowith
continuingpersonal protection since there was the distinct
possibility that he wouldbe targeted for executionif the Soviets
should discover his whereabouts

Since October 1967 the primary responsibility for Mr
Nosenkohas been in the Officeof Security whichconducteda
thorough review of prior developmentsin the case Mr Nosenko
was movedto the Washington 1).C area in late 1967 and the
case passed through various stages of phased normalization as
he was givenan increased degree of freedom and independence
Mr Nosenkowas actually resettled onthe economyin April 1969
he obtaineda divorce from his former Soviet spouse in September
1969
During the period from October 1967toApril 1969 Mr Nosenko
did not receive a salary but he was providedwitha moderate
amount of spendingmoney_

As ofApril 1969 Mr Nosenkosigneda one-year
contractual agreement for $16,500.00 includinga clause giving
assistance to him in resettlement expenses in the amount.of
$8,000.00 In March 1970 Mr Nosenkosigneda new contract
for two years at $18,500.00 per annum At aboutthis same time
he was providedwith certain financial assistance $20 000.00
being for the downpayment on a newhouse and $5 000.00 for
other related householdexpenses Mr Nosenko's contract was
renewed at the new rate o.$19 500.00per annumon I March 1971
and the contract wad newedin February 1972 at the salary
of $21 000.00 per annum_

An analysis of this case clearly indicates that Mr
Nosenkohas been an extremely valuable source onewhohas
identified manyhundreds of SovietIntelligenceOfficers and he
has otherwise provideda considerablequantityof useful information
on the organization of the KGB its operationaldoctrine and
methods
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forwarded to the Federal Bureau of Investigationbased on data
from Mr Nosenko Hehas conductednumerous special security
reviews on Soviet subjects of specific intelligence interest and
he has proven himself to be invaluable in exploringcounterintelli
gence leads He recently authored a bookwhichis of interest to
the Agency In effect Mr No enkohas shownhimself to be a
productive and hard workingdefector whois "rehabilitated' and
favorably disposed towards the Agency

In the course of a recent meeting withMr Nosenko
he brought up the subject of his missing salary covering the
period from April 1964to March 1969 Mr Nosenkoreadily
admitted that he is living very well at the present time but he
is not in a position to save any moneyfor the future He also
expressed deep appreciation to the Agencyfor the fna,+,--i.1
assistance whichwas provided him throughthe years and he
considers this to have cancelled out the originalAgency
obligation of a lump sum payment in the amountof $50 000.00
Mr Nosenko however still feels quite strongly that he is
entitled to be reimbursed for the salary whichthe Agencydid
not provide him over a five-year period He understands of
course 'that income tax would aue,.ta.h ductedfrom this
back salary of $25 000.00per annum

In summary the original oral agreement withMr
Nosenkois fully documentedand supports his claim his resettle
ment since 1967has been relatively smooth withno significant
security problems havingdeveloped and he continuesto function
at the present time as a highlyproductive and useful source of
information on the KGB In view of these various considerations
it is requested that this payment of $125,000.00to Mr Nosenko
be approved_ These fundswouldbe paid out of tnaliquidated
obligations applicable to lapsed appropriationsMWEIROP

AngtbilliMMIMINIONWOMMIUMISIP

award J o~ra
Director of clarity
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Mr HELMS Mr Chairman and Mr Stokes would you indulge me
a moment please I would like to straighten something out

Mr Craig tells me that he feels that I did Mr Katzenbach an
injustice in something that I said and I would not want to do that
so let me just modify what I said this morning

Mr Stokes asked me whether I thought Mr Katzenbach's state
ment to this committee regarding our meeting was untrue I be
lieve I replied in the affirmative All I meant to say was that I
couldn't count on Mr Katzenbach's memory I wasn't questioning
either his judgment or his integrity I just want to make this point
The meeting did occur but I didn't mean to imply that he testified

untruthfully before this committee
Mr PREYER Thank you Mr Helms
Mr Stokes
Chairman STOKES Thank you Mr Chairman If I could just

follow up at this point in an area that gives me some concern that

is if I understand you correctly I believe you said you still even

today don't really know whether Nosenko is bona fide or not
further it is your recollection you don't believe the agency ever
arrived at that determination particularly when you were there

Let me ask you this If it were clearly proven that Nosenko's
statements concerning Oswald were untrue what significance
would you attach to such a finding insofar as the broader question
of his overall bona fides are concerned

Mr HELMS I think Mr Stokes that is just the point This is the
issue which remains as I understand it to this very day that no

person familiar with the facts of whom I am aware finds Mr
Nosenko's comments about Lee Harvey Oswald and the KGB to be
credible That still hangs in the air like an incubus I think there
fore this tends to sour a great deal of one's opinion of all the other
things that he may have contributed to the knowledge of the
intelligence community about Soviet affairs and Soviet agents and
so forth

I do not know how one resolves this bone in the throat And
therefore if I sit here before you and say Mr Stokes I believe that
Mr Nosenko is a bona fide defector and you can rely on everything
he says I am in effect saying now Mr Stokes you can rely on
what he says about Lee Harvey Oswald And I would not like to
make that recommendation to you That is where this thing lies
and it is a most difficult question even at this late date

Chairman STOKES Then doesn't this raise a question then of a
further part of the dilemma that if he was not bona fide the only
alternative then is what the CIA suspected and that was that he
might have been a KGB plant sent here for the purpose of deceiv
ing the United States

Mr HELMS That is correct
Chairman STOKESDoesn't that logically follow
Mr HELMS That is certainly true and that was foremost in our

minds
Chairman STOKES So it leaves you with the conclusion then

that if Nosenko was lying about Oswald that Oswald would in fact
be left as being an agent of the KGB

Mr HELMS By implication
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Chairman STOKES Right If just the basic Nosenko story were
fundamentally disproved without our taking the next step and
saying Oswald is a KGB agent what significance would that have
on the overall assessment of Nosenko's bona fides

Mr HELMS Mr Stokes I find this extraordinarily difficult to
say As one works this backward and forward as you have been
doing with great skill it is I find rather dangerous for me to sort
of jump from one assumption to another assumption and then
extrapolate from these things to judgments which might be very
alarming and which could not be demonstrated I am sorry and I
recognize that it is absolutely central to the investigation of this
committee which has worked very long and very hard on this
subject to try to resolve this issue But I can give no more help
than I have already given

Chairman STOKESThen that leads to to my next question which
is whether you can tell us to what extent if any Nosenko's story
concerning Oswald changed in 1968 from the story he had been
telling earlier about Oswald

Mr HELMS I didn't recall that there was all that much change
in his story by 1968 I may be wrong I have not studied this matter
in the depth that would be required to answer that statement
accurately Mr Hart has been all through the records He might
have found something which may be helpful on this But I can't be
helpful on it I don't know at what point any longer at what date
Mr Nosenko began telling us about the additional files which were
in the KGB First he said there was only one file then he said
there were seven or eight files on surveillance and I believe there
were modifications of this story that came later If that was in
1969 I accept that I am not arguing about it I just don't recall

Chairman STOKESAre you in a position to tell us today whether
any independent investigation ever confirmed Nosenko's story
about Oswald

Mr HELMS I don't know of any sir There may have been but I
am not familiar with it

Chairman STOKES Are you aware of the fact that Nosenko was
given three polygraph tests in 1964 1966 and 1968 Are you aware
of that

Mr HELMS I was aware of it and I read it recently in the
documentation which I have been shown

Chairman STOKES Can you give us some idea as to why he was
given a polygraph test on three separate occasions

Mr HELMS I want to be clear Mr Stokes that in testifying in
answer to this question that I am not depending on my recollection
from 15 years ago I am depending on what I have read recentlyI believe one polygraph test was designed as a sort of psychological trick on Nosenko to indicate that he wasn't telling the truth
This was early on I believe the latter two tests were an effort to
find out about his credibility whether he was telling the truth his
questionable behavior

I must confess when I was reading the results of the second
polygraph there is a statement from some polygraph expert in the
United States who was brought in independently but I didn't
understand his quotations I didn't understand to what they re
lated I couldn't figure out whether he was saying this was a good
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polygraph test or it was a bad one or whether Mr Nosenko was
lying or wasn't lying I am sorry but I just couldn't figure it out

Chairman STOKES Did you learn that he had failed his first two
polygraph tests and that he passed the third

Mr HELMS Yes This assertion I saw in the record
Chairman STOKES Did you learn further that with reference to

the test that he passed this test which was given to him approxi
mately 1 month prior to the issuance of the 1968 report by a
security officer and this was where the report concluded that he
was a bona fide defector

Mr HELMS Yes I am aware that there was a relationship be
tween that last polygraph test and the recommendation that we
resettle him in the normal way of handling defectors

I would like to point out though Mr Stokes that I don't believe
anyone contends that the polygraph or lie detector is anything
more than an aid to interrogation I don't think when one says one
passes or fails a polygraph test this is an accurate description of
the phenomenon involved When you take a polygraph test you are
asked various questions and the operator has to make a judgment
as to whether you are answering the questions accurately or
whether you are lying.I don't mean accurately whether you are
answering the questions to the best of your knowledge and there
fore honestly or lying

But I don't believe anyone including courts of law accept poly
graph examinations as a final judge They are simply aids in
attempting to establish whether a man is telling the truth or not

Chairman STOKES I would concur with you in terms of the law
that the law accepts them as merely an investigative tool at best
and they have no real reliability in a courtroom Yet we know that
it is an investigative tool that has fairly wide usage So when we
see and our investigation reveals the fact that your agency con
ducted three polygraph tests obviously the question is raised by us
as to why they polygraphed him on three different occasions Cer
tainly not just for the fun of it

Then when we look further we realize that with him having
failed two tests and we see that the third one is conducted in 1968
just prior to the issuance of the report which said he was bona fide
obviously it raises the question in our mind someone said Uh huh
if we're going to come out and say he's bona fide we better get a
test that supports that

Is that a logical conclusion
Mr HELMS I think the conclusion which is logical is that in

trying to wrap up the case and come forward with a recommenda
tion that a polygraph test and all other kinds of investigative
techniques would have been brought to bear in an effort to make a
good tidy package In other words I don't think the officers wanted
to come forward with this proposal that he be resettled and then
have the question asked How does he react on the polygraph these
days and so forth And they would have to say Well we never
tested him

But you know Mr Stokes and this is perhaps not relevant to
this inquiry but I think in some respects it may be I don't know
where the polygraph role stands in Mr Nosenko's case We discov
ered there were some Eastern Europeans who could defeat the
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polygraph at any time Americans are not very good at it because
we are raised to tell the truth and when we lie it is easy to tell we
are lying But we find a lot of Europeans and Asiatics can handle
that polygraph without a blip and you know they are lying and
you have evidence that they are lying I don't know in which
category-

Chairman STOKESMr Nosenko falls in that category
Mr HELMS In some category
Chairman STOKES I am advised that the CIA used polygraph

tests on all its employees
Mr HELMS It works very well with Americans
Chairman STOKES Let me ask you this We have learned further

through our investigation in the first two polygraph tests that
Nosenko was asked numerous questions numbering somewhere in
the neighborhood of 30 or 40 questions relative to Oswald We
have learned further that in the 1968 tests he was only asked two
questions about Oswald on that polygraph test Can you tell us why
that occurred

Mr HELMS I could not answer I have no idea In fact I can't
even give you a rational explanation at this late date I may have
been able to give one at the time I may have known but I am
sorry my memory is blank

Chairman STOKES At any rate the questions revolved around
Oswald wouldn't be any less important in 1968 than they were in
1964 or 1966

Mr HELMS No sir they wouldn't have been less important But
by 1968 there was a clear objective in mind of trying to do some
thing about the resettlement of this man that this case simply had
to be resolved That was determined and therefore I was prepared
to accept many obstructions or obstacles and so forth and still
probably would have said I think we better go ahead and resettle
that man There is no other option there is nothing else we can do

Chairman STOKES I would like to get to a further comment in
this area From what we have heard from you regarding the poly
graph and from what we have heard from Mr Hart we have a
conflict here that the committee must in some way resolve Mr
Hart told us when he testified here representing the head of the
CIA that the polygraph was not utilized for the purpose of ascer
taining the truth of this man's statements It was used to intimi
date him it was a part of the whole process of breaking him Let
me just quote some of the things he said to us so we can then ask
you your opinion

He said
The agency's activity was devoted to breaking Nosenko who was presumed on

the basis of the supposedevidencegiven by Mr X that Nosenkowas a dispatched
KGBagent to misleadthe United States

It is with this in mind that we have to approacheverythingthat happenedfrom
1962 after the first contact with Nosenkoterminated and the time Nosenkowas
turned overto the CIAOfficefor SecurityReinvestigation

The polygraphsthemselvesmust be evaluated in the light of their use not to get
at truth because they were not used as an instrument of getting at truth They
were used as an instrument of intimidation of one sort or another in one way or
another

Now again on the handling of Mr Nosenko the beliefamongthe small group of
peoplerunning the Nosenkocase a very limited group of people was that he was
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part of a plot of the type outlinedby Mr X whichwasso horrendousthat therefore
not many peoplecouldbe made privyto this investigation

Then at another part of his testimony.and I am skipping parts
to get at pertinent parts.he said

In addition to that the operator was guilty of someprovocativeremarks He told
beforethe polygraphexamination one of the polygraphexaminationsbegan he told
Nosenkothat he was a fanatic that there was no evidenceto support his legend
and "your future is nowzero.

Then if I recall his testimony correctly he went on to explain
that in a polygraph test obviously you do not make comments of
this sort to a man prior to him being given the test

Then he says in further quotes
The chief of SB and the Deputy Chief of SB the fact that the man was

except for extraordinary lengths of time strapped into the chair all of these add up
in the estimationof the CIAexaminerswhohave goneover this series of tests to an
invalidpolygraph

Nowin the handwritingof the DeputyChief SB whois a day-to-daysupervisorof
the activity which I have been describing it is.there is an admission which is
impliedfairly clearlythat there was no intention that this 1966series of polygraphs
wouldbe valid I read here a direct quotationwhichexists in writing and mostof it
is in the handwritingof the DeputyChiefofSB Speakingof the aims to be achieved
by the 1966polygraphexaminations he writes "To gain more insight into points of
detail which we could use in fabricating and ostensiblyconfessioninsofar as we
couldmake one consistentand believableevent to the Soviets a confessionwouldbe
usefulin any eventual disposalof Nosenko.

Now he does not clarify what he means in this documentby disposal but it is
apparent that-

And then Mr Sawyer interrupted and said
Excuseme Didyou use the term eventual disposalofhim
Mr Hart I usedthe term eventual disposal yes sir
Now Mr Helms I think it wouldbe important to this committeeto have your

commentson Mr Hart's testimonywith referenceto why the polygraphwas being
utilizedin light ofyour own

My understandingis that the first polygraphexaminationthat he was givenwas
designednot to elicit the truth it was designedto be used as a pressure tactic on
him to see if he wouldconfess

Mr HELMS I thought the only polygraph or the only two poly
graphs that were given in the normal polygraph way by examiners
who had nothing to do with the interrogation were the last two I
think the first one it has been admitted was for the purpose of
bringing pressure to bear on him

As to those lurid comments about the disposal I have already
addressed myself to those I knew nothing about these comments I
knew nothing about a written confession I knew nothing about
anything of those things at the time They may have been writen
down by the Deputy Chief of Soviet Bloc Division but I have not
seen his notes All I know is that I was never aware of this and
therefore there was never any indication on the part of anybody in
a position of responsibility in the management of the Agency to do
anything with Mr Nosenko except to try to establish his bona fides
somehow

Chairman STOKES So if these things were being done while you
were in the capacity which you have described here it was never
brought to your attention

Mr HELMS It was not
Chairman STOKES The responsibility for handling Nosenko was

initially given to the SR branch or the SR division Did the SR
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division enter into a situation as the neutral party or did the SR
division think from the very beginning that Nosenko was not a
bona fide defector

Mr HELMS I think early on their conviction was that he was not
a bona fide defector That is my impression today

Chairman STOKESWhen the security officer began his investiga
tion did he enter the situation in a sort of neutral capacity

Mr HELMS I don't know whether he entered it sir in a neutral
capacity or whether he felt the SR division fellows had been wrong
and that a different treatment with Nosenko would elicit a differ
ent result I am inclined to think that was the status of the affair
In any event by that time it was clear that the hostile interroga
tion was getting nowhere

Chairman STOKES At that point you were aware of course of
the hostile interrogation is that it

Mr HELMS Yes Since I indicated a decision was made to try
that after his behavior.his thinking was such there was no way to
get him to talk at all except to confine him

Chairman STOKESHow would you characterize by the way your
own reaction to this whole situation Was this frustrating Or were
you just content to go along with this in this whole period of time

Mr HELMS I don't think there has ever been anything more
frustrating in my life This would have been resolved very rapidly
if it involved anything except the assassination of President Ken
nedy I don't suppose I would be sitting here today if he hadn't
been assassinated either

Chairman STOKES I think you testified earlier today that you
told or communicated the fact to Chief Justice Warren that this
man's bona fides generally could not be established that he was
not believable When you met with Chief Justice Warren for the
purpose of clarification did you tell him specifically the agency had
been unable to resolve the issue of Nosenko's bona fides or did you
tell him that the Agency did not think that Nosenko was bona
fide

Mr HELMS I believe and it is my recollection that what I said
to the Chief Justice was that we don't know what this man repre
sents but we cannot vouch for him In other words we cannot
vouch for him positively and therefore I think the Warren Com
mission should take into consideration the fact that we cannot
vouch for him and therefore we cannot sign off if you like on
what he has said as being true and that in all fairness to the
Commission this obviously sets in question the statement which the
FBI passed to the Warren Commission about Nosenko's comments
right after his defection about Oswald and that I took as close to a
middle position as I could

In other words I didn't use any excessive language I didn't
attempt to dramatize this I just said we can't establish his bona
fides And that is our responsibility and I am sorry

Chairman STOKES Yesterday I put into the record an exhibit
which was a report to the Warren Commission that had been
compiled as a result of testimony taken from Nosenko by the FBI
a fairly extensive document which the Warren Commission had in
its files I did not see such a document with reference to the CIA
Can you tell us what the substance was of what you told the
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Warren Commission or Chief Justice Warren of Nosenko's story
about Oswald

Mr HELMS Sir I am not sure I quite understand Are you asking
me is there a document in existence of what I told Chief Justice
Warren

Chairman STOKES Yes It can be answered twofold No 1 I am
asking you is there such a document No 2 tell us what if
anything was said whether there is or is not a document

Mr HELMS I don't know I don't think there is a document I
don't recall ever having written a document about it Whether
Chief Justice Warren himself wrote a document or whether it is
incorporated in the proceedings of the Warren Commission that I
don't know either sir

Chairman STOKES Can you give us the benefit of what you told
him about the substance of Nosenko's story

Mr HELMS I don't believe that at this meeting at least as I now
vaguely recall it that I went into the substance I simply stuck to
the fact that I couldn't vouch for the man and therefore whatever
he had said they would have to judge in that light

Chairman STOKES Can you tell us what Chief Justice Warren's
reaction was

Mr HELMS I don't think he was pleased to hear this He was
perfectly reasonable about it and said thank you and I will inform
my colleagues on the Commission about this I appreciate your
having told us and we will be guided accordingly

Chairman STOKES Did the Warren Commission themselves or
staff ever make a request to interview-

Mr HELMS I am not aware of it Mr Stokes if they did
Chairman STOKES Did you inform the Warren Commission in

April of 1964 that Nosenko was then being placed in solitary
confinement

Mr HELMS I don't remember any more what the Warren Com
mission was told about the circumstances of Mr Nosenko's living
conditions or handling I don't have any recollection of that at all
Whether any of my colleagues sought to provide it I just don't
know Fifteen years is a long time to remember

Chairman STOKES Let me ask you this Is it something that you
think they should have been told about

Mr HELMS I have a hard time answering I think we were all
preoccupied with getting at what Mr Nosenko knew about Oswald
and the details had been given them and it would seem to me
those were the relevant things

Chairman STOKES Wouldn't it have been either a responsibility
of you or Mr McCone to advise the Commission of the extraordi
nary action being taken with reference to this affair

Mr HELMS I don't think there is anything particularly extraor
dinary about the manner in which the Warren Commission was
sitting

Chairman STOKES You misunderstood my use of the word "ex
traordinary. It seemed to me at the point where you are getting
ready to put a man in solitary confinement.under conditions
under which he was confined is not a normal American situation

Mr HELMS I understand that
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Chairman STOKES So I put it in that sense Don't you think they
should have been advised of this extraordinary situation

Mr HELMS Maybe my recollection is faulty but during the time
that we were attempting to resolve his bona fides in order to help
the Warren Commission the fact that he was being kept alone and
isolated and so forth I don't think that would have come as a
surprise to anybody This is the way we handled all defectors

Chairman STOKES That was standard operating procedure is
that it

Mr HELMS Of course What would you do with them put them
in the Hilton

Chairman STOKES Whose decision was it Mr Helms to place
him in solitary confinement

Mr HELMS I think it was the decision arrived at by those
involved in the case that this was.well it was a kind of a decision
jointly arrived at I am sure on the recommendation of the individ
uals who were going to do the interrogating and at the original
point of departure obviously he would have been kept alone and an
effort would have been made to interrogate him on successive days
The fact he was held so long is something that came afterward
That didn't have much to do with the Warren Commission once
their report had come out but we still were under this necessity to
try to resolve the case but a lot of people were involved in this
decision This is probably not the kind of decision an individual
makes all by himself

Chairman STOKES What I am trying to do is have the record
clear as to who made this decision as of April 4 1964 to place him
in solitary confinement

Mr HELMS I don't know who exactly made the final decision I
assume it went to the Director for his approval I don't know this
as a fact I would assume that the agency records might show this
If they don't my recollection is not that clear any more I was a
party to the decision I am sure of that I don't want to duck
anything around here I don't want any of you gentlemen to think
that like so many witnesses which come before congressional com
mittees nobody can be found who is prepared to stand up and say
they were there but I was there It would not have been my final
decision to make

Chairman STOKES So that the committee then following up on
your last words so they can properly assess it what specifically
was your input

Mr HELMS I assume my input would have been to agree this
should be tried the hostile interrogation should be tried I obvious
ly had no idea at that time that this was going to drag on so

Chairman STOKES Mr Helms let me refer you once again to
page 147 of the declassified transcript The question posed to you
on that page

Mr HELMS 147 Mr Stokes
Chairman STOKES 147
Mr HELMS Is this where I say "I certainly agreed to the fact

that this should be tried."
Chairman STOKES No I would like you to refer to line 17 and

then I want to ask you this question
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Mr HELMS I see line 17 It is where Mr Goldsmith asked me a
question

Chairman STOKES The question asked of you by Mr Goldsmith
"Please describe to the best of your knowledge the conditions under
which Nosenko was placed when he was put in solitary confine
ment.

Answer "He was put into a small house in the countryside
where he had a perfectly sanitary and satisfactory living condition
They were just not particularly spacious or padded let us say His
bed was perfectly adequate his chair was perfectly adequate the
lighting was pefectly adequate but it was not particularly comfort
able in the normal American sense of the terms.

Was that question asked of you and was that your answer
Mr HELMS Yes If that is not an accurate description of the first

place he was held after his defection then I was misinformed I
never went to visit the place myself This is simply what I was told

Chairman STOKES So my understanding now is the testimony
here today would not be the same as it was on that day Is that
what you are saying

Mr HELMS No I am not sir I am simply saying that I believe
he was held in different places in this period of time As to the first
place he was held it is my understanding this is an accurate
description of it If it is incorrect I am sorry But I would just do
my best to describe what I understood Is it not correct

Chairman STOKESLet me ask you this What do you understand
the conditions changed from what you have described

Mr HELMS Some months later when another facility was cre
ated specifically to hold Mr Nosenko I believe that was somewhat
later on.it must have been later on because it had to be arranged

Chairman STOKES I am having a little problem understanding
On that occasion if you were under the impression Mr Goldsmith
was asking you about one particular place and you had in mind
another place Why didn't you indicate that at that time

Mr HELMS That is quite conceivable Mr Stokes I am sorry if
when he says the place he was in solitary confinement if that
referred to the later installation I didn't understand it that way
He was in solitary confinement from the time he was brought over

Chairman STOKES At the point he was put into solitary confine
ment then can you describe the conditions that existed then

Mr HELMS Now in "solitary confinement, are you referring to
the installation in which he was later held which was constructed
for this purpose Is that the one you are talking about

Chairman STOKES Let me put it this way so that there is no
mistake about it He was put in solitary confinement April 4 1964
is that right

Mr HELMS He was subjected to hostile interrogation Is there a
magic to solitary confinement aside from the fact that is kind of
buzz word in the United States I mean he is living alone in a
house is that solitary confinement or do you have something else
in mind That is all I am trying to get after

Chairman STOKES How many times was his position where he
was headquartered at a house changed

Mr HELMS I don't know I don't know where he was first put
when he arrived in Washington I don't know if that is the same
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place he was kept until he was moved to a later place I am not
sure of these details anymore at all

Chairman STOKES Well are you able to describe any of these
places where he was kept for us

Mr HELMS The place the installation which he was later taken
to I saw many years afterward Have you seen it

Chairman STOKESNo I have not
Mr HELMS I guess it still exists
Chairman STOKES Can you describe that place for us the condi

tions that he experienced there
Mr HELMS I never visited the place when Mr Nosenko was

there It was quite some years after he had left there that I went to
see it At the time it was constructed I believe I sent an officer or
a couple of officers in whom I had confidence to go down and
examine the place and see if it was too rigorous or whether it was
proper for the purposes and so forth and I was assured that it was
all right

Perhaps I should not have taken their word Maybe I should
have gone down myself but the fact remains that I have seen it
once but I can't describe the conditions under which he was held
because I never visited him when he was there

Chairman STOKES Mr Helms prior to April 4 1964 when he
was put in solitary confinement hadn't he been on vacation in
Hawaii with some of the CIA agents for over 2 weeks

Mr HELMS Well I knew he was drinking in Baltimore he was
in Hawaii There were various devices being used to try and take
care of him and talk to him and so forth so it may be that it was
in April precisely that he was put in solitary confinement or that
he was confined Let's put it that way

Chairman STOKESHe was confined as of that date
Mr HELMS After all he was in the custody of these individuals

as soon as he arrived in the United States I am not sure when he
was confined but if it was in the same house in which he was
living in Washington or whether it was or not I am sorry I just
don't have these details Mr Stokes

Chairman STOKES But even the place which you described in
your previous testimony.you don't know when that was do you

Mr HELMS I thought this was the first place he was put when
the serious interrogation began When I was down here before
and I guess it is in this book somewhere.Mr Nosenko himself I
believe gave this committee an affidavit describing the fact that
he was held in two different places That was the basis on which I
assumed he was accurate about it but if this is now coming down
to a question of my veracity about this testimony then I must have
misunderstood the question I would rather withdraw it and not
describe at all how Mr Nosenko was held I think that would be
better for the record

Chairman STOKESIs that your preference
Mr HELMS Yes Then there won't be any question about it
Chairman STOKES I ask Mr Chairman that the clerk mark

another exhibit in her possession as JFK F-446 I request that the
witness be provided a copy of it and that this exhibit be entered
into the record at this point

Mr PREYER Without objection JFK exhibit No F-446 will be
admitted into the record at this point

[The information follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-446

In accordance with a request of the staff of the Committee

(House Select Committeeon Assassination) I make the following
statement describing the conditions of my imprisonment from

April of 1964 till the end of 1967

OnApril the 4th of 1964 I was taken for a physical check-up
and a test on a lie detector somethere in a house A doctor had

given mea physical check-up and after that I was taken in another

room for the test on a lie detector

After finishing the test an officer of CIAMI has come in

,the room and talked with a technician started to shout that

I was a phoney and immediately several guards entered in the room

The guards ordered me to stand by the wall to undress and checked

me After that I was taken upstairs in an attic room The room

had a metal bed attached to the floor in the center of this room

Nobodytold me anything how long I would be there or what would

happen to me After several days two officers of CIA

started interrogations I tried to cooperate and even in

evening hours was writing for them whatever I could recollect about

the KGB These officers were interrogating me about a month or two

months The tone of interrogations was hostile Then they stopped
to cometo see me until the end of 1964 I was kept in this room

till the end of 1964 and beginning of 1965

The conditions were very poor and difficult I could have a

shower once in a week and once in a week I could shave I was not
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given a tooth brush and a tooth paste and food given to me was

very poor (I did not have enough to eat and was hungry all the

time) I had no contact with anybody to talk I could not read
L

I could not smoke and I even could not have fresh air or to see

anything from this room (the only windowwas screened and boarded)

The only door of the'room had a metal screen and outside in

a corridor two guards were watching me day and night The only

furniture in the roomwas a single bed and a light bulb The room

was very very hot in a summertime

In the end of 1964 there were started again interrogations by
several different officers The first day they kept me under 24

hours interrogation All interrogations were done in a hostile

manner At the end of all those interrogations when I was told

that it was the last one and asked what I wanted to be relayed to

higher ups I said that I was atrue defector and being under arrest

about 386 days I wanted to be put on trial if I was found guilty
or released I also asked how long it would continue I was told

that I would be there 3860 days and even more

This evening I was taken by guards blindfolded and handcuffed

in a car and delivered to an airpfrt and put in a plane 'I was

taken to another location where I was put into a concrete roomwith

bars on a door In the roomwas a single steel bed and a matress

(no pillow no sheet and no blanket) During winter it was very
cold and I asked to give me a blanket which I received after some

time Except one day of interrogation and one day of a test on a

lie detector I have not seen anyone besides guards and a doctor

(guards were not allowed to talk with me)
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After my constant complaining that I needed fresh air at

the end of 1966 I was taken almost every day for 30 minutes exercise

to a small area attached to this cell The area was surrounded by

a chain link fence and by a second fence that I could not see

through The only thing I could see was the sky Being in this

cell I was watched day and night through TVcamera Trying to pass

the time a couple of times I was making from threads chess set And

every time when I finished those sets immediately guards were

entering in my cell and taking them from me I was desperately

wanting to read and once when I was given a tooth paste I''found in

a tooth paste box a piece of paper with description of components of

this tooth paste I was trying to read it (under blanket) but guards

noticed it and again it was taken from me Conditions in both (first

and second) locations were analogical

I was there till Novemberof 1967 Then I again was transferred

blindfolded and handcuffed to another location In this new place

I had a roomwith muchbetter conditions And (CIA

officer): started questioning me every day (excluding Sundays)

touching all questions concerning mybiography carrier in the KGB

and all cases of the KGBknownto me I was imprisoned for the whole

5 years And I started my life in the USAin April of 1969
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Chairman STOKES I request further Mr Chairman that in the
event I did not request that JFK exhibit F-537 be made a part of
the record that it be made a part of the record at this point

Mr PREYER Without objection JFK exhibit F-537 is entered into
the record at this point

[The information follows:]

JFK EXHIBITF-537

THEDIRECTOROFCENTRALINTELLIGENCE

WASHINGTONDC20303

OfficeofLegislativeCounsel

1 September 1978

Mr G Robert Blakey
Chief Counsel 8 Director
House Select Committee on Assassinations
Washington D.C 20505

Dear Mr Blakey

Forwarded herewith are answers to the interroga

tories received at close of business on 28 August 1978

Sincerely

S.D Breckinridge
Principal Coordinator HSCA

Attachment
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Question #3

Define Nosenko's present and past employment arrangements

with the Central Intelligence Agency Include

the dates and nature of his employment

the services rendered by Nosenko

itemized accounting of all compensation
received by Nosenko

an account of the roles of Richard Helms
and John McConein authorizing Nosenko's
employment and compensation arragements with
the CIA

Prior to Nosenko's defection on 4 February 1964 he was

promised $50,000 for previous cooperation $10,000 for his

identification in 1962 of a particular espionage agent and

$25,000 a year compensation for future services Mr Richard

Helms approved the foregoing on 17 February 1964 Although

no effort was made to fulfill the promise until some five years

after Nosenko's defection the original promise formed the

basis for the eventual employment arrangement and other monetary

remunerations

Following acceptance of Nosenko's bona fides in late 1968

Mr Helms approved an arrangement which resulted in Nosenko's

employment as an independent contractor effective 1 March 1969

This first contract called for him to be compensated at a rate

of $16,500 a year As of 1978 he is receiving $35,327 a year

(see attached annual compensation table for years 1969-1978)
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In addition to regular yearly compensation Nosenko was

paid for the years 1964-1969 in November 1972 in the amount

of $25,000 a year less income tax The total amount paid was

$87,052 He also received in varying increments from March

1964-July 1973 amounts totalling $50,000 to aid in his re

settlement on the private economy (see attached table for

breakdown) The total resettlement figure in effect satisfied

that portion of the above 1964 promise to pay Nosenko $50,000

for previous cooperation

In 1976 Nosenko was paid $10,000 to satisfy that part of

the above promise relating to his identification of an espionage

agent Further he was compensated in the amount of $28,500

representing the difference between the $25,000 a year promised

and the actual amount paid to him during the period 1 March 1969

1 March 1975

Since 1969 the Agency has contributed to Nosenko's

hospitalization insurance premiums The Agency has also

compensated him for certain unusual medical and dental expenses

To date Nosenko continues to work as an independent

contractor with the compensation provision being periodically

amended His work for the Agency includes consultation with

both the Agency and the FBI on certain matters of current

interest concerning Soviet intelligence activities and personnel
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both in the U.S and abroad From time to time he is also

consulted by various elements of the Agency on current Soviet

developments and requirements He has been and continues to

be used as a regular lecturer at counterintelligence courses

of the Agency the FBI Air Force OSI and others

Our records do not show that Mr John McConeplayed any

role in authorizing Nosenko's employment and compensation

arrangements with the CIA
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ANNUALCOMPENSATIONTABLE

Effective 1 March 1969 $16,500 a year

Effective 1 March 1970 $18,500 a year

Effective 1 March 1971 $19,500 a year

Effective 1 March 1972 $21,000 a year

Effective 1 March 1973 $22,250 a year

Effective 1 March 1974 $23,750 a year

Effective 1 March 1975 $25,250 a year

Effective 1 March 1976 $26,513 a year

Effective 1 October 1976 $28,103 a year

Effective 1 March 1977 $33,000 a year

Effective 9 October 1977 $35,327 a year

1978 $35,327 a year
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June 1970
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RESETTLEMENTFEETABLE

$2,000

$8,000 (furniture
and auto)

$25,000 ($20,000 for down
payment on house $5,000
for additional furniture
moving expenses and
other costs incidental
to the purchase of new
home)

$15,000 (balance of
resettlement figure
promised)
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What was the CIA's position from 1964 to 1968 on

the question of whether Nosenko is bonafide

What is the CIA's position today on the question

of whether Nosenko is bonafide

The point is that CIA per se did not reach an agreed

position on Mr Nosenko until late 1968 Various persons

within CIA entertained serious doubts about his bona fides

believing in fact that he was a dispatched agent Had the

Agency as distinguished from those employees so concluded

he could simply have been turned back The final conclusion

was that he is a bona fide defector a judgment that has

been reinforced convincingly by 14 years accumulated

evidence

Mr HELMS I have the document
Chairman STOKES Mr Helms when this committee interviewed

Nosenko during the course of the testimony we took from him I
made a special request that he provide this committee with an
affidavit which set forth with preciseness exactly the way he was
treated while a member.while in custody by the CIA

I want to read this exhibit at this time
In accordancewith the request of the staff of the committee the House Select

Committeeon Assassinations I make the followingstatement describingthe condi
tions of my imprisonmentfromApril 1964to the end of 1967

On April 4 1964 I was taken for a physicalcheckupand a test on a lie-detector
somewherein a house A doctorhad given me a physicalcheckupand after that I
was taken in another roomfor the test on a lie-detectorAfter finishingthe test an
officerof CIAhas comein the roomand talked with the technician started to shout
that I was a phoney and immediatelyseveral guards entered in the room Guards
ordered me to stand by the wall to undress and check me After that I was taken
upstairs in an attic room The room had a metal bed attached to the floor in the
center of this room Nobodytold me anything how long I wouldbe there or what
wouldhappen to me

After several days two officersof CIAstarted interrogations I tried to cooperateand even in evening hours was writing for them whatever I could recollectabout
the KGB These officerswere interrogating me about a month or 2 months The
tone of interrogationswas hostile Then they stoppedto cometo see me until the
end of 1964 I was kept in this room until the end of 1964and beginningof 1965
The conditionswere very poor and difficult I could have a showeronce in a week
and once in a week I couldshave I was not given a toothbrush and a toothpasteand foodgiven to me was very poor I did not have enoughto eat and was hungryall the time I had no contact with anybodyto talk to I couldnot read I couldnot
smoke I even couldnot have fresh air or to see anything from this room The onlywindowwas screenedand boarded The only door to the roomhad a metal screenand outside in a corridor twoguards werewatchingme day and nightThe only furniture in the room was a single bed and a lightbulb The room was
very hot in the summertime

In the end of 1964 there was started again interrogations by several different
officers The first day they kept me under 24-hoursinterrogation All interrogationswere done in a hostile manner At the end of all those interrogations when I was
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tole that it was the last one and asked what I wanted to be related to higher-ups I
said that I was a true defectorand being under arrest about 386days I wanted to
be put on trial if I was found guilty or released I also asked how long it would
continue

I was told I wouldbe there 3,860daysand evenmore This eveningI was taken by
guards blindfoldedand handcuffed in a car and deliveredto an airport and put in
a plane I was taken to another locationwhere I was put into a concreteroomwith
bars on a door In the room was a single steel bed and a mattress no pillow no
sheet and no blanket During winter it was very cold and I asked to give me a
blanket whichI receivedafter sometime

Except1 day of interrogationand 1 day of a test on a lie-detector I have not seen
anyonebesidesguards and a doctor The guards were not allowedto talk with me
After my constant complainingthat I needed fresh air at the end of 1966I was
taken almosteveryday for 30minutes exerciseto a small area attached to this cell
The area was surroundedby chain-linkedfenceand by a secondfence that I could
not see through The only thing I couldsee was the sky Being in this cell I was
watched day and night through TV camera Trying to pass the time a couple of
times I was makingfromthreads a chessset Everytime when I finishedthosesets
immediatelyguards were entering in my cell and taking them from me I was
desperatelywanting to read Once when I was given a toothpaste I found in the
toothpasteboxa pieceof paper with descriptionof componentsof this toothpaste I
was trying to read it under blanket but guards noticedit and again was taken from
me

Conditionsin both first and secondlocationwere analogicaland illogical I was
there until Novemberof 1967 Then I again was transferred blindfoldedand hand
cuffedto another location

In this new place I had a room with much better conditions and CIA officers
started questioningme every day excludingSundays touching all questions con
cerningmy biography career in the KGBand all cases of the KGBknownto me I
was in prison for the whole 5 years and I started my life in the USA in April of
1969

Dated August 7 1978 signed by Nosenko Y I
This affidavit was taken by counsel for this committee Kenneth

Klein as a result of my request
Having heard this affidavit as I read it can you tell me whether

or not that was a bona fide statement of Mr Nosenko about the
way he was treated by the CIA

Mr HELMS Mr Stokes I have no means of agreeing or disagree
ing I have no basis for agreeing or disagreeing I didn't visit him
during the time he was being held After that affidavit was read to
me back in August I inquired of one of my former associates who
had to do with the holding of Nosenko He said that he was
certainly held under difficult conditions but I don't think that his
testimony about the food that Nosenko has.he made the point
that the doctor examined him once a week and that certain of
these statements would seem to be somewhat exaggerated But I
have no independent basis for saying that

You can bring this officer in here anytime you like and ask him
I just don't know whether it is correct or not

Chairman STOKES Did anyone working under you ever request
permission to give him drugs

Mr HELMS My recollection is that there was a request made to
use the kind of drugs that were considered to be aids in interroga
tion the truth drugs such as I believe sodium pentothal is one of
them

I don't recall exactly what was proposed but I made it clear on
that occasion that he was to be given drugs under no circum
stances and I also made it clear from the very outset that he was
not to be mistreated physically To the best of my knowledge he
was never given drugs and never mistreated physically and regu
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larly was checked by doctors to check his state of health The
doctor who did the checking was a medical doctor as well as a
psychiatrist

Chairman STOKES When Mr Hart testified here a few days ago
in substantially every detail in Mr Nosenko's affidavit Mr Hart
verifies that this is the way this man was treated and he verifies
that from 6 months compilation of records of the CIA compiled
researched and studied by him and four assistants with that
knowledge

Do you still say that your position being what it was with the
Agency that you knew nothing of these Spartan conditions

Mr HELMS I knew that he was being held under Spartan condi
tions I am simply saying I am unable to attest to the details that
he has in here because I never went to visit him during this time
The reports were made to me that he was being held in Spartan
conditions that is why we had the doctor go down to examine him

Chairman STOKES With reference to his diet there is it your
statement that you said that statement was exaggerated

Mr HELMS The gentleman with whom I spoke a few days ago
told me the one thing he insisted on was that Mr Nosenko got
enough food He told me this I can only attest to what he told me
but he is available if you want to talk to him

Chairman STOKES We have the statement of the CIA that peri
odically during this time his diet was modified to the extent his
portions of food were modest and restricted That is their state
ment to us

Mr Chairman I think I have maybe just one or two final
questions

The conditions that we have just talked about obviously began
April 4 1964 is that right

Mr HELMS That is what you say Mr Stokes
Chairman STOKESI am not the witness here
Mr HELMS I am going with your time schedule from now on

There is no sense in my getting all confused and delaying this
hearing I will accept what you say that it started in April 1964

Chairman STOKES You will accept it The report of the Warren
Commission was not issued until December.September of that
year

Mr HELMS I am sorry sir.did you say September or December
Chairman STOKES I originally said December and I was wrong

It was September
Mr HELMS September
Chairman STOKES Right It would seem to me that that would

have been ample time for the Warren Commission to have been
advised of the conditions under which a defector who professed to
have important information about Oswald was being kept

If I understand your testimony correctly the Commission was
not told of these conditions under which this defector was being
kept

Mr HELMS I don't recall their having been told they certainly
knew that we had the defector in our custody because that was the
burden of what I told the Chief Justice The precise circumstances
under which he was being held if they were identified to the
Warren Commission I am not aware of it
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Chairman STOKESThank you Mr Helms
Mr Chairman I yield back the balance of my time
Mr PREYER This may be a good place for us to break if you

have completed your questioning Mr Chairman
Let me suggest that the committeee recess until 1:30 Would that

be agreeable to you Mr Helms
Mr HELMS Certainly Mr Chairman
Mr PREYER Is that agreeable with the committee
The committee stands recessed until 1:30 today
[Whereupon at 12:18 p.m. the hearing was recessed the commit

tee to reconvene at 1:30 p.m of the same day.]

AFTERNOONSESSION

Mr PREYER The committee will resume its session
The Chair recognizes Congressman Dodd for such time as he may

consume to resume the questioning
Mr DODD Thank you Mr Chairman
Mr Helms before I begin my line of questioning I would like to

ask you if you might not want to clarify one of your statements I
received some calls over the lunch break from some constituents
from my home State of Connecticut who were listening to the
testimony this morning They mentioned to me your response ear
lier regarding Eastern Europeans and Asians with their propensity
to be able to pass polygraph tests and it occurred to me that you
might want to rephrase your statement

I understood you to mean trained agents from those parts of the
world rather than Asians and Eastern Europeans as ethnic groups
I thought you might want to take a minute to clarify that

TESTIMONY OF RICHARD HELMS.(Resumed)

Mr HELMS Mr Dodd if my generalization caused offense I had
no intention of doing this What I in effect was trying to say was
that there is an occasional individual who lives in that part of the
world who has spent his life lying about one thing or another and
therefore becomes so good at it that he can pass the polygraph test
But this would be 1 individual in maybe 1 million or a 100,000
something of that kind

I imagine Americans if they set their minds to it could do it as
well I meant no offense to Eastern Europeans as a category or any
individual Eastern European

Mr Donn I thought I would clear that up
Mr HELMS I am glad you did I am sorry if any of your constitu

ents felt I was being disrespectful but I had no intention of being
that way

Mr Donn I would like Mr Chairman to ask the clerk to show
to the witness JFK exhibit F-413A This is a letter dated April 3
1964 from Lawrence R Houston general counsel that Mr Helms
brought with him this morning and had I believe inserted in the
record

This is the only copy Would you please show that to Mr Helms
Mr HELMS I have it in front of me Mr Dodd
Mr Donn Mr Helms I noted in looking at the exhibit during

the lunch break that there was no signature on that letter There
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is an initial I am not sure it is even Mr Houston's initial but it
was not signed by anyone I would like to if I could address some
questions to you with regard to Mr Houston and the credibility of
that statement

This morning you supplied the committee with this memoran
dum which was ostensibly written by Mr Houston the former CIA
General Counsel regarding meetings with the Justice Department
officials about Nosenko That was the substance anyway as I un
derstood it of the memorandum Is that correct

Mr HELMS Yes sir
Mr Donn Is this the same Lawrence Houston who on May 7

1962 along with Sheffield Edwards also of the CIA briefed Attor
ney General Robert Kennedy about the pre-Bay of Pigs CIA Mafia
plots

Mr HELMS I believe it was the same Mr Houston He was
General Counsel of the Agency for many years

Mr Donn I am looking here at the report from the Intelligence
Committee on page 131 the bottom paragraph "Briefing of the
Attorney General on May 7 1962.

An entry in Attorney General Kennedy's calendar for May 7
1962 states "1 o'clock Richard Helms At 4 o'clock the Attorney
General met with Houston and Edwards to be briefed on the CIA
operation involving Maheu Rosselli and Giancana.

Mr HELMS That would be the meeting
Mr Donn That satisfies your recollection
Mr HELMS That satisfies my recollection I have been ques

tioned about that calendar on many occasions That appointment
that I had with the Attorney General that day at 1 o'clock appar
ently was canceled so I was never there But I believe Edwards
and Houston did keep their appointment

Mr Donn Isn't it true that at that meeting both Mr Houston
and Mr Edwards told the Attorney General.on May 17 1962
that the CIA-Mafia plots no longer were in any existence were
terminated

Mr HELMS That is my understanding of what they told him Mr
Dodd I believe.wasn't that contained in a memorandum for the
record written after their meeting Was it written by Colonel
Edwards I don't recall someone wrote it

Mr Donn I will quote for you the bottom paragraph bb on page
132 of this report It says "And that Kennedy was told the activity
had been terminated as of that time.

Mr HELMS I assume that is what they told him
Mr Donn In fact I will read a direct quote here I have on page

133 of this same report footnote 4 referring to the italicized para
graph at the top of page 133

The Attorney General was not told that the gambling syndicate operation had
already been reactivated nor as far as we know was he ever told that CIA had a
continuinginvolvementwith U.S gangsterelements

That is from the Inspector General's report page 65 That is
where the italicized words come from And then the fourth footnote
referrring to this general line of questioning it says footnote 4

Houstontestified that Kennedyinsisted "There was not to be any contact of the
Mafiawithout prior consultationwith him.
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Isn't it also true to your knowledge that in 1967 the CIA Inspec
tor General's report concluded that Sheffield Edwards had in fact
lied when they and Houston had told the Attorney General that
these plots no longer existed

Mr HELMS Does it appear in the Inspector General's report that
Edwards lied

Mr Donn Well maybe semantically we could-
Mr HELMS I'm not caviling I just don't recall any more
Mr Donn On page 134 of this same report I am reading from

the first full paragraph at the top of page 134 which reads as
follows

As concludedby the CIA itself and the Inspector General's report Edwards
statement that he wasnot aware of these developmentsis implausible

Do you have any disagreement with that statement
Mr HELMS I don't know how to judge it one way or the other I

did not recall the statement as I was sitting here and I am just
unable to help with it If the Inspector General thought it was
implausible I guess he thought it was but I don't think any final
judgment was made about it It was part of a very long report
which was directed at some other things as well and I don't recall
this ever became an issue that anybody had attempted to define or
refine let me put it that way

Mr Donn The reason I raise it is the credibility of Mr Houston
with regard to the memo and I thought maybe you might be able
to shed some light on why that was not signed Was that a normal
operating procedure not to sign something with your name type
written underneath it

Mr HELMS I don't know What we are dealing with is a Xerox
or if it isn't a Xerox.maybe I shouldn't use a company name
let's say a copy I don't know whether it is a copy of the original
memorandum Mr Houston wrote or a copy of a copy that was
made at the time that he wrote the memorandum I don't know
who put the signed LRH down here In other words I think that
we need some help from the agency as to the exact circumstances
but I can't conceive that Mr Houston wouldn't be glad to speak for
himself He is still alive and well and living here in Washington

Mr Donn Thank you very much
This morning I believe I heard you testify that you gave all of

the information you believed pertinent to the Warren Commis
sion's investigation.to the commission promptly Am I recalling
your statement correctly there

Mr HELMS I said.I believe I testified Mr Dodd that I believed
this to be the case although I had learned in recent years that one
must never make a flat statement about anything so there may
have been certain cases in which they did not get information
promptly But I believe our effort was to give it to them as
promptly as possible

Mr DODD Alright I would like to proceed if I could for the next
few minutes and ask you to respond to questions surrounding the
so-called assassination plots that were ongoing during the period
from 1961 on And so I would like to have you focus your attention
on that particular aspect of your inquiry here today
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My first question is to your knowledge was any member of the
Warren Commission or its staff ever informed by the Central
Intelligence Agency of the CIA's anti-Castro assassination plots

Mr HELMS I assume that you are referring to the one that is
most frequently characterized as an assassination plot which in
volved the Mafia Because the other assassination plots I don't
accept as assassination plots And so again we have a definitional
problem

Mr DODD Let's start off and ask whether the Warren Commis
sion was ever informed of any of these attempts on the Cuban
regime whether on the person of Fidel Castro or an effort to
overthrow his government or an effort to knock him off personal
ly.whatever they fall into In any of those to areas your knowl
edge was the Warren Commission members or their staff ever
informed of these efforts

Mr HELMS I don't know what the Warren Commission knew
Mr Dodd I didn't inform them of these things but they had
among them as members Mr Allen Dulles who was certainly
aware of what had been going on with respect to Cuba Senator
Russell of Georgia the chairman of the Oversight Committee who
was also aware of what was going on with respect to Cuba Mr
McCone who was director at the time also knew what was hap
pening What the Commission knew from those gentlemen I don't
know I never spoke to them myself about it

Mr DODD But you never did personally
Mr HELMS I never did
Mr DoDD I would like to draw your attention if I could to page

22 of your now declassified August 9 1978 testimony before this
committee written you stated and I will quote.do you have a copy
of the report in front of you

Mr HELMS Yes I do What page is this
Mr DODD Page 22
Mr HELMS I am on 22
Mr DODD On line 9 Doe.. your copy read "The only assassina

tion plot that had any semblance of substance to it".I am quoting
your response now to Mr Goldsmith's question."was one involv
ing a couple of Mafia chieftains and which were supposed to have
taken place before the Bay of Pigs.

Is that an accurate reflection of your views
Mr HELMS As far as I know it is an accurate statement I would

make essentially the same statement today
Mr DODD Before proceeding with the line of questioning on that

may I ask who these Mafia organized crime chieftains were
Mr HELMS My recollection.I would like to point out that there

were two times in which different people were in touch with the
Mafia One happened before I was aware that this was going on
and which was the episode that was referred to by Colonel Edwards
and Mr Houston when they saw the Attorney General

The second one which I never characterized as an assassination
plot because as far as I knew it never went anywhere was a second
one involving the Mafia the one which I have on public television
apologized for and said it was the greatest mistake of my life to
have had anything to do with it and I am sorry about it But I have
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never had any convincing evidence from any human being today
that this plot ever went anywhere

I think just to make myself quite explicit here I would want to
see the information that said that I had any indication from Wil
liam Harvey that his operation with Rosselli ever produced any
thing in Havana I would like some evidence of this I would like a
statement under oath from somebody other than a Mafia chieftain

Mr Donn I will go back to my question again The first relation
ship existed prior to your direct involvement is that right

Mr HELMS That is right
Mr DODD This is prior to the May 7 1962 meeting referred to

by Colonel Edwards and Mr Houston
Mr HELMS That is right and therefore I don't know the details

of it
Mr DODD Am I correct in assuming that the names referred to

in the report Mr Rosselli Mr Giancana that those were the
principals involved Were there others that you were aware of

Mr HELMS I believe there were others I thought there was a
fellow named Trafficante involved but I am not sure about that He
maybe came into the picture later

Mr Donn I do recognize that you have made a public apology
and I preface my questions to you with that in mind But could you
tell this committee who the individuals were that you happened to
be involved with on the second set of circumstances involving
Mafia chieftains or organized crime figures

Mr HELMS As far as I am aware in that particular situation it
was William K Harvey who was in touch with John Rosselli and
it was Harvey and Rosselli who were attempting to find if I
understood it correctly some channel from Florida into Havana

I also understand that there was a question of poison pills which
were supposed to be transported to Havana There was never any
evidence they were ever transported there or ever left the United
States There was never any evidence that this plot ever left the
Florida mainland If it was indeed an assassination plot it was
misadvertised to me because I had understood it was an effort to
see if a connection could be made between the Mafia in Florida and
the Mafia in Havana To the best of my knowledge the connection
never was made

Mr DODD Other than Mr Harvey and Mr Rosselli was there
anyone else that would fall into the character of being members of
organized crime that you had direct contact with

Mr HELMS I had direct contact with none of.the only gentle
man I had direct contact with myself was Harvey who was a staff
officer I never met Mr Rosselli I never met Mr Giancana If I
met a Mafia chieftain I wasn't aware of it

Mr DODD Am I to understand that Mr Giancana was also
involved in this second-

Mr HELMS I don't think he was It was not my understanding
that he was But then I have no way of demonstrating that Mr
Dodd The Mafia has its own internal organization and who Ros
selli talked to I don't know

Mr DODD Going back again to the statement that I read from
page 22 of your declassified testimony before this committee "The
only assassination plot that had any semblance or substance was
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the one involving a couple of Mafia chieftains. I would like to
refer to JFK exhibit F.527 I would ask the clerk to supply Mr
Helms with a copy of that exhibit

And I would ask you Mr Helms if you would take a look over
this exhibit with particular emphasis on the last paragraph of
what is page 2 of the exhibit page 3 to the top of page 4 ending
with the paragraph that ends at the top of page 4 Take a minute
to look at that

I am not asking that you read it out loud but just that you
familiarize yourself with the contents of this exhibit

Mr HELMS I have read that now
Mr Don) Is it fair to assume you recognize this document You

have seen it before
Mr HELMS Yes I have
Mr DODD Am I correct in stating this is the CIA's Inspector

General's report done in 1967-
Mr HELMS The one that I asked to have done
Mr DODD The one you asked to have done as DCI Director of

the Agency
Mr HELMs Right
Mr Donn I don't intend to read all of this but beginning at the

last sentence on page 2 of the Inspector General's report it reads as
follows

We can identify five separate phases in agencyassassinationplanning although
the transitions fromone to another are not alwayssharply defined Each phase is a
reflection of the then prevailing government attitude toward the Cuban regime

Without reading each one of them the Inspector General's report
prepared at your request then outlines in separate paragraphs
from A to E five separate phases as they describe and using their
language again in "agency assassination planning.

I would like to know first of all how you can explain that we
have in a report prepared for you in 1967 what appears to me to be
five separate areas of assassination planning and how that can be
distinguished from your statement to this committee in executive
session where you talk about basically one or the semblance of one
assassination attempt involving organized crime figures Can you
please enlighten the committee as to how you can reach two sepa
rate.

Mr HELMS Yes I can I think this is rather lurid language that
has been used in this report As I read through it this looks like
the efforts that were made during this time to upset the Castro
regime If one identifies that as assassination planning I don't
think that is a proper description of it and if somebody will come
forth with all the items that are supposed to have been in that
planning I would be delighted to hear it

Mr DODD They identify here one period beginning prior to
August 1960 That is the first one The second one is August 1960
to April 1961 The third is April 1961 late 1961

Mr HELMS Aren't those all the same one
Mr DODD That is my question for you The Inspector General

seemed to distinguish between the various phases here and accord
ing to your testimony before us is this what you were referring to
Is this what you are calling one what they call five
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Mr HELMS That is right I became involved with this business
sometime in 1962 after I took over as DDP I've forgotten what
month Anything prior to that I didn't have anything to do with I
would assume this was one plot but maybe there were others But
if there are in all the time I spent with the Church committee and
all the time I have spent endlessly for the last 3 or 4 years it
seems to me about these matters I haven't had anything else
brought to my attention And if you gentlemen have something I
would like to know it But I don't know what it is and I am sorry I
can't help

Mr DODD Did you take issue with this report 11 years ago at the
time it was issued

Mr HELMS Mr Dodd when I got this report I had some prob
lems with respect to reporting to President Johnson about certain
points that he was particularly interested in I did not attempt to
parse it or analyze it or get it changed or do anything with it
except use it as a fact-finding document

I want to say right now that I never expected to see the docu
ment in the public domain declassified for the appetites of all those
who wanted to make the most of it and therefore if I had known
this I obviously would have edited the report and changed it
rather substantially put it in the hands of lawyers and had it
entirely rearranged

Mr Donn I say to you Mr Helms with all due respect it is not
being put into evidence to satisfy the voracious appetites of anyone
but merely to try to clear up a point we are trying to resolve here
I hope you don't understand-

Mr HELMS What is the point you would like to resolve
Mr DODD As someone who is just confronted I am not an expert

in these matters but I read your transcript and you said "The only
assassination plot that had any semblance of substance was the one
involving a couple of Mafia chieftians.

Mr HELMS And that is what I believe to this date
Mr Donn I am confronted with an Inspector General's report

which was not written to satisfy the appetites of anyone I presume
It is a declassified document which says "We can identify five
separate phases. I am merely asking you to clarify that in light of
the earlier statement That is the only purpose for this being
brought into testimony

Mr HELMS I am sorry For example it says here that particular
scheme.which scheme Is this the Mafia thing that we are talking
about

Mr DODD That is correct
Mr HELMS And was again pushed vigorously in the area of

Mongoose and in the climate of intense administration pressure to
do something about Castro and Cuba Are we talking about the
same Mafia thing here as well If that is a lot of plots I regard it
as one and the same operation And if I am misleading you in some
fashion-

Mr DODD Maybe I can help you Is it one and the same in your
mind because it involved Cuba and Fidel Castro and that was one
entity

Mr HELMS The only one that I know about that was serious or
that seemed to have been taken seriously was the one involving
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Rosselli and Harvey I believe the Church committee brought out
found a wetsuit a clam shell various things that were on the shelf
in the agency that were regarded as things that might be used in
possibly killing Castro or being used against him which never
came off the shelf were never used If that is a plot to have created
this then I will back up and say we ought to enumerate every
single item that conceivably had to do with the invasions of Cuba
which we were constantly running under government aegis We
had task forces that were striking at Cuba constantly We were
attempting to blow up powerplants we were attempting to ruin
sugar mills we were attempting to do all kinds of things during
this period This was a matter of American Government policy
This wasn't the CIA alone

Now if those things taper over into assassination plots maybe
so I find the semantics the English incendiary but not very clear
and not very clarifying and not very specific

Mr Donn Mr Chairman I would ask unanimous consent that
exhibit JFK F-527 be entered into the record at this time

Mr PREYER Without objection JFK F-527 is entered into the
record at this point

[Whereupon exhibit JFK F-527 was received in evidence.]

41-3730-79 9
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JFK EXHIBITF-527

THEDIRECTOROFCENTRALINTELLIGENCE
WASHINGTONDC20503

OfficeofLegislativeCounsel

20 September 1978

Mr G Robert Blakey
Chief Counsel and Director
House Select Committeeon Assassinations
Washington,D.C 20515

Dear Mr Blakey
Attached you will find pages 1-8 14 17-18 24-25

37-39 62a-63 94 118 130-133 from the report by the
Inspector General on plotting against Castro These
pages have been sanitized and declassified in compliance
with a request by Mr Goldsmith and maybe used by you
in your hearings

It should be noted that it is Agencypolicy to not
release reports of the Inspector General outside the
Agency in order to protect the unique fact-finding
advisory function that they fulfill within the Agency
Were the internal confidentiality of the reports to be
compromisedthe effectiveness of the function could be
impaired Because so muchof the information from the 1967
report wasplaced officially in the public domainby the
interim report of the Church Committee Alleged Assassi
nation Plots Involving Foreign Leaders it can be released
in this form on this specia occasion

Sincerely yours

S D Breckinridge
Principal Coordinator HSCA

encl
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25 April 1967

MEMORANDUM

This reconstruction of Agencyinvolvement in plans to.

assassinate Fidel Castro is at best an imperfect history Because

of the extreme sensitivity of the operations being discussed or

attempted as a matter of principle no official records were kept

of planning of approvals or of implementation The few written

records that do exist are either largely tangential to the main

events or were put on paper from memoryyears afterward William

Harvey has retained skeletal notes of his activities during the

years in question and they are our best source of dates

of the -Office of Medical Services has a record of

whomhe met and whenand cryptic references to the subjects discussed

of TSD has a record of two or three dates that are

pertinent and were involved in only the technical

aspects of operational planning and their participations were short

lived Although fragmentary their records are a help in establishing

critical time frames Operational files are useful in someinstances

because they give dates of meetings the substances of which maybe

inferred from collateral information

For the most part though we have had to rely on information

given to us orally by people whosememoriesare fogged by time

Their recollections of dates are particularly hazy and someof them
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are no longer able to keep the details of one plan separate from those

of another Weinterviewed everyone whomwe could identify as likely

to be knowledgeable with the exceptions of Mr Dulles and General

Cabell A complete list is attached at Tab A Wedid not go on

fishing expeditions amongthe mere possibles To have done so would

have risked making witting a numberof employeeswhowere previously

unwitting and,.in our estimate would have added little to the details

available from those directly involved There are inconsistencies

amongthe various accounts but most of them can be resolved by

collating the information furnished by all of the identifiable

participants in a particular plan and by then checking it against

specific dates that can be fixed with fair certainty Webelieve

that this reconstruction of what happened and of the thinking

associated with it is reasonably sound If there are significant

inaccuracies in the report they are most likely to occur in faulty

ordering of the sequence of events People still remembermuchof

what happened but they can no longer recall precisely when

It became clear very early in our investigation that the vigor

with which schemeswere pursued within the Agencyto eliminate Castro

personally varied with the intensity of the U.S Government's efforts

to overthrow the Castro regime Wecan identify five separate phases

in Agencyassassination planning although the transitions from one
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to another are not always sharply defined Each phase is a reflection

of the then prevailing Governmentattitude toward the Cuban.regime

Prior to August 1960 All of the identifiable schemes

prior to about August 1960 with one possible exception were

aimed only at discrediting Castro personally by influencing

his behaviour or by altering his appearance

August 1960 to April 1961 The plots that were hatched

in late 1960 and early 1961 were aggressively pursued and were

viewed by at least someof the participants as being merely one

aspect of the over-all active effort to overthrow the regime

that culminated in the Bay of Pigs

April 1961 to late 1961 A major schemethat was

begun in August 1960 was called off after the Bay of Pigs and

remained dormant for several months as did most other Agency

operational activity related to Cuba

bate 1961 to late 1962 That particular schemewas

reactivated in early 1962 and was again pushed vigorously in the

era of Project MONGOOSEand in the climate of intense admini

stration pressure on CIAto do something about Castro and his

Cuba

Late 1962 until well into 1963 After the Cubanmissile

crisis of October 1962 and the collapse of Project MONGOOSEthe
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aggressive schemethat was begun in August 19660and revived in

April 1962 was finally terminated in early 1963 Twoother

plots were originated in 1963 but both were impracticable

and nothing ever cameof them

Wecannot overemphasize the extent to which responsible Agency
Kennedy

officers felt themselves subject to the/administration's severe

pressures to do something about Castro and his regime The fruitless

and in retrospect often unrealistic plotting should be viewed in

that light

Manyof those we interviewed stressed two points that are so

obvious that recording them here maybe superfluous Webelieve

though that they are pertinent to the story Elimination of the

dominant figure in a government even whenloyalties are held to him

personally rather than to the governmentas a body vial not

necessarily cause the downfall of the government This point was

stressed with respect to Castro and Cubain an internal CIAdraft

paper of October 1961 which was initiated in response to General

MaxwellTaylor's desire fora contingency plan The paper took the

position that the demise of Fidel Castro from whatever cause would

offer little opportunity for the liberation of Cubafrom Communist

and Soviet Bloc control The second point which is more specifically

relevant to our investigation is that bringing about the downfall of

a government necessarily requires the removal of its leaders from
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positions of power and there is always the rick that the partici

pants will resort to assassination Sr^h zenouals-ta

hcuse_arrest..of -a-Mossadeq-or-the flight -of"-a-Batista-shonldt not

cause one_to.oyerlook the killings .of fl Diemor of a Trujillo by

forces_encouraged..but not controlled by"the-U.S Government

There is a third point which was not directly madeby any of

those we interviewed but which emerges clearly from the interviews

and from review of files The point is that of frequent resort to

synecdoche--the mention of a part whenthe whole is to be understood

'or vice versa Thus we encounter repeated references to phrases such

as "disposing of Castro, which maybe read in the narrow literal

sense of assassinating him whenit is intended that it be read in

the broader figurative sense of dislodging the Castro regime

Reversing the coin we find people speaking vaguely of "doing some

thing about Castro when it is clear that what they have specifically

in mind is killing him In a situation wherein those speaking may

not have actually meant what they seemedto say or maynot have said

what they actually meant they should not be surprised if their oral

shorthand is interpreted differently than was intended

The suggestion was made to us that operations aimed at the

assassination of Castro mayhave been generated in an atmosphere of

stress in intelligence publications on the possibility of Castro's
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demise and on the reordering of the political structure that would

follow Wereviewed intelligence publications from 1960 through

1966

The DIE's on "The Situation and Prospects in Cuba

have brief paragraphs on likely successor

governments if Castro were to depart the scene

In each case the treatment is no more nor

less than one would expect to find in comprehensiveround-ups such

as these Weconclude that there is no reason to believe that the

operators were unduly influenced by the content of intelligence

publications

DrewPearson's columnof 7 March1967 refers to a reported CIA

plan in 1963 to assassinate Cuba's Fidel Castro Pearson also has

information as yet unpublished to the effect that there was a

meeting at the State Department at which assassination of Castro

was discussed and that a team actually landed in Cubawith pills to

be used in an assassination attempt There is basis in fact for each

of those three reports

a A CIAofficer passed an assassination weaponto an

AgencyCubanasset at a meeting in Paris on 22 November1963

The weaponwas a ballpoint pen rigged as a hypodermic syringe
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The CIAofficer suggested that the Cubanasset load the syringe

with Black Leaf 40 The evidence indicates that the meeting

was under way at the very momentPresident Kennedyvas shot

There was a meeting of the Special Group (Augmented)

in Secretary Busk's conference roomon 10 August 1962 at which

Secretary McNamarabroached the subject of liquidation of

Cubanleaders The discussion resulted in a Project MONGOOSE

action memorandumprepared by EdwardLansdale At another

Special Groupmeeting on 31 July 1964 there was discussion of

a recently-disseminated Clandestine Services information report

on a Cubanexile plot to assassinate Castro CIAhad refused

the exile's request for funds and had no involvement in the plot

CIAtwice (first in early 1961 and again in early 1962)

supplied lethal pills to U.S gambling syndicate membersworking

in behalf of CIAon a plot to assassinate Fidel Castro The 1961

plot aborted and the pills were recovered Those furnished-in

April 1962 were passed by the gambling syndicate representative

to a Cubanexile leader in Florida whoin turn had them sent to

Cubaabout Nay 1962 In June 1962 the exile leader reported that

a team of three menhad been dispatched to Cubato recruit for the

operation If the opportunity presented itself the team would

makean attempt on Castro's life--perhaps using the pills
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This report describes these and other episodes in detail puts them

into perspective and reveals that while the events described by

DrewPearson did occur and are subject to being patched together

as though one complete story the implication of a direct causative

relationship amongthem is unfounded
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GamblingSyndicate

The first seriously-pursued CIAplan to assassinate Castro had

its inception in August 1960 It involved the use of membersof

the criminal underworld with contacts inside Cuba The operation

had two phases the first ran from August 1960 until late April

or early May1961 when it was called off following the Eay of Pigs

the second ran from April 1962 until February 1963 and was merely

a revival of the first phase which had been inactive since about

May1961

GamblingSyndicate Fnase 1

August 1960

Richard Bissell Deputy Director for Plans asked Sheffield

Edwards Director of Security if Edwardscould establish contact

with the U.S gambling syndicate that was active in Cuba The

objective clearly was the assassination of Castro althouail Edwards

claims that there was a studied avoidance of the term in his

conversation with Bissell Bissell recalls that the idea originated

with J C King then Chief of WHDivision although King no".

recalls having had only limited knowledgeof such a plan and at a

much later date--about mid-1962
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same way A memorandumfor the record prepared by Sheffield Edwards

on 14 may 1962 states "Nomonies were ever paid to Roselli and

Giancana Naheu was paid part of his expense moneyduring the periods

that he was in Miami. (Giancana is "Gold.")

was introduced (in true hale) to Roselli as an employee

of Haheu the explanation being that wouldhandle the

case for Maheu,because Maheuwas too busy to work on it fUll time

himself No one else in the Office of Security was madewitting of

the operation at this time Edwardshimself did not meet Roselli

until the summerof 1962

At this point about the second half of September Shef Edwards

told Bissell that he had a friend a private investigator whohad

a contact who in turn had other contacts through Vhomsyndicate

elements in Cuba could be reached Taese syndicate elements in

Cubawould be willing to take on such an operation As of the latter

part of September 1960 Edwards and Bissell were the only

ones in the Agencywhoknewof a plan against Castro involving U.S

gangster elements Edwards states that Richard Nelmswas not informed

of the plan because Cubawas being handled by Bissell at that time

With Bissell present Edwardsbriefed the Director (Allen Dulles)

and the DDCI(General Cabell) on the existence of a plan involving

membersof the syndicate The discussion was circumspect Edwards
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deliberately avoided the use of any "bad words. .The descriptive term

used was "an intelligence operation. Edwardsis quite sure that the

DCIand the DDCIclearly understood the nature of the operation he

was discussing He recalls describing the channel as being "fromA to

B to C. As he then envisioned it "A was Maheu "B was Roselli

and "C was the principal in Cuba Edwardsrecalls that Mr Dulles

merely nodded presumably in understanding and approval Certainly

there was no opposition Edwards states that while there was no

formal approval as such he felt that he clearly had tacit approval

to use his ownjudgment Bissell committed$150,000 for the support

of the operation

(Comment In the light of this description of the briefing

it is appropriate to conjecture as to just what the Director did

approve It is safe to conclude given the menparticipating

and the general subject of the meeting that there was little

likelihood of misunderstanding--even though the details were

deliberately blurred and the specific intended result was never

stated in unmistakable language It is also reasonable to

conclude that the pointed avoidance of "bad words emphasized

to the participants the extreme sensitivity of the operation.)

During the week of 25 September 1960 _ _'sadMaheuvent to

Miamiwhere Roselli introduced only Maheuto "SamGold at a meeting
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tying it to a recollection that Castro frequently drank tea coffee

or bouillon for which a liquid poison would be particularly well

suited

January February 1961

Despite the decision that a poison in liquid form would be most

desirable what was actually prepared and delivered was a solid in

the form of small pills about the size of saccharine tablets

remembersmeeting with Edwardsand .in Edwards office to

discuss the requirement The specifications were that the poison be

stable soluble safe to handle undetectable not immediately acting

and with a firmly predictable end result Botulin comesnearest to

meeting all of those requirements and it maybe put up in either

liquid or solid form " states that the pill form was

chosen because of ease and safety of handling

(Comment The gangsters mayhave had someinfluence on the

choice of a means of assassination says that in his

very early discussions with the gangsters (or moreprecisely

Maheu's discussions with them) consideration was given to possible

ways of accomplishing the mission Apparently the Agencyhad first

thought in terms of a typical gangland-style killing in which

Castro would be gunned down Giancana was flatly opposed to the

-24
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use of firearms He said that no one could be recruited to do

the job because the chance of survival and escape would be

negligible Giancana stated a preference fora lethal pill

that could be put into Castro's food or drink Trafficante

("Joe the courier") was in touch with a disaffected Cuban

official with access to Castro and presumably of a sort that

would enable him to surreptitiously poison Castro The gangsters

namedtheir man inside as whowas then

The gangsters said that_ had once been in a position to

receive kickbacks from the gambling interests had since lost

that source of income and needed the money.)

WhenEdwards received the pills he dropped one into a glass of

water to test it for solubility and found that it did not even

disintegrate let alone dissolve took themback and made

up a newbatch that met the requirement for solubility Edwards

at that point wanted assurance that the pills were truly lethal He

called on to makean independent test of them Edwards gave

moneyto buy guinea pigs as test animals has a record of a

conversation with on 6 February 1961 It mayhave related to

the tests but we cannot be sure Whatappears to have happened is that

tested the pills on the guinea pigs and found them ineffective
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GamblingSyndicate Phase 2

:lilliam Harvey Chief of was briefed in February 1961

(by authority of Richard Bissell) on phase one of the gambling

syndicate operation That briefing was in connection with a sensitive

operation that Bissell had assigned to Harvey Harvey describes it

thus Early in the Kennedyadministration Bissell called him in to

discuss what Harvey refers to as an Executive Action Capability i.e.

a general stand-by capability to carry out assassinations whenrequired

Harvey's notes quote Bissell as saying "TheWhite Househas twice

urged me to create such a capability. Bissell recalls discussing

the question of developing a general capability with Harvey He

mentioned the Edwards/gambling syndicate operation against Castro

in that context but he nowthinks that the operation was over by

then and that reference to it was in terms of a past operation as a

case in point It was on this basis that Harvey arranged to be

briefed by Edwards Harvey's fixing of the date as February was"only

after review of events both preceding the briefing and following it
as

He says nowthat it might have been early as late January or as late

as March 1961

After somediscussion of the problems involved in developing an

Executive Action Capability Bissell placed Harvey in charge of the

effort Harvey says that Bissell had already discussed certain aspects

-37
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of the problem witl and with Since

was already cut in Harvey used him in developing the

Executive Action Capability although never with respect to Castro

Wedid not question on his knowledgeof the program for

creating an Executive Action Capability but Harvey's mention of him

in this connection mayexplain a notation by 'that Harvey

instructed to discuss techniques with -=,withoutassociating

the discussion with the Castro operation

Harvey states that after the decision was madeto go ahead with

the creating of an Executive Action Capability and while he was

still discussing its development with Bissell be briefed Mr Helms

fully on the general concept but without mention of the then ongoing

plan to assassinate Castro

The Executive Action program cameto be knownas 7.REIFE Its

principal asset was an agent Q,JWINwhohad been recruited earlier

by for use in a special operation in the Congo"-(dihr

raseaes nattarrcr -Patrice"-Lusumba}to be run by
' -madea survey of the scene decided he wanted no part in

an assassination attempt and asked to be released.which Bissell

granted.) The project name ZRRIFLE,.first appears in the files in

May1961 although the first recorded approval is dated 19 February

1962 The newDD/P(Helms) on that date authorized Barvey by

-38
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memorandumto handle the project on a special basis Accounting for

expenditures was to be by general category and on Harvey's gertifi

cation The initial approval Wasfor $14,700 consisting of $7,200

for QTWIN'sannual salary and $7,500 for operational expenses

Project ZRRIFIEwas covered as an _ operation (ostensibly

to develop a capability for entering safes and for kidnapping couriers)

It continued on a course separate from the Edwards/gamblingsyndicate

operation against Castro until 15 November1961 Harvey has a note

that on that date he discussed with Bissell the application of the

ZRRIEE program to Cuba Harvey says that Bissell instructed him to

take over Edwards contact with the criminal syndicate and thereafter

to run the operation against Castro Harvey adds that as a completely

unrelated development shortly after this discussion with Bissell he

was told by Helms that he was to be placed in charge of the Agency's

Cuba task force

Late 1961 Early 1962

Harvey recalls that he was very busy with a numberof things in

the period that followed the discussion with Bissell that led to his

taking over Edwards Castro operation He was turning over his

responsibilities in Hewas working with NSAon the Martin/

Mitchell defection case He was reading in on Cubaoperations and

-39
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briefed the DDCI General Carter who said he understood the situation

and in due time might brief the Director Mr McCone It is not known

whether General Carter did or did not brief Mr McCone There is no

indication that General Carter was further briefed on the full details

of the assassination plot against Castro

May1952

The Attorney General obviously was told of CIA's operational

involvement with gangster elements because he requested a briefing

on the details On7 May1962 Sheffield Edwardsand LawrenceHouston

met with Attorney General Robert Kennedyand as Edwardsputs it

"briefed him all theOay. Houston says that after the briefing

Kennedy"thought about the problem quite seriously. The Attorney

General said that,he could see the problem and that he could not proceed

against those involved in the wiretapping case He spoke quite

firmly saying in effect "I trust that if you ever try to do business

with organized crime again--with gangsters--you will let the Attorney

General knowbefore you do it. Houston quotes Edwardsas replying that

this was a reasonable request Edwardssays that amongthe points

covered was that of Roselli's motivation The Attorney General had

thought that Roselli was doing the job (the attempt at assassination

of Castro) for money Edwards corrected that impression he was not

62a
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Houston recalls that during the meeting with the Attorney

General the latter asked for a memorandumrecord of the meeting

Edwards believes that the request was made later and by telephone

A memorandumwas prepared and was signed by Edwards Both Edwardsand

Houston recall having had a hand in writing it A transmittal buck

slip from Houston to Kennedynotes that the request was made on

11 May which suggests that Edwards is correct in his belief that the

request was made by telephone after the 7 Maybriefing of the Attorney

,General The memorandumis dated 14 May1962 It was typed in two

copies only with the original being sent to Attorney General Kennedy

and the other copy being retained by the Director of Security It was

typed by Edwards secretary It does not state the

purpose of the operation on which Kennedywas briefed but it does

make it clear that the operation was against Castro and its true

purpose maybe inferred from the memorandum

Edwards states that the briefing of the Attorney General and

the forwarding of a memorandumof record was carried out without

briefing the Director (John McCone) the DDCI(General Carter) or the

DD/P(Richard Helms) He felt that since they bad not been privy to

the operation when it was underway they should be protected from

involvement in it after the fact As noted previously Houston had

briefed the DDCIon the fact that there was smatter involving the
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out of the meeting and JW00 were informed that President

Kennedyhad been assassinated was visibly movedover the

news He asked "Whydo such things happen to good people The

contact report does not state the time nor the duration of the

AMUS11meeting but it is likely that at the very moment

President Kennedywas shot a CIAofficer was meeting with a Cuban

agent in Paris and giving him an assassination device for use against

Castro states that he received an OPIMcable from FitzGerald

that night or early the next morning telling him that everything vas

off Wedo not find such a cable in the MASH file There is

a record in the file that was due to arrive back in

Washingtonat 1810 hours 23 November

The AMLASHproject was probably about as widely knownwithin

the Clandestine Services as any other project of a similar nature

However we can identify only four people whoknowof the just

described episode involving a hypodermic syringe and Black Leaf 40

knewall of the story knewmost of it and knew

muchof it FitzGerald did not mention this aspect of the AP ASij

operation whenhe first briefed us on it Whenwevent back to

him later with specific questions he said he rememberedsomething

about Black Leaf 40 but nothing whatever about a device for

administering it said he had the impression that FitzGerald



Castro learned enoughat least to believe the
CIAwas seeking to kill him Heis reported
to have cookedup a counterplot against
President Kennedy

UnpublishedDetails

Pills were sent to Cubafor use in the
assassination

Therewasa meetingat the Departmentof State
at whichthe assassination of Castro was
diecusced

TI DREWPEARSONSTORY

Published Details TheFacts As WeKnowThem

TheCIAhatched a plot to knockoff Castro True

Robert Kennedymayhave approvedan Not true Hewasbriefed on GamblingSyndicate-Phase
assassination plot Oneafter it was over Hewas not briefed on PhaseTwo

Underworldfigures wereactually recruited True
to carry out the plot

Threehired assassins were caught in Havana Roselli informedHarveyon 21 June 1962 presumably
wherea lone survivor is still supposed on the basis of information from that a team
to be languishing in prison of three menwas inside Cuba Wedo not knowtheir

identities nor whatmayhave happenedto them Wehave
no proof that they wereactually dispatched None
of the announcedcaptures and executions during this
period fits this team

This reportedly has comeout in the Garrison investi
gations It also was stated by in the
Philippines under direct interrogation Wehave no
independentconfirmation of any sort (Note that
Garrison met with Roselli in Las Vegasin March1967.)

True At least wewere told by Roselli that the pills
were sent in during Phase Oneand again in Phase Two

True The subject wasraised at a meetingat State on
10 August1962 but it is unrelated to any actual
attempts at assassination It did result in a MONGOOSE
action memorandumby Lansdaleassigning to CIAaction
for planning liquidation of leaders Theoffending
phrase was later excised fromcopies forwardedto CIA
State Defense and USIAbut the damagemayalread
have been done
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him on the Pearson story

Pearson Anderson and Greenspun (in Las Vegas) are

newspapermenwith a newsworthystory Pearson has already

published much of it

Maheudoes have good reason for not wanting the story

aired further Unfavorable publicity might cause him to lose

his lucrative client HowardHushes There might be somevalue

to be gained from endorsing his suggestion that he approach

;and perhaps Roselli and urge discretion

What do other componentsof Governmentknowabout this operation

ormer Attorney General Robert Kennedywas fully briefed by

Houston and Edwards on 7 May1962 A memorandumconfirming the

oral briefing was forwarded to Kennedyon l May1962 The memorandum

does not use the word "assassinate, but there is little room for

misinterpretation of what was meant Presumably the original of that

memorandumis still in the files of the Justice Department It :should

be noted that the briefing of Kennedywas restricted to Phase One

of the operation which had ended about a year earlier Phase Two

was already under wayat the time of the briefing but Kennedywas

not told of it

As far as we know the FBI has not been told the sensitive
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operational details but it would be naive to assume that they have

not by nowput two and two together and comeout with the right

answer They knowof CIA's involvement with Roselli and Giancana

as a result of the Las Vegas wiretapping incident Fromthe Chicago

newspaper stories of August 1963 and from Giancana's ownstatement

it appears that they knowthis related to Cuba WhenRoselli's

story reached them (Roselli to to Pearson to Warren to Rowley

to the FBI) all of the pieces should have fallen into place They

should by nowhave concluded that CIAplotted the assassination of

Castro and used U.S gangster elements in the operation

There is somesupport for this thesis in the conversation I had

with SamPapich on 3 May1967 when I told him of the expected meeting

between Roselli and Harvey Samcommentedthat Roselli and Giancana

have CIA "over a barrel because of "that operation. He said that

he doubted that the FBI would be able to do anything about either

Roselli or Giancana because of "their previous activities with your

people.

Can we plausibly deny that-we plotted with gangster elements to
assassinate Castro

1o we cannot Weare reasonably confident that there is nothing

in writing outside of the Governmentthat would confirm Pearson's
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story of the gambling syndicate operation but there are plenty of

non-gangster witnesses whocould lend confirmation

Maheucan confirm that Shef Edwardstold Roselli

that Edwards had told the Attorney General of Roselli's

activities on behalf of the Government

can confirm the pill and

three-wan team elements of the story

c. can confirm the pill element of Phase One

d If an independent investigation were to be ordered

the investigators could learn everything that we have learned

Such an investigation probably would uncover details unknownto

us because it would have access to the non-CIAparticipants

Can CIA state or imply that it was merely an instrmient of policy

Not in this case While it is true that Phase Twowas carried

out in an atmosphere of intense Kennedyadministration pressure.to

do something about Castro such is not true of the earlier phase

Phase Onewas initiated in August 1960 under the Eisenhower

administration Phase Twois associated in Harvey's mind with the

Executive Action Capability which reportedly was developed in

response to White House urgings Again Phase Onehad been started

and abandoned months before the Executive Action Capability appeared
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on the scene

WhenRobert Kennedywas briefed on Phase Onein Max1962 he

strongly admonished Houston and Edwards to check with the Attorney

General in advance of any future intended use of U.S criminal

elements This was not done with respect to Phase Two which was

already well underway at the time Kennedywas briefed The

Pearson story which is now causing us no muchdistress includes

one detail that is found only in Phase Two the three-man team

What measures might be taken to lessen the damage

Wesee little to be gained from personal approaches nowto

Maheu or Roselli Maheuhas muchto lose and might be able

to prevail upon handRoselli not to spread the story further

It is questionable whether any such urging would be effective with

Roselli because Roselli stands only to gain from having the story

of his CIAconnection knownand accepted Wacannot now suppress

the story because it is already out and mayboil up afresh from.the

Garrison case If we were to approach any of the participants and

urge discretion upon him and if this becameknown it would merely

lend credence to a tale that now sounds somewhatimprobable
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Mr Donn Mr Helms did John McCone former Director of
Central Intelligence Agency and your immediate supervisor know
about.I gather you don't care for the word assassination plots and
I am trying to find some words you and I can agree on Let's call
them efforts to get rid of Fidel Castro Does that satisfy you

Mr HELMS Fine
Mr DODD Did John McCone know about the agency's efforts to

get rid of Fidel Castro
Mr HELMS He certainly was on top of all the operations that we

mounted against Cuba He was in the vanguard of this He attend
ed most of the committee meetings he pushed certainly as hard as
anyone in the administration to see if we couldn't topple the Castro
regime I believe he has testified to the effect that he did not know
of what he called specific efforts to kill Castro I don't know wheth
er he knew about it or not I will accept his word I have no reason
to argue with him about it There was a big flareup at the time of
the Church committee hearings over whether I had told McCone
about this or whether I had told Harvey not to say anything about
it I don't have any clear recollection any more of the events
surrounding that particular detail so I cannot help you on it I
would be glad to if I could

Mr Donn So you don't know when he would have been in
formed if he had been

Mr HELMS Then I believe he had Mr Elder who was his execu
tive assistant his

Mr Donn I am having a hard time hearing
Mr HELMS I am sorry During the Church committee hearings

Mr Elder who had been his executive assistant swore out an
affidavit that he had been instructed by McCone to tell me that
anything smacking of assassination was not permissible to Mr
McCone Mr Elder gave his testimony under oath I never had any
conversation with Mr Elder like that that I ever recall As I have
said on previous occasions and on the record I have great regard
for Mr McCone He was my boss I would have no doubt whatso
ever if he had expressed himself in this fashion through one of his
subordinates to me that I would have remembered it I think I
would have remembered it So the issue is unresolved

Mr DODD For the purposes of clarity can we talk about these
efforts to get rid of Fidel Castro in terms of pre-Bay of Pigs and
post-Bay of Pigs I think for our purposes that might be of some
help

Mr HELMS Certainly
Mr DODD Did I understand you to say that you are not sure he

knew about either the pre-Bay of Pigs or the post-Bay of Pigs
efforts or that he knew about the pre-Bay of Pigs and didn't know
about the post-Bay of Pigs or knew about both

Mr HELMS I thought on one occasion I told him about the pre
Bay of Pigs episode because my recollection is that something
appeared in a newspaper.I think in the Chicago Sun Times
about it and I went and spoke to him about it and told him what
was involved

As to the post-Bay of Pigs I don't know what he knew You
know Mr Dodd I am not looking for refuge in these matters I am
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prepared to stand here and take my beating in any form that you
gentlemen want to administer it

Mr Donn We are not out to beat anyone We are just trying to
get at the facts

Mr HELMS I am delighted to hear you say that But let me just
explain as Director of the agency Mr McCone had every opportuni
ty to find out anything in the agency that he wanted to find out
He had an inspection staff he had excecutive assistants he had all
kinds of people around him So what he knew and what he didn't
know on a given date I can't possibly attest to but I do want to
make the point that nobody was stopping him from finding out
anything he wanted to find out

Mr Donn In the Church committee report which I have marked
here as JFK exhibit F-539 reading at the bottom

Mr McConetestified that he was not aware of the plots to assassinate Castro
which took place during the years in which he was DCI Director of Central
Intelligence and that he did not authorize those plots He testified that he was not
briefedabout the assassinationplots by Dulles Bissel Helms or anyoneelse when
he succeededDullesas Directorin November1961

Do you take issue with that
Mr HELMS No I am not going to take issue with it I would

simply end up in a lengthy hassle between me and Mr McCone I
have better ways to spend my time

Mr Dom So you would agree with Mr McCone's testimony that
he was not briefed

Mr HELMS I have no basis for agreeing or disagreeing Mr
Dodd

Mr DoDD Can you think of any reason why you might not have
briefed him

Mr HELMS When he came aboard as Director I was not the
Deputy Director of Plans It was Mr Bissell who was the Deputy
Director of Plans and Allen Dulles was the Director Dulles left
McCone took his place and Bissell continued on as Deputy Director
of Plans for a time

Mr DODD When you became Deputy Director of Planning in
1962 can you think of any reason why you would not have told Mr
McCone

Mr HELMS The episode the pre-Bay of Pigs episode I did talk to
him about one day I know

Mr DoDD So you did inform him of the pre-Bay of Pigs effort
Mr HELMS Yes That was not when he came in 1961 it was

after that so I guess if you parse the statement the statement is
accurate

Mr DoDD Mr Chairman I would ask that JFK exhibit F-539 be
entered into the record at this time

Mr PREYER Without objection JFK exhibit F-539 is entered in
the record at this point

[Whereupon JFK exhibit F-539 was received in evidence.]
[The information follows:]



Whenaskedif it cast "somesignificantdoubt in light of (Cabell's)
chardeter, Bissellanswered "Yes. (Bissell 7/17/75 pp 22-23)
(c) Did John McConsKnow of or Authorise AssassinationPlot

DuringHis Tenureas DCl
T'hsCIA consideredseveralassassinationplots against Castro dui

lug McCone'stenure as Director Harvey initiated his contact

with
I;n~aelliin April 1962 and that operationcontinuedinto early 1963
Ili early 1963the CIA looked into the possibili of assassinating
(':lstmwithan explodingseashelland contaminateddiving suit AM/
I.ASI[ wasoffereda poisonpen devicein November1963 and caches
.i armsweredeliveredto Cuba for his usein the followingyears(i) -1lcCone'stesti IcCon~testifiedt1lalh vas lot"awaie""b_
the plotsttrassss".tnate astro which'took=place"daring the_years=inwhichhewas:DCIand tliatliewdictnotutliolzze-t)ioss:pl~ McCone
';.6/75 pe 33 44-4I) Heiteatified'that~ha-was-not:briefeclraboutthe
aasu)itinationplots[SyDuller iesoll;Heli or anyonea se:wheihe>r"rr.'n"rler]Ihiltes aspii cto Nov_embeii196r('McCune6/6/7.'i PP

7 I youread directrpositveaction asmeaningkilling(5ldetCastros,.i r.,,trnandCheGuevaea)1+a:IdreadIt thatwartea (Lanedalo7/8/75R 303)worldsouagree
thatningtheIncowordsnnectiondirectwithpositiveassinaassactition'ngap(ptheearCtotro.quasestiandon-~ ta"re'ebeenanyplan

~~t tbinktheparase'posltiveactioncouldIncludeassassinations)but I'mnot.4InMrMerchant'smind.(Gray7/9/75p.9.1^^ a
u testedthathearetlearnedoftheRoaselnoperationInAugust1983longb.dbeenteratlnatedSeediscussioninfrapp107-108
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Tfi"r c n `c~C~th~~llreen.tDulIes-Di~';t
EdwaAgue GB~bellacuurre ;somdal &di tti ficf-Ja "980
pprobabl pieiimiier a minutesofmeeting ofth Speciar,--
Grou` on~ "'PT r 3;_1960reflect the followingremarks .i

FinallyMr:'(Llvingatoa]Merchant(UnderSecretaryof Statefor Political
Affairs]askedwhetheranyrealplanninghadbeendonefortakingdirectpositive
actionagainstFidel RaulandCheGuevaraHesaidthat withoutthesethree
theCubanGovernmentwouldbeleaderlessandprobablybrainlessHeconceded
thatit wouldbenecessarytoactagainstall threesimultaneouslyGeneei'b"Caber
polntedomtethattacklonrofrthis-kbicasmce'rtai>7utrresoltwaadhighlydansemalr
is conception-Iand;Texecation;:becausethe:lnetramentsmastll1betCubana?)He)e117j
that partl.n1ar17ttec6ose-of-thenecessiiy'bf ultaneoussactloa:ltwonldhave*
tobeeQncludedrtliatbreSShfiticASnraluggeetlosnlabeyendLovrcapabilitieeh(Sps
dal GroupMinutes11/3/80) r . ...
Exactly what the term "direct positiveaction meant to the speaker
or thoselisteningis uncertain Merchantwasill and unableto testify,.
otherspresent at the meetingcouldnot-.recallwhat the words meant
at the time they_wereuttered although somehave testifiedthat they
could refer to assassination.

Bissellwasalso asked about the minutesof the November3 meet
After reading the reference to "direct positive action, Bissell

said "I find i cult to understand. (Bissell 7/17/75 p 18) Hai
thenwasasked

Q Doyou In lightof the November3 minutesremainfirmthat Cabellwas
knowledgeable(oftheassassinationplots)

A Itcastssomedoubtonthatinmymind
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6.7,17) and that if he had everbeenaskedabout theplots he would
havedisapproved McCbnetestified
-=̀I hadnoknowledgeof anyauthorizedplanorplanningthatmightleadto a
requestfor authorizationOfcourseduringthosedaysit wasalmostcommon
foronepersonor anothertosay "weoughttodisposeofCastro * (b]ntat
notimedidanyonecometo we or cometo otherauthoritiestomyknowledge
witha planLorthe actualundertakingof an assassination(McCone6/6/75

McConealso testified _

SenatorHartofColoradoDidyoueverdiscussthesubjectofassassinations
withyourpredecessorMr-Dullest_ ,: _xc-3

McCone.No,I.didnot t F3enti.wi
(ii Testimonyof Helena Bissell and other Subordinate encj

Emrp dda.=Bull :wits.DDPsamderMcCune or:tliieemoat from
Novens r 1961until February 1962 Helms assumedthe duties of
DDP from Bissell and served throughout the balance of McCone's
terms as Director

Bisee1ltestifiedaboutMcCone'sknowledgeas follows

* .. w ".t
SenatorMotearaIf youwerea memberof thisCommitteewouldn'tyouan

samethat Mr McConewasunawareof theassassinationattemptswhilethey
wereunderway

Hams I don'tknowhowtoanswerthat SenatorMondaieHewasinvolved
in thisuptohisscuppersjustthewayeverybodyelsewasthatwasinit and:I
just don'tknowLhavenoreasonto impugnhis integrityOnthe otherhandd

WaltAlderMcCose'eArecativeAssistanttestifiedthatDullesgaveMcConefrontteak
to twelveinformalbriefiaasbetweenSeptemberandNovember1961Healsosaidthan
DunnandMcConetravelledtogetheroaa briefingtriptoEuropetoenableMcCoae_te
get"uptosped naCIAactivities(Elder8g//13/75p 13) es

'HelmstestifiedthathefirstinformedMcCoseabouttheplotusingunderworldfiguresisAugust1965Seedlsenulonseersatp 107
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Q Yourtestimonyis that you neverdiscussedassassinationswith Mr
McCone

A Thatiscorrect :. f .. _~
Q [D]idyoutell McConeanythingaboutthat conversationwithMr

HarveyIn whichyouat leasttoldhimto takeoverthe relationshipwiththe
criminalsyndicate

A_I don'tremembersodoing(Bissell6/11/75p 19)
Frselmsto ti ter ihet he did not recall ever having discussedthe

assassinsjion_plotswith McC,nnww e e _were enntinning.2
When asked whether McConewas aware of the assassinationplots
againstCastro Helmstestified

Noit Isn'tmyimpressionthatI toldhimat leastI don'thaveanyimpression
unfortunately Mr McConeis an honorableman Hehasdonehis own
testifyingandaILIcansayis that I donotknowspecificallywhetherhewas
awareornot (Helms8/'13/75pp90,101--102)

Helmsfurther testified
SenatorMonnauI believeMr McConetestifiedthat heneverheardofany

oftheseattemptswhenhewasDirectorWouldyouhaveanyreasontodisagree
withhistestimony

Hoare Sir I havealwayslikedMcConeandI don'twanttogetintoanalterca
tionwithhim Hehadaccessto Harveyandeverybodyelsejust thewayI had
andhehadregularaccesstotheAttorneyGeneral
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Mr DODD If I told you August 3 or August 1963 is when Mr
McCone believes that he was informed by you of the pre-Bay of
Pigs efforts would you argue with that date

Mr HELMS Is that when that story came out in the Sun Times
Because that is the only thing I can key it to

Mr DODD That is what he states and I just wondered if you
would argue with that

Mr HELMS No certainly not
Mr Donn Mr Chairman I will ask that JFK F-538 be entered

in the record at this time as well
Mr PREYER Without objection JFK exhibit F-538 is admitted

into evidence at this point
[Whereupon JFK exhibit No F-538 was received in evidence.]
[The information follows:]



A handwritten note indicates that Dulles with Bissell's colicil
rents approved the recommendations.

*Thisevidencerelatesto theabortedincidentInJuly1960andwhattheInspector
General'sReportreferredtoastheinitialphaseoftheassassinationeffortinvolvingtd
underworldWItR--respect.:tothe-schemespriorto-thatoperationtheI G Rept
;concludedircould"tadno-evidencethatanyoftheschemeswereapprovedat-any-lam
higherthandivisionif that. (I G Reportp 10)TheInspectorGeneralquestionedneitherDullesnorCabellInpreparinghisRep*
In1967althoughbothwerethenalive

.c,-sTheCommitteereceivedthisdocumentonNovember15 1915afterprintingof
yReporthadbegunniAstheacomeaninnsequencethimereinationwasnowhatopportunconsiditytoerationquestionwaseither

K5
orHUSellconcernng gof"el Infactgive
toCastro's"eliminationandwhetheranyplanningresultingfromthisdocumentln-f
ledtotheactualplotsIa thisregardItshouldbenotedthatBissellhada "dimreeolI
.tloa ofa conversationpriortoearlyautumnorlatesummer1960withRing(theaatd-ofthe-abovememorandum)concerninga 'capabilitytoeliminateCastroit_suchasiS
shoaldtDe"declded~apon(Bfesell6/9/75p 19)-Seep:-'14 ~7

JFK EXHIBITF-538
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thatrthefpl otv6cWssapinati althoug 3issell;and.Ecl3
wards insist`that real'meaningmnstihapebeannderstood;.Certain
other evidencebefore the Committeesuggeststffat-Dullesand Cabell
did ]mowabout the assassinationplots other evidencesuggeststhat
'they did not (See subsection(b) below.)

u).DfcCone.='Heron motes+ccl'::tlat Ile-.:dEdwnot2kriow_aboutor
ofrzetfie loot TdelmsBisselk,andHarveyall,'testified,thaLthey:'
aotil hosesv et er llc gof

fie~.of
'assassihatlonplots Each

'd however that he did not tell McCone.a Ih a p.sinatilonefforts
either when McConeassumedthe positionof DCI in November1961
or at any timethereafter until %u 1963,when;$elmsgavelMe"Cone
e.I emorandumtfroni5'hi"McCone concludedthat the operation7

underworld~figtilires'prrlol~to+the<Bayof Pigs had involved=
"asssinatio Tfie Inspector General'sReport`statesthat H`a'rveyre 1

ccreisav'_t'Helm'approval norto-brief McCone'whenttheassassination
efforts`-were.iesum 1x;,1962Harvey testifiedd-thi-saccordedwith his
`'recollectionOnother occasionswhenitvould have.beenappropriate
~to;lo sotHel s and ar"v ~diil~not=telllykCone:aboutassassslnation
activity..Helms did not recall any agreementnot to brief lllcCone
but he did not questionthe positiontaken byHarvex or the Inspector
General's Report Helms`didsaT that McConenever told him notj

Veirdi`assiiiate,'C'tihtro(Thesematters as well as the various treasons
put forwardBy Harvey and Helms for not briefingMcCone are set
forth in Section(c) below.)
(b) Did AllenDu1le Snow of or AuthorizetheInitial Plots Against

Castro
_ Both Allen Dulles and GeneralCabell are deceasedThe Commit
tee's investigationof this questionrelied on the availabledocuments
and the testimonyof those whoservedunder Dullesand Cabellwho
are still living.

(i) Dulles Approval of '~G''iSang'gi.Decembter-195911temoratig
,dean..On December11 1959 J C King head of CIA'sWestern;
HemisphereDivision wrotea memorandumto Dullesobservingthat
a "far left dictatorship now existed in Cuba which "if permitted5
to stand will encouragesimilaractionsagainstU.S holdingsin other
Latin American countries

Oneof King's four "RecommendedActions was -i
Thoroughconsiderationbe givento the eliminationof FidelCastro*tone

ofthosecloseofFidelsuchashisbrotherRaulorhiscompanionCheGuevara.
havethe samemesmericappealto the massesllany informedpeoplebelieve
that thedisappearanceofFidelwouldgreatlyacceleratethefallof thepresent
Government
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Mr Donn Mr McCone testified he did not know about author
ized plots Helms Bissell and Harvey all testified that they did not
know whether McCone knew of the assassination plots Each said
however he did not tell McCone of the assassination efforts either
when McCone assumed the position of DCI in December 1961 or at
any time thereafter until August 1963 So that would have been
the first time Mr McCone was aware of any of these efforts

Mr HELMS I think that is plausible I can accept that
Mr DODD These would have been the efforts that were pre-Bay

of Pigs
Mr HELMS That is my recollection of that particular episode

yes
Mr DODD Did you ever talk with the Warren Commission or

anyone on the Warren Commission staff about these efforts to get
rid of Castro

Mr HELMS No sir I might point out in fairness to all concerned
that that was not my function in those days If anybody was going
to be briefing the Warren Commission about ongoing operations of
any kind in the CIA it would have been the Director or with the
Director's authority

Mr Donn In other words you talked about these plots to no one
who had any connection whatsoever with the Warren Commission

Mr HELMS Not that I know of no
Mr Dorm I would like to if I could refer to page 17.I hope we

have the same copies.of the now declassified August 9 executive
session testimony that you gave before this committee

Mr HELMS Yes I have page 17
Mr DoDD You can read along with me Mr Helms is responding

to a question by Mr Goldsmith
Mr HELMS Excuse me did you say you wanted me to read it
Mr DODD No I will read it and you may read along with me
On the bottom of page 16
Mr GOLDSMITHDid the agency's investigationreflect any working hypotheses

By that did the agency give any particular emphasis to the particular areas
geographicareas

Mr HELMSI think that the entire U.S Government not only the CIA was veryconcernedas to whether there would be evidenceof some foreign conspiracyto
assassinate President Kennedy They were concerned whether the Soviets were
involvedin this They were concernedwhether the Cubans were involvedin this
Theywereconcernedthat somebodymay have been involvedin it

Then dropping to the next paragraph second sentence
There is hardly any question there was more discussedduring those days as to

whowasbehindLee HarveyOswald if indeedhe was the man whowas responsiblewhat had affectedhis life why had he done the things he had done and so forth
Then dropping down to the last paragraph here on this page

beginning with the sentence
I think if the Chair wouldindulgeme a minute I wouldlike to make a comment

about the various investigationsinto the assassinationof President Kennedybased
on the longyears I have spent in the intelligencebusiness and that is until the daythat the KGBin Moscowor the Cuban intelligencein Havana is prepared to turn
over their files to the United States as to what their relationshipsto these various
peoplewere it is going to be extraordinarily difficult to tidy up this case finallyand conclusively

It seems to me that the question of possible Cuban complicity
was according to your testimony on the minds of a lot of people

41-3730 79 11
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This was not something that came up later but right at the very
time Isn't that correct In fact this morning you said in response
to a question from Chairman Stokes that you certainly were aware
that the alleged assassin Lee Harvey Oswald had sought a visa at
the Cuban Embassy in Mexico Is that correct

Mr HELMS Yes
Mr DODD And you were aware that the alleged assassin Lee

Harvey Oswald had lived for more than 2 years in the Soviet
Union is that correct

Mr HELMS Right
Mr DODD And you were aware that Lee Harvey Oswald had

passed out Fair Play for Cuba materials in New Orleans is that
correct

Mr HELMS I believe it is
Mr DODD In light of all of that knowledge in light of the

obvious interest and emphasis that the entire U.S Government
had on the possible activities of the Cuban Government and in
light of the fact that you knew that Lee Harvey Oswald had
engaged in these activities why didn't you tell the Warren Com
mission about the efforts to get rid of Fidel Castro or to overthrow
the Cuban Government

Mr HELMS Mr Dodd you are singling me out as to why I didn't
march up and tell the Warren Commission when these operations
against Cuba were known to the Attorney General of the United
States the Secetary of Defense the Secretary of State the Assist
ant to the President for National Security Affairs the President of
the United States himself although he at that point was dead All
kinds of people knew about these operations high up in the Govern
ment Why am I singled out as the fellow who should have gone up
and identified a Government operation to get rid of Castro It was
a Government wide operation supported by the Defense Depart
ment supported by the National Security Council supported by
almost everybody in a high position in the Government

Mr DODD According to your earlier testimony you have made
note of the fact and I think the record indicates that the Attorney
General had asked that they be stopped I presume he was told
that they would be So far as he was concerned they had ended

Mr HELMS What about some connection with the Mafia But
the efforts to unseat Castro under Operation Mongoose had gone
on full blast under the Attorney General's direction and we had
the Cuban missile crisis in October of 1962 If the Cuban missile
crisis with the connivance of Fidel Castro and the Soviet leaders
had been a success those missiles would have been introduced to
Cuba and the United States would have been hostage to those
missiles of the Soviets It would have been the coup of the century

In December of 1962 the brigade comes back to the United States
having been bought off with drug supplies by the Attorney Gen
eral et cetera President Kennedy went to the Orange Bowl in
Miami and greeted them in December 1962 and assured them and
this may not be an exact quote as follows "I will return this
banner to this brigade in a free Havana.

Those operations went on nonstop during 1963 If that doesn't
indicate there was bad blood between President Kennedy and Fidel
Castro I don't know what does
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Mr DODD But my point is this according to your testimony Mr
McCone was not aware of the post-Bay of Pigs efforts and attempts
Robert Kennedy the then Attorney General asked that all activi
ties such as that be stopped Mr McCone is not aware I can't ask
you why others who had knowledge of this did not communicate it
to the Warren Commission

But as I read your executive committee testimony you felt you
had not the link with the Warren Commission but had a very
active role in communicating with the Warren Commission That
doesn't help me in trying to understand why you would not have
made that information available and known to the Warren Com
mission

Mr HELMS Well I am sorry I didn't
Mr DODD In retrospect do you think it was relevant
Mr HELMS In retrospect Mr Dodd I would have done a lot of

things very differently I would like to point out something since
we are so deeply into this When one government is trying to upset
another government and the operation is successful people get
killed I don't know whether they are assassinated or whether they
are killed in a coup We had one recently in Afghanistan The head
of the Afghanistan Government was killed Was he assassinated or
killed in a coup I don't know

These semantics are all great I want to say there is not a chief
of state or chief of government in the world today who is not aware
of the fact that his life is in jeopardy He takes every possible
protection to guard himself The relevance of one plot or another
plot and its effect on the course of events I would have a very hard
time assessing and I think you would too

Suppose I had gone down and told them and said yes you know
we tried to do this How would it have altered the outcome of the
Warren Commission proceeding

Mr DODD Wasn't that really for the Warren Commission to
determine

Mr HELMS I think that is absolutely correct but they did not
have that chance apparently

Mr DODD That is right
Mr HELMS I don't want to take the sole blame for the fact that

they didn't have that chance
Mr Donn I am not asking you to
Mr HELMS Well the implication of the hearing is to that effect
Mr Donn You have to take these things in the entire context

This is not the only hearing we are having Prior to the issuance of
the Warren Commission's report did the Agency at any time have
any documents or other information which might have indicated
that Mr Castro may have known about some of these efforts to get
rid of him

Mr HELMS I don't know that I have heard these allegations
flying around I don't know whether they are accurate or not I
have heard allegations of newspaper stories that Mr Castro knew
or didn't know Eminent Senators of the United States have taxed
me with the fact they knew that Castro knew Mr Cubela was a
double agent Mr Cubela gets up in Havana not long ago and says
Mr Castro did not know he was a double agent and Mr Castro
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testified to this committee that he didn't know he had any connec
tions with the CIA

Who is right in all of this
Mr DODD That is what we are trying to find out
Mr HELMS Well I can't contribute anything
Mr DODD Was there any effort to investigate whether or not

Castro or the Cuban Government was aware of these efforts
Mr HELMS Well I think that we used what few resources we

had in Cuba But after all you must remember that the whole
object of this exercise at the time was to get intelligence on Cuba of
any kind and it was turning out to be extraordinarily difficult and
the U.S Government made a major effort to get intelligence on
Cuba during this period of months

Mr Donn I am not in any way trying to be harassing Mr
Helms when I ask these questions But you stated earlier that
there were other people that were aware of these efforts to get rid
of Castro and that they might have had a responsibility as well to
communicate that to the Warren Commission

Mr HELMS Well they might have communicated to the Warren
Commission the operations that were being run against Cuba
which were certainly advertised to the Cubans because people
began getting arrested I mean task forces would land The people
would be arrested I have no doubt they were interrogated There
fore Castro knew these efforts were being made against him

Now if you want to single out the assassination plot involving
the Mafia as one thing and you want to circumscribe it and sepa
rate it from all these other things exactly who knew about it and
who might have told the Warren Commission I am not dead cer
tain

Mr Donn I want to try to determine if I could whether or not
it was a conscious decision on your part not to inform the Warren
Commission or was it just something that you didn't think should
be done at the time

Mr HELMS It never occurred to me We never talked to anybody
outside the Agency about covert operations of any kind.that per
haps was a mistake.except to the Senate and House committees
to whom we reported

Mr DODD But as I understand your statement you believe today
that that was a mistake

Mr HELMS I think it was a mistake no doubt about it I think
we should have shoved the whole thing over I would have backed
up a truck and taken all the documents down and put them on the
Warren Commission's desk

Mr Donn I notice in your executive testimony and earlier today
in previous testimony it was your position that the Agency gave
the Warren Commission information only in response to the Com
mission's requests

Mr HELMS Basically that was the case I imagine that if any
thing came into the Agency which seemed to be of fundamental
interest to them we would have volunteered it but basically we
felt our role was to respond to Warren Commission requests and
not to try and get out in front of them or to try and second-guess
them or anything else I mean the Commission
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Mr Donn But fundamentally it was on a request basis You
were not necessarily volunteering information

Mr HELMS That is right
Mr Donn I would like to refer you to JFK exhibit F-520 I

would ask the clerk to give Mr Helms a copy of that exhibit so
that he has it in front of him

[The information follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-520

11 May 17'64

3c "S E'OMtl r 5Z 0 --~

MEMORANDUM FOR Deputy Director for Plans

SUBJECT 4  Information on
Lee Harvey OSWALD

1 This memorandum is for information and for action

The proposed lines of action are indicated in paragrapb.4

2 the Cuban Intelligence Service defector
has produced information of interest to the President=s _

Commission on the Assassination of President Kennedy [
Staff learned of(

on 30 April A questionnaire vias

submitted by the Staff on 1 :May {Attachment A). Mr

.who is handling the debriefing provided a reply on

5 May (Attachment B) It was clea,r from Mr

summary thatf had inform .tion bearing on the

OSWALD relationship with the Cuban Embassy and -Cuban

intelligence personnel in Mexico City aibiet his knowledge
was not that of a direct participant in matters affecting
OSWALD A follow-up questionnaire was subrn:tted to

I on 6 May (Attachment C) Mr.` reply
was dated 8 May (Attachment D) Attention fs directed

particularly to the content of paragraph two of Attachment D

3 tine have the problem of reconciling the operational

exploitation ofj and satisfying the responsibilities

we have undertaken with Mr Rankin /
is such as

operational gold mine that ILL f wants at a Maximum

two months to work fully I_ is palpable however that we

must furnish to the Commission the substance cEl
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information on OSWALDbefore that On the previous record of
our association with the Commission particularly with Mr Rankin.
it seems possible for the Agency to work out an arrangement with
Mr Rankin personally that would take care of their needs and ours
after a frank discussion of the equities

4 It is recommended that the DDP in person or via a
designee preferably the former discuss the/
situation on a very restricted basis with Mr Rankin at his
earliest convenience either at the Agency or at the Commission
headquarters Until this takes place it is not desirable to put
anything ii writing

Attachments
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07 May 1954

.ME'LLOANDUM FOR

SUBJECT General Deb is .ng of)
Specific The Oswald Casa

REFERENCE Blind Memoran m:t dated 05 May 1964

'Reference is made to a telephone conversation yesterday
with Chief Staff concerning this matter

Because I am net 2:ware of the rotor atic n already
av;*i'W,le to the Commission investigating the Oswald Casa or
furnished by the Agency my debriefing of the Source 1,4 been
based on the questions prepared by the Staff and on what the
Source answers have sugge et_ed I shalt be glad to pursue any
other topics suggested by Start

The Following inforrIHHoa in addition to that in the
reference might be of interest

Luisa CALDERON since she returned to Cuba
has be-en paid a regular salary by the DGI even though she has
not performed any services Her home is in the Vedado sectica
where the rents are h-j

Source has known CALDERON for several years
Before going to Mexico she worked in the Ministry of "Exterior
Commerce in the depart-meal which was known as the tEmpresa
Tract i n ort Her title 33 Secretary General a the Communist
Youth i the department :wed in the previous sentence

Luisa CALDERON was transferred directly from her
positen in the 4i-tistry of Exterior Commerce to a post in hid :ca
a matter of stn-prize to the Source

Rogelio RODRIGUEZ Lopez (DGI pseudo MORCOS)
shortly before he left Cuba for Mexico on or abcut 15 April 1964
saw CA.LL)ERON I
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06 ._ay1064

MEMORANDUMFOR

SUBJECT General Debriefing of/
Specific The Oswald Case

R:.FER ENCE A Blind Mamornndu dated 05 May 1964
Blind Mem.orendma  07 May 1964
Conversations bet~al Staff 2=d

L When the Oswald Casa first was discussed with t Source the
specific questions prrare'4 by( Staff were posed_ The answers
given by the Source were reported in Reference A_ That memorandum
which I dictated to a( Staff stenographer appears accurate except for
sentence 9 watch should have seid that the only possible "fabrication
known by Source was the s eciis denial by Fidel CASTRO on a
television program of any C+th'nkunwl.edgeof OswnL

2 On 07 2nd 08 May 1964I further discussed the Oswald Casa
with the Source in order to clarify exactly what he knew and what
he had beard In the light of the explanation given by him I believe
that a clearer nnderete ing cf what he Imowscan be reached if I
record his Imowledge without using the question and answer format
Accordingly in the following paragraphs I shall report all the
Information given by the Source paraphrasing his expl 'ations ana
comments

I have no personal knotiled$ of Lee Earre OSWALDor his
activities and I do not know that OSWALDwas an agent of the
Direccion General de Inteligencia (DGI)or any other directorate
or department of the Cuba Government

I first heard of OS,VALDafter the assassination of President
Kennedy when news media carried the name of OSWALD
Personnel in the DG( first commented about the case so far as
I can recall one day after lunch when a group of officers of
whom I was one were chatting The officers present were abe-;t
ten including Roberto Sa2"iTIESTEB N Norberto HERNANDEZ
e: Curbelo Andres

(AR
"CNA Pedro Al N1S Diaz and

CS
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2

Manuel VEGA Perez Manuel VEGA Perez previously had
been assi ed to Mexico in the Cuban Consulate where ha
was the principal in'talligence office of the DGI VEGA
mentioned that OSWALD had gone to the Cuban Consulate
two or three times in connection with a visa application
during the time that VEGA w as in Mexico I Withered
although I do not lino.v that VEGA made any specific
statement to this effect that VEGA personally had seen
OSWALD I well cold have reached this conclusion
because normally VEGA and his assistant in Mexico for
the DGI Rogelio RODRIGUEZ Lopez mould see persons
applying for a visa to go to Cuba This is because DG
officers are charged with expediting the granting of visas
of agents of t DGI Such agents on appearing at the
Consulate use a special phrase to indicate their relationship
with the DGI Cldo not know the particular phrase used
in every case I do lmow that agents from El Salvador in
requesting visas always made mention of the name "Mauricio )
The D(Z officers at a Consulate interview visa applicants to
find out if they are agents If the visa applicant does not usa
one of the indicated phrases the DG of`icers instead of
granting the visa immediately tall the applicant to return in
a few days The officer then notifies Habana and requests
authority for the visa I cannot recall if YEGA even raa de the
statement that he had requested permission to-issue a visa to
OSWALD but I feel sure that he would have done so because
VEGA had said that OSWALD had returned several times and
this would be the usual procedure

I believe that Rcgelio RODRIGUEZ Lopez also would have
seen OSWALD because he worked with VEGA and also would
have screened visa applicants

I thought that Luisa CALDERON might have had contact with
OSWALD because I learned about 17March 1964 shortly before
I made a trip to Me:dco that she had been involved with an
American in Mexico The information to which I refer was told

by a DGI case officer named No_herto I-M N 11DEZ de
Curbelo
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FL.RNANDS2 had iavesUgated
Lu sa CALI)ERON This was because acing the ._
she was in Miledcn tile D had intercepted a latter to
her by an Amarican who silted his mama as OV/E'R `phonetic)
or ao ai.Mag simiLa, As you 3. aw the p:a .i.on
of Anglo-Sa:.on names is d=cult in Spanish so I am not
sure of how the rare mentioned by ~iADEZ should be
spel?.& It could have been "Eoward or somet wing different
As I nTflArstood the matter the latter from the American
was a love letter but indicated that there was a ci,nr sti:.e
professional relationship between the writer and iu sa
CALD.r RON hs"PPiANDEer2at
altar the interception of the letter she had been followed
and seen in the company of an American I do not ino:v if
this could have been OSWALD./

The only otter person about whom you ass=d me in con ection
with this whom I recall is Sylvia DU 9.Nand I :mow very
little about r. _

We saw a pretty girl stand -ag at the end of
the-reception room and someone asked who she was and one
bi the r oup said it was Sylvia DURAN
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I recall that after the news of the assassination of
Pres:aent Kennedy reached the DGI ordern were issued
for all office of the DGi at Headquarters and in the field
to sort and package all documents according to whether
they were "ratty secrete (very secret) "secrete (secret)
or "importante (important) The material once packaged
was to be held pending further instructions Aft travel by
DGI officers and all DCr pouches were suspended temporarily
In addition I recall that DCI Headu rters personnel were
instructed either to remain in the DCi Headquarters dices _
or to keep the DCI aware of their wbereahcctis so that they
could be reacted immediately I do not know the reason for
these measures but I believe it logical that they were issued
because of the possi=ility that the United State might tae
some type of action against Cuba and the 'DCI offices As
nearly as I can recall we were ably to unpa.-.kaga DGI files
and use them normally abort the 3rd di December 1983.

3 In brief the Source does not claim to have any significant
information concerning the assasSina=ion of President "r nnedy or
about the activities of OSWALD If the paraphrased comments of
the Source are considered to r.= further clarification I sun-rest that

1"~1r.I who 13 most familiar with the details of the OSWALD
Case talk to tl~ Scarce This can be arranged at any time./
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Mr DODD This exhibit Mr Helms is dated May 11 1964 It is a
memorandum that was prepared for your review The subject of
the memorandum is information regarding Lee Harvey Oswald
provided to the CIA by a Cuban defector

Mr HELMS Which part of it Mr Dodd would you like me to
look at

Mr Donn Do you recall the document Just looking at it does it
refresh your memory

Mr HELMS I had better look at it a little more carefully I have
no doubt it is in my packet of papers Yes sir I have been through
it now

Mr DODD And you recognize this as a memorandum that was
prepared for your review and it does involve information regarding
Lee Harvey Oswald provided to the CIA by a Cuban defector

Mr HELMS Yes
Mr Donn All right I will read paragraphs 3 and 4 here if you

want to follow along with me beginning on paragraph 3
Wehave the problemof reconcilingthe operationalexploitationofblank

The name having been sanitized here
and satisfying the responsibilitieswe have undertaken with Mr Rankin blank is
such an operational gold mine that Mr Blank wants at a maximum2 months to
work fully It is palpable however that we must furnish to the Commissionthe
substanceofblank

It looks like
Then paragraph 4
It is recommendedthat the DDPin turn or via a designee preferablythe former

discussthe blank situation on a very restrictedbasiswith Mr Rankin at his earliest
convenience either at the Agencyor at the Commissionheadquarters Until this
takes place it is not desirableto put anything in writing

Doesn't this language here indicate that in this particular in
stance anyway the Agency was contemplating volunteering this
defector's information to the Warren Commission without a specific
request from the Commission itself

Mr HELMS Yes I think that is right sir That is what it looks
like to me

Mr DODD Let me ask you this Why did you feel in this case
that the Commission should be privy to this information Why did
you volunteer this information

Mr HELMS Well I can only assume from reading this since I
don't have any independent recollection of exactly what this defec
tor was saying that it was so obvious to all of us that it would be
of interest to the work of the Commission that we wanted to get it
in their hands

In saying earlier today that we reacted both to the time and in
response to questions I didn't mean to imply that we never volun
teered anything particularly if it seemed that the Commission
ought to have it at least in our judgment it seemed that the
Commission ought to have it

Mr Donn I noticed earlier today in response to Mr Stokes
question you voluntarily went I presume to the Chief Justice at
the time and communicated to him about the reliability of Nosen
ko's testimony with regard to Oswald
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Mr HELMS Yes sir it was certainly voluntary because we were
very concerned at the time

Mr DODD These were pieces of information that the Warren
Commission would not on its own have had access to as a result of
their own work

Mr HELMS I think that is correct
Mr DODD And certainly it was as well a conscious decision on

the part of the Agency and yourself that both of these pieces of
information were relevant to the investigation by the Commission

Mr HELMS That is correct Mr Dodd
Mr DODD Now I come back again Mr Helms.I suppose it is a

constant difficulty I have I can see and appreciate why you would
feel that the defector's information was relevant I can certainly
see why the question of the reliability of Mr Nosenko with regard
to his information with regard to Oswald was relevant

I have this terrible problem of trying to understand why albeit
today you recognize it was a mistake but why.when you back in
1964 recognize the relevancy of those two pieces of information
there was a lack of understanding as to the relevancy of attempts
on our part to destabilize or get rid of Fidel Castro That is the
difficulty I have

Mr HELMS I can understand your difficulty Mr Dodd I am just
sorry It is an untidy world

Mr DODD Other than the anti-Castro assassination plots was
there any other information pertaining to a possible mode or
means or opportunity to kill the President that you are aware of
and that Warren Commission was not told about

Mr HELMS I am sorry I don't get the-
Mr DODD Other than the assassination plots We know about

the defector you volunteered that We had the voluntary turning
over of the opinion with regard to Nosenko We know today we
didn't turn over relevant information with regard to these efforts
to get rid of Castro

Are there other things that you can recall that might have had
relevancy.things of importance to the Warren Commission's in
vestigation of the assassination of an American President

Mr HELMS Well I don't know of any others I can't think of
what they might have been but then we might have been guilty of
some other errors of omission I don't know None come readily to
mind This didn't come readily to mind at the time

Mr Dom You said earlier that you informed President Johnson
of the anti-Castro plots or the efforts to get rid of Castro

Mr HELMS Yes I did
Mr DODD Do you recall when he would have become aware of

that
Mr HELMS I guess he became aware of it when I told him

although I believe there were some allegations in a column by
Drew Pearson Yes I think that is correct that there was a column
by Drew Pearson and then maybe some lawyer in town a friend of
his made some mention of this to President Johnson It was re
sponsive to this inquiry from him that I gave him the information

Mr DODD And he was told specifically about the CIA's efforts to
get rid of Castro

Mr HELMS Yes he was
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Mr DODD Was he told specifically about the CIA.organized
crime connection

Mr HELMS That is the thing we were talking about It was
about the operations to get rid of Castro They were ongoing even
in his administration

Mr DODD Let me ask you when that would have been I think
in your executive testimony you said May 10 1967

Mr HELMS If that is what I said in the executive testimony I
believe that to be the correct date on which I did this That is my
belief I did my best to reconstruct when it was in recent times If
it is a mistake it is a mistake but it is an honest one It is my
recollection of when I did this

Mr Donn Is it further your testimony that President Johnson
was aware of the so-called AMLASH plot

Mr HELMS I gave him what I recollect is a good fill-in on what
we were trying to do The AMLASH operation was a political
action operation to get a political grouping together to unseat
Castro I recognized it in one of the documents because I noticed it
the other day in this group of documents some officer in the
Cuban operations testified to the fact that that was referred to
consistently in the group as an assassination operation That is not
my recollection of the case It was not an assassination operation
or designed for that purpose

I think that I do know what I am talking about here but there
are other witnesses to that Mr FitzGerald is dead but there are
other gentlemen who worked with him at the time

Mr DODD As you said in your earlier testimony it is semantics
that we are having trouble with

Mr HELMS If you are the target there is a great deal of differ
ence whether somebody is thinking of doing something to you 10
miles from here and actually doing something I don't mean to
indulge too much in semantics but it is a question of whether
anything happened or not

Mr DODD That is not the question We are talking about what
was planned to happen

Mr HELMS The AMLASH operation was designed to try and get
this man to organize a political action operation and a military
operation to get rid of Castro It was he who kept saying that the
fastest way to do this is to kill the man But this didn't mean that
the Agency was interested in that aspect of the thing and the
primary reason for being in touch with him was quite the opposite
We were trying to do various things to rein him in

Mr Donn It was not suggested that there be a democratic elec
tion to unseat Castro

Mr HELMS I should say not But if you go through the records of
those years you will find it was the whole U.S Government was
behind this one

Mr DODD Well could you distinguish this one then from the
other ones You didn't want to characterize the other efforts as
assassination plots or efforts to single out and get rid of Castro
This one you describe as more of a political operation I am havinga difficult time distinguishing the earlier ones if they are to be
distinguished

41-3730 79 12
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Mr HELMS Well I think it goes back Mr Dodd to what I was
saying a few minutes ago where one government mounts oper
ations to unseat another government at what point does what
word become what word You are trying to unseat them and you
are trying to unseat them by the means at your disposal Some
may be shooting with guns Others will take off and go to the hills
Others might be that you could arrest them and put them in jail
You know this as well as I do It is the history of the world There
are coups constantly going on

All I am trying to say is the U.S Government had a policy for

many months of trying to mount a coup against Fidel Castro
Mr Donn I would like to draw your attention to JFK-527 I

would ask the clerk to show the witness Mr Helms a copy of this
exhibit

Mr Helms as they bring it over to you this is page 94 of the
CIA's 1967 Inspector General's report Do you have a copy of it
there

Mr HELMS Yes I do I think this is correct Is this about the
AMLASH meeting

Mr DODD There you go that is the proper one Again just to
make sure I understood you your testimony was that you didn't
consider AMLASH to be an assassination plot It was more of a

political operation
Mr HELMS That is right
Mr DODD OK Now let me read the section where you identified

the document I am reading what is underlined here and I think
for the purpose of the record it is important to note that the
underlining was done by the Inspector General It was not done by
the committee

It is likely that at the very moment President Kennedywas shot a CIA officer
wasmeetingwith a Cubanagent in Paris and givinghim an assassinationdevicefor
use against Castro

Now again I am reading from the same report that we read
from earlier They are calling it an assassination device Are we
getting semantical here again

Mr HELMS No I think the device that was a hypodermic with
some kind of poison in it-

Mr Donn I am having a hard time hearing you Mr Helms
Mr HELMS I believe it was a hypodermic syringe they had given

him with something called Black Leaf-40 in it This was in re
sponse to AMLASH request that he be provided with some sort of a
device whereby he could kill Castro He returned this device on the
spot to the case officer The case officer brought it back to Wash
ington and that was the end of the plot

Mr DODD OK but for purposes of discussion the officer gave
this Cuban this agent in Paris a device with that material you
described in it I presume the material if injected into a human
being would kill him is that right

Mr HELMS I would think so yes
Mr Donn So the officer gives the Cuban agent the device to kill

somebody
Mr HELMS I am sorry he didn't give him a pistol because it

would have made the whole thing a lot simpler and less exotic
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Mr DODD Well whether it is a pistol or a needle if AMLASH is
a political plot to destabilize the government what in the blazes
are we giving an agent a device to kill Castro for if it is not an
assassination plot

Mr HELMS Well if you want to have it that way why don't you
just have it that way

Mr DoDD It is not what I want
Mr HELMS I think it is what you want
Mr DoDD I am reading to you from reports prepared at your

request by the Inspector General I'm not fabricating I am quoting
Mr HELMS I understand that
Mr DODD Well it is not a question of what I want It is a

question of what this committee would like to know and the com
mittee is not satisfied I don't believe at this point as to exactly
what the characterization of AMLASH was

Mr HELMS Well I have told you what I believe the characteriza
tion of AMLASH to be

Mr DODD What does that have to do with this
Mr HELMS Because we gave him a gun or hypodermic syringe or

whatever the case may be at his request because he had aims on
Castro If that is your definition of an assassination plot then have
it that way It is quite satisfactory with me

Mr DODD But it is your characterization that it would not
be-

Mr HELMS No it is not He didn't accept the weapon If we gave
him a gun and he gave it back there is no way he was going to
make an assassination or murder with that particular device was
there

Mr DoDD It is not a question of what he wanted to do It is what
we were trying to do by giving him this device that is important
That is what I am driving at

Mr HELMS Is it important I thought you had Mr Cubela testi
fying that they never even knew he was in touch with the CIA So
how is it relevant to the hearings of this committee let alone the
Warren Commission

Mr DoDD I would suggest to you that it might be relevant if in
fact Mr Castro was aware of the fact that we were engaging in an
activity designed to cause his early demise

Mr HELMS Well if he didn't know it he could have guessed it
Mr DODD To the best of your knowledge Mr Helms was the

AMLASH operation well I guess called in in-house jargon a secure
operation an operation where to your knowledge there were not
any leaks

Mr HELMS The allegations I believe have been made by some
officer connected with it that he felt there had been leaks

Mr DoDD I am sorry I didn't hear you
Mr HELMS The allegation I believe has been made by some

officer connected with the operation that there were leaks that it
was not a secure operation The merits of that allegation I do not
know I know that the Senate committee seemed to feel that this
was the case and I believe they came to the conclusion that it was
a double agent operation
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I never believed that it was a double agent operation I am now
supported by Mr Castro and Mr Cubela I don't know whether
that support gives me any solace or not

Mr Donn Just a second ago you said even if he didn't know he
could have guessed anyway

Mr HELMS Sure
Mr Donn I will ask that JFK exhibit F-527 be entered into the

record at this point
Mr FITHIAN[presiding] Without objection it is admitted
[JFK exhibit F-527 was entered previously.]
Mr Donn Mr Helms I would like to show you JFK exhibit

F-512 This is an affidavit that was prepared by an individual who
no longer works with the Agency The name at the top is a ficti
tious name not his real name

Mr HELMS That is known in the jargon as a cryptonym
Mr DODD Then Joseph H Langosch is a cryptonym This indi

vidual is a person who has extensive experience in counterintelli
gence matters related to CIA operations against Cuba

In fact quoting from his background here he worked for the

Agency from 1955 to 1968 During 1963 he functioned in two

capacities as a CIA officer the first capacity being as Special
Assistant to the Chief of the Special Affairs staff and the second

capacity being as the Chief of Counterintellgience for the Special
Affairs staff

During 1963 the Special Affairs staff was the CIA staff responsi
ble for CIA operations directed against the Government of Cuba
and the Cuban intelligence services and that as Chief of Counterin
telligence for the Special Affairs staff he was responsible for safe
guarding the Special Affairs staff against penetration by foreign
intelligence services particularly the Cuban Intelligence Service
So he was directly involved here on page 4

Mr HELMS He is the man I was talking about a few moments
ago when I said somebody identified with the operation made the
allegation that this was an assassination plot The gentleman may
have heard somebody say this but I had not heard anybody say it
I had occasion to ask if this was the common talk in the SAS staff
from someone else who was there in a high position and I am told
it was not

So I don't know the merits of the case I have no reason to put
the man down on his affidavit but on the other hand this was not
my understanding of it

Mr DODD Well for the purpose of the record for the other
committee members who may not be aware of his statement in the
affidavit he says that the AMLASH operation might have been an
insecure operation prior to the assassination of President Kennedy
because it was highly possible that as of 1962 the Cuban Intelli
gence Services had knowledge of the CIA's association with persons
involved in the AMLASH operation including AMLASH 1 also
known as blank and that the information which led him to doubt
the security of the AMLASH operation prior to the assassination of
President Kennedy was available to senior level CIA officials in
cluding Desmond FitzGerald And the last paragraph states that
the AMLASH operation prior to the assassination of President
Kennedy was characterized by the Special Affairs staff Desmond
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FitzGerald and other very senior CIA officials as an assassination
operation initiated and sponsored by the Central Intelligence
Agency

Mr HELMS It is interesting to me that a man who is so close to
Mr FitzGerald spells his name wrong

Mr DODD How do you spell the name
Mr HELMS It has a capital G
Mr DODD That may not be his fault That may be the stenogra

pher's fault
Mr HELMS But he has all kinds of initials in the margin here in

which he made certain corrections He would have had the oppor
tunity to take note of that too I would think

Mr DODD We will take note of that Obviously you have had
some experience in intelligence work Would you like to comment
on this aside from that

Mr HELMS You know it is an interesting fact that this commit
tee knows more about the truth of the assertions than I do because
you have talked to Cuban officials The meeting in Cuba at which
Cubela testified has occurred within the last 2 or 3 months and I
imagine in the two trips that this committee has made to
Havana.at least the newspapers tell me it has been two trips
you have had a chance to satisfy yourself perhaps as to whether
the operation was insecure or not

The Cuban position seems to indicate that it was secure that
they did not know about it That is why I say it is interesting I
have nothing to contribute myself I don't know whether it was
insecure or not I can only tell you though that intelligence offi
cers are just as human as most people and the fellow who doesn't
feel that maybe he was properly appreciated at one time in his
career is always glad to get back at his superiors by saying he was
the one who was right and they were the ones who were wrong

Mr DODD Fine Mr Chairman at this point I would terminate
my line of questioning and turn back the balance of my time

Thank you Mr Helms
Mr HELMS Thank you Mr Dodd Thank you very much
Mr FITHIAN We were not sure Mr Dodd that you had a bal

ance of time but we do want to thank you for your exhaustive
questioning

I think the plan here Mr Helms is very soon to go back to the
counsel but I am going to exercise the prerogative of the Chair
because I have a plane to catch and I want to ask a couple of
questions before I leave

Mr Helms the fact that Oswald was in possession of information
of some sort on U.S radar equipment and radar operating proce
dures at the time he defected or attempted to defect to Russia in
1959 is of some interest to us Some people claim that he might
have had knowledge of the U-2 spy plane performance characteris
tics as well although that is less certain

But we are certain at least about the radar information He told
a State Department official as you testified this morning I believe
in Moscow in 1959 that he intended to give this information to the
Soviets

My question is Was the CIA aware of Oswald's defection and the
extent of his radar training in 1959
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Mr HELMS I don't know Mr Fithian My impression was that
we first heard of his defection to the Soviet Union through State

Department channels Having been a marine and therefore a re
sponsibility of the Navy Department I think the Agency would not
have gotten very close to Mr Oswald They would not have regard
ed him as part of our responsibility

Mr FITHIAN SO then the Agency though aware I would pre
sume there is some procedure for Americans for your handling or
someone handling American attempts to defect

Mr HELMS Yes sir He went to the Embassy in Moscow and the

ordinary Consuls would have handled this affair
Mr FITHIAN And you or the Agency would not have been under

a routine arrangement have been alerted by the State Depart
ment

Mr HELMS Well I think we would have heard from the State

Department and I believe that we did hear from the State Depart
ment We would have had no jurisdiction in the case

Mr FITHIAN Would you would the Agency then not have.as a
matter of practice.not have inquired of DOD or someone as to
how much damage to our U-2 operation let's say theorized that
Oswald might be able to do by the defecting

Mr HELMS I don't know We might have but I would have

thought that the feeling would be that that was the Navy Depart
ment's responsibility

Mr FITHIAN Is it your best assessment that in all probability the

Agency did not make any effort to assess the potential damage of
Oswald's-

Mr HELMS I think that is right In other words he was another
Marine but what specialty he had or what he had been involved
with I don't think we would have gone into that -unless it were
volunteered to us in some form

Mr FITHIAN Then the return of a defector to the United States
as Oswald did in 1962 is that.would that trigger an action by the
Agency to interview him

Mr HELMS Normally it would have except that he would have
been regarded by the Agency as a member or a Reserve member
from the Defense Department and therefore it would have been up
to the Navy to take him over and talk to him

Mr FITHIAN Now I thank you for your assessment I would like

your best guess on this I doubt that you have any specific informa
tion though you may

Given your work in the whole field of intelligence is it reason
able for this committee to assume that with Oswald's background
and his attempt to defect that he would be "an uninteresting
target to the KGB

Mr HELMS I simply do not understand that assertion I would
have thought to begin with that any American who went to the
Russian Government and said "I want to defect to the Soviet
Union would have immediately been taken over by the KGB to
find out what his game was because after all the KGB's charter is
to protect the Soviet state against infiltration

How would they know that he was serious about this How
would they know that the CIA had not sent him to make a fake
defection and to try to get into Soviet society through this device
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So for that reason if not for many others I find it quite incredi
ble the assertion by Nosenko that Oswald was never interrogated
or was never in touch with the KGB while he was in the Soviet
Union This really stretches one's credulity It goes back to the
testimony this morning that this is the hardest thing about the
whole Nosenko case to swallow and I have not been able to swal
low it in all these years

Mr FITHIAN Then my own belief that it is highy improbable
that the KGB would have so acted you would not find that too far
off base

Mr HELMS No In other words I would have thought they would
have grabbed him immediately

Mr FITHIAN With all of that and that is where I sort of come
down to this did not rule out him becoming a bona fide agent as
far as the Agency was concerned That is it did not rule out
coming down favorably on his own as far as the Agency was
concerned

Mr HELMS You see I don't know whether you were here this
morning when we were talking about this

Mr FITHIAN Yes I was
Mr HELMS I realize that the publications are full of sentences

saying that the Agency considered or made the judgment that
Nosenko was bona fide When we speak about the Agency we are
speaking about an organization and normally when an organiza
tion is going to take a position the various people in it decide that
this is the position that ought to be taken and there is some record
made of this

I don't ever recall having taken a position in writing or a firm
final position about Nosenko's bona fides I did make a decision
that he was to be resettled I feel that there is no basis for me to
waver in my feelings here

When I was talking this morning I omitted to make a point in
connection with that memorandum which I signed off on and
which is a matter of your record here now in the committee hear
ings so there is no need to get the document

But in that April 2 memorandum of 1963 which I signed off on
there were various steps outlined in the attachment to the memo
randum about the resettling of Nosenko and I would like to read
step 5 for the benefit of the committee because I think it is rele
vant here

I said
When we have favorably resolved this agreement within the Agencyas to his

bona fides we will allowhim his ultimate freedom includingassistancein findingsuitable employment If disagreementpersists however as to his bona fidesbeyondthe end of this calendar year we will consult with other appropriate Government
agenciesas to whether he may be allowedfull freedomas a nonresident alien or
whether the securityof the United States require his deportation

I have a note here that I misread the date on the copy I have of
the memorandum Maybe my eyesight is not very good here 1969
was the date of the memorandum I am sorry It is such a bad copy
It is April 2 1969

In any event if the Agency records do not have in them a
memorandum which bears my signature which says that this ~er
cy's position is that Nosenko is bona fide I think that would b
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subject

Mr FITHIAN My problem.and this is an opinion rather than a
question Mr Ambassador.my problem is that as I look over this
I find it extremely difficult as I have indicated to accept that they
would have.to accept Nosenko's story with regard to the KGB
activity or nonactivity

I find it almost equally impossible to understand why in the face
of this which was considered by many the crucial question about
Nosenko why we as a Government continued to pay him the kind
of money that we went over this morning in testimony

I find as a matter of fact I find both of these about equally
implausible if I can come back to this

Mr HELMS Well I think sir that you must realize Mr Fithian
that one has difficulty handling these defectors What do you do
with them I mean do you put them on welfare This is really one
of the problems Defectors are encouraged to come to this country
because they do have information that is denied to the United
States in these closed societies and otherwise They have been very
useful in the information they have turned over

I am told that Mr Nosenko in certain categories has made a

very useful contribution to American intelligence But if you have
the man on your hands and even if he is not turning out to be

particularly useful do you want him wandering around as a public
charge I don't think we do

Now you can get down to the details of whether he is being paid
the correct amount or not I think that is Admiral Turner's respon
sibility now I have not had to deal with this matter for 5 years I

prefer that you ask him if he thinks he is worth it now
Mr FITHIAN Thank you very much I have no further questions
Mr PREYER Mr Goldsmith is recognized for a few additional

questions on direct
Mr BLAKEY Mr Chairman I wonder if I could ask a question
Mr PREYER The Chair recognizes Mr Blakey
Mr BLAKEY Ambassador Helms I have not up until this point

asked questions in our hearing before I had an occasion several
years ago in a public forum to ask a question of Mr Colby along
the lines of what I would like to ask you now I wonder if you
would respond to it

You had a conversation with Congressman Dodd in which you
discussed the pre-Bay of Pigs plots involving the Mafia and the
post-Bay of Pigs involving the Mafia You raised some question in
your mind as to which of the plots were serious in the sense that
they contemplated more than the overthrow of Castro but more
particularly his personal assassination I found the factual discus
sion extremely interesting

Let me change the focus and direction if I might Let me ask you
a moral question not a legal question not a practical question but
a moral question Would you tell me and the members of this
committee and maybe the American people what possibly could
have been the moral justification for the CIA entering into an
alliance with the Mafia to execute the President of a foreign coun
try
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Mr HELMS There was none I have apologized for this I can't do
any more than apologize on public television that it was an error
in judgment on my part There was great pressure on us at that
time to try to find connections in Cuba For my part in this and to
the extent I had anything to do with it I am heart sorry I cannot
do any more than apologize

Mr BLAKEY I understand you say there was no moral justifica
tion for it

Mr HELMS Not that I am aware of
Mr BLAKEYThank you
Mr PREYER Mr Goldsmith
Mr GOLDSMITHThank you Mr Chairman
I would ask that Mr Helms be shown JFK F-518 I might state

for the record that JFK F-518 is a summary a partial summary of
a conversation involving a woman named Luisa Calderon who was
identified as having possible connections with DGI Cuban Intelli
gence

Mr Chairman I move for the admission into the record of this
exhibit

Mr PREYER Without objection the exhibit is ordered admitted
into the record at this time

[The information follows:]

SUBJECT Comments of Luisa CALDERONCarralero

A reliable source reported that on 22 November
1963 several hours after the assassination of President
John F Kennedy Luisa CALDERONCarralero a Cuban employeeof the Cuban Embassy in Mexico City and believed to be
a member of the Cuban Directorate General of Intelligence
(DGI) discussed news of the assassination with an-acquain
tance Initially when asked if she had heard the latest
news CALDERONreplied in what appeared to bea joking
manner "Yes of course I knew almost before Kennedy.

After further discussion of the news accounts
about the assassination the acquaintance asked CALDERON
what else she had learned CALDERONreplied that they
(assumed to refer to personnel of the Cuban Embassy)
learned about it a little while ago

JFK EXHIBITF-518

Mr GOLDSMITHMr Helms this document was provided to the
committee from the CIA and it describes a conversation which
raises the possibility that a woman affiliated with DGI Cuban
Intelligence knew about the assassination before it occurred In
other words it suggests the possibility of foreknowledge

I want to be very clear that the committee is not indicating that
this definitely does indicate foreknowledge It simply raises the
possibilities of foreknowledge

Do you recall ever having this conversation brought to your
attention

Mr HELMS I really can't remember I just don't have any idea I
imagine it would have been brought to my attention and I imagine
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we would have tried to follow up to find out what it meant but I
don't have a personal recollection of it

Mr GOLDSMITHDo you know whether this particular informa
tion was ever communicated to the Warren Commission

Mr HELMS I have no idea
Mr GOLDSMITHDo you think that it should have been
Mr HELMS I would have thought that it would have been one of

the things that would have been reported to them but I don't have
any specific knowledge that it was This did not show up in the
Warren Commission report

Mr GOLDSMITHAgain Mr Helms I am not in a position to
answer questions

Mr HELMS I am sorry I won't ask you any more questions Mr
Goldsmith

Mr GOLDSMITHI appreciate that
Did the Agency ever conduct an investigation to determine

whether Lee Harvey Oswald had been connected with the CIA
Mr HELMS Yes and I believe that Mr McCone presented to the

Warren Commission a sworn affidavit saying that he had no
formal connection with the CIA of any kind I gather that through
the years a couple of people have been identified who had once
thought that maybe the Agency should have some kind of a contact
with Lee Harvey Oswald but to the best of my knowledge no
contact was ever made

In any event he was not an agent of the CIA and I was horrified
this morning to have Mr Blakey as a part of this committee's
work coming out with the allegation at this late date that he had
some identification with the Agency Can't this ever be put to rest
What does it take to put it to rest

Excuse me I am asking you a question I will rephrase it I
would hope that at some juncture someone would find some means
of putting this allegation to rest

Mr GOLDSMITHMr Helms what did the Agency's investigation
involve when it was looking into this matter

Mr HELMS We have records for one thing in the Agency and
then on top of that I have the recollection that various people
were asked whether they knew anything about Oswald or had any
connection with him people like the officers in the contact divi
sion did you ever interview Lee Harvey Oswald people in the CE
staff et cetera

I don't remember the exact details Fifteen years later it would
be implausible for me to remember exactly what but I can assure
you that we would not have asked or suggested or allowed Mr
McCone to swear out an affidavit present it to the Warren Com
mission unless we believed the affidavit to be truthful

Mr GOLDSMITHWas there a written report summarizing the
Agency's investigation

Mr HELMS I don't know
Mr GOLDSMITHDo you think one should have been filed
Mr HELMS I don't know
Mr GOLDSMITHWhy not
Mr HELMS I don't have any idea why it should have If it

manifested itself in the affidavit sworn by Mr McCone isn't that
evidence enough
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Mr GOLDSMITHAre the Agency's files sufficiently accurate to
resolve that issue

Mr HELMS I don't know You know after this inquiry today I
am reminded of the fact that back in the days of the Continental
Congress that intelligence espionage and counterespionage were
conducted by committees of the Continental Congress I think
maybe the best thing to do would be to return secret intelligence to
the aegis of the U.S Congress and let you fellows run it

Mr GOLDSMITHMr Helms did the Agency ever have an oper
ational interest in Lee Harvey Oswald

Mr HELMS Not that I am aware of
Mr GOLDSMITH I would ask that the witness be shown JFK

F-526 I would ask that you read that
For the record this is a memorandum dated November 25 1963
Mr HELMS I have glanced at this memorandum I have not read

it in great detail Who wrote it
Mr GOLDSMITHYou are asking me who wrote it
Mr HELMS Oh I am sorry I am supposed to take an anonymous

memorandum and make judgments on it I'll do the best I can
Mr GOLDSMITHI might add that this is a sanitized document

and I would hope you would not want me to indicate who wrote it
Referring you to the first paragraph that makes reference to the

laying on of interviews
Mr HELMS The first paragraph makes reference to the laying on

of interviews with Lee Harvey Oswald
Mr GOLDSMITHDoes the language of this memorandum suggest

that the possibility of a contact with Oswald was contemplated
Mr HELMS The memorandum does not say anything about a

contact
Mr GOLDSMITHDoes the memorandum make reference to the

laying on of interviews
Mr HELMS It says I had discussed.some time in summer 1960

with almost a whole line blank the laying on of interviews through
blank or other suitable channels At the moment I don't recall if
this was discussed while Oswald and his family were on route to
this country or was after his arrival

Mr GOLDSMITHI am sorry I didn't ask you to read the docu
ment I simply asked you to-

Mr HELMS I am sorry I didn't know I was disobeying
Mr GOLDSMITHI simply asked you whether the document makes

reference to the laying on of interviews
Mr HELMS Yes it says someone thought about laying on an

interview
Mr GOLDSMITHIn light of that does it suggest that at the very

least a contact with Oswald was contemplated by the Agency
Mr HELMS Not by the Agency by some individual in the

Agency For a lawyer I think you ought to be more precise
Mr GOLDSMITHMr Helms I am not in a position here today to

respond to your criticism
Mr HELMS I am sorry That was not criticism
Mr GOLDSMITHMr Helms have you testified before at a con

gressional hearing
Mr HELMS At any time
Mr GOLDSMITHYes
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Mr HELMS Do you mean in my life
Mr GOLDSMITHYes sir
Mr HELMS On more than one occasion yes
Mr GOLDSMITHAnd during those occasions sir was the stand

ard operating procedure for the attorney to ask the questions and
for the witness to answer them

Mr HELMS I must confess during my life Mr Goldsmith that I
was usually asked questions by the Senators or the Congressmen
involved

Mr GOLDSMITH Very well Mr Helms Under those circum
stances again was the procedure for the member of the committee
or its staff to ask the questions and to have the witness answer the
questions

Mr HELMS Yes
Mr GOLDSMITHDid anyone tell you before you came to testify

here today that standard operating procedure would not be followed
Mr HELMS I don't recall discussing it with anyone
Mr GOLDSMITHFine Let's follow the standard operating proce

dure Mr Helms
Mr HELMs Certainly Mr Goldsmith
Mr GOLDSMITHDo you know what followup there was to this

memorandum dated November 25 1963
Mr HELMS I have no idea
Mr GOLDSMITHI would like to draw your attention to the last

line on this memorandum It makes reference to the Harvey story
Mr HELMS Yes
Mr GOLDSMITHDo you know what Harvey story that is refer

ring to
Mr Hulls No I do not
Mr GOLDSMITHDid the Agency debrief Lee Harvey Oswald upon

his return from the Soviet Union
Mr HELMS I was not aware that it did I don't believe it would
Mr GOLDSMITHWould standard operating procedure have called

for Oswald to have been debriefed
Mr HELMS I would not have thought so Mr Goldsmith I think

that the standard operating procedure after he returned to the
United States would have been for the Navy to debrief him

Mr GOLDSMITHWhy is that sir
Mr HELMS Because he had been a member of the Marine Corps

and I believe he stayed in the Marine Reserve if I am not mistak
en But in any event the understandings were that military offi
cers were handled by the intelligence organs of the Defense Estab
lishment

Mr GOLDSMITH So I take it then that the Agency had no
interest in finding out whatever information Oswald may have
picked up during his work at a radio factory in Minsk

Mr HELMS I think they would have hoped.they would have got
that information from the Navy

Mr GOLDSMITHDid the Agency ever obtain that information
from the Navy

Mr HELMS I don't know
Mr GOLDSMITH Again Mr Helms would you agree that a

memorandum that makes reference to the possibility of the laying
on of interviews on Oswald is contemplating a contact with
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Oswald I am not suggesting a contact necessarily occurred sir but
that it is contemplating a contact

Mr HELMS Apparently someone and I am sorry but the memo
randum is so sanitized that I don't know who it was nor do I know
in what part of the Agency he was apparently had an idea at some
point it might be a good idea to interview Oswald To the best of
my knowledge his thought never came to anything

Mr GOLDSMITHDid the Agency ever interview the author of this
memorandum to determine whether there was any followup

Mr HELMS I don't know I don't know who wrote the memoran
dum

Mr GOLDSMITH Do you think if there were a written report
summarizing what the Agency had done in its investigation of the
Oswald allegation perhaps issues like this might more readily be
resolved

Mr HELMS I don't know I think these issues are very difficult to
resolve particularly 15 years later when I don't even know what I
am dealing with

Mr GOLDSMITHDo you think the availability of a written report
summarizing the steps that the Agency went through would facili
tate resolving this issue today

Mr HELMS Yes I think probably it would have been in light of
hindsight might have been very useful if we had had a memoran
dum for the record of everybody in the Agency who was talked to
about Oswald We should have kept that going for several years

Mr GOLDSMITHIf I may have a moment Mr Chairman
Mr Helms what is a 201 file
Mr HELMS I believe the 201 file if memory serves is simply the

number given to a type of file at the Agency in which personality
information is placed In other words if you open a 201 file on the
chairman of this committee for example it would simply be infor
mation that had come into the Agency which involved that gentle
man

Mr GOLDSMITHWhy would the Agency have opened a 201 file on
Oswald

Mr HELMS Why would it have
Mr GOLDSMITHYes sir
Mr HELMS I believe at some point a decision must have been

made that Oswald was perhaps a matter of continuing interest and
therefore the information which we held on him should be put in
the file

I would like to suggest to the committee that when a Govern
ment agency receives mail it has to do something with it and one
of the things that you do with it is to try to categorize the type of
information it is and where it would best be filed so that if you
need it at some future date you can get it back

Mr GOLDSMITH I would ask that Mr Helms be shown JFK
exhibit F-534 For the record that is a Department of State tele
gram dated October 31 1959

Would you please read to yourself that telegram
Mr HELMS Yes Mr Goldsmith I have read it now
Mr GOLDSMITHThis telegram makes reference to Oswald indi

cating his intention or desire to defect and it says that Oswald has
offered the Soviets any information he has acquired as an enlisted
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radar operator My question to you is whether information con
tained in this particular telegram would normally lead to the
opening of a 201 file

Mr HELMS I just don't know how to anwer the question I would
have thought so but on the other hand maybe a decision would be
made that this was something that involved the Marine Corps and
that this was their concern After all the Department of Defense
has a very large Defense Intelligence Agency and then it has
intelligence units in the Army Navy and Air Force and they do
have jurisdiction over their people and their security

Mr GOLDSMITHMr Helms I would ask you to refer to your
previous testimony to this committee on page 75 specifically to line
15 response to the question posed by me

Mr GOLDSMITHWouldthe informationcontainedin this telegram normally lead
to the openingofa 201file

We are referring to the same telegram Would you please read
the response that you gave that day

Mr HELMS
Mr HELMSI would have thought so an American who was defecting to the

SovietUnion wouldhave been of counterintelligenceinterest and that wouldhave
been quite sufficientto have causedthe Agencyto opena file

Mr GOLDSMITHMr Chairman I move for the admission of this
exhibit

Mr PREYER Without objection the exhibit is ordered into the
record at this point

[Whereupon JFK exhibit F-534 was received in evidence]
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Mr GOLDSMITHMr Helms when if ever is it permissible to
remove a document from a 201 file

Mr HELMS I don't really know what the regulation of the
Agency is any more about the removal of documents I would have
thought it was not a common practice to remove documents from a
201 file but whether there were specific cases under which this
might have been done for some particular reason I suppose there
were

Mr GOLDSMITHWhen a document is removed from a 201 file is
any record of this event required to be kept

Mr HELMS Normally I would think that an entry would be
made that such-and-such a document had left the files so anybody
who was reviewing that file would then realize it was not complete
But I am so far away from these matters anymore Mr Goldsmith
that I am really not a good witness on these technicalities and I
am sorry about that But I am not and I would not like the
vagueness of my memory to mislead anybody

Mr GOLDSMITHI would ask Mr Helms be shown JFK F-523
I might indicate this is a form that is used to initiate the opening

of a 201 file
Mr Helms in whose name was this 201 file opened
Mr HELMS The name is Oswald Lee and the middle name

Henry Excuse me I stated December 9 1960 Is that correct
Mr GOLDSMITHYes sir
Mr HELMS I just wanted to be sure I can read it
Mr GOLDSMITHDid the Agency ever initiate inquiry as to why

the file on Oswald was opened under the middle name of Henry
instead of Harvey

Mr HELMS I don't know the answer to that Mr Goldsmith I
believe that it caused a great deal of controversy at the time it was
discovered after President Kennedy's death But what the resolu
tion of the matter was and whether any logical explanation was
found I do not know

Mr GOLDSMITHDid you ever see a written report dealing with
this issue

Mr HELMS If there was one I don't recall seeing it but I have no
doubt that somebody must have made an effort to explain it

Mr GOLDSMITHYou made reference earlier to the date of this
particular document It is December 9 1960 The State Department
telegram which we showed you earlier was dated October 31 1959
That is the document that made reference to Oswald intending to
defect and to give military information to the Soviets

Why after the receipt of this State Department telegram in
October of 1959 would it have taken more than a year to open a
201 file on Oswald

Mr HELMS I have no explanation for that Mr Goldsmith I am
sorry I just don't know

Mr GOLDSMITHWould a routine name trace for Lee Harvey
Oswald have resulted in a reference to the file opened under the
name Lee Henry Oswald

Mr HELMS I believe that the procedure in the Agency was when
traces were being run of this kind that all the Oswalds would have
been run and certainly all the Leo Oswalds would have been run
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It was probably at that time it was discovered there was a mistake
here

Mr GOLDSMITHI take it your answer then is yes
Mr HELMS Yes
Mr GOLDSMITHI notice under the section in the middle of the

page where it says other identification the initials AG are insert
ed Do you know what the initials AG stand for

Mr HELMS I am sorry I am not with you
Mr GOLDSMITHPlease look down the right-hand side of the page

There is a column marked other identification and within that the
initials AG appear Do you know what that term stands for

Mr HELMS I don't know what that is I am not familiar with it I
am sorry I just don't know

Mr GOLDSMITHI understand I note by looking at the bottom of
the page that Oswald's file was restricted Do you know why Os
wald's file would have been restricted

Mr HELMS No I don't
Mr GOLDSMITHIs that unusual in any way
Mr HELMS Maybe because he was an American but I don't

literally know the reason
Mr GOLDSMITHIs it unusual to restrict such files
Mr HELMS I wouldn't have thought so But the Agency was

loaded with different kinds of classifications and classification pro
cedures and special arrangements and so forth to take care of
unusual circumstances so I don't think that was unusual

Mr GOLDSMITHAre 201 files ever maintained on a covert basis
or is there ever such a thing as a fake 201 file

Mr HELMS I don't know You brought to my attention the fact
that you had discovered one in the Agency I was not aware of the
phenomenon myself prior to your having brought it to my atten
tion Since you did find one then I concede that I guess there was
such a thing but I was not aware of the one that you brought to
my attention and I am not aware of any others

Mr GOLDSMITHLet's examine that particular one at this point I
would ask that Mr Helms be given JFK F-522

What was the ZR rifle project
Mr HELMS My understanding from the hearings of the Church

committee I believe the ZR rifle originally started out as an indica
tor for a project which was supposed to cover a man who in turn
had been taken on to have available an operational capability to
kill people This man was hired before I was aware of these things
I have this in hindsight but I believe that is what the ZR rifle was
supposed to be and then I believe later it metamorphosed into
something else But anyway after I became Deputy Director for
Plans I put on the shelf for good any and all use of his capacity for
killing people We didn't need that so that was the end of that

If the ZR rifle continued after that it was in another context and
I don't remember precisely what the context was I can read what
you have given me here that it was to spot develop and use agent
assets for Division D operations My recollection of Division D was
that it was the operational staff in the Agency which attempted to
procure code and cipher materials overseas for use by the National
Security Agency

41-3730 79 13
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Mr GOLDSMITHIn fact that form which you were just reading
the reference to Division D has no bearing at all upon any execu
tive action-type problem any type of assassination program

Mr HELMS I would not have thought so If that was in Division
D maybe it was there for convenience Maybe they didn't know
where else to put it and I can't blame them

Mr GOLDSMITHIs it also possible the person writing these notes
was writing that aspect of it to mislead people to cover the fact
that this was assassination activity

Mr HELMS I don't know whether that was the idea or not Mr
Goldsmith

Mr GOLDSMITHLet's take a closer look at this particular docu
ment This document consists of handwritten notes The notes are
in the handwriting of two different individuals

Mr HELMS Yes I notice here on one of the pages "It should
have a phony 201 to backstop this.

Mr GOLDSMITHYou are reading from which page sir
Mr HELMS I am sorry they are not numbered Mr Goldsmith I

am not trying to be difficult It is 1 2 3.this is page 4
Mr GOLDSMITHYou are referring to the bottom of the page

where it says "should have phony 201 in RI"
Mr HELMS That is it
Mr GOLDSMITHThe document indicates "should have phony 201

in RI to backstop this All documents therein forged and backdated
Should look like".I believe that says a "CE file.

Mr HELMS I think that must be what it means
Mr GOLDSMITHLet's refer your attention now to page 6 two

pages further
Mr HELMS Right
Mr GOLDSMITHAt the bottom right-hand portion of the page

approximately five or six lines up the person wrote in "Never
mention the word assassination. Is that true

Mr HELMS Yes that is what it says
Mr GOLDSMITHWould you turn to the next page Does that page

say "No projects or papers except for cover" Does it also say
"cover file create from RIS".the rest of it not really legible Does
it contain that language

Mr HELMS Yes I don't know I can't read it either It is so cut
up and excised and so forth it really doesn't make much sense

Mr GOLDSMITHIn any event Mr Helms do these handwritten
notes contain any indication that this particular project contem
plated the use of fake files

Mr HELMS That is what it says here I don't know any more
about it than that if this is the item I mentioned a moment ago
that you had brought to my attention and I concede that is what
this says But I find it awfully difficult to deal with these matters
so totally out of context and excised and sanitized and so forth My
recollection is as I have told you that the ZR rifle project was an
individual who was supposed to kill people He never killed any
body and he was never used for that purpose after I had anything
to do with it and any further business the ZR rifle was involved in
was something else's entirely
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Mr GOLDSMITHMr Helms I would ask you to refer to page 86
of your prior testimony which is given at a time when you had
access to the complete document

Mr HELMS Is the top of that page supposed to have been cen
sored by the Agency or is that somebody else's lining

Mr GOLDSMITHNo sir that was not intended to be sanitized by
the Agency I believe your lawyer will confirm that

[Witness conferring with counsel.]
Mr HELMS Excuse me Mr Goldsmith I was confused by what I

was looking at here
[Witness reading from prior testimony.]
Mr GOLDSMITHThe question to you
Mr GOLDSMITHIn any event wouldyou agree that here is a case where at the

very least agency personnel were contemplating the use of a fake 201 file and
possiblya fake operationalfile

Will you please read your answer
Mr HELMS[reading]
Mr HELMSYes it looks like that But then his boss would have known about

this He wouldhave had to get permissionto do that Somebodywouldhave known
about it

Is that as far as you want me to read
Mr GOLDSMITHYes I have one more exhibit to show you Mr

Helms I would ask Mr Helms be given JFK F-524
While that is being done Mr Chairman I would ask that JFK

F-522 F-524 and F-526 be entered into the record
Mr PREYER Without objection the exhibits are entered into the

record at this time
Mr GOLDSMITHIn addition I would ask that JFK F-525 F-512

and F-523 also be entered into the record
Mr PREYER Without objection the exhibits are entered into the

record at this point
[Whereupon JFK exhibits F-512 F-522 F-523 F-524 and F-526

were received in evidence:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-512

JFK Extjtsl-r 5 tz

A F F I D A V I T

JOSEPHH LANGOSCHa former employeeof the Central

Intelligence Agency being duly sworn makesoath as follows

That this statement is madefreely voluntarily and

without threats promises assurances or remuneration from

any source

That from January 5 1955 until approximately August
1968 I was employedby the Central Intelligence Agency

That during 1963 I functioned in two capacities as a

CIAofficer the first capacity being as Special Assistant to

the Chief of the Special Affairs Staff and the second capacity

being as the Chief of Counterintelligence for the Special
Affairs Staff

That during 1963 the Special Affairs Staff was the CIA

staff responsible for CIAoperations directed against the

Governmentof Cuba and the CubanIntelligence Services

That as the Chief of Counterintelligence for the Special
Affairs Staff I was responsible for safeguarding the Special
Affairs Staff against penetration by foreign intelligence

services particularly the CubanIntelligence Services

That I was further responsible as the Chief of Counter

intelligence for the Special Affairs Staff for initiating and

supervising counterintelligence operations designed to penetrate
the Cuban Intelligence Services
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That during the latter half of April 1964 in my

capacity as the Chief of Counterintelligence for the Special
Affairs Staff I became acquainted with an intelligence
officer of the Cuban Direccion General de Inteligend.a (DGI)

That the Cuban intelligence officer with whomI

became acquainted had defected from the DGI while in Canada

and subsequently entered the United States and maintained an

operational relationship with the CIA under the cryptonym

dtylrew.YA
That after his defection provided the CIA

with certain DGI documents and that none of these documents

concerned or referred to either the assassination of

President Kennedy or Lee Harvey Oswald

C.ZVOrompm
That during May 1964( reported information to

me concerning the reaction of the DGI in Havana Cuba to the

assassination of President Kennedy and that this information

is recorded in a memorandumdated May 8 1964 which I

preps=-3 for the Chief of CIA's Counterintelligence Staff

and tpa_ this memorandumaccurately reflects the information
eAYOtavym

reported to me by(

That the above-referenced memorandumof May 8 1964

recording i 's information states that Luisa Calderon

Carralero also known as Luisa Rodriguez Calderon was being

paid a salary by the DGI that she might have had contact

with Lee Harvey Oswald that during the time she was in Mexico

the DGI had intercepted a letter to her by an American who

signed his name OWER(phonetic) or something similar that
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after the DGI's interception of the letter she had been followed

by the DGI and seen in the company of an American and that a

DGI officer in Havana Cuba named Roberto Hernandez de Curbelo

believed that Luisa Calderon Carralero had been recruited,) 1

by the Central Intelligence Agency
IPEPaAt.r

That I do not recall ever reviewing a CIA of

or being informed about a conversation which transpired on

November 22 1963 approximately three hours after the

assassination of President Kennedy in which Luisa Calderon

Carralero may have expressed foreknowledge of the assassination

of President Kennedy

That during 1965 I prepared a memorandumfor the Chief

of the CIA's Western Hemisphere Division for Cuba entitled

'Allegations, which concerned security problems

with the AMLASHoperation

That I prepared the following statement at page 3

paragraph 3A(3) of the memorandumentitled

Allegations" "Assassination obviously is a dangerous game

not merely to the plotters in a physical sense but to a

sponsoring government which may suffer severe political

repercussions at home and abroad if its involvement is made

known. That the government referred to herein is the Govern

ment of the United States and that the plotters referred to

herein were persons connected with the AMLASHoperation

That the AMLASHoperation was initiated and supported
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-4

That when p epa,ed the memor
Ad

led

Allegations,,'"4the AAAMLASHHoperation4heh be an insecure

operation prior to the assassination of President Kennedyo

That the AMLASHoperation4%ed been an insecure operation

prior to the ssassination of President Kennedybecause it was

highly4~that
as of 1962 the CubanIntelligence Services

had knowledgeof the CIA's association with persons involved

in the AMLASHoperation including AMLASH-1also knownas

That theeweeewentew0wreof the AMLASHope a on prio

to the assassination of President Kennedywas icesei to senio

level CIAofficials including DesmondFitzgerald

That the AMLASHoperation prior to the assassination

of President Kennedywas characterized by the Special Affairs

Staff DesmondFitzgerald and other senior CIAofficials as

an assassination operation initiated and sponsored by the CIA

I understand that this affidavit maybe introduced and

received into evidence by the Select Committeeon Assassinations

of the United States Houseof Representatives and may lead

them to makevarious findings of fact and the statutes

applicable to Congressional investigations including but not

limited to those concerning false statements obstruction or

misleading would subject me to criminal penalties for not

telling the whole and complete truth in this affidavit
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Further affiant saith not

Sworqand subscribed to before me

on this / 1 ay of September 1978
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MEMORANDUMFOR Mr William K Harvey

SUBJECT Extension of Authorization of ZRRIFLE
Agent Activities

REFERENCE Memorandumdated 19 February 1962
same subject

For the purpose of ZRRIFLEactivities you are hereby
authorized to retain the services of principal agent QJWINand
such other principal agents and sub-agents as may be required
This authorization will continue to be in force through
31 December 1963 subject to renewal at that time

As established by contract with him QJWIN's salary
will be $7,200 per annum Accounting for the expenses of
QJWINand other agents involved in this activity will be in
the form of receipts for funds received by them and these
receipts will be retained in the ZRRIFLEcovert operational
file Because of the sensitive nature of this activity
accounting for funds will be by general category and by certi
fication In addition to the salary established for QJWIN
you are authorized the expenditure of $13,800 through
31 December 1963 If further funds are necessary they will
be provided

This memorandumapproves an amendment of reference
memorandumincreasing funds authorized for the previous pe
from $14,700 to $16,200

This memorandumis to be considered in lieu of project
and constitutes authorization for all travel per diem opera
tional and other expenses

It is requested that this activity be handled strictly
on an EYESONLYbasis

RICHARDHELMS
Deputy Director (Plans)
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19 February 1962

MEMORANDUMFOR ;William K Harvey

SUBJECT Authorization of ZRRIFLEAgent Activities

For the purpose of ZRRIFLE activities you are here
by authorized to retain the services of Principal Agent QJWIN
and such other principal agents and sub-agents as may be
'required This authorization will continue to be in force
through 31 December 1962 subject to renewal at that time

As established by contract with him QJWIN*s salary
will be $7,200 per annum Accounting for the expenses of
QJWINand other agents involved in this activity will be in
the form of receipts for funds received by them and these
receipts will be retained in the ZRRIFLEcovert operational
file Because of the sensitive nature of this activity
accounting for funds will be by general category and by your
certification In addition to the salary established for
QJWIN you are authorized the expenditure of $7,500 through
31 December 1962 If further funds are'necessary they will
be provided

3 This memorandum is to be considered in lieu of pro
ject and constitutes authorization for all travel per diem
operational and other expenses

4 It is requested that this activity be handled
strictly on an EYESONLYbasis

Richard Helms
Deputy Director (Plans)
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-JF mmstT -5'Z+
THEDIRECTOROFCENTRALINTELLIGENCE

WASHINGTONDC20303

OfficeofLegislativeCounsel

19 September 1978

Mr G Robert Blakey
Chief Counsel $ Director
House Select Committeeon Assassinations
Washington D.C 20515

Dear Mr Blakey
Forwarded herewith is an unsigned memorandum

dated 20 February 1964 concerning a machine listing
of documents for the Oswald 201 file This document
was not released earlier under FOIA but has been
declassified in the light of new considerations It
formerly bore the classification of Secret and the
handling restriction of Eyes Only

Mr Goldsmith requested this statement for use of
the document in the public hearings as the classifica
tion and handling restriction had been removedwhen
the documentwas approved for release under FOIA

Very truly yours

S.D Breckinridge
Principal Coordinator HSCA
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20February1964

MEMORANDUMFOR Chief

SUBJECT DocumentsAvailablein OSWALD's201File

Amachinelistingofdocumentsofficiallyrecordedas being
in OSWALD's201filewasrequestedandis attached Theactual
machineworkofthis typewasbegunin1963buta fewitemsof previous
dateswerealso recorded

Acomparisonofthedocumentsphysicallyavailablein the
201file andthoserecordedas beinginthe201filehas shownthat 37
documentswhichshouldbe in the201file are notavailablein it This
total is madeupof

2 dispatches
7 memorandafromtheFBI
1CSCI
2 StateDepartmentdocuments
25cables

DocumentNumbers  9{O
forFQ(ARevieweq JUNX18
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25 HoveoBer1963

SUBJECTMr LeeHarveyOswald

TO

.1 It males little difference now but/ had at one time an
interest in Oswald Assoonas I hadheardOswalD'sname I recalled

that as/ I haddiscussed sometimein Sumer 1950-
with( the laybng
on of interview(s) through or other suitable channels At the
momentI don't recall if this wasdiscussedwhile Oswaldandhis family
wereen route to our countryof if it wasafter their arrival

2. I rememberthat Oswald'sunusualbehaviorin the USSRhad struck
mefromthe momentI hadread the first Sl-Ml (dispatchon him and I
told mysubordinates somethingamountingto "Don't pushtoo hard'to get =
the informationwe-needybecausethis individual looks odd.%de were
particularly interested in theia'aOswaldmightprovide on the Minsk
factory in whichhe hadbeenemployedon certain sections of the city
itself and of
.oe personality

course'we
dossiers

the usual ~B
hat migh help develop

I wasphasing into my e.x:.:cover assigncenl/_ at
the time Thus I wouldhaveloft our countryshortly after Oswald'sarrival
I do not knowwhataction developedthereafter

T

Addendum

Asan afterthought I recall also that at the time I wasbecoming
increasingly interested in watchingdevelopa pattern that wehad discovered
in the course of our bio andresearch work/ the numberof Soviet
womenmarryingforeigners beingpermittedto leave the USSRthen eventually
divorcing their spousesand settling downabroadwithoutreturning "home
The case wasamongthe first of these and ue eventally turned
up somethinglike twodozensimilar cases:

becameinterested in the developing
trend wehad comeacross It waspartly out of curiosity to learn if
Oswald'swife wouldactually accompanyhimto our country partly out of
interest in Oswald'sownexper 3 in the USSR that wes`.awed
intelligence interest in th arve) story
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Mr GOLDSMITHThe first page of JFK exhibit F-524 is a letter
from Mr Breckinridge to Professor Blakey of this committee I
would refer your attention.why don't you read both pages

Mr HELMS I have had a chance to read not only Mr Brecken
ridge's covering memorandum to Mr Blakey but also the attached
memorandum which is unsigned and just says "To Chief, I don't
know what

Mr GOLDSMITHDoes this memorandum make reference to 37
documents being missing from Oswald's 201 file

Mr HELMS Yes it does It says that
In 1964 February 20 a comparisonof the documentsavailable in 201 file and

those recordedas being those in the 201file has shown37documentswhichshould
be in the 201file are not availablein it

And there is a breakdown of what seems to be missing
Mr GOLDSMITHWas this document ever brought to your atten

tion
Mr HELMS I can never remember it having been brought to my

attention
Mr GOLDSMITHWere you ever informed that at some time there

were at least 37 documents missing from Oswald's 201 file
Mr HELMS No I doubt that would have been brought to my

attention I would assume somebody in charge of the registry would
have gone looking for the documents

Mr GOLDSMITHIs the information contained in this document
particularly sensitive

Mr HELMS You mean sensitive operationally or in a security
sense

Mr GOLDSMITHSensitive in the sense that the Agency normally
attributes to that term

Mr HELMS I wouldn't have thought so
Mr GOLDSMITHIn light of that why would this document have

carried the classification of "secret and the restriction "for eyes
only prior to its declassification

Mr HELMS Sir I am sorry but I don't see "eyes only on it nor
do I see "secret on it

Mr GOLDSMITHI understand that I said prior to its declassifica
tion

Please reread the letter to Professor Blakey from Mr Brecken
ridge

Mr HELMS I don't know Maybe it was overclassified A lot of
documents in the agency were

Mr GOLDSMITH Thank you Mr Helms I have no further
questions

Mr GOLDSMITH Mr Chairman there are a number of other
exhibits which relate generally to the subjects of Mr Helms testi
mony but with respect to which there was not sufficient time to
ask specific questions They have been marked for identification as
JFK F-513 through F-517 F-519 F-521 F-525 F-528 F-530 and
F-533 May they be admitted into evidence at this time

Mr PREYER Without objection they may be admitted into evi
dence

[The exhibits referred to above follow.]
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JFK EXHIBITF-514

U

WTC:mfd

MEMORANDUM

Eys \1 7-51+ _

March 26,.1964

SUBJECT Mexico CIA Dissemination of Information on
Lea Harvey Oswald on March 24 1964

The CIA directed a memorandumto J Lee Rankin

(Commission Document No 631) in which it set forth the

dissemination of the information on Lee Harvey Oswald I

realize that this memorandumis only a partial answer to

our inquiry to the CIA dated March 16 1964 and I hope that
the

the complete answers will give us/addtitionalinformation we

requested

Wewould like to }crowJust when

got the information with respect to Lee Harvey Oswald

and what was the information and how was it obtained How

did the information get from Mexico to the CIA in Washington

and in what foaadid it come

At what point was the information that'the Lee

Harvey Oswald was probably the Lee Harvey Oswald who had

defected and was married to a Russian developed so that when.-

the telegram went from the CIA in Washington to the various

agencies it contained such information In other words I

would like to know whether this was information available in
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Mexico or did this additional information get in the message

only after reached Washington and the information was

being dissem!.nated to the various age_icies

As you know we are still trying to get an explana

tion of the photograph which the FBI showed Marguerite

Oswald soon after the assassination I hope that paragraph 4

of the memorandumof March 24 1964 sent Mr Rankin by the

CIA is not the answer which the CIA intends to give us as to

this inquiry

Weshould also determine why the Navy never furnished

the CIA with copies of the most recent photographs of Oswald_
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di=
..JF1~ EX i cc -5I5

5 March 1964

\V o
1

UOWI"n-ter.na`/I
I le.+~a , Y p.~ rr

af
q't

1lra
Dick

/ w"Y~tti
1

`C W iS ILH O~ C7nt a / y 414Y

.Yivsaraly 1JtN ~a Se~r~} ServicesWehave I)problanYherdfor your determination

This is responsive to paragraph 3 of Rankingsletter (see
reference tab) 3Adoes not desire to respond directly to
paragraph 2 of that letter whichmade a levy for our material
whichhad gotten into the hands of the Secret Service since
23 November Wefoundthat except for three telegrams all
that the Secret Service bad was material we had sent to
McGeorgeBundyat the WhiteHouse Apparently he had
simply passed it to the Secret Service as a matter of internal
information

Unless you feel otherwise (*) wouldprefer to wait out
the Commission on the matter covered by paragraph Z If
they come back onthe point he feels that you or someone
from here shouldbe prepared to go over to showthe
Commissionthe materials rather than pass them to them in
copy Incidentally none of these items are of new substantive
interest Wehave either passed the material in substance to
the Commission in response to earlier levies or theitems
refer to aborted leads for example the famous six photo=
graphs whichwere not of Oswald and the passenger manifest
onan airline whichalso did not pertain to Oswald

If youdesire to take note of the levy in paragraph 2 we
wouldrecommend that you indicate in the attached proposed
memorandum solely that we will take care of it separately

.5 7g s~r3~ (*) Staff employee
pocumentNumber

toeFiOLAReviewoel JUN7975

JFK EXHIBITF-515
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ENDOF=CAGE

WHCRT *Acco:dingto 1 Oct an AmericomalenameLeaOswald
(phonetic) stayed he at SovEahon 28 Sept ehe
spokawith Consul Hedisc.seed sendinga talayaam
to Washington Nolocal Disseminationhad beenmade

DEFERRED
ROUTIIJE

CRIGI.`ATT4OANDTHi4 ENWITH
S REPLIDPOSSIHLSIDENTIFICATIONH8iNGDISSZMLEAT.,.D

i PLS

HDQSADVISEDONLfl PU3aHXRCONTACTSORPCStt'178SID&YTI.ICATION
OFOSWALD
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JFK EXHIBITF-519

CERTIFIEDTRUECOPY
A =mom

F 519

5 May 1964

Subject General
SpecifierCEWALDCl iii

T`EESCE DOcmECTHA93rand 3YGiL'S^,3OFI= ILA-9.1=CTIpi2T
BUTWASASLTOPSCMZSTr.IS09 Dt 2ST jON CUSSJ TPrarTTf'f 3
C_FFIC=S=IC= TOTHSTIT'rr;IC:iGn^d:53LCS.ILT MICIA

T i =CHMTICi 4?9c"_DIX 17'T''74WAS511L'IT5.t=i3 HZ
= 3 AML5TT 7 TOC,U' ICMSU:=T

Friar to October1963 =ALDvisited the CubanEmbassyis Mexico
City on twoc elms ccus4 v Setce during andattar these visits OSWA
wasis contact.:3ta the DT=C$ G"sL..3LD IITSZG.:7CII(DCI) speci;ical,mirthLiisa C MER 1aonslVECiPenn a= Rossi:a P.O Loses

?MAuseee Cubaniceelltgeocs pseudonymis FIRMSiv thecu_:set
Cuban =ice is Headco Herecently has had a tour of chapin Habanapriorto whichhe held the samepost as nowas CubanIS abut in i2e ce

RODRIGO=is a CubanLl stab, officer in Ere-co $e has three Cuban
intelL'genee paeeiony Edo Cas:1=raandJose Antonio

Thepreeise reinticoab p of I~sa C.tTnr'd to the DGiis not clan
Shespent about aL c:cscihsin 'ax co fromwhichshe r--tact to Cubacarry in
1964

CCd3MT has the followingrefer mss ca:carcii Tad=
CLLOMCar_alaroi Shewasassiy d to the comaeruia1office of the Cuban
taheasy in i'e.co City andshe hadarrived is Hard= on 16Jaa:a_zy1963and
on 71 Deeeab=1963=de a reservation to return to Cubaon CubareAirliroa

1 Sheleft He=coCity for
Havanaon 15 Decaaber1963using passport E/63/7

Anotherreference Isai3 that her dateudf
arz val is .coranpas 19January1963and that she had replacedRosario
a Hezicassecretary in the ca .uial office Otherrnferses apparentlycon
cerning the scbjeet are 1
ubich do act appearto addar,T:birdof merest to that . en above

Thesourcedoesnot Isar .hetirr or not the-CubanServices used =AM
in any agent capacity or other ==er

A Whennewsof the aseaaai-attan of President tam:Sy mashedthe
MI it causedaces ca=nt concsr l g the fact CS,M hadbe= is the Cuban
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Echaseyin Mexico In addition aria= wereissued for all h adcaarters ai
nail office= of the MI to sort andp^ a all documentsacccr'jng to whether
they were ":Mysecrete (very sett) "secrets (secret) and "iar`t.aerte
(icpartaat) Ter mtar31 oncepackagedwasto he held pendingfarther inatruc
tiora In addition all travel byMI ofitcare andall MI po=has westsus
pendedt.a-Yasar317

B tihenthe newsthat =AM wasthe assaaaia rsacbea the ICI there
was an 1=wdi"t+ =anent but whenFidel CLSTPspokean telayie..aa to de
Cubaninvolvemat there wascane'.ble cocaantcaneerrirg CSIAiD'svisit to
the CubanEnhssy in Paden At this tilde VACsAwhohas beenmutionad previously
was in Cussandcomeated to a g.-ap of MI staff at !moorsthat GSWAlhadcam
to the CubanBabas-ayis Mexicoto rsquset a visa but hadbeenrefined. 'Ltd did
nat give any eta is andthe subject wasnot around.

li It is not kaewnwhetherinCorsatiarnon CS13ID'svisit to the Cuban
C"nsu a.e in Mad= in September1$63wasrelayed to acvrCubanservice

$ It is net Ie:orsif the Cubaniatalligmaze serriaae had contact with
the `JewD:laam Pair Play far CubaCommittee

ThecopyMolinawhois recalled is "EaeHook the Cubanwhowascoo
victed in NewYorkCity for the =ardor of a younggirl duringa clash between
two Cubang.-tape TheIX'iIstaff officer whobadbeanin the Unitedtatiaea in
newlark SA=s=:= traveled to Cubswith ""heBock andwith anotherCuban
namedC?I31ELSa:4 anonarrival in Cuba'ms,_dto obtain eeplopastt for bath
ind*viduals ThenamesPedroCharles andPeter haveno hoot aignit'fparks

Thereaction of Soviet officials in contactwith the Cubanintelli
genceservicee is not Imam

lathing is km:ea about Soviet proposalsfollowingthe newsof President
3emedy'a assassination

Theonlyfaaication kacanis the special patter by Fidel CAS= pre
Timely nxntionad

79 Mottlingis kan.n abaat Jack ."2M= aka JackRUBY

11

12 C ALD*sphotowasseen in the newspapersbut moth:Lagis 'scamabout
himother than whatappearedin the press
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ProposedQuest1c= cn OswaldCase

1_ WasLeeHarveyCSWALDkaolinto the Cubanint.lnc.'ce services
before 23 Fcveaoer1963 If so whichservice

Werethe Cubanservices using (STAIDin any agent capacity or in
any other =miner before 23 Woven:ter 1963

Whatwasthe reaction of the CubanirtelLi ce services to news
of President FCanaedy'sassassinati= Tothe newsthat CALD
use the assassin

Wasinformation amCS'tALD'avisit to the CubanConsulatein Mexico
City in Seib-s 1963 r layed to aqy Cubanservice It co what
actin wastzke_n

5 Wasthere ao;7contact betweenthe Cubanis *po services *amd
the'Yev Crlaaas Fair Play For CubaC Tittes

San-subject ever heard of Maio del RCS 0 Molinaor PedroCharles
lmovn.also as "Peter"

Sowdid the Soviet officials in contzct with the Cubanintelli ease
services react to newsof the assassination

Did the Soviets propose type of action or investiga.Uoato the
Cubaninto iigece services followingthe newsof President Fen=dy'a
assassination I

Wassoy provocativerterial deliberat<ly fa'szica'.edby the Cuban
services or others ad seat to the UnitedStates to cco.use the
invest'gatiaa of the CSWALDcase

10. WasJack sus :aim aka Jack ?CIBTknownto the Cubanintelligence
services If so in whatway

11 Doessubject 'r a lwhoentered M?-XGcoco November
23 1963at Nevo Laredo Texts andfour days later procededto
Havanaby special plane Fe was23 years old sad carried a
U.S passport Eealso had a ted.em tourist pe t Develop
all io c a .cnyou can amthis individual

12
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JFK EXHIBITF-521

19 June 1964

TO

.1F1\ Ei,w,at.r F _
5 Z

F C:I

SU3J 1

Ch 15 May196k weprovided the ?reside..'s Ccjssich
with a surf of our debriefing of Cubanydefector whohad
no personal owledgeof Oswaldand no in.oratioa 3,n'~rg him to
the Cubanintelligence services in any tanner As a follow-up
fir 3o and P Willsns of the Ceaissicn asked if he cowedsee the
questions used in the {interrogation

Ca 13 June I took the cuesticas and source's responses
to the Coonission and showedthen to Mr Willeos e studied them
and returned the questions to __ with the observation that they were
very thorough and fully satisfied his recuiremehts Is said that he

'sax no heed to pursue this angle any further The questions and
answers exhibited to Mr Willens are attached At no tine during
our contacts with the Co fission did wedisclose the source's identity

I

Mr Willens indicated that the Commissionwaswinding
LIPits investigation Hewashighly complimentaryof CIA referring
to the agency personnel he encountered here and ia Mexicoas "real
professionals. Mr Willens asked that "I conveyhis "cast regards to
you

DocumentNumtbe:739:B 19

forFOIAReview4 JUN1975

Attachment a/s

1
1
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SOURCE EVALUATLON

The Source is believed to be very reliable Cie have
established through independent evidence and cross
checking that the major part of the intelligence
informati=on furnished by him is unquestionably
true For example we knew independent of this
Source that Manuel VEGA Perez and Rogelio
RODRIGUEZ Lopez were Cuban intelligence officers
in Mexico
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6 may 1964

Proposed Questions on C,",all Case

REFERENCEDebriefing of Cuban Source dated 5 May1964

The source says that prior to October 1963 Oswald visited the
Goan bassy in Mexico City on two or three occasions It is
public knowledge ha was is Mexico during the period 9-24-63 to
10-3-63

A) Tine did source Learn of these visits before or after
the assassination ?lease describe in detail the circumstances
under which source learned this _...'ortatica and identities of
the persons involved

3) Did these visits take place during the aforementioned
period or is the source refers ng to previous visits If the
latter try to get sore specific details regarding these trips
and the origin of the source's inforn tics

The source states that before during and after these visits
Oswald was in contact with the %GI specifically Lutsa
CtTLDCN ,"3nuel V?0APerez and RogeLo R.RIG+r.Z Lopez This
'.-o,ild appear to mesa that one or more contacts were :lade after
Oswald returned to the United States i.e. between 10-3-63 and
11-22-63

A) ':;hat does source _ean bT coacact

3) Can he brew downthese contacts by the specific
individual caned _Lace and type of contact and date of
occurrence

Did Oswald '.^-.owor have reason to suspect the
intelligence cc:nections of these persons

::hat was the purpose of these contacts

Z) LP Cswald did not `.acv the intelligence affiliations
of these ind_Jduals what pretexts if any were enployed in
contact ag hLa

-d o._ _e see _.y doc____tery :.cater-a1 on any a
these con arts or any corres_cadeace ialtiated by or addressed
:o O.rsld
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G) Did the DyTever employ physical surveillances
technical devices or camera equipment to cover these contacts

3) The sour-se says he does not !mop ,rhether the Cuban
services used Oswald in any agent capacity or otherrIse This
obviously rakes it more impart-ant to check out what the source
meant is question me

3 Did the DGIever initiate an iavestiga_tion.of Oswald

1+ That was the reason for pac'rav-,g files at DGIheadquarters
and field offices after news of the assassination was received

5 Source was asked whether any provocative material was deliberately
fabricated by the Cubans (Question 9) to confuse the investigation
or Cswald The reply attributed to 'm was "the only fabrication
mown is the special matter by Fidel CASMO previously nenticn.d.
Please clarify

,1ddeL+dum18 june with reference to 45

The only possible fabrication knownby source was the specific
denial by Fidel CASTSOon a TVprogram of any Cuban knowledge
of Oswald
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5 May 1964

Subject General Debriefing of Cuban Source
Specific OSWALDCase

The source does not have direct knowledge of Lee Harvey OSWALD
or his activities but was able to provide items of interest based on
Cuban intelligence officers assigned to the Direccion General De
Inteigencia The information appearing below was furnished by
the source and is keyed to questions submitted

Prior to October 1963 OSWALDvisited the Cuban Embassy
in Mexico City on two or three occasions Before during and after
these visits OSWALDwas in contact with the Direction General De
Inteligencia (DGI) specifically with Luisa CALDERON Manuel
VEGA Perez and Rogelio RODRIGUEZLopez

VEGA whose Cuban intelligence pseudonym is MARCOS
is the current Cuban IS chief in Mexico He recently has had a
tour of duty in Habana prior to which he held the same post as
now as Cuban IS chief in Mexico

RODRIGUEZis a Cuban IS staff officer in Mexico He has
three Cuban intelligence pseudonyms Eduardo Casimiro and Jose
Antonio

The precise relationship of Luisa CALDERONto the DGI is
not clear She spent about six months in Mexico from which she
returned to Cuba early in 1964

The source does not know whether or not the Cuban Services
used OSWALDin any agent capacity or other manner

A When news of the assassination of President Kennedy
reached the DGI it caused much comment concerning the fact
OSWALDhad been in the Cuban Embassy in Mexico In addition
orders were issued for all headquarters and field officers of the
DGI to sort and package all documents according to whether they

ttrg'i
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were "Muy secreco (very secret) "secreto (secret) and
"importante (important) The material once packaged was to be
held pending further instructions In addition all travel by DGI
officers and all DGI pouches were suspended temporarily

B When the news that OSWALDwas the assassin reached
the DGI there was no immediate comment but when Fidel CASTRO
spoke on television to deny Cuban involvement there was considerable
comment concerning OSWALD'svisit to the Cuban Embassy is Mexico
At this time VEGA who has been mentioned previously was in Cuba
and commented to a group of DGI staff officers that OSWALDhad come
to the Cuban Embassy in Mexico to request a visa but had been refused
VEGA did not give any details and the subject was not pursued_

It is not knownwhether information on OSWALD'svisit to
the Cuban Consulate in Mexico in September 1963was relayed to any
Cuban service

It is not known if the Cuban intelligence services had contact
with the New Orleans Fair Play for Cuba Committee

The only Molina who is recalled ig "The Hook the Cuban who
was convicted in New York City for the murder of a young girl during
a clash between two Cuban groups The DGI staff officer who had been
in the United Nations in New York SANTIESTABANtraveled to Cuba
with "The Hook and with another Cuban named ORr'riUELAand upon
arrival in Cuba tried to obtain employment for both individuals The
names Pedro Charles and Peter have no known significance

The reaction of Soviet officials in contact with the Cuban intelli
gence services is not known

Nothing is known about Soviet proposals following the news of
President Kennedy's assassination

The only fabrication known is the special matter by Fidel
CASTROpreviously mentioned

Nothing is known about Jack RUBENSTErNaka Jack RUBY

12 OSWALD'sphoto was seen in the newspapers but nothing is
known about him other than what appeared in the press
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I MAY1964

Proposed Questions on Oswald Case

I Was Lee Harvey OSWALDknownto the Cuban intelligence services
before 23 November 1963 If so which service

Z Were the Cuban services using OSWALDin any agent capacity or in
any other manner before 23 November 1963

What was the reaction of the Cuban intelligence services to news
of President Kennedy's assassination To the news that OSWALD
was the assassin

Was information on OSWALD'svisit to the Cuban Consulate in Mexico
City in September 1963 relayed to any Cuban service If so what
action was taken

Was there any contact between the Cuban intelligence services and
the New Orleans Fair Play for Cuba Committee

Has subject ever heard of Mario del ROSARIOMolina or Pedro
Charles known also as "Peter"

How did the Soviet officials in contact with the Cuban intelligence
services react to news of the assassination

Did the Soviets propose any type of action or investigation to the
Cuban intelligence services following the news of President Kennedy's
assassination

Was any provocative material deliberately fabricated by the Cuban
services or others and sent to the United States to confuse the
investigation of the OSWALDcase

Was Jack RUBENSTEL`7aka Sack RUBYkown to the Cuban intelligence
services If so in what way

Does subject know who entered Mexico on November
23 1963at Neuvo Laredo Texas and four days later proceded to
Havana by special plane He was 23 years old and carried a U.S
passport He also had a Mexican tourist permit Develop all
information you can on this individual

Attached is a photograph of OSWALD,l
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Today Irid:.y porch 27 196 I not at CIAh_.:oua t = with
I: Roccato ro~ cu the CIAfile on Leor_ .̂-cf 0~~.13 file
coat ion those rateri ie furat i.ci to r n^riou tf by CIA la
audition it contains the followth natcrrLeis

a Cable rcnorts fro the CIAstation in I'.`ico of I:crcbcr
22 end 23 1963raiatin to p'rotc.:_=nhsof a pa-:an witoird vic_ted
tho Cuba and Soviet rahr.tics in MedcoCity durir Octoberand
Ilov, bar.1953 and reports on those cables 11:ra.sbc on Tavn er
23 by CIAto 'the Secret Set-rice Rtcsc noozaCesare accu :tcly
gam-hrazed in the at -,,hr ts to the CIArorand of i!ezeh24
1954(Cn +̂tasiaa Eocu=at :75710

b Cableof October10 fro= CIAMe co City &cationto CIA
.ricra reportin on Oz.rz.dcontact at Soviet .bey and

October 10 1963rec:.:Y,efromCIAbond._&tcra to MexicoCity Cation
of bee roundinio2ration on 0.^.r1d icece nenaacs are accuate
=ported in the CIAf or rd of Jaauy.31 156t

I did not reviewanymaterials later than I;overcr 23 1963

explanation at a future visit

11

Zr"Rocca also shovedne the "printout of the rcfezaaccs to
Ocaalddoct to in the CIAelectronic data &tora systcg Mere
~w no it= liated u'aichorsbravenot been Civeaeither in full text
or ra.r-aphraeed

WhenI evidencedan interest in the CIAelectronic data
procccalmreyntcn @r Roccasaid that he coulderenn e a detailed

JFK EXHIBITF-525

S.A.Stcrn/eta/3-27-64
cc Mr F:tul:in

Mr Stern

File=,/

ro Mr Rr-Lda

F'iid S A Stern

SUfafECTCIATilo on Omm1d
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JFK EXHIBITF-528

]3 4r-11 1.964

.JFK Elsx+aIT 528

17:N7MIMIMIFCaTIERECZII

I called re in at C% and showedra is d:"-ofta his=rathuxe
record.re his cc at.ioa ;,-ith Alien Dales an Sohn-day11 April re CI!
assistase to ',he.:sar_= Co pry~R La essence the ccaaersatiaa dealt
-withgmstiors whichthe Warren CCo=ir.sioa:"nll direct to al Cop
follows

.
ha sogestad that nothing furt er be donere preparation

of a analysis of the OFaIll affair p"r"i receipt of t~ qaestioas
the Commission Ansaerirg vi=sa questions rd ht makeit u =̂""cessarrto
prepare an ash.17sis

asked that weprepare on a priority basis a reply to
the PSI coccim4'-tioa cant.4 ii teo reports on tl~_r'rraTTcase fro=
:,osenko and! are to see it
draft

P.S also reL ed to se the several items of Oswaldpra cti=
borrowedon 11 April

OocvrxerrPhustar (257 ea
forFCJAReviewcq JC7lho
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13 April 1964

MEMORANDUMFdR Deputy Director for Plans
& Ms!mer

SUBJECT':. 1 crt discussions with Mr Allen W Dulles
on the uawai Lame ;yti4

At the instructions of the DDP I visited
Dullas on 11 April to discus with his cartaia qusetioas
which Mr Dulles.feels the Warren Ctoaissioa nay pose to -~
CIA Mr Dulles explained that while the Co-+cission...e?
wished to clarify certain aspects of the Oswald c3sa is ..
whit .a roapansa from CIA seemed nat=saamy it was ao"n aa.re i'
how the questi.s should be posed nor how CIA shnuld respond
Mr Dallas hoped hat our disca3sione wou13 enable :'hia:-.met .,
advise the.Coaeissira on this matter He mat raised the
allegation that Oswald was a CIA agent._ He"mentioned twa ".~
scum-tee for :_his accusation_ One-eras Mrs_ Marguerite `.=
Oswald Les Hersey Oswald's mother and the other-war-Mr -."
Mark Lame Mrs.-Oswald's attarney He suggested that.the ,.__"
Coeoission in asking us this qu.estian night well forward..
a summary or pertinent excerfts of the testimony concerning
this matter Ha noted hawev-rr that Mrs Oswald's testi
eony was so incoherent that it would be difficult to find
pertinent excerpts thus it would be better for the Comy"mission to-suuaarite the tastinany +'~

Mr Dulles then suggested that the response to :his
que3tioa could he in the fore of sworn testimony beforathe..
Co aiasioa by a senior.CIA official or a letter or affidavit:.
He recalled that-the Director of the FBI has replied by
latter to a similar qusstiea, In any event,'Mr Dulles
felt the reply should be straightforward and to the paint..
He thought language which mad= it clear that Lee Harvey
Oswald was never an employee or agent of CIA would suffice,-If
We should also state that neither CIA nor.enyo acting
ca CIA's behalf was ever in contact or communication with -" `

Oswald Mr Dulles did not think it would-be a good idea
to cite CIA procedures for agent asaessaeat and handling
to show that it would have been =likely for;Oswald to have
been chosen as a CIA agent to enter Russia Thera are always
exceptions to every-rule and this sight be misunderstood by
members of the Coamissioa With little background in activity
of this sort I agreed with him that a carefully phrased
denial of the charges of iavolvesent with Oswald seemed
most appropriate
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3 The nest question concerned the possibility of
Oswald's having been a Soviet agent Sir_ Dulles su3gested _
that the Coaniscion's quactiaa on this matter be phrased
somewhat as follow In the knowledge or'judgnemz of CIA
was Lee Harvey Oswald as agent of the Soviet intelligence
services or the intelligence services'of other cannuaist
states at any time prior to 2Z Noveeber 1363 or was Oswald
solicited by thee* intelligence services to became loch an
agentZ After considering this question it became apparent
that the-prables of making a "judg est as to whether Oswald

i1ht have'becose.an agent of a coman istpower was subject
to t e sane difficalties we could have encountered if we _
had-tried.to aasuer the allegation of CIA affiliated by _
citing CIA's-own procedures If CIA,.ia responding to.the
"judgment portion of the question were to say that
light of its keowledge of Soviet Bloc precede zee i= e-a3=
unlikely that Oswald would have become their agent we
would have to admit that eac.eptions are always possible::
Mr Dunne and I felt that it would be better to avoid this
and confine our response to a precise statement of fact:.
This statement in Mr Dullas vieer could note thit CIA
possessed no knowledge either gained independently or-free
its study of the materials supplied by tha Cc-emission
tending to show that Lee Harvey Oswald-was an agent of
the Soviet intelligence services or the services-of any
other Communist cauetry or"far that matter of any other_.'. _
country

4. Both questions were discussed individually but
laterMr Dulles suggested that because they were inter _
connected it would be better if the Connission posed then.
in one letter to CIA I agreed that this night be simpler

S After covering these questions of direct interest
to CIA Mr Dullas aenticned other issues which concerned
the Commission He renaryad that cenbers of the Coaaissioa.
could'not understand why CIA had not begun an investigatiow
of Oswald as soon as it received bard that he had defected
I noted that this question had bean discussed with Mr
Rankin and his staff and there seemed to be considerable
un~camstmn4iggof the practical ci ca=stances which made it
s~possible for CIA to undertake such investigation inside

the USSR I expressed the hope that it would 'not ba necessary
for 1=A to place =attars of this sort in the public record
Mr Dulles agreed_



can be made at that tima

8 At no time during these discussions did ?4r. Dulles
yaks any inquiries about :4osenko and I volunteered-no infor
mation on this score
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Mr Dulles then asked if it were normal far
the Soviet Government to pera it a Soviet waQaa to marry
a foreignar wad then allow har to leave with har husband
shortly after tha marriage_ This question perturbed the
Caanissian and they would like to have as answer I said
that whereas the response could have soma bearing on whether
Oswald was an agent the prablam seemed to lie oars.im the
consular field and I suggested that the best way to obtain
as opinion-on what taastitutad "normal practice in narriaae
cases in the USSRwould be to question tha Dapartmant of
State Mr. Dallas agreed with this

Mr_ Dulles e:press_d his appreciation for the
nasintaaca accorded his and said that he would discuss the
fraeiag of the guesticna for CIA with Mr Rankin on Moaday
13 April. At this paint I did offal. a parsoaal opi.nica in
regard to the way in which CIA should r'sspond Noting that
testimony on questions such as these would be difficult to
insert in the public record, I suggested that it would be
bestir the CIA raspaase warm in written fora However
much will depend.oa the form in which the equastiana aye
eventually put to us and I imagine that a final decision _
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JFK EXHIBITF-530

Mll 28 July 1964

-JFK ExKteAT R-530

MEMORANDUMOF CONVERSATION

SUBJECT Use of NOSENKOInformation in-Warren
Commission Report

PARTICIPANTS Mr Allen Ti Dulles Mr J Lee Rankin
and Mr David Slawson of the Warren
Commission Mr Richard Helms C/SR

and C/SR/CI _ of
CIA

DATE

PLACE

2T July 1964

Offices of the Warren'Commission

This discussion following earlior ones on the
same subject was called by Mr Rankin to discuss pro
posed drafts for inclusion or non-inclusion of NOSENKO's
information in the report.of the Commission Mr Slawson
had prepared a short memorandumwith three attachments
offering alternative drafts A copy of Mr Slawson's
memo which was an informal one and not for permanent Com
mission records is attached

Of those drafts one (#2) names NOSENKOndmits
he had direct knowledge of Oswald's case in the USSROct
comments that hig reliability is uncertain Another (#3
parts 1 and 2) includes information from NOSENKOabout
Oswald which would be included in the report NOSENKOis
not named as the source A third draft (#4) is for inclu
sion in the Commission report if no NOSENKOinformation
is used explaining why certain information was not
included in order to protect the Commissionfrom later
charges of having failed to use NOSENKO'sinformation
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3 The CIA representatives thought that it would
be undesirable to include any NOSENKOinformation in the
report and after some discussion there was general agreement on this view The circumstances which contributed
to this conclusion are summarized here

NOSENKOis a KGBplant and may be publicly
exposed as such some time after the appearance of
the Commission's report CIA cannot at this time
however evaluate the accuracy of what NOSENKOhas
reported on the Oswald case nor the significance
of his having reported it

Even without public discrediting of the
source specific aspects of NOSENKO'sinformation
are likely to lead to questions and doubts on the
part of perceptive readers

Once NOSENKOis exposed as a KGBplant,'_
there will arise the danger that his information
will be mirror-rend by the press and public lead
ing to conclusions that the USSRdid direct the
assassination

d The Agency's greatest contribution to the
reolution of the questions at hand would be to
break NOSENKOand get the full story of how and why
he was told to tell the story he did about Oswald
While we have no certainty that we can ever do
this if we are to succeed we need time and must
in the meantime avoid creating pressures which
might force us to release NOSENKOto the public
domain (There articulate and plausible he would
unquestionably be able to establish himsolf beyond
hope of dislodging sinco his story cannot easily
be pierced even by trained specialists much less
by private citizens however intelligent.) The
release of the fact that NOSENKOknew specifically
about the Oswald case would of course create =
such pressure and no hedging on source description
could protect his identity

4 The Commission representatives particularly Ur
Rankin felt that some mention of NOSENKOmight be inevit
able at least when after the publication of its report



a few sentences to this effect

(Note The proposed redraft of the Com
mission's draft #4 consisting
only of the addition of one sen
tence after the opening sentence
is also attached to this memoraa
dum.)

5 Mr Dulles and Mr Rankin said that the Commis
sion's report would be published in mid-September rather
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the press would ask the Commission about him and whether
he had had anything to contribute Mr Helms suggested
that CIA could provide a number of Soviet intelligence
deTectOfi7te'tM y-rd ie oC.Emision and the lommission
could then-repoort that "defectors "in genera _and with
out namini-NOSETf1K0-,-1zadgiven information It was agreed
f6il the Agendy EHd'Tead'y provided sucE-"d6-f-eiTir inror
mFfion in i}sprevlousreports.and that wording to this
e3'fect could 6e`w`orTce3info he Z:'onmiiion's Draft n4
whichwas otherwise du a suitable from the point of viewof the A.encv and the Commission At Mr Helms sug
gestion it was agreed that CIAwould undertake to draft

than 8 August as estimated earlier

6 Mr Dulles reported that a cor
respondent had told him that a senior official of the
Soviet Embassy in Washington perhaps the Minister Coun
selor had told him two or three weeks ago that Mme
Furtseva then a memberof the Presidium of the CC/CPSU
had interceded on Oswald's behalf after the latter had
been rejected by another Soviet agency and as "Minister
of Propaganda had supported him because the Soviets did
not want the adverse publicity - and hampering of future
dofertions - which would accompany any rcfui`sl to accopt
him in tho USSR

(Note This story checks with part of
NOSENKO'sand like NOSENKO's
story is supported by an entry
in-Oswald's "Historical Diary
to the effect that after his
suicide attempt Oswald was
handled by an entirely differ
ent set of people.)
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7 Chief SR/Clreported that in response to the
Commission's request we have tested in the Soviet
Embassies in Stockholm and Helsinki the time required
to get a Soviet tourist visa and find that 2-3 days is
impossible and five days the apparent minimumin both
places In one however it was implied that shortage
of hotel space might be a contributing factor so these
findings might not be valid for the month of October
when Oswald apparently got his visa in two or three days
Wewill submit a written report on this_

Chief SR/CI

_Attachments
As Stated
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JFK EXHIBITF-533

dim 3r .J-1 c1

-JFK -Aks\r F-533

J ITEMRE-?3RMFC3
kJ

..IENCTEEOFTrS REtuLY:JFOROAT-NP'CSaEO1"T'"(TTRTST7TSASTif
.m.sni= AdenSTOCv'"..OLi 1964 1

Amamafromthe Consdssioato CIAoated25May1964i.gv3_-edafter
1mtcmationre_lztiig to the relati7ely short period of in abich
CSW'LLEL.a d a tourist visa is Helsinki Thefirst attached icy
a memoto the Cnmm;lsiandated 1 July 1964 prarldes such iaformatioa
as wema7.dobtain on CS4iiLD'3reconst ted ti=.-table far trzTe) Prom
Londonto Helsir3d. Theseccad attached item dated 31 July 15611.
3avidea commentso 1er,~thoft= regnLrotto obtain a tourist visa--=
1stF+.t.,.4.-4and Stocidtala.-_

For .f th r iaforlat.an on these item sew=
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.4_ 3:ariat  oiaci-ao% 1w1latad!a as 1y 19-.+
that visa 9rocassiII3 :ar :~~ 1nr 3 A1311317Lnvi3it L`a ;5r3`
 .tar= .iiy tames3i3 ;loyal= CSo=Ith91-rhot 'art
Swedish _nom ut=sxt=A other persn,,.0;1:..6c species iatareet
(not daitec) caa bs prscasaa directly by the Parisi eaoassy La
2Lx1Gl withani refara1 cn3tcacevr

T.tatrihatiaa

Orig &2 Addrernee
1.DDP

11Z

29 July 1964
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Mr PREYER It has been a long afternoon and I imagine Mr
Helms would be ready for a recess period I think we are very close
to finishing We have one other member who wishes to ask ques
tions I know you are anxious to finish Would you prefer to take a
10-minute recess at this time or would you like to attempt to finish
up

Mr HELMS If you don't mind Mr Chairman I would like to go
right along I would like to finish if we possibly can as soon as we
can

Mr PREYER The Chair recognizes Mr Sawyer
Mr HELMS Good afternoon Mr Sawyer
Mr SAWYERGood afternoon Ambassador
First I would like to clear up what I think was a combination of

misstatements about what Mr Hart testified to vis-a-vis Nosenko
He did not say that we should not believe the veracity of what
Nosenko said He said he believed that but that he felt because of
the size and compartmentalization of the KGB he would not at all
necessarily know whether they had contact with him or not and
for that reason I am quite puzzled with this combination of not
having accepted the bona fides of Nosenko and yet putting him on
the payroll as a consultant

How can you possibly get any value out of information supplied
with someone when there is a belief or at least a strong possibility
that he is a double agent there for the specific purpose of deceiv
ing

Mr HELMS Well sir this is the constant and continuing hazard
in all intelligence work of this kind There isn't a statement that is
made by any defector that comes to the United States that goes
unchecked We take all the statements and then they are checked
out and there is an effort made to find out if they are true and
they are examined and research work is done on them and so
forth because this is a very difficult and untidy problem I am sad
to say And it is particularly untidy given the importance of the
Nosenko case

I have been told he gave useful information to an agency of the
U.S Government about certain Soviet operations overseas and cer
tain information about the KGB I can't personally attest to this
and I am sorry but I believe that certain of high information was
believed to be of value

Mr SAWYER It seems to me looking at the facts of this thing
here he was incarcerated under horrible conditions for a period of
some 5 years or approximating 5 years and then apparently the
project was given up as not being able to resolve the question at
least to everyone's satisfaction There are memorandums indicating
it would be now a great catastrophe to release this man presum
ably after what had been done to him here in the country it would
be devastating if he talked much about it There was even a memo
randum of the director of the Soviet bloc group or division discuss
ing the possibilities of disposing of him and elaborating on that to
mean either liquidation or drugging him to a point where he
became incomprehensible so he couldn't tell anybody anything or
just putting him in an insane asylum and just throwing away the
key apparently
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It would just seem to me after what you people did to Nosenko
here in this country without any color of law at all that you really
only had two choices One was dispose of him as suggested-

Mr HELMS That was never considered Mr Sawyer
Mr SAWYERWell I am talking about what your division chief of

the Soviet bloc wrote down that was being considered at least by
him

Mr HELMS He was the Deputy Division Chief and maybe he did
write these things down but I say these things were never brought
to my attention the suggestion was never made to me this was
never an option that was considered

Mr SAWYER You have testified about your considering assassi
nating people along with the Mafia It is nothing new to you people
apparently to assassinate somebody

Mr HELMS That is your statement Mr Sawyer
Mr SAWYER Well I thought that was what you have been

testifying to here about willingly becoming a party to an assassina
tion either by syringe by gun or by poison pills of Castro So once
we get in the acceptance of that line it doesn't seem to me so out
of line that would be one of the things you would consider and

apparently your deputy division chief did consider it
It seems to me the only other option would be to pay him off and

handsomely enough so he would keep quiet about this when you let
him go You obviously couldn't deport him very well at this point
in time and it just appears to me as I look at that it is perfectly
plain that you exercised the option of paying him off

Do you dispute that
Mr HELMS Yes I dispute it
Mr SAWYERYou said you paid over a period of time some half a

million dollars is about what it amounts to as I quickly add it up
both in lump-sum payments and in monthly stipends to a guy that
the Agency never decided wasn't in fact there to mislead it and
give it false information You paid that as a consultant and you say
the motivation was not at all to pay him off Is that your position

Mr HELMS No sir I am counting 10 That is what my mother
taught me to do under these circumstances

Mr SAWYERYou are doing what
Mr HELMS I am counting to 10
Mr SAWYERWell I will be patient if it takes that long
Mr HELMS The effort in Mr Nosenko's case and the only option

that we had available to us in my opinion was to resettle him and
give him a new identity and handle him in such a way he would
have a chance to make a life for himself on the American scene

It has been 5 years since I had anything to do with his case I
don't know what has been done to him since

Mr SAWYERYou said you could not just put him out on welfare
What do we do with most immigrants that come in either from
Indochina that are refugees or regularly admitted immigrants We
may provide them some educational help in the language and that
sort of thing but we don't pay them off Here you are talking
about sums of money that wouldn't be mentionable in the same
breath as welfare and I just say as I look at this thing taking all
these facts you have testified to into account it would just seem to
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me on the face of it that it was a payoff I am surprised to hear you
deny it

Mr HELMS I believe that under the Constitution you are entitled
to your viewpoint and I am entitled to mine

Mr SAWYER Well you did in fact plead guilty to having with
held information from the Senate committee didn't you

Mr HELMS No sir I did not
Mr SAWYERI thought you had
Mr HELMS I did not I pleaded nolo contendere
Mr SAWYER So that you just don't contest it then which is the

legal equivalent of a plea of guilty is that correct except that it
can't be used as an admission against you in a civil case right

Mr HELMS I am not a lawyer Mr Sawyer
Mr SAWYER But I am sure you were advised by a lawyer before

you entered a nolo contendere were you not
Mr HELMS I was advised by lawyers
Mr SAWYER Something else bothers me When you put Nosenko

into solitary you obviously intended to hold him a very long time
did you not

Mr HELMS I don't think that was the intention at the time The
intention was to hold him no longer than it took to find out
whether he was bona fide or not or to satisfy ourselves on this

Mr SAWYER But you invested in building a whole separate vault
and building around it and so forth for the purpose of accommo
dating Nosenko did you not

Mr HELMS I asked this morning if anybody from the committee
had looked at the building It was no vault as I recollect it I don't
think it was a very expensive building at all

Mr SAWYERWhere was it located
Mr HELMS It was located in Virginia
Mr SAWYERWas it on a military base
Mr HELMS I believe those items are classifed and I was told by

the agency to go into executive session if you wanted to discuss
this

Mr SAWYERDo they still use this
Mr HELMS I don't know
Mr SAWYER Was it ever used for anyone else other than

Nosenko
Mr HELMS I don't know I don't think so
Mr SAWYER Apparently it was a reinforced steel box that was

described by Mr Hart as being like a bank vault and he then
described that a house had been built around it to accommodate
the interrogating staff and guards and what not and then sur
rounded by a linked barbed-wire fence

You wouldn't do that just to put somebody in it for a couple of
months would you

Mr HELMS It would have depended on the circumstances And
after all this was a very important case to us so I would think the
question of the amount of money that the installation cost really
rarely came up

Mr SAWYER What was the purpose of moving him from what
was apparently a secure place of confinement into this so-called
safe house What was the purpose of building another facility and
moving him out of there into that
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Mr HELMS I assume because those safe houses are much more
complicated to administer it take more guards and things of that
kind I think there were practical considerations involved

Mr SAWYER Wouldn't it be a fair deduction if you went to the
trouble of building a separate facility of this type that it obviously
was going to be quite a long-term incarceration if that is specifical
ly for what it was built

Mr HELMS Well I just said sir this was not the intention The
intention was to try to find out whether this man was bona fide
and that was the objective and when we had done that we would
have let him loose and if this was a mistake in building this house
then I guess it was a mistake

Mr SAWYER You said too that you didn't subject Nosenko to
physical abuse As I have both talked to Nosenko and listened to
the CIA official spokesmen define it it was a partial starvation
being subjected to cold weather without being provided a blanket
not being allowed fresh air during the heat of the summer for over
a year Don't you consider that just those items alone as being
physical torture actually

Mr HELMS I cannot verify those items I don't know whether
they are true or not You have told me today they are true

Mr SAWYER You were the man in charge when he had been
without any legal process or trial just incarcerated in solitary
confinement You were in charge of the Agency that was doing
that weren't you

Mr HELMS I wasn't in charge at that time
Mr SAWYERDuring part of that time you were
Mr HELMS I became in charge later Is there any evidence when

I was Director these things happened to him I didn't know any
thing about it at the time I hear conflicting stories about how he
was treated You'll have to use your stories I'll use mine

Mr SAWYER Mr McCone could have found out anything in the
Agency that he wanted to find out You said that right here you
remember

Mr HELMS I said that
Mr SAWYER So I presume as one of the people in charge of this

having occurred to the man you could have found out anything
about what was happening to him that you wanted to couldn't
you

Mr HELMS I never was told any tales-
Mr SAWYERWell you knew he was in your custody
Mr HELMS That is correct
Mr SAWYER And you never made any inquiry about what was

happening to him over this 4 or 5-year period
Mr HELMS Of course I did
Mr SAWYER Did you find out then what they were doing to him

what you were doing to him
Mr HELMS I was never told of these details of his being kept in

a room so hot he couldn't stand it or any of those things Those
were never brought to my attention and I never got those in
answer to any inquiry If this is the truth I am genuinely sorry
about it but I was not aware of it at the time

Mr SAWYER You said about Oswald when he came back from
Russia that you wouldn't have had really any particular jurisdic
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tion or interest because he was a marine As I understand it he
had been discharged from the Marine Corps and for how long a
period of time does military service retain intelligence jurisdiction
over a person

Mr HELMS I don't know I really don't
Mr SAWYER When you were interviewed apparently by a Mr

Lardner George Lardner of the Washington Post after your excu
tive testimony here you said in effect to him.the article is in the
Washington Post of Thursday August 10 referring to your appear
ance here on August 9 "Your questions are almost as dumb as the
committee's.

Does that fairly reflect your personal opinion and attitude
Mr HELMS I don't recall talking to Mr Lardner after the hear

ing the other time I was chatting in the hall with a newspaperman
around lunchtime I don't recall such an acerbic remark as that
and of course I withdraw it if I did make it I never even saw the
article so it must have been the first edition of the Washington
Post The article I saw the next day didn't have anything like that
in it It teaches you never to talk to the press I mean that's the
only lesson if they quoted me accurately If they didn't quote me
accurately then I shouldn't have made off-the-cuff remarks

But I don't feel that way I think this inquisition has been
admirably handled

Mr SAWYER If you didn't read the article let me give you the
benefit of the applicable part of it It says

Helms told reporters during a break that no one wouldever know who or what
Lee Harvey Oswald named by the Warren Commissionas Kennedy's assassin
represented Askedwhether the CIAknew of any ties Oswaldhad with either the
KGBor the CIA Helms paused and with a laugh said 'I don't remember. Pressed
on the point he told a reporter 'Your questions are almost as dumb as the
committee's

You don't recall any such statement
Mr HELMS I recall an exchange about Oswald because I don't

think we are ever going to find out what Lee Harvey Oswald's role
was until we get the Russians KGB files That is what I was
referring to

Mr SAWYER You did allude to the representation in Mr
McCone's letter or affidavit that there was no formal connection
between Lee Harvey Oswald and the CIA Did the use of the word
formal intend to exclude any other type of relationship or contact

Mr HELMS No Mr Sawyer I am sorry I was trying to use a
short cut I think But in the documents I was given in preparation
before this hearing the actual affidavit of Mr McCone is there
present and I think should be permitted to stand on its own feet In
other words I would not want to say I was attempting to add or
subtract from it

Mr SAWYER But there was no specific connotation
Mr HELMS No sir I am sorry if in my effort to make a short

sentence I didn't go all through the various points that were made
in there because as I said earlier this afternoon I never found the
slightest evidence that the Agency had anything to do with Lee
Harvey Oswald and I was just hoping that maybe this hearing
would put that rumor to rest
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Mr SAWYER In your long time with the Agency have you ever
known of any example where anything remotely similar to what
was done to Nosenko was done to someone else here in this
country

Mr HELMS No I know of no other case comparable nor do I
know of any case that confronted us where a man might have
information having to do with the assassination of the President of
the United States

The answer to your questions specifically is I know of no compa
rable case and I believe there never was one

Mr SAWYER Whereas I recognize your disclaimer of being a
lawyer you certainly know that the police even with the assassin
himself could never have done anything like this would never
have been permitted to do anything like this You understand
people's rights enough for that don't you

Mr HELMS Oh yes I understand people's rights
Mr SAWYER Holding a man in solitary confinement under these

kinds of conditions without a trial and subjecting him to both
physical and mental torture.even with an assassin himself

There is no way the laws of our country permit that kind of
thing You knew that didn't you

Mr HELMS Well I rather thought that the legal status of Mr
Nosenko in those days was in a very gray area and if I am wrong
about it I wish you would correct me now Mr Sawyer because I
am prepared to be corrected

Mr SAWYERWell he was a human being wasn't he
Mr HELMS I believe so
Mr SAWYER You know in most States even treating an animal

like this will land you in jail
I have no further questions Thank you Mr Chairman
Mr PREYER Are there any further questions
Mr Dodd
Mr DODD Thank you Mr Chairman
Mr Helms you made a point earlier in your testimony today

with regard to the testimony of Mr Hart before this committee
You commented on the fact that he didn't really share with us any
specific knowledge about the substance of our inquiry that is in
connection with whatever connection there may have been between
the KGB and Lee Harvey Oswald and to that extent what informa
tion the Agency had with regard to that specific information

I have to agree In fact Mr Hart mentioned here that he had
stated specifically to the Agency that if he were to be expected to
talk about Lee Harvey Oswald then it was pointless of the Agency
to send him up here because he had no intention of talking about
Lee Harvey Oswald

If this committee were to ask you who would be a good witness
or several good witnesses that we could talk to either presently
employed at the Agency or former employees of the Agency who
could shed additional light on that particular aspect of our investi
gation who would you suggest

Mr HELMS I would suggest the Chief of the Soviet Bloc Division
and the Deputy Chief who have been maligned here I think they
might come before this committee and answer for themselves as to
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the reasons behind the way the interrogation was conducted I
think that would be good for openers

Mr DODD Who are these people again I am sorry
Mr HELMS The gentlemen who were Chief and Deputy Chief of

the Soviet Bloc Division at the time of the Nosenko interrogation
Mr DODD Could I go back a minute Counsel asked you some

questions about this 201 file that existed on Lee Henry Oswald I
believe

Mr HELMS That is right
Mr DODD There is some confusion I think in the committee's

mind as to how that file was opened What kind of file is it What
is a 201 file

Mr HELMS It is nothing but a personality file We might open a
file.we get pieces of paper like this and if they refer to Christo
pher Dodd we would open a file on Christopher Dodd They just
happen to be called a 201 file because we had a numbering cate
gory files of different kinds used in different parts of the Agency
There is no arcane significance at all it is just a number It might
have been called 5-type files or X-type files

Mr Donn You said it takes something to trigger it
Mr HELMS Yes it takes a form like this to be filled out
Mr Donn I wanted to get clear in my own mind Can you tell

the committee what it was specifically that triggered the opening
of the 201 file on Lee Henry Oswald

Mr HELMS I don't know what happened sir I don't know how
they got the name wrong I have no idea any more if I ever knew
I don't know whether it was a clerical error a mistake or just
what I recognize in 1978 when you look back 15 years Lee Harvey
Oswald was not a household name It may have been somebody
thought it was Henry and read it wrong and it was Harvey But I
think it got straightened out very quickly at the time of the
dissemination of reports to the Government when he visited the
Soviet and Cuban consulates in Mexico City

Mr Dom Mr Chairman may I request that we suspend for a
couple of minutes

I think I can get down to the bottom line very quickly The mere
existence of a 201 file does not suggest in any way does it that the
person who is the subject of a 201 file is in any manner shape or
form an employee agent operative of the Agency

Mr HELMS No sir it does not It simply is a device for holding
information When an individual gets into special categories of
relationships with the Agency then the whole file business is
changed

Mr Dom) So the existence of a 201 file on Lee Henry.or Lee
Harvey Oswald in the Agency would in no way indicate that he is
in fact a paid employee of the Agency

Mr HELMS It means absolutely nothing As a matter of fact
there were files in the Agency on Congressmen and Senators but
they had newspaper clippings If you are going to file a newspaper
clipping you have to put it someplace

Mr DODD Fine
Thank you Mr Chairman
Mr HELMS Thank you for making that point of clarification Mr

Dodd
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Mr PREYER Thank you I have no questions
I think the ground has been very thoroughly covered
I do just want to take my few minutes to make a brief statement

about the hearings that we have had today and yesterday I think
the past 2 days of testimony have shown the CIA did things 15

years ago or so which shock us sometimes shock us profoundly
today

I had someone at the luncheon recess conclude from this testi
mony that America is a lawless society because one of our institu
tions broke the law some years ago Well this is certainly not a
lawless society Russia is a lawless society where a handfull of

people control things and where you cannot change it unless a
revolution or a war comes along

I think the past few days hearings here have indicated that we
can change things The kind of testimony Mr Hart of the CIA

gave criticizing his own institution your testimony today it is

impossible to conceive of a KGB agent for example ever admitting
that anSything they did 15 years ago was wrong

I don t think it was wrong to bring out these horrors of the past
I think the old adage that "the truth can make you free is true
here The truth about these things I think will free up the CIA
from past mistakes and it will free up all of us And that is the
second point I want to make

I think when we view these actions of some time ago today we
have to realize that at that time when these acts were committed
there was a national consensus that this Nation's security was in

peril So I think we would want to be very careful how we make
retroactive scapegoats

There are those who betrayed one trust their trust of office the
trust of power but they did so to preserve another trust the trust
of national security

In all of these hearings Mr Helms in all of the inquiry situa
tions that you have been subjected to lately I don't think anyone
has ever suggested that you ever betrayed that other trust of the
national security I think in judging the actions of individuals in
the past we want to consider who it was who called up those
actions In large measures the American people at that time were
calling up these measures out of fear that our national security
was in peril

Mr Helms we appreciate your being here with us today and
answering all of these questions

At the conclusion of the testimony of our witnesses we allow
each witness 5 minutes to make any statements that he may
choose to make You have testified at some length today but if
there is any matter you wish to clear up any statement you wish
to make we will be glad to hear from you at this time

Mr HELMS Thank you Mr Chairman
Well I would like to say I deeply appreciate the remarks you

have just made at the conclusion of this hearing I thank you for
them I thank you for your courtesy as chairman I have no other
comments

Mr PREYER If there is no further business today the committee
stands recessed until 9 o'clock Monday morning

[Whereupon at 4:20 p.m. the hearing was adjourned the com
mittee to reconvene on Monday September 25 1978 at 9 a.m.]
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INVESTIGATION OF THE ASSASSINATION OF

PRESIDENT JOHN F KENNEDY

MONDAY SEPTEMBER 25 1978

HOUSEOF REPRESENTATIVES
SELECTCOMMITTEEON ASSASSINATIONS

Washington D.C
The select committee met pursuant to adjournment at 9:15 a.m.

in room 345 Cannon House Office Building Hon Louis Stokes
(chairman of the select committee) presiding

Members present Representatives Stokes Devine Preyer
McKinney Fauntroy Sawyer Ford Fithian and Edgar

Staff present G Robert Blakey chief counsel and staff director
I Charles Mathews special counsel Kenneth Klein assistant
deputy chief counsel Michael Goldsmith senior staff counsel
Robert Genzman staff counsel Ms Jacqueline Hess chief re
searcher and Ms Elizabeth Berning chief clerk

Chairman STOKESThe committee will come to order
At this time I would like to make brief opening remarks
This morning the Select Committee on Assassinations begins a

final week of public hearings on the death of President John F
Kennedy As I indicated when the committee opened its public
hearings on September 6 1978 the committee has identified three
main issues to investigate in order to fulfill its legislative mandate
which is found in House Resolution 222

First who assassinated President Kennedy
Second how well did the agencies perform
Third did the assassin or assassins have assistance that is was

there a conspiracy
In the past several weeks the committee's hearings have moved

through two general phases First evidence was received on the
facts and circumstances surrounding the President's death and the
connection if any between those facts and circumstances and the
alleged assassin Lee Harvey Oswald Second an effort has been
made to evaluate the performance of the various Federal agencies
Secret Service the FBI the CIA and the Warren Commission

Today and the rest of this concluding week the committee will
hear evidence focused directly on the third question Was there a
conspiracy

But let me first make one point explicit The committee will be
hearing testimony this week dealing with what the committee has
found In presenting this evidence to the committee the staff will
not be trying to prove or disprove any particular theory The
purpose of these hearings is not to try to establish or refute partic
ular theories but to consider the evidence available on the various

(251)
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points That evidence may either prove it disprove it or be insuffi
cient to make a judgment either way Nevertheless because these
hearings are legislative in character and not a judicial trial the
committee has a duty to make what it has learned public even if it
falls short of what everyone might wish to know on the crucial
question Was there a conspiracy involved in the assassination of
President Kennedy

Let me make another point The evidence that the committee
has heard in these past several weeks.and will hear this week.in
fact bears on more than one question For example when the
committee heard testimony dealing with its neutron activation

analysis project the results dealt with the question to whose gun
the bullets found in the car and at Parkland Hospital might be
linked the performance of the FBI in conducting such tests in

1964 and the possibility that more than one assassin may have
fired at President Kennedy In fact the committee will have held
17 days of hearings on each of the three key questions even though
the principal focus of a particular phase of the hearings or of an
individual day may have been some aspect of one of these ques
tions Let me say it another way Although these hearings have
been structured in an organized fashion we have not compartmen
talized them in a restrictive way as if to indicate this is only
conspiracy week last week was only agency performance week
and so on As I said in each day of hearings we are attempting to
settle all three questions in our mandate

Let me make another important point It may be helpful for
those following our hearings if something is also said here about
the quality and quantity of evidence available to the committee as
it has moved through each of these three phases of its deliberations
and the need to recognize how to use each kind of evidence In

general during the first phase of our hearings.what happened in
Dallas.the committee has had available to it the hard stuff of
science The quality and quantity of the evidence available to the
committee was therefore unusually high As the committee turned
to assessing the performance of the agencies less scientific evi
dence was available to the committee and it was necessary to rely
more on documents and human memories principally those of
public officials Now as the committee's attention turns directly to
the question of conspiracy it will be necessary to move further

away from the hard evidence of science and documents and con
sider more and more oral testimony We do have available to us
the aid of science and documents here but the shifting nature of
the balance ought to be explicitly noted and commented on Those
who follow our hearings must therefore recognize the difference
in the quality and quantity of the evidence available to resolve
issues in this most difficult area Human perception and memory
to say nothing of bias or motive to lie sharply qualify human
testimony making it less reliable than scientific analysis or docu
ments written not for litigation but as an accurate record of
actual events

Granted when we examine conspiracy science has something to
say and documents are available to us But much of our delibera
tions this week will depend on recorded conversations While they
may well be reliable they must be carefully interpreted lest erro
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neous conclusions be drawn from them I would note that we are
also dealing in many instances with remembrances now 15 years
old so I would caution that great discrimination is required in
making final judgments

Finally those who follow our hearings might also find helpful
some comment about the law of conspiracy and the special difficul
ties associated with its proof Mr Justice Holmes once succinctly
defined a conspiracy as "a partnership in criminal purposes. That
definition serves well enough here Unless evidence is adduced
from which "a partnership in criminal purposes can be inferred a
conspiracy cannot be said to exist A suspicion suspected must
always be distinguished from a fact found

Let me say concretely what I mean Basically the Warren Com
mission concluded that Lee Harvey Oswald was the lone assassin of
President Kennedy because it concluded that he was a loner In
short because he had no significant associations it was not possi
ble the Commission found to conclude that there was a conspiracy
involved in the assassination What the Warren Commission right
ly recognized was that conspiracy is first rooted in association But
no association no conspiracy

Because the Commission concluded there was no association it
was not forced to deal with the difficult questions posed by evi
dence of conspiracy for it is a fundamental principle of American
law that guilt cannot be inferred from association alone To be
sure conspirators seldom shout their intentions from the roof tops
or publish their thoughts in the newspaper Conspiracy must
therefore usually be inferred from circumstantial evidence associ
ations plus But herein lies the difficulty in all conspiracy investi
gations whether they are trials or legislative hearings dealing with
conspiracy questions

Mr Justice Jackson once observed of conspiracy trials
A defendantin a conspiracytrial occupiesan uneasyseat There generallywill be

evidenceof wrongdoingby somebodyIt is difficult for the individualto make his
owncase stand on its own merits in the minds of jurors who are willingto believe
that birds of a feather flocktogether If he is silent he is taken to admitting and if
as it often happens codefendantscan be prodded into * * * contradicting each
other they convicteach other

What Mr Justice Jackson said about a conspiracy trial applies
even more strongly in the context of a congressional hearing As I
mentioned in my opening statement these proceedings are not a
criminal trial There is no indictment and there is no defendant
There is no prosecutor and there is no defense counsel The
normal rules of evidence do not apply Because none of the ele
ments are here present a special burden is imposed on this com
mittee as evidence is introduced before it and on those who follow
our proceedings not to take the evidence so introduced beyond
what it fairly establishes or to sensationalize it

This caution is particularly apt when evidence of association is
introduced I repeat Conspiracy is founded in association but more
than association is required to establish conspiracy Reasoning that
guilt goes hand in hand with association.the principle of guilt by
association.is to be abhorred in a free society Let me give two
examples of just how that mode of reasoning can be misused

41-3730 79 17
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Jacqueline Kennedy the President's wife had a passing ac
quaintanceship with George DeMohrenschildt a friend of Lee
Harvey Oswald

Would anyone seriously suggest that because Jacqueline Kenne
dy was somehow associated with Lee Harvey Oswald that she was
therefore somehow involved in the assassination

The Volkswagen was a centerpiece in Hitler's Nazi Germany It
was to be the people's car a proud product of national socialism
Today thousands of Americans drive Volkswagens

Would anyone seriously suggest that by so doing they have
become somehow associated with the aims and goals of Nazi Ger
many

I would caution therefore those who follow our hearings or read
our record evaluate the evidence that we will hear this week as
carefully as the committee itself will reserve judgment until all
the evidence is in and do not reach conclusions beyond what the
evidence itself fully justifies Anything else would be bad logic It
could only lead to what none can easily contemplate more suspi
cion and doubt in an area already much too much troubled It
would also be unfair to all concerned

The committee calls Mr McNally
Mr McNally you have previously been sworn in this hearing

and the Chair would admonish you that you are still under that
oath

Mr McNALLY Yes sir

FURTHER TESTIMONY OF JOSEPH McNALLY

Chairman STOKES The Chair recognizes Mr Ken Klein counsel
for the committee

Mr KLEIN Thank you Mr Chairman
Mr McNally you testified before the committee on Thursday

September 14 is that correct
Mr McNALLY I did
Mr KLEIN What is your occupation
Mr McNALLY I am an examiner of questioned documents that

is more commonly referred to as a handwriting expert
Mr KLEIN Are you testifying today as a representative of the

handwriting panel
Mr McNALLY I am
Mr KLEIN What would you estimate to be the total number of

documents examined by the members of the panel during the
course of your careers as questioned document examiners

Mr McNALLY I would judge somewhere in the tens of thou
sands

Mr KLEIN Could you approximate for us the total combined
years of experience that the three members of the panel have as
questioned documents examiners

Mr McNALLY Considering the other two are contempories of
mine I would assume we have more than 100 years experience

Mr KLEIN Is each person's handwriting unique to that person
Mr McNALLY It is
Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman I would ask that the document JFK

F-399 be received as a committee exhibit and shown to the witness
Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be received and

made a part of the record at this point
[Whereupon JFK exhibit F-399 was received.]
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Mr KLEIN Mr McNally do you recognize that document
Mr McNALLY I do
Mr KLEIN Does that document contain a listing of all the docu

ments examined by the panel that were allegedly written or signed
by Lee Harvey Oswald

Mr McNALLY It does
Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman at this time I would ask that the

documents marked JFK F-478 through JFK F-510 be received as
committee exhibits and shown to the witness

I should state for the record these documents are either the
originals or the best existing copy of the documents listed on JFK
F-399 and were obtained from the Navy Department the Archives
the committee offices and the FBI

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered and
made part of the record at this point

[Whereupon JFK exhibits F-478 through F-510 were received.]
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AllitemsmustbecompletedIntheeventyouthedesignatorbecomeacasualtythepersonsnamedinitems6 89 and11willbenotifiedIfnotificationisnotdesiredduetohealthorotherreasonstateinremarksIfthereareno

livingrelativesthenameandaddressofa friendmaybeenteredinremarksContinueanyiteminremarksif
necessary

ItemI..EnteroneofthefollowingUSNUSNRUSMCUSMCRUSCGUSCGRUSAF(forAirForceadd"Reaor"ANCasappropriateonlyif notinactivemilitaryeeraics)
Item5..Entersinglemarriedwidoweddivorcedor

legallyseparated
Item6..Spousetowhomalimonyorsupportislegallpayablemustbeshownevenifdivorcedorlegallyseparate
ItemsDand1I.If thepersonenteredisintheclassof

guardianindicatewhetherstepparentfosterparentloco
parentisguardianoradoptiveparent

ItemsI5and16.-Ifyoudonotdesiretodesignateanyoneenter"IdeclinetodesignateanypersontoreceivethispayinyourownhandwritingOnlydesignatedrelativesare
eligibletoreceivepaymentwithoutproofofdependency

Item19..The"MissingPet-eonsActprovidesthatpayandallowancescontinuetoaccruetothepayaccountofanyservicememberfortheperiodheismissingorcapturedand
maybepaidtothedependentsforsupportThisitemreflects
yourdesiresandisusedu aguideindispositionofyourpayAllotmentstodependentsandinsurancecompaniesinitiated
priortoenteringaminingstatusarecontinuedineffectunlessunusualcircumstancesindicatechanges

Item20.-,-CompletionofthisitemwillinsurethatinsurancecompanieslistedarepromptlynotifiedwhennecessaryAccuracyinenteringpolicynumberswillfacilitatepromptsettlement

Item2l.-Theindemnityispayableonlytopersonswithinthefollowingclasses
Spouse(husbandorWife)
Childress..Theterm"childrenincludesnatural

childrenstepchildrenadoptivechildrenIllegitimatechildrenareincludedonlyifdesignated
Parents..Theterm"parentsincludesnatural

parentsstepparentsadoptiveparentsorpersonswhostoodinlocoparentistotheinsuredatanytimepriorto
entryintotheactiveserviceforaperiodofnotlessthanoneyearUnlessdesignatedotherwisebytheservicemantheterm"parentincludesonlythemotherandfatherwholastborethatrelationshiptotheserviceman

Brothersandsisters..Theterm"brothersandsistersincludesthoseofthehalfbloodandthosethroughadoption
Ifthedesignatedbeneficiaryorbeneficiariesdonotsurvivetheinsuredorifnonehasbeendesignatedtheindemnitywillbepaidtothefirsteligibleclassofbeneficiariesaccord

ingtotheordersetforthaboveandinequalsharesiftheclassiscomposedofmorethanonepersonIfthisorderisinaccordwithyourwishesstate"NoDesignation.Ifthe
orderisnotinaccordwithyourwishesyoushouldnamethe
personorpersonsintheclasstoreceivetheindemnityAnypersonsonamedwillbeconsideredaprincipalbeneficiaryunlessspecificallydesignatedasacontingent

DISPOSITIONINSTRUCTIONS
NavyOriginaltoBuPersWashington25D C Attn.

CasualtyBranch
Duplicate.sameasoriginal
Triplicate.fileinservicerecordatdutystation

MAEIIAECorpsSeeMarineCorpsManualPar11223
COASTGUARDSeePersonnelCircularNo30-60
AntFosCESeeAFR35-38orANGR35-38
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UNITEDSTATESMARINECORPS
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NoneClaimed

aNANbm0MwtneatmmmPvt Ia,o USMCRDeoSanDieeo California
88ExaminingSurgeon'sCertificate(Thiscertificationnolongerused.)
24ForandInconsiderationofthepayorwagesdueInthegradeswhichmayfromtimetotimebeassignedmedatingthecontin
uanceofmyserviceI doherebyacknowledgetohavevoluntarilyenlistedintheWiltsone)(I,,iTnitedStatesMarinaCorps
CAIR.eplfShCgnLatftstaS2arEd:LletztereaprivateandIagreetoandwithY. n v.~.a
anofficeroftheUnitedStatesMarineCorps(RE.W.xEcasfollows
25ToentertheserviceoftheUnitedStatesMarineCorpsandtoreporttosuchpostorstationoftheMarineCorpsasImay
beorderedtojoinandtotheutmostofmypowerandabilitydischargemyseveralservicesordutiesandbeineverythingcon
formableandobedienttotheseveralrequirementsandlawfulcommandsoftheofficerswhomaybeplacedoverma

Iobligeandsubjectmyselftoserveun (tMa awlStewto
lesssoonerdischargedbyproperauthorityI
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IntheeventofwarornationalemergencydeclaredbythePresidenttoexistduringmytermofserviceIobligeandsubject
myselftoserveuntil6monthsaftertheendofthatwarornationalemergencyifsorequiredbytheSecretaryoftheNavyunlessIvoluntarilyreenlistorextendmyenlistment
2$IamoflegalagotoenlistIhaveneverbeenfoundguiltyofacrimeexceptasslatedbymetotherecruitingofficerIhave
neverdesertedfromanyoftheArmedForcesoftheUnitedStatesandhaveneverbeendischargedtherefromforanyreason
otherthanrecordedherein

IunderstandthatuponenlistmentintheReserveoftheUnitedStatenMarineCorpsorupontransferorassignmentthereto
ImaynotbeorderedtoactivedutywithoutmyconsentexceptintimeofwarorwhenintheopinionofthePresidentanational
emergencyGalataorwhenotherwiseprescribedbylawandthatImayberequiredtoperformactivedutyduringsuchperiods

I HAVEHADTHISCONTRACTFULLYEXPLAINEDTOMEI UNDERSTANDITANDCERTIFYTHATNO
DURINGPROMISEOFEPNYKINDHASBEENMADETOMECONCERNINGASSIGNMENTTODUTYORPROMOTION

OathofEnlistment1desolemnlyswearletafarw)thatIwillbeartreefaithandelleglaantotheUnitedRotesofAmericathat1willservethewbesestlyandfaithfullyagainstalltheirenemieswhawsaeverandthatIwinobeytheordersofthePresidentoftheUnitedStatesandtheordersofetaeatersappointedevermeaccordingtorsgnlatiaesandtheUniformCedeofMlllIe
Jodie.And1dofartherswear(eecartelthatallatatswestsmN4ebywea sowgleanlathisrecordareearnest
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ExaminingSurgeon'sCertificate(Thiscertificationnolongerused.)
Forandinconsiderationofthepayorwagesdueinthegradeswhichmayfromtimetotimebeassignedmedosingthecontin
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ToentertheserviceoftheUnitedStatesMarineCorpsandtoreporttosuchpostorstationoftheMarineCorpsasImay

beorderedtojoinandtotheutmostofmypowerandabilitydischargemyseveralservicesordutiesandbeineverythingcon
formableandobedienttotheseveralrequirementsandlawfulcommandsoftheofficerswhomaybeplacedoverme
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IntheeventofwarornationalemergencydeclaredbythePresidenttoexistduringmytermofserviceIobligeandsobjest
myselftoserveuntil6monthsaftertheendofthatwarornationalemergencyiforrequiredbytheSecretaryoftheNavynnlesaIvoluntarilyreenlistorextendmyenlistment

IemoflegalagetoenlistIhaveneverbeenfoundguiltyofacrimeexceptasstatedbymetotherecruitingofficerIhave
neverdesertedfromanyoftheArmedForcesoftheUnitedStatesandhaveneverbeendischargedtherefromforanyreason
otherthanrecordedherein

IunderstandthatuponenlistmentintheReserveoftheUnitedStatesMarineCorpsorupontransferorassignmenttheretoImaynotbeorderedtoactivedutywithoutmyconsentexceptintimeofwarorwhenintheopinionofthePresidentanational
emergency(mistsorwhenotherwiseprescribedbylawandthatImayberequiredtoperformactivedutyduringsudsperiods

I HAVEHADTHISCONTRACTFULLYEXPLAINEDTOMEI UNDERSTANDITANDCERTIFYTHATNO
PROMISEOFANYKINDHASBEENMADETOMECONCERNINGASSIGNMENTTODUTYORPROMOTION
DURINGt 1SLISTMENT
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LOYALTYCERTIFICATEFORPERSONNELOFTHEARMEDFORCES

STANDARDSOFCONDUCT
1ConductwhichmaybeconsidereditsestablishingreasombleCr)Ad.ocsnd n?.ttmnoeiolmrMawterssd~Keisnon~Grounds(tarimposingappropr'atapenaltiesshallincludebutisnot smiwdlooof ofUmUMW

limitedtooneormoreofthefollowing lam..:olmcatobrimabet.anemicpolfsical"del
calSabmalItt.Pionape~.aaemr pepstioe+theell..ineimad

gmpbunath<is onsbastohmor.m,b4..ailor. seoob.iw.ramwhothewksrewiPtior nuns.eb..<marb winor.:bpnmWITre +edfsiO4t s nnre netsbescon IrlMangtowere*awactOkns,ne01ontom .b.nmobreda msmdNtoencourageseditiousoru<asonaEleop.uaos d.t werebetan ofarfArm.. r pdaaxiom snitiedtorMtulaaiWawa041edUnuMScum eica
MEMBERSHIPINORASSOCIATIONWITHCERTAINORGANIZATIONS

2 Associationswhichmaybeconsiderednoestablishingreasonablegroundsforimposingappropriatepenaltiesincludebutarenotlimitedmembershipi affiliationwithorsympatheticassociadonwithanyforeignordomesticorganizationassociationmovementgrouporcombinationofpersonshavingthefollowingcharacteristics
l.)whichmanionsanksopunieroradro.am.irhe

11)DenialtotinsanonRroupofPer.. clamo/perawithinthett.nedSumosermon+ubinrron,+insrisdin,onofam
rii

htrightwhichheFederalConuis1,tuanntwpprr.againmcmarbme breitherofbothhFederalandStanGovem

.momarborsaddmidisnnapadbyknee orWokeciw
fa)Altered.ofshemininglocoofmown..ofohUnitedSamooennnepeewniorndir.:anoftheminingnmmmiemindorpoliticalorderwithiniso1msodakewicehMiasmawaitrraidoffoes..iakn.moeioe.idmion

.(UWhichdi,ds..ibeiowtiptiooedaaionaeedbytheAnewGeneralof,aU.iadSsteanab...bunkfawncomm bwokeo dog wlhyrodedwcn appromgthe.ofanofloneviolenterpp theirri.humdertheCommonsofrhrUnitedStatesetaekingtoaltartinloanofPorenlnoftheUniadStatortwm0000h.imaal,wantwgardlww
ad / Wow.woodmenMamoftheone,ratforainfn140

3 OrganizationsdesignatedbytheAttorneyGeneralpursuanttoExecutiveOrder10450melistedbelow
CanmuninPantUSA.fnsubdi.isimrub AmericanPolishLeboCouncil CommFruernalharkssidfanad deli AmranPolishLwow ChinWelfaApqpm.aIlarCuminPoliticalA wbdiri+ion A RowaShipMin1 snoutsoftenChopinC1salCn.seEsid,andM,mnciodine CoxedAw Spa.i,bAidCr rcA ChianComminntokwEon&med.Alab,nuPeopleEdoc.l,unalAosoonsionAmerfcm.Ru.4naFremal Cit4emCanmfum/aMombridggee.a.FloridaPriesandEducationalLeague Amrrfcan.RunianInuimuNswYorkralmCitiesComminoeotsheUpperWenSideI.VrwOklahomaLeagueforPolincalEducation k.a.0 huA.rrirmRonisbums.Ste YwkCity)PmppliaFducationalsodPrrA.ocntiwof bfn.alRrlarLrrubrbrSieiC.,ml ChineEneep.yDeferContemn..Teaaa AmericanRusnnIn PhiladIpio Chia.P ensloops.VirginiaLosgueorPeople'sEdwin. AmmRussianInnseofSanFranck. CivilOleionSpeoumiogCo...hsmofVuunnCommunnrLniu AarmRussianInstituteofSoutherGlieor.faPi.sbn.Gil .Gauntwitnssftliaced.PraiamcludioeCivilRiabCommforTêVoter.AminD.riosoto1CivilRfmhyCam.ofNewYohColombiansConkCoordnotPmRepbliesEspanolaCocoasProDeesho+C,.fleCaaonisenroAbnlfshDiuriminationinMsnlandCees.ioeetoAidtheFighiinpSouthC..minnroDe<rdlbRightsandFreedomNPn.sb.d'aPolkicslhomeCa..n'uee/oaDemocoshFarEwerPolleyCamm,senf ConsthoanrlandPoliticalFrredan
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Colmesla W.MYouthFnerM.hipandCalsurallochanm
Cwi.nsoDnl.edMeritRiohardsmCamwlrensoupholdtheBullofRf..Ms
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956162130
{f302#0-33F1

Date

DearSir
4

.7

.who claimstohaveresidedat..- ._..__._

.
frls._ -------- to..___. andwhosefingerprintsandpommel

descriptionarerecordedherpo4anapplicantforenlistmentintheUnitedStates
...requestedthatthefollow informationbefurnishedfromyourfilesAreturnenvelopeisinclmmd.foryyour

i
.r

convenience C14>

llnclosure mReturnEnvelo t* C 5c
CLN.W.h.gOlkwl

CERECORDCHECK 017.0Vr.71
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SECURITYTERMINATIwNSTAEEENT
OFNAVFORM5511-14

HEADQUARTERSANDHEADQUARTERSSQUADRON
U S MARINECORPSAIRSTATION
ELTORO(SANTAANA)CALIFORNIA

I herebycertify that I haveconformedto the directives containedin the
U. S NavySecurityManualfor ClassifiedMatterandRegisteredPublication
Manualin that I havereturnedto the NavalEstablishmentall classified
matterwhichI havehadin mypossession

I further certify that I amnot retainingor takingawaywithmefrommy
placeof employment(du`T)anydocumentor thingcontainingor incorporating
informationaffectingthe NationalDefenseof otherbatter Clasaified Top
Secret Secret or Confidentialto whichI obtainedaccessduringmyemployment
(duty) in anymannerwhatsoever

I shall not hereafter in anymannerrevealor divulgeto an personanyin
formationaffectingthe NationalDefenseClassified TopSecret Secret or
Confidentialor whichI havegainedKnowledgeduringmayemployment(duty)
exceptas maybe hereafterauthorizedin writingbyofficials of the Naval
Establishmentempoweredto grant suchauthority

(If anyof the abovestatementscannottruthfully bemadethe word"not shall be strickenout of the appropriatesentenceanda full statementattachedheretoindicationin
detail the circumstanceswhichpreventthe makingof the state
mentin its original form includintthe namesof the persons
authorizingthe particular handlingof classified matter)

I  LEEHARVEYO63ALD1653230 havebeeninformedandamawarethat 18
U S C. 1946ed. Sup IV 792-797andthe Internal SecurityActof 195 pre
scribe severepenalties for unlawfullydivulginginformationaffecting the
NationalDefense I certify that I havereadandunderstandappendicesB D
E F andHof the U S NavySecurityManualfor Classifiedhatter I have
beeninformedandamawarethat certain categoriesof ReserveandRetired
personelloninactivedutycanbe recalledto duty underthe pertinentpro
visions of lawrelationgto e_chclass for trial by court-martialfcr unlawful
disclosureof information I havebeeninformedandan awarethat the making
of a wilfully false statementhereinrendersmesubjectto trial therefore as
providedby18U S C. 1946ed. Sup IV 1001

.A-14'c (J t e L
7

/'63-.72,30
(Full Name)/ (SerNo)

Officerin ChargeSeparationSection 11September1959
(Date)
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NOTICEOFOBLIGATEDSERVICEN.J(nr)t(tuataxo(wt-ettarowoolrr urtrat0-Matt,totsl INSTRUCTIONS
Mp. toeu.d,rr,ti.t
D,teiretroS.r.1RavedNook
D..m.roroCMC(CmNDOH)
ydteb.t.eommew
Qeebuttietrotoanointdine seemed
Zeuttee.ewdaM,.Adenot

1653230 PFC72
~"~ ''167411 Youhavingassumedthe -yearmilitaryserviceobligationprescribed

~~bb~y~~
lawuponyour((n4'hJ(enistment)inthe

U S MarinoCorps .56.(k~e({rfj w 24October 19Mend.1ArmedIewwau(.sv..taro+)
,//',, 24.and havingservedintheUnitedStatesMarineCorps(ItUetlyfrom October 1956 to

11//LLtt
September

~~~~~~~~//~JJ
 191-9arehereby(releasedfromactivedutyandtransferredtotheMarineCorpsReserve)

(1W11eW~~MirWAJtIr~R~~)/ortheremainderofthat_L-yearperiodwhichendson 8 December 1962

unlesssoonerdischargedDuringthatperiodyouaredeemedbylawtobeamemberoftheMarineCorpsReserveandwillbe

subjecttosuchtrainingand

~sertviicersyr/4as

isnowormayhereafter
~
beauthorizedbylawformembersoftheMarineCorpReserve

LYouare(assignedto)/ye4M/the (Ready)ati)W)/tReserveClain (III) Youarefurther(transferredto)

t(itila7(,fthe MarineAirReserveTrainingCommand
(Des.d(d(e)

addressofwhichI. NavalAir Station GlenviewIllinois
(Veit.cd,we.r6ws)

Youhavegivenyourfuturemailingaddressas 3124lest 5thstreet

ForthWorthTexas

ThisNoticeofObligatedServiceexecutedforandonbehalfoftheUnitedSlatsMarineCorpsat
11September 59.,19HEADQUARTERSANDHEADQUARTERSSQUADRONMARINECORPSAIRSTATIONELTORO(SANTAANA)CALIFORNIA

3y .1Mew.aae(wt.tiw)
,1S. Lt.USMC&

IherebyacknowledgereceiptofthisNoticeofObligatedService

saa.mtearsrsea )t c ~`~-Gd.-G / %y-Cifi

ThisistocertifythatacopyofthisNoticeofObligatedServicewasjj#yfxi,U)(deliveredto)themannamedabove
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LO M4.G 5CAIAF

eneeoatoxlenaotaa
li.'nu4z.4ondand rcutn'c&ons

Thispassportproperlyvisaedis validfor
travel in all countriesunlessOTHERWISE
RESTRICTEDIt is notvalidfortravelto or
inanyforeignstateforthepurposeofentering
orservinginthearmedforcesofsucha state

Thispassportis not validfortravelto the
followingareasundercontrolof authorities
withwhichthe UnitedStatesdoesnot have
diplomaticrelationsAlbaniaBulgariaand
thoseportionsofChinaKoreaandViet-Nam
underCommunistcontrol+ a

THISPAS T
11HOVALID0 TWIN` UNGARY
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SEE PAGE-6

I8Z

Embassyofthe UnitedStates ofAmerica
at Moscow_U.S.S.SMAY2+,1962
THIS PASSPORT1S AMENDEDTO
INCLUDEDAUGHTERJUNELEE

LWWrlNEMBASSY

IMM&NATESERVICENEWYORKN Y 33
ADMITTED

.JUN 131962}

.U.S.S.R
i

RENEWED 12w~
EXPIRES JUNEr'Lts

'1962
,r

anteW1/3'zo/ . p .r ,~.MIInur
'wool&nsa 'ROE-t;dNS~iL.wer.pt..YEs6Lgs o
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WARNING.ALTEWTIOMORMUTILATIONOPENTRIESIsPROHIBITED
DESCRIPTIVED1TA X ANE PAf~IXs

LEE HARVEYOSWALD
wi

,ti 1 . i j

/ X X SEE PAGE.
NciclT JMNw w . Vu u.r ..

rwrnnxs i` ~
NEWORLEANSLA

MlOCT S . _ SHIPPINGEXPORTAGENT.
w....Aw.w"461M

SEPT 7~7 `
99 1 _.--f
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RR1Nl:HOfARMEDFORCES SERVICENO
1653230

ORGANIZATION'.~1.i I\.~
Glenview Ill

----gone to 41y...:nowlec'te .. _.... -

DATEOFFNTRY
2b Oct 56
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I NAMEINFULL Lr:r Fin LIdJ/r
OSWALD Lee HarveyPLACEorIEMUeNCE StreetandNumberorRFDRoam

SELECTIVISRRVK.ENUMBER
QlJ A

* DADSOFRRIN
Test th St Oct 18 193931_2L

--n
---

_lageCityTouworViILr Zart Ceuwq Sbn ~f PLArForMOTH
Fort Worth.j Tarrvnt__Texas

b
 NewOrleans La_MAILING',MAIMtIldifferntF----mmpine".1rnLkPrt Srnrt.andNum orRFDRoute

CityThumorI'iUrgt Zowr

0 NI.MEAND1PPPEISIIFPIRMINY-IMlBILL1Lw.A,SKNOW\ON'RAI.IMEtS

Rpbort Oswald,-7313 _Davenport St. Ft
VMIh(3rc her)CUPITION I P N111'3Form,tsrvsIFRVtlERV.NDIPEPINSMEPMODt

Unen loyed ___0 FIRMOP1\TJ"\'llll'AlBlODOM1MPLI)1'It)

10PLACEDEFMPLIIVME\'TORRISISICS

FormApppprovedBudgetBureauNo33-8099.7
SSSFormNo1 (Revised(E-1I-58)

SELECTIVESERVICESYSTEM
REGISTRATIONCARD

"f

II ActivedutyIntheArmedForcesoftheUnitedStatesoracohelhgerentnationsinceSept16194
BRANCHOFARMEDFORCESORCOUNTRY SERVICENO

1653230
DATEOFSEPARATION

11 Sep 59
12Presentmembershipina reservecomponentoftheArmedForces

1IFATF
OPENTRY JGRADE
11 Se 59 Pfc

I affirmthatI haveseritiedtheforegoinganswersandthattheyaretrue
`v

I\Iee.ItNrrorrgntrrrtl
DESCRIPTIONOFREGISTRANT

13Colorofeyes3.1U.e Colorofhair4rPw^_Complexion. Height(appnoT.)._ . hl)! . m

Weight(approx.l150 Otherobviousphysicalcharactenstosthatwillaidinidentification

__None._ _ ...
I certifythatmyanswersaretruethatthepersonregisteredhasreadorhashadreadtohimhisownanswerthatI havewitnessedhissignatureormarkandthatallofhisanswersofwhichI haveknowledgearetrueexceptasfollows

$eP 11 19 9.~ti~LC"t~E~C(Vatso regntrati.R) \ (StgnatrrroLtegutrnr)
111 Fort Worth TexasRegistrarforLocalBoard...

(Number) ICrt)orown!)) /SPao) GPOInstb-ff,aw
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.NAMEOFAPPLICANT(Printortypo) j

NAMEOFFIRMORCORPORATION(Ifboxis.ntd farweofeither)
,5fiSF.%~ ///JQY /55/f C vd'19 CQOy/>i Yf F E

.e /ION / '4 7/ &S
NBIDOFBUSINESS

. w
BUSINESSADDRESS(No..tr..4andBone)

NOMEADDRESS(No.streetandson.)

DATECFAPPLICATION

v / /9'63
------------------------------------------------------------------

FOR

I

POSTMASTER

roVt

BOXOPENEDDATEBOXCLOSEDBOXNO
POSTOFFICE
USEONLY

.-1 19 2-3 5

APPLICANTPLEASENOTECpolomo.pltdetatioinotoofthlho.nisapplitin/cationanduat/nio.Ro!Ps))oolourriLnfner.tooomphwithallpool.ORiwbozw



1
a

BISNATUEOF CANT
X

`APIU
/,~thcA +~~ C~i

n
3

FOR
POSTOFFICE
USEONLY

DATEBOXOPENEDDATEBOX
CLOY

SOXNO

C19-1'252R'S1 ay/a

FDS (ry .
. ~.Jill~

0

DATEOFAPPLICATION

KINDOFBUSINESS

IqM[ADORES(No.ottmtandmaw)

3f/9 / -*.t' 7C/I'e 4V

(No..tr..t andRom)

320

APPLICANTPLEASENOTECompletionofthis.pplio.tionsigniAesyourwillingnesstocomplywith.11postalrulesrel.tintotherentingandu.eofPoetOARceboxes
NAMEOFAPPLICANT(Printortype)

(FE// (?s
NAMEOFFIRMORCORPORATION(IfboxI rentedforowof.1ther)

BUSINESSADDRESS(No.attestandsaw.)

Pat INITIALSOFCLERKINITIALSaFCARRIERPor OAoeU.OnI) BOXNO./.ENTEREDINDIRECTORY
( Lt r~ r~

THEFOLLOWINGMUSTBECOMPLETEDANDSIGNEDBEFOREP.OBOXISASSIGNED
.DELIVERMAILINACCORDANCEWITH

IN`g~7R/7O/C~IONS
CHECKEDBELOW

MAILADORMSEDQ DALLEXCEPTELIVERYINlOSPECIAL DELIVERYINBOXSPECIAL ALYOTHERMAILTOBEroDELIBOXISTOSEPLACEDINVEREDASADORESSED.ROTHERINSMUCTKNIS(Eoplin)
SPECIALDELIVERYMAILONLY(D.Iinrascheckedbelow)

DELIVERTOLOCALRESIDENCEAT Q DELIVERTOLOCALBMW=AOOREESAT

(NK..tr..t and.one)
NAMESOFPERSONSENTITLEDTORECEIVEMAILTHROUGHBOX(IIDex4rentedfo BrmIaafMd.tMallnameofm ewholit.mb.rsnwhwhowm.il4 toWJ.lo.dinbox.)nbox.)

HAVEREADITEMSITHROUGHSABOVEAND X at ,4.i
IQ WILLCOMPLYWITHTHEM IS(gn.ture of.ppUunt)
JULY15601093 APPLICATIONFORPOST5f{JCEBOX

.ON.r.Tn11nIN07ICH1H74SFT / 7

JFK EXHIBrrF.496
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JFK EXHIBITF-509

PAYEEMUSTENDOw.tBELOWON LINEMARKED"PAYEE

OWNERSHIP THISORDERMAYBE TRANSFERREDTO ANOTHER
PERSONOR FIRMIF THt PAYEEWILLWRITETHENAMEOF SUCH
PERSONORFIRMON THELINEU"ARKED"PAYTO BEFOREWRITING
HISOWNNA ON THESECONDLINE MORETHANONE ENDORSE
MENTISPROHIBITEDBYLAWBANK-"AMPSARENOTREGARDEDAS
ENDORSEMENTS



JFK EXHIBITF-501

EMPLOYEE'SWITHHOLDINGEXEMPTIONCERTIFICATEIotonot sonde > SocialSecurityPrintfullname ... I/.1.Y A K-.._.r..AceomtNumber. '..j ".~'.. `37........
Printlameaddress2~iS f e s7 s.T City. /.Cr.Zone .State . .$.S. ..Z ..~S
EMPLOYEE HOWTOCLAIMYOURWITHHOLDINGEXEMPTIONS.FlleIhhltmtwllh1 IfSINGLEandyouclaimanexemptionwritethefigure"I . ........your441031rOlh
hold S htmme

2 IfMARRIEDoneexemptioneachisallowableforhusbandandwifeifnotclaimedonanothercertificate
.btom a If chinsbothoftheseexemtionsritetheft "2holdUS S

~
);:u' P 8

taxfromyourtides b If claimoneoftltcsccxctnptionswritewtlafigureure
.b withoutexemption r Ifyouclaimneitheroftheseexemptionswrite"0

EMPLOYER3 Exemptiopsforageandblindness(applicableonlytoyouandyourwifebutnottodependents)
.KeepthiscetUR (a)Ifyouoryourwifewillbe63yearsofageorolderattheendoftheyearandyouclaimthisexemption

ualswithyourrte write"1"ifbothwillbe63orolderandyouclaimbothoftheseexemptionswrite"2
erds.IIthettnptoyee(b)Ifyouoryourwifeareblindandyouclaimthisexemptionwritethefigure"1"ifbothareblind
Isbelievedb have andyouclaimbothoftheseexemptionswritethefigure"2Is

,dtoentanyex4 Ifyouclaimexemptionsforoneormoredependentswritethenumberofsuchexemptions(Donotclaim
emptlemtheDls exemptionforadependentunlessyouarequalifiedunderinstruction4onotherside.)
hadDirectorshouldS Addthenumberofexemptionswhichyouhaveclaimedaboveandwritethetotal
betoadvised 6 AdditionalwithholdingperpayperiodunderagreementwithemployerSeeInstruction1.R
I(
CERTIFY~~tt,ha__t,,..t,h/ee

erofwithholdinggexemptionsclaimedonthiscertifiate.doesooexceedt numbertowhichIamentitl
(Date)..~ . 19,7 .u.teaesae-s(Signed)..~:ti:~'a..!J'/r"~..~.~i
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..SASL-NCTC D.C. /yOV.9.I90
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sirs]
Thisis to informyouof reoenteventssineemmymootingwithcomrade

!Wotanis the EmbassyOf the SovietUnionMexicoCity Mexico

I wastctableto remainin Mexicoindefiaily b.satisoof ay mezlooa

visa rootriotians whichwasfor I daysonly I amidnot take a Ghana

on rsssstine a nswvisa unless I u..d myreal nano so I rstured to this

U t.d States

I?badnot plannedto contastthe Sovietembassyin Mexicoso they
warsiwprsporedhad I beenable to rsaoh thg &mist FSebas.yin

a plsnned,theembassythere wouldhavehadtine to oonpl.t our business

Cf eorsethe Soviet*abase via 7notat fault th y wire,.as I sayon.

pr.pared,theCubanconsulatewasguilty of a grossbrsaohof regulations,.
1 a+i;lad h has since boonreplced~

ihs FederalBurectof Invsstiption is not nowinterested in my
activities in the progressiveorganisation Fair PlayForCubaCommittee',,.
-of which'I wassecretaryin Ksw011eans(stateLouisiana)sine I no loagsr
reside-in-that stmt. Howeverthe IFB.I ha. vi.tsd us here in Dallas,To:as
oa:aovab.r 1st Agent,JanesP Hastyweanedmethat it I enppd in P.P.C.O

activities in Teas the F 8 I will againtalc ansint.rrost! in m..
"Thisagentalso'sugp.t.ds to Marina1:iohilayerathat shecauid

soma*in the UnitedStates milerP.B.I 'prot.etton'/"that is she-could
dsfsot..fron:theSovietUlan,of coup. I andmywit..trongljr protested_

thesiytictiasby the notoriousF.B.I.

'"'Please informus of U.-arrival of our
i

as theycons.

Aee this is to informyouof the birth onOctober20 1963of aALICE=HARMOSYALDin CdU.LSTE.TJ.S.to mywif.
Res 1

JFK EXHIBITF-502
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JFK EXHIBITF-505A

u.s 1.Oilc?SJAPAN
(IL $)

IDEN'L'IFICATIONCARD
(A t 13)

Mont('g )
OSWALDSLELH

S.N.-(tq) ""_1Grade( m)
WT 653230

r)rgan,aallon( /h Al AA~
MACS-1MA(3-1118tMAW

9lanal,r
(AA x)

JZQ .~ T '.el.h
FIC.I& Un YJI.A1me.AOiambCM.a7e4100Y

Datao 'Inks t a)
18 Ooteber 1939

,a
uance >t It 4 )

8 May 1958
analureo lamingOfficer( ~ Q # )

_ ~ a Adjutant
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f FAIRPLAYFORCUBACOMMITTEE
NEWORLEANSCHAPTER

L H! OSWALD_
Name

! / 61f
/)

SJU u15 1963(),7/4/ eZ _
Issued Chapter President

(Reverse side is blank.)

JFK EXHIBITF-505B



SEIJ.CTIVESERVICESYSTEM
REGISTRATIONC[RTI/ICATL

1%I INNItlOCIRHttNatINAICOIDANCIINIIIt.tUCmtIA..Ktu

NnNY.iN..M.1Altql r

OSWALD

COLOROrEYAt Iiluo

COMPLEXIONmod

HEIGHT.TT. ~~ IN

COLOROfNAIRBrn

WEIGHT.150

(LOCAL1WIOWW1
THELAWREQUIRESYOUTONAYSTHISCINTWICATEINYOURPERSONALPOSSESSION
ATAUTINESFORIDENTIFICATIONANDTONOTIFYYOURLOCALBOARDOFANY
CHANGEOfADDRESS AMO:11W.0-711011

TEXASLOCALBOARDNO114
SELECTIVECERv10ESYSILM
RMY~ ::,LA v ALAIj
FORTW..d.:11Ifa.S

Lee Harvey
.1 Meltu.a beeallm.o fuseum.)

SELECTIVESERVICENO PY/AIMR~A61111
.t~?~ 312 eat th SIIMIE.CEAT1[11111.T11RNormIrI Ar.1Fort worth .e

7 Tarrant hex
-:1 (ave. rf 1939("")New U01-Ana

WASP LVREGISTEREDONTHE .DAY9E_Sept"..n 59

.II mammaw mu

JFK EXHIBITF-505C



JFK EXHIBITF-505D

YOUWILLWANTTOKNOW

Thiscardmaybewadal say(piracyofIlselibrary
systemandmustbeprowledwhensolinganymas.
riolsoutofthelibraryTencantswillbechargedtara
temporaryidentilicotionloanIItheborrower'scardIs
notpresented
EachborrowsIsheldraspondblaforall materials
drownonhiscardandforallchargesaccruingon
thesome

SBerrow.rwillpleasNotifythelibraryofaftychange(1address
THEBORROWERISADVISEDNOTTOLINOHIS

CARDTOANYONE

L VawolA Mr_ Law xArvey-
htArh...hU -Elah@_th ___.._
CItyDDu$_. 2ona_.-.Rhos --

Signaler r c.
AchimSame

Cit~rs __...2one--__Piton
SchoolorRu,in../.gJag8.ere-CCiles-Stoval
Nam._RTBOkL Bol911__..__.--....
Home

~_F.ore s.Dr.l'bane .3,.2?!-7 -65
.DALLASPUBLICLIBRARY Or

(U Re Sid.I
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Mr KLEIN For the record there are certain documents in that
group of documents which have already been introduced as com
mittee exhibits and they are JFK committee exhibits F-183 F-184
F-400A F-401 F-402 F-407 and F-408

Mr McNally do you recognize those documents
Mr McNALLY Yes I do
Mr KLEIN Did the entire panel have an opportunity to view

those documents
Mr McNALLY They did
Mr KLEIN Did the panel members after examining those docu

ments come to any conclusions with respect to those documents
Mr McNALLY Yes they did
Mr KLEIN Would you please tell the committee what they con

cluded
Mr McNALLY The conclusion of the panel was that the writing

on all of these original documents was all done by the same indi
vidual That also included a number of photographs and photo
reproductions We also concluded these were done by the same
individual However a word of caution must be introduced here
because there are four or five of these documents which were only
photo reproductions or photographs examined and compared with
the other writings These photographs of course cannot be exam
ined with the same detail that the original document can be and
there is always some possibility that there are some alterations or
something on these particular photographs which cannot be deter
mined because they are not the original document

There is only one document on which we jointly could not arrive
at any specific conclusion and that is the so-called note JFK
exhibit F-506 That particular document is a very fuzzy reproduc
tion and that particular reproduction we could not make any defi
nite determination as to whether or not it was the same writing as
all the other writings examined and compared and determined to
be from the same individual

Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman I should state for the record that in
every case the staff attempted to get an original document for the
panel and only in those cases where no original existed or an
original could not be located were photocopies used

Mr McNally is it the conclusion of the panel that in all cases
where original documents were provided they were written by the
same person

Mr McNALLY It is
Mr KLEIN At this time Mr McNally I would like to draw your

attention to the following documents In each case I would ask that
you take the document out of the group of documents before you
First the examination of the applicant by the recruiting officer
which is marked JFK F-480 and dated October 24 1956

Mr McNALLY Right
Mr KLEIN Second the declaration requesting U.S citizenship be

revoked JFK F-488 dated November 3 1959
Mr McNALLY Right
Mr KLEIN Third the New Orleans Police Department finger

print card JFK F-400 dated August 9 1963
Mr McNALLY Right
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Mr KLEIN Four the application for Cuban visa JFK F-408
dated September 27 1963

Mr McNALLY Right
Mr KLEIN Last the application for employment JFK F-503

dated October 15 1963
Mr McNALLY Right
Mr KLEIN Mr McNally the first document was signed when

Lee Harvey Oswald joined the Marines in 1956 The second docu
ment was written and signed when he was in the Soviet Union in
1959 The third document was signed when he was arrested in New
Orleans in August of 1963 the fourth document was signed when
he was in Mexico City in September of 1963 and the fifth docu
ment was signed when he returned to Dallas in October of 1963

All of the documents are signed either Lee Harvey Oswald or
Lee H Oswald In the opinion of the panel were all of these
documents signed by the same person

Mr McNALLY It is
Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman I would ask that the following

blowups marked JFK F-480A F-488A F-400A F-408A F-503A be
received as committee exhibits and shown to the witness

Chairman STOKESWithout objection they may be received
[JFK exhibits F-480A F-488A F-400A F-408A and F-503A are

enlargements of JFK exhibits F-480 F-488 F-400 F-408 and
F-503 which were previously entered.]

Mr KLEIN Mr McNally perhaps if you walked over to the easel
it would be easier for you to see these blowups Do you recognize
these blowups Mr McNally

Mr McNALLY I do
Mr KLEIN Are they fair and accurate representations of the

original documents examined by the panel
Mr McNALLY They are
Mr KLEIN Would you please explain to the committee using the

blowups why the panel concluded that these five documents were
written by the same person

Mr McNALLY We examined and compared the signatures on all
five of these particular documents In the examination comparison
of these particular signatures the first part of the examination was
a determination as to whether or not all of these signatures agreed
in their general characteristics That would be insofar as the skill
of the writing is concerned the slant of the writing the propor
tions of the letters one to each other particularly the small letters
in height as to the capital letters the lateral placement of the
letters within the names which make up the particular signatures
the alinement of the various names of the signatures in relation
ship to each other

What is more specifically we examined and compared the indi
vidual letters which make up the signatures Lee Harvey Oswald
and Lee H Oswald as to whether or not they agree essentially in
design form and their configuration

Throughout all of the signatures we found that first of all
insofar as the general writing pattern of the signatures was con
cerned those characteristics that were mentioned all of these sig
natures agreed
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In the second part of the signature comparison a much more
specific examination as to individual letter design we found also
that the signatures agreed

There are some variations which occur among all of these signa
tures and this is to be expected in normal handwriting particular
ly handwritting written over a period of time that stretched from
1956 all the way over here on this particular document from 1959
and 1963

There is a slight variation which occurs of course as I men
tioned indicating normalcy but the writings are consistent one
with the other

The writing of the first name Lee on the 1956 document and here
the writing of "Lee in 1959 one is the same as the other

The fluent writing pattern that we have in 1956 is repeated in
1959 repeated in 1963 and again over here in 1963

There is some slight variation between the capital "H of Harvey
here and the capital "H of Harvey in the 1959 document Howev
er the basic construction of the "H in the interior formation here
particularly at the lower right in 1956 and 1959 agreed The same
construction of "H in 1963 in the New Orleans fingerprint form
and this is similar to the writing of the "H on the 1959 document

We have that same construction of "H over here on the Cuban
visa in 1963 and the same construction back over here in 1963 on
the employment application

On two of these documents we have the name Harvey written
out that is in 1956 and in 1959 and the interior construction of "a
r-v-e-y of the 1956 document and the 1959 document agrees There
is some slight variation here in the 1956 document We have a
comeback on the lower loop of the "y and here in the 1959
document the "y just goes straight down but this is a normal
variation nothing inconsistent about it

In the writing of Oswald on the 1956 document the construction
here in the writing of that particular word agrees with those in
1959 Again a slight variation in the fact that the "o continues on
to the "s in the 1956 document and there is a slight hiatus
between the "o and "s in the 1959 document

When we come to the fingerprint form here we have the same
construction on this fingerprint form The "o joins the "s flows
right into the "s as found on this form in 1956

We have that followed through the same as the 1956 form the
"o joins the "s on the Cuban visa and the same thing occurs on
the employment application The slight hiatus between the "o and
"s on the 1959 form is a normal variation of the individual's
handwriting

In all of these you will note the ending "1-d combination On all
five of these combinations the "1 is always smaller than the "d
The "d is an odd form in 1956 Here the "d comes back a little
farther down to the line of writing again a normal variation Here
we have the "d in 1963 in a fingerprint form akin to the "d over
here in the 1956 form

The writing of the "d again here agrees with the "d as written
on the fingerprint form in 1956 and here we have an affectation
on the employment application where there is a little flourish on
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the "d but again the basic construction of this "d is taller than
the preceding "1 and largely agrees with the other four signatures

Since all of these signatures conformed in both general and
specific characteristics.there are no significant differences among
them.we came to the conclusion that all five of these signatures
were written by one and the same individual

Again with that slight caveat here that this is a photograph of
an original signature We did not have the opportunity to examine
and compare the original However from this photograph and the
examinations that can be conducted of it the writing pattern is
free fluent easy no indications of abnormalities no hesitation no
tremor is in basic agreement with the other four signatures and
therefore we conclude that all five signatures emanate from the
same individual

Mr KLEIN For the record the caveat you are speaking of was

applicable to the Cuban visa application
Mr McNALLY That is right because it is not an original docu

ment and cannot be examined microscopically
Mr KLEIN Is there any evidence to indicate any of these docu

ments were forged or altered
Mr McNALLY There is none
Mr KLEIN At this time would you please be seated Mr McNally

I would now direct your attention to exhibit JFK F-504 which is a
microfilm reproduction of an order form to Klein's Sporting Goods
Co for a rifle plus the envelope in which the order form was sent
and JFK F-509 which is a money order made out to Klein's
Sporting Goods Co. both of which documents have the name Hidell
on them

Mr McNALLY I have both of them
Mr KLEIN JFK F-504 and F-509 do you recognize those docu

ments
Mr McNALLY I do
Mr KLEIN Did the entire panel have an opportunity to examine

those documents
Mr McNALLY They did
Mr KLEIN Did the panel reach a conclusion with respect to

those documents
Mr McNALLY They did
Mr KLEIN What was that conclusion
Mr McNALLY That JFK exhibit F-504 and F-509 were written

by the same person again with the caveat JFK exhibit F-504 is a
photo reproduction of a microfilm

Mr KLEIN The document which is marked F-509 the money
order is an original document is it not

Mr McNALLY It was yes
Mr KLEIN And your conclusion is they were written by the

same person who wrote the other documents
Mr McNALLY That is right
Mr KLEIN I would ask at this time Mr Chairman that blowups

marked JFK F-504A and F-509A be received as exhibits and
shown to the witness

Chairman Stokes Without objection they may be received in the
record at this point
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[JFK exhibits F-504A and F-509A are enlargements of JFK ex
hibits F-504 and F-509 which were previously entered.]

Mr KLEIN Once again Mr McNally would you go to the easel
please Do you recognize these blowups sir

Mr McNALLY I do
Mr KLEIN What are they blowups of
Mr McNALLY These are blowups of the original photo reproduc

tion In the case of this particular blowup here this is an enlarge
ment of JFK exhibit F-504 and this enlargement of the postal
money order in an enlargement-

Mr KLEIN Is that the money order
Mr McNALLY Yes F-504 and the money order is F-509
Mr KLEIN Are these blowups fair and accurate representations

of the documents examined by the panel
Mr McNALLY They are
Mr KLEIN Using the blowups would you explain why the panel

reached its conclusion
Mr McNALLY We examined and compared the writings on the

microfilm reproduction with the original postal money order issued
as payable to Klein's Sporting Goods The same process of course
was involved an examination and comparison of the general writ
ing characteristics which appear on this microfilmed reproduction
versus the writing which appears on the U.S postal money order

The writing pattern on both of these documents is the same the
same degree of skill the same slant pattern The writing has a
continuity and a cohesion a continuous flow in the formation of
"Hidell "Dallas Texas, "Klein's, "Chicago Illinois. It flows
right along in the same manner as we have in the writing flow on
the postal money order

The individual letter designs that occur in the writing of the
name and the address and the names and addresses on the micro
film reproduction and the writing of the various letters on the
postal money order correspond

In both instances on the microfilmed reproduction here we have
a parallel the writing of "Hidell here in the top of the microfilm
and the "A Hidell, which occurs over here on the postal money
order The writing construction in both instances is the same just
a slight variation in the "H in "Hidell in the microfilm reproduc
tion but the rest of the writing conforms to the writing "A Hidell
on the U.S postal money order

In the writing of "Dallas Texas, this particular writing pattern
here in the upper left-hand corner agreed with the writing of
"Dallas Texas, over here on the U.S postal money order

The variation occurring here is that in the return address on the
postal money order a small "t has been used versus a capital "T
utilized down here

In this "Texas here in the writing of the "x-a-s right in this
portion here just following the "x there is a slight hitch almost
like a small undotted "i That same formation occurs over here
just before the "a here a little hitch in the writing pattern

The overall writing on both the microfilm and on the postal
money order correspond to the extent that we came to the conclu
sion both were written by the same individual again with that
caveat that this is a reproduction As a matter of fact this if from
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a microfilm and it has been blown up from the microfilm itself so
that it lacks clarity and detail But the impression gotten from
examining this particular document and comparing it with the
writing of the original document the postal money order is that
the writing flows The line quality of that on this document and
that on the postal money order corresponds the letter designs
correspond There is no significant difference between the writing
on the microfilm and the writing we have in the money order or
the writing we have here for instance on the employment applica
tion

Further the hand printing on this particular form here which
was laid over the envelope when it was recorded this hand print
ing "A Hidell Post Office Box 2915 Dallas Texas, corresponds to
that which we have in this employment application and also a
letter which backed up this employment application specifically
some writing in the lower left-hand corner of that letter

We did conclude again (with that slight caveat) that the writing
of the microfilm in both the script writing here and the hand print
here were written by the same individual who wrote out the postal
money order and the employment application

Mr KLEIN Was there any evidence to indicate that either of
these documents were forged or altered

Mr McNALLY From the examinations that could be made abso

lutely no evidence
Mr KLEIN At this time I would again ask that you be seated
I would direct your attention to the document marked JFK

F-506 dated November 8 1963
Mr McNALLY I have it
Mr KLEIN Do you recognize that document
Mr McNALLY I do
Mr KLEIN For the record could you read that document please
Mr McNALLY In the upper right-hand corner is the date Novem

ber.N-o-v 8 1963 "Dear Mr Hunt I would like information con
cerning".c-o-n-c-e-r-d-i-n-g."concerning my position I am asking
only for information I am suggesting that we discuss the matter
fully before any steps are taken by me or anyone else Thank you
Lee Harvey Oswald

Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman I should state for the record that a
copy.not the original but a copy.of the document was sent in
1975 to an author of a book on the Kennedy assassination It was
sent anonymously and he allowed the panel to see the copy that he
had of that document I would ask that the blowup marked JFK
F-506A be received as a committee exhibit and shown to the wit
ness

Chairman STOKES Without objection it has been received as a
committee exhibit and entered into the record at this point

[JFK exhibit F-506A is an enlargement of JFK exhibit F-506
which was previously entered.]

Mr KLEIN Is that a fair and accurate representation of the
document you have before you

Mr McNALLY It is
Mr KLEIN Once again I would ask that you walk over to the

easel please
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Using the blowup will you explain why the panel could not
reach a conclusion with respect to that document

Mr McNALLY The reason we could not reach any conclusion
regarding this particular document is number 1 this of course is a
photo reproduction It is a peculiar type of photo reproduction in
the fact that we have a photo reproduction yet at the same time it
has some of the characteristics of being photo reproduced from a
microfilm enlargement which was originally out of focus So that
on this particular document here.and I made the original slide
from which this enlargement was made.the photo reproduction
was quite fuzzy This is an extremely good reproduction of that
particular fuzzy original photo reproduction

In this particular case it is so fuzzy that an accurate examination
could not be made of it The feature about this document.as it
relates to the other documents as written containing the name Lee
Harvey Oswald and all the other writing that we have here.is
that this document itself although the writing pattern or the
overall letter designs are consistent with those as written on the
other documents this is much more precisely and much more
carefully written

There is no great deviation from the writing of Oswald insofar as
individual letter design forms are concerned However it is the
method of writing that is so precise and so careful it is a little bit
out of the ordinary from most of the writing that I have seen

Strangely enough getting down to the signature of this particu
lar document a part of the signature agrees with the signature of
Oswald or the other writings we have signed "Lee Harvey Oswald,
and part of it does not agree with his Insofar as the original or the
beginning writing "Lee that corresponds to "Lee as written by
Lee Harvey Oswald throughout the bulk of the signatures we have
seen

In the writing of the middle name Harvey to begin with the
"H comes way over here to the left-hand side and is sort of
pointed It comes to a type of triangle which is flattened at the top
and that particular type of "H we do not find in any of the
signatures of Lee Harvey Oswald

Another peculiar feature here also is the fact that though not all
of the signatures of Mr Oswald are signed "Lee Harvey Oswald,
there are seven or eight where we do have the name "Lee Harvey
Oswald signed in full and in none of them do we have a mispell
ing In this particular signature "H-a and we have a little slurring
off here and a "v and a "y So that part of this signature is
missing and that does not occur in any of the other Oswald signa
tures

Again in the writing of the latter part of "Oswald, very unusual
in all of the Oswald signatures that we have seen In this particu
lar instance the "d is smaller and much more precise than the
preceding "1. This is another characteristic which does not occur
consistently in the other Oswald signatures So a suspicion is
aroused by the fact that this is an extremely precise type of writing
even though it does agree basically with the overall writing charac
teristics of the previous Oswald writings And a suspicious circum
stance in the fact that that middle name "Lee Harvey differs
significantly in the "H, in the misspelling of the word and a
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slight aberration in the lower part of the "y and in the latter part
of the signature "Oswald. And for these reasons we were unable
to come to any firm conclusion regarding this particular document
It is suspicion although we are not able to accurately determine
that it is specifically a forgery and at the same time not able to
accurately determine whether or not it corresponds to all of the
other writings that we have identified

Mr KLEIN Thank you
Mr Chairman I have no further questions
Chairman STOKESThank you counsel
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Michigan Mr Sawyer

for such time as he may consume
Mr SAWYER Well I assume with the exception of the document

that is now being displayed the Hunt letter the committee or the
panel was unanimous on all of these other decisions

Mr McNALLY They were
Mr SAWYER Were there some of the panel who felt that that

Hunt letter was written by the same person as the others were
Mr KLEIN No we were pretty much in agreement on that not

sure of it suspicious of that particular document It stood out quite
frankly like a sore thumb

Mr SAWYER There was unanimity in the suspicion I assume
Mr McNALLY There was
Mr SAWYER I think that is all I have Thank you Mr Chair

man
Chairman STOKES The time of the gentleman has expired The

gentleman from North Carolina Mr Preyer
Mr PREYER No questions Thank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKESThe gentleman from the District of Columbia

Mr Fauntroy
Mr FAUNTROYThank you Mr Chairman
Mr McNally I simply have two questions The first is In the

handwriting analysis which you have done on the first three docu
ments you have pointed up to what extent might handwriting
machines reproduce signatures that would defy detection

Mr McNALLY I do not think they defy detection What you get
with a handwriting machine is actually an imitation-

Mr FAUNTROYCertainly
Mr McNALLY [continuing] Where you get.it has to have a

model to follow so that actually what would occur is that you get a
slavish imitation of say an original signature But with all of
these writings we have a normal variation there is no slavish
imitation As a matter of fact you don't even get a situation among
these particular signatures where if you wrote like 5 or 10 signa
tures in a row you get a very very close similarity In these
particular cases here we have a very good sample of an inconsist
ent pattern of handwriting which is actually very consistent It all
tends to follow a certain theme of writing There is no.none of
these signatures which are actually very much like the other
signature in the fact that they fit together.there is no deviation
whatsoever There is always that slight variation there which is
strongly indicative of normality and authenticity
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Mr FAUNTROYSo that you conclusion is that it could not have
been done using machines otherwise you would have detected the
precise copying of the signatures as on all three documents

Mr McNALLY Right It has in there a carelessness about it
which you do not see in any machine-made signature

Mr FAUNTROYAll right thank you
The second question has to do with the Hunt letter there Assum

ing that that is a forgery how would you put together such a
forgery Is it possible for a person to so analyze the writing of
another person as to reproduce it in reasonable facsimile

Mr McNALLY Oh yes As a matter of fact we had a famous case
some years ago where there was pages and pages of writing repro
duced in the so-called Irving-Hughes situation back in the seven
ties It was very difficult at that time to determine whether it was
good or bad

Mr FAUNTROY What is the peculiar capability required to do
that Are there persons who are particularly skilled at forgery in
that kind of detail that kind of length

Mr McNALLY Yes there are As a matter of fact they exist all
over You have them in the criminal field where let's say with a
quick study you could turn out something like this particularly
since Oswald's general writing pattern is simple and tends to be
rather legible and to turn out something like that would be not
particularly difficult The strange feature is that if you turn out
something like that then to get down into one of the more impor
tant aspects of the signature and turn up with a misspelling

Mr FAUNTROYYes Thank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKES The time of the gentlemen has expired The

gentleman from Connecticut Mr McKinney
Mr MCKINNEY Thank you Mr Chairman
I will be very brief I just wanted to emphasize the points you

made on the signature Looking at the various different exhibits
that we have that show the signature Lee Harvey Oswald most of
them from the Marine Corps loyalty oaths so on and so forth
Harvey is always spelled correctly Right

Mr McNALLY It is
Mr MCKINNEY And in full And in fact in looking at them as a

novice in this there isn't even really a runoff from one letter to
the other Each letter is quite distinct

Mr McNALLY Generally there is yes sir
Mr MCKINNEY Isn't it also true that in almost every signature

that we have when Oswald is written the "d is at least say a
fourth higher than the "1 at the very end at the crown of the "d,
or whatever you call it

Mr McNALLY Yes it tends to rise disproportionately above the
.1

Mr MCKINNEY Whereas it does not appear-
Mr McNALLY It is quite smaller
Mr MCKINNEY That is all I have
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
The gentleman from Indiana Mr Fithian
Mr FITHIAN Thank you
I have but one question On balance this Hunt letter do you find

more similarities or dissimilarities overall in comparison to the
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other writings or letters words that all seem to agree in the other
documents

Mr McNALLY The peculiar feature about this is in the situa
tion.which arouses suspicion.is that it is better than most of the
others It really is like almost a classic example particularly the
body of the letter the writing on the other Oswald letters except
written much better and much more precisely In effect what I am

trying to say is that what you have here is a great deal of care was
taken in the writing of this particular document whereas most of
the writings that I find in all of the other previous writings they
are quite carelessly and sloppily written There are no significant
dissimilarities in the body of this particular letter the context
until you come down to the signature

Mr FITHIAN And are you saying then you are unable to render
a decision on this

Mr McNALLY That is right In this particular case the original
would necessarily have to be checked It could very well be a
situtation where this thing has been patched together from original
writing of Oswald It can be done using a photo reproduction
process

Mr FITHIAN Is it your opinion that it is a fake
Mr McNALLY No I am not certain on this particular document
Mr FITHIAN Thank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
Mr McNally now as you are concluding your testimony before

this committee you are entitled under our rules to a period of 5

minutes if you so desire to explain or expand upon your testimony
in any way I extend to you such time if you desire it at this time

Mr McNALLY I will take only a minute
Chairman STOKESSure
Mr McNALLY What we have here and what we have examined

and compared was writing which covered a period from 1956 until
1963 And over that period of time in all of these particular docu
ments and just to restate what I have said before it was our
considered opinion all three members of the panel that all of the

original documents were written by one and the same individual
The photo reproductions with the exception of the so-called Hunt
letter in our opinion again with the caveat that they are photo
reproductions and cannot be microscopically examined that we feel
that these letters were written by the same individual in other
words Lee Harvey Oswald The Hunt letter because of the circum
stances surrounding it it is extremely poor reproduction and also
because of the circumstances surrounding.the suspicion surround
ing the signature we were unable to make any definite decision
regarding that particular letter

Chairman STOKES Thank you very much Mr McNally On
behalf of the committee I want to express our appreciation both to
you and to the other members of this destinguished panel on which
you served for the services that you have rendered to the House
and to this committee We thank you very much for your service

Mr McNALLY Thank you sir
Chairman STOKESThank you
The Chair recognizes Professor Blakey
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Mr BLAKEY Thank you Mr Chairman Another way the com
mittee has tried to shed light on the so-called two-Oswald mystery
is by comparing photographs taken over the years of the man
identified as Lee Harvey Oswald photographs taken when he was
in the Marines after his return from the Soviet Union and during
the period he was detailed at the Dallas police headquarters on
November 22 to November 24 1963

To try to determine if the photographs in question show the
same person the committee asked a panel of anthropologists to
study them to see if the shape and structural features of the face
match from photo to photo Mr Chairman before proceeding with
an analysis of the photographs it is necessary that we note and
take testimony on an issue that has been raised about one of them
the photograph of Oswald when he was in the Marines In it the
head appearing before a height chart appears to be disproportion
ate in length leading some critics to claim it had been doctored
Sergeant Cecil Kirk director of the mobile crime lab of the Metro
politan Police Department in Washington D.C. is here to discuss
that aspect of the photo in question

Sergeant Kirk will also address alleged differences in Oswald's
height as he appeared in different photographs The committee will
recall that Sergeant Kirk has already testified in these hearings It
would be appropriate at this time Mr Chairman to call Sergeant
Kirk

Chairman STOKESThe committee calls Sergeant Kirk
Good morning Sergeant Kirk You have previously testified and

you have been sworn-
Sergeant KIRK That is right
Chairman STOKES[continuing] In these proceedings and you un

derstand you are still under the same oath
Sergeant KIRK Yes sir I do
Chairman STOKES Thank you The Chair recognizes counsel Mi

chael Goldsmith
Mr GOLDSMITHThank you Mr Chairman

FURTHER TESTIMONY OF SGT CECIL KIRK DIRECTOR
MOBILE CRIME LABORATORY METROPOLITAN POLICE DE
PARTMENT WASHINGTON D.C
Mr GOLDSMITHSergeant Kirk I would ask you to refer to what

has been marked as JFK Exhibit F-166 which is the enlargement
showing Lee Harvey Oswald on the left and I would like to ask
you what issue did this photograph present to the photographic
evidence panel

Sergeant KIRK Yes sir This is the photograph that was taken
by the U.S Marine Corps induction center at the time Lee Harvey
Oswald was inducted into the Marine Corps And the photographic
panel was asked to examine the photograph to see if (1) It could be
determined whether it was a faked or composite photograph and
(2) to make a determination of whether the apparent disparity in
the height chart and the head length could be explained

Mr GOLDSMITHI would ask you at this time Sergeant Kirk to
refer to what has been marked as JFK F-564 which is the exhibit
on the right and I would ask you to explain how the photographic
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evidence panel addressed the issue of Oswald's purported 13-inch
head

Sergeant KIRK Well the exhibit on the right is a demonstration
conducted at Metropolitan Police Headquarters It depicts a Metro
politan Police officer W W Lee The photograph on the extreme
left of the three photos shows Officer Lee with his back against a
height chart It indicates that he is a little over 69 inches tall

The second photograph shows Officer Lee who has walked away
from the wall a mere 7 inches The height scale to Officer Lee's
right your left as you look at it shows that Officer Lee still stays
69 inches tall but the height scale in the background which is 7
inches away from the gentleman shows he is starting to grow in
height Indeed in this photograph he has a 13-inch head if you
count the inches in the background but when you count the inches
that are next to his head his head size stays the same

The photograph on the right of the exhibit Officer Lee has now
moved out 14 inches away from the height scale he has grown
considerably taller if you look at the height scale in the back
ground and his head has also increased in length but as the
height scale that has moved out with Officer Lee shows he remains
at 69 inches tall and his head size has not changed

Mr GOLDSMITHI realize you have indicated that the subject in
the photographs has moved away from the height chart Are you
able to explain in more detail what factors account for the appar
ent 13-inch head in one of these photographs and also for the
disparity in his indicated height

Sergeant KIRK Yes sir It was determined that at the time these
photographs were taken an ID camera much used in the military
as well as other types of the Government was a type of camera
that was mounted on a dolly with the lights and the camera and
the numbering chart affixed where it could be pushed out of the
way when not in use So if Mr Oswald was brought into the
induction center to be photographed and told to stand next to the
height chart it didn't really make any difference to the photogra
pher whether or not Mr Oswald was standing next to the height
chart or not because he could move the camera up or away from
Oswald to get the photograph that he wanted

This chart on the right demonstrates the fact that unless Mr
Oswald was standing directly with his back against the wall and
the camera was at the correct distance it would not be an accurate
recording of his true height

Mr GOLDSMITHI am sorry I did not catch your last sentence
Sergeant KIRK It is unreasonable to assume that this photo

graph is the actual recording of his true height I should add if it is
an actual recording of his true height then it would be an inaccu
rate recording of his head size

Mr GOLDSMITH How common is the use of height charts in
pictures today mug shots today

Sergeant KIRK It is very uncommon mainly because law en
forcement plus industrial security work where they take these
types of photographs they have found very often the photographer
rather than the following the rules and making sure the subject is
standing in the right place that the camera is at the right height
the photographer either tilts the camera to compensate for the
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person not standing in the right place or changes focus and so
forth

Mr GOLDSMITHDid the photographic evidence panel find any
evidence of composition with regard to the photograph of Oswald

Sergeant KIRK No we did not
Mr GOLDSMITHSergeant Kirk you work for the Metropolitan

Police Department in its crime lab section is that correct
Sergeant KIRK Yes
Mr GOLDSMITHAnd as part of your work you are associated

with the records identification division of the police department
Sergeant KIRK Yes sir
Mr GOLDSMITH Let me ask you this then Is it unusual for

official records to report disparate heights for any particular indi
vidual

Sergeant KIRK No it is not
Mr GOLDSMITHWhy not
Sergeant KIRK We have found.and the Air Force has conducted

studies to bear out the same point.that people are almost an inch
taller in the daytime in the morning than they are in the after
noon Also studies conducted both by the Air Force and by law
enforcement people when they would ask people to describe their
height roughly one-third of those interviewed said they were 2
inches taller than they actually are and the other two-thirds said
that they were at least 1 inch taller than they actually are In
other words the American male sees himself as being from 1 to 2
inches taller than his actual height if he is asked

Mr GOLDSMITHI have one final question Sergeant In a mug
shot is it possible for the length of the head to appear to be the
same and yet for there to be a significant difference in the indicat
ed height as reflected in the height chart I am positing now a
situation where you have a series of photographs

Sergeant KIRK Certainly We don't know if the subject is bare
footed wearing 1-inch or 2-inch heels we don't know if he has
some type of back condition that makes him stand in a slouchy
position Certainly this wouldn't change the head size itself Cer
tainly his stature the skeleton the way he is standing would make
it appear he is shorter or taller than he actually is

Mr GOLDSMITHAre you willing to provide this committee with
an exhibit demonstrating that the head size can remain the same
in the photograph while the length of the body is different

Sergeant KIRK Yes I am
Mr GOLDSMITHThank you Sergeant I have no further ques

tions
Chairman STOKESThank you counsel
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Indiana Mr Fithian

for such time as he may consume
Mr FITHIAN Sergeant I would like to just ask reask a similar

question to that of counsel Is it my understanding that you said
that because of these variations in most cases in industry and law
enforcement agencies and others have gotten away from the photo
with the height chart

Sergeant KIRK Yes sir
Mr FITHIAN Mr Chairman I have no further questions of this

witness
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Chairman STOKES The time of the gentleman has expired The
gentleman from North Carolina Mr Preyer

Mr PREYER I would only say that we have always heard that
statistics don't always lie but they seldom voluntarily tell the
truth and I think we can add photographs to that now also

Thank you Sergeant for your testimony
Chairman STOKES The time of the gentleman has expired The

gentleman from Connecticut
Mr MCKINNEY No questions
Chairman STOKESThe gentleman from Pennsylvania
Mr EDGAR No questions
Chairman STOKES Sergeant Kirk I believe this now concludes

your testimony before our committee Under our rules as a wit
ness we can now extend to you the 5 minutes if you so desire to
make any comment upon your testimony before our committee I
extend to you that time if you so desire

Sergeant KIRK Thank you I would just like to acknowledge the
input of the 19 other members of the photographic panel and to
express the feelings of the photographic panel to thank you for
your confidence that you expressed in us and we hope we have
served you well

Chairman STOKES You certainly have and on behalf of the
committee we certainly appreciate the time and energy and exper
tise provided this committee by both you and the other members of
this distinguished panel of photographic experts with which you
served So we thank you very much for the help you have given us

Sergeant KIRK Thank you
Chairman STOKESThe Chair recognizes Professor Blakey
Mr BLAKEYThank you Mr Chairman
The anthropology panel was asked to address two additional

issues that involved photo identification Early in its existence the
Warren Commission was presented with a problem by an Associat
ed Press photograph taken head-on of the presidential limousine in
Dealey Plaza at about the very instant of the first shot

Standing in the doorway of the Texas School Book Depository
was a man whose facial characteristics were markedly similar to
those of Lee Harvey Oswald so much so that at least one major
metropolitan newspaper captioned the photo with a question Is it
Oswald

Obviously if Oswald had been in the doorway at that moment he
could not have been the assassin The Warren Commission deter
mined that the man in the doorway was Billy Nolan Lovelady
another School Book Depository employee Lovelady himself the
Commission reported confirmed it But many critics refused to
accept the explanation Mark Lane in his Rush to Judgment said

There was insufficientbasis for the Commission'sstatement Loveladydid not
appear beforethe Commissionersand no evidencesuggeststhat his picture wasever
shownto them

Sylvia Meagher in her "Accessories After the Fact"
The Commissionpresents no supporting visual evidenceby which one can ap

praise the resemblancebetween Loveladyand the man in the doorway although
nothing less hangs on the accurate identificationof the doorwayman than Oswald's
innocensein the assassination
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The committee asked the anthropology panel to compare the AP
photo with pictures of Lovelady and pictures of Oswald and to try
to come to a decision as to which one it is

Now on the two other photographic issues that will be addressed
by the anthropology panel Shortly after the assassination an
arrest was made by Dallas police of three shabbily dressed men
who had been discovered in a railroad car not far from the grassy
knoll that was to become famous for the fact that many witnesses
thought they had heard shots coming from its vicinity

Press photos were taken of the tramps as they came to be called
and publication of the photos caused considerable controversy es
pecially since the tramps had been released without being booked
or otherwise identified For years the "tramps photos were little
more than conversation pieces but in 1975 in a book called "Coup
d'Etat in America, Michael Cranfield and Alan J Webermann
proposed that two of these three tramps were none other than
Howard Hunt and Frank Sturgis who had been involved in the
Watergate prosecutions An identification of the third tramp one
who has earned the nickname "Frenchy due to the European look
of the cut of his clothing has also been suggested by critics con
necting him to individuals whose names have come up in private
investigations Critics have dug up another AP photo taken on the
date of the assassination and found an elderly white-haired man
they alleged to be a well-known right-winger named Joseph Mil
teer In a tape recording of a conversation with a police undercover
agent in Miami on November 9 1963 Milteer was heard explaining
how an assassination of President Kennedy could be accomplished

Milteer From an officebuildingwith a high-poweredrifle
Informant Theyare really goingto try to kill him
Milteer Oh yes its in the working

Milteer who is now deceased was questioned by the FBI but was
never known to be an actual suspect in the Kennedy assassination
The implications of these questions is enormous about a Watergate
burglary and a former long-time CIA officer who directed the 1972
break-in might have been involved in the assassination or that a
militant conservative who had talked of killing President Kennedy
was standing along the motorcade route These implications are of
course of a conspiracy The committee therefore asked its panel of
anthropologists to compare the photos in question with known
phot :)s of the men they allege to show

The members of the anthropology panel are Ellis Kerley profes
sor of anthropology University of Maryland Steven Rosen asso
ciate professor of anthropology University of Maryland Clyde
Collis Snow Chief of Physical Anthropology Research Civil Aero
medical Institute Federal Aviation Administration Aeronautical
Center Oklahoma City Okla

Dr Snow who will be our witness this morning received a B.S
degree in zoology from Eastern New Mexico University in 1950 an
M.S in zoology from Texas University in 1955 and a Ph D degree
in physical anthropology from the University of Arizona in 1967

It would be appropriate at this time Mr Chairman to call Dr
Snow

Chairman STOKESThe committee calls Dr Snow
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Good morning Would you please stand and raise your right hand
and be sworn Do you solemnly swear the testimony you give
before this committee is the truth the whole truth and nothing but
the truth so help you God

Dr SNOW I do
Chairman STOKES Thank you You may be seated The Chair

recognizes counsel Robert Genzman
Mr GENZMAN Thank you Mr Chairman

TESTIMONY OF DR CLYDE COLLINS SNOW CHIEF OF PHYSI
CAL ANTHROPOLOGY RESEARCH CIVIL AEROMEDICAL IN
STITUTE FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION AERONAUTI
CAL CENTER OKLAHOMA CITY OKLA

Mr GENZMAN Dr Snow would you state your full name and
occupation for the record

Dr SNOW Clyde Collins Snow I am a physical anthropologist
Mr GENZMAN Would you briefly state the purpose of your testi

fying today
Dr SNOW Yes I am here as a spokesman for the anthropological

consultants to the committee to address certain identification
issues posed by photographs of various figures involved in the
Kennedy assassination

Mr GENZMAN Dr Snow would you define forensic anthropology
Dr SNOW Forensic anthropology is a subdiscipline of physical

anthropology in which we attempt to apply the physical anthro
pologist's knowledge of human biological variation age variation
sex variation stature physique to problems of legal medicine

Mr GENZMAN How many forensic anthropologists are there in
the United States

Dr SNOW Approximately 30
Mr GENZMAN Are each of the panel members forensic anthro

pologists
Dr SNOW Yes sir they are
Mr GENZMAN Could you estimate the combined years of experi

ence of all three panel members
Dr SNOW I would say fairly close to somewhere between 40 and

50 years
Mr GENZMAN Would you briefly describe the kinds of studies

forensic anthropologists undertake
Dr SNOW They generally revolve around the issue of human

identification A large proportion of our cases involve the identifi
cation of skeletal remains that come to the attention of police or
medical examiners and then also from time to time we are asked
to compare living individuals to see whether or not they are one
and the same person

Mr GENZMAN What kinds of determinations can you make from
examining the human remains of skeletons

Dr SNOW The skeletal remains we can look at the bones and
determine such features as age at death sex stature physique old
diseases injuries abnormalities.all the things that are more or
less embedded in the bone that serve to make each individual
unique and hopefully lead to identification

Mr GENZMAN What method did the panel follow in its studies
for the select committee
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Dr SNOW We were presented with a number of photographs of
as I indicated before various individuals And based on our mea
surements of these photographs of the faces shown we attempt to
compare them in terms of the morphological features such fea
tures as the shape of the ears nose mouth things of that sort
wrinkles scars and other features Then we also in addition to the
morphological traits that we study we also take a series of mea
surements from the facial dimensions of the individual and com
pare those

Mr GENZMAN How exact is this approach
Dr SNOW It can vary largely The exactness of the approach

depends to a large extent on the quality of materials that we are
given If the photographs are of poor quality or if there is variation
in the subject's pose or the apparent age and features of that sort
we are apt to be less firm in our conclusions than we are if we are
given good quality photographs of the individual and uniform
poses

Mr GENZMAN How certain can you be of your findings
Dr SNOW Again it varies with the kind of materials we are

given In some cases for example if we are given photographs of
individuals to compare with very little variation in the position of
the subject's head in the photograph and of good quality we can in
some cases come up with positive identification or positively ex
clude the individual beyond reasonable doubt In other cases we
have to qualify our opinions using such language as probable or
possible

Mr GENZMAN For example what if you were given photographs
of identical twins could you differentiate between them

Dr SNOW I doubt very seriously whether we could There are
undoubtedly differences even in identical twins but whether our
measuring techniques are refined enough to discern such differ
ences I would doubt

Mr GENZMAN Mr Chairman at this time I would ask that the
exhibits marked as JFK F-556 F-557 and F-558 be entered into
the record

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered into
the record at this point

[The exhibits follow:]
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Mr GENZMAN Dr Snow would you walk over to the exhibits
Dr SNOW Yes sir
Mr GENZMAN Dr Snow would you briefly identify these exhib

its
Dr SNOW Yes sir These two exhibits are a series of 11 photo

graphs of Lee Harvey Oswald arranged roughly in chronological
order from the time he entered the Marine Corps the three here
taken while he was in Russia two taken sometime in the spring of
1963 there are enlargements of the famous backyard photographs
two later that summer when he was arrested in New Orleans and
three taken on the day on the apprehension of Mr Oswald in
Dallas We included a 12th photograph here of Mr Lovelady who
as indicated bears a strong physical resemblance to Mr Oswald
and we wanted to enter that in for comparison

Mr GENZMAN What was the issue before the panel of anthro
pologists

Dr SNOW The issue given us was to morphologically and metri
cally analyze these photographs to see if we could determine
whether there was any indication that they were not photographs
of one and the same individual whether or not one or more of
these people could represent a double or an imposter

Mr GENZMAN What is the panel's conclusion
Dr SNOW Our conclusions were that there was no evidence that

there was an imposter or a double involved on the basis of what we
could measure from the photographs that they are consistent with
the photographs of a single individual

Mr GENZMAN Would you briefly explain the graph marked as
JFK exhibit F-558
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Dr SNOW Yes sir I indicated that we take a number of mea
surements on the photographs It is convenient to be able to reduce
those that mass of numbers into some single entities that allow us
to compare the overall similarities in shape and size that we see
We have done this It is a rather involved statistical technique
developed by a British biometrician named Penrose back in the
1940's and it is widely employed in other areas of anthropology
Essentially what we have done here is using the measurements of
the three Dallas photographs as our base line quantitatively com
pared the other sets of Oswald photographs here

Theoretically if everything were perfect.which it never is.we
would find that two objects or sets of photographs exactly duplicat
ed in every detail in terms of the measurements The Dallas photo
graphs the points when they are plotted would be down here at
the zero point of the graph You can see that they do cluster very
closely to that zero point This variation reflects differences we
feel in measurement error and technique

Mr FITHIAN Let me ask you to move that chart about a foot to
the right It is blockout out.we can now see it I am not sure the
panel members on the left-hand side can

Dr SNOW Yes sir Would it help to move it back here
Mr FITHIAN Yes Thank you
Mr GENZMAN Thank you Dr Snow
At this time please refer to exhibits F-559 and F-127 Exhibit

F-127 was previously entered into the record
Mr Chairman I would ask that exhibit F-559 be entered into

the record at this time
Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the

record at this time
[The exhibit follows:]



Mr GENZMAN Dr Snow would you identify these exhibits
Dr SNOW Yes sir This is a photograph referred to by Mr

Blakey of the motorcade taken shortly after the first shots or the
shots were fired showing this figure standing in the textbook
depository entranceway and who has been alleged to be Lee
Harvey Oswald

Mr GENZMAN Would you identify the second exhibit marked
F-558

Dr SNOW Yes sir This is an enlargement given to us by the
committee of that figure in the doorway On this side we have a
photograph one of numerous photographs of Mr Oswald that we
examined and then here are two of Mr Billy Lovelady taken
these two Lovelady photographs were taken this one a few months c
I believe before the assassination this sometime after the assassi
;nation within a few months

Mr GENZMAN What was the issue before the panel of anthro
pologists

Dr SNOW The issue was to analyze the photographs to deter
mine whether or not the figure in the doorway was indeed Lee
Harvey Oswald or Mr Lovelady

Mr GENZMAN What is the panel's conclusion
Dr SNOW Our conclusions were that it is highly improbable that

this individual is Lee Harvey Oswald It is considerably more prob
able that it is Mr Lovelady

Mr GENZMAN Can you give an example of the observations
which led to this conclusion
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Dr SNOW Yes sir We based it primarily on the hairline As you
can see this photograph permits very little in the way of accurate
measurements We do see one facial feature however if you will
compare Mr Lovelady with Mr Oswald He tends to have a some
what longer face in relation to its breadth and rather prominent
breadth across the cheekbones here We can get an indication of
that configuration in this photograph In other words the general
facial outline resembles Mr Lovelady more than it does Mr
Oswald

Another feature we noticed was that in photographs of Mr
Oswald taken about the time of his arrest he had begun a little
insipient lateral pattern of baldness but in Mr Lovelady this same
type of baldness was more extensively developed at that time And
judging from the hairline in the photograph the general pattern
resembles that seen in Mr Lovelady more than it does in Mr
Oswald

Another feature we noted was that Mr Lovelady has a widow's
peak an extension of the hair beyond the main hairline here and
it is sort of eccentrically located shifted to the right And we also
get a suggestion of that this widow's peak displaced to the right in
the figure in the doorway

Mr GENZMAN Thank you Dr Snow
At this time would you please refer to exhibits F-131 F-172

F-173 and F-174 Exhibit F-131 was previously entered into the
record

Mr Chairman I would ask at this time that exhibits marked as
JFK F-172 F-173 and F-174 be entered into the record

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered into
the record at this point

[The exhibits follow:]
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TRAMP C

JFK EXHIBITF-174

Mr GENZMAN Dr Snow would you briefly identify these exhib
its

Dr SNOW Yes sir This first set of photographs are some of the
several supplied to us by the committee showing the three va
grants the three tramps who were apprehended close to the site of
the assassination sometime very shortly after it happened and are
being led away by the Dallas Police officers These tramps we have
arbitrarily identified as tramp A B and C according to their
position in the line

These exhibits compare enlargements of the heads of the three
tramps with certain figures who have been alleged to have been
involved in the various conspiracy theories at one time or another
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Mr GENZMAN What were the issues before the panel of anthro
pologists

Dr SNOW We were asked again using the best available infor
mation and the best available materials to metrically and morpho
logically compare these photographs with those of the tramps to
see whether or not any of these individuals could be identified as
one or more of the tramps

Mr GENZMAN What are the panel's conclusions
Dr SNow Our conclusions were that none of the individuals who

have been alleged to have been tramp A are indeed tramp A that
the individual alleged to have been tramp B is not that tramp and
of the two individuals alleged to be tramp C this one Mr Hunt is
not the tramp but this one Mr Chrisman his measurements are
consistent with the face of tramp C

Mr GENZMAN Are you able to make a positive determination as
to whether Mr Chrisman is tramp C

Dr SNOW We cannot positively identify him as tramp C
Mr GENZMAN Thank you Dr Snow
At this time would you please refer to exhibits JFK F-124

F-561 F-562 and F-563 Exhibit F-124 was previously en
tered into the record

Mr Chairman I would ask that those exhibits marked as F-560
F-562 and F-563 be entered into the record

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered into
the record at this point

[The exhibits follow:]

JFK EXHIBITF-560



JFK EXHIBITF-562



JFK EXHIBITF-563

Mr GENZMAN Dr Snow would you identify these exhibits and
explain the issues involved

Dr SNOW Yes sir These exhibits starting here is another
photograph of the motorcade in Dallas as going down Houston
Street shortly before the Presidential limousine made the left turn
onto Elm Street

A figure whose head appears here immediately next to a some
what taller man in a black hat is the figure that some people have
claimed to have a strong resemblance to Mr Joseph Milteer The
other photographs show various enlargements of the spectator pho
tograph compared to photographs made available to us of Mr
Milteer And these refer to some analysis of heights that we did
calculating the height of the spectator in order to compare it to the
height of Mr Milteer

Mr GENZMAN Is the enlargement of the individual in exhibit
k'-560 the original enlargement or is that a flip version

Dr SNOW Yes we found that this is a reverse of the print He is
facing to his left whereas.it is a reversal of the print We did that
deliberately in order to show the relative strong resemblance in
general facial configuration to this photograph of Mr Milteer to
show that there is a fair degree of resemblance in the general
facial shape

Mr GENZMAN What has the panel of anthropologists concluded
Dr SNOW We concluded that the individual in question is not

Mr Joseph Milteer
Mr GENZMAN What was the basis of this conclusion
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Dr SNOW The basis of our conclusion was that first although
you can see this is very little material to work with we found one
feature of interest in that there is a suggestion here that this
individual had rather full lips whereas in this photograph and
others of Mr Milteer we found that he is relatively thin-lipped We
also found a series of photographs of Mr Milteer some taken
before the assassination this one I believe in 1957 others several
years later that show that he at least in 1957 was abundantly
endowed with hair and as late as the early 1970's he also has hair
whereas in the photograph of the spectator we see an indication of
extensive balding with an almost fully exposed crown here So
unless it could be demonstrated I believe that Mr Milteer habit
ually wore hairpieces I think we could rule him out on that basis

Mr GENZMAN Did the panel take any additional steps on this
issue

Dr SNOW Yes we did Looking over the photograph we found
that the alleged Milteer appears to be standing on a curb here
arrayed along Houston Street alongside a number of other specta
tors In comparing his apparent stature with those of the other
spectators we felt like we would be able to take information from
that photograph and develop some statural estimates of Mr Mil
teer We approached this in two ways We had some information
supplied to us by the staff that Dallas City regulations in 1963
specified that these signs that you see in the photograph here the
lower edge of these signs were to be placed 80 inches above the
sidewalk

After analysis of the perspective we were able to extend in our
imaginations of course the signs up here to where such a sign
would be if Mr Milteer was standing directly in front of it We
know the dimensions for the signs 18 inches here 80 inches from
the pavement And using that it becomes a matter of simple
proportions to calculate this distance subtract it from 80 inches
and we concluded that the figure is approximately 5 foot 10 plus or
minus an inch tall We were able to compare that estimate with
an estimate furnished us by the committee from an FBI investiga
tive report of Mr Milteer which indicated that he was rather
short It gives his stature as 5 foot 5 inches So there is a 6-inch
discrepancy here

We took this a little further since the signs are no longer there
and the actual signs can no longer be measured by comparing him
in relation to other figures arrayed along the sidewalk on either
side of him We have some good information on the average stature
of U.S adults during this period And using that and looking at the
photograph as we have done here and you see on this overlay we
selected a segment of the spectator line consisting of 7 males aside
from the alleged Milteer and 16 adult females And we asked our
question then or we posed the hypothetical of What are the prob
abilities that a 5 foot 4 inch man would by chance find himself in
a crowd of 16 adult females and 7 males Of the adult females he is
clearly taller than all 16 of them and he is clearly taller than at
least 4 of the 7 males And using the population of the statural
statistics that we have available and assuming that this is sort of a
random collection of Dallas spectators we concluded that the prob
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abilities of this man being 5 foot 4 inches taller.the odds against
it are several thousand to one

Mr GENZMAN Would you demonstrate how the overlay was
made

Dr SNOW Sorry This is an enlargement of the motorcade photo
graph And we simply made the overlay here to display the specta
tors that we compared

Mr GENZMAN Thank you Dr Snow Would you please return to
your seat

Mr Chairman I have no further questions
Chairman STOKES The Chair recognizes the gentleman from In

diana
Mr FITHIAN I wonder if Dr Snow would remain at the easel for

a few questions before he sits down I would like the staff to put
back up the picture of the three tramps

While they are doing that Dr Snow just for clarification Are
the terms insipient lateral evidence of balding and my own prob
lem of receding hairline the same thing

Dr SNOW Yes sir But it refers to a type of balding that begins
down here at the side of the head rather than in the middle

Mr FITHIAN From just a quick glance at that picture of Sturgis
and tramp B from here there doesn't seem to be all that much
difference I wonder if you could tell me a little more specifically
how you went about arriving at your conclusion that they were in
fact different people

Dr SNOW OK
Mr FITHIAN Would you provide Dr Snow with a pointer
Dr SNOW I think we should point out that in addition to this

photograph we examined about two dozen other photographs of
Mr Sturgis and also several photographs of tramp B Some of the
features that we noticed were that in terms of the overall facial
configuration Sturgis.and this is much more apparent on some of
the other paragraphs.is fairly typical of what anthropologists
would classify as a Mediterranean type whereas this individual is
more typical of individuals of northern European extraction

Among other features noted tramp B has slightly wavy hair and
in all the photographs we have seen Mr Sturgis hair has a very
crisp curl The hair color of tramp B shows up as rather light and
in the photographs of Sturgis show him as deeply brunette

The hairline of Mr Sturgis is fairly low giving him a low fore
head whereas in this and other photographs of the tramp B we see
a fairly high hairline

Mr Sturgis has a massive lower jaw whereas the lower jaw of
the tramp is relatively narrow Also Sturgis has a very massive
square chin whereas this individual's chin is smaller and more
pointed

Those are some of the morphological features that we found that
served to distinguish Sturgis and tramp B as different individuals

Mr FITHIAN Could you give me a quick summary of why you
ruled out Hunt and tramp C or whatever basic measurements led
you to the conclusion you have there

Dr SNOW Yes again working with not only this photograph but
others we find that Mr Hunt differs in facial configuration His
nose especially seen in profile is very sharp and angular whereas
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that of the tramp is large and more bulbous There is a difference
of lip thickness Mr Hunt being rather thin-lipped the tramp
being thicker lipped

Also there are some differences in the configurations of the ear
We also noticed that there is a small scar over the right eye of

tramp C and we were unable to find such a scar in any of the
Hunt photographs we examined

Mr FITHIAN If you would just the last one tramp A and his
counterparts

Dr SNOW Tramp A and Mr Vallee we ruled out primarily on
the basis of the upwardly flaring nostrils of Mr Vallee We do not
see this trait in tramp A There is also an indication that Vallee
had a concave nasal profile The nasal profile of tramp A is
straight

Comparing tramp A with Mr Carswell the latter has a longer
narrower face and a somewhat narrower nose The antihelix of
Carswell's ear is poorly developed whereas there is a strong antihe
lix in tramp A there are also differences in the form of the lobe
Mr Carswell's ear lobes are what we call "welded that is directly
attached Whereas tramp A has a slightly free lobe

Mr FITHIAN Are you confident that the three tramps that you
just described are not by your measurements and analysis any one
of the three characters we have been talking about here

Dr SNOW Yes sir I am
Mr FITHIAN And the only one that you have any uncertainty

about is Chrisman
Dr SNow Yes sir
Mr FrFHIAN Is that because there are sufficient similarities of

measurements
Dr SNOW Yes Of course we only have one photograph of Mr

Chrisman for analysis and it was taken several years after the
assassination However the few measurements that we could take
from this photograph do seem to be consistent with the correspond
ing measurements of tramp C

Mr FFFHIAN It is my understanding that the CIA and the FBI
conducted their own analyses of the tramp photos that attempt to
identify the individuals Did you get into that

Dr SNOW We didn't participate in either of those analyses
However after being called in as consultants to this committee we
were furnished copies of the reports of the CIA and FBI analyses

Mr FITHIAN Did you then study those reports
Dr SNOW Yes we have looked them over and we found that

although they varied in method from our approach to some extent
they came to the same conclusions That Mr Sturgis was not
tramp B nor was Mr Hunt tramp C

Mr FITHIAN Thank you
Let me ask the staff if we have any other information on Chris

man that I am not aware of
Mr GENZMAN For the record Mr Chrisman now deceased was

implicated by the Jim Garrison probe into the Kennedy assassina
tion and it was claimed that he had CIA connections It was later
determined that Chrisman was a confidence man who frequented
the New Orleans area around 1962 and 1963

Mr FITHIAN Thank you
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Let's stay with the Dallas scene for a minute on the Milteer
issue

You seem to have assumed the individual in JFK exhibit F-124
was standing on the same level with the spectators around him
What basis do you have for that

Dr SNOW We were supplied information by the committee based
on other views of this same scene specifically I think frames taken
from either the Muchmore or Bell films that show the same array
of spectators before they are obscured by the Presidential limou
sine at a much greater distance so we cannot use it for analysis
But they do show that the alleged Milteer and the spectators
arrayed immediately on either side of him were standing along the
edge of the curb

Mr FITHIAN And the person that has been alleged to be Mil
teer.

Dr SNOW The alleged Milteer
Mr FITHIAN They are all standing on the sidewalk
Dr SNOW Yes
Mr FITHIAN No Coke boxes around
Dr SNow I don't know about Coke boxes or beer boxes
Mr FITHIAN What evidence do we have.I wasn't sure that I

caught that.that Milteer was as short as you said he was
Dr SNOW This comes from an FBI investigative report that was

furnished to the committee and that is all the information that I
personally have

Mr FITHIAN Let's turn now to the analysis that you made of the
Oswald photographs On the basis of your measurements and your
analysis can you positively identify or state that the series of
Oswald photographs shown on exhibits JFK F-556 and F-557 are
indeed those of Oswald

Dr SNOW No sir we cannot We cannot on the basis of the
measurements alone positively state that all of those photographs
are indeed of Oswald However we can say that they are all
consistent with the hypothesis that all of the photographs are of
Lee Harvey Oswald

Mr FITHIAN Would the staff put back up the chart and graph
which I was blocked from seeing at the first part of the question
ing

In your work how do you compensate or adjust for plastic sur
gery that might be done on an individual

Dr SNOW In the Oswald photographs specifically we saw no
evidence of any plastic surgery But this does not mean that there
might not have been some there

Mr FITHIAN You say you saw no evidence of it
Dr SNOW We saw no evidence of plastic surgery in the Oswald

photographs
Mr FITHIAN Any other evidence of any kind of disguises that

might have been used
Dr SNOW We saw one interesting feature in Mr Hunt Compar

ing his photographs apparently taken in the midfifties with some
taken later in the midsixties there is some indication that Mr
Hunt underwent some plastic surgery He has rather protruding
ears and in later photographs they have been brought back closer
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to his head and that suggests some sort of surgical correction Of
course we don't know the date

Mr FITHIAN Would you direct your attention to the chart The
first three right down where the two lines intersect or very close
to it all seem very tightly arrayed But the backyard photo seems
to have slipped out of orbit somehow or other

Dr SNOW Yes sir It is most divergent from the cluster Howev
er if you will recall those photographs of Oswald with the excep
tion of the backyard photographs most were of good quality with
fairly crisp images The backyard photographs differ from the rest
of the series in that they are rather fuzzy and also they vary in the
lighting They are the only two photographs of the series where the
lighting is coming from overhead and we feel that this introduces
measurement errors using our technique and would account for
this discrepancy

Mr FITHIAN What are you trying to tell us by putting the
Lovelady dot

Dr SNOW We used Mr Lovelady's measurements and plotted
them to serve as a sort of control and demonstration of the other
results of the technique In Mr Lovelady we have a person who
admittedly has a strong physical resemblance to Mr Oswald so we
felt it would be interesting to take his measurements and see how
they compared with Oswald's using this method So here we have a
point for Mr Lovelady that falls far outside the Oswald cluster
and yet is a point of a person who is very similar in facial configu
ration to Mr Oswald

Mr FITHIAN I am not sure I followed that He shows up far
outside of the Oswald cluster Does that tend to prove that he does
look like Oswald

Dr SNOW No The further away the less he resembles Mr
Oswald As I say we plotted it just as a demonstration of the
sensitivity of the method to see where a person who was not
Oswald would fall Probably if we used your face or my face and
plotted our measurements it wouldn't even be on the graph

Mr FITHIAN SO it proves at one and the same time there is
enough distinction that you are comfortable that the two faces are
distinctly different but enough similarities that they at least end
up on the same chart is that what you are saying

Dr SNOW Yes sir
Mr FITHIAN I have just one more brief line of questioning

Would you put up JFK exhibits F-556 and F-557
Dr Snow as I understand it the two backyard photos the center

and lower right of exhibit.what is that F-556 for the record
Would you explain again in a sentence or two why those photos

would when you get through measuring put the spot or the dot
outside that very tight cluster on your chart

Dr SNOW Again I believe when you look at the photographs you
see compared to the rest of the photographs of Mr Oswald that we
analyzed there that these two are much fuzzier and blurrier and
also there is a variation in the direction of the light This is going
to influence the errors that are going to be introduced in our
measurements that we take off the photographs In other words
we simply cannot measure these photographs with the same degree
of accuracy that we can in the better quality photographs
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Mr FITHIAN Dr Snow as to the results of all these measure
ments and analyses and so forth you are submitting a report for
our record is that correct

Dr SNOW Yes sir We will be preparing a detailed report on the
photograph analysis on all of these issues

Mr FITHIAN I am sure you realize that scientific evidence that is
presented to the committee will be a great deal of interest to others
who have studied the assassination of President Kennedy and in
fact over the years created quite a school or quite a number of
schools of thought

Will other individuals in years to come be able to duplicate your
methodology

Dr SNOW Yes sir I believe in our final report we will be able to
present our method here in such a way that it could be replicated
by other scientists provided with the same materials

Mr FITHIAN These methods of measurement that you use have
come to be the standards of measurement

Dr SNOW The facial measurements that we employ are quite
uniform throughout the discipline area of physical anthropology

Mr FITHIAN Thank you Mr Chairman I have no further ques
tions

Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
The gentleman from Pennsylvania Mr Edgar
Mr EDGAR Thank you Mr Chairman I have just a few ques

tions Actually these questions I think probably go to counsel at
this point

Do we have any evidence of the identities of any of the three
tramps

Mr GENZMAN Not to my knowledge Mr Edgar
Mr EDGAR Have we reviewed pictures in the Dallas area in

terms of photographs of people who have been arrested I recognize
these three tramps were not booked But has there been analysis
by staff of that

Mr GENZMAN Mr Edgar this is an ongoing project of the staff
It is continuing at this time

Mr EDGAR So we are continuing to review and to analyze those
pictures to try to come up with their identities

Mr GENZMAN Correct
Mr EDGAR Even as a result of our sharing these now as evi

dence in these public hearings someone might step forward and
identify themselves as being one of the three individuals

Mr GENZMAN That is possible
Mr EDGAR Dr Snow it has been interesting to listen to your

analysis of the pictures here and to review the chart and I look
forward to your final report Are there any special characteristics
of the Oswald face that stand out as being unique or different

Dr SNOW None in terms of features that you would really
consider abnormal In my opinion he has a fairly average face in
terms of the measurements and the morphological features

Mr EDGAR There is nothing that stands out as a distinctive
feature that would in essence be unique to Lee Harvey Oswald

Dr SNOW I don't believe so sir
Mr EDGAR The earlier witness Sergeant Cecil Kirk testified it

is quite common for records of an individual's height to vary by
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several inches As a physical anthropologist Dr Snow what have
you observed on this issue of height

Dr SNOW I have had a wide experience in examining skeletal
cases where we estimate the unknown individual's height from his
bones then compare those with police records of missing individ
uals

In reviewing many police records I find that it is not uncommon
to have discrepancies plus or minus 1 or 2 inches in height report
ed between one arrest record and another

Mr EDGAR Would that also vary in the type and method of
determining the height of the particular prisoner

Dr SNOW Yes sir It varies a great deal with the technique used
to measure him the time of day and many other variables that
influence the height

Mr EDGAR Thank you I have no further questions
Chairman STOKES Are any other members seeking recognition
[No response.]
Chairman STOKES Dr Snow at the conclusion of the testimony

of many witnesses before this committee under our rules he is
entitled to 5 minutes in which he may comment upon his testi
mony or in any way change his testimony or expand upon it I
would extend to you at this time 5 minutes for that purpose if you
so desire

Dr SNow I would just like to point out that the anthropology
consultants will be presenting a detailed final report on our find
ings for publication by the committee Also I would like to say
and I speak for my colleagues too.it has been a pleasure to work
with the very fine young people that you have on your staff and
that if their energy efficiency competence and enthusiasm is any
indication of the kind of talent you can draw on in the Congress
then I think the country is in a lot better shape than a lot of
people think it is

Chairman STOKESThank you very much Dr Snow On behalf of
the committee we certainly thank you and all of your panel for
the work you have done for this committee and we look forward to
your final report

The Chair recognizes Professor Blakey

STATEMENT OF MR BLAKEY
Mr BLAKEYThank you Mr Chairman
There are other photographs both still and motion picture that

were taken at the scene of the assassination that suggest to critics
a conspiracy These don't show alleged accomplices or masterminds
who possibly could be identified Rather they show shapes or
blurred images that critics have contended are gunmen Most of
these gunmen are in the vicinity of the grassy knoll

In the years since the assassination significant progress has been
made in the field of photographic enhancement New chemical and
computer processes have been developed that record and improve
picture quality

The select committee assembled a group of photographic consul
tants to conduct a thorough analysis of photographic materials to
see if there is in fact visual evidence of gunmen in Dealey Plaza
The members of this panel are scientists from leading educational
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institutions and private corporations whose field of specialization is
photographic enhancement

Representing the panel today is Dr Bob R Hunt of the Universi
ty of Arizona Dr Hunt received a B.S. cum laude in aeronautical
engineering from Wichita State University an M.S in electrical
engineering from Oklahoma State University and a Ph D in
systems engineering from the University of Arizona He has been
an adjunct professor of electrical engineering and computer science
at the University of New Mexico and an alternate group leader at
the University of California's Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Currently he is an associate professor of systems and industrial
engineering and optical sciences at the University of Arizona

Dr Hunt is a member of the Optical Society of America and the
American Society of Photogrammery He was the recipient of the
NEDA Fellowship in 1964 and a NASA Traineeship in 1966

Dr Hunt is the author of numerous publications
It would be appropriate at this time Mr Chairman to call Dr

Hunt
Chairman STOKESThe committee calls Dr Hunt
Will you please raise your right hand
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this

committee will be the truth the whole truth and nothing but the
truth so help you God

TESTIMONY OF DR BOB R HUNT

Dr Hurry I do
Chairman STOKES Thank you The Chair recognizes counsel Mi

chael Goldsmith
Mr GOLDSMITHBefore I proceed I would like to offer for admis

sion into the record JFK F-166 and F-564 which I neglected to do
earlier this morning

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered into
the record

[The information follows:]
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Mr GOLDSMITHDr Hunt what was the photographic evidence
panel asked to do with the various pictures and films that have
been alleged to show gunmen in Dealey Plaza

Dr HUNT We were given two tasks The first task was to apply
modern technology in the enhancement of imagery The second
task of course was to interpret the results of that processing and
to bring results of our interpretations and conclusions to the select
committee

Mr GOLDSMITHWhat methods were used to clarify the available
photographic evidence so that the best possible images could be
used for analysis and interpretation

Dr HUNT There were three different methods utilized by the
photographic panel The first method was common photographic
enhancement or photo-optical enhancement sometimes referred to
as darkroom techniques

The second method of technology utilized was that of digital
image processing and a third area that of autoradiographic en
hancement

Mr GOLDSMITHWould you go into detail as to the photo-optic
enhancement

Dr HUNT This process refers to the printing or recopying of the
negative by different types of copying papers or films using differ
ent darkroom developers and times and which results in a feature
which was more detailed by expanding the dark and light regions
of the image

Mr GOLDSMITHI would ask at this time Dr Hunt be shown JFK
exhibit F-149

I would ask that you step to the easel to examine this particular
exhibit

You made reference earlier to the term "digital image process
ing. Using this exhibit please explain what you meant by this
term

Dr HUNT The first obstacle is to overcome the difference in
what a computer uses and what an image is An image is a repre
sentation of light which we see with our eyes but a computer only
works with numbers sequences of digits So the basic problem is to
convert that representation of light into a sequence of numbers

The way of doing that is to first of all have a source of light
That source of light is imaged through an opaque mask onto a
photographic negative Light passes through the negative and it is
then observed and collected by a photocell which is really no
different than you would see guarding the doors of an elevator
except it is a scientific instrument

From the photocell we generate electric current which is meas
ured by the computer

That photocell is then measured by the computer The computer
converts that electric current into numbers and the numbers are
then manipulated in the computer

The end result of all this is a set of numbers which measure
brightness or the darkness of the image in the particular position
where the spot is at and then we reposition the spot everywhere
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over the photographic negative of the image itself so as to extract
all pertinent information

Mr GOLDSMITHAre you able to state when a negative or piece
of film is scanned how many spots are actually scanned.let me

rephrase that How many spots actually receive assignment of
numbers to them

Dr HUNT The number of spots to which you have assigned
numbers is a thing that is governed in a fairly precise mathemat
ical way by the nature of the image itself For example of the

photographic material we dealt with and which was provided to us

by the committee the number varied from say 16,000 to 20,000
different numbers all the way up to as many as a quarter of a

million to a million numbers
Mr GOLDSMITHMr Chairman I move for introduction into the

record of JFK exhibit F-149
Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the

record
[JFK exhibit F-149 follows:]

Simple Diagram of Computer Scan of Image

NwnberswhidtMeasure&iyktnecs...Darknessofthe Imegeat
the Positionof the Spo}

JFK Exxon F-149

Mr GoL SMITH Now you made reference earlier to digital image
processing as an enhancement technique a technique to improvethe quality of the photo image How are the numerical values that
you obtained used to improve the quality of the image

Dr Hurry Well every type of image formation process even one
which results in degradations of the image every type of imageformation process can be described by mathematical models math
ematic equations which if you substitute the numbers into them
which represent the image can be solved and the solutions of those
equations gives you an enhanced or improved version of the imageMr GOLDSMITHOnce a negative has been subjected to digital
image processing how is the resulting image actually displayedDr Hurry There are two different methods by which you would
display or recreate the numbers and bring forth an image out of
the numbers as they exist in the computer

LiyktwhichPassesDiro+
SpatShinionNegative .IheNe9at,ve
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One of those methods could be exemplified by the diagram I have
here except that instead of putting a negative in the position
which I show here on the chart we would put an unexposed piece
of film there We would then simply reexpose that piece of film by
varying the strengths of the light which is shining through onto
the film That one method is referred to as hard copy because it
produces a tangible thing namely a piece of film which has been
exposed and can then be developed

A second method of recreating imagery for the purposes of view
ing it is to use what is referred to as soft copy In soft copy the
numbers which exist in the computer are not used to generate film
In soft copy those numbers are written into a computer memory
the nature of that being such that you can use it to position a
beam of light on a TV tube and by very rapidly scanning that TV
monitor screen a display screen is what it is usually referred to
you would get a display of the image which appears for all intents
and purposes just like your home television set with one exception
it is of much higher quality

Mr GOLDSMITHDoes the computer display that you refer to as
soft copy lend itself in any way to analytical work

Dr HUNT Yes because if you can use the computer to manipu
late the numbers which are in the memory which are causing that
TV picture to be created as you manipulate those numbers you
can see the results of it instantaneously and bring what is usually
referred to as human feedback begin to achieve better and better
enhancements without having to wait for the process of film devel
opment and wet chemistry as it is usually referred to

Mr GOLDSMITHWhen you manipulate the numbers does the
image on the computer display actually change in any way

Dr HUNT Yes You can see it change as you manipulate the
numbers

Mr GOLDSMITHAnd can you describe generally what ways it
might change

Dr HUNT For example you might be able to change the overall
brightness and darkness of the image so that things which were in
deep shadows become very visible by bringing up the deep shadows
into something that would be brighter and then they would show
up on your original negative

Mr GOLDSMITH When the committee's photographic evidence
panel examined materials that had been subjected to digital image
processing did they rely upon soft copy or hard copy for their
analytical work

Dr HUNT Most of our analytical work was done with soft copy
Mr GOLDSMITHAnd where was that analytical work actually

done
Dr HUNT There were three different contractors which carried

out the analytical work the University of Southern California-Los
Angeles Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory in New Mexico and the
Aerospace Corporation also in Los Angeles

Mr GOLDSMITHDid each of those facilities have soft copy facili
ties available for analytical purposes

Dr HUNT Yes they did In fact they had some of the finest
equipment in the world for those purposes
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Mr GOLDSMITHIs there any change in the quality of the en
hanced photographic image when it is taken off the computer
display and converted into hard copy

Dr HUNT Yes there is a change
Mr GOLDSMITHWhat is the nature of that change Dr Hunt
Dr HUNT The nature of the change is usually that soft copy will

look better than will hard copy The reason for that is modern
technology in cathode ray tube displays what we usually refer to
as TV monitors That modern technology is so good that you can
produce more light more vivid colors and equally as good resolu
tion as you would expect on a piece of photographic film

Mr GOLDSMITHHow has this change in quality affected the hard
copy exhibits that will be discussed today

Dr HUNT We will show some hard copy exhibits today which
will probably lack some of the colors and the vividness of the colors
which we would see if we were able to bring a cathode-ray tube
display or TV monitor into this room

We would also see because of the processes of reenlarging some
of these images some loss in sharpness as well

Mr GOLDSMITHBut again for purposes of clarification the pho
tographic evidence panel's analytical work was based largely upon
the computer display

Dr HUNT That is correct
Mr GOLDSMITHI would ask you at this time Dr Hunt to refer

to JFK F-150 and F-151
Mr Chairman I move for the admission of these two exhibits
Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered into

the record at this point
[The information follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-150

JFK EXHIBITF-151

Mr GOLDSMITHDr Hunt what are these two exhibits designed
to demonstrate
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Dr HUNT These two exhibits demonstrate the type of enhance
ment routinely carried out using an image processing system The
first one which I am pointing to now shows an image which if you
were to look at it your distinct impression would be there is
nothing there If you could see it closer up you would see there is
some structure in it namely there is some variation in black and
white within the image

The problem is the blackest parts are almost the same color of
gray as the lightest parts So there is very little of the property
usually referred to as contrast visible in it By measuring that
image and putting it into the computer and manipulating the
numbers in the fashion I described earlier to stretch the contrast
of the image that is to say make the portions which are dark much
darker to make the portions which are light much lighter you end
up with the image you see over here on the right which happens to
be a dormitory building on the university campus

That is an example of what is referred to as contrast enhance
ment

Mr GOLDSMITHWhat about the other exhibit Dr Hunt
Dr HUNT The other exhibit is an example of what is usually

referred to as image deblurring The photograph on the left was
taken by a camera shifted in motion during an interval which the
shutter was open The result of this is quite a bit of distortion and
blur

For example none of the letters which you see in the upper
portion of this exhibit are visible You would have I think a great
deal of difficulty recognizing any of the letters What we do after
converting that picture into numbers is put together a set of
equations which describe the process of blurring solve that set of
equations and the new numbers which come out are represented
by the picture on the right

You can see how we have sharpened up the edges of all the
letters and most importantly the fine details in the letters at the
tip of the picture are quite visible You can read things for exam
ple that this is a project financed by the Zion First National Bank
of Salt Lake City

Mr GoLDsmrrH Dr Hunt are there any limitations on the
extent to which the quality of an image can be improved through
digital image processing

Dr HUNT Yes there are There are fundamental limitations
essentially referred to by the engineers as noise

Mr GOLDSMITHLet me show you JFK F-152 and I would ask
you to describe those limitations in some detail for us

Dr HUNT Certainly Anybody who has ever lived in a fringe
television reception area realizes that if he turns on his TV set he
is likely to see a picture cluttered by quite a bit of salt and pepper
effect The colloquial terminology for that is snow

The upper picture in this exhibit represents an image in which
we have a very poor quality of the image and it is cluttered by a
great amount of this noise which we refer to as snow We try to
enhance the quality of that image by first of all if you wish
smoothing out the snow or noise which exists in it and trying also
to sharpen up the edges and details in it in a fashion very similar
to the previous exhibit We were not able to do that with any great
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success Some things are more visible in the image But by and
large the limits of noise or snow if you wish have stayed with us
througout the enhancement process and we are not nearly as satis
fied with the enhanced image as we would like to be

Mr GOLDSMITHDoes the ability to improve the quality of an
image depend at all upon the initial quality of the film or nega
tive

Dr HUNT Oh yes For example if you are not presented with an
original negative suppose somebody hands you a copy on a piece of
paper the process of copying itself will cause a loss of information
of a kind that will be detrimental to the process of enhancing it

Mr GOLDSMITHIs the quality of the enhancement affected at all
by the quality for example of the motion picture

Dr HUNT Oh yes yes that too In fact it is possible to degrade
an image beyond which it cannot be recovered the information in
it cannot be recovered

Mr GOLDSMITHIf a film has good quality to begin with in other
words a relatively clear picture is it easier to enhance that film
than a film which was of relatively poor quality to begin with one
that is fuzzy and shaky to begin with

Dr Hum It is yes
Mr GOLDSMITHWhat would the reason for that be
Dr Hurry The reason for that would be that there would prob

ably be less severity of the extent of the blur or fuzziness with
respect to the amount of noise which had been included in it by the
process of forming the image

Mr GOLDSMITHFine
You made reference to the term "autoradiographic enhance

ment. Would you define that process for us
Dr Hurry Yes Autoradiographic enhancement is the use of a

radioactive chemical which fixes itself to the image surface Every
photographic image is composed of small silver grains literally
grains of silver the same silver we would know as a jewelry
component What we would do is to affix to the silver grains a
chemical which is radioactive and consequently emits a small
amount of radiation such as X-rays You place that radioactive film
next to a piece of X-ray film and the picture literally takes an X
ray of itself which is the source of the term autoradiography

Mr GOLDSMITHI would ask you to refer to JFK F-154 Please
describe the effects of autoradiographic enhancement

Dr Hurry Certainly There is a picture prepared by Stanford
Research Institute which is the corporation which has developed
the autoradiographic process and pioneered most of it

The upper picture shows an aerial photograph that is to say a
picture taken from a plane flying overhead and looking down at
the ground That aerial photograph has been underexposed by a
factor of 12 that is to say there is 12 times less light available in
that exposure than there should have been in the optimum case

The lower image shows the result of using this radioactive
chemical to intensify the image and then taking an X-ray of itself
You can see quite a bit of features have shown up some of it looks
like a harbor area tanks airplanes and so on

Mr GOLDSMITHWhat types of photograhic materials can this
process be applied to
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Dr HUNT It can only be applied to black and white film Color
film is not applicable

Mr GOLDSMITHMr Chairman I move for the admission into the.:
record of JFK F-152 and JFK F-154 c--.4

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered into
the record at this point

[The information follows:]
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SRI INTERNATIONAL AUTORADIOGRAPHIC
ENHANCEMENT OF PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGES

AERIALPHOTOGRAPHUNDEREXPOSEDBYAFACTOROF12

AUTORADIOGRAPHICINTENSIFICATIONOFAERIALSCENE
SHOWNIN(a)
TypeRx-rayfilm48-hrexposure

10,319583453A

JFK EXHIBITF-154

Mr GOLDSMITHDr Hunt in general what types of photographic
materials did the panel subject to these various types of enhance
ment methods

Dr HUNT We subjected original color slides black and white
negatives a black and white Polaroid print and color motion pic
tures

Mr GOLDSMITHWhat was the reason for limiting your work
your enhancement efforts to original materials
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Dr HUNT As I stated earlier every time you carry out a copying
process you lose information Therefore we wanted to have the
best information available to go into the enhancement process to
make sure we got the best product coming out

Mr GOLDSMITHI would ask you at this time to refer to JFK
exhibits F-121 F-153 and F-157

Mr Chairman 121 has already been admitted into the record I
move for the admission of JFK F-153 and F-157

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered into
the record

[The information follows:]



JFK EXHIBITF-153



JFK EXHIBITF-157

Mr GOLDSMITHThank you Dr Hunt would you identify these
exhibits

Dr HUNT Yes F-121 is a split view in which the upper portion
shows the sixth floor of the Texas School Book Depository the
lower portion of it being an enlargement of the open sixth floor
window This is taken from an 8 millimeter motion picture film
which is usually referred to as the Hughes film

Exhibit F-153 also shows the School Book Depository but it is a
black and white image taken by a photographer by the name of
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Dillard The lower portion of the photograph as it was originally on
the negative the upper portion is the increased or enlarged scale of
that centering on the sixth floor window

Exhibit.I can't see the number.F-157 is a third photograph of
the Texas School Book Depository Again the object of interest is
the open sixth floor window in the lower portion This is the
original 35 millimeter slide the print made from the 35 millimeter
in the lower portion The upper portion is the result of a computer
enhancement of the contrast as well as computer recoloring the
information to bring out extra detail

Mr GOLDSMITHOf these three exhibits the only one that shows
enhancement work I take it is JFK F-157

Dr HUNT That is correct
Mr GOLDSMITHAnd there only the top photograph has been

enhanced is that correct
Dr HUNT That is correct
Mr GOLDSMITHDo you know the time sequence that separates

these three photographs
Dr HUNT Yes The Hughes film for example from which exhib

it F-121 was taken that is a motion picture film which follows the
Presidential caravan as it proceeds down the street and makes a
left turn directly in front of the School Book Depository That is
about not about exactly 88 frames of 8 millimeter motion picture
imagery We know from the position of where the Presidential car
turned that it terminates approximately 5 seconds prior to the
first what is believed to be the first shot and that therefore gives
us a time span for those 88 frames of about 10 seconds before the
first shot to about 5 seconds before the first shot

Now the second picture the Dillard picture was taken from a
press car which was following the Presidential caravan I believe
testimony that Dillard gave before the Warren Commission indicat
ed that he took that picture just a few seconds his own term I
believe after the last shot was fired

And finally this third image taken by Mr Powell is believed to
have been taken on testimony by Mr Powell 1 to 2 minutes after
the last shot was fired

Mr GOLDSMITHWhat issues were raised by these photographic
materials

Dr HUNT The issues principally concern themselves with what
is visible within the sixth floor School Book Depository window I
am pointing to the window on the sixth floor and there is evident
there a rectangular shape If you view this motion picture the
Hughes film for example as I am pointing to now if you view this
in a motion picture sequence one notices several things

First of all the image formed at this window positions itself near
the top left edge of the frame and then as the camera pans
following the Presidential car that image begins to drift and move
in toward the center As you watch it do that you get the distinct
impression there is some sort of motion or a change of the object
within the window So the issue of course is exactly what are we
looking at there Is that the potential assassin That is the issue
presented by the Hughes film
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Mr GOLDSMITH Dr Hunt before you proceed to the Dillard
photograph was any other issue presented by the Hughes film
aside from the motion in the alleged assassin window

Dr HUNT Yes There is another set of windows over here imme
diately to the left and off of this particular print which was made
which shows another set of windows in the School Book Depository
and there have been assertions or allegations that something can
be seen with respect to a person or persons in that window looking
out

Mr GOLDSMITHPlease proceed now to the Dillard exhibit
Dr HUNT OK
The Dillard exhibit since it has been taken presumably just a

few seconds after the last shot was fired if we look at an enlarge
ment of that image the question we concern ourselves with is the
following There are some objects very definitely visible in front of
that window There is a box what we interpret to be a box an
other box sitting over there But behind the window there is a
great deep shadow The question is within that deep shadow is it
possible to see things by contrast enhancement techniques of the
kind that I described earlier

Mr GOLDSMITHThat is essentially the same issue that exists for
the Powell photograph

Dr HUNT That is correct essentially the same issue namely to
look inside what is the deep shadow in that window

Mr GOLDSMITHWhat type of enhancement method was applied
to the Hughes film

Dr HUNT The Hughes film was enhanced in the following way
We took the 88 frames which were available to us from the original
film recorded by Hughes and the process of digitizing those 88
frames as I described earlier was carried out After it was carried
out the following things were done We recognized there was a
change in contrast in each frame of the film By that we mean that
the overall brightness and darkness of the image seemed to change
from frame to frame which incidentally is not an uncommon
thing to have occur So the first thing we did was to use the
computer to equalize the contrast in each frame By that we mean
that the same values of brightness and darkness were forced on the
image by the computer

The second thing we noticed was there was a change in focus
from frame to frame occasionally as the camera takes its picture
and the film moves around slightly in the focal point We changed
those scales slightly to compensate for the change in focus Once
that work was done we then went into the process of trying to
determine what was happening in the way of motion The way we
did that was to put this picture on a soft copy computer TV display
of the kind that I described

Once it was on that display an operator has the ability to
position the small dot anywhere in the picture which is given on
that display He positions that dot in the center of the object which
we see and then once the dot is positioned the computer records
the coordinates of that dot and from that sequence of dot positions
we can ask ourselves the question what motion is seen or not seen

Mr GOLDSMITHAt this time I would ask that Dr Hunt be shown
JFK F-159 and F-159A
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Mr Chairman I move for the admission into the record of these
two exhibits

Chairman STOKES Without objection they maybe entered into
the record

[The information follows:]

HUGHESFILM
6THFLOORENDWINDOW

o

CHANGESINSHAPEANDPOSITIONAT1/8SECINTERVALS
FRAMESEQUENCE.. 81

.440Yl44C1

CHANGESINPOSITIONOFCENTEROFSHAPEOVERENTIRE
FILMSEQUUICE

JFK EXHIBITF.159

NEARENO
OFSEQUENCE-/
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Dr HUNT These two exhibits try to depict graphically the actual
form of the motions perceived as a result of this computer proc
esses which were carried out It is a very cluttered exhibit and we
apologize for it but I think the fact that this exhibit is cluttered
indicates something about it

What we have tried to show here is the direction of motion of the
center of this object as it was perceived in each frame and also the
length of the arrow indicates the rough extent of the motion itself

For example we start here in the beginning of the motion se
quence we move up like so over to the right and down to the
right and down some more like so around and it goes around like
that until it ends up finally at the 85th frame where the motion
perceived position of the object perceived is right there

Mr GOLDSMITHWhat does the length of each line in that exhibit
F-159A indicate

Dr HUNT The length of the line exhibits the extent of the
motion of the object in the window

Mr GOLDSMITHBefore I ask you to describe JFK F-159 I want
to have it moved a little bit so that it is in better view

Dr HUNT This exhibit combines the same information on the
large blowup of 159A But in addition to that we have isolated on
three or four frame sequences frames 55 57 59 and 61 in that
film and show you the change in position at 1/8-second intervals To
most graphically demonstrate that we put that in color Red indi
cates the shape of the object in the window at frame 55 green at
57 blue at 59 and yellow at 61

I guess the important point is you see quite a great degree of
motion change occurred at 1/8-second intervals

Mr GOLDSMITHWas the panel able to attribute that motion to
any human object

Dr HUNT No we were not able to do that at 1/ssecond intervals
we are seeing quite drastic changes in shape and if you look at
them they are not all that consistent

For example from red we move to the green to a position there
we immediately pop down in the blue and then pop way back up
again in the yellow

Mr GOLDSMITHIn that case to what was the motion attributed
Dr HUNT The panel's conclusion was that the motion which is

perceived if you view the movie is attributable to photographic
artifacts namely the change in contrast frame to frame the
change in focus as the image of the window moves around in the
frame of the film

Mr GOLDSMITHIs it possible there was a human object in that
window but it simply was not perceptible on the film

Dr HUNT It is very possible that there was a human object
there but it would be beyond the perceptibility of the imagery as
recorded on film is the panel's conclusion

Mr GOLDSMITHWhat would be the reason for that
Dr HUNT The reason is that it was simply.well there are

several reasons
First of all at the edge of a film frame the image is never as

good never as sharp or as crisp or conveys as much information as
at the center Unfortunately most of these images are captured at
the edge of the film frame That is the position where you have a
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number of optical distortions that occur which cause a loss of
sharpness and information

Mr GOLDSMITHIs that also explainable in part by the quality of
the camera

Dr HUNT Yes that is a real high quality motion picture camera
of the type that would be used by commercial photography would
have much better image retention features in the edge of the frame
than would a sort of off-the-shelf hobbyist home product

Mr GOLDSMITHWhat did the panel conclude about the presence
of motion in the adjacent window on the sixth floor

Dr HUNT Those adjacent windows were examined also even
though they are not visible on this particular blowup we have We
found no perceptions in motion or even forms in those windows

Mr GOLDSMITHNow the ITEK Corp reported that in that adja
cent window there was something that they characterized as a
transient anomaly in other works motion of some kind To what
would that type of motion be attributed

Dr HUNT First of all the ITEK Corp did not carry out any of
the elaborate procedure for controlling the contrast that we did
which means they were much more subject to a false perception of
motion as a result of contrast failures By that I mean the follow
ing What you see as an object if it is in both shadow and light is
strictly dependent upon the photographic processes resulting in the
contrast of that object being recorded on film If there were
changes in contrast there would be a much greater probability of
motion being perceived We of course tried to hold the contrast
constant by our processing

Mr GOLDSMITHAre you saying then that such motion would be
characterized as caused by photographic artifact

Dr HUNT Photographic artifact photographic anomaly
Mr GOLDSMITHWhat type of enhancement method was applied

to the Dillard pictures
Dr HUNT The Dillard pictures being in black and white being

in black and white negative and one in which we had a deep
shadow which we wanted to examine was an ideal picture to use
the autoradiographic enhancement technique on It was given to
Stanford Research Institute to apply that technique to it

Mr GOLDSMITHLet me show you at this time JFK F-156 Please
describe the results of that analysis

Dr HUNT F-156 shows two versions of an autoradiographic en
hancement of the image as seen by the panel after the work at
SRI The lower image is one in which the work has been carried
out for 17 hours the upper one for 138 hours That is the time in
which the radioactive film was in contact with the X-ray film

It is unfortunate we do not see what the panel was able to
perceive on the enhanced negatives themselves In this open fifth
floor window the enhancement process was quite successful in
seeing into the dark shadow On the enhanced negatives you can
actually see a light fixture which is hanging from the ceiling of
this fifth-floor window You can perceive the light bulb which is
mounted in the middle of that light fixture

Mr GOLDSMITHIn light of the presence of that light fixture in
the fifth-floor window is that the reason why the sixth-floor
window was studied under the technique
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Dr HUNT That is correct Once we were able to perceive the
enhanced detail within that fifth-floor window we believed we
were justified in using this technique in the open sixth-floor
window as well

Mr GOLDSMITHWas the panel able to make a finding as to the
presence of someone at the sixth-floor window

Dr HUNT Yes The enhancement of the sixth-floor window
shows there was no one at the window

Mr GOLDSMITHWhat type of enhancement work was done with
the Powell slide

Dr HUNT The Powell slide being a color slide was enhanced by
a computer contrast enhancement technique which would be very
similar to the one I showed a previous exhibit on yet it was done
in color We had a color film so we applied the contrast enhance
ment in color You can turn the colors inside out in some cases

What was a very deep or black area has become a white area in
the enhancement The important point is the following Again
looking within that window you see no details of a human form or
face

Mr GOLDSMITHI ask that Dr Hunt be shown F-155 F-129 and
F-161 While that is being done I would request that F-156 be
admitted into the record

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record at this point

[Whereupon exhibit F-156 was received.]



JFK EXHIBITF-156

Mr GOLDSMITH Dr Hunt would you identify these exhibits
Dr HUNT Yes F-155 is an enlargement from a slide taken by a

gentleman by the name of Willis It is looking down towards the
caravan from the back as the caravan proceeded down the street It
is a 35 millimeter color slide

The next exhibit F-129 shows an enlargement from a black-and
white Polaroid print usually referred to as the Moorman film The
third exhibit F-161 shows a segment one print if you wish from a
film made by a gentleman named Nix You are showing an en
larged piece of that film cropped out from the original 8 millimeter
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film in the lower half and in the upper half an even greater
enlargement centering on the region that you are seeing here on
the left

Mr GOLDSMITHWhat issues did these photographic items raise
for the panel

Dr HUNT Using the label "the retaining wall, we are looking
at the Dealey Plaza wall structure which comes out on the Willis
film and right here at the edge of the retaining wall there is a
dark object which I am pointing to right here It has been alleged
or asserted the dark object represents a gunman standing at or
behind the retaining wall That is the main issue which is being
addressed in all these because each of these images shows the
retaining wall at some point in time

Mr GOLDSMITHIs this retaining wall in the grassy knoll area of
Dealey Plaza

Dr HUNT Yes This is usually referred to as the grassy knoll
You can see the rise of the slope of land coming up where the
retaining wall sits

Mr GOLDSMITHI would ask that JFK F-160 be brought to Dr
Hunt's attention

Dr Hunt what type of enhancement method was applied to the
Willis photograph

Dr HUNT What was done is the following The computer was
asked to scan this region around the retaining wall and then an
enlargement was made by the computer The result of the enlarge
ment process is what we see in this exhibit F-160 You see the
retaining wall Here is the dark feature itself and this is an
enlargement of the dark feature sitting right at the area of the
retaining wall

Mr GOLDSMITH Mr Chairman I move to admit JFK F-160
Chairman STOKESWithout objection it may be entered
Mr GOLDSMITHThank you
[Whereupon exhibit JFK F-160 was received.]



JFK EXHIBITF-160

Mr GOLDSMITHDr Hunt in attempting to identify this image
what analytical work if any was done

Dr HUNT We did two things The first thing we did was to
attempt to remove some of the evident blur in the image If you
look at the original and concentrate upon the freeway sign you see
a blur We hoped to remove that blur That attempt was carried
out at the University of Southern California It was not successful

Mr GOLDSMITHAre you able to say why it was not successful
Dr HUNT Yes The picture was just simply not that good There

is quite a bit of blurring when you look at this gross enlargement
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of the kind we have here There was in addition when the picture
was received by the panel a grayish coating of some kind on it
This was probably another thing that was detrimental to the effort

Mr GOLDSMITHWhat analytical work was done to determine
whether that image is a human object

Dr HUNT When we look at this image upon a soft-copy display
we display it on a color CRT This is where the soft copy is superior
to the hard copy I have here on the exhibit The perception is quite
dramatic and distinct that there are flesh tones within the region
of what appears to be the head of this object at the wall and that
there are more flesh tones in what appears to be the hands of this
object at the mall What we tried to do was to make analytical and
numerical measurements of those flesh tones and compare those
with the flesh tones of another individual in the photograph

What we did for comparison purposes was measure flesh tones
upon the legs and face of this woman standing next to Mr Za
pruder his secretary

Mr GoLDSMrrH What was the panel's conclusion
Dr HUNT Based upon the flesh-tone measurements which we

took off of the object at the wall and comparing those to similar
measurements on the flesh tones on Zapruder's secretary we con
cluded this was a person standing at the wall

Mr GOLDSMITH Did the panel make any effort to determine
whether that person was holding a rifle

Dr HUNT Yes We tried to examine the nature of this linear
feature which you see right here If you look at this object you
perceive something like a head or face with flesh tones shoulders
and arms with flesh tones in the region I am pointing to here and
then you perceive this linear object which runs out of the hands
roughly at a 45-degree angle We would have liked to deblur the
image Since we couldn't the only thing we could do was to ask
ourselves what is the probability of this being a rifle We could
not make a conclusion on that because there is another evident
blur at the 45-degree line throughout this image This linear object
we perceive runs at the same direction as the blur which is appar
ent in the image It is equally likely therefore that this is either a
real object of some kind or simply a small dark object in the image
which was stretched out by the motion blur of the camera during
the period in which the picture was taken

Mr GOLDSMITHDr Hunt I would ask you to refer now to JFK
F-129 which was the Moorman enlargement at the far left I would
ask what type of enhancement method was applied to this photo
graph

Dr HUNT This photograph in its original form was a black and
white Polaroid print As such it was not well suited to being
scanned by computer There is in the region of the retaining wall a
great amount of dark area What we did therefore was to use
contrast enhancement techniques of the photo-optic kind

We tried to bring out through photo enhancement details
against the retaining wall

Mr GOLDSMITHWhat conclusion if any did the panel reach
concerning this photograph

Dr HUNT We found no evidence of the person that is visible in
the Willis photograph in the Moormon photograph
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Mr GOLDSMITHWhat is the time sequence among these three
photographs

Dr HUNT Willis came first approximately 5 seconds later came
the Moormon photograph and the Nix photograph spans most of
those times plus some time later

Mr GOLDSMITHWhy is that
Dr HUNT Because the Nix picture is a motion picture film The

picture started running prior to the fatal shot and kept running
during and after

Mr GOLDSMITHDrawing your attention to JFK F-129 in the
upper left-hand region of that exhibit there is a stockade fence
Perhaps you could point to it for the committee Was any effort
made to study that area to see if there was any evidence of a
gunman there

Dr Hurry No No effort was applied to it First of all the results
carried out in this region were negative

Mr GOLDSMITHYou are pointing now to the retaining wall
Dr Hurry Yes The print was of quite poor quality As I said

this is a black and white Polaroid print and it had been manhan
dled quite a bit during the years We concluded the results over
here would be probably the same When we look at the quality of
the image in this region it seems even poorer than the quality
where we already had negative results

Mr GOLDSMITHThe region you were just referring to is the
region of the stockade fence

Dr Hurry That is correct
Mr GOLDSMITHReferring your attention to JFK F-161 what

type of enhancement work was applied to the Nix film
Dr HuNT This particular frame out of the Nix film was subject

ed to an enhancement operation at Aerospace Corp in Los Angeles
in which the nature of the enhancement was to bring the image
more into focus We know there is a slight blur in it from the
nature of the camera's image system We tried to remove that blur

Mr GOLDSMITHWas the panel able to reach any conclusion as to
the presence of a gunman by the retaining wall

Dr HUNT Over here at the retaining wall area we see some
pattern of light and dark shaped roughly like a triangle You see
that better in the enlargement which we have shown here The
panel could not conclude this was a person We see no flesh tones
associated with that region of the sort we find over here on Za
pruder and his secretary

Mr GOLDSMITHWas this particular photograph subjected to digi
tal image processing

Dr Hurry Yes
Mr GoLDSMITHWas the panel able to discern any sign of a flash

or puff of smoke
Dr HUNT No They found no flash or puff of smoke in that

retaining wall area of this film
Mr GOLDSMITHThe retaining wall area in this particular frame

seems to be on the periphery of the frame What effect if any does
that have on the quality of the image

Dr HUNT Well it is in fact on the periphery of the frame If you
look on the frame itself it cuts off a little to the right where the
photograph was printed



By and large the edge of a frame is the region of greatest
degradation in the photo a region where you are likely to find
ragged edges of the frame a region where you will find misfocusing
of different colors a region where you will find the greatest
amount of blurring

Mr GOLDSMITHMight that account for claims made by some
that in that area of the photograph a flash or puff of smoke was
perceived

Dr HUNT Certainly it could For example an object in the
background which might have been perceived as something easily
recognizable in the center might be out of focus at the edge and
simply not properly perceived

Mr GOLDSMITH I would ask Dr Hunt be shown JFK F-162
Mr Chairman I move for the admission of this item
Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the

record at this point
[Whereupon exhibit JFK F-162 was received.]

JFK EXHIBITF-162

Mr GOLDSMITHWould you identify this exhibit Dr Hunt
Dr HUNT Yes We are looking at another frame out of the Nix

film The upper version is the original version and the lower ver
sion is the enhancement which I will talk about in greater detail
in a moment

We are looking at the region of the Nix film which shows the
retaining wall area where Zapruder and his secretary are at the
right of this area which we are examining at the left

Mr GOLDSMITHWhat issue was raised by this particular frame
Dr HUNT This has what is referred to as the classic g iIan

You will perceive in the region that I am pointing to which is an
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area above the retaining wall itself something which looks like the
way an individual firing a fairly large rifle would be positioned By
that I mean I would be holding the stock out in front of me with
the left arm essentially dropping down at the angle you see and
with my right arm abruptly out from the body at about a 90 angle
from the vertical and the rifle therefore would be presumably
pointing somewhere toward the plaza The rifle would have to be
pointing directly at the lens of the camera across Dealey Plaza

Mr GOLDSMITHWhat type of enhancement work was applied to
the Nix film or to this particular film

Dr HUNT This frame was enhancement.I should say eight
frames were enhanced The eight best frames were chosen and
digitized at Los Alamos Once they were digitized we did the
following

Each frame was registered "Register is a term we use to indi
cate that we superimpose one frame on top of another by comput
er to line up common points of the frame with all other common
points Once they were registered each point in an image was
identical in a frame right next to it we then added all those
together The purpose of adding those together was to reduce the
noise in the image that portion of the image which is random
noise will tend to be suppressed by the addition That portion
which is constant will tend to be reinforced Once the noise is
reduced we then use another enhancement technique that I de
scribed earlier of putting the image back into focus refocusing by
the computer if you wish

Mr GOLDSMITH After performing this enhancement analysis
what conclusion if any did the panel reach concerning the image
at issue

Dr HUNT We concluded that this was not a gunman
Mr GOLDSMITHWhat was the reason for your conclusion
Dr HUNT There were several reasons for that First of all the

result of the enhancement processing If you compare the region to
the right and above the so-called classic gunman you see a great
amount of clarity has been introduced by the processing and you
are able to perceive what this region is It appears to be shadow
patterns on a wall structure behind the plaza as a result of sun
shining through the trees in the adjacent region

The panel looking at that believed what we were seeing was
just a particular shadow being created on the back wall Further
more when we tried to make measurements to arrive at flesh
tones to compare with flesh tones over here on Zapruder the flesh
tone analysis was not similar We found no relationships between
the colored regions here and the colored portions on Zapruder or
his secretary

Mr GOLDSMITHDid the panel come to a conclusion of any sort
Dr HUNT No with one exception In a couple of frames this

right position which would be the arm extended horizontally van
ished in a couple of frames If we were looking at a real individual
it would be impossible for that to abruptly disappear and reappear
again That was another thing that led us to believe it is a possibil
ity of some variation of shadow caused by leaves

Mr GOLDSMITHWas there any evidence of a rifle
Dr HUNT There was no evidence of a rifle



Mr GOLDSMITHWas there any evidence of a flash or puff of
smoke Dr Hunt

Dr HUNT No there was not We were being particulary sensi
tive to that What we did besides the enhancement and the averag
ing technique I described we subtracted each frame from its neigh
bor The business of subtraction has the property of enhancing
anything which is distinctly different from its neighbor because
everything which is common in the two images goes to zero That
which is not common stands out like a sore thumb There was no
visibility of flash or smoke

Mr GOLDSMITHAt this time I would ask Dr Hunt be shown JFK
F-164

Mr Chairman I move for the admission of this item
Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the

record
[Whereupon exhibit JFK F-164 was received.]

JFK EXHIBITF-164

Mr GOLDSMITHWould you identify this exhibit Dr Hunt
Dr HUNT Yes This is a section out of the Zapruder motion

picture film This is one frame out of that film In particular it is
frame 413 using the numbering sequence which was established by
the Warren Commission The top half of this exhibit shows the
original frame as it was received by the photographic panel The
lower half of it shows the result of enhancing it

Mr GOLDSMITHWhat issue was raised by this particular frame
Dr HUNT The issue raised by this particular frame is the visibil

ity of this head If you look in front of and behind this frame you
will see Zapruder is following the limousine as it exits the plaza A
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bush becomes visible in the right side of the frame moving toward
the left Visible also in the bush is this head or this head-like object
which we see here What is important with respect to it is the
following feature If you look at the head you can see a linear
feature starting where I show my pointer a very narrow feature
running through the leaves of the bush so to speak There is a
darker feature here which is much thicker And if you line them
all up it is alleged that what you are seeing is the barrel of a rifle
and the stock of a rifle and this of course is the man who is
holding the rifle

Mr GOLDSMITHWhat type of enhancement technique was ap
plied to this frame

Dr HUNT This frame was enhanced by a technique that had the
property of bringing the whole frame more into focus using a
computer to focus the camera after the fact The result of that I
think is quite visible because if you look at the barrel of the rifle
as you see it in the lower picture it is much more distinct it is
better outlined and is easier to follow

Mr GOLDSMITHIn examining this frame for evidence of a person
with a gun what analytical work was done

Dr HUNT The important analytical work which we can do in
examining the frame first of all I will use the topograph-

Mr GOLDSMITHExcuse me Dr Hunt has referred to JFK F-133
Dr HUNT This is an overhead survey map of Dealey Plaza the

black outlined area is the retaining wall we have been looking at
in other photos Mr Zapruder was standing at roughly this portion
of the wall By examining the film and letting the U.S Geological
Survey do analytical plots we were able to place the limousine in
its path down the street at approximately this position

Zapruder's camera was centered roughly on the limousine so if
we were to draw a line from Zapruder to the limousine we would
be able to see what we were looking at in the line of sight of the
camera You can see that it crosses the center of this sidewalk this
concrete walk which leads down from the top of the knoll to the
street level That is roughly the positions you would have involved

Mr GOLDSMITHYou are drawing a line in effect between Mr
Zapruder and the position of the vehicle in frame Z413

Dr HUNT Yes
Mr GOLDSMITH Having done that what conclusion did you

reach
Dr HUNT We did that and then after having done that we went

one step further We looked at the relative sizes of the head which
we perceived in the bush and the heads which we perceived out in
the automobile For example we see here the head of a Secret
Service agent who is just climbing into the back of a limousine
There is a principle of camera optics that states you can relate the
size of the head which we see in the bush to the size of the head
which we see out here in the street and you can use those two
relative sizes to determine relative distances between the camera
the head in the street and the head which we see in the bush

By measuring the width of these heads and carrying out that
calculation we were able to do the following I made three differ
ent measurements and if I were to place again that line between
Zapruder and the car and then position the heads I would find
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bush would lie to Zapruder would be exactly in that sidewalk The
farthest away would be about 10 or 15 feet on the other side of the
sidewalk

Mr GOLDSMITHYou are referring to the sidewalk that runs from
the retaining wall down to Elm Street

Dr HUNT That is correct
What that means is the following We find that the head must be

at the sidewalk or beyond it If we go back to the original exhibit
itself and look at what we perceive about this rifle barrel which
has been asserted to be a rifle barrel we notice that in this bush
the rifle barrel actually falls in front of several different leaves we
see in the bush It is a geometrical and physical impossibility to
appear in front of leaves in the bush if the individual himself is
physically located far beyond the bush The bush actually exists in
this region about 10 or 15 feet from Zapruder right near the point
of the retaining wall Consequently we conclude that this was not a
head in the bush This was literally a man standing out near this
area of the sidewalk in the plaza

Mr GOLDSMITHThank you very much Dr Hunt
I have no further questions
Mr GOLDSMITH Mister Chairman I move the entry of JFK

F-129 F-155 F-161 and F-163
Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered into

the record at this time
[The information follows:]

JFK EXHIBITF-129





JFK EXHIBITF-161
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JFK EXHIBITF-163

Chairman STOKESIt is now 12:30 This is an appropriate time for
us to take a recess

Accordingly the committee will stand in recess until 2 p.m this
afternoon

[Whereupon at 12:32 p.m. the hearing was recessed to resume
at 2 p.m.]
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AFTERNOONSESSION

Chairman STOKESThe committee will come to order
The Chair recognizes the gentleman-
Mr EDGAR Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKESThe gentleman from Pennsylvania
Mr EDGAR While Mr Fithian is getting the questions ready I

have two relatively innocent questions I would like to ask our
witness

Chairman STOKESYou may proceed
Mr EDGAR Thank you Mr Chairman
You were describing the processes of the photography and using

the computer and particularly the visual box of the TV Is it
possible to make video tapes of the computer's activity on that
video screen similar to what you can do in home TV cassettes

TESTIMONY OF DR BOB R HUNT.Resumed

Dr HUNT The answer to that is "yes But you have to use a
different type of video taping system than you would find in a
regular off-the-shelf thing you could buy from your local electronic
store for example The reason for that is that to produce a higher
quality display on the TV sets that were used for computer en
hancement we use a different electronic format for the creation of
the image on the TV tube than the electronic format which is used
in commercial broadcast television standards

So you would have to have a box so to speak which is suited for
the electronic standards of our TV display rather than the elec
tronic standards of commercial broadcast television

Mr EDGAR OK Just one other question I wonder if we could
have put up on display the pictures that you enhanced looking at
the figure on the corner of the wall in the grassy knoll that looks
like a person

Dr HUNT OK That would be Willis No 5 I guess I don't know
the exhibit number

Mr EDGAR And also the picture of the bush and the hat
Dr HUNT OK Zapruder frame 413 that would be That is one of

the retaining wall photos
Is that the one you are interested in
Mr EDGAR Yes This was the one I am particularly interested

in
In your description.and we had also a chart up there of the fact

that that hat was probably somewhere near the steps and the bush
was closer to Zapruder I believe when he took that picture is that
correct

Dr HUNT Yes that's correct
Mr EDGAR Put that up
The question is a relatively innocent one It seems to me that we

had some pictures of Zapruder taking the famous film Did you
analyze or look at any of those pictures to see if there is anyone
with that kind of a hat standing anywhere near the steps

Dr HUNT First of all what you perceive as a hat the panel did
not conclude was a hat they concluded there is not an individual
with a hat there But what you see the perception of a hat with
the brim turned down is actually just a coincidental appearance of
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leaves in that bush near the edge of the head in such a way that it
looks like the brim of a hat

Now with respect to--
Mr EDGAR But there is a head under that-
Dr HUNT There is definitely a head and you can tell that for

example by some of the pink flesh tones on the ears and the back
of the neck when you look at them on a computer display

Now the head there itself you can see for example in the
picture which Mrs Downey just put up three individuals standing
on the steps there All three of them appear to be fair-haired or
with hair cropped short perhaps balding or beginning to bald
which would be very much the same perception you would receive
from looking at this individual's head which is seen in Zapruder
413 namely that of a balding or fair-haired individual with the
hair cropped short

Mr EDGAR I just wanted to make clear on the record that there
were some people standing in the proximity of where you suggest
someone might have been standing to cause the optical illusion
that appears that the gentleman.person.is in the bushes

Dr HUNT That's correct In fact they appear to be standing just
about on the steps where that line that I drew on the survey map
would indicate on a distance measurement from the geometry of
the imagery that they would have to be

Mr EDGAR Thank you Mr Chairman I yield back my time
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
The gentleman from Indiana Mr Fithian
Mr FITHIAN Thank you Mr Chairman
Dr Hunt just theoretically hypothetically if someone in you

profession someone with your talents wanted to arrive at a cer
tain thing a certain kind of object out of computer enhancement of
a photo would it be possible to fake that

Dr HUNT In some cases it probably could be I would qualify it
in the following way

For example if I wanted to distort an object to appear to look
like some other object I could do that if the object that I wished to
start the distortion operation on had certain characteristics which
were probably similar to the object that I wished to arrive at when
I did this distortion whatever it might be But-

Mr FITHIAN Could you for example if you set out to do it take
what has been alleged to be a head in the bush and with the right
adjustment of height and computer assistance make that into a
person

Dr HUNT How would you judge the criterion of making it into a
person

Mr FITHIAN Enough so that you could convince the average
lawman that that was in fact a person in the bush

Dr HUNT Yes I believe that could be done
What you would probably go about doing would be to ad more

color to it so that more skin tones would be visible perhaps using
the machine in some artistic way putting in more of a hairline
than is immediately visible in the raw imagery and so on

Mr FITHIAN Dr Hunt let's turn to the analysis of the Hughes
film that you talked about this morning-

Dr HUNT OK
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Mr FITHIAN [continuing] Which shows the Texas School Book
Depository building Did the photo panel look for motion in other
areas of the picture than this sixth floor open window southeast
window

Dr HUNT Yes There is an adjacent set of windows also on the
sixth floor where it has been alleged that motion occurs or there
is a visibililty of something like a human form in that region

That area was also analyzed at the same time we analyzed the
open window

Mr FITHIAN And what were the results
Dr HUNT The conclusions were negative We found nothing that

we would attribute to real motion of any object that was recogniz
able by the panel

Mr FITHIAN Referring to the autoradiographic enhancement of
the Dillard photo which is JFK F-156.I don't know that we have
to have it back up there but I wanted to clarify something you said
this morning that left me a little uncertain as to what you meant
You said that you were unable to detect any human presence in
the window

Now as a point of clarification you were referring were you not
to the photographic image of the window You would have no way
of saying whether there was an individual further inside the
window than that

Dr HUNT That's correct Our conclusions related strictly to that
negative image which we had on hand Within that negative we
could see no human form or shape

Mr FITHIAN The conclusion therefore is that if Oswald shot the
President from the window that at the time that photograph was
taken the shot that you were working with at the time that was
taken he had sufficiently removed himself from the window inside
that all the photo-enhancement could not bring him out to light is
that correct

Dr HUNT That would be my supposition that in fact if he is
there he is beyond the line of sight not just in the shadows but
outside of the line of sight visible through the window

Mr FITHIAN I would like to ask the staff to put up JFK F-153
As I understand it Doctor this is a picture that was taken a few
seconds after the shot is that correct

Dr HUNT I am not sure until I see the picture Which one are
you referring to

Mr FITHIAN I believe that is the one of the.the TSBD
Dr HUNT Oh yes right Yes in answer to your question that

was taken a few seconds after the last shot was fired At least that
is Dillard's testimony to the Warren Commission I believe

Mr FITHIAN Now directing your attention to that particular
exhibit the photograph in the area of the sixth floor window the
open window there seems to be a change in the configuration of
the boxes How did the photo panel account for this

Dr HUNT The change in configuration of the boxes with respect
to what with respect to another window view

Mr FITHIAN No with respect to other photos that you analyzed
Dr HUNT OK Probably the one most pertinent to that would be

the exhibit which is showing next to it at the moment.I am not
aware of the exhibit number for it.but that shows the same
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window taken approximately one to two minutes after the first
picture which we talked about the one taken by Dillard on the
right the one by Powell on the left

You are correct in perceiving that there is something which we
could ascribe to a change in the configuration of the boxes

For example the picture on the right we see only two boxes one
at the left of the windowsill and just a corner of the one peeping up
at the right of the windowsill Whereas in the picture the en
larged picture for example on the left we see not just the two
boxes you can still see for example on the left there is the same
small box at the left there is the same corner peeping up at the
right But now we have two or three other boxes apparently rising
up in between them

There are two possible explanations I guess for that that the
panel considered One is that we are seeing boxes which are in the
room but because of our perspective our line of sight is different
we are seeing different boxes than were visible in the other pic
ture

The second explanation is that there has been physically a move
ment of the boxes in the room during the time which elapsed
between the taking of those pictures

Mr FITHIAN All right Now there is no way that we can know
which it is

Dr HUNT There are ways of eliminating or narrowing down the
possibilities between those two choices For example given the
geometry at which you are viewing and given the apparent sun
light on the boxes you could probably guess how far into the room
those boxes do lie

For example if you look at the two boxes which appear to have
been introduced in the picture on the left they appear to be in full
sunlight which means they must not lie too far inside the room
because this was high noon in November the sun angle is simply
not that low in Dallas at high noon in November to shine sunlight
very deep into the room So they can certainly not be too far
behind the plane of the window and that would therefore tend to
rule out the possibility that we are looking at the box which lies in
one position in the room and is simply tended to be viewed in
different perspective from two different viewing points

Mr FITHIAN You say it rules that out
Dr HUNT It tends to rule it out yes It does not rule it out

completely because we lack what is usually referred to as the
analytical information from the position of the two photographers
to precisely plot the positions of those boxes by stereoanalysis
techniques

Mr FITHIAN Well if it generally tends to rule that out then it
seems this committee would be left with only one conclusion and
that is that a box was actually moved

Dr HUNT That would be my only personal conclusion that
somebody or something moved boxes around in that room during
the time of taking of those two pictures

Mr FITHIAN I would like to move to the next film and perhaps
we don't have to have it up there I think we remember pretty
clearly what that is
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But in Aerospace's enhancement of the dark image in what
would then have been your enhancement photo which I believe
shows above that the image seen at the retaining wall these
bright spots in the area of that image which were made even more
significant in the upper portion

Dr HUNT Right that's it
Mr FITHIAN I didn't quite get how you accounted for those
Dr HUNT Our explanation would be that we are seeing some

shadow shining through There is a large stand of trees which you
do not immediately see in that frame of course lying to the left of
the frame And there is a wall a structural wall back behind this
whole region And at various places the sunlight is shining through
the trees and you are seeing little bits of light speckling on the
pattern of the wall behind it

Another explanation would be just that there are simply three
bright spots of paint on the wall back there for example which are
visible even in the deep shadow that they lie in

Mr FITHIAN Now while we are referring to this particular
section of the photos there has been a great deal made of this
business of somebody seeing a puff of smoke or something they
thought was a puff of smoke in the area As I remember your
testimony this morning you said there was no photographic evi
dence of that

Dr HUNT That's correct
Mr FITHIAN Is there anything that you could tell me that would

clarify whether or not your techniques would tend to increase the
prospect of seeing it if it were there Or is there something in your
computer enhancement that would actually tend to filter.for lack
of a better term.would tend to filter that smoke out of the picture
when you go to blowing it up and putting it on a computer

Dr HUNT The techniques which we applied in the analysis were
specifically those which we hoped would enhance details or fea
tures of that type In other words we were careful to guard against
using any kind of technique which would have the prospect of
and your term of "filtering it out is a techniquely proper one
which would tend.we avoided techniques which would filter out
any such type of artifacts We were using techniques which would
bring those details out

Mr FITHIAN So you set out actually to increase the prospect of
seeing any smoke that would appear in the picture

Dr HUNT Well not just smoke It is not to say we were concen
trating on just smoke but we used techniques which would bring
out details of any kind whether they be smoke or people standing
at walls whatever Those techniques tend to be fairly universal in
their application for the enhancement for restoration of details

Mr FITHIAN Let me ask the clerk to put up JFK-155
This is the Willis slide I don't think that is up there now
Now obviously the human eye doesn't give us the full story we

have discovered that if we have discovered anything in the last 2
to 3 weeks Any viewing of this picture indicates that that is a
pretty good quality photograph given a lot of the other things we
have been trying to work with and that you have been trying to
work with and therefore my layman's judgment is that if it is
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that good a photograph why couldn't you get more information
from it in regard to the dark image on the retaining wall

Dr HUNT First of all from the distance that you are viewing
it.is not accurate

The human eye has an inability to resolve details and that
inability of course is governed by how close you are to an image
You have to first of all look at the image close up in the region to
the areas or the features that you are trying to deal with and
then second if you do do that under the magnification.and by
magnification I mean the small sampling of individual numbers
such as I described in my earlier testimony.if you do that under
magnification which is consistent with the details you are trying to
resolve you find indeed that the blur the extent to which some of
those features are blurred are almost the magnitude of things you
are trying to resolve

In other words if I were to put a measure of one inch on the film
of some object I were looking at I would find it had been blurred
by almost a distance of my hypothetical one inch So that from
your viewing point it is difficult to conclude whether that is a good
or bad image It is the kind of thing that you can really conclude
or a photoanalyst can conclude only by looking at it under the
proper magnification

Mr FITHIAN Now correct me if I am wrong but isn't that a
blowup of a 35 millimeter slide

Dr HUNT It is.I think it is roughly about a full frame print By
that I mean I don't think it is much of a blowup it tends to show
much of the original frame with the original slide

Mr FITHIAN And is this the slide that you had difficulty with
because of the coating on it

Dr HUNT Yes When it was received by the contractors who
were performing the work for the committee to be scanned and
digitized it was noticed at that time that there was some kind of
grayish coating on it

Mr FITHIAN Some what
Dr HUNT Some kind of grayish coating a gray coating grayish

coating
Mr FITHIAN Was this in the processing of the film
Dr HUNT We are not aware of the source of that coating We

don't know how it got on there
Mr FITHIAN Dr Hunt did the photo panel make use of any

information that came from prior studies done on the photographic
materials Because there have been a great many

Dr HUNT We made use of two different.I beg your pardon
three different studies which were performed by ITEK Corp in the
year 1967 which were performed for Life magazine at that time
and then another study performed in 1976 for CBS Television

Mr FITHIAN And did you.I am now talking about your tech
nique.did you take what they had developed as basic knowledge
and go from that That is did you rely upon that data or how did
you-

Dr HUNT We tended to operate in an independent mode of the
ITEK studies There are two reasons for that First of all technol
ogy has advanced considerably from the time of the 1967 studies
More is known about those processes now than was known then A
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second reason was that we were not entirely in agreement with
ITEK That is not to say we faulted the ITEK study Simply there
were other options to be explored

Mr FITHIAN SO you were satisfied then that you and your
group explored all the options open to you given the data and the
material you had to work with and the state of the art now

Dr HUNT That is correct We think the sum total of the things
we did and the things ITEK did represent a very broad spectrum of
the options available to any person taking up this technology and
applying it to that information

Mr FITHIAN Are there any cautionary notes that you would
give either ourselves or somebody reading this report 5 or 10 years
down the way any cautions to be observed in the efforts to en
hance poor quality photographs

Dr HUNT Yes I think the cautions that I would give would be
what everybody working with this technology already knows In
anything you do in enhancing an image it is important to interpret
the results which you achieve and interpret them strictly in terms
of what you see on the film My favorite cliche in this regard
people who work with me on the panel have heard me use it
before.is that a low quality image is very much like a Rorschach
ink blot people will look at it and see a lot of things under
different circumstances My main caution is to be sure you don't
fall into traps by drawing more conclusions than are necessarily
warranted by the hard evidence on the film itself

Mr FITHIAN I have sometimes looked at some of the pictures
and the quality of them And until somebody pointed out this was a
tree or whatever I had not seen that I sort of concluded it is like
the ink blot test You pass this out to 10 people and the person
tends to bring out of that very subjective photo or conglomeration
what he takes to it I don't know whether I am making myself
clear or not

Dr HUNT I have the same impression Vision is the most subjec
tive of the five human senses because it conveys the most informa
tion and consequently that subjectively will always be employed

Mr FITHIAN With regard to that one particular one that has
been sensational that is the seeing of the form in the bush and the
rifle presumably and there is tremendous argument back and
forth as to what people are seeing when they look at that As I
understood your testimony this morning you did a pretty tough
analysis of it But I did not hear anything that satisfied me.I
don't mean any severe criticism.as to how you dispensed with the
idea that long black thin 45-degree object was not a rifle

Can you tell me what kind of tests you did or didn't do on that
particular question

Dr HUNT Yes perhaps it would be better if I went to the display
itself

Mr FITHIAN Would you
Dr HUNT It is a very good question Because of the placement of

the figure out in the plaza the conclusion that this is a rifle in the
figure's hands makes it geometrically impossible for it to be lying
in front of the bushes We also did some very precise measure
ments on what I referred to earlier as the rifle stock namely this
thick linear portion I am pointing to here
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The measurements were analytical in nature Since this is a
color picture we can measure red green and blue out of this
picture Those color measurements were then processed by a tech
nique which was originally developed by NASA for the isolation of
geographic and vegetation features on the ground from satellites
That technique is one of taking the individual colors which are
measured the red green and blue looking at the numbers meas
ured by them and dividing the one into the other and making a
picture of the results of that division When we did that we had the
relative balance of one color to another in the region of what I
refer to as the stock of the rifle Those color ratios were consistent
with the same measurements taken back here in the limousine
which you see in a hole in the bushes as it is passing through

Our conclusion is All you are seeing in this region of so-called
rifle stock is nothing but a chance hole in the bushes and you are
really looking at the limousine through the hole in the bushes The
color measurements bear that out

A second thing we did was to simply look at the bush in the
enhanced version In this version since we have tended to deblur
the image you will see a lot of features running at 45 degrees the
same as for this feature purported to be a rifle barrel It was the
conclusion of the panel that all we are looking at in this case is
just twigs of the bush and what we are seeing is nothing more
than a common growth pattern of a bush itself If each of these is a
rifle you can count seven or eight rifles down there which we
considered to be an absurdity

Mr FITHIAN What you are saying the paint or the coloration of
that alleged form that was the rifle matches precisely that of the
side of the limousine

Dr HUNT That is correct
Mr FITHIAN And it is your conclusion then what that we are

looking at is a little piece of the limousine through a bush
Dr HUNT That is correct It just happens to be a hole in the

bushes at this point of a strange shape sort of a rectangular 45
shape which has the same color reflectance value as the back side
of the limousine

Mr FITHIAN Thank you
I just have one concluding question if you want to return to your

material I take it all your findings and the analysis and the
methods in which you arrived there will be a part of the report to
this committee

Dr HUNT That is correct
Mr FITHIAN Would it be possible once that is all in for someone

who is interested in this particular phase of it to duplicate the
study that you made and would they come out with the same
answer or is there enough subjectivity that it is kind of what you
bring to it is what you take from it

Dr HUNT To answer your first question yes it would be entirely
possible for someone to duplicate that effort The reason it would
be possible is that all the data which was used in the computer
analysis is recorded on magnetic tape and will be made available to
the National Archives as a permanent record for the future

Furthermore the report which will be written will describe the
actual details of the processes which were carried out so if some
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one wished to take up that issue and use the same techniques they
can do it

To answer your first question that would be my reply
The second question would they come to the same conclusion I

believe they would
Mr FITHIAN Mr Chairman I have no further questions
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
The gentleman from Connecticut Mr McKinney
Mr MCKINNEY Mr Chairman I have no questions I just want

to thank Dr Hunt
I think you have been one of the most lucid and clear witnesses

we have had and we have had a great many fantastic expert
witnesses

As a member of this committee I am deeply concerned over a lot
of the questions you have answered today I want to thank you for
the thoroughness and the openness in your comments None of
what you said was prejudiced nor opinionated To me your scientif
ic testimony is amongst the best I have listened to as a Congress
man in this Congress

Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
Is anyone seeking further recognition
[No response.]
Chairman STOKESDoctor at the conclusion of a witness testimo

ny before our committee he is entitled to a period of 5 minutes in
which time he can make any further comment he so desires rela
tive to his testimony I would extend to you 5 minutes for that
purpose at this time if you so desire

Dr HUNT Thank you The only comments I would have would be
to echo those of Sergeant Kirk earlier and Dr Snow thanking the
committee for its interest its support its enthusiasm

Chairman STOKES Thank you very much I am sure all of our
committee would concur in the remarks made by the gentleman
from Connecticut Mr McKinney regarding your excellent presen
tation

The Chair recognizes Professor Blakey
Mr BLAKEYWhen the Zapruder film of the Kennedy Assassina

tion was made public critics and people generally were fascinated
by the sight of a man with a black umbrella standing just a few
few feet from the Presidential limousine It was a sunshiny day so
what purpose could anyone have for an umbrella

The theories about the umbrella man for the most part attribut
ed to him some sinister intent At the very least he was a signal
man for the actual gunmen although one critic proposed the idea
that a firing device concealed in the umbrella was the weapon used
to assassinate the President

It also appeared curious that the umbrella man was one of the
few spectators in Dealey Plaza who was not later identified In fact
his identity has remained a secret to this day

When it studied all of the photographs taken in Dealey Plaza on
November 22 1963 the committee discovered one taken by a Life
photographer in which the umbrella man could be seen from the
front It is moments after the President has been shot and the
man is sitting on the curb his umbrella by this time lying at his
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feet The only problem was that he is off to the corner of the
picture and the image is tiny unrecognizable in fact

Nevertheless through photographic enhancement techniques
the committee was able to obtain a blowup of the photo in which
the umbrella man appeared clearly enough to be identified

The committee released the picture to the press asking anyone
who recognized the umbrella man to contact the committee The
committee was contacted and as a result the umbrella man was
located by the committee

It would be appropriate at this time Mr Chairman to call Louie
Steven Witt

Will you please stand and raise your right and be sworn Do you
solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this committee
will be the truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth so
help you God

Mr Wrrr I do

TESTIMONY OF LOUIE STEVEN WITT

Chairman STOKESThank you You may be seated
The Chair recognizes counsel for the committee Mr Genzman
Mr GENZMAN Thank you Mr Chairman
Mr Witt would you state your full name for the record
Mr Wirr Louie Steven Witt
Mr GENZMAN Mr Witt I would like to direct your attention to

November 22 1963 Were you in Dealey Plaza on November 22
1963

Mr Wrrr Yes I was
Mr GENZMAN Did you witness the assassination of President

Kennedy
Mr Wrrr Yes sir
Mr GENZMAN Have you previously testified about the assassina

tion of President Kennedy
Mr Wirr No
Mr GENZMAN Have you ever given information to any law

enforcement bodies concerning the assassination
Mr Wirr No
Mr GENZMAN Mr Witt what did you do on the morning of

November 22 1963
Mr Wrrr I guess I went to work in the usual manner about 8 or

8:30
Mr GENZMAN Where did you work at that time
Mr Wirr Rio Grande Insurance Co
Mr GENZMAN What did you do at lunchtime on that day
Mr Wirr Well I went out as I usually did every day when the

weather was decent for a walk
Mr GENZMAN Were you carrying anything
Mr Wirr Yes On this particular day I was carrying a black

umbrella
Mr GENZMAN Mr Chairman at this time I would ask that the

exhibit marked as JFK F-405 be entered into the record
Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the

record
[Whereupon exhibit JFK F-405 was entered and photographs

included for the record.]
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JFK EXHIBITF-405
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Mr GENZMAN Mr Witt can you identify Exhibit 405
Mr Wrrr I would say that is the umbrella I was carrying
Mr GENZMAN Why were you carrying an umbrella that day
Mr Wrrr Actually I was going to use this umbrella to heckle

the President's motorcade
Mr GENZMAN How had you gotten this idea
Mr Wrrr In a coffee break conversation someone had mentioned

that the umbrella was a sore spot with the Kennedy family Being
a conservative-type fellow I sort of placed him in the liberal camp
and I was just going to kind of do a little heckling

Mr GENZMAN Are you saying you were going to use the umbrel
la as a symbol for the purpose of heckling

Mr Wrrr I think that would cover it
Mr GENZMAN On November 22 1963 were you aware of the

motorcade route
Mr Wirr No Not really I knew that they would be going down

the center part of town somewhere noontime
Mr GENZMAN What route did you follow during your walk
Mr Wrrr Well when I left the building which was located at the

corner of Elm Street and Field Street I went south on Field Street
over to Main Street This was where the crowds of people were
where the people were lining the sidewalks on either side

Mr GENZMAN When you reached Main Street in which direc
tion did you head

Mr Wrrr I traveled west This would put me turning right from
the direction that I came

Mr GENZMAN West on Main Street
Mr Wrrr Yes
Mr GENZMAN Why did you continue in that direction
Mr Wrrr Well every day I walk someplace and looking back

the only reason I can account for my going that direction as
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opposed to the other direction would be since I was carrying that
stupid umbrella intent to heckling the President and not being a
person who was given to.prior to this time.doing things that
would bring myself into notice the only thing I can say is that I
went down the street where I assumed there would be fewer
people because the buildings on the west end of the street or the
lower end were either low buildings or low buildings where there
were not a lot of people

Chairman STOKESWould you be kind enough to pull that micro
phone closer to you We are having difficulty hearing you

Mr GENZMAN How far did you go on Main Street
Mr Wrrr I walked all the way down Main Street to the court

house records building area and on to Houston Street
Mr GENZMAN Which way did you travel on Houston
Mr Wirr At this time I think I must have been planning to go

back to the street that I worked on Elm Street which would be 1
block over I traveled north over toward Elm Street

Mr GENZMAN What did you do when you arrived at Elm Street
Mr Wirr Well I ended up turning left and going down into

what is known as Dealey Plaza The only reason I can think that I
ended up down there was possibly I looked down there and saw an
area where there were not a large group of people There were
people in that area but there was also in this area which later
became known as the grassy knoll there was no one out in that
area in any great number

Mr GENZMAN What did you do when you reached the grassy
knoll

Mr Wirr I think I went sort of maybe halfway up the grassy
area somewhere in that vicinity I am pretty sure I sat down

Mr GENZMAN Were you waiting for the motorcade
Mr Wirr Yes
Mr GENZMAN Do you recall how long you waited
Mr WrTT I really couldn't say I don't think I was there very

long Since I was not that all-fired determined to carry out what I
set out to do I am sure I didn't wait a great length of time

Mr GENZMAN Did the motorcade come soon thereafter
Mr Wirr Yes it apparently did
Mr GENZMAN What did you do when you saw the motorcade

coming into the area
Mr Wrrr Well as I recall the motorcade had already made the

turn and was coming down Elm Street going west on Elm before I
became aware it was there and it would have been from a straight
line position off to my left about like this [indicating] when I saw
it

Mr GENZMAN What did you do when you saw it approaching
you

Mr Wirr I think I got up and started fiddling with that um
brella trying to get it open and at the same time I was walking
forward walking toward the street

Mr GENZMAN You testified that you were opening the umbrella
to use it as a symbol hoping to catch the President's eye

Mr Wrrr Yes sir
Mr GENZMAN Could you elaborate further as to the type of

symbol you thought you were applying
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Mr Wrrr I just knew it was a sore spot with the Kennedys I
just knew the vague generalities of it It had something to do with
something that happened years ago with the senior Joe Kennedy
when he was Ambassador to England

Mr GENZMAN What happened next
Mr Wrrr I beg your pardon
Mr GENZMAN What happened next I believe you testified that

you were moving forward opening your umbrella as the motorcade
was approaching you

Mr Wrrr Yes As I moved toward the street still walking on the
grass I heard the shots that I eventually learned were shots At
the time somehow it didn't register as shots because they were so
close together and it was like hearing a string of firecrackers or
something like that It didn't at that moment register on me as
being shots

Mr GENZMAN Did you react in any way
Mr Wrrr No I continued to move foward and finally got this

umbrella up in the air I think by the time I got the thing up in
the air I was over and possibly standing on the retaining wall

Mr GENZMAN Did President Kennedy see your umbrella
Mr Wrrr I have no way of knowing I really don't
Mr GENZMAN What do you next recall happening
Mr Wrrr Let me go back a minute As I was moving forward I

apparently had this umbrella in front of me for some few steps
Whereas other people I understand saw the President shot and his
movements I did not see this because of this thing in front of me
The next thing I saw after I saw the car coming down the street
down the hill to my left the car was just about at a position like
this [indicating] at this angle here

At this time there was the car stopping the screeching of tires
the jamming on of brakes motorcycle patrolman right there beside
one of the cars One car ran upon the President's car and a man
jumped off and jumped on the back These were the scenes that
unfolded as I reached the point to where I was seeing things

Mr GENZMAN What did you hear at that time Did you hear
any voices

Mr Wrrr I don't recall any voices at that particular time After
I finally became aware that something had happened you know
something terrible had happened I just sat down I was standing
on the retaining wall and I just sat down just right straight down
and apparently.I don't know if I had laid the umbrella down or
dropped it or what I did Nevertheless I think it ended up on the
sidewalk and I just sat there

Some of the things that I recall one of the things I remember
seeing while standing there was a couple I looked down to the
right and there was a man and a woman and they were covering
some children they were lying down and they were covering the
children with their bodies and this may have caused me to sit down
or I may have just sat down because I was stunned Because there
for a few minutes or for a few seconds at least I didn't seem to be
able to collect my thoughts

Sometime later after the cars moved out this is when all this
activity in the cars stopping and the cars moved out I recall a man
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sitting down to my right and he said something like They done
shot them folks

He repeated it two or three times but it was repetitious of him
saying the same thing

Mr GENZMAN What was he saying
Mr Wrrr They done shot them folks.something to this effect
Mr GENZMAN Can you describe this man
Mr Wirr I remember him as being a Negro man I don't know if

I ever actually looked at him for any length of time or not
Mr GENZMAN Did you hear any other voices
Mr Wirr Well there was sort of a pandemonium all around

The other thing that stands out in my mind there was a woman or
a girl a female voice up behind me shrieking and crying and she
again repeated the same thing several times She said something to
the effect They shot those people right before my eyes or some
thing like this Anyway there was repetition in what she said She
said it two or three times

Mr GENZMAN Mr Witt at this time please refer to JFK exhibits
F-130 and F-404 JFK exhibit F-130 which is already on the easel
was previously entered into the record

Mr Chairman I would ask at this time that JFK exhibit F-404
be entered into the record

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record at this point

[Whereupon JFK exhibit F-404 was entered.]
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JFK EXHIBITF-404

Mr GENZMAN Mr Witt can you identify the photographs on
JFK exhibit F-130 on the left

Mr WITT Can I identify them in what-
Mr GENZMAN Can you identify for instance the two pictures of

the man in the top two photographs of that exhibit with the
arrows pointing

Mr Wirr Yes That seems to be me
Mr GENZMAN In the bottom left corner there is an item in red

Can you identify that
Mr Warr That would be the umbrella
Mr GENZMAN In the bottom right corner can you identify the

person sitting
Mr Wrrr I am sure that is me I would have to say that is me
Mr GENZMAN In the other exhibit which is JFK F-404 can you

identify either of those men sitting
Mr Wrrr Yes The one on the right is definitely me
Mr GENZMAN Is the one on the left the man whom you were

talking about earlier
Mr Wrrr I really don't know It could be or it might not be I

really don't know I don't recall ever actually looking at this
person I don't know if I ever replied to what he said I could have
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just kind of speaking automatically maybe agreeing with what he
said or something like this

Mr GENZMAN Did this man have a walkie-talkie or a radio or
any device of any sort

Mr Wrrr I don't recall the person carrying anything although I
would say this that they could have been carrying something and
it would not have registered on me at this particular time

Mr GENZMAN Did he act in any peculiar manner
Mr Wrrr Not that I recall
Mr GENZMAN Did you ever see him before or after that day
Mr Wrrr No
Mr GENZMAN What happened next after you were seated and

after you had heard these voices
Mr Wrrr I continued to sit there for some period of time and I

don't know how long I was there I don't know if it was say a
minute or 2 or 3 minutes or longer I doubt if I stayed there very
long The only other thing that comes to my mind that I can
definitely remember is while sitting there in all of this commotion
going on around me I just recall looking at my left and there was
a policeman standing up there with a drawn gun He was holding
the barrel of the gun up in the air

Mr GENZMAN How long did you stay in the area
Mr Wrrr There again I really do not know as to the number of

minutes I am sure I did not stay there very long
Mr GENZMAN When you left did you go back to work
Mr Wrrr Yes
Mr GENZMAN When did you find out the President had in fact

been assassinated
Mr Wrrr When I went back into the building into the depart

ment where I worked Someone in there had a transistor radio The
first thing that was said when I walked in "Did you hear about the
President being shot I said something to the effect of I was down
there in all that

Mr GENZMAN Mr Witt some assassination critics have alleged
your actions with your umbrella were a signal to an assassin or to
assassins to fire or a signal that the President had in fact been hit

Were you signalling to anyone besides the President
Mr Wn-r No no one
Mr GENZMAN Mr Chairman I would ask the exhibit marked as

JFK F-406 be entered into the record
Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the

record
[The information follows:]
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TI4E PIECE

JFK EXHIBITF-406

Mr GENZMAN I would like to correct that to exhibit 406
Chairman STOKESIt may be so corrected
Mr GENZMAN Mr Witt exhibit 406 is a copyrighted diagram

drawn by assassinations critic Robert B Cutler which shows two
umbrellas with rocket and flechette attachments Mr Witt do you
know what a flechette is

Mr Wrrr I do now I did not prior to our interview yesterday
evening

Mr GENZMAN Did the umbrella in your possession on November
22 1963 contain a flechette or a rocket or a dart

Mr Wrrr No it did not
Mr GENZMAN Has exhibit 405 the umbrella ever contained a

flechette rocket or dart
Mr Wrrr No Not since it's been in my possession
Mr GENZMAN Did the umbrella in your possession on November

22 1963 contain a gun or weapon of any sort
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Mr Wrrr No
Mr GENZMAN Has exhibit 405 ever contained a gun or weapon

of any sort
Mr Wirr This umbrella
Mr GENZMAN Yes
Mr Wrrr No
Mr GENZMAN Thank you very much Mr Witt
Mr Chairman I have no further questions
Chairman STOKES The Chair recognizes the gentleman from the

District of Columbia Mr Fauntroy for whatever time he may
consume

Mr FAUNTROY Will you tell us where you lived November 22
1963

Mr Wm My home address
Mr FAUNTROYYes
Mr Wm 7209 Embassy Street I still live there
Mr FAUNTROYAnd where did you work at that time
Mr Wrrr I was working for the Rio Grande National Life Insur

ance Co They were located at 51 Northview Street at the corner of
Elm and Beal

Mr FAUNTROYDo you still work there
Mr Wrrr No sir that company merged with a company in

Kentucky in 1968 and that is when I left the insurance company
Mr FAUNTROY Do you recall what kind of day it was on the

22nd in terms of its.the weather in the morning when you woke
when you got up at home

Mr Wrrr I don't recall the early part of the day I only know
what the weather was around the noontime area

Mr FAUNTROYI see
Did you keep your umbrella at home or did you keep your

umbrella at work
Mr Wrrr I don't.the umbrella could have been either place I

tried to keep an umbrella in the car or it would either be at work
Unfortunately it always seemed if I was in the car in the parking
lot and it was raining the umbrella was at work And I never
seemed to have it at the right time That morning I don't know if I
took it from the car to work or if it was already at my place of
employment

Mr FAUNTROYNow when you left.so you don't know whether
you took the umbrella from home to work and thence to the
motorcade or whether the umbrella was at work You don't recall
that

Mr Wrrr I don't recall no sir
Mr FAUNTROYAll right Now when you left.let's assume that

it was at work When you left for lunch is it your testimony that it
was your intent to utilize the umbrella to heckle the President

Mr Wrrr Yes that is true That was the only reason I was
carrying it

Mr FAUNTROY SO that you weren't just going for a walk at
lunch

Mr Wrrr Well I did go out for a walk every day
Mr FAUNTROYI see
Mr Wrrr Every day that the weather was not extreme either

raining or excessively hot This day I took the umbrella along and
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going out if it was handy for me to do my little act of heckling
then that was my plan yes

Mr FAUNTROYSo it was your intent to use the umbrella if you
happened to be on the route that the President was traveling
during that day

Mr Wrrr That is correct
Mr FAUNTROY But you did not know exactly what that route

was
Mr Wirr I knew in general because all of the parades and this

type of thing usually went down Main Street
Mr FAUNTROYI wonder if you would care to tell us a little more

about your understanding of the significance of the umbrella and
why you felt that it would heckle the President to raise the um
brella

Mr Wrrr I know the generalities of the thing It had something
to do with the.when the senior Mr Kennedy was Ambassador to
England and the Prime Minister some activity they had had in
appeasing Hitler The umbrella that the Prime Minister of Eng
land came back with got to be a symbol in some manner with the
British people By association it got transferred to the Kennedy
family and as I understood it was a sore spot with the Kennedy
family like I said in coffee break conversations someone had men
tioned I think it is one of the towns in Arizona it is Tucson or
Phoenix that someone had been out at the airport or some place
where some members of the Kennedy family came through and
they were rather irritated by the fact that they were brandishing
the umbrellas This is how the idea sort of got stuck in my mind

Mr FAUNTROYIs it true that what you felt was that Mr Kenne
dy would be sensitive because of the appeasement image of the
umbrella as related to his father

Mr Wm Not the appeasement thing It was just.excuse me.I
just understood that it was sort of a sore spot with them and this
was just one thing I personally never thought too much of liberal
politics in general In this case the Kennedy family just happened
to be in office

Mr FAUNTROY I see And it had no relationship in your own
thinking between Mr Kennedy's posture with say the Russians

Mr Wrrr No No No That was not it at all
Mr FAUNTROY But someone had.no.you had read in the

paper that someone had used an umbrella to heckle the President
and that it was a sore spot and that was the reason-

Mr Wrrr Not read in the papers
Mr FAUNTROYSomeone told you
Mr Wirr Yes This was in a conversation somewhere at work I

wish that I could remember now who brought the subject up and
put this idea in my head I am sure that I would have taken that
umbrella and clouted him over the head somewhere in this last 2
or 3 weeks

Mr FAUNTROYOK Now Mr Witt I wonder if you would again
show us what happened what you did

As I understand your testimony you found your way into Dealey
Plaza because there were not many people there and you thought
you would have an opportunity to in fact see the President and
perhaps even heckle him
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Now do you recall seeing the motorcade approach Dealey Plaza
Mr Wrrr Yes As a matter of fact it was only.it was traveling

west at the time I saw it
Mr FAUNTROY All right Now where were you at that time
Mr Wrrr I was sitting somewhere in the grassy area there in

Dealey Plaza
Mr FAUNTROY All right May we suspend for just a moment
[Discussion off the record.]
Mr FAUNTROYThank you Mr Chairman for the brief interlude

here
Mr Witt I was.as we suspended momentarily I was asking you

to recall the turning of the motorcade and the car in which Presi
dent Kennedy sat into Dealey Plaza Can you recall that

Mr WiTT Yes sir
Mr FAUNTROYAnd you at that time you were telling me were

sitting down probably on the grassy knoll
Mr Wrrr Yes sir that is correct
Mr FAUNTROYNow describe to us what happened and what you

did when the car turned into the Dealey Plaza
Mr Wrrr Well after I became aware of its presence I got up

and took the umbrella and started walking toward the street and
opening the umbrella at the same time

Mr FAUNTROYSO that to the best of your recollection you.as
you approached the sidewalk you were opening the umbrella

Mr Wrrr Yes sir that is correct
Mr FAUNTROYAll right And the car is now passing and you

describe to us what happened
Mr Wrrr Well as I was moving forward opening this umbrella

it was somewhere at.excuse me.it was somewhere at this point
that I heard the shots and I continued to move forward and
eventually brought the umbrella up over my head I think by this
time I had already.by the time I got the umbrella up over my
head I was at the retaining wall and standing on it

Mr FAUNTROY All right Now the car is moving beyond you
now Are you aware that the President has been hit at this point
after you hear these firecracker-like shots

Mr Wrrr No sir I.my view of the car during that length of
time was blocked by the umbrella being open And my.the next
time I saw the car after I saw it coming down on my left traveling
west the next time I saw the car was when this activity of the car
stopping one car rushing up on another the motorcycle patrolman
stopping there was this screeching of tires this sort of thing

One thing I recall there was a movement in the President's car
By this time.I don't recall seeing the President He must have.I
am sure he was down

The only thing I recall was the.there was a sort of a pink
movement and it was.that was Jackie Kennedy I think wearing
a pink dress or something This pink thing stood out in my mind
and all of this happened in very rapid order The.as soon as the
one car ran up behind this one a man jumped off and I think the
first car was pulling out about the time he had jumped on the
back

Mr FAUNTROYYour testimony is that you then sat down where
you are pictured there
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Mr Wrrr Yes sir
Mr FAUNTROYIn the exhibit
Mr Wirr At this point I was aware that something terrible had

happened
Mr FAUNTROYSomething terrible had happened
Mr Wrrr Yes At the time that I was moving forward with this

umbrella in front of me I was not aware of what was happening
even though I had heard the shots until the movement all this

activity with the cars That was my first awareness and it was at
this point that I just sat down

Mr FAUNTROYAnd as you sat you recall that.two things One
that you recall seeing a couple covering their children you say off
to the side

Mr WiTT Yes off to my right
Mr FAUNTROY And you recall the presence of someone sitting

beside you is that true
Mr Wirr That is correct
Mr FAUNTROYAny someone from behind you saying something
Mr WITT Yes I don't know which of these came first but the

person sitting to my right said something to the effect that "They
done shot them folks, something like that I think it was repeated
about two or three times It was repetitious I don't know if they
meant to be talking to me or if they were just talking out loud to
themselves

As I testified before I don't think I ever actually looked directly
at this person I don't recall ever say just turning and taking a

good look at the person
I think what I was doing I was.at this point I was somewhat

stunned and I just heard this while sitting there At about this
same time.I don't know if it was before I heard this or after
about this same time there was this female voice up behind me

shrieking and saying "They have shot those people They shot
those people.

I think she may have said "They shot those people before my
eyes or something like this There were a number of people.I
could hear crying in the background this sort of thing

Mr FAUNTROY So that your description of your emotions after
sitting down would be that you were stunned Is that true

Mr Wirr Yes Once the realization.the realization that some
thing.

Mr FAUNTROYTerrible had happened
Mr WiTT Had happened yes I was stunned
Mr FAUNTROYI must admit that my reaction to the picture by

which you were ultimately identified was one of a very cool cat
That is you look rather cool there to me But you were-

Mr Wirr I can assure you I was not all that cool I think one of

my reactions was knowing that I was there with this stupid um
brella and heckling the President and.of course I didn't know
that the President had been killed As a matter of fact I didn't
know he had been shot I just knew that something had happened
by the activity and what seemed to be in the air around me

But I think my own thinking may have been at the time that.I
would have to describe it as a.kind of like a bad joke that had
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gone sour or a practical joke you pulled on someone that had gone
sour since I was there with this thing and for that purpose

Mr FAUNTROYMr Witt is it your testimony that at no time did
the Dallas police or the FBI contact you about your presence at
Dealey Court Plaza at this time

Mr WiTT No In later years.after all this came up I have
always wondered why they didn't but no one ever.so far as I
know no one ever made any attempt to find out who I was or why
I was there

Mr FAUNTROYWhen did you find out that you were a subject of
suspicion that is that the umbrella man was somehow involved in
the assassination

Mr WiTT When the committee sent these things to the newspa
pers and it was printed in the local papers in the Dallas paper
there As a matter of fact I didn't see it on the day that it came
out We take the afternoon paper the evening paper I didn't see it
on the day that it came out I saw it later after I had taken the
newspapers to work because I wrapped small parts in it for ship
ping and it was at this point that I saw the thing and read the
thing and was then aware that someone was looking for me so to
speak

Mr FAUNTROY SO that.is it your testimony that you did not
learn that somebody was concerned about the umbrella man until
10 or 15 years after until 1978.only in 1978 were you aware

Mr WiTT Well as far as I know no one was concerned with me
Mr FAUNTROY SO that explains therefore why you did not

yourself contact the FBI or the police.Dallas Police Department
because you did not.you were not aware that someone with an
umbrella in Dealey Plaza was an object of interest

Mr Wirr No As a matter of fact I wasn't aware that I was an
object of interest As a matter of fact I have found out since
within the last few weeks that there have been countless numbers
of books and all sorts of controversies over this thing But I drifted
along all of these years and I have never seen one of these books
because I have never been a fan of this assassination thing I don't
go out of my way to read anything about it

So it sort of all has gone over my head up until the last few
weeks

Mr FAUNTROYNow is it your testimony that you did in fact see
this picture in the papers in July of this year

Mr Wirr I saw this picture right here the blurred picture in
the lower right-hand corner

Mr FAUNTROYAnd did you recognize it as yourself
Mr Wr rr After I read it yes
Mr FAUNTROYWhy didn't you come forward then
Mr WrTT Quite frankly I didn't at this point.I certainly didn't

want anybody to know who I was
Mr FAUNTROYUh huh
Mr Wirr And I would say further that had you never found

me I would have been far happier than I am right at this moment
Mr FAUNTROYMr Chairman I will suspend at this time in the

event there are other members who have questions for the witness
I should like to reserve just a little time

Chairman STOKES The Chair will protect the gentleman's time
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Mr Witness the umbrella which lies before you on the witness
table did you bring it here today

Mr Wrrr I brought it from Dallas and I turned it over to Mr
Genzman yesterday

Chairman STOKES And has that umbrella been in your posses
sion from November 22 1963 until today

Mr Wrrr Yes it has
Chairman STOKES It has never left your possession for any

reason-
Mr Wrrr Well I would have to-
Chairman STOKES Other than here when you gave it to Mr

Genzman
Mr Wirr No As a matter of fact the day that I went back to

work this umbrella was just tossed back on the rack where the
raincoats and other umbrellas would have been It could have been
used by any number of people There were quite a number of
people who worked in this department young boys who went out
on errands they could have taken this umbrella any number of
times in or out

Chairman STOKESOK
Now I note that when Congressman Fauntroy was questioning

you it had been his intent to ask you to demonstrate the way in
which you had held the umbrella on that specific date but he was
informed by counsel for the committee you had made a specific
request that you not be asked to make such a demonstration is
that correct

Mr WITT That is correct
Chairman STOKESOK
And is that still your request to this committee
Mr WiTT Yes sir I.my line of thinking is that since we are

not in the same area we couldn't exactly duplicate what I did
there The only thing my doing that it would just be more fodder
for an overeager press back in Dallas to show this off and continue
to embarrass me and my family more so than we have already
been embarrassed

Chairman STOKESCertainly
Mr Wrrr We.I would add at this point that we have been

through quite a bit I brought it on myself but nevertheless we
have been through quite a bit already

Chairman STOKES Well I certainly understand that and I am
sure this committee is going to respect your wishes in that respect

I have one concern though and that is that if the committee does
not cause the umbrella to be opened up it may lend once again to
more speculation that the reason we didn't open it was because
there was such a dart gun in it For that reason I am not going to
ask you to do it but I think that it is important that committee
staff open this umbrella so we can ascertain there is no dart gun in
it

Mr Wr rr As far as I am concerned they are certainly welcome
to

Chairman STOKESAll right
Can we have someone from the staff do that Miss Cynthia

Cooper of the committee staff
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Maybe you ought to turn that way with it [indicating toward
press and cameras] [Laughter.]

[Photograph depicts what occurred when Miss Cynthia Cooper
opened umbrella.]

Chairman STOKESI guess there is no gun in it
Thank you very much
The gentleman from Ohio Mr Devine
Mr DEVINE Mr Witt we understand your reluctance to be here

We appreciate very much your coming forward Just for the record
would you tell the committee what you did when you saw your
picture in the paper To whom did you report or what did you do

Mr WITT When I saw the picture
Mr DEVINE Yes
Mr WITT I didn't do anything at that time I was working at the

time I saw it and was aware that I was wanted for questioning by
this committee I didn't do anything I didn't make any effort to
contact this committee or anyone else I just did nothing

Mr DEVINE How did you become revealed publicly as the person
with the umbrella

Mr WITT As I understand it one of my good friends went to the
press As a matter of fact a couple of guys.reporters.came to
where I work and started barraging me with questions and I knew
it was just a matter of time until they would have my name in the
paper and then it would be known For me it was just a matter of
waiting until somebody came along and said "I want to talk to
you.

Mr DEVINE Getting back to the time and the place I think in
your original testimony in response to a question from counsel you
said you heard a shot or something when you were sitting or
standing there by the grassy knoll Could you tell where this
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disturbance or this shot came from in relation to where you were
standing

Mr Wrrr No sir really couldn't Of course there were a
number of shots and they all seemed to be just rapid just very
close spaced As to the direction I couldn't say

Mr DEVINE You do not know you cannot recall from what
direction they may have come

Mr Wrrr No sir I am sorry I can't be of any help there
Mr DEVINE We recognize it has been 15 years nearly Can you

tell this committee how many shots you thought you heard
Mr Wrrr I really couldn't say Just remembering.I would have

to say three or more
Mr DEVINE Three or more Were they in rapid succession
Mr Wrrr Very As I recall very rapid
Mr DEVINE Unless you have some objection would you demon

strate by rapping your knuckle on the table about the time inter
val you feel you remember the shots were fired

Mr Wiry I don't know if I could really give you a good example
but it was just [witness wraps three times rapidly on table]

Mr DEVINE As I recall when the President's motorcade was
moving toward you you were standing Did you run the umbrella
up and down as a symbol of Neville Chamberlain or did you just
hold it up or did you point it in his direction What did you do
specifically

Mr Wrrr I really don't recall I could have moved the umbrella
up and down but I just don't recall

Mr DEVINE Then when the disturbance occurred and the Presi
dential motorcade moved out you sat down

Mr Wrrr Yes sir
Mr DEVINE And there was someone beside you as indicated by

that lower right-hand picture
Mr Wrrr Yes I still don't know if they were sitting there when

I sat down or if they moved to that point later I don't remember
Mr DEVINE Did you say you saw people running then after you

were seated
Mr Wrrr No at one point the person that I mentioned before as

running was a man who jumped off the second car and ran and
jumped on the President's car

Mr DEVINE I am talking primarily about spectators Was there
any movement among the spectators that you noticed

Mr Wrrr Not as I recall spectators There were people who
seemed to run up from the street to that grassy knoll but some
where along the way I heard these were Secret Servicemen or
plainclothesmen

Mr DEVINE When you say running up the grassy knoll you
mean in the direction away from the President's car

Mr Wrrr Away from the street and it would be up to the side
of that schoolbook depository building

Mr DEVINE You mentioned you saw a police officer with a
revolver or a handgun in a raised position

Mr Wrrr This was after some time had elapsed
Mr DEVINE Are you talking about seconds or minutes
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Mr Wirr More in minutes This was after I had sat down As a
matter of fact it was somewhere about the point where I guess I
was getting ready to leave

Mr DEVINE After the motorcade moved out and the crowd was
milling around you you just casually went back to your place of
employment

Mr Wirr I don't know if casually describes it I did pick up the
umbrella and go back to the building where I worked One end of
the building was on Elm Street

Mr DEVINE That is the first time you learned the President had
been shot

Mr Wirr After I got back in the building yes
Mr DEVINE That is all Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKES The time of the gentleman has expired The

gentleman from Tennessee Mr Ford
Mr FORD Thank you Mr Chairman I am going to be very brief
Mr Witt in light of what Mr Fauntroy and the chairman have

mentioned to you earlier I would like to know if for the last 15
years you have kept that umbrella at your home and your business
place or some other place

Mr Wirr Yes
Mr FORD You know just looking at it even though I know it

flapped over when the young lady opened it up a minute ago that
umbrella is in pretty good shape wouldn't you say

Mr Wirr I suppose
Mr FORD Other than flipping on the wrong side You can buy a

new one and it will flip over Why did you keep it 15 years Did
you have any reason for keeping that umbrella that long

Mr Wrrr Not particularly The only thing that the umbrella
survived that long.like I say this was in use because it was
thrown in there with all the others.the only reason I can figure
out it lasted this long is because of the size You take this thing out
and it's big and it's clumsy whereas I had other umbrellas and
would wear a raincoat and wouldn't use this one

Mr FORD How many others do you have
Mr Wirr I have no idea Over the years I have no idea
Mr FORD Do you think you could have picked up the wrong one

and brought it here from Dallas
Mr Warr It is quite possible The only reason I believe with

almost 100 percent that is the very same umbrella is the fact that
it's a big umbrella and I am almost positive that is the one

Mr FoRD You said some of the other office people used the
umbrella when you carried it to your job Could they have walked
out with your umbrella and brought this one back a completely
different umbrella from the one you used on the day John Kenne
dy was assassinated

Mr Wrrr That is entirely possible but I really don't think that
happened

Mr FORD In your house there are two three or four umbrellas
is that correct

Mr Wirr I wouldn't know how many are there There are some
in the back closet I usually have one in the car The other day I
st>over one in the garage
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Mr Form You did not identify that one 15 years ago and say "I
am going to keep this umbrella here"

Mr WITT No at that particular time I placed no significance on
that umbrella

Mr FORD When this committee's staff made contact with you
did you go to your closet and identify "This is the one I had on
November 23 1963" Were you able to say that to yourself

Mr Wrrr Yes when Mr Moriarity was at my house there in
Dallas he asked me if I still had the umbrella I said "Yes I have
an umbrella that I believe is the exact same umbrella.

Mr FoRD You didn't have to look at the other umbrellas in your
closet

Mr Wrrr No the other umbrellas I believe are little stubby
things Some of them may be folded up Anyway they are not big
and clumsy like this thing

Mr FoRD So you buy a lot of umbrellas is that correct
Mr Wrrr No not particularly I am 53 years old You collect a

lot of stuff in that period of time Umbrellas are not a particular
hobby of mine It is just that over the years.although God knows
it may seem it is

Mr FoRD My final question Mr Chairman
Mr Witt what do you think an umbrella is used for Is it used

to keep the sun off you the rain or just to carry along with you to
match a topcoat or something

Mr Wrrr Well an umbrella sure can be used for many things I
am sure you would use it to keep the rain off keep the sun off and
in this case you can use it to.as I did for that purpose that I
named

Mr FORD Why are you using it today Why did you come to
Washington today with the umbrella For what purpose

Mr Wrrr Why did I
Mr FORD Yes
Mr Wrrr Because I was subpenaed
Mr FORD Thank you
I yield back the balance of my time
Chairman STOKES The time of the gentleman has expired The

gentleman from Indiana Mr Fithian
Mr FITHIAN Thank you Mr Chairman
Mr Chairman for the record I would like to ask permission of

the Chair to write a two-page historical memorandum on the
tenure of Ambassador Kennedy in England and the Neville Cham
berlain episode I am afraid perhaps some might not get the clear
significance of the umbrella as the symbol Ambassador Kennedy
took a rather merciless treatment subsequent to his placing his
own belief in Neville Chamberlain's policies These of course came
in great disrepute after Winston Churchill became Prime Minister
and after the Munich Conference broke down I think it might be
helpful if at this point in the record we had a somewhat clearer
historical explanation than we have I won't burden you with it
now but I would like permission to write such

Chairman STOKES We would be happy to take advantage of the
gentleman's expertise in the area of history and have it for the
benefit of the committee's files
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Mr FITHIAN It is very hard 30 years hence to understand how
much the symbol of Neville Chamberlain became associated with
an umbrella

Mr Witt in 1963 you said you were a conservative and you did
not care much for liberal policies and you didn't care much for
liberal politicians is that correct

Mr Wrrr Yes
Mr FITHIAN Do you remember what groups or organizations you

belonged to in 1963
Mr Wrrr None
Mr FITHIAN Not even any civic organizations or clubs
Mr Wrrr At that time no
Mr FITHIAN Have you ever belonged to organizations such as

the White Citizens Council or Ku Klux Klan
Mr Wrrr No I am just not a joiner of organizations in general I

am certainly not a joiner of organizations either to the left or the
right

Mr FITHIAN I just wanted to make sure I think Mr Devine
questioned on the shots but you really at this date even thinking
about it all this time trying to reconstruct it as I am sure you
must have many times you can't help the committee at all as to
either the direction the shots came from or the number of shots
fired

Mr Wrrr No I really can't The only thing that I can recall is
the rapid fire their close spacing

Mr FITHIAN I have no further questions
Chairman STOKES The time of the gentleman has expired Is

anyone else seeking recognition
The gentleman from Connecticut Mr McKinney
Mr McKINNEY Mr Witt it is a pleasure to see you in person I

know it is not a pleasure for you to be here and I really don't
blame you but I have been looking at that picture for so many
years It is a pleasure to see you in person

You did hear gunfire correct and you saw several shots in rapid
succession

Mr Wrrr No sir I really can't place them at any particular
place

Mr MCKINNEY You mentioned a policeman standing beside you
on the grassy knoll with a gun I guess sort of pointed up this way
[indicating] Did you notice anything more than normal activity of
police or anyone running around looking for people or as if they
were looking for people

Mr Wrrr No Not that I recall
Mr MCKINNEY I never disagree with my colleagues on this

committee particularly the member from the District of Columbia
since I am one of his most ardent supporters But I think you have
a rather stunned look on your face in the picture in the lower
right-hand corner You are just sort of staring across the street
You testified you didn't even look at the guy next to you

Mr Wrrr Yes This is correct One of the gentlemen up there
described me as being very cool I am afraid-

Mr MCKINNEY I think your jaw is a little too low to look cool
Mr Wrrr I was definitely stunned This is why there are some

things I don't remember The things that I do remember are the
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things where there was repetition the multiple shots this person
repeating themselves the woman repeating herself Naturally the
activity of the cars that sticks with me If I said anything to the
person sitting to my right I don't recall what it was

Mr MCKINNEY One of the strange things about this assassina
tion is that a few people were right about the picket fence or the
retaining wall and the committee has had to spend hundreds of
thousands of dollars to find out what went on They have made a
lot of money out of a few words and we have spent a lot of money
trying to figure out whether what they said is true or not

Did you notice anyone or anything going on by the picket fence
or by the retaining wall in Dealey Plaza up at the top of the grassy
knoll Did you see anyone peering over the fence or jumping over
the fence or chasing anyone or did you hear or see anything from
that particular area

Mr Wrrr No sir I did not because at no point was I ever facing
that direction

Mr MCKINNEY Since that area was quite close to you in com

parison to the book depository do you feel in your own mind that if
a shot had come from the grassy knoll picket fence retaining wall
area that you would have been aware of where that shot had come
from In general you were not aware of where any of the shots
came from but that area was quite close to you

Mr Wrrr I don't know if I would have been aware of a shot that
would have come from the area that you mention or not

Mr MCKINNEY It is an unfair question because it asks for an
assumption I am not a lawyer so I am allowed to get away with
that sort of thing

Did you notice the reaction or the movement or anything else of
any of the other eyewitnesses across the street or around you

Mr Wrrr No sir I did not
Mr MCKINNEY In fact you really didn't turn around to look at

the guy who sat down next to you
Mr Wrrr No sir I didn't
Mr McKINNEY You stated earlier that you did not look at the

picket fence or at the retaining wall So obviously if I ask you did
you observe anyone behind them it is a slight redundancy But did
you observe anyone at any time wandering around that fence or
wall before you opened the umbrella or before you left the grassy
knoll

Mr Wrrr No I did not The only time that I would have looked
in that direction if I even looked at all would be when I was
walking out into the middle of this grassy area At no other time
would I because it would have been to either my back or my side I
really don't know how it is laid out down there The picket fence I
don't even know where it is

Mr MCKINNEY I really think this is very unfair for me to do
this for you because I have trouble summarizing my own thoughts
But I would like to if I could summarize what I think you have
said and get you to agree with me or not That is you were sitting
there waiting for the President to come by in an area where you
were somewhat by yourself so that you could be noticed and so you
could brandish the umbrella As you opened the umbrella your
visibility of the scene was obstructed When you held the umbrella
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up you became aware that something and something pretty bad
had happened You had heard shots you had seen a Secret Service
man leap on the back of the other car you had seen the pink blur
of Mrs Kennedy sort of scrambling on the back of the car You
closed the umbrella sat down dropped the umbrella on the
sidewalk and realized that what had started out as a quote "joke,
somehow or other had turned into something that hadn't worked
that was sour Is that a pretty fair summary

Mr Wm Yes that is correct I think that sums it up
Mr McKINNEY Mr Witt I thank you very much for coming I

know you are an extremely private person and that this has been
an extremely painful situation for both you and your family and I
for one who feels quite often that my privacy and my family's
privacy gets invaded for no good reason sympathize with you and
admire your willingness to answer questions that have been hang
ing around for 15 years

Chairman STOKES The time of the gentleman has expired The
gentleman from Pennsylvania Mr Edgar

Mr EDGAR Thank you Mr Chairman
As I have been listening to Mr McKinney's conversation with

you about your recollection I am reminded of the fact that my wife
just a few weeks ago witnessed a very tragic accident and her first
impression or expression was of shock when she saw the accident
occur But after the shock subsided she had the presence to go and
say to the policeman who eventually arrived that she would be
willing to act as a witness give whatever testimony she could
about who was or was not involved and exactly how the accident
occurred for purposes of later investigations

Did it ever occur to you as someone who literally sat down in
front of where the President was assassinated that you might have
a bit or piece of evidence that might be a contribution to the
authorities looking into the death of President Kennedy

Mr Wrrr I don't really know if this ever occurred to me or not
Had it occurred to me I seriously doubt that I would have gone
forward to volunteer any information

Mr EDGAR Were you frightened about the fact that you had
deliberately set out to cause a scene or an embarrassment to the
President

Mr Wrrr Not frightened as such but at that time there was a
great deal of what I would have to describe as hysteria in the
Dallas area about the President being killed It could have been
extremely unwise for me to have volunteered and become known at
that time It could have been dangerous to me or my family

Mr EDGAR In what way would it have been dangerous to you or
your family

Mr Wrvr Well you would have had to have lived in the city to
be aware of how things were then in that everyone.I really
wouldn't know how to describe it I really don't know but never
theless I would say that I would not have made it known

Mr EDGAR Were you afraid to go privately to the Dallas Police
Department and share the information of what you saw with a
police officer in the privacy of a room at the police station

Mr Wrrr I really don't know I really think if I had any real
thought on this.and I can't recall one way or the other.it would
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be my guess that my line of thinking was I really had nothing to
offer other than just having done a foolish thing

Mr EDGAR Were you concerned about the foolishness of your act
or were you concerned about the retribution that might come to
you

Mr Wrrr I don't know what my line of thinking was But I
think it would have been both

Mr EDGAR I appreciate the fact that you have come forward
now in response to the picture that we have shown It is difficult
many years later to piece together all of what happened in Dealey
Plaza You do have a contribution to make as has been exhibited
by your presence here today I hope that others who may see
various events like this stop and think about making a contribu
tion by notifying whatever authorities are there of what they see
even if it isn t very important to them or if it looks insignificant to
them It may play a part in unraveling a very complicated story

That is all Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
The gentleman from Michigan Mr Sawyer
Mr SAWYER Mr Chairman I would just like to request that

when the gentleman from Indiana submits his historical analysis of
the attribution of the umbrella as a symbol of Neville Chamberlain
and the senior Mr Joseph Kennedy who was then Ambassador to
the Court of St James I be allowed to submit one page on the
subject of Scotch

Mr FITHIAN If the gentleman would yield I meant to say for the
benefit of the witness more than anyone else the sensitivity of the
late Kennedy on this point stems not only because of the close
family relationship but because he was secretary to his father the
ambassador during a part of that tenure and I think it was all the
more kind of a personal thing and he went on of course to write
the award-winning thesis at Harvard entitled "While England
Slept, and a lot of people believe that was again sort of his own
trying to wrestle with this bad taste that was left in the mouth of
the American people because of Ambassador Kennedy's interpreta
tion of the German-British pact at Munich

Mr SAWYER I have nothing further Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
The gentleman from the District of Columbia Mr Fauntroy
Mr FAUNTROYI have one more question for Mr Witt You have

indicated that you have learned over these years now that the
umbrella man was considered a factor that even someone has
suggested the umbrella was a gun and that it may have been a
signal You may want also to know and therefore to help us that
the person sitting beside you has been alleged to have been a
Cuban and that other pictures taken in the plaza suggested that he
may have been talking on a two-way radio while he was sitting
beside you It would have been of great interest to us to identify
who that person sitting beside you was For that reason I simply
ask is there anything that you can recall about the person that
would enable us to find him even as we found you because your
story sounds plausible

Mr Wrrr I wish that I could give you more information but I
am sorry I can't Now as for him talking on a-
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Mr FAUNTROYTwo-way radio
Mr Wirr Two-way radio while sitting beside me I feel sure that

I would have been aware of that even though I was stunned and I
don't recall ever looking directly at the man but I believe that
anyone who was sitting that close as the picture shows him I feel
sure that I would have known if they were holding.because those
walkie-talkie things are fairly large they are certainly bigger than
a person's hand I feel like I would have remembered that I can't
say with 100 percent certainty that I would have remembered that
but somehow I just feel like I would have

One thing.there are two things in having been shown these
pictures where my memory was different from what the pictures
showed No 1 the couple that was covering the children I remem
ber them as being up close to me as being fairly close because I
saw them doing this and in later years I have thought how ridicu
lous it was of me standing up with gunfire going on and standing
there like a tourist and here these people had the presence of
mind to cover these children

The other thing is in my memory I don't remember a person
sitting that close to me The person that I remember as saying
what he did and repeating it a number of times I don't remember
having been that close I don't know if these pictures are taken at
an angle that makes it look like that or if my memory is playing
tricks on me

Mr FAUNTROYThank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKESThe gentleman from Ohio Mr Devine
Mr DEVINE Thank you Mr Chairman I have just one question

for the purpose of the record Mr Witt
This appears to have been somewhat of an impulsive act on your

part Is there anything in your history that you have been a
demonstrator or picket or engaged in symbolic acts in the past or
is this a single incident in your life that you wish had never
happened

Mr Wirr Never before This is the only time True I wish it had
never happened I am not a person who wishes to bring himself
into notice and I think this very fact is what put me down there in
this area in this street I went down There were all those people
Had I broke out this big oversize umbrella there would have been
people standing on either side of me and probably questioning
what the heck was I doing

By continuing my little walk I do not know how long I continued
to maintain the idea I was going to do this but I have the feeling
when I was headed back in the direction of where I work that I
saw this area down there and an open space where there were not
all this many people around So I would think it would be my
particular personality of not wanting to be questioned by people or
putting on a show in front of people that led me into that particu
lar location

Mr DEVINE For the record this is the first and probably the last
time you have engaged in a demonstration such as this

Mr Wrrr Indeed the first and the last
Mr DEVINE Thank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKES Mr Witt I would just like to say what is

probably equally tragic with the event which occurred on that date
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has been the rumors and theories which have grown up around
such a tragic event in our history Indeed one of the reasons this

particular committee was constituted by the House of Representa
tives is so that we might once and for all investigate all the facts
and circumstances surrounding the death of President Kennedy
and report to the American people the true facts as we have found
them

It is in that respect that even though this has been perhaps an
unfortunate event for you one that has caused you and your
family some concern and indeed some embarrassment I want to

say that I think you have performed for the American people a
real service today by coming forth and dispelling another one of
the rumors which have for now some 15 years caused great uneasi
ness in the American people

Indeed over the years many people have profited in continuing
to form rumors around one of the most tragic events in our history

Additionally since it has been in a rather somber vein you have
been a very candid witness and one who has lent some degree of

levity to our proceeding to give us some relief from this I indeed

applaud you for coming forth and giving us your testimony today
Additionally I would extend to you 5 minutes for any comments

you may wish to make to which you are entitled under our rules
Mr Wimr I do not think I have any comment I cannot really

think of anything else that I could offer the committee which
would be of any help to them If I could I certainly would I would
like to thank everyone for their courtesy The only two people I
have had direct dealings with was Mr Moriarty who interviewed
me in Dallas and Mr Genzman who interviewed me last night
Both of these men have been very thorough I would say in their

questioning very businesslike but at all times very courteous and
I do appreciate that

The only other thing that I would care to say is that I think if
the Guinness Book of World Records had a category for people who
were at the wrong place at the wrong time doing the wrong thing
I would be No 1 in that position without even a close runner-up

Chairman STOKES Thank you very much Mr Witt You are
excused now sir

The Chair recognizes Professor Blakey
Mr BLAKEYA widely held belief that has been fostered by some

of the critics is that the death rate of individuals connected in
some way to the assassination has been improbably high

The editor of a weekly newspaper in Midlothian Tex. Penn
Jones started it all by publishing his mysterious death theory in a
book "Forgive My Grief in 1966 Jones assembled details of the
deaths and of the connections of the deceased to the assassina
tion.an attorney for Jack Ruby Oswald's landlady newsmen who
had covered the assassination a noted columnist who had inter
viewed Ruby and so on

Other critics picked up on Jones thesis In Accessories After the
Fact Sylvia Meagher writes

Viewedsubjectivelythe witnessesappear to be dying like flies But an authorita
tive opinion on the mortality rate of those involveddirectly or marginally in the
assassination and attendant events remains to be rendered by some actuarial
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expert It may be that the deaths are within the normal rates despite the appear
ance ofan epidemic or it may be that they are radicallyout of line

Mr Chairman Jacqueline Hess the committee's chief of re
search for the Kennedy assassination investigation has been in
charge of the mysterious deaths project Her report on which she
is prepared to testify today contains the findings of the project

It would be appropriate at this time Mr Chairman to call Ms
Hess

Chairman STOKESThe committee calls Miss Hess
Stand and raise your right hand and be sworn
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give

is the truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth so help
you God

TESTIMONY OF JACQUELINE HESS
Ms HESS I do
Chairman STOKESThank you You may be seated
Ms HEss Mr Chairman members of the committee The issue of

mysterious deaths that is that a statistically improbable number
of individuals with some direct or peripheral association with the
Kennedy assassination died as a result of that assassination there
by raising the specter of conspiracy was first brought to national
attention as the result of a promotional campaign for the movie
"Executive Action which was based on Mark Lane's novel "Rush
to Judgment.

Mr Chairman I would direct your attention to JFK exhibit
F-544 and ask that it be admitted into the record at this time

Chairman STOKESWithout objection
[The information follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-544

FACTS BEHIND THE MAKING OF THIS FILM

Introduction
'EXECUTIVEACTIONisafilmoffiction.basedonfact
Tenyearsago.onFridayNovember221963at12:30P.M.

PresidentJohnF Kennedyrodeinanopenlimousinethroughthe
streetsofDallasAtaplaceknownasDealeyPlazahewasshottodeath

ThiseventwhichabruptlyandseverelyalteredthecourseofhistoryhasbeenthesourceofintenseandcontinuingcontroversyThehaunt
ingquestionsstillremain"Whodidit "Whydidtheydoit "How
wasitdone

TheofficialanswershaveneversatisfiedamajorityamongasA
GallupPollontheWarrenReportasked"Doyouthinkonemanalone
wasresponsiblefortheassassinationofPresidentKennedyordoyouthinkotherswereinvolved

64%ofthosepolledbelievedthatotherswereinvolved
Thisfilmdramatizesthestoryofhowaconspiracytoassassinate

PresidentKennedycouldhavetakenplace
ThisbackgroundmaterialcamefrommanysourcesExhibitsand

testimonygatheredbytheWarrenCommissiontheFBItheCIAthe
StateDepartmenttheSecretServicetheDallasPoliceDepartmentand
Sheriff'sofficeNewspaperandmagazinearticlesRadioandtelevision
tapesEvidenceuncoveredbyprivateinvestigators

Thisdoesnotpurporttobeadefinitedocunicnsord assassinationofJFKItissolelyabibliographyforthefilmwhichdealswithonlylimitedaspectsoftheevent
ThedialoguesinthefilmareforthemostpartfictionaLHowever

substantialportionsarebaseduponthedocumentedmaterial
ReferencestotheWarrenCommissionReport(WCR)itstestimonyandexhibitswillbemadebycitingthenumberoftheVolume(there

are26inall)andthepagenumberForexample19H102wouldrefer
toVolume19oftheHearingspublishedrecordpage102

FurthercitationswilluseCommissionExhibitnumbers(forexampleCE399)orCommissionDocumentnumbers(e.gCD7)Manyof
thesedocumentsareavailableintheArchivesSomearestillclassified
Onlydeclassifiedevidenceavailabletothepublicwillbecitedinthese
pages

Additionalsourcematerialscitedareavailableinpubliclibraries
andnewspaperfiles

ScenesinthemotionpicturebasedonhistoricalfactsarenotedOther
scenestakenfromactualfilmsofeventsarenotedas'mattersofhis
toricalrecord.
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In the three-year period which followed the murder
of President Kennedy and Lee Harvey Oswald eight
teen material witnesses died six by gunfire three
in motor accidents two by suicide one from a cut

throat one from a karate chop to the neck three
from heart attacks and two from natural causes

An actuary engaged by the London Sunday Times
concluded that on November 22,1963 the odds

against these witnesses being dead by February 1967
were one hundred thousand trillion to one
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Ms HESS It is a blowup of an advertisement for the movie
Executive Action As you can see it states that an actuary engaged
by the London Sunday Times concluded that on November 22
1963 the odds against 18 material witnesses being dead within a 3
year period were 100,000 trillion to 1 Since the publication of that
figure it has turned up in articles letters books and conversation
as anywhere from 1,000-to-1 to 1 billion-to-1 Very few people seem
to know what it is that they are quoting but they do have a sense
of some enormous odds existing with respect to the deaths of a
group of Kennedy-assassination-related witnesses Illustrative of
the widespread concern over this issue is the query President Fidel
Castro made during the interview of him by this committee in
Cuba on April 3 1978

If I may ask you is there anything true or howmuch couldbe true about those
publicationswhichstate that many peoplewhocouldhave had a part in Kennedy's
death have died in accidentsand things like that

On April 27 1978 the committee obtained a copy of an article
printed in the London Sunday Times on February 26 1967 Mr
Chairman at this time I ask that the article be admitted into the
record as JFK exhibit F-541 and I direct your attention to the
enlargement of the article which is on the easel The chart in the
article lists 19 individuals as being the victims of mysterious
deaths including Lee Harvey Oswald and Jack Ruby The article
states that the London Sunday Times asked an actuary to compute
the life expectancy of 15 of these individuals It further states that
the actuary concluded that on November 22 1963 the odds against
all 15 being dead by February 1976 were about 1 in 10 to the 29th
power or 100,000 trillion to 1

On April 28 1978 the committee sent a letter to the London
Sunday Times requesting a copy of the actuarial study and of all
documents used in the preparation of the study I would now ask
that that letter JFK exhibit F-542 be admitted into the record

Chairman STOKES Without objection JFK exhibits F-541 and
F-542 may be entered into the record

[The information follows:]
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April 25 1978

Librarian
London Sunday Times
P O Box 7
200 Gray's Inn Road
London England WCIX8E2

Dear Sir

In connection with its investigation into the circum
stances surrounding the death of President Kennedy the Select
Committee on Assassinations of the U S Rouse of Representa
tives requests a copy of the actuarial study referenced in the
attached February 26 1967LondonSunday Times article and of all
documents relating to the preparation of the study

Thank you for your prompt attention to this request

Weappreciate the cooperation of your Washington and
NewYork offices particularly that of Ms Katherine Grayson
of the Washington Office

Sincerely

4 (./ &% ex-04m
G Robert Blakey
Chief Counsel and Director

GRB:jhd

Enclosure

cc Katherine Grayson

JFK EXHIBITF-542

Ms HESS On May 19 1978 the committee received a response
from the London Sunday Times I direct your attention again to
the easel to JFK exhibit F-543 an enlargement of that letter I
would now like to read that letter into the record It is directed to
Mr G Robert Blakey chief counsel and director Select Committee
on Assassinations and it is entitled Kennedy deaths statistics
The Sunday Times February 26 1967

The Editorhas passedme your letter of 25thApril
Our piece about the odds against the deaths of the Kennedy witnesses was I

regret to say based on a careless journalistic mistake and should not have been
published This was realized by The Sunday Times editorial staff after the first
edition.the one whichgoesto the UnitedStates and whichI believeyou have.had
goneout and later editionswereamended

There was no questionof our actuary havinggot his answer wrong It was simply
that weasked him the wrongquestion He wasasked what were the oddsagainst 15
named peopleout of the populationof the United States dyingwithin a short period
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of time to which he replied.correctly.that they were very high However if one
asks what are the odds against 15 of those included in the Warren Commission
index dying within a given period the answer is of course that they are much
lower Our mistake was to treat the reply to the former questionas if it dealt with
the latter.hence the fundamental error in our first edition report for which we
apologize

None of the editorial staff involvedin this story can remember the name of the
actuary we consulted but in viewof what happenedyou will I imagine agree that
his identity is hardly material

Yourssincerely AntonyWhitaker LegalManager
Even though the London Sunday Times had not structured its

actuarial inquiry properly and therefore the 100,000 trillion to 1
odds were invalid the committee staff looked into the possibility of
conducting a valid study contracting with our own actuarial firms
here in the District of Columbia Edward H Friend & Co. Towers
Perrin Forster & Co. and the Wyatt Co. We then had meetings
with representatives of each company and each subsequently sub
mitted a proposal addressing both the general issue of which actu
arial principles did or did not apply and the specific issue of the
practical problems which would be encountered in attempting to
apply those principles to this particular case As a result of these
conversations and of a review of the proposals we determined the
following facts concerning the validity and feasibility of attempting
to apply actuarial odds to the group of deaths

One to compute valid actuarial statistics one must be able to
determine to a reasonable degree of specificity the universe of
individuals to which the specific group is being compared In other
words we would have to determine the total number of individuals
who exist in each of the categories into which those individuals
who have mysteriously died fall This means that we would need
to establish the number of individuals who in any manner could be
considered witnesses to the assassination of President Kennedy and
Lee Harvey Oswald the number of individuals who had any con
tact with Oswald or Ruby or with Ruby's nightclubs the number of
individuals who professed to have material knowledge of the case
or of the major figures in the case all news reporters who had
expressed interest taken interviews or investigated the case and
all Members of Congress who sought to introduce legislation con
cerning the investigation of the case This as you can imagine
would have been an impossible task

Two in addition for each of the individuals identified in the
groups I have just listed we would have to establish age sex race
occupation geographical location and any other extraordinary fac
tors which have to be taken into consideration in order to compute
mortality rates Again this was judged to be an impossible job

Three we would need to determine the number of individuals in
these categories who have in fact died and the number of individ
uals who according to actuarial mortality rates should have died

We had thus established the impossibility of attempting to estab
lish through the application of actuarial principles any meaning
ful implications about the existence or absence of a conspiracy
Despite the fact that an inference of conspiracy as here postulated
by the critics did not exist we nevertheless decided not to dismiss
the cited deaths out of hand but rather to look more closely at the
nature of certain specific deaths to determine whether or not they
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could individually be considered mysterious or in some other
manner a reflection of some sort of conspiracy

In an attempt to investigate the circumstances of the deaths
individually we did several things First we compiled a more
comprehensive list of those individuals whose deaths were consid
ered by the critics to be mysterious In some cases it proved
difficult to determine which deaths the critics considered mysteri
ous In many cases instead of statements of fact we found unsub
stantiated inference and innuendo with little concrete information
provided For example David Goldstein and FNU Levens are both
included in Sylvia Meagher's book "Accessories After the Fact, as
mysterious deaths Goldstein is described as having helped the FBI
trace the revolver used in the murder of Officer Tippit Levens is
decribed as a Fort Worth burlesque theater operator who employed
some of the same entertainers as Jack Ruby Meagher notes that
both of their deaths have been officially ascribed to natural causes
and lists the places of death as unknown No conspiracy theory
which would include Goldstein and Levens is put forth it is un
clear why their deaths are to be considered mysterious And while
Ms Meagher may have had no way of knowing it the FBI's file on
the Kennedy case includes dozens of reports and letters from citi
zens offering clues in the identification of the revolver in question
as of course there are undoubtedly a number of persons who
would have employed some of the same entertainers as Ruby

Penn Jones in his book "Forgive My Grief, volume I states
that Earlene Roberts the manager of the roominghouse in which
Lee Harvey Oswald lived at the time of the assassination died He
then states that she had important evidence to contribute The
implication is that Mrs Roberts death is mysterious While it is
clear that Mrs Roberts did indeed have important evidence to
contribute there is no indication in the records relating to her
death or in Mr Jones book as to what exactly was mysterious
about a 61-year-old woman with large calcium deposits and a case
of pneumonia dying of acute heart failure The same is the case
with other deaths cited in the same book for example Dr Nicholas
Chetta the coroner who served at David Ferrie's death and
Thomas Howard Jack Ruby's attorney both of whom died of heart
attacks

Despite this problem we compiled a list of individuals from the
books and articles of Meagher Jones Bernard Fensterwald David
Martindale and David Welsh We added to the list Sam Giancana
and John Roselli both of whom had died too recently to be includ
ed in most of the critical literature

We then asked the Library of Congress to compile all newspaper
articles which had appeared concerning any and all of the individ
uals We further asked them to give us their evaluation of the
critical literature and the press accounts on each individual and to
make recommendations with respect to further investigation in
each case Independently we sent requests to the Bureau of Vital
Statistics the medical examiners offices and the police depart
ments in the jurisdiction in which each death was believed to have
occurred for the death certificates medical records police reports
and any other documents which might exist concerning the death
Because there were many cases in which there was no information
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indicating the appropriate jurisdiction we sent letters to the perti
nent offices in Dallas and Fort Worth Tex. in New Orleans La.
and in Miami Fla. listing all the names on which we desired
information In the case of some of the individuals information
was requested from Federal investigative agencies In the cases of
Roselli and Giancana we requested and received a briefing on the
Justice Department investigations of those deaths In the cases in
which further investigation was deemed necessary it was initiated

Our final conclusion on the issue is that the available evidence
does not establish anything about the nature of these deaths which
would indicate that the deaths were in some manner either direct
or peripheral caused by the assassination of President Kennedy or
by any aspect of the subsequent investigation

Chairman STOKESIs your report completed
Ms HESS Yes it is
Chairman STOKES The gentleman from Tennessee Mr Ford
Mr FORD I have no questions I will yield back my time to the

Chair
Chairman STOKESThe gentleman from Indiana
Mr FITHIAN Just one question Miss Hess is it your feeling

having gone through this there is no statistical significance to
this Is that what I am to understand

Ms HESS That is correct
Mr FITHIAN Is it possible then that any death which is remote

ly related to this gets reported more than others therefore there is
an appearance of a kind of unusual gathering of deaths

Ms HESS It is possible That is one of the bases for the develop
ment of the issue yes You understand the problem in establishing
the statistical inference is that you cannot establish any type of
universe While it may seem like these people come from a very
small group of people they come from a very very large universe
of people

Mr FITHIAN I have no other questions Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
The gentleman from Ohio Mr Devine
Mr DEVINE No questions Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKESThe gentleman from Pennsylvania Mr Edgar
Mr EDGAR Will you provide for the record a detailed listing of

the 21 names and the evidence you have found relating to their
deaths

Ms HEss Yes Do you want me to read them for the record
Mr EDGAR It might be helpful
Ms HESS Edward Benairdes Albert Guy Bogard Hale Boggs

Lee Bowers Jr. Bill Chesher Nicholas J Chetta David Goldstein
Thomas Hale Howard William Hunter Clyde Johnson Dorothy
Kilgallen Thomas Henry Killam Jim Koethe FNU Levens Nancy
Jane Mooney Teresa Norton Earlene Roberts Harold Russell
Marilyn April Walle a.k.a Betty McDonald William W Whaley
James R Worrell Sam Giancana John Roselli

Mr EDGAR Thank you I think it very helpful for the record that
those names be included

Can you indicate why Mr DeMohrenschildt's name was not in
cluded
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Ms HESS His was one of those which deemed further investiga
tion and became part of a great investigative effort

Mr EDGAR That was not part of the exact study
Ms HESS It was in terms of the compilation of data I compiled

the data on his death and any police reports et cetera as part of
this project But then in terms of subsequent investigation that was
done by the investigators

Mr EDGAR I think it would be helpful in terms of our final
analysis to have a chance to review the material you compiled I
thank you for your report

Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
Mr Sawyer
Mr SAWYER No Questions
Chairman STOKESThere being nothing further Miss Hess thank

you very much for your testimony You are excused
The Chair will suspend for just a moment
[Brief recess.]
Chairman STOKES Because of a heavy schedule tomorrow of wit

nesses along with the fact the committee must vacate the room at
an early hour for an affair to be held in this room later tomorrow
evening the committee today will adjourn until 8:30 tomorrow
morning

[Whereupon at 4:30 p.m. the committee was adjourned to recon
vene at 8:30 a.m. Tuesday September 26 1978.]
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INVESTIGATION OF THE ASSASSINATION OF

PRESIDENT JOHN F KENNEDY

TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 26 1978

HOUSEOF REPRESENTATIVES
SELECTCOMMITTEEON ASSASSINATIONS

Washington D.C
The committee met at 8:50 a.m. pursuant to recess in room 345

Cannon House Office Building Hon Louis Stokes (chairman of the
committee) presiding

Present Representatives Stokes Preyer Fithian Edgar Devine
and Sawyer

Staff present G Robert Blakey chief counsel and staff director
Gary T Cornwell deputy chief counsel Elizabeth Berning chief
clerk James E McDonald staff counsel Donald A Purdy Jr. staff
counsel I Charles Mathews special counsel and Howard Shapiro
attorney

Chairman STOKESThe committee will come to order
The Chair recognizes Professor Blakey

NARRATION BY G ROBERT BLAKEY CHIEF COUNSEL AND
STAFF DIRECTOR

Mr BLAKEYThank you Mr Chairman
As you noted yesterday the question of conspiracy has been with

us since the beginning of these hearings which opened nearly 3
weeks ago although it was addressed more specifically here yester
day It can be argued that the theories examined yesterday seem to
break down under careful inspection but that is one of the pur
poses of these hearings.to weigh the validity of the evidence

Today however other more substantial theories will be exam
ined if only briefly

But before the committee continues to look into various conspir
acy theories it may be helpful to note that none of them wholly
originated with this committee's investigation Most of the leads or
allegations that the committee has examined have heretofore been
the subject of some public discussion the subject of earlier investi
gations or of books and articles No claim is advanced here to
originality or special insight

What the committee has done is to apply in its own investigation
hopefully more sophisticated techniques of examination than those
used or available to those who have preceded us or themselves
raised the questions some of which were demonstrated yesterday

Beyond scientific analysis of the evidence the committee has also
employed investigative tools that were disregarded in earlier inves
tigations of the Kennedy assassination

(469)
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The committee for example has made an extensive use of immu
nity grants and interrogation under oath in executive session Files
have also been widely read using only the most tenuous theories of
relevance

Another approach that must be mentioned here is the use of a
carefully thought-out investigative plan that employed a detailed
reconstruction of conspiracies that might have occurred in order to
determine if in fact they had any bearing on the actual events in
Dallas The committee did not just run out leads in hand the
typical law enforcement approach and the one principally utilized
by the FBI in 1963 and 1964

Over the next 3 days we will be looking into a couple of conspir
acy theories that the committee felt warranted its fullest attention
This is not to say that these are possible plots that are the most
likely ones to have led to the assassination if indeed any of them
did

What is being said is simply this There are a couple of conspir
acy theories that cannot be readily dismissed as those we consid
ered yesterday may possibly be and this is the way in which they
were investigated This is therefore a status report on the investi
gation the full findings and conclusions of which will be detailed
in the final report Obviously all that was done cannot be ade
quately portrayed here

First the theory that anti-Castro Cubans conspired to kill the
President will be examined and summarized in this narration
Then it may be appropriate to hear testimony on an aspect of the
concern that other perhaps more sinister forces may have been
behind the assassination

Mr Chairman in light of the time pressures the committee is
operating under today I would like to ask permission that the
narration on the anti-Castro Cubans be inserted in the record as if
read

Chairman STOKESWith objection so ordered
Mr BLAKEYWhy anti-Castro Cubans For several reasons From

the evidence available to them in 1964 two staff attorneys for the
Warren Commission David Slawson and William Coleman went
so far as to speculate that Lee Harvey Oswald despite his public
posture as a Castro sympathizer was actually an agent of anti
Castro exiles Pressing for further investigation of the possibility
they wrote a memorandum which in part said

The evidencehere could lead to an anti-Castroinvolvementin the assassination
on somesort of basis as this Oswaldcould have becomeknown to the Cubansas
being strongly pro-Castro He made no secret of his sympathies and so the anti
CastroCubansmust have realizedthat law enforcementauthorities werealsoawareof Oswald'sfeelingsand that therefore if he got into trouble the publicwouldalsolearn of them

Second someone in the anti-Castro organization might have been
keen enough to sense that Oswald had a penchant for violence

On these facts it is possible that some sort of deception was used
to encourage Oswald to kill the President when he came to Dallas

The motive of this would of course be the expectation that after
the President was killed Oswald would be caught or at least his
identity ascertained the law enforcement authorities and the
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public would then blame the assassination on the Castro govern
ment and a call for its forceful overthrow would be irresistible

Some critics of the Warren Commission have termed the period
Oswald lived in New Orleans the summer of 1963 the "Cubaniza
tion of Oswald, implying there were sinister motives for his insert
ing himself into the Cuban controversy They point out that aside
from letters he wrote to the Fair Play for Cuba Committee in New
York Oswald's known Cuban contacts in the United States were
with anti-Castroites

There are other reasons the committee's attention has been
drawn to the anti-Castro area The Warren Commission files
reveal for instance that there were numerous reports from Dallas
and Miami immediately after the assassination which linked
Oswald with Cuba Yet when the FBI checked out the reports in
almost all cases they had come from anti-Castro sources some
militant enough to deserve suspicion themselves

It comes down to this In a homicide investigation any individual
or group is suspect if it has the motive opportunity and means to
commit the crime There is no doubt that certain anti-Castro

groups had all three
It is difficult these many years later to appreciate the political

and emotional impulses of the Cuban exile communities.in
Miami New Orleans and Dallas.when John F Kennedy was
President

The hopes and expectations of the exiles had been on a roller
coaster ride their relationship with the U.S Government had dete
riorated They were puzzled by the often conflicting policies of
various Federal agencies toward them and their objectives the
main one being to get rid of Castro The anti-Castro groups were
frustrated bitter and angry And the focal point of their resent
ment was President Kennedy

It began with the disastrous Bay of Pigs invasion in April 1961
Since January 1959 when Castro marched triumphantly into
Havana the more than 100,000 Cubans who had fled the revolution
lived in anticipation of its overthrow These Cuban exiles were not

only encouraged in this hope by the U.S Government they were
organized directed and almost totally funded by its agencies The
training camps the arms and weapons the instructors the ships
and landing craft were all supplied by the U.S Government The
invasion plan itself was formulated by the Government The Cuban
exiles came to feel that the Government not only promised them
success it guaranteed it

When what has been touted as "the glorious march on Havana
turned into a tragic rout the Cuban exiles unappreciative of Presi
dent Kennedy's inherited role in the invasion reacted with in
credulous disbelief and anger that he would allow the operation to
fail

Intensifying the exiles reaction was the fact that Kennedy him
self insisted on taking the blame In executive session before this
committee Manuel Antonio Varona in 1961 the head of the united
exile organization the Revolutionary Democratic Front told of a
tense and emotional encounter with President Kennedy at the
White House as hope for the invasion as fading
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We were not charging Mr Kennedy with anything We knew he was not in
charge of the military effectsdirectly Nevertheless President Kennedytold us he
wasthe one.the onlyone responsible

Varona may have sympathized with Kennedy's position but
most anti-Castro Cubans didn't The noted attorney Mario Lazo in
his book "Dagger in the Heart, put it very directly

The Bay of Pigs defeat was whollyself-inflictedin Washington Kennedytold the
truth when he publicly accepted responsibility The heroism of the belea
guered Cuban Brigade had been rewardedby betrayal defeat death for many of
them longand cruel imprisonmentfor the rest The Cubanpeople had always
admired the United States as strong rich generous.but where was its sense of
honorand the capacityof its leaders

The mistake of the Cubanfighters for liberationwas that they thought too highly
of the United States Theybelievedto the end that it wouldnot let them down But
it did

President Kennedy was well aware of the bitter reaction to the
Bay of Pigs debacle Far from abandoning the Cuban exiles he set
out to convince them of his loyalty to their cause Perhaps the most
ironic event of his relationship with the Cuban exiles occurred on
December 29 1962 at the Orange Bowl in Miami He had come to
welcome the survivors of Brigade 2506 the 1,200 men who had
been ransomed from Cuba after almost 20 months in prison The
President was presented with the brigade flag in a dramatic and
emotional scene

But the euphoria was false and misleading Although the Cuban
exiles cheered President Kennedy that day there also coursed
through the crowd a bitter resentment among some who felt they
were witnessing a display of political hypocrisy Later it would be
claimed that the brigade feeling against President Kennedy was so
strong that the presentation nearly did not take place and it would
be alleged incorrectly as it turns out that the brigade flag given
to Kennedy was actually a replica

That intensity of anti-Kennedy feeling by Cuban exiles was the
result of events between the time of the Bay of Pigs invasion and
the ceremony in the Orange Bowl

It is not possible to know fully how the Bay of Pigs defeat
changed President Kennedy's attitude toward Cuba but when jour
nalists Taylor Branch and George Crile wrote in Harpers magazine
about a massive infusion of U.S aid to clandestine anti-Castro
operations in the wake of the Bay of Pigs they titled their article
"The Kennedy Vendetta.

What is known is that the period between the Bay of Pigs and
the Cuban missile crisis in October 1962 can be accurately charac
terized as the high water mark of anti-Castro activity Miami the
center of the exile community became a busy staging ground for
armed infiltrations into Cuba While not every raid was supported
or even known about in advance by Government agencies the
United States played a key role in monitoring directing and sup
porting the anti-Castro Cubans Hundreds of Cubans were set up in
proprietary corporations established by the U.S Government to
support the massive covert operation And although this effort was
cloaked in secrecy there were very few Cubans in the exile com
munity who did not know what was happening and who was sup
porting the operation
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That was a time of great activity and exhilaration in the Cuban
exile community American arms and weapons flowed freely
through south Florida Miami's "Little Havana was a beehive of
gossip about the latest infiltration operations or paramilitary mis
sions Raiding parties that left from small secret islands in the
Florida Keys had the "green light from the U.S Government

Then came the Cuban missile crisis and negotiations that ended
it The anti-Castro groups felt as if the rug had been pulled out
from under them

The Cuban exiles were initially elated by the possibility that the
crisis would provoke a showdown with Castro But President Ken
nedy made a deal for the removal of the missiles Only later did
the exiles come to feel full force the impact of Kennedy's agree
ment with Khrushchev and Castro

The word was soon passed newspapers reported a basic turn
around in the Kennedy policy For example the raids that were
being conducted by Alpha 66 one of the most aggressive exile
organizations were abruptly condemned by Washington The State
Department asserted that it did not sanction such attacks

In December 2 months after the missile accord 13 anti-Castro
guerrillas were arrested at a training camp in the Florida Keys
and their arms and explosives were seized by U.S Customs agents
In March 1963 another Alpha 66 raid brought a statement from
President Kennedy himself "The raids, he said "served no useful
purpose. An attack on a Soviet ship in Cuban waters led to the
formal issuance of a policy pronouncement on March 31 Kennedy
said in no uncertain terms "We intend to take every step neces
sary to assure that such raids are not launched manned or
equipped on U.S territory.

On April 5 the New York Times noted that the United States
was throwing more planes ships and men into its effort to police
the straits of Florida against anti-Castro raiders

Throughout the spring and summer of 1963 the crackdown on
guerrilla activity continued causing frustration and resentment on
the part of the exiles They could not grasp how they could be
supported and aided by one U.S agency and then be slapped down
by others

In August the FBI seized a cache of explosives at an anti-Castro
training camp in Louisiana Just weeks later the U.S Coast Guard
cooperated with the British Navy in a raid on an exile base in the
Bahamas

Then U.S Customs cracked down on a group of anti-Castro
pilots in Miami The Secret Service arrested a Cuban exile leader
for conspiring to counterfeit Cuban currency destined for forces
inside Cuba

The brunt of that anger fell on President Kennedy The Cuban
exiles came to think of the missile crisis deal as a "betrayal.
Mario Lazo called it a "soul-shattering blow. Jose Miro Cardona
the head of the Cuban Revolutionary Council an exile organization
put together by the U.S Government to unite fragmented exile
groups resigned in disgust

In the major enclaves of anti-Castro Cubans.in Miami New
Orleans and Dallas.the once glittering image of President Ken
nedy had turned dark
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So the motivation for anti-Castro Cuban involvement in the
Kennedy assassination was based not only on a schism in political
and ideological viewpoints but also on a disposition growing out of
a pragmatic realization that Castro probably would survive

Despite the recommendations of Slawson and Coleman the
Warren Commission largely ignored the mood of the exiles in its
final report It distilled the subject down to a nine-paragraph
review entitled "Alleged Association With Various Mexican or
Cuban Individuals.

This committee opted to approach the possibilities in a more
open-minded way It decided to examine in depth those exile
groups which besides motivation had the capability and resources
to be involved in an assassination.in other words the action
groups

The committee also attempted to determine if Oswald sought to
utilize or exploit resources of the exile groups or if they may have
tried to use him

The first step was of course to define the action groups The
committee examined public records it instituted requests for file
reviews from every Federal agency in contact with the groups
including the CIA the Department of Defense the U.S Customs
Service the FBI the Drug Enforcement Agency the Secret Service
and so on it delved into the records of local law enforcement
agencies in Miami New Orleans and Dallas The committee also
sent field investigators into Cuban exile communities on an explor
atory mission to talk to former members of the action groups

From these sources the committee discovered there were a few
hundred militant anti-Castro exile organizations founded between
the Castro revolution and the Kennedy assassination Most did not
stay in operation for long but at one time 105 of them could be
identified from local police files alone The committee finally boiled
the list down to 20 key anti-Castro Cuban groups which had the
motivation capability and resources to assassinate the President

They will be named and discussed in detail in the committee's
final report Suffice it to say now that the committee closely scruti
nized the history of the groups and it looked very carefully at the
activities and associations of their key leaders

The committee conducted dozens of field interviews it took depo
sitions and it cross-examined witnesses in executive session

In its investigation of two of the main action groups the commit
tee found indications of a possible connection with figures named
in the Kennedy assassination specifically with Lee Harvey Oswald

The two anti-Castro Cuban exile organizations of special interest
to the committee are Alpha 66 and a group named Junta Revolu
cionaria Cubana or JURE

Alpha 66 was founded in Puerto Rico in the summer of 1962 by
Antonio Veciana Blanch a soft-spoken mild-mannered former
Havana accountant a church-going family man who had fled Cuba
in 1961 Two months after he left Cuba's government-controlled
press named Veciana as the ringleader of an unsuccessful assassi
nation attempt on Castro

On founding Alpha 66 Veciana declared he was forming the
group because the Cuban exiles needed a new coordinated effort to
topple Castro and to counteract the do nothing attitude of Presi
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dent Kennedy toward the Castro regime Dramatic action was re
quired he said announcing there would soon be a series of signifi
cant hit-and-run attacks on Cuba

Although most of the original members of Alpha 66 were also
former accountants Veciana put together a tough commando unit
Veciana as the chief spokesman fundraiser and coordinator
claimed no political aims other than the overthrow of Castro
Alpha 66 was uniquely independent generally having little to do
with other exile groups whose members were often at odds over the
hierarchy that would follow Castro's overthrow

When Alpha 66 acted it did so with a flourish One of its first
faults was the shelling and machine-gunning of a British ship and
two Cuban vessels off the north coast of Cuba At a press confer
ence following the raid Veciana issued a "declaration of war
against Castro and any ships that were carrying Cuban goods The
British Government filed a strong complaint with the State Depart
ment but Veciana promised more raids

Throughout the rest of 1962 and into the summer and early fall
of 1963 Alpha 66 struck often quickly gaining the reputation as
the most militant of the exile groups In the middle of the missile
crisis it had the audacity to pull a raid By March 1963 the Alpha
66's unceasing hit-and-run attacks provoked direct public criticism
by President Kennedy Veciana was not cowed "We are going to
attack again and again, he declared

Veciana had made an old friend former Castro army major Eloy
Gutierrez Menoyo the military leader of Alpha 66 But Veciana
himself was the strategic organizer the public spokesman and
fundraiser of the organization At least that's what a review of the
newspaper files of the time has reflected

Yet in September 1962 the New York Times attributed to Ve
ciana a cryptic statement He had called a press conference to
announce five raids in 60 days Then in the body of the story
Veciana was quoted as saying that all the planning for the raids
was done by leaders "I don't even know.

As the years went by and the military operations of the Cuban
exile groups including those of Alpha 66 lapsed Veciana himself
remained very active in anti-Castro operations in Latin America
From 1968 to 1972 he used La Paz Bolivia as his base There he
was ostensibly working as a banking consultant though he spent
most of his time planning anti-Communist subversive operations
He was in fact on the U.S Government payroll Nevertheless in
1971 he organized an attempt on Castro's life

Then in March 1976 a staff investigator for Senator Richard
Schweiker a member of the Senate Select Committee on Intelli
gence approached Veciana in Miami to talk about the relationship
of U.S intelligence agencies to anti-Castro activities The Kennedy
assassination was not mentioned

Veciana told the investigator of his anti-Castro activities Then
when asked he said that yes he had been in touch with certain
Americans on those activities In fact he said there was one
American who had directed him in all his activities including the
Castro assassination attempts in 1961 and 1971

Veciana said the man told him when they first met in the
Havana bank in which Veciana was working in 1960 that his
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name was Maurice Bishop Veciana believed that to be a false
name

Veciana said Bishop never told him he was an agent of a U.S
intelligence agency and in fact avoided a direct answer when
asked But Veciana recounted Bishop was obviously a man with
strategic contacts both in the United States and Latin America

Veciana said that Bishop had broken contact with him in 1973
that down through the years he had never initiated contact with
Bishop and he didn't know how that could be done Bishop had
always contacted him He had met with Bishop at various loca
tions on the average of several times a year between 1960 and
1973

He met him in Miami often in Las Vegas once in Puerto Rico
many times in Washington D.C. in La Paz in Caracas and in a
few other cities And yes said Veciana when asked he had met
Maurice Bishop a few times in Dallas As a matter of fact he
recalled one meeting there in August 1963 when he was scheduled
to rendezvous with Bishop in the lobby of a large office building

When he arrived Bishop was there talking with a young slightly
built American Veciana did not recall whether he was introduced
to the man by name but after the Kennedy assassination he
immediately recognized Lee Harvey Oswald as the man with Mau
rice Bishop that day in Dallas

Antonio Veciana 's story has been of considerable interest to this
committee which has gone to great lengths to asess it The com
mittee has spent many hours with Veciana who has provided it
with details of his relationship with Bishop There are still leads
which cannot now be revealed but which the committee is pursu
ing

The committee has of course taken sworn testimony from Ve
ciana and other key witnesses Its investigators have tapped
sources from as far as Venezuela and Cuba Numerous files which
have been requested from the CIA the FBI and the Department of
Defense are still being reviewed and analyzed In addition the
committee is probing the possibility that Bishop may not have been
associated with a U.S intelligence agency On July 30 1978 the
committee released a composite sketch of Bishop produced from a
detailed description provided by Veciana

The committee cannot be conclusive but it can say that Ve
ciana's allegations remain undiscredited and that the committee
has obtained an indication of the existence of a Maurice Bishop or
someone using that name The meaning of this story remains as
yet indeterminate

The other anti-Castro group of special interest to the committee
was JURE JURE was formed in September 1962 as an outgrowth
of a split in another anti-Castro group the Revolutionary Move
ment of the People or MRP The founder of JURE was Manolo
Ray Rivero JURE was considered a relatively "leftist Cuban exile
organization and many of its detractors accused it of "Fidelism
without Fidel. Ray and his group were mistrusted by the right
wing elements of the exile Cuban community

Although JURE was supported by the CIA the Agency had to
prod other exile organizations to accept JURE into the Cuban
Revolutionary Council their umbrella organization Ray kept his
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group in the CRC for only 3 months during the period of the Bay
of Pigs invasion

The largest and most active JURE chapters were in Miami and
Puerto Rico but other chapters were located throughout the
United States and in Latin American countries One was in Dallas
and one of the members of the Dallas chapter was Silvia Odio a
26-year-old recently divorced mother of four whose husband had
abandoned her in Puerto Rico Educated in the United States and
raised in an upper class Cuban environment Mrs Odio was the
eldest daughter of Amador Odio once one of Cuba's top trucking
executives

In 1961 Castro's officers arrested Silvia Odio's mother and
father for harboring a confederate of Antonio Veciana in the Octo
ber Castro assassination attempt The Odio children had left Cuba
and several of them lived in Dallas

One of Silvia Odio's sisters Serita attended the University of
Dallas and was acquainted with a socialite named Lucille Connell
who was active in civic and charitable activities Mrs Connell
made arrangements in early 1963 for Silvia to come to Dallas and
further arranged for her to receive psychiatric treatment at South
western Medical School where she became a patient of Dr Burton
C Einspruch According to Mrs Connell Silvia suffered from a
condition which caused blackouts when reality became oppressive

Silvia Odio testified to the Warren Commission that a man she
identified as Lee Harvey Oswald in the company of two Latin men
visited her apartment in Dallas in late September 1963 The two
Latin men identified themselves as members of JURE

It should be noted that Silvia Odio was not unknown in the
Cuban community of Dallas She had attended JURE meetings
and in the summer of 1963 a large photograph of her sisters
Annie and Serita had appeared on the front page of the Dallas
Morning News along with a human interest story about the Odio
family Silvia's name was mentioned

Mrs Odio testified before the Warren Commission in September
1964 She said that one of the men identified himself as Leopoldo
and she assumed from his accent that he was Cuban A second
man possibly named Angelo was also Spanish speaking but she
said he looked Mexican The third a white American male was
introduced to her as Leon Oswald

Later Annie Odio who was at her sister's apartment that even
ing would corroborate Silvia's story to the FBI She said she
opened the door for the visitors

Silvia Odio who said she declined to help the men because she
didn't trust their credentials said that Leopoldo called her 1 or 2
days later In this telephone conversation she said he mentioned
his American friend and said that Leon had remarked that the
Cubans should have killed Kennedy after the failure of the Bay of
Pigs invasion

When Mrs Odio learned of Kennedy's assassination she had one
of her blackouts She regained consciousness in a hospital room
where her sister Annie soon visited her Earlier watching Oswald
on television Annie had independently recognized as someone she
had seen before When she mentioned it to her older sister Silvia
reminded her of the first of the three men to her apartment

41-3730 79 31
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Emotionally shaken the women decided not to mention the inci
dent to anyone They did however tell their sister Serita and
Serita mentioned it to Lucille Connell On December 12 1963 the
FBI interviewed Silvia Odio She admitted the visit and positively
identified Lee Harvey Oswald as the Leon who had come to her
apartment with the two Latin-looking men A week later the FBI
interviewed Dr Einspruch who said that although Silvia had had
some emotional problems she was a thoroughly credible person

Silvia Odio's story ran contrary to other evidence which the
Warren Commission had compiled The had documentation that
Oswald had traveled to Mexico City by bus and had registered at a
hotel there on the morning of September 27

The Warren Commission ordered an investigation to be conduct
ed principally by the FBI of Mrs Odio's allegation It represented
a glaring inconsistency in the movements of Oswald as the Com
mission was prepared to report them

In the summer of 1964 the Warren Commission pressed the FBI
to dig more deeply into the Odio allegation On July 24 Chief
Counsel J Lee Rankin in a letter to FBI Director J Edgar Hoover
stated

* the Commissionalready possessesfirm evidencethat Lee Harvey Oswald
was on a bus traveling from Houston Tex. to MexicoCity Mexicoon virtually the
entire day ofSeptember26 * *

This so-called firm evidence was based on an analysis of Oswald's
travel during the time period of September 24-27 by Assistant
Counsel David Slawson J Wesley Liebeler the assistant counsel
who had interviewed Mrs Odio disagreed with this analysis and
sent a memo to Rankin citing fallacies in the Slowson analysis

On August 23 Rankin again wrote to Hoover and said "It is a
matter of some importance to the Commission that Mrs Odio's
allegations either be proved or disproved. Rankin requested that
the FBI attempt to learn the identities of the three visitors by
contacting members of anti-Castro groups active in the Dallas area
as well as leaders of the JURE organization

He asked the FBI to check the possibility that Oswald had spent
the night of September 24 in a hotel in New Orleans after vacat
ing his apartment

Portions of this investigation which were inconclusive in sup
porting the Warren Commission's contention that Odio was mistak
en were not sent to Rankin until November 9 at which time the
final report had been completed

Back on September 19 Liebeler was extorting Howard Willens
another Warren Commission attorney to tone down the write-up of
the Odio incident Liebeler contended in that memo "There are
problems Odio may well be right The Commission will look bad if
it turns out that she is.

The FBI did attempt to alleviate the problems In a report dated
September 26 it produced the story of Loren Eugene Hall who
claimed he had been in Dallas in September 1963 accompanied bytwo men fitting Odio's general description and that it was they
who had visited Silvia Odio Oswald Hall said was not one of the
men

Within a week of Hall's statement the other two men Hall had
named Lawrence Howard and William Seymour had been inter
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viewed They denied ever having met Silvia Odio Then later Hall
himself retracted his statement

Despite the fact that the Commission could not prove Oswald
took a bus to Mexico City and despite the fact that Loran Hall's
story was an admitted fabrication the Warren report was pub
lished with this explanation of the Odio incident

Whilethe FBIhad not yet completedits investigationinto this matter at the time
the report went to press the Commissionhas concludedthat Lee Harvey Oswald
was not at Mrs Odio'sapartment in September1963

This critics of the Warren Commission have been quick to

pounce on this conclusion
In her book "Accessories After the Fact, Sylvia Meagher wrote

The Commission'sfailure to get to the bottom of this affair with its inescapble
implications is inexcusable If the Commissioncouldleavesuchbusinessunfinished
we are entitled to ask whether its memberswere ever determined to uncover the
truth

Indeed the Commissiondid not even givean honest accountof such facts as were
established Its own exhibitsexposethe evidencepresentedin the report as a tissue
of evasionand deceptionwhichdiscreditsmore than it justified the conclusionthat
Oswaldcouldnot have visitedMrs Odio

The committee is continuing to investigate the Odio allegation
The approach has been two-pronged First the committee has en
deavored to interview everyone connected with the allegation Ad
ditionally the committee has made intensive efforts to identify the
two Spanish-speaking men who visited Mrs Odio

Interviews and depositions have been conducted with the princi
pals Silvia Odio Annie Odio Amador Odio Lucille Connel Light
and Dr Burton Einspruch The staff also arranged a conference

telephone call between Dr Einspruch in Dallas and Silvia Odio in
Miami during which they recalled the period when Mrs Odio was
under the doctor's care and related to him the visit of the three
men

Mrs Odio and Dr Einspruch concurred that the relation of this
event came shortly after its occurrence and prior to the President's
assassination

Loren Hall testified before this committee in executive session on
October 5 1977 and Howard and Seymour were interviewed by the
investigative staff

From a review of the FBI files the committee secured a list of
persons who belonged to the Dallas chapter of JURE and the
committee is continuing its attempts of locate and interview these
individuals Additionally staff investigators interviewed the leader
of JURE Manolo Ray now residing in Puerto Rico

Further the committee secured photographs of scores of pro
Castro and anti-Castro activists in 1963 who might fit the descrip
tions of the two Latins who Mrs Odio says visited her The com
mittee also utilized the services of various Government agencies to
run a computerized check on all individuals who used the war
names of Leopoldo and Angelo or names basically similar

An extensive search produced the names and photographs of
three men who might possibly have been in Dallas in September of
1963 These photographs were shown to Mrs Odio but she was
unable to identify them as the men she had seen
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The committee has determined as did members of the Warren
Commission staff that Silvia Odio's story still is credible Over the
period of the past 15 years only minor details have changed and
one important one remains consistent.Silvia and Annie Odio are
adamant that "Leon was Lee Harvey Oswald

While this committee has gone much beyond the Warren Com
mission's investigation of the Odio story it too has as yet an
undetermined meaning

I would note that it summerizes those factors which led the
committee to conclude that perhaps some groups within the anti
Castro community may have had the motive opportunity and the
means to be concerned with the death of the President in Dallas It
also outlines several specific instances which may tend to show
some link between Lee Harvey Oswald and particular groups

Let me turn now to a second area of concern the so-called
Cubanization of Lee Harvey Oswald occurred during the time he
lived in New Orleans in 1963 It is a puzzling period and a mysteri
ous career moreso for the gaps in the record of his activities as
the Warren Commission was able to document it

New Orleans was Oswald's hometown He was born there Octo
ber 18 1939 In April 1963 he moved back having lived in Fort
Worth in Dallas since his return from the Soviet Union the previ
ous June He spent the first 2 weeks job-hunting staying with the
Murrets Aunt Lillian and Uncle Charles or "Dutz, as he was
called the sister and brother-in-law of Oswald's mother Margue
rite

After being hired at the Reiley Coffee Co. as a maintenance
man he sent for his wife Marina and their baby daughter and
they moved into an apartment on Magazine Street

In May Oswald wrote to Vincent T Lee national director of the
Fair Play for Cuba Committee expressing a desire to open an
FPCC chapter in New Orleans and requesting literature to distrib
ute He also had handouts printed some of which were stamped
"L H Oswald 4907 Magazine Street, others with the alias "A J
Hidell Post Office Box 30016 still others listing the FPCC address
as 544 Camp Street

Mr Chairman it would be appropriate to enter into the record
and display at this time JFK exhibits F-595 F-597 and F-596

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered into
the record at this point

[Whereupon the above-referred-to exhibits JFK F-595 JFK
F-597 and JFK F-596 follow:]
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HANDS

OFF

CUBA!

Join the Fair Play for
Cuba Committee

NEW ORLEANS CHARTER
MEMBERBRANCH

Free Literature Lectures

LOCATION

LHOSWALD
4907M4GA'-INE4T
NEWORLEANSE.

EVERYONE WELCOME!
Commission:::tnitit29b64

HANDS

OFF

CUBA!

Join the Fair Play for
Cuba Committee

NEW ORLEANS CHARTER
MEMBERBRANCH

Free Literature Lectures

LOCATION

A)HIDELL
P.O8)930016

NEWORLEANSLA

EVEIZY~ C ME!
CommissionLzhibit1964d

JFK EXHIBITF-595

NationalGuardian191East4thStreetNew
York9 NY(especiallyseedispatchesfrom
GuardianEditor-in-ExileCedricBeifrage
Havana)

NewYorkTimesTimesSquareNewYork
NY

I F Stone'sWeekly5618NebraskaAvenue
N.W.Washington15D.C

PetitiontothePresidentoftheUnitedStates
andtheAttorneyGeneralbyAmerican
LawyersandsupportingMemorandumofLawconcerningthePolicyoftheAmerican
Governmentrelatingto Cubaunderthe
NeutralityLawsTreatieswithCubaand
InternationalLawNewYork1981(Copies
maybeobtainedfromMrJesseGordon333SixthAvenueNewYork14NYPrice
$1.00tocovercostofprintingandmailing.)
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JFK EXHIBITF-596

Mr BLAKEY These exhibits illustrate Mr Oswald's activity at
this time

The Camp Street address has been a riddle to investigators
official and otherwise over the years because the only Cuban
activity known to have been based there was an anti-Castro sort

Oswald lost his job in July and his efforts to find another were
futile It is known through the rest of the summer he filed claims
at the Unemployment Compensation Office

The FPCC campaign however attracted attention since Oswald
was perhaps the sole overt supporter of Castro in a city where the
Cuban community was strongly opposed to his regime It also got
him into a fight with three anti-Castro Cubans resulting in Oswald
spending a night in jail but earning him some publicity neverthe
less On August 17 he was interviewed on the radio and on August
21 he appeared in a television debate

Oswald virtually passed out of sight however from August 21
until September 17 the day he applied for a visa to Mexico He is
known to have written letters to left-wing political organizations
and he and Marina visited the Murrets on Labor Day Marina has
claimed he spent his free time reading books and practicing with
his rifle

There is evidence however that Oswald was busier than Marina
has admitted or perhaps was even aware and that in his activities
he was perhaps possibly associated with some highly improbable
individuals Six witnesses in all each corroborating the others
have testified before this committee in executive session that
Oswald was in Clinton and Jackson La. in late August and early
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September seeking employment at the East Louisiana State Hospi
tal

At this time Mr Chairman it would be appropriate to enter into
the record JFK F-598 and JFK F-599 which is the map of Louisi
ana and a display of David Ferrie

Chairman STOKES Without objection they will be entered into
the record

[Whereupon the above-referred to exhibits JFK F-598 and JFK
F-599 follow:]
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JFK Exxiarr F-599

Mr BLAKEY Some of that testimony about Clinton and Jackson
place Oswald there with two men both now deceased who had
been charged by New Orleans District Attorney Jim Garrison with
conspiracy in the Kennedy assassination One of them David W
Ferrie represented by JFK exhibit F-599 died before he was
brought to trial The other Clay L Shaw was aquitted

The fashion in which the Garrison investigation was conducted
and the character of the Shaw trial have served to complicate an
already complex case It may be that the full story of Oswald in
New Orleans will never be told for added to the problem of de
ceased witnesses and fading memories is the unfortunate fact that
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the evidence has been tarnished by the way in which it was han
dled in the Shaw prosecution

Nevertheless the critics of the Warren Commission have argued
that there was more to be learned about what Oswald was up to in
New Orleans and with whom he was associated There may be
something to this and the committee will have the opportunity in
its final report to lay out in full the details of the New Orleans
situation

The committee can for example present its conclusions about
Oswald's alleged association with David Ferrie It has been suggest
ed that the testimony that Oswald and Ferrie were together in
Clinton and Jackson is despite the Garrison prosecution impres
sive

The implications of such an association may be serious at least
on the level of association for David Ferrie worked as an investiga
tor for Carlos Marcello who has been identified over the years as
the organized crime boss of Louisiana and Texas

On the day of the assassination he was with Marcello in a
Federal court room in connection with legal proceedings against
the alleged mafia leader

Of the forces that may have conspired to assassinate the Presi
dent organized crime itself therefore deserves great scrutiny and
the committee has indeed examined organized crime for its motive
opportunity and means to assassinate President Kennedy It has
also studied in depth the alleged mafia associations of both Oswald
and Jack Ruby

Mr Chairman it would be appropriate at this time to view the

single greatest justification for this effort to look anew at organized
crime

Mr Chairman I would ask that the next exhibit JFK F-594 be
viewed at this time and entered into the record

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record at this point

[Whereupon the above-referred to exhibit JFK F-594 was re
ceived into the record.]

[JFK exhibit F-594 a film clip is retained in committee files.]
Mr BLAKEY I would also note this film clip was obtained

through the courtesy of the NBC's live coverage of the events in
Dallas If we could have the lights please

[Film clip presentation:]
Mr BLAKEY Mr Chairman that film clip in the most simple

direct and forceful way explains why understandably the Ameri
can people are disturbed by the Kennedy assassination They might
well accept one lone assassin in November in Dallas but two
surely asks for more than many have been willing to accept

When Ruby shot Oswald in the basement of the Dallas Police
Department on November 24 1963 the Nation was shocked by a
nationally televised murder of the accused assassin of the Presi
dent In addition the American people and history were deprived
of the best single source of evidence in the case When evidence
was so put beyond reach as it was in the assassination of Oswald
the first order of an investigation is to seek the motive for that
killing
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First what do we know about Jack Ruby Is there anything in
his background that sheds light on why he murdered Oswald

Ruby grew up in Chicago in a lower middle-class surrounding
His early life was disrupted by family disputes In 1923 after his
parents had separated he was placed in a foster home when a
court found that he two brothers and a sister were not receiving
proper care

He moved to California in 1933 then returned to Chicago in 1937
to become a union organizer He moved to Dallas in 1947 where he
operated a string of nightclubs The last one he owned the Carou
sel was a burlesque house

Ruby was known as idiosyncratic a man of contradictions given
to occasional bursts of violent temper

When President Kennedy was assassinated Ruby was at the
Dallas Morning News arranging for an advertisement for the Car
ousel In a swirl of activity that culminated in the shooting of
Oswald Ruby it has been alleged seemed to be shadowing or
possibly stalking the accused assasin He was present when Oswald
met the press on Friday evening and he was at the Dallas County
Jail on Saturday afternoon waiting for Oswald to be transferred
there

The transfer was postponed until Sunday Ruby telephoned sev
eral friends to express his grief over the murder of the President
Some of them reported he would lapse into periods of sobbing He
prowled the streets at night lamenting the decision of nightclub
owners to stay open in the aftermath of tragedy

The Carousel was closed out of respect On Sunday morning
Ruby went to the Western Union office on Main Street next door
to the Dallas Municipal Building and police headquarters At West
ern Union he sent a $25 money order to an employee and then 4
minutes after the money order was time-stamped he somehow
entered the basement of the police headquarters As Oswald was
being led to the awaiting car as the committee has just seen Ruby
fired one fatal shot into him

Ruby was tried and convicted of first-degree murder and sen
tenced to death An appellate court however reversed the convic
tion on evidentiary grounds and a new trial was ordered Before it
could begin he contracted cancer and died of a blood clot in Janu
ary 1967

Our objective here today is to learn more about Jack Ruby his
character career and associations as they might pertain to a
motive for shooting Oswald For that purpose we have three wit
nesses who knew Ruby each of them a close relative a police
officer and perhaps tomorrow a gambler encountered a distinct
facet of the Jack Ruby character

The first witness is Earl Ruby Jack's younger brother He was
born in 1915 and has spent his career as a businessman

Mr Ruby is at present the proprietor of Cobo Cleaners in De
troit He is a resident of Birmingham Mich

Mr Chairman it would be appropriate before calling Mr Ruby
to take a short sit-down recess while the film is reset since there is
a clip that we would like to show Mr Ruby during the course of his
testimony

[Prepared statement of Prof G Robert Blakey follows:]
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PREPAREDNARRATIONOFPROFG ROBERTBLAKEYCHIEFCOUNSELANDSTAFF
DIRECTOR

As you noted Mr Chairman the question of conspiracyhas been with us since
these hearings openednearly 3 weeksago although it was addressedmore specifi
callyhere yesterday It can be argued that the theoriesexaminedyesterdayseemto
break down under careful inspection but that is one of the purposes of these
hearings.to weigh the validity of the evidence Today other more substantial
theorieswillbe examined if onlybriefly

Nevertheless before the committeecontinues to look into conspiracytheories it
may be helpful to note that none of them whollyoriginatedwith this committee's
investigation Most of the leads or allegations that the committee has examined
have heretofore been the subject of some public discussion the subject of earlier
investigationsor of booksand articles No claim is advancedhere to originalityor
specialinsight

What the committeehas done is to apply in its own investigationmore sophisti
cated techniques of examination than those used or available to those who have
preceded us or raised questions some of which were demonstrated yesterday
Beyondscientificanalysisof the evidence the committeehas also employedinvesti
gative tools that were disregardedin earlier investigationsof the Kennedyassassi
nation The committeehas made extensiveuse of immunity grants and interroga
tion under oath in executivesession Files have been widely read using only the
most tenuous relevancytheories Another approachhas been mentionedhere before
is the use of a carefully thought out investigativeplan that employeda detailed
reconstructionof conspiraciesthat might have occurred in order to determine if in
fact they had any bearing on the actual event in Dallas The committeedid not just
run out leads in hand the typicallaw enforcementapproach

Over the next 3 days we will be lookinginto a coupleof conspiracytheories that
the committeefelt warranted its fullest attention This is not to say these are the
plots that are the most likelyto have led to the assassination if indeedany of them
did What is being said is this.here are a coupleof conspiracytheories that cannot
be readily dismised(as those we consideredyesterday can be) and this is the way
they were investigated This is a status report on the investigation the full findings
and conclusionsof whichwillbe detailedin the final report Obviouslyall that was
donecannotbe portrayedhere

First the theory that anti-CastroCubansconspiredto kill the President will be
examined and summarizedin this narraton Then it will be appropriate to hear
testimonyon an aspect of the concernthat other forcesmay have been behind the
assassination

Why anti-Castro Cubans For several reasons From the evidenceavailable to
them in 1964 two staff attorneys for the Warren commissionDavid Slawsonand
WilliamColeman went so far as to speculate that Lee Harvey Oswald despitehis
publicposture as a Castrosympathizer was actually an agent of anti-Castroexiles
Pressing for further investigation of the possibility they wrote a memorandum
which in part said

"The evidencehere couldlead to an anti-Castroinvolvementin the assassination
on somesort of basis as this Oswaldcould have becomeknown to the Cubansas
being strongly pro-Castro He made no secret of his sympathies and so the anti
CastroCubansmust have realizedthat law enforcementauthorities werealsoaware
of Oswald'sfeelingsand that therefore if he got into trouble the publicwouldalso
learn of them Second someonein the anti-Castroorganizationmight have
been keen enoughto sense that Oswaldhad a penchant for violence On these
facts it is possiblethat somesort of deceptionwas used to encourageOswaldto kill
the President when he came to Dallas The motiveof this would of course be
the expectationthat after the President was killed Oswaldwouldbe caught or at
least his identity ascertained the law enforcementauthorities and the publicwould
then blame the assassinationon the Castro governmentand a call for its forceful
overthrowwouldbe irresistible "

Somecritics of the Warren Commissionhave termed the periodOswaldlived in
New Orleans the summer of 1963 the "Cubanizationof Oswald implyingthere
were sinister motives for his inserting himself into the Cuban controversy They
point out that aside from letters he wrote to the Fair Play for CubaCommitteein
New York Oswald'sknown Cuban contacts in the United States were with anti
Castroites

There are other reasons the committee'sattention has been drawn to the anti
Castro area The Warren Commissionfiles reveal for instance that there were
numerousreports fromDallasand Miamiimmediatelyafter the assassinationwhich
linked Oswaldwith Cuba Yet when the FBI checkedout the reports in almost all
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cases they had come from anti-Castro sources some militant enough to deserve
suspicionthemselves

It comes down to this In a homicideinvestigation any individual or group is
suspect if it has the motive opportunity and means to committhe crime There is
no doubt that certain anti-Castrogroupshad all three

It is difficult these many years later to appreciate the political and emotional
impluses of the Cuban exile communities.in Miami New Orleans and Dallas
whenJohn F Kennedywas President The hopesand expectationsof the exileshad
been on a roller coaster ride their relationship with the U.S Government had
deteriorated They were puzzledby the often conflictingpoliciesof various Federal
agenciestowardsthem and their objectivesthe main one being to get rid of Castro
The anti-Castrogroups were frustrated bitter and angry And the focal point of
their resentment was President Kennedy

It began with the disastrous Bay of Pigs invasion in April 1961 Since January
1959 when Castro marched triumphantly into Havana the more than 100,000
Cubans who had fled the Revolutionlived in anticipation of its overthrow The
Cuban exiles were not only encouragedin this hope by the U.S Government they
were organized directed and almost totally funded by its agencies The training
camps the arms and weapons the instructors the ships and landing craft were all
suppliedby the U.S Government The invasion plan itself was formulated by the
Government The Cuban exilescame to feel that the Governmentnot my promised
them success it guaranteed it

When what had been touted as "the gloriousmarch on Havana turned into a
tragic rout the Cuban exiles unappreciativeof President Kennedy'sinherited role
in the invasion reacted with incredulousdisbeliefand anger that he wouldallow
the operation to fail Intensifyingthe exiles reaction was the fact that Kennedy
himself insisted on taking the blame In executivesessionbefore this committee
Manuel Antonio Varona in 1961the head of the united exile organization the
RevolutionaryDemocraticFront told of a tense and emotional encounter with
President Kennedy at the White House as hope for the invasion was fading "We
werenot chargingMr Kennedywith anything, Varona said "Weknewhe was not
in charge of the military effectsdirectly Nevertheless President Kennedytold us
he was the one.the onlyone responsible.

Varona may have sympathizedwith Kennedy's position but most anti-Castro
Cubansdidn't The noted attorney MarioLazo in his book "Daggerin the Heart,
put it very directly

"The Bayof Pigsdefeat was whollyself-inflictedin Washington Kennedytold the
truth whenhe publiclyacceptedresponsibility The heroismof the beleaguered
CubanBrigadehad been rewardedby betrayal defeat death for many of them long
and cruel imprisonmentfor the rest The Cuban people had always admired
the United States as strong rich generous.but where was its sense of honor and
the capacityof its leaders

"The mistake of the Cuban fighters for liberation was that they thought too
highly of the United States They believedto the end that it would not let them
down But it did

President Kennedy was well aware of the bitter reaction to the Bay of Pigs
debacle Far from abandoningthe Cuban exiles he set out to convincethem of his
loyalty to their cause Perhaps the most ironic event of his relationship with the
Cubanexilesoccurredon December29 1962at the OrangeBowlin Miami He had
come to welcomethe survivors of Brigade 2506 the 1,200men who had been
ransomedfromCubaafter almost 20months in prison The Presidentwas presented
with the Brigadeflag in a dramatic and emotionalscene

But the euphoria was false and misleading Although the Cuban exiles cheered
President Kennedythat day there also coursedthrough the crowda bitter resent
ment among some who felt they were witnessinga display for politicalhypocrisy
Later it wouldbe claimedthat the Brigadefeelingagainst President Kennedywas
so strong that the presentation nearly did not take place and it wouldbe alleged
(incorrectly as it turns out) that the Brigadeflag givento Kennedywas actually a
replica

That intensity of anti-Kennedyfeelingby Cuban exiles was the result of events
betweenthe time of the Bay of Pigs invasionand the ceremonyin the OrangeBowl

It is not possibleto know fully how the Bay of Pigs defeat changed President
Kennedy's attitude toward Cuba but when journalists Taylor Branch and George
Crile wrotein Harper's magazineabout a massiveinfusionofU.S aid to clandestine
anti-Castrooperationsin the wakeof the Bayof Pigs they titled their article "The
KennedyVendetta
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What is knownis that the periodbetweenthe Bay of Pigs and the Cuban missile
crisis in October 1962can be accurately characterizedas the high water mark of
anti-Castro activity Miami the center of the exile community became a busy
stagingground for armed infiltrations into Cuba Whilenot every raid was support
ed or even known about in advance by government agencies the United States
played a key role in monitoring directing and supporting the anti-CastroCubans
Hundredsof Cubanswere set up in proprietarycorporationsestablishedby the U.S
Governmentto support the massivecovert operation And although this effort was
cloakedin secrecy there were very fewCubansin the exilecommunitywhodid not
knowwhat was happeningand whowassupportingthe operation

That was a time of great activityand exhilaration in the Cubanexilecommunity
Americanarms and weaponsflowedfreely through South Florida Miami's "Little
Havana wasa beehiveof gossipabout the latest infiltration operationsor paramili
tary missions Raidingparties that left fromsmall secret islands in the FloridaKeys
had the "green light fromthe U.S Government

Then came the Cuban missile crisis and negotiations that ended it The anti
Castrogroupsfelt as if the rug had been pulledout fromunder them

The Cuban exiles were initially elated by the possibilitythat the crisis would
provoke a showdownwith Castro But President Kennedy made a deal for the
removalof the missiles Only later did the exilescometo feel full force the impact
of Kennedy'sagreementwith Khrushchevand Castro

The word was soon passed Newspapers reported a basic turn-around in the
Kennedypolicy For example the raids that werebeingconductedby Alpha 66 one
of the most aggressiveexile organizations were abruptly condemnedby Washing
ton The State Departmentasserted that it did not sanctionsuch attacks In Decem
ber 2 months after the missileaccord 13anti-Castroguerrillas were arrested at a
training camp in the Florida Keys and their arms and explosiveswere seizedby
U.S Customsagents In March 1963 another Alpha 66 raid brought a statement
from President Kennedyhimself "The raids, he said "served no useful purpose.
An attack on a Sovietship in Cuban waters led to the formal issuanceof a policy
pronouncementon March 31 Kennedysaid in no uncertain terms "We intend to
take every step necessaryto assure that such raids are not launched manned or
equippedon United States territory. On April 5 The New York Timesnoted that
the United States was throwingmore planes ships and men into its effort to police
the straits of Floridaagainst anti-Castroraiders

Throughoutthe spring and summer of 1963 the crackdownon guerrilla activity
continued causingfrustration and resentment on the part of the exiles They could
not grasp how they couldbe supportedand aided by one U.S agencyand then be
slappeddownby others In August the FBI seizeda cacheof explosivesat an anti
Castrotraining camp in Louisiana Just weekslater the U.S CoastGuard cooperat
ed with the British Navy in a raid on an exile base in the Bahamas Then U.S
Customscrackeddownon a groupof anti-Castropilots in Miami The SecretService
arrested a Cubanexile leader for conspiringto counterfeitCubancurrency destined
for forcesinsideCuba

The brunt of that anger fell on President Kennedy The Cuban exiles came to
think of the missile crisis deal as a "betrayal Mario Lazo called it a "soul
shattering blow Jose MiroCardona the head of the CubanResolutionaryCouncil
an exile organization put together by the U.S Government to unite fragmented
exilegroups resignedin disgust

In the major enclaves of anti-Castro Cubans.in Miami New Orleans and
Dallas.the onceglittering imageof PresidentKennedyhad turned dark

So the motivationfor anti-CastroCuban involvementin the Kennedyassassina
tion was based not only on a schismin politicaland ideologicalviewpointsbut also
on a dispositiongrowingout of a pragmatic realizationthat Castro probablywould
survive

Despite the recommendationsof Slawsonand Coleman the Warren Commission
largely ignored the mood of the exiles in its final report It distilled the subject
downto a nine-paragraphreviewentitled "Allegedassociationwith various Mexi
can or Cubanindividuals

This committeeopted to approachthe possibilitiesin a more open-mindedway It
decidedto examine in depth those exile groups which besidesmotivation had the
capability and resources to be involvedin an assassination.in other words the
"actiongroups

The committeealso attempted to determine if Oswaldsought to utilize or exploit
resourcesof the exilegroupsor if they may have tried to use him

The first step was of course to define the "action groups The committee
examined public records it instituted requests for file reviewsfrom every Federal
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agency in contact with the groups includingthe CIA the Department of Defense
the U.S Customs Service the FBI the Drug Enforcement Agency the Secret
Service and so on it delvedinto the recordsof local law enforcementagenciesin
Miami New Orleans and Dallas The committeealso sent field investigators into
Cuban exile communitieson an exploratorymission to talk to former membersof
the "actiongroups

From these sourcesthe committeediscoveredthere were a few hundred militant
anti-Castro exile organizations founded between the Castro Revolution and the
Kennedyassassination Mostdid not stay in operationfor long but at one time 105
of them could be identified from local police files alone The committee finally
boiledthe list downto 20 key anti-CastroCuban groups whichhad the motivation
capabilityand resourcesto assassinatethe President

Theywillbe named and discussedin detail in the committee'sfinal report Suffice
it to say nowthat the committeecloselyscrutinizedthe history of the groupsand it
lookedvery carefully at the activities and associationsof their key leaders The
committee conducteddozens of field interviews it took depositions and it cross
examinedwitnessesin executivesession

In its investigationof two of the main action groups the committeefound indica
tions of a possibleconnectionwith figures named in the Kennedy assassination
specificallywith LeeHarveyOswald

The twoanti-CastroCubanexileorganizationsofspecialinterest to the committee
are Alpha 66and a groupnamedJunta RevolucionariaCubana or JURE

Alpha 66 was foundedin Puerto Ricoin the summer of 1962by AntonioVeciana
Blanch a soft-spoken mild-manneredformer Havana accountant a church-going
family man who had fled Cuba in 1961 Two months after he left Cuba's govern
ment-controlledpress named Veciana as the ringleader of an unsuccessfulassassi
nation attempt on Castro

On foundingAlpha 66 Veciana declared he was formingthe group because the
Cubanexilesneededa new coordinatedeffort to toppleCastroand to counteractthe
"do nothing attitude of President Kennedytowards the Castro regime Dramatic
action was required he said announcingthere wouldsoonbe a series of significant
hit-and-runattacks on Cuba

Although most of the original membersof Alpha 66 were also former account
ants Veciana put together a tough commandounit Veciana as the chief spokes
man fund-raiser and coordinator claimed no political aims other than the over
throw of Castro Alph 66 was uniquely independent generally having little to do
with other exilegroupswhosememberswere often at oddsover the hierarchy that
wouldfollowCastro'soverthrow

When Alpha 66 acted it did so with a flourish One of its first assaults was the
shellingand machine-gunningof a British ship and two Cubanvesselsoff the north
coast of Cuba At a press conferencefollowingthe raid Veciana issueda "declara
tion of war against Castro and any ships that were carrying Cuban goods The
British Governmentfiled a strong complaint with the State Department but Ve
ciana promisedmoreraids

Throughoutthe rest of 1962and into the summer and early fall of 1963Alpha 66
struck often quicklygainingthe reputation as the mostmilitant of the exilegroups
In the middleof the missilecrisis it had the audacityto pull a raid ByMarch 1963
the Alpha 66's unceasing hit-and-run attacks provoked direct public criticism by
President Kennedy Veciana was not cowed "We are going to attack again and
again, he declared

Veciana had made an old friend former Castro Army Major Eloy Gutierrez
Menoyothe military leader of Alpha 66 But Veciana himself was the strategic
organizer the public spokesmanand fundraiser of the organization At least that's
what a reviewof the newspaperfiles of the time has reflected Yet in September
1962the NewYorkTimesattributed to Vecianaa crypticstatement He had called
a press conferenceto announcefive raids in 60days Then in the bodyof the story
Veciana was quoted as saying that all the planning for the raids was done by
leaders "I don't even know

As the years went by and the military operations of the Cuban exile groups
includingthose of Alpha 66 lapsed Veciana himself remained very active in anti
Castrooperationsin Latin America From 1968to 1972 he used La Paz Bolivia as
his base There he was ostensiblyworkingas a bankingconsultant though he spent
mostof his time planninganti-Communistsubversiveoperations He was in fact on
the U.S Government payroll Nevertheless in 1971 he organizedan attempt on
Castro'slife

Then in March 1976 a staff investigator for Senator Richard Schweiker a
member of the Senate Select Committeeon Intelligence approached Veciana in
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Miami to talk about the relationship of U.S intelligenceagencies to anti-Castro
activities The Kennedyassassinationwasnot mentioned

Veciana told the investigatorof his anti-Castroactivities Then when asked he
said that yes he had been in touch with certain Americansin those activities In
fact he said there was one American who had directed him in all his activities
includingthe Castroassassinationattempts in 1961and 1971Vecianasaid the man
told him when they first met in the Havanna bank in whichVecianawas working
in 1960 that his name was Maurice Bishop Veciana believedthat to be a false
name

Vecianasaid Bishopnever told him he was an agent of a U.S intelligenceagency
and in fact avoideda direct answer when asked But Veciana recounted Bishop
was obviouslya man with strategic contacts both in the United States and Latin
America

Veciana said that Bishop had broken contact with him in 1973 that down
through the years he had never initiated contact with Bishop and he didn't know
how that couldbe done Bishophad alwayscontactedhim He had met with Bishop
at various locations on the averageof several times a year between1960and 1973
He met him in Miami often in Las Vegas once in Puerto Rico many times in
Washington D.C. in La Paz in Caracas and in a few other cities And yes said
Vecianawhenasked he had met MauriceBishopa fewtimes in Dallas Asa matter
of fact he recalled one meeting there in August 1963 when he was scheduledto
rendezvouswith Bishopin the lobby of a large officebuilding When he arrived
Bishopwas there talking with a young slightly built American Veciana did not
recall whether he was introduced to the man by name but after the Kennedy
assassination he immediately recognizedLee Harvey Oswald as the man with
MauriceBishopthat day in Dallas

Antonio Veciana's story has been of considerable interest to this committee
which has gone to great lengths to assess it The committeehas spent many hours
with Viciana who has provided it with details of his relationship with Bishop
There are still leads which cannot now be revealed but which the committee is
pursuing

The committeehas of course taken sworntestimonyfrom Vecianaand other key
witnesses Its investigatorshave tapped sourcesfrom as far as Venezuelaand Cuba
Numerousfiles which have been requestedfrom the CIA the FBI and the Depart
ment of Defenseare still beingreviewedand analyzed In addition the committeeis
probing the possibility that Bishop may not have been associated with a U.S
intelligenceagency On July 30 1978 the committeereleaseda compositesketch of
Bishop producedfroma detaileddescriptionprovidedby Veciana

The committee cannot be conclusive but it can say that Veciana's allegations
remain undiscredited and that the committee has obtained an indication of the
existenceof a Maurice Bishop or someoneusing that name The meaning of this
story remains as yet indeterminate

The other anti-Castro group of special interest to the Committeewas JURE
JURE was formed in September 1962as an outgrowth of a split in another anti
Castrogroup the RevolutionaryMovementof the People or MRP The founderof
JURE was ManoloRay Rivero JURE was considereda relatively "leftist Cuban
exileorganization and manyof its detractorsaccusedit of "Fidelismwithout Fidel
Ray and his group were mistrusted by the right-wingelements of the exile Cuban
community

AlthoughJURE was supportedby the CIA the Agencyhad to prod other exile
organizationsto acceptJURE into the CubanRevolutionaryCouncil their umbrella
organization Ray kept his group in the CRCfor only3 months during the periodof
the Bayof Pigs invasion

The largest and most active JURE chapters were in Miamiand Puerto Rico but
other chapters were located throughout the United States and in Latin American
countries One was in Dallas and one of the membersof the Dallas chapter was
Silvia Odio a 26-year-oldrecently divorcedmother of four whose husband had
abandoned her in Puerto Rico Educated in the United States and raised in an
upper-classCubanenvironment Mrs Odiowas the eldestdaughter of AmadorOdio
onceone ofCuba'stop truckingexecutives

In 1961 Castro'sofficersarrested SilviaOdio'smother and father for harboringa
confederateof Antonio Veciana in the October Castro assassination atempt The
Odiochildrenhad left Cuba and severalof them livedin Dallas

One of Silvia Odio's sisters Serita attended the University of Dallas and was
acquainted with a socialite named Lucille Connell who was active in civic and
charitable activities Mrs Connell made arrangements in early 1963for Silvia to
come to Dallas and further arranged for her to receive psychiatric treatment at
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SouthwesternMedicalSchool where she became a patient of Dr Burton C Eins
pruch Accordingto Mrs Connell Silvia suffered from a condition which caused
blackoutswhen reality becameoppressive

SilviaOdiotestified to the Warren Commissionthat a man she identifiedas Lee
Harvey Oswald in the companyof two Latin men visited her apartment in Dallas
in late September 1963 The two Latin men identified themselvesas members of
JURE

It shouldbe noted that SilviaOdiowas not unknownin the Cuban communityof
Dallas She had attended JURE meetings and in the summer of 1963 a large
photographof her sisters Annie and Serita had appeared on the front page of the
Dallas MorningNews along with a "human interest story about the Odiofamily
Silvia'sname was mentioned

Mrs Odio testified before the Warren Commissionin September 1964 She said
that one of the men identified himself as "Leopoldo and she assumed from his
accent that he was Cuban A secondman possiblynamed Angelo was also Spanish
speakingbut she said he "looked Mexican The third a white Americanmale was
introducedto her as "LeonOswald

Later AnnieOdio whowasat her sister's apartment that evening wouldcorrobo
rate Silvia'sstory to the FBI She said she openedthe doorfor the visitors

Silvia Odio who said she declinedto help the men becauseshe didn't trust their
credentials said that Leopoldocalled her 1 or 2 days later In this telephone
conversation she said he mentionedhis Americanfriend and said that "Leon had
remarked that the Cubansshould have killed Kennedyafter the failure of the Bayof Pigs invasion

WhenMrs Odiolearned of Kennedy'sassassination she had one of her blackouts
She regained conciousnessin a hospital room where her sister Annie soon vistited
her Earlier watching Oswaldon television Annie had independently recognized
Oswaldas someoneshe had seen before When she mentionedit to her older sister
Silviaremindedher of the visit of the three men to her apartment

Emotionallyshaken the womendecidednot to mention the incident to anyone
They did however tell their sister Serita and Serita mentioned it to Lucille
Connell On December12 1963 the FBI interviewedSilvia Odio She admitted the
visit and positivelyidentifiedLee Harvey Oswaldas the "Leon who had cometo
her apartment with the two Latin-lookingmen A week later the FBI interviewed
Dr Einspruchwhosaid that although Silviahad someemotionalproblems she was
a thoroughlycredibleperson

SilviaOdio'sstory ran contrary to other evidencewhich the Warren Commission
had compiled It had documentationthat Oswaldhad traveled to MexicoCityby bus
and had registeredat a hotel there on the morningof September27

The Warren Commissionordered an investigation to conducted principally bythe FBI of Mrs Odio's allegation It represented a glaring inconsistencyin the
movementsofOswald as the Commissionwasprepared to report them

In the summer of 1964 the Warren Commissionpressed the FBI to dig more
deeplyinto the Odioallegation On July 24 ChiefCounselJ Lee Rankin in a letter
to FBI Director J Edgar Hoover stated " the Commissionalready possessesfirm evidencethat LeeHarveyOswaldwas on a bus traveling fromHouston Tex to
MexicoCity Mexico on virtually the entire day of September 26 This so
called "firm evidencewas based on an analysis of Oswald'stravel during the time
periodof September24-27by Assistant CounselDavidSlawson J WesleyLiebeler
the Assistant Counselwho had interviewedMrs Odio disagreedwith this analysisand sent a memoto Rankinciting "fallacies in the SlawsonanalysisOn August 23 Rankin again wrote to Hooverand said "It is a matter of some
importance to the Commissionthat Mrs Odio's allegations either be proved or
disproved Rankin requested that the FBI attempt to learn the identities of the
three visitors by contacting members of anti-Castro groups active in the Dallas
area as well as leaders of the JURE organization He asked the FBI to check the
possibilitythat Oswald had spent the night of September 24 in a hotel in New
Orleans after vacating his apartment Portions of this investigation which were
inconclusivein supporting the Warren Commission'scontention that Odio was
mistaken were not sent to Rankin until November9 at whichtime the final reporthad been completed Backon September19 Liebelerwasextorting HowardWillensanother Warren Commissionattorney to "tone down the write-up of the Odio
incident Liebelercontendedin that memo "There are problems Odiomay well be
right The Commissionwill lookbad if it turns out that she is.

The FBI did attempt to alleviate the "problems. In a report dated September26it producedthe story of Loran EugeneHall who claimedhe had been in Dallas in
September 1963 accompaniedby two men fitting Odio's general description and
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that it was they who had visited Silvia Odio Oswald Hall said was not one of the
men Within a week of Hall's statement the other two men Hall had named
LawrenceHoward and WilliamSeymour had been interviewed They denied ever
havingmet SilviaOdio Then later Hall himselfretracted his statement

Despitethe fact that the commissioncouldnot proveOswaldtooka bus to Mexico
City and despite the fact that Loran Hall's story was an admitted fabrication the
Warren report was published with this explanationof the Odioincident "Whilethe
FBI had not yet completedits investigationinto this matter at the time the report
went to press the commissionhas concludedthat Lee Harvey Oswaldwas not at
Mrs Odio'sapartment in September1963.

The critics of the Warren commissionhave been quick to pounceon this conclu
sion

In her book "AccessoriesAfter the Fact SylviaMeagherwrote
"The Commission'sfailure to get to the bottomof this affair with its inescapable

implications is inexcusable If the Commissioncouldleavesuch businessunfinished
we are entitled to ask whether its memberswere ever determined to uncover the
truth Indeed the Commissiondid not even give an honest accountof such facts as
wereestablished Its ownExhibitsexposethe 'evidence presentedin the Reportas a
tissue of evasionand deceptionwhichdiscreditsmorethan it justifies the conclusion
that Oswaldcouldnot have visitedMrs Odio.

The committeeis continuingto investigatethe Odioallegation The approachhas
been two-prongedFirst the committeehas endeavoredto intervieweveryonecon
nected with the allegation Additionally the committeehas made intensive efforts
to identifythe twoSpanish-speakingmen whovisitedMrs Odio

Interviewsand depositionshave been conductedwith the principals SilviaOdio
Annie Odio Amador Odio Lucille Connell Light and Dr Burton Einspruch The
staff also arranged a conferencetelephonecall betweenDr Einspruchin Dallasand
Silvia Odio in Miami during which they recalled the period when Mrs Odiowas
under the doctor'scare and related to him the visit of the three men Mrs Odioand
Dr Einspruch concurred that the revelation of this event came shortly after its
occurrenceand prior to the President'sassassination

Loran Hall testifiedbeforethis committeein executivesessionon October5 1977
and Howardand Seymourwere interviewedby the investigativestaff

From a reviewof FBI files the committeesecureda list of personswho belonged
to the Dallas Chapter of JURE and the committee is continuing its attempts to
locate and interviewthese individuals Additionally staff investigatorsinterviewed
the leader ofJURE ManoloRay nowresidingin Puerto Rico

Furthermore the committeesecuredphotographsof scoresof pro-Castroand anti
Castro activists in 1963who might fit the descriptionsof the two latins who Mrs
Odiosays visited her The committeealso utilized the servicesof various Govern
ment agenciesto run a computerizedcheck on all individualswho used the "war
names of Leopoldoand Angelo or names basically similar An extensive search
producedthe names and photographsof three men whomight possiblyhave been in
Dallas in Septemberof 1963 These photographswere shownto Mrs Odio but she
wasunable to identifythem as the men she had seen

The committeehas determined as did membersof the Warren commissionstaff
that Silvia Odio'sstory still is credible Over the periodof the past 15years only
minor details have changed and one important one remains consistent.Silvia and
AnnieOdioare adamant that "Leon was LeeHarveyOswald

While this committeehas gone much beyondthe Warren commission'sinvestiga
tion of the Odiostory it too has as yet an undeterminedmeaning

The so-called"Cubanizationof Lee Harvey Oswald occurredduring the time he
livedin NewOrleans in 1963It is a puzzlingperiodin a mysteriouscareer moreso
for the gaps in the recoredof his activities as the Warren Commissionwas able to
documentit

New Orleans was Oswald'shome town.he was born there October 18 1939 In
April 1963he movedback having lived in Fort Worth and Dallas since his return
fromthe SovietUnionthe previousJune

He spent the first 2 weeks job hunting staying with the Murrets Aunt Lillian
and Uncle Charles or "Dutz as he was called the sister and brother-in-lawof
Oswald'smother Marguerite After beinghired by the ReilyCoffeeCo as a mainte
nance man he sent for his wife Marina and their baby daughter and they moved
into an apartment on MagazineStreet

In May Oswaldwrote to Vincent T Lee national director of the Fair Play for
CubaCommittee expressinga desire to openan FPCCchapter in NewOrleans and
requesting literature to distribute He also had handouts printed some of which

41-3730 79 32
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were stamped "L H Oswald 4907MagazineStreet others with the alias "A J
Hidell P.O Box30016 still others listing the FPCCaddress as 544Camp Street

The CampStreet addresshas been a riddle to investigators officialand otherwiseover the years becausethe onlyCubanactivityknownto have been basedthere was
of the anti-Castrosort

Oswaldlost his job in July and his effortsto find another was futile It is known
that through the rest of the summer he filed claims at the unemploymentoffice

The FPCCcampaignattracted attention since Oswaldwas perhaps the soleovert
supporter of Castro in a city where the Cuban communitywas strongly opposedto
Castro It also got him into a fight with three anti-Castro Cubans resulting in
Oswaldspendinga night in jail but earning him somepublicity On August 17 he
was interviewedon radio and on August 21 he appeared in a televisiondebate

Oswaldvirtually passedout of sight from August 21 until September17 the dayhe applied for a visa to Mexico He is known to have written letters to left-wing
political organizations and he and Marina visited the Murrets on Labor DayMarina has claimedhe spend his free time reading booksand practicingwith his
rifle

There is evidence however that Oswaldwasbusier then Marina has admitted or
even may be aware and that in his activities he was associatingwith somehighly
improbable individuals Six witnesses in all each corroboratingthe others have
testifiedbeforethis committeethat Oswaldwas in Clintonand Jackson La. in late
Augustand early September seekingemploymentat East LouisianaState Hospital

Some of the testimony about Clinton and Jackson place Oswaldthere with two
men both nowdeceased whohave been chargedby NewOrleans District AttorneyJim Garrisonwith conspiracyin the Kennedyassassination One of them DavidW
Ferrie died beforehe was brought to trial The other Clay L Shaw was acquittedThe fashionin whichthe Garrisoninvestigationwasconducted and the character
of the Shawtrial have servedto complicatean already complexcase It may be that
the full story of Oswald in New Orleans will never be told for added to the
problemsof deceasedwitnessesand fading memories is the unfortunate fact that
evidence has been tarnished by the way in which it was handled in the Shaw
prosecution

The criticsof the Warren commissionhave argued however that there is moreto
be learned about what Oswald was up to in New Orleans and with whom he
associated There may be something to this and the committee will have the
opportunity in its final report to lay out in full detail the situation in New
Orleans

The committeecan for example present its conclusionsabout Oswald'sallegedassociationwith DavidFerrie It has been suggestedthat the testimonythat Oswald
and Ferrie were together in Clinton and Jackson is in a word impressive The
implicationsof such an associationmay be serious.at least on the level of associ
ation

DavidFerrie workedas an investigatorfor CarlosMarcello who has been identi
fied as the organizedcrime bossof Louisianaand Texas On the day of the assassi
nation he was with Marcello in a Federal courtroom in connectionwith legal
proceedingsagainst the allegedMafialeader

Of the forces that might have conspiredto assassinate the President organizedcrime itself deserves great scrutiny and the committee has examined organizedcrime for its motive opportunityand means to assassinate President Kennedy and
it has studied in depth allegedMafia associationsof both Oswaldand Jack RubyMr Chairman it wouldbe appropriate at this time to view the greatest single
justificationfor this effort to lookinto organizedcrime

[FilmClip.]
Mr Chairman understandably the Americanpeoplemight well accept one lone

assassin in Novemberin Dallas but two surely asks for more than many have been
willingto accept

When Ruby shot Oswald in the basement of the Dallas Police Department on
November24 1963 the Nation was shockedby a nationally televisedmurder of the
accusedassassinof the President In addition the Americanpeopleweredeprivedof
the best singlesourceofevidencein the case Whenevidenceis put beyondreach as
it was in the assassinationof Oswald the first order of an investigationis to seek
the motivefor that killing

First what do we know about Jack Ruby Is there anything in his backgroundthat shedslight on whyhe murderedOswald
Ruby grew up in Chicagoin lower middleclass surroundings His early life was

disruptedby familydisputes In 1923after his parents had separated he wasplaced
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in a foster home when a court found that he two brothers and a sister were not
receivingpropercare

He movedto California in 1933 then returned to Chicagoin 1937to becomea
union organizer He movedto Dallas in 1947 where he operated a string of night
clubs The last one he owned the Carousel wasa burlesquehouse

Ruby was known as idiosyncratic a man of contradictions given to occasional
outbursts ofviolenttemper

When President Kennedy was assassinated Ruby was at the Dallas Morning
News arranging for an advertisementfor the Carousel In a swirl of activity that
culminatedin his shootingOswald Ruby it has been alleged seemedto be shadow
ing or possiblystalking the accusedassassin He waspresent when Oswaldmet the
press on Friday night and he wasat the DallasCountyJail on Saturday aftrernoon
awaiting for Oswald to be transfered there The transfer was postponed until
Sunday

Ruby telephoned several friends to express his grief over the murder of the
President Some of them reported he would lapse into periods of sobbing He
prowledthe streets at night lamenting the decisionof nightclub owners to stay
open in the aftermath of tragedy The Carouselwas closed out of respect

On Sundaymorning Rubywent to the WesternUnionofficeon Main Street next
door to the Dallas MunicipalBuildingand policeheadquarters At Western Union
he sent a $25moneyorder to an employee and then.4 minutes after the money
order was time stamped.he somehowentered the basementof policeheadquarters
As Oswaldwas being led to an awaiting car Ruby fired one fatal shot into him

Rubywas tried and convictedof first-degreemurder and sentencedto death An
appellatecourt reversedthe convictionon evidentiarygrounds however and a new
trial was ordered Beforeit could begin he.contracted cancer and died of a blood
clot in January 1967

Our objectivetoday is to learn more about Jack Ruby his character career and
association as they might pertain to a motive for shootingOswald For that pur
pose we have three witnesseswho knew Ruby each of whom.a close relative a
policeofficer a gambler.encountered a distinct facet of the Jack Rubycharacter

The first witness is Earl Ruby Jack's youngerbrother He was born in 1915and
he has spent his career as a businessman Mr Rubyis at present the proprietorof
CoboCleanersin Detroit He is a resident ofBirmingham Michigan

It wouldbe appropriateat this time Mr Chairman to call Mr Ruby
As well as Earl Ruby might have known his brother in their early years they

spent muchof their adult life apart Earl Rubyis particularly limitedwhen it comes
to commentingon Jack's life in Dallas sinceEarl wasnot there

To learn more about Jack Ruby's life in Dallas the committeehas turned to the
Dallas PoliceDepartment It has for two reasons Rubywas on friendly terms with
many officersof the DPD and becausethere are questionsstill about the shooting
ofOswaldat DallasPoliceHeadquarters

Our next witness is Captain Jack Revillof the DallasPoliceDepartment He has
been a member of the DPD since 1951and is currently in charge of the Internal
AffairsDivisionof the Department

In 1963 Captain Revill was a lieutenant assigned to the Criminal Intelligence
Sectionof the SpecialServiceBureau Later he was a memberof a specialinvesti
gative unit charged with determining how Ruby entered the police headquarters
basementon November24 1963

It would be appropriate at this time Mr Chairman to call Captain Revill
The questionof whether Jack Rubyacted alone in the shootingof Oswaldhas not

been answeredby his ownassurancesthat he did This is what he told the Warren
commissionwhichsubjectedhim to a polygraphtest for verification But when this
committeeasked its panel of experts on polygraphsto examinethe results of Ruby's
test it declined to come to a conclusion explaining the polygraph proceduresof
1964wereofsuch poorquality as to precludea judgment

In addition many criticsof the Warren commissioninsist it did not go far enough
in examiningRuby'sassociationsto see if any of them givesupport to the suspicion
that he was part of a conspiracy Noting that the Warren commissionhad discov
ered that Ruby had been in contact with an array of less than respectablecharac
ters.gamblers ex-consand henchmenof someunderworldbigwigs the committee
decidedto investigatethese connectionsfurther to find out if they might support a
conspiracyfinding There were three steps in the committeeapproach

First the files on the individualsunder investigationwere reviewed files from
Federal State and locallaw enforcementagencies

Second selectedindividualswere interviewed deposedor questionedat executive
sessionhearings
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Third Jack Ruby's 1963long-distancephonecalls to his associateswere analyzedThe Warren commissionhad accessto long-distancetelephonerecords but it did not
make the fullest use of them The committeetook the recordsthe Warren commis
sion had gathered additional ones and then analyzed all of them using a House
InformationSystemscomputer The objectivewas to categorizeRuby's phone con
tacts with an eye to discerningpatterns

During the Warren commissioninvestigation on February 24 1964 staff attor
neys Burt Griffinand LeonHubert recommendedthat immediatesteps be taken to
obtain and preservethe phone recordsof Jack Rubyand numerousassociates In a
lengthy memorandum Hubert and Griffinrecommendedthat the FBIbe instructed
to secure the records and that commissionchairman Earl Warren address a letter
to telephonecompaniesto securepreservationofexistingrecords Somerecordsthat
were specifiedin the Griffin-Hubertrequestwereobtained but the extensivepreservation they had envisionedwas not carried out an investigativestep that Hubert
and Griffin ultimately agreed to Griffinhas said that commissionGeneral Counsel
J Lee Rankin vetoedthe recommendationon grounds that it was too far-reachingand would create too great a burden In another memorandum dated April 4Griffin and Hubert said they neededadditional assistance in evaluating the phonerecordsthat were available Though it was suggestedby Rankin that ChiefJustice
Warren's security guard might be able to devote some time to the project the
project envisionedby Griffin and Hubert was never conducted In a subsequentmemorandumdated May 14 the adequacyof the Ruby investigationwas discussedbut ultimately compromiseswere workedout and the commission'swork was com
pleted

Utilizing various phone records still available including those of Jack Ruby's
phone calls in 1963 the select committeehas developeda computerproject for the
purposeofdetailedanalysisof them

Using the computer technologyof the Legislativeand CommitteeSystemsDivi
sion of the HouseInformationSystem HouseAdministrationCommittee the phonerecordsanalysis took shape An Amdahl 470V-5 computerwas utilized backedup
by two IBM370-158central processingunits Variousprogramswere run using the
master data base developedfromthe variousphonerecordsobtainedby the commit
tee Additionalprogramsare still continuing

The telephonecalls ofJack Rubyin 1963weregiventop priority in the project In
recent years Ruby's alleged associationswith organized crime have been raised
anew In particular it has been said that he was in repeatedcontact with a number
of underworld figures in the months just before the assassination of President
Kennedy A responseto these chargeshas been however that any contactby Rubywith such peoplemay well have resulted from his attempts to seek assistancein a
labor dispute

In programinga chronologicalconsolidationof the telephonecalls made by Rubyfrom five business and home telephones the committee discovereda significant
upsurge in the number of calls in Octoberand November1963As can be seen from
the month by month plotting of these calls on the graph in exhibit F-545 the
number of calls soared from an average of 25 to 35 in May through September to
75 in October and 96 in November (That is 96calls up to November24 the day he
was imprisonedfor shootingOswald.)

To fathom the possiblemeaning of the upsurge in Ruby's calls in Octoberand
November the committee closely evaluated his activities during that period It
consideredwho it was Rubywas callingand beingcalledby why he was in contact
with these people whether or not he had contactedthem previously The committee
was also careful to examine the circumstancessurrounding Rubys labor problemsin 1963

The labor dispute involvedRuby'scompetitionwith other ownersof clubs in the
Dallasarea Specificallyhe was involvedquarreling with other ownersoverwheth
er amateur striptease dancers.nonunion girls from the local area.could performin Dallas nightclubs Ruby had been prohibitedby the AmericanGuild of VarietyArtists fromfeaturing nonprofessionallocalstrippers in his club The hiring of local
girls in weekendshows in what were usually billed as "amateur nights was a
sourceof profit for him Rubywas further angered by the fact that at least one of
his competitorsreportedlyhad been allowedto use nonuniontalent

The exact circumstancesof Ruby'slabor difficultiesin 1963are too complexto be
dealt with in detail but one aspect is relevant In analyzingthe dramaticupsurgein
calls in Octoberand November1963the committeewas able to isolatea significantnumber from the main bodyof calls It determinedthat these particular calls were
made in conjunctionwith Ruby'sefforts to seek acceptablemediationor settlement
ofhis disputewith AGVA
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As can be seen from the secondline of the graph in exhibit 545 which plots the
calls made by Rubyin connectionwith his efforts to solicitadvicefrom AGVA the
increase in these union-relatedcalls corresponds to a considerabledegree with the
increase in the total body of Ruby's calls during the same period The analysis
showsthat Ruby's labor difficultieswere in fact related to much of the increase in
calls madeby Rubyin Octoberand November1963

But in goingone step further it becameapparent that to attribute all of Ruby's
increasedtelephoneactivity in Octoberand Novemberto his AGVAdispute might
be an inaccurateoversimplificationfor a closerlookat the specificcalls he made in
1963raised questions that could not be readily or easily dismissed Ruby had in
fact placed calls to a number of individualswho have been identifiedas being in
someway associatedwith organizedcrime ExhibitF-546is a printout of these calls

Althoughit may again be noted that these particular calls also correspondsome
what to the upsurge in the main body of Ruby calls in the weeks prior to the
assassination and even though some of the individualsin question have said that
Rubywas in contact with them to seek help in his labor difficulties the committee
felt that more detail on the backgroundsof these personswas essential Extensive
file reviewswere thereforeconducted and the followingpicture emerged

BetweenJune and August of 1963 Jack Rubyplacedseven longdistance calls to
one Lewis J McWillie McWilliewas a close Ruby associate as Ruby told the
Warren commission In 1959 Ruby had visited LewisMcWilliein Havana where
McWilliewasworkingin an organizedcrimecontrolledcasino

Jack Ruby'sphonecalls to McWillieoccurredon June 27 September2 (twocalls)
September4 September 19 September20 and September22 The first two calls
were placedto McWillie'shomenumber the remainingfivecalls were to McWillie's
placeofbusiness the ThunderbirdCasinoin Las Vegas

On the afternoonofOctober26 1963Jack Rubyplaceda longdistancephonecall
to Irwin S Weinerin Chicagowith whomhe spokefor 12minutes Weinerwas and
is a prominentbondsmanin Chicagowho has been closelylinkedwith such figures
as James Hoffa Santos Trafficante Sam Giancana Paul and Allen Dorfman
Weiner accordingto Federal and State law enforcement files is alleged to have
servedas a key functionaryin the longtimerelationshipbetweenthe ChicagoMafia
and variouscorrupt union officials particularly during Hoffa'sreign as Presidentof
the TeamstersUnion

Additionally Weiner has been involvedin a business relationship with two men
long identified as executionersfor the ChicagoMafia.Felix "Phil Alderisioand
Albert "Obie Frabotta

In the immediatedays followingPresident Kennedy'smurder the FBI sought to
questionWeinerabout the call he had receivedfromRubyon October26 According
to an FBI teletype of November28 1963 Weiner refused to respondto questioning
by FBI Agents in Chicagowith regard to his contact with Ruby and he declinedto
assist the investigationin any way Other informationreceivedby the FBI during
the investigationindicatedthat Weinerhad been acquaintedyears earlier in Chica
gowith Ruby'sbrother Earl

Though the Warren commissionwas aware of Ruby's phone call to Weiner the
commissionnever sought to have him questioned Additionally neither Ruby nor
his brother Earl were ever asked by the commissionabout their relationshipwith
Weiner

In executive session testimony before this committee Weiner was questioned
about his contact with Ruby He testified that he had gone to high school with
Ruby'sbrother Earl and had been distantly acquaintedwith Jack Weinersaid he
had little or no contactwith Rubyin later years and had not heard fromhim in at
least 10years at the time Rubycalledhim in late October1963

Weiner declared the purpose of Ruby's call was to seek assistance in the labor
dispute he was havingwith his Dallasnightclubcompetitors Rubyasked for aid in
putting up a bond related to his attempt to file for an injunction against his
competitors Weiner testified that he declinedto assist Ruby and had no further
contactwith him

The committee has examined testimony and documentationrelating to Ruby's
labor difficulties in particular his disputewith AGVA Nevertheless the committee
has not foundanother referenceto an effortby Rubyto put up a bondin connection
with seekingan injunctionagainst his competitors

In his appearancebeforethe committee Weiner further testifiedthat he hadlied
to a reporter when he said in a taped interview that Ruby's phone call to him on
October26 1963had had nothing to do with labor problems

Weiner testified he had refused to submit to FBI questioningabout Ruby in the
weeksfollowingthe a sination becausehe believedBureau agents had harrassed
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his daughter by implyinghe might be connectedto the assassination Weinerstated
he couldnot specificallyrecall where he was on the day of the assassination or on
the day Rubyshot Oswald though he believedhe wason a visit to Miami

At 9:13p.m. October30 1963 4 days after his call to Irwin Weiner Jack Ruby
placeda call to the TropicalCourt Tourist Park a trailer park in NewOrleans The
number Ruby called 242-5431 was listed as the business officeof the Tropical
Court and the duration of the call was one minute In a partial compilationof
numberscalledby longdistanceby Ruby transmitted to the Warren commissionby
the FBI in early 1964 a notation was made indicating that this Ruby call to the
Tropical Court went to N J Pecora The Warren commissiondid not however
interviewor investigatePecoraand madeno referenceto him in its Report

NofioJ Pecora alias Joseph O Pecoraro was the owner of the TropicalCourt
Tourist Park He ran the park from a one-manofficelocatedon the premises the
officeRubyhad calledon October30 Pecora a formerheroin smuggler was alleged
to be a closeassociateof CarlosMarcello The FBI Justice Department and Metro
politan CrimeCommissionof NewOrleans have identifiedPecoraas one of Marcel
lo's three mosttrusted aides Lawenforcementsurveillancereports have indicateda
particularly closeMarcello-Pecorarelationshipduring the early 1960's with Pecora
always close at hand at Marcello'sTownand Country Motel headquarters on the
outskirts of New Orleans In fact it was noted in the select committee'scomputer
phone projectthat Marcellohimselfplaceda call to Pecoraon June 24 1963at the
same trailer officenumber that Rubycalledfour months later

Earlier this year when committeeinvestigatorssought to questionPecora about
the October30 1963telephonecall fromRuby'sofficeto his own Pecoradeclinedto
respond Earlier this month however Pecoradid agree to respondto questionsput
to him by committeeinvestigators

Pecorastated that he doesnot recall receivingany telephonecall from Ruby He
said he did not know Ruby or have any knowledgeof him Pecora stated that he
believesthat he was probablythe only personwho had accessto his TropicalCourt
telephonein 1963but that he may wellhave taken a phonemessage suggestingthe
call fromRubymay have been for someoneelse in the trailer park

The committeehas establishedthat Rubydid in fact have an associatewho lived
at the Tropical Court Tourist Park in 1963 He was a New Orleans nightclub
manager named Harold Tannenbaum now deceased who was himselfa friend and
colleague of Pecora having run several Bourbon Street clubs controlled by the
Marcello interests In his recent interview with Committee investigators Pecora
stated he had been acquaintedwith Tannenbaum that Tannenbaumwasa neighbor
in the trailer court Pecora said he was not aware that Tannenbaum had been a
friendof Ruby

Harold Tannenbaum met Ruby in the summer of 1963and discussedgoing into
businesswith him The computer telephoneproject has establishedthat Ruby and
Tannenbaumwere in frequentcontact fromJune to October1963

The projecthas also establishedthat an hour after the October30call was placed
fromRuby'sofficeto Pecora'soffice Tannenbaumplaceda call to Ruby

On Nobember7 1963Rubyreceiveda collectcall from RobertG (Barney)Baker
ofChicagoThe call lasted 17minutes

Baker is said to have been a top lieutenant and reputed "enforcer for Teamster
President James Hoffa A former boxer and ex-convictBaker was perhaps Hoffa's
best knownassistant during the McClellancommitteeinvestigationof labor racket
eering in the late 1950's The Senate investigation coordinatedby then chief coun
sel Robert F Kennedy had detailed Baker's role as Hoffa's personal liaison to
various leadingMafia figures In his McClellantestimony Baker recited a long list
of Mafia hit men with whom he had been associated In 1960 Robert F Kennedy
wrote of Baker "Sometimesthe mere threat of his presencein a roomwas enough
to silencethe men whowouldotherwisehave opposedHoffa'sreign.

Barney Baker was questionedby the FBI in Chicagoon January 3 1964 regard
ing his contact with Ruby Baker stated that Rubywas a completestranger to him
until the very day he spokewith him November7 1963Baker explainedthat Ruby
had called him earlier that day and that in his absence his wife had taken a
messageto call Ruby's nightclub in Dallas Baker told the FBI that Ruby had not
used his real name but had instructed him to ask for "Lou whichhe did placinga
collectcall to Ruby's number (It might be noted that this is the only instance the
committeehas comeacrossin whichRubyhas useda false name or alias.)

In his 1964interviewwith the FBI Baker stated that the purposeof Ruby'scall
was to seek assistancein the labor dispute Accordingto the FBI report Baker said
he had " concludedthe conversationby firmlydecliningto offerany assistance
in this matter. Whilein his FBI interviewBaker "advisedthat he had many
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friends (who)were * * high-ranking hoodlums he stated that he had had no
prior associationwith Ruby and he had no knowledgeof any Ruby connectionto
such hoodlums

On November8 1963the day after he receivedthe call fromBarneyBaker Ruby
placeda call to Murray W (Dusty)Millerat the Eden RocHotel in Miami The call
lasted four minutes

DustyMillerwas another key lieutenant of TeamsterPresident James Hoffa and
as head of the powerfulsouthern conferenceof the union he was regarded as a
possiblesuccessorto Hoffa Miller who had been a teamster leader in Dallas was
associatedwith numerousunderworldfigures

In a recent interview with this committee Miller stated that he had no contact
with Ruby prior to being called by him on November8 1963 Miller said Ruby
complainedof labor problemsand asked Miller for help Miller testified that Ruby
said somethingto the effect "BarneyBaker gave me your number and told me that
maybeyoucouldhelp me out. Millerstated that on hearing the referenceto Baker
he quickly ended the conversation explaining he viewed Baker as a man with
questionableassociations

At 5:22p.m. November8 1963 31 minutes after he called Dusty Miller Jack
Ruby placed a call to Barney Baker in Chicago This call lasted 14 minutes It
occurredon the day after Baker telephonedRubyin Dallas

As noted earlier Baker told the FBI on January 3 1964that he had terminated
his November7 conversationwith Ruby by * * * firmly declining to offer any
assistance to Ruby In his FBI interview Baker made no mention of the fact that
Rubyhad calledhim back on November8 1963In fact he indicatedthat he had no
further contactwith him

The committee has extensivelyquestioned Baker about his past contacts with
Jack Ruby When asked why he did not tell the FBIof his secondlengthyconversa
tion with Ruby Bakersaid he must have forgottenabout the secondcall

The committeehas noted several other areas of telephonecontactor relationship
that are of probativeinterest Three examples

In testimony before the Warren commissionJack Ruby's sister Eva Grant
said that her brother had called Lenny Patrick in Chicagosometimeduring the
summer of 1963 Mrs Grant stated that Ruby had had some difficultyin locating
Patrick's number but he had told her he had finally found it and had in fact
calledPatrick in Chicago

Patrick is said to have been one of the ChicagoMafia'sleadingassassins responsi
ble accordingto Federal and State law enforcementfiles for the murders of over a
dozen mob victims Patrick had grown up in the same Chicagoneighborhoodas
Rubyand had been slightly acquaintedwith him Later Patrick became it is said
senior lieutenant ofChicagoMafialeader Sam Giancana

A call made on September24 1963by an investigatorfor New Orleans Mafia
leader CarlosMarcelloto a womanin Chicago whowas present with Rubyon the
night before the assassination The committee found that David W Ferrie had
called the number of Jean Aase West and had spoken for at least 15 minutes On
November21 1963 Miss West visited Ruby in Dallas accompaniedby a mutual
friend Lawrence Meyers Miss West and Meyers had drinks with Ruby shortly
beforemidnighton November21at the CabanaMotel

The committeefoundthat BarneyBaker had placeda telephonecall to another
onetime associateof Jack Ruby on the eveningof November21 1963 The person
Baker called was David Yaras of Miami Yaras was a closefriend and partner of
Lenny Patrick He had also been acquaintedwith Rubyduring their early years in
Chicago Like LennyPatrick DaveYaras has served it is alleged as a key lieuten
ant of ChicagoMafia leader Sam Giancana reputedlyas an executioner In an FBI
interview in 1964 Yaras stated that he had last seen Rubyover 10years prior to
the assassination

Onceagain the ultimate meaningof these facts and circumstancesremainsas yet
indeterminate

Chairman STOKESOK
Mr BLAKEYIt would be appropriate now Mr Chairman to call

Mr Ruby
Chairman STOKESThe committee calls Mr Earl Ruby
Would you please raise your right hand to be sworn You solemn

ly swear the testimony you will give before this committee is the
truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth so help you God

Mr RUBY I do
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Chairman STOKES Thank you You may be seated The Chair
recognizes counsel for the committee Mr James McDonald

Mr ADELSON My name is Alan Adelson South Field Mich
Mr MCDONALDThank you Mr Chairman
Mr Ruby for the record would you please state your full name

TESTIMONY OF EARL RUBY

Mr RUBY Earl Ruby
Mr MCDONALDAnd are you represented by or are you accompa

nied by an attorney today
Mr RUBY Yes I am
Mr MCDONALDSir would you for the record state your name
Mr ADELSONAlan Adelson
Mr MCDONALDThank you
Mr Ruby what is your address and your present occupation
Mr RUBY My address is 4380 Stony River Drive Birmingham

Mich
Mr MCDONALDAnd Mr Ruby for the record are you the broth

er of Jack Ruby
Mr RUBY Yes I am
Mr MCDONALD Would you please give us a brief description of

some of your other brothers and sisters in the Ruby family
Mr RUBY Well my oldest brother Hyman died several years

ago of cancer He passed away Approximately 4 weeks ago my
oldest sister passed away from a heart attack

Mr MCDONALD How many brothers and sisters did Jack Ruby
have

Mr RUBY Four sisters and three brothers making a total of
eight

Mr MCDONALD Would you move the microphone a little closer
to you Thank you

And where did you and your brother Jack spend his youth
What city did he grow up in

Mr RUBY Chicago Ill
Mr McDoNALD And would you please tell the committee the

kind of relationship you had with your brother Jack In other
words did you associate in the same circle of friends when you
were growing up in Chicago

Mr RUBY No not really because Jack was 4 years older than I
was at the time and he traveled with fellows that were older than I
was

Mr MCDONALD So did you have an opportunity to associate
with anyone.did you know who Jack's friends were during those
years

Mr RUBY Yes some of them
Mr MCDONALD Mr Ruby directing your attention to 1947 did

Jack leave Chicago and move to Dallas
Mr RUBY Yes he did
Mr MCDONALDWhat caused him to do that
Mr RUBY Jack my brother Sam and myself were equal part

ners in a company called Earl Products Co. a company that orga
nized after I came out of the service and as they came out of the
service I made them equal partners In any event Jack was with
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us for a year or so and we had a disagreement and we decided to
buy Jack out

During that time my sister Eva who was at that time living in
Dallas was in touch with Jack and had been asking him to come
down to Dallas We did give Jack at that time approximately
$14,500 as his share and he left for Dallas

Mr MCDONALD To your knowledge had Jack ever been to
Dallas before 1947

Mr RUBY I don't think so
Mr MCDONALD During the ensuing years between 1947 and

1963 what kind of contact did you have with your brother Jack in
other words how often did you see him

Mr RUBY Can you repeat that again
Mr McDoNALD During the years after Jack moved to Dallas

and before the events of November 1963 how often and what kind
of contact did you have with Jack

Mr RUBY Well we were in somewhat friendly contact because
we were on a friendly basis and he visited Chicago on more than
one occasion I think and I visited him in Dallas once or twice

Mr MCDONALD Mr Ruby we have a technical problem that is
our cameras can't focus on you properly If you could switch places
with your attorney Perhaps both of you could move a little bit
more to my left and to your right

OK thank you
So you say you visited Dallas how many times during those

years
Mr RUBY Twice I think
Mr MCDONALD And you say Jack visited you in Chicago on a

number of occasions
Mr RUBY Well he had to visit or come to Chicago at least two

times that I remember
Mr MCDONALD Well what I am driving at over those years

were you close to Jack did you keep up contact
Mr RUBY More or less yes
Mr MCDONALDDid you telephone each other
Mr RUBY Yes
Mr MCDONALDWrite letters
Mr RUBY Occasionally I don't think we corresponded much

Most of our contacts were by telephone
Mr MCDONALDWould you say you lost contact with Jack during

those years or you kept pretty good contacts up over the distance
involved

Mr RUBY I would say I never lost contact with him
Mr MCDONALDTo your knowledge during the years leading up

to 1963 how was Jack doing financially
Mr RUBY Well at one time in the fifties he wasn't doing very

well at all and he returned to Chicago very depressed and at that
time I tried to help him out financially even to try to find him a
business in Chicago but I don't remember but for some reason he
went back to Dallas again because Eva was there

Mr MCDONALD Did you have occasion to make loans to Jack
Mr RUBY Yes I did
Mr MCDONALDHow many times
Mr RUBY Several times
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Mr MCDONALDAnd how much did you loan him
Mr RUBY Well-
Mr MCDONALDTotal
Mr RUBY The total was approximately $15,000 but the last

amount that I sent him was $6,000 That was to be an investment
more than a loan in a nightclub

Mr MCDONALDDo you recall the nightclub
Mr RUBY I think it was the Carousel At that time though it

was the Sovereign They changed the name
Mr MCDONALDWhen you made the investment you were invest

ing in the Sovereign Club
Mr RUBY I think so Before I knew it they were bankrupt I

think they overspent the money on furnishings and business just
didn't materialize as they had planned and so then I was more or
less out of the picture

Mr MCDONALD When you say they who are you referring to
Mr RUBY I think Jack and a gentleman by the name of Slayton

and probably Ralph Paul
Mr MCDONALD And you say the Sovereign Club went of of

business
Mr RUBY Well it was reorganized I think
Mr MCDONALDReorganized into the Carousel Club
Mr RUBY I think so
Mr MCDONALDThe same physical plant
Mr RUBY I think I am not sure but I think it was the Carousel

then
Mr MCDONALDDid you ever get paid back for the loan
Mr RUBY No I never in fact received any of the amounts of

money that I had loaned or invested
Mr MCDONALDDid you press Jack for payment If he closed the

Sovereign Club and opened up the Carousel Club did you express a
desire to have an interest in that club in order to get your funds
back

Mr RUBY No I did not and he had other investors from what I
understand in opening of the Carousel

Mr MCDONALDAnd you say Mr Ruby you went to Dallas how
many times during the years

Mr RUBY I remember at least twice
Mr MCDONALD It it possible you went more than that twice in

16 years
Mr RUBY It could be one or more at the most but I am not sure
Mr MCDONALD And where did you stay when you went to

Dallas to visit with Jack
Mr RUBY I stayed with Jack in his apartment
Mr MCDONALD And while in Dallas did you have occasion to

frequent his club
Mr RUBY Oh yes many occasions
Mr MCDONALDHow many times would you say
Mr RUBY Well I am sure every day that I was there I more or

less went wherever he went When he went to the club I went with
him because I had nothing else to do

Mr MCDONALDWhen you went to Dallas did you take any other
members of your family with you

Mr RUBY On those visits no
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Mr MCDONALDHow about on other visits
Mr RusY Well the other visits were during during the trial

That is what I am speaking of
Mr MCDONALDDid you have occasion when you were with Jack

in Dallas to meet any of his friends acquaintances or business
associates

Mr Rum Yes I did
Mr MCDONALDCan you recall who were
Mr RusY I remember meeting Ralph Paul
Mr MCDONALDAnyone else
Mr Rum He introduced me at one time to a prizefighter a

heavyweight champ of Texas but I don't remember his name
Mr MCDONALD Mr Ruby the loan you made to Jack to the

Sovereign Club was it in 1959 is that correct
Mr RusY I think so I am not even sure
Mr MCDONALDWell that is the year In general can you recall

what was Jack's financial situation in that year
Mr RusY Well he seemed to be getting along He needed the

money to refurbish the club or hire entertainment
Mr MCDONALD So you made the $6,000 loan but then the club

went out of business the Sovereign
Mr RusY Yes
Mr MCDoNALD And then Jack reopened the same business

premises and it was called the Carousel Club
Mr Rum Yes
Mr MCDoNALD You were not included among the group of

controlling owners
Mr RusY Correct
Mr MCDoNALD What kind of protest did you register with Jack
Mr RusY Well I complained but he said he had no alternative

but to make these arrangements new arrangements
Mr MCDoNALD In 1959 were you aware of your brother Jack

taking a trip to Cuba
Mr RusY Yes I was
Mr MCDONALDHow did you become aware of that
Mr Rum Jack told me about it
Mr MCDoNALD What did he say
Mr RusY He said he was going to visit a good friend of his by

the name of Lew McWillie
Mr MCDONALDDid he say how he was going to get there How

was he going to travel to Cuba
Mr RusY As far as I know he flew there in a plane
Mr MCDONALD Did he have any other comments was he going

there strictly for vacation
Mr RusY Yes
Mr MCDONALD Now this was in 1959 when you advanced him

the $6,000 loan Did you have any questions in your own mind as to
how he was going to finance a trip to Cuba In other words at the
time did it strike you as unusual for him to be going to Cuba

Mr RusY No because I don't think I learned about it until after
he had returned

My counsel tells me that the trip was paid for by Lew McWillie
Mr MCDONALD And it is your testimony that he went to visit

McWillie as a personal vacation
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Mr RUBY Yes He thought very highly of McWillie and it was
more or less of a friendship visit

Mr MCDONALD Do you know did Jack often take vacations
Mr RUBY Yes on occasion he would go to Vegas I know
Mr MCDONALDAnd how often would he go there do you know
Mr RUBY I really don't know
Mr MCDONALD Thinking back on Jack do you remember was

he a smoker did he smoke cigarettes pipes cigars
Mr RUBY Very seldom would he smoke a cigarette
Mr MCDONALDHow about drinking did he drink
Mr RUBY Drank very little if any
Mr McDoNALD How about gambling did he gamble
Mr RUBY He gambled a little bit at Vegas yes
Mr MCDONALDWhat did he tell you about the trip after he got

back
Mr RUBY You mean the trip to Cuba
Mr MCDONALDYes
Mr RUBY Nothing
Mr MCDONALDDo you know how long he stayed
Mr RUBY No I don't even know how long he stayed
Mr MCDONALD Now you were deposed by this committee is

that correct Mr Ruby we took a deposition of you in Chicago a
few months ago

Mr RUBY Yes sir
Mr MCDONALD On page 83 of that depostion you told the com

mittee that you knew of McWillie Lewis McWillie in 1959 but you
have never met him until a few years ago is that correct

Mr RUBY That is correct
Mr MCDONALD Precisely how did you come to learn of this

person how did you know about this guy McWillie
Mr RUBY Jack had told me about his friend in Cuba
Mr MCDONALDAnd he told you about him in 1959
Mr RUBY I don't remember exactly when he told me but he

mentioned his name on more than one occiasion
Mr MCDONALD What was the perception or understanding of

who McWillie was
Mr RUBY Just a good friend of his
Mr MCDONALD You are saying that Jack talked to you about

him over the telephone or when
Mr RUBY I don't remember how the conversation came up but I

know he mentioned his name to me on more than one occasion
Mr MCDONALDWhy would he do this Why would he mention a

friend you had never met to you over the phone on more than one
occasion In other words let's recall-

Mr RUBY Probably because he had gone to Cuba to visit him
and that was a long trip I would think

Mr MCDONALD What else did Jack say about the trip to Cuba
Can you recall any specific comments did he talk did he like the
weather or-

Mr RUBY No he mentioned to me that he was going to visit his
good friend McWillie

Mr MCDONALDThat is all he said
Mr RUBY Well that is the gist of it
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Mr MCDONALD When was the first time you learned of Mr
McWillie before Jack went to Cuba or afterward

Mr RUBY I don't recall.it was so long ago
Mr MCDONALD Did you or McWillie ever have any mutual

business associates or friends
Mr RUBY No I had never met McWillie until last year
Mr MCDONALDHow did you finally meet McWillie
Mr RUBY The wife and I were driving to California We stopped

in Vegas and I looked him up and talked to him for a few minutes
Mr MCDONALDAnd where did you look him up
Mr RUBY He works in one of the gambling casinos there
Mr MCDONALD And how did you know he was working there
Mr RUBY I had talked to either Toni Zoppi or a fellow we called

Stoney who had been a friend of the family for many years and one
of them told me where he was working

Mr MCDONALDWhat is Stoney's name
Mr RUBY I have got it written down I can't think of it We

always called him "Fat Stoney. I would have to look it up
Mr McDoNALD How about Toni Zoppi who is he
Mr RUBY He was the good friend of Jacks in Dallas He wrote a

night club column for one of the newspapers in Dallas and of
course Jack was in touch with him for that reason and they were

very close friends Toni Zoppi also testified at the trial in behalf of
Jack and I saw Toni on many occasions during the trial

Mr MCDONALD And you have maintained contact with him
since the trail

Mr RUBY Yes
Mr McDoNALD So it was Zoppi that told you where McWillie

was
Mr RUBY Zoppi or Stoney either one
Mr MCDONALDAnd when was this trip
Mr RUBY The summer of 1977 The spring or summer
Mr McDoNALD What happened when you met McWillie what

transpired
Mr RUBY Well we talked for 5 minutes he mentioned all the

problems he had because of Jack and that the gun Jack had sent
him which he never even picked up and that was about it

Mr McDoNALD What gun are you referring to
Mr RUBY Jack had one time sent him a gun he was threatened

or something he asked Jack to send him a gun and Jack mailed
him a gun from what he told me he was afraid to go and pick it up
at the post office or whatever

Mr MCDONALD And what casino did you locate McWillie at
what casino in Las Vegas

Mr RUBY I have that written down I can give it to you later if
you want it

Mr McDoNALD Have you been to Las Vegas often do you go
there often

Mr RUBY No not really I hadn't been there for sometime prior
to that and I haven't been there since then

Mr MCDONALD What caused you to try to look up McWillie
when you were there
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Mr RUBY Well I realized he was involved with Jack and so
much had been said about the gun Jack had sent him I thought I
would stop and say a hello to him

Mr MCDONALDMr Ruby directing your attention to 1963 were
you then the owner of Cobo Cleaners

Mr RUBY Yes I was
Mr MCDONALDCobo Cleaners is where in what city
Mr RUBY The address is 18135 Livernoyne northwest part of

Detroit
Mr MCDONALDDuring that time and up to the present especial

ly at that time and some of the questions I am going to ask you
you have already given us in deposition but we are going to go
through them again today at that time did you normally utilize
telegrams in the course of your business

Mr RUBY On occasion yes
Mr MCDONALD What would the occasions generally be to use

telegrams I think you testified at the deposition congratulatory
notes things of that nature

Mr RUBY Yes
Mr MCDONALDDuring the last 15 16 years approximately how

many times do you think you have sent a telegram
Mr RUBY Probably.I have no idea I would say five or six

times
Mr MCDONALDFive or six would be at the outside
Mr RUBY Yes
Mr MCDONALDYou are aware that on April 1 1962 a telegram

was sent from Cobo Cleaners to Havana Cuba and you testified
during the deposition when I asked you was that a normal occur
rence or it was not a normal occurrence and your testimony was
no correct

Mr RUBY I didn't understand you
Mr MCDONALD In other words sending a telegram to Havana

Cuba is not a normal occurrence
Mr RUBY That's correct
Mr MCDONALD And also in your testimony during the deposi

tion at page 86 you stated that you would have been the person
sending such telegram or any telegram for that matter is that not
correct

Mr RUBY I don't-
Mr MCDONALDIn other words if anyone sent a telegram from

Cobo Cleaners it would have been you not a shirt presser or
someone out in the back doing the laundry In other words you
would have been the one to have sent the telegram

Mr RUBY Not completely
Mr MCDONALDPerhaps the bookkeeper
Mr RUBY Bookkeeper the manager I always have a manager

Could have been one of the office help
Mr MCDONALD During the deposition it was your testimony

that at that time you said you would normally-
Mr RUBY Normally yes
Mr MCDONALDI think as we went on in the deposition you also

said I think it was agreed in 1962 no one else in Cobo Cleaners
would have sent a telegram especially to Cuba

Mr RUBY Correct
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Mr McDoNALD Again I am referring to the deposition at page
87 again speaking about this telegram to Cuba in 1962 which we
noted was 1 year after the Bay of Pigs incident in April of 1961
and this was a time when the United States has broken diplomatic
relations with Cuba and you said during the deposition that such a
telegram certainly "looks suspicious, that's a correct reflection of
what occurred at the deposition

Mr RusY Yes
Mr McDoNALD. And also at the deposition you said you

couldn't explain it couldn't explain the telegram
Mr RUBY Correct because I never remembered sending the

telegram because I couldn't explain it
Mr MCDONALD Subsequent to the deposition in Chicago you

sent us a letter
Mr RusY Yes
Mr MCDONALD Just give me a minute It is a letter dated

August 17 1978 addressed to this committee which we have given
JFK No F-554 I am going to quote from your letter in part where
you said "Regarding telegram alleged sent to Cuba in 1962 I
referring to yourself
checkedwith post officehere and learned that there are six Cubas in the United
States and now I am sure the telegram in questionwas sent to a Cubahere in the
United States and not to Havana Cuba or any other place in Cuba I therefore
must go on recordas stating that at no time did I ever send a telegram to Havana
Cuba or any place in Cuba There is a Cuba in each of the followingStates
Alabama Illinois Kansas NewMexicoNewYork and Ohio

Does that accurately reflect your letter
[Witness nodded head.]
Mr MCDONALD Mr Ruby have you ever had any business con

tacts or accounts from Cobo Cleaners in Cuba Ala. or Cuba Ill. or
Cuba Kans. Cuba N Mex. Cuba N.Y. Cuba Ohio

Mr RUBY No However if I remember correctly on the billing
telephone bill I don't think it said Havana Cuba It read Cuba
with a "T after it

Mr MCDONALDCuba with a "T
Mr RUBY Followed by a "T which would indicate that it was a

telegram
Mr McDoNALD Unfortunately we don't have a copy of that

telegram But I am going to read to you from JFK exhibit F-565
which was also introduced into the Warren Commission record and
it was given the number C.E 2978 2978 is a copy of an IRS
Internal Revenue Service audit report reflecting an IRS audit of
you in 1964

I am going to read some pertinent portions of that record to you
because this IRS report which is the best record that we have now
since the telegram doesn't exist specifically speaks to a telegram
being sent not to Cuba in any other State but Havana Cuba This
is a report dated January 7 1964 and it was prepared by and IRS
revenue agent and then his report was incorporated into this one
And it reads as follows

Internal RevenueAgent R Anstet has completedcheckingthe booksand records
of the taxpayer's noveltyand drycleaningbusiness With exceptionof a telegram to
Havana Cuba on April 1 1962his examinationhas disclosedno other leads Up to
January 6 1964 no attempt was madeby AgentAnstet to questionEarl Rubyabout
the Havana telegram or the various long distance calls in 1962and 1963 first
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becausehis audit concernsonly the years 1961and 1962and second any questions
on this line may have disrupted the cooperativeattitude and causedan unnecessary
delay However on January 6 1964 an opportunity arose for Agent Anstet to
questionEarl Rubyabout certain partnership deductionswhichhad the appearance
of possiblepersonal expenses includedamong the questionableitems were various
longdistance toll charges in 1962 Concerningthese the taxpayer made the follow
ing comments

The report then lists in one column to the left "Area Called and
then on the other side it has "Taxpayer's Comments, and they
have quotes around the comments because as I understand IRS
policy when they interview a taxpayer they also bring along a
tape recording machine and they record the complete interview
that way they have a complete record of what has been said

Mr ADELSONAt that time I was present at all these interviews
There were no tape recording machines nor would-

Mr FITHIAN I am sorry Mr Chairman would the attorney use
the mike please

Mr ADELSON In 1964 there were no tape recording machines
used by the Internal Revenue or were tape recording machines
available as they were today I was present at those meetings and
there was no tape recording done

Mr MCDONALD Nevertheless the agent then took notes we
know that because we have his report in front of us His report
reflects the taxpayer's comments on what was said about the var
ious different toll records and he goes down he starts out with a
call to Evanston Ill. and the taxpayer's comments "That's where
my partner used to live He moved about 6 months ago to Glen
view.

And the agent said "Rochester N:Y. Again we are referring to
telephone calls And the taxpayer's comments "That's where our
superintendent used to live and work.

Then Havana Cuba "That's a telegram isn't it
Then the report indicates dot dot dot dot "I don't remember.

And then it goes on Van Nuys Calif. Ansonia Conn. a number of
other ones

What is rather curious is his comments after He has a series of
these telephone charges

The interview regarding the toll charges was in the form of an informal discus
sion while paging through the telephone bills Commentswere offeredeasily and
freely until the item of the Havana telegram After a brief pause in the conversa
tion Agent Anstet specificallyrequested a comment on this item after another
pause the above-mentionedcommentwas made

Do you recall that interview Mr Ruby
Mr RUBY I think so It is so long ago
Mr MCDONALD When the agent asked you about according to

his report he just said as he was going down the list of telephone
calls he said Havana Cuba and you said "That's a telegram isn't
it, and then you couldn't remember

Mr RUBY The reason I said it was a telegram is because a "T
followed Cuba and that indicates it is a telegram

Mr MCDONALDAnd you said to him then you couldn't remem
ber

Mr RUBY Correct
Mr MCDoNALD Did you send a telegram to Havana Cuba
Mr RUBY As I stated before-
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Mr ADELSONMr McDonald at the time Mr Ruby was examing
the bills with the agent I also was present at that time and he
was looking at the various telephone bills as they come on a
separate sheet and it did have a "T after it and Mr Ruby was
only asking "Isn't that a telegram, or "That's a telegram isn't
it, with a question mark

So the knowledge of it was not known to Mr Ruby at that time
and he merely indicated that's a telegram because the bill had
indicated it was a telegram

Mr RUBY In answering your question I never sent a telegram to
Havana Cuba

Mr MCDONALD On page 91 of the deposition we discuss this
point and you said that Jack might have asked you to send it but
you didn't remember whether Jack asked you to send it is that
correct

Mr RUBY That's possible
Mr MCDONALD So it is possible you are saying it is possible

then that Jack might have asked you to send a telegram to
Havana

Mr RUBY No that's not what I mean In addition concerning
this telegram I took it upon myself to call Western Union

Mr MCDONALDWhen did you do this
Mr RUBY After the deposition and learned that during that

time since we were on such unfriendly terms with Cuba it was
practically impossible to send a telegram directly to Cuba and that
they were channeled through London also

I think that had I had any reason to send a devious type of
telegram to Cuba I surely wouldn't have sent it from my own
phone number

Mr MCDONALD Is it possible that Jack might have sent the
telegram and charged it to your number for some reason unknown
to you

Mr ADELSONOnce again Mr McDonald the telephone bill indi
cated the telegram originated from the telephone number of Cobo
Cleaners It was not charged from another number It would indi
cate that on the bill

Mr MCDONALDYou raise an issue which you say you went and
checked with Western Union after the deposition 2 months ago in
Chicago but one of the puzzling things about this is that you said
in deposition that after the telegram was brought to your attention
in January 1964 you never went back and checked out if it was a
valid telegram whether it was a mistake whatever

I would like to quote you from deposition at page 92 and the
question was put to you "After the agent showed it to you back in
1963-64 did you go back and check with your employees

You answered "No I didn't think anything of it Couldn't imag
ine any of my employees sending it because they never talked
about going to Cuba.

Then the question was "Did you take any steps after leaving the
IRS agent to go back and check your records at your company

"No because I thought it was a mistake or something I just
couldn't imagine what it was.

And the question was put to you "But didn't you check to see
And the answer was "No.

41-3730 79 33
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In other words it is a telegram that appears completely out of
the ordinary at a time when telegrams as you just said were not
being sent regularly probably not at all and the issue when raised
to you 14 years ago you did not check it

Mr RUBY Because I was questioned about it by the Warren
Commission and I assumed they were going to check it out and I
realized that I didn't send the telegram There was no reason for
me to check it out

Mr ADELSONMr McDonald I also want to point out according
to the terminology used by the telephone company and the tele
graph company a telegram is a domestic letter as opposed to a
cablegram Anything that would go overseas on a bill would be
called a cablegram It appears this telegram probably was a domes
tic item

Mr McDoNALD Mr Ruby directing your attention to November
1963 when did you first learn of your brother's involvement in the
murder of Lee Harvey Oswald

Mr RUBY I was at my plant on that Sunday morning with an
electrician and one of my drivers and the reason the electricians
were there on Sunday because at that time we were working 6
days a week and he had to perform some electrical work and it
couldn't be done on the other days so he came in Sunday morning
and one of my best friends Mike Nevsen was in the hospital
having had a serious operation and I thought since I was there and
waiting while they were working on the electrical work I called
him and as I was talking to him he suddenly said "I have to hang
up now somebody just shot Oswald, and he hung up

And I told my people what had happened and shortly thereafter
Jim Stewart one of the drivers that was there and I left in my
station wagon and as we were driving taking him home I had the
radio on the news came through that Jack Ruby had just shot
Oswald

Mr MCDONALD Did you have any contact with Jack over the
days after the President's assassination but before he shot Oswald

Mr RUBY Yes Yes
Mr MCDONALDWhat kind of contact did you have
Mr RUBY Well I actually heard that he had.he hadn't talked

to me he called me and I wasn't home and he called my sister and
told her how upset he was and something to the effect that he was
so upset and so disgusted with what happened in Dallas that he
even considered leaving there for some reason

Mr McDoNALD Leaving Dallas
Mr RUBY Yes
Mr McDoNALD Which sister did he talk to
Mr RUBY Eileen
Mr McDoNALD Eileen What was her last name
Mr RUBY Kaminsky
Mr MCDONALDDid you personally speak with Jack during those

days
Mr RUBY No
Mr McDoNALD Upon learning that Jack shot Lee Harvey

Oswald what did you do
Mr RuBY Well as I told you I was in the station wagon I

,~ a 'ff .Tim Stewart at his home and then I went home and
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shortly thereafter I think I called Chicago where all my family
lived and then Loyola and they were all upset and by that time it
seemed that they were being or trying to be contacted by the news
media and they asked me to come there that day I did go there
that afternoon

My brother Hyman as I mentioned before who since passed
away picked me up at the airport and we went to the house and
if I remember correctly in front of the house was surrounded by
news people and we saw them from the corner We parked and I
think we went in the back door Of course they were ringing the
bell trying to get an interview

However shortly thereafter someone knocked at the door and
said they were FBI and I said something to the effect that I would
like to have proof because they wanted to come in and talk to us
and he said if I remember correctly his name was Mr White "we
will go up to the corner and we will make arrangements so that we
will be verified, and I think someone called me from downtown
and said to let these people in they have authorization to come
and interview you from the Government

Mr MCDONALDThis was on the day you learned that Jack had
shot Oswald

Mr Busy This was Sunday evening of the shooting
Mr McDoNALD After Jack was arrested did you speak with him

over the telephone
Mr RuBY Yes
Mr McDoNALD Where were you
Mr Busy Many times It seems he was permitted to make

collect calls from the police station
Mr MCDONALDWhat was said the first time that he called you
Mr Busy I don't remember exactly except-
Mr McDoNALD Well in general then if you think back on-
Mr Busy How bad he felt and this was a problem and things of

that sort and-
Mr McDoNALD Well how bad he felt about what
Mr RUBY About the shooting
Mr MCDONALD Which one which shooting are we talking

about
Mr Busy The shooting of Oswald
Mr MCDONALDDid he say why he did it
Mr RUBY No not at that time
Mr McDoNALD What else did he say
Mr RUBY He not only talked with me at that time he talked

with I know my oldest brother Hyman and I don't remember each
word or-

Mr McDoNALD Did you ever ask him when you talked to him
over the telephone why he did it

Mr RUBY Not over the phone When I saw him personally in
Dallas I did ask him and he said when Oswald walked out of that
doorway he had a silly smirk on his face as though it seemed to
Jack that he really felt good about it and that is when Jack lost
control of himself and shot him

Mr MCDONALD Did you ask Jack what he was doing in the
basement that morning of the Dallas Police Department
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Mr RUBY We talked about it and he said he had gone to send a
telegram and he saw the commotion in front of the police station
and went over to see what was doing and went down in there that
is how it happened

Mr MCDONALD Did you believe what he was telling you about
the shooting

Mr RUBY I had no reason not to believe him
Mr MCDONALD Did you ever ask him if he was involved with

anyone else
Mr Busy Yes
Mr MCDONALDWhat did you say to him
Mr RUBY At one time when he was in the hospital because it

was much easier to talk to him there we weren't talking through
the cell and I asked him point blank if he had ever known or met
Oswald before and his words were absolutely not "are you nuts.
Those were his words to me

Mr MCDONALD Did you take that as an accurate response by
Jack

Mr Busy Yes
Mr McDoNALD Did you ask him anything further did you probe

on it
Mr RUBY No not that I can think of right now We talked at

length many times but so many conversations about the trial and
the attorneys and many times he was worried about my family and
myself as to our well being and in fact one time he was surprised
I even answered the phone He thought I had been killed for some
reason or another

Mr MCDONALDThis was after he was in jail
Mr RUBY Yes later on
Mr McDoNALD You knew your brother pretty well
Mr RUBY I would say yes
Mr MCDONALD Would you say he was an open type of person

In other words let his feeling show
Mr RUBY Definitely
Mr McDoNALD Would Jack be the kind of person who could

keep a secret
Mr RUBY Not really Because even Toni Zoppi at one time told

me that it would be impossible for Jack to keep a secret of any
kind because he was always bragging about what he did or was
doing so I would think that he would not keep secrets

Mr MCDONALDWell-
Mr RUBY He would tell somebody what he was doing
Mr MCDONALDIn your opinion if Jack had been involved with

anyone in shooting Oswald do you think it would have been likelythat it would have come out in conversation when you were alone
with him or when he was with members of the family

Mr Busy Well he knew he was going to die when he learned he
had cancer and if he had known anything it is possible he would
have told me because he said words to the effect that you have
spent all this money and time getting me a new trial and now I
have cancer I can't think of the term he used jumping from the
frying pan into the fire was the words he used

Mr MCDONALD Did he ever give you any hint that he was
involved with someone else in the killing of Oswald
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Mr RusY Absolutely not
Mr MCDONALD It is your testimony because he was the kind of

person that couldn't or wouldn't keep that kind of secret or gener
ally would he keep secrets or was he open with you

Mr RUBY I would say he was more open as you state
Mr MCDONALDOK
Do you think it is possible that Jack did things that you weren't

aware of that he didn't tell you
Mr RusY Oh sure I am sure he didn't tell me everything he

did
Mr MCDONALDYou mean you think it is possible he didn't tell

you much about his trip to Cuba other than-
Mr RusY Except that he went to visit his good friend Lew

McWillie and Lew McWillie was a great guy and he went to visit
him

Mr MCDONALD And that is about all he told you of the Cuban
trip

Mr Rum Yes
Mr MCDONALDMr Ruby we are going to show you a film clip

of your brother Jack making a statement It was taken sometime
prior to his incarceration It is a film clip assembled by BBC
British Broadcasting Co. and we are going to show it to you right
now and I would like you to view it on that screen It is over there
Can you see

Mr RusY Yes
Mr MCDONALD After the lights go back on I want you to com

ment on it
Excuse me 1 second before we run it If we could have the lights

when the lights are out the projector
Mr Chairman may we have JFK exhibit F-555 entered into the

record
Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered and

shown at this time
[Thereupon a short film clip was shown.]
Mr McDoNALD If we could have the lights please
Mr Ruby could you understand what was being said It was not

good sound at least from up here it wasn't that good Could you
hear what was being said

Mr Rum I got the gist of it
MCDONALDJack is in a sense saying that there are things that

he is not telling he has got a secret and he is not telling anybody
no one will ever know You heard what he said

Mr RusY Yes
Mr MCDONALDWhat is your comment on that
Mr RusY I can't answer I can't imagine what he had in mind

when he said that Perhaps he was confused I don't know
Mr ADELSON Mr McDonald I represented the family of Jack

Ruby from the inception of the shooting and actually I took over
the matter after Jack died In our investigation our trial of the
will contests in Dallas many things came to light that were picked
up by the Warren Commission because it was after the fact Jack
was still facing a trial at the time of the Warren investigation and
after his trial and the problems that existed as a result of the trial
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and his realization of the magnitude of what he had done he
developed what the psychiatrists called a paranoid state

He did not have phychomotor epilepsy as Melvin Belli tried to
put forward but he did develop something after the trial and while
he was languishing in jail He believed that-

Mr MCDONALDSir I appreciate your comments but you are not
under oath

Mr ADELSON Well I will take an oath if you want me to I
think I can assist this commission this committee considerably I
think that I probably know as much about Jack Ruby as anybody
in this country

Mr MCDONALDWell that is up to the chairman sir
Do you wish counsel to continue Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKESWould counsel approach the bench
[A short conference between Mr Cornwell Mr McDonald Mr

Blakey and the Chairman.]
Chairman STOKES Counsel for the witness may proceed with his

statement
Mr ADELSONThank you Mr Stokes
After the trial as I said Jack Ruby developed this paranoid

state I merely want to point out one significant aspect When Jack
Ruby was taken before the Warren Commission the second time he
made statements to the effect "take me to Washington I want to
leave Dallas can you take me out of here can I go to Washington
and talk to the President.

Now this involves as we saw on this film.this involves things
that were going on in Ruby's mind at the time This psychological
or psychiatric problem he was having developed possibly from his
reading a book called "Exodus. He was kept on the I believe the
sixth floor of the jail in Dallas whereas the fifth floor was the
mental ward and at night he would hear screams and even during
the day

He developed this thinking that all the Jews in the United States
were being taken into Dallas and systematically disposed of where
maybe he saw in Dallas the Warsaw ghetto from "Exodus, and he
believed that the Jews were being disposed of and he believed that
because of his paranoid state

He thought he had lost the trial he had lost the concept that he
had done something not right but he had done something wrong
We are not saying he had done something right when he shot Lee
Harvey Oswald Certainly he did something wrong But he didn't
believe that until after the trial and he believed President Johnson
at the time was ordering this systematic elimination of Jews be
cause of him and that he was the last one that was going to be
eliminated the last Jewish person to be eliminated as Earl Ruby
had testified here this afternoon this morning

He said that he didn't expect him to be alive when he called and
Earl answered the phone He didn't expect Earl to be there because
he was being eliminated with the rest of the Jews in the country

The problem as I said he went before the Warren Commission
he wanted to go to Washington to come here to Washington and
speak to the President and tell him he was not involved in any
conspiracy and to stop eliminating the Jews in effect That was
basically what was on his mind
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Now this was a type of thing that was picked up by the critics of
the Warren Commission They said here he is trying to tell some
body something but he won't do it in Dallas The same with the
film clip we played He wanted to say something Remember he
was always incarcerated after the shooting He wanted to tell
people not people he wanted to tell the President to stop this
elimination of systematic elimination of Jewish people It was a
paranoid state that he was in

Chairman STOKESThank you Counsel
Mr ADELSONThank you
Chairman STOKESYou may proceed Mr McDonald
Mr MCDONALDThank you
Mr Ruby I just have one more question and that is getting back

to the Cuban telegrams Do you have any records at Cobo Cleaners
pertaining to this telegram any phone records still in your posses
sion

Mr RUBY No I do not
Mr McDoNALD And is there anything you can say that will

enlighten us You can see the problem we face We have an inci
dent that has just not been explained and we are trying to find out
exactly what happened

Mr RUBY I can only-
Mr McDoNALD Do you have anything further to say about that
Mr RUBY Again I wish to state under oath I never sent the

telegram I have no idea what took place It wouldn't be the first
time that there was an error in billing on our telephone As coun
sel brought up something that I didn't even think of he said if it
had been a telegram to Havana Cuba that it would have been
listed as a cablegram

Also again I wish to state that I had no idea or any thought of
sending a devious type of telegram to Cuba for some reason or
another I would be very foolish to send from my own telephone I
could have gone to a local Western Union and done something like
that So again I wish to state under oath I never sent a telegram
to Havana Cuba I don't know how it happened That is about it

Mr McDoNALD Thank you Mr Ruby
I have no further questions Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKES The committee will take a 5-minute recess

before we start questioning by the committee
[Short recess.]
Chairman STOKESThe committee will come to order
Mr McDonald
Mr McDoNALD At this time I would like to move JFK exhibits

F-554 and F-565 into the record
Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered into

the record
[The above referred to exhibits JFK exhibits F-554 and F-565

follow:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-554
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FACSIMILE

8/17/78

Select Committee on Assassinations
U.S House of Representatives
3331 House Office Building Annex 2
Washington D.C 20515

Attention Jim McDonald

Dear Mr McDonald

Enclosed are expenses incurred during my trip to Chicago

to have my deposition taken

Total miles driven to Chicago and return

to Detroit 600 miles

Motel one night $25.00

Telephone calls attached 12.11

Food

Regarding telegram alledged sent to Cuba in 1962

I checked with post-office here and learned that there are

six Cubas in the U.S and now I'm sure that the telegram

in question was sent to a Cuba here in the U.S and not to

.Havana Cuba or any other place in Cuba

I therefore must go on record as stating that at no

time did I ever send a telegram to Havana Cuba or any place

in Cuba

There is a Cuba in each of the following states Alabama
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Page II

Illinois Kansas New Mexico New York and Ohio

I ordered the record "The Controversy which is about

the Kennedy assassination and soon as I receive it I'll

send same to you

Sincerely

Earl Ruby
18135 Livernois Ave
Detroit Mi 48221
Tel 313-863-0400
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Suh:cribnrs ,ero identified and in none I tarcea the occupation and/or tyre
o' %"usin"_s:vas determined

Taxreturns of seventy-five of the:one-hundredand twentyMichiganpersons
called worechecked. Corporatereties worenot included They'failod to .
disclose any personal transactions with Earl Ruby Howeversomeof the
returns disclosed deductions for interest paymentsto J L HudsonCompany
on charge accounts Sore showedemploymentby Hudson's by Earl Rubyand
Georgeharcua d/b/a CoboCleaners cr by firms handling cleaners supplies
or equipment Thebalance primarily disclosed various professional or
skilled occupations

Internal RevenueAgentR Anstott determinedthat CoboCleaners has an ex
clunive.contractwith.J.,L Rudson.Coopany,,,DetroitMichigan to furniah
cuctco'cleaning services fcritheir custoaarS ,Hudson's being one of 'the
largest departmentstores in the midweet furnishes this service to nearly
all of the areas called by CoboCleaners

In viewof the Cobo Hudsonbusiness relationship coupledwith the infer
nation reported on the available tax returns it appears that the Michigan
calls originating fromCoboCleaners were in connectionwith that business

1-In ny last'repoi't,-dated DecemberI1,'l963,'I'indicated that I wouldattempt
to determinethe following individuals backgroundand/or relationship with
Earl Ruby

Withthe exception of checkingthe tar filing record of OscarA Rubyin
the Detroit district whereno record wasdisclosed I nede no request for
any collateral investigations in this natter It is myunderstanding that
I amnot to initiate any third party inquiries rclutiveto this case

TheNovember1963billing fromCoboCleaners (UN.3-0400)discloses that
four telephone calls weremadeto Dallas,'Texes The calls originated in
Chicoo and werecharged to the CoboCleaners number

1 HarryC Futterman
7207E Prairie
LincolnwoodSkokie Illinois

Oscar A Ruby
58 LakeshoraDrive 'a.a'

Haven Michigan
5638N Bernard

_,Chicago.45 ,Illinois
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Cava
Me er
Called

Typeof
Call Duration Sut,ncrlbcr

11-24-63 '_LA.6-6256 Credit Card 10Minutes EvaL Grant
11-29-63 LA.6-625a Credit Card 3 Minutes 3929Rawlins Apt.1

('.why'ssister)

11-29-63 RI.6-3324 Credit Card 3 Minutes ColleySullivan
1934Vain
(Attorney)

11-30-63 LA.6-4775 Credit Card 17 Minutes OscarA Robinson
4411BuenaVista
Apt '..102 *

0 c r A Robinsonis unidentified Howeverhe andOscarA FubyfromSouth
mavenMichiganandChicago Illinois maybe the sac_person It is sug
gested that a checkon this personbe consideredsince there appearsto be
no businessconnectionwith the taxpayer'snoveltyor cleaningbusinesses

Accordingto RevenueAgentR Anstett the folloeina personaor companies
also do not oopcarto haveanybusinessconnectionwithEarl Ruby'sbusinesses

JamesWelchCompany(Candy:'.anufecturar)
CambridgeVasaachusettc
(previouslyreported)
DominicaScorta
1205W Grand

LChicago5Illinois _

AnsanToolE Mfg Co (AutoAccessories)
4750W Ronald _
ChicagoIllinois

'Owners AnesinodMenloUmberto

ArvinFutterman
1437WForgo
Chicago Illinois

S KirkDubul
2331SheridanRoad
Fraternity House
northwesternUniversity
Chicago Illinois
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6 Elliot 4chw3rtz
20026 99thAvenue
NewYork N Y (Queens)

7 Triangle;ire Corpany
714DivisionStreet
OshkoshUleconsin
(Freviouslyreported)

8 FrancisLynch
109SouthLandDrive
Rochester NewYork

Y.erryC Futterman
720E Prairie
LincolnwoodSkokie I11iroic
(prcvinuslyreported)

ii viewof the nature of thin case the relnction of the ahnveparties for
suggeted backgroundinvestigationsandimportanceis discretionary

Internal RevenueAgentR Anstett has completedcheckingthe booksandrecords
of the taxpayer'snoveltyanddry cleaningbusinesnes kith the exception
of the telegramto HavanaCubaonApril 1 1962 his examinationhas dis
closednoother lends

Upto January6 1964 ra attrc;.t wasmadeby AgentAnstett to questionEarl
Rubyaboutthe Havanatelegramor the variouslongdistancecalls in 1962
and1963 First becausehis audit concernsonly the years 1961and1962
andseccndly,anyquestionson this line mayhavedisruptedthe cooperative
attitude and:causedan unnecessarydelay.. ~ .

HoweveronJanuaryf,.1964 Anopportunityarose for AgentAnstett to question
Earl Rubyaboutcertain partnershipdeductions whichhadthe appearanceof
possiblepersonalexpenses IecludedSong the questionableitemswerevarious
longdistancetoll chargesin 1962 Concerningthese the taxpayermade
the followingcomments

AreaCalled

EvanstonIllinois -"That's wheremypartner used to live
Hemovedaboutsix monthsagoto Glen
view.

Rochester NewYork "That's whereour su;erintendontused
to live andwork,
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AreaCalled

Havana Cubaee

VanNuys California

Arsoninder Connecticut

Skokie Illinois

ChicagoArea

OhioArea

BrokenArrow Oklahoma

Marion Indiana

BentonHarbor Michigan

GrandRapids Michigan

Tagrn',ar'r Cm-rents

"That's a telegram isn't it
.I don't.rememher.

"I don't recoeber.

"We,'era thinking of beyin3 somekey
chains - CookMfg I think but re
endedup buyingcalendars.

"That's wheremyfamily lived until
finally movingto Detroit.

"Suppliers

"Suppliera Hetry and buy all our
supplies direct frca the manufacturers
rather than througha distributor.

"I don't remember.

"Mypartner's other plant.

"Mypartner's other plant.

"Anotherplant and a dry cleaning
convention.

NewYork YewYork "Suppliers
e eee %ere

Detroit Suburbs "Ourcleaning customers.

The interview regarding the toll charges wasin the-formor an informal
discussion while paging through the telephoaa bills Commentswere offered
easily and freely until the item of the Havanatelegram After abrief

'ynuso in the conversation AgentAnstott specifically requested a comment
on thin item. After another pause ho above-mentionedcommentwasmade

Aside for somenominaltechnical adjustments the audit examinationhas
disclosed no apparent uaderstatements_ofincomeor other indications of
fraud

I proposeno further investigation in this case inasmuchas there is no
criminal potential and all avenuesfor loads at the taxpayer's office
have bean checked Unless informedotherwise I proposeto close this
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cane to the files of the Intelligence iiviaiun with the reccavondr.tior
that Internal RevenueAgent R Anstett close his case on a civil basis

During this investigation I had no personalcontact with the taxpayer or
his representatives All the interviews were conducted by Agent Anstett
in relation to his audit

This in the final sensitive case report in thin case
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Chairman STOKES The Chair recognizes the gentleman from In
diana Mr Fithian for such time as he may consume

Mr FITHIAN Thank you Mr Chairman Mr Ruby I am sure the
committee's questions today and the counsel's questions today and
in fact the deposition which was taken reminds you or has re
stored to your memory a very difficult time for you and your
family

Mr RUBY Yes
Mr FITHIAN As I recall the first thing you did when you re

ceived the word on the radio that your brother had shot the alleged
assassin of the President was to immediately fly out to Chicago to
try to give some sort of help or some kind of consolation whatever
to your family in Chicago and sort of help them stave off the press
and all the unwanted publicity isn't that correct

Mr RUBY Yes
Mr FITHIAN And then you got a call from your wife in Detroit

and she was having the same problems with the glare of the press
lights at your home and she pleaded with you to come back there
and sort of help her keep the door shut is that correct

Mr RUBY That's true
Mr FITHIAN As I interpret from your testimony at the Warren

Commission and your testimony in our deposition which we have
on file and even the comments you made this morning is that you
and your brother were reasonably close as brothers go

Mr RUBY Yes
Mr FITHIAN And in your own way you felt indebted to him for

your having gotten a job initially When his luck was down you
bailed him out and really never asked him any questions about
where the money was going that you loaned him or took a note or
took a mortgage on his car or his club or anything else You just
did that as a brotherly act to him is that correct

Mr RUBY That's correct except for the last payment of course
the last sum I sent him which as I stated before I understood was
supposed to be an investment in a club that never materialized

Mr FITHIAN You are one of the few people in America that can
help this committee get a better picture biographical picture of
one of the key figures in this whole scenario that this committee is
looking into and we would like to know as clearly as you can help
us we would like to know more about Jack Ruby what made him
tick what motivated him what kind of person he was So let's just
start with the range of emotions that people have

Was Jack a sensitive person
Mr Rust I would say exceptionally so
Mr FITHIAN Did he bruise easily I guess psychologically speak

ing
Mr RUBY Yes and I say he was definitely sensitive He took

offense on any derogatory remark made about the Jews also the
Presidents of the United States especially Roosevelt and we know
of one incident that took place in Dallas where a customer made
an insulting remark about Kennedy's wife and Jack threw him out
of the club bodily This was of course before the assassination I
heard not from Jack mainly but from many of his friends through
the years of different fist-fights he had in the service and out of
the service regarding the Jewish people
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And he was quick to fight on any insult made about the Jews
And he was also involved in the 1930's he and his friends in
breaking up the Nazi bund meetings in Chicago I didn't go out on
those because as I say I was 4 years younger and he went round
with fellows that were older than I was but I know he went on
several of these meeting-breaking-up missions or whatever you
want to call them

Mr FITHIAN Would you characterize Jack as kind of a loner
Mr RUBY I would say no because he had so many friends
Mr FITHIAN Was he gregarious did he like to have people

around him all the time sort of keep things bubbling so to speak
Mr RUBY I would think so
Mr FITHIAN Did he ever really care a lot for anybody Was he a

man of compassion and love
Mr RUBY Well I know he dated a young lady in Dallas that he

liked very much He spoke of her many times In fact I met her
once when I went to visit him in Dallas I know he liked her a
great deal

Mr FITHIAN After the President's assassination and after Os
wald's assassination did you have conversations with Jack then
from that time on down to the trial

Mr RUBY Yes
Mr FITHIAN Think back painful as it may be to those conversa

tions and tell me why you think your brother killed Lee Harvey
Oswald

Mr RUBY Well I know he was quick-tempered and as I men
tioned before I did ask him in the hospital when he knew he had
cancer and in fact he told me he was going to die after all the
money I had spent getting a reversal from the death sentence
again I did ask him pointblank when he was lying there in the
bed and he said.I asked him first "Did you know Oswald at all

And again as I said before he said "Absolutely not What are
you nuts And I asked him "Why did you shoot him on one
occasion and he said "Well when I saw him coming through there
with that smirk on his face as though he was very happy that he
had killed the President I just couldn't control myself.

Mr FITHIAN Did he ever tell you why he went to the police
station in the first place

Mr RUBY Yes as we know he went to send a telegram to one of
his entertainers Little Lynn and it was only a block or so from the
police station And when he looked that way and saw all the
commotion over there he walked over

Mr FITHIAN Did he tell you then why he had been over there
before when he thought they were going to move Lee Harvey
Oswald I believe at a different time and he had gone down to the
police station isn't that correct

Mr RUBY I am not familiar with that
Mr FITHIAN That is not correct
Mr RUBY I know that he did see Oswald the previous Friday

night at the showup
Mr FITHIAN Why would he have gone to the showup
Mr RUBY Well I imagine it was the thing to do if you could get

into there and he having so many friends on the police force that
they let him in That also leaves me to believe that he did not
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really have any preconceived notions about killing Oswald because
on Sunday because when he saw him Friday he had no idea that
he was going to see him again on Sunday

So it just don't add up that there was any plan in Jack's mind to
actually kill Oswald to my way of thinking

Mr FITHIAN SO it is your impression then that Jack went first
to the showup because it was a magnetic sort of thing to do and
because he had certain connections with the police and he could
get in and so on

And second that he went down on Sunday again just because
of the attraction of the excitement-

Mr RUBY No he went to send a telegram on Sunday
Mr FITHIAN Well I know but he did go from the Western

Union office on down to the police station there is a little distance
there

Mr RUBY Yes
Mr FITHIAN He went.let me just finish this if I may He went

on Sunday sort of the spur of the moment because I think you said
in your deposition he never got up on Sunday morning usually
until late in the afternoon and he only got up because he got a
desperate telephone call from a little girl who was out of money
whatever Then he got down to the Western Union office and saw
this commotion at the police department and walked on down
there and somehow or another got inside the police station and
that remains something of a mystery but that the actual decision
to shoot Oswald came only after he saw Oswald sort of smirking as
though he was happy he killed the President and so on sort of an
urge or a spontaneous action he just pulled out his revolver and
shot him is that your best understanding

Mr RUBY Would you state that again I got lost
Mr FITHIAN In other words however he got to the police sta

tion it was more or less by accident if I understand your deposi
tion not preconceived didn't decide in advance he was going to try
to be down there when they moved Oswald managed to get into
the police station and then if I understood you just a moment ago
it was the case of him once he saw Oswald with the smirk on his
face he just kind of flipped out and out of anger or love for the
President or some other very strong emotion decided to shoot
Oswald on the spot is that your testimony

Mr RUBY Yes I would think that's correct Also I might like to
add something to that that wasn't brought to my attention actual
ly until just a few days ago by my counsel Alan Adelson that
Jack used to practice shooting with the revolver Yet when he shot
Oswald he shot him in the stomach and of course I never thought
to ask him because I didn't know at that time it seemed that he
was aiming for his stomach if the photos prove because he seems
to be aiming in a downward motion and if he meant to kill him he
would have aimed hit in the chest or the heart or the head

It's never been explained and I just didn't understand that If
somebody had brought that to my attention I would have asked
him It is possible then in my thinking that maybe he didn't plan
to kill Oswald He just meant or wanted to wound him or make
him suffer Maybe that's why he aimed for his stomach
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Mr FITHIAN I believe counsel wanted to say something a
moment ago

Mr ADELSON Thank you Mr Fithian The morning of the kill
ing of Oswald Jack received a phone call from Fort Worth His
telephone bill it was a collect call and his telephone bill reflected
that telephone call from this Little Lynn She was behind in her
rent If you recall Jack had closed his club on Friday night and
that was payday and these girls who were working for him didn't
have the money to pay the rent She called him Saturday night
then again Sunday morning.he wasn't there Saturday night.for
him to wire her some money Chief Curry of the Dallas Police
Department had told the newspapers the night before the media
people that if they would return around 10 o'clock they would be
able to see the removal of Oswald

Jack drove downtown and was checked in stamped in at the
Western Union at 11:14 I believe was the exact time 13 or 14
And he sent that moneygram to Fort Worth

Taking into consideration the fact Chief Curry had said be back
at 10 o'clock and we will move Oswald at that time if Jack had to
be there for any purposes he would have been there by 10 o'clock
However and what I was trying to point out the Western Union
office is attached to the same building that the police station is in
and there is just a sort of alleyway between them and as he
walked out of the telegraph office he looked down the block and
there was a commotion

Now the police station where he would see it all there was was
a ramp and that was a down ramp that he would see There was a
police officer out there by the name of Napoleon Daniels who was
supposed to be directing traffic in and out of that ramp At the
moment Jack walked.and mind you I made that walk many
many times to time it it took approximately 4 minutes to walk
from the telegraph office down the ramp.at that exact time Pa
trolman Daniels walked out into the street because Lieutenant
Pierce was removing a car that was in the way of the car that was
going to move Oswald and Jack just at the very moment walked
down the ramp and he waved to Lieutenant Pierce who he knew
and continued down the ramp

But it was just a matter of what have you He just happened to
be there at the moment Daniels was out in the street and was
unable to stop him and he just walked out on the ramp

Mr FITHIAN Thank you Mr Ruby in the conversations you had
with your brother did he ever indicate that any other person or
persons had reason to hope that Oswald was dead

Mr RUBY I don't understand your question
Mr FITHIAN Did he ever recount to you any conversation that

he had with anybody else who suggested that the country would be
better off or for any other reason made a suggestion that things
would be better if Lee Harvey Oswald were dead

Mr RUBY He never mentioned that to me
Mr FITHIAN Do you have any reason to believe that your broth

er contacted anyone pertaining to Lee Harvey Oswald after the
shooting of President Kennedy

Mr RUBY I don't understand that question either
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Mr FITHIAN You conversations with your brother and your own
understanding of this story is there anything in either of those
that would lead you to believe that your brother contacted anyone
about Lee Harvey Oswald after Oswald shot the President and
before the Dallas Police Station incident

Mr RUBY There is no conversation that I ever remember about
that at all

Mr FITHIAN Mr Chairman I would like to reserve some time a
little later after other panel members have had their opportunity
but prior to doing this I would like to ask the counsel though he
isn't sworn I am just curious if I may I would like to engage the
counsel in a little dialog and then I have one comment to make
that will not require any questions But did you ever meet Jack
Ruby

Mr ADELSONNo
Mr FITHIAN And so how did you come to know about Jack

Ruby's so-called paranoid behavior
Mr ADELSONI represented Earl prior to the time of the shooting

and I was in touch with Earl throughout the trial and throughout
the whole period As a matter of fact I was involved in negotiating
or preparing documents for the original byline story that was
allegedly written by Jack Ruby that appeared in the newspapers
and we had dialog throughout the entire matter

However when Jack died I then became counsel for the family
and represented the family in the dealings in Dallas and Detroit I
made it my business to talk to each person that I could that had
anything to do with Jack Ruby in Dallas and learned as much as I
could about the entire matter I have met with on national televi
sion and debated with Mr Mark Lane on the subject if we can
talk about that I have made it my business to read every bit of
materials that exists in this matter

Mr FITHIAN Well to your knowledge was any information on
Jack Ruby's psychiatric condition that you now describe provided
to the court

Mr ADELSONYes Jack Ruby had prepared several wills and we
had a will contest hearing in Dallas before Judge Robertson At
that time we had psychiatric testimony and Dr Jolian West from
the University of Oklahoma at that time was the psychiatrist the
last psychiatrist to deal with Jack Ruby and I had extensive con
versations with him in both Detroit and Dallas

Mr FITHIAN Was that after the trial
Mr ADELSONThis was before the trial of the will contest but of

course after the trial of Jack Ruby
Mr FITHIAN I am asking merely to sort of back your story up to

the time Jack Ruby was on trial
Mr ADELSON Dr West was not involved There were several

other psychiatrists that were involved in the trial They were deal
ing with psychomotor epilepsy

Mr FITHIAN Refresh my memory What legal steps were taken
to avail the psychiatric defense

Mr ADELSON There was a psychiatric hearing before Judge
Brown in Dallas He was the trial judge of the murder case and it
was determined that Jack Ruby was not insane at that psychiatric
trial hearing However Mr Belli who conducted the trial on
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behalf of the defense set forth the theory of psychomotor epilepsy
and there was six or seven psychiatrists or psychologists who testi
fied at the trial the full trial of Jack Ruby

Mr FITHIAN Well I am neither a lawyer nor a psychiatrist You
are a lawyer Have you had psychiatrist training as well

Mr ADELSONNo I haven't had psychiatric training as such but
I have done extensive studies in that area as far as a lawyer might
do

Mr FITHIAN Just as a layman I don't mean to be critical it sort
of strikes me as though we are putting together a psychological
defense of Jack Ruby after the trial is over and perhaps he is dead
That is just my observation

One more observation Mr Chairman Mr Ruby can you tell us
anything that would bear out what the counsel is saying about
your brother's psychological situation

Mr RUBY Well I know we hired several psychiatrists who exam
ined Jack and they all testified at the trial or most of them did
and that is all I can tell you because I am not familiar with
psychiatrists as such myself

Mr FITHIAN Mr Chairman there is one thing that troubles me
but I see no reason to further question the witness on it But I just
must make a quick summary of the telegram issue I have read the
testimony in the Warren Commission I have read Mr Ruby's
statements in the deposition to our attorney Mr McDonald taken
in Chicago and I listened with care this morning prepared to
intensively question Mr Ruby on this I see no reason to do this
but Mr Ruby I am sure you will understand my quandary when I
find so many different responses to the telegram issue at different
times

I find that in the Warren Commission days you simply said when
asked if someone else could have charged it you doubted it and
then you said this morning that you thought the Warren Commis
sion was looking into it so you didn't look into it and you never
questioned this at the time of the income tax as to whether it was
legitimate or not It was a curious situation

Then finally more curious is your letter to the committee in
which you attest that it might have been a Cuba New York or
Cuba somewhere else when quite clearly the question was Havana
Cuba As a matter of fact if it had been a Cuba somewhere else in
the United States it wouldn't have raised any question in the first
place because as I looked over your telephone calls you got calls
from all over the United States where you do business and there is
nothing unusual about that

The letter to the committee Mr Chairman seems to me con
trived In answer to the counsel this morning where the question
was did you ever do any business in any of those Cuba United
States the answer was no I am having a great deal of difficulty
squaring the variety of responses to the telegram issue but I doubt
that we will clarify it here this morning so I yield back the
balance of my time

Chairman STOKES The gentleman yields back the balance of his
time

The gentleman from North Carolina Mr Preyer
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Mr PREYER I have just a few questions of Mr Adelson to make
sure I understand your testimony

I understand you never met Jack Ruby personally
Mr ADELSONThat is correct
Mr PREYER And you never talked with him about his paranoia
Mr ADELSONNo
Mr PREYER But that you learned of this from talking with

members of the family who had talked to him
Mr ADELSONYes
Mr PREYER And from psychiatrists who had talked with him
Mr ADELSONYes sir
Mr PREYER You mentioned a Dr West is that right
Mr ADELSONYes sir
Mr PREYER Is there any other psychiatrist or medical doctor

that you talked to about his paranoia
Mr ADELSONYes at the will contest there were several doctors

I don't recall their names at this point but I do recall Dr West
who did testify then too

Mr PREYER From your conversations with them when was it
that the paranoia developed

Mr ADELSON It was a slow process as I understand but it
developed after his trial Now after the trial and Jack Ruby was
found guilty this was a tremendous blow to him He actually
throught throughout the trial he had done a very courageous thing
and all of a sudden it dawned on him that he was now sentenced to
death as a result of the trial

Another factor probably according to psychiatrists had a strong
effect was his own attorneys who represented him at the trial
were afterward taking pictures of him in jail and we understand
that this was for purposes of selling to Life magazine

Additionally it was found out after the trial that the trial judge
Judge Brown was also writing a book about Jack Ruby and all of
these things taken together gave him as I understand it a feeling
that what is the use nobody cares about him anymore and he was
very upset

Mr PREYER When did he read the book "Exodus" Was that
after the trial or was this earlier in his career

Mr ADELSON He was reading that book at the time of the
assassination He read it he continued reading it while he was in
jail

Mr PREYER Just one final question His paranoia took the form
of a belief that the Jews were being disposed of in Dallas because
of his action and you have made the statement that the reason he
said "Take me to Washington to the Warren Commission, was
that he was to get that idea across to the President Did he ever
tell anyone specifically that that was the nature of his paranoia
did he ever say to anyone "I think the Jews are being gathered
together in Dallas to be disposed of. Is that a conclusion from the
psychiatrists

Mr ADEISON No quite certainly he told that to members of his
family he was surprised that they were still alive when he saw
them come to visit him and he thought that they were annihilated
the day before in his mind he believed he saw Earl annihilated
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Mr PREYER And did he tell that to anyone of the psychiatrists
that you have talked to

Mr ADELSONOnly Dr West
Mr PREYER Thank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKESTime of the gentleman has expired
The gentleman from Ohio Mr Devine
Mr DEVINE Thank you Mr Chairman
I would like to direct a question to counsel You have mentioned

several times that you represented the family in the will contest I

presume the will contest had something to do relative to Jack
Ruby's competence to draw a will is that correct

Mr ADELSONYes sir Apparently there were two or three wills
I prepared one of them and I say two or three because the one I

prepared was never signed There was a will that was written in
the early 1950's a holographic will that he personally wrote out
and named one Julius Mayer as his executor Then there was a
second will that he wrote while he was in prison where he gave his
watch his ring his suit of clothes to a jail guard by the name of
Hooten

The competency to write the second will was the issue of the will
contest Could he write that second will giving whatever he had to
this Mr Hooten and we had an extensive trial in Dallas over that
issue and that is why the psychiatric testimony was necessary at
that time to show that he was not at that time competent to make
a last will and testament

Mr DEVINE I think it is very pertinent to these hearings with
the question of whether or not he was paranoid and so fcrth What
was the result of the will contest

Mr ADELSONHe was determined to be paranoid and not able to
write that second will

Mr DEVINE Incompetent at the time it was written
Mr ADELSONYes sir
Mr DEVINE And you did not prepare that will
Mr ADELSON No that was again a holographic will written by

hand
Mr DEVINE Who assisted in the preparation of that will in the

jail
Mr ADELSONWe believe it was the jailer Hooten
Mr DEVINE No attorney involved in that that you know of
Mr ADELSONNo attorney involved
Mr DEVINE He was found incompetent to have executed that

will at that time
Mr ADELSONYes sir
Mr DEVINE By the court in Dallas
Mr ADELSONYes sir
Mr DEVINE The probate court
Mr ADELSONThe probate court Judge Robertson
Mr DEVINE Was there a written decision
Mr ADELSON No there was no written decision The probate

court in Dallas was not a court of record so it was just an oral
decision that the original will was admitted to probate and the
second will was removed An appeal was filed and the appeal then
was withdrawn on the Hooten will

Mr DEVINE The appeal was not ruled upon by the judge
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Mr ADELSON No it was withdrawn it never went any further
than just the filing of the claim of appeal

Mr DEVINE Do you know counselor whether or not the judge
that made the oral decision is still alive

Mr ADEISON I don't know He was a young man I might say
that if that means anything I don't know if he is still alive

Mr DEVINE No further questions
Chairman STOKESTime of the gentleman has expired
The gentleman from Tennessee Mr Ford
Mr FORD Mr Chairman I yield back the time to the Chair
Chairman STOKESThe gentleman yields back his time
The gentleman from Pennsylvania Mr Edgar
Mr EDGAR Thank you Mr Chairman
I would like to address my question to Mr Ruby I apologize for

not being here during some of your testimony but coming in at the
tail end when Mr Fithian was asking you some questions I am a
little bit confused and disturbed by some of your responses I have
the feeling and it is just a personal feeling on my part that some
of what we're hearing is somewhat of a posthumous way of justify
ing an act of your brother I would like to try to clarify it a little
bit

You indicated I believe that you thought that your brother was
aiming for the stomach and therefore he was not intending to kill
Lee Harvey Oswald is that correct

Mr RUBY Yes in my thinking it is possible I am not saying that
that is what he did but actually my counsel here brought it to my
attention just a few days ago Had I known about it as I said
before while Jack was alive or even thought about it myself I
would definitely have asked Jack but of course-

Mr EDGAR Isn't it true that the police had to physically restrain
your brother from attempting a second and a third shot

Mr RUBY I don't think so because I also learned from my sister
Eva who was familiar with the gun that Jack used that it was a
defective gun and it would only shoot once before it had to be set
again or whatever you call it

Mr EDGAR Well we have the physical evidence of the gun and
we have the opportunity of ballistic analysis and the ability to
check that particular weapon as to its ability to fire and how
rapidly it can fire but as I understand it there was some physical
restraint of your brother after the first shot and that there was
some eyewitness report of that first shot that your brother was
intent on completing the act through a second and third shot

We will probably receive some evidence later and we have some
depositions that we have taken but you are still convinced in your
mind that the possibility exists that he was not aiming to kill with
the deadly weapon he had in his hand

Mr RUBY I am saying it is possible I had no chance to question
Jack on that possibility

Mr EDGAR You had also indicated that as a young person Jack
would frequently go to disrupt Nazi meetings in the Chicago area

Mr RUBY That is true
Mr EDGAR Did Jack ever give you the indication that he saw

Lee Harvey Oswald as a representative of that political ideology
Mr RUBY No
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Mr EDGAR Did he ever indicate to you what he envisioned that
Lee Harvey Oswald was doing in shooting the President

Mr RusY Not to my knowledge
Mr EDGAR If your brother was as sick as your counsel has

begun to indicate he was after the trial why do you think that
some of the beginning signs the symptoms of this sickness were
not prevalent during the actual trial of your brother

Mr RusY Well in my humble opinion I think that they did
begin to appear because he was making the statements not too
long after the shooting incident of the Jews being persecuted and
eliminated

Mr EDGAR When you visited your brother in prison and later in
the hospital did you ever tape record those sessions

Mr RusY We tape recorded only one session
Mr EDGAR Which session was that
Mr RusY That is I think that is on this tape if I am not

mistaken but I am not sure because it was put into the form of a
record and the record is called the controversy and we asked him
many questions if I recall correctly about whether he knew
Oswald and things of that sort I didn't ask the questions

We had present at that meeting Phil Burleson one attorney
from Dallas and I think the other attorney was Elmer Gertz from
Chicago

Mr EDGAR Is this tape in the possession of our committee
Mr Rum Yes I brought it here for that reason Mr McDonald

asked me to get him a copy
Mr EDGAR Thank you
Has our staff had an opportunity to listen to the tape as of yet
Mr McDoNALD It is being introduced this morning
Mr EDGAR That was the only time in which you used the tape

recording to tape record your brother's comments
Mr Rum Yes that I was involved with I don't know about any

other tape at all This is the only one that I am aware of at any
time

Mr EDGAR And that is the only one that is in your possession at
this time

Mr RuBY Yes I have the record at home and this is a taping of
the complete record

Mr EDGAR I see
Let me ask you a couple of additional questions if my time is

still with me
Chairman STORES Time of the gentleman has expired
Mr EDGAR May I have two additional moments
Chairman STOKES Without objection the gentleman is recog

nized
Mr EDGAR Just let me ask you a couple of quick questions
Did your brother Jack Ruby call you at all between Friday

November 22 and Sunday the day of the assassination of Lee
Harvey Oswald

Mr RusY No he did not talk to me However he did talk to my
sister Eileen He tried to call me but I wasn't at home

Mr EDGAR Getting back to my comment about the second and
third shot I am reminded by our counsel that there was testimony
at the trial of Jack Ruby that the second and third shot comes
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from trial testimony of policemen who say Jack was contracting on
the trigger while being constrained I will just share that for the
record and just ask one final question

As you think back on the life of your brother and on the events
leading up to his action of shooting Lee Harvey Oswald is there
anything that you can share with this committee that might be a
help in our investigation and further investigation in getting at the
motive of why your brother Jack Ruby would assassinate Lee
Harvey Oswald

Mr RusY I can't add any more to what I already stated what he
told me He saw Oswald walk out of the hallway the area there
with a smirk on his face as though he were proud of having killed
our President and that's what he told me That's when he lost
control of himself and shot him Those are his words to me

Mr EDGAR I yield back my time Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
Mr ADELSONMr Stokes can I ask you a question
Chairman STOKESYes Counsel
Mr ADELSONMr Edgar indicated you have the pistol that Jack

Ruby used is that correct
Chairman STOKES It is in the possession has been in the posses

sion of the committee that is correct
Mr ADELSONThank you
Chairman STOKES Mr Ruby as a witness before our committee

when you have concluded your testimony which you have just
done.I am reminded by the gentleman from Connecticut he has
yielded back the balance of his time Now that you have concluded
your testimony you are entitled at the end of your testimony
under the rules of this committee to make a statement in any way
clarifying or explaining your testimony and I extend to you at this
time or to your counsel 5 minutes for that purpose if you so
desire

Mr RusY Yes I would like to say something Our family wishes
to thank all of you If possible we would like.if the gun belongs to
our family we would like to donate the gun to the National Ar
chives

Some question has been brought up on several occasions why was
it or why did it seem so easy for Jack to enter the jail why was he
so friendly with so many policemen

Well I would like to relate an incident and I think it is in the
Warren Commission At one time two officers of the Dallas police
force were being attacked by several hoodlums Jack went to the
aid of the policemen and helped them subdue these hoodlums And
in that fight one of the hoodlums actually bit off part of one of
Jack's fingers and a statement from one of the officers involved
later on said that Jack actually fought like a tiger to help them

Those were his words And I would think from an incident of this
that this is why or how Jack developed such a friendly relationship
with the Dallas police force That's about all I have to say Mr
Chairman

Chairman STOKESThank you
I might say with reference to your statement involving the gun

the gun was we found in the possession of an attorney in Dallas
and through the process of subpoena and other legal process we
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were able to obtain that gun and it was actually brought to the
committee by Congressman Mattox of Dallas who the attorney
was willing to relinquish it to for the purpose of bringing it to us

After the committee had performed the work they wanted to do
with reference to the gun we have now caused the gun to be
returned to Congressman Mattox to be returned to the attorney
who has legal possession of it in Dallas

So I suppose your lawyer would have to look into the process of

procedure by which it could be obtained from the attorney in
Dallas and donated as the family so desires

Thank you sir We have nothing further You are excused
Mr Rum Thank you
[Witness excused.]
Chairman STOKESThe Chair recognizes Professor Blakey

NARRATION BY G ROBERT BLAKEY CHIEF COUNSEL AND
STAFF DIRECTOR

Mr BLAKEYThank you Mr Chairman
As well as Earl Ruby might have known his brother in their

early years they in fact spent much of their adult life apart Earl

Ruby is particularly limited when it comes to commenting on
Jack's life in Dallas since Earl was not there

The question of whether Jack Ruby acted alone in the shooting
of Oswald moreover has not been answered by his own assurances
that he did That is what he told the Warren Commission which

subjected him to a polygraph test for verification But when this
committee asked its panel of experts on polygraphs to examine the
results of Ruby's test the panel declined to come to a conclusion
explaining the polygraph procedures of 1964 were of such poor
quality as to preclude a judgement

In addition many critics of the Warren Commission insist that it
did not go far enough in examining Ruby's associations to see if

any of them give support to the suspicion that he was part of a
conspiracy Noting that the Warren Commission had discovered
that Ruby had been in contact with an array of less-than-respect
able characters.gamblers ex-cons and henchmen of some under
world bigwigs the committee decided to investigate these connec
tions further to find out if they might support a conspiracy find
ing There were three steps in the committee approach

First the files on the individuals under investigation were re
viewed the files from Federal State and local law enforcement
agencies

Second selected individuals were interviewed deposed or ques
tioned at executive session hearings

Third Jack Ruby's 1963 long-distance phone calls to his asso
ciates were analyzed The Warren Commission had access to long
distance telephone records but it did not make the fullest use of
them

The committee took the records the Warren Commission had
gathered additional ones where they were available and then
analyzed all of them using a House information systems computer
The objective was to categorize Ruby's phone contacts with an eye
to discerning patterns
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underRuby'sdirect control

designedto lay a basis for further
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During the Warren Commission investigation on February 24
1964 staff attorneys Burt Griffin and Leon Hubert recommended
that immediate steps be taken to obtain and preserve the phone
records of Jack Ruby and numerous associates in a lengthy memo
randum which Mr Chairman I ask be incorporated into the
record at this point

Chairman STOKES Without objection it will be entered into the
record

Mr BLAKEYAs JFK F-448
[The above referred to exhibit JFK exhibit F-448 follows:]

JFK EXHIBITF-448

JFK F . 1

TO fL.rmrd.PBullets :_

FRCAI Er LeonD Hubert
btr Burt W Griffin

SUBJECT'urtheeTelenheneRecordsto be obtainedfor the Cormissir

:In 3urEberanepof your.coneereatisnwithsh Griffin on Pets qr
` h andour ,feintrte of Fehraarf*19, the followingsteps are
.suggestedto be tams ea soonae.pon#hte for obtainingendpreserving
telephonereoordawhichmaybe pertinent to the nark of this Cosais@ion

oneof the suggestionsmayimposeburdensuponprivate-Partiedpartied
whichare not justified by the possible results .to bo obtained ir no
th r shouldbe rejected andthe reasonfor suchrejection recordedin
order to assurenature critics that ouchefforts werecarefully con

Paragraphtom acehetelephone=berg of all phonesreaeonablr
available to certain persons

:-Paragraphfive tlae'ss',on]yphoneslisted-to or underthe control

Paragraphsin to ten are

inve$tigatfoa1 Thenil Shouldisc..diately.obtainthe telephonenumbersnames
or subscriber location andtype or service of all phonesreasonably
available to Jackbaby ""Reasonablyavailable shouldinclude but not
be limited to aubscriberandpaytelephonesat the All RightParking
Garage Adapt= Hotel the Egyptianlounge Phil's Delicatessen
CabanaMotel Sol's'Turf Bar DallasCityHall endJail Dallas Yarning
Hen RadioStation KLIFtogetherwith anypayphoneswithin reasonable
vol5-irgdistance of cold places or am other places WhichP.ubyfrequented
Embersandinforsation concerningphones"reasonablyavailable to Ruby
in Dallasanybe obtainedby personalcontactwith Subscribersor the
telephonecompany Informationas to phonesavailable outside Dallas
shouldnot involvecontact with on-eesidentsof Dallas
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aMr }bard P I'iillens February 1964

2 TheFBI should 3z=adiotely obtain with respect to Jack Ruby
for thg parled ..AugustI to M 24;1963 coPisil or all original ).
telepbene'coapany records bearing uponthe dates time length of coll;es
calling number billing number person calling and numbercalled with
respect to all telephone calls (including local calls) utilizing any
telephone listed to jack Rubyor any of himClubs including pay phones
on or near the prersiaes If the telephone co-vary has no records rhich
wouldprovide inform:Aim concerninglocal calls the FBI should so
State

le- It le raxaeeessary'at Vila point to obtain call records fromnit
phenes:"ressonably available to Ruby since .analysis of calls frail such`
phonessvouldbe impossible without further information Rovever we
contemplate that if we establish a list of suspected intermediaries
betveen Rubyand0swald it wouldbe valuable to cheektelephones
"available to Rubyagainst cells to the "intermediaries' In addition
it nay be valuable to examinerecords of telephones listed to or used
regularity by suspected "intenseaariee for calls to phones "available

3 kith respect to all records requested in paragraph two the
FBI should indicate in its report whet telephone canpanypersonnel-were
questioned the queations asked and the answersreceived in all investi-
gations whichwere conducted no that it maybe determinedthat the
records obtained are completeand accurate We.believethat the nethml
of searching for records met be detailed since telephone information
I'm:wardedsolar has been spotty and inaccurate.

Totile extent not already provided,-the FBI should be requested
to obtain for the Conmissiona list of all telephones (but not call
records) reasonably available to the following persons since March1 2963

AndrewArmstrong 3821DicksonCircle ApartmentC })alias Texas

Zurea'Bannett Carlin aka KarenBennett Karlin al= !Little .it*n
3809ItssdoWbroolsFort Vlorth,Texas

Brace Carlin aim Bruce Karlin 3809WadcrsbrookFort Worth Texas

Marion (niceMarion) RubensteinCarroll 1044W Loyola Chicago M

Kneen Rubmstein Kaminn'sy6724N Tolman Chicago Illinois

LewisJ LlcWliUi.oLas Vegan Nevada

Nam=guhentrteln 2044 W loyola Chicago Illinois

Sara(Rubenstein) Ruby 11616JesneatcrenRoad Dallas Texas

41-3730 79 35
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hr Ihav;ardP Uiillesun Febnuery?r'r1964

Earl,(P.ubenstein) Baby 7925Wood11 Rave Southfield btLchiggan

Eva Rubenstein'(L*agid)urant 392911Th!n t Dafsa 'texas

Ralph Paul Arliegton,.Texes

% Bert Boman CopelandRoad Arlington Texas (home)
Podnuh'nRestaurant Arlington Texas (access)
John W Jackson 1602Browning,.Arlington Texao (access)
Bull Pen.Driverrn;'1936 East.Abrem 4rlirgton,.Texas -(business)

~`.: AnnaItubensteinVolparL 1044W Loyola Chico!,'OIllinois. a"r~"X~

The date L'cr:h 1 is.ohosen because it establishes a oafe margin
for inquiry prior to Osald'a trip to NeeOrleans With respect to each
of the abovepersons the FBIshould provide numbera to the extent
possible not ynly of bcsa telephones but nearbypay phones telephones
of urj buaineeaes in whiahthe individua3 Is employed telephones of
buainees partners or other teen  close business associates telephones
of friends and relatives visited frequently and telephones at restaurants
and other buaises ea ahiah the Individual is knownto frequent For each
telephone the FBI should indicate the type of service (pay phone cub
scriber phone limited service telephone) noneof subscriber location
of phone and reason for oonaluslingthe phonewasaccessible to the
individual voAerInvestigation This Informationahauld be obtained
primarily by exaeini.-g records v'nichwill not involve personal contain
with persons outside of the telephone.ccspanies and without communicating
tho-nane3 of suspects to persons outside the FBI Werealise that such
a mans of investigation will not provide"a'eorg.lete anarer to our questions
but webelieve other modesof inquiry wouldbe uxaiee at this time As
to each individual under investigation the FBI report ohould indicate
what sources Wereaheehedand whatother information as to possibly accessible
phones i4gh be available by &treat contact with individuals

5 TheFBI should obtain fxaa a telephone companyrecords cheek
the personal family and business phone=of the reporting persons
during the period March1 1963to present

ham Baker 5900SheridanRoad Chicago ILlizoia (home)

Chicagoloop AutoRefinishing Co. Inc
3216South Shields Ave. Chicago Ill (business)

Curtis lcVerne Crafard aka lorry Crafard (including phones available
"to 'himon hin."11ight A= Dallas to Michigan').
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htr 1toe:ardY V!.U.Oru YTxt :y 24 1964

Samto don 755 Crescent Drive Polo Sprirgt Calif
s.

Alex Gruber 5222tfr W,yr~ici Ie A g es Calif. (il 5-1032)

Frank Goldstein W.0a`ara'sitaDculvarti San Frt i-cico Calif
(RU7-%74)
(sff 1-7343)

LaurenceLe,yers 3950ii la-haShoreDrive Chicago flhirais (Iran)

Ero };.g Neat23amxaeChi ago II]. (business)

RoyWilli= Pike tthtgHic Ryan 2344Con="oticutLater. Apt C
Dallas Texas

A.-tealt x"to Chicago 171rrrti

Mario 11?berto Chicago Llinoiat

AZTt 11028lies'arro Circle Dallas Texas

6 The MI should confer with the appropriate officials of telaph
codes in Chicago Dollon Detxoits Nee.York SanFrancisco Los
Angeles awl !!e Crle is to date mine whatmans if criy are available
for obtaining ir-f=tion oa to renewinglong dictanoo tlophcr a calls to
c-> particular nv:be= if the nameof the calt or is unlato t It is con
coir-able for emso that co>aratlre or trunk-line telephone carriers
xtar have sxto atic se~"ordiagdv1c a whichrecord the calling etcbsngo
and t's3 dlf..7'd =rim r with rc.^p-actto calla whichthey trann it Cr it
maybe t hat neat t& ra scenic c. is large cities are nor GoItaly
sutotrate4 that such 3rlbevaat3onin conteinad on their 311Leardatand these
an cards could be ruesthrough a ecanetan other &mica for every

telephana o<ioaiber in the area co that such information could be derived
seubanieolly wittaauLtea expanseor personal effort Iafuc..alLionas to
city or telephone =pony fromshies a 10tg diztanco call originated could
ctnotioattly be lesningftl in 13,ght other data whichwehave

7 The FDXshould water with telephona ctmae of ioi le ci each
condo serving SackRubyand the persona listed in paragraph four and
tic to asoertain if that =parr has arer nexus of providing ici t`vles
concedes local cu3i to or froa the pions Cr those persons EveRvsnit
rhorecords are maintained by such ccganiea in the ordinary coarse of
business it be that certain electroeti schantnal or other entries
are routinely wadeoith r by t;,lcptxn tr xanitting epzixaant or in
connectionwith business reca ds o.dinnr.i y nainta+roadby the teleph2r
ca pa:y so .that by careful examinationof ouchdata infer-oat'-Umcon-
c ruing local telaphxxe a ti-rity on a particular telephone coul4 bo
obtained...!To whtrta'ir..r tut oa tinn EonIto obtained concerning
local telephone activity the Meet should report to the Cocsaissionthe
nature Cr the information whichcan be obtained and the nxans by which
it wouldbe obtained This data shouldhe secured without motioning
particular narea or te.lophasonuobers
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Mr 3km;ardF Y7ifena February7lr 1964

C TheFIJI should obtain a list of all telephone oovanies and
thr Misr Eceoutive =leer the fpllon3sg araas

Texas
Nevada
Los Angeles California
San Francisco California
Chicago ]llinois
Det it flichigan end 'adjacent suburbs in the Detroit saeetrapolitau

area including Southfield Michigan .
Boston Iinasachuzotts and adjacent suburbs including Deltnnt !aria

..~`.DeeXGfrkma olitm %area 1nett(t1ngnubsu'bsalong Lamar
Conaeoticut and NewJersk!

Masi Florida
{7aehingttoaD C and adjacent subm-be
NewOrleans Iouiaiana

itr ILir]ia should ad]rass a letter to the Chief Drecu-tiveor
ench of the.telephone ea:panics mentionedin paragraph eight requesting
that such conpanies-not .destroy until Jiro 1 1964any records th I
mayhave with respect to telephone service of all subecriberer: Thee
letter should request that the source of this policy not be disclosed

Retention or records on a blanket basis wouldpreserve security as to
the thinking of the Cocaionionand will afford the maxima assurance that
telepsne reveres trS11be preserved with respect to 'persons not yet suspect
t7erealize that WIenkotretention maybe so burdensatneor expensive as to
race car request seen unreasonable It there is am suggestion along these
Hines a oontereacs f o Fork out s reasonabl e sj gt emaheu]d be ea ezzted _

As soon as possible after the Rubytrial and after consultation
with the Ccamiseion the ahattldobtain copies or original tplephoese
records uncoveredes a result of the invest gations requested in paragraphs
four and rive These remade shouldbe analyzedto determine possible
links-to Jr or Oswald Thereafer,"it deemedadvisable records or
phones "reasonably available -toRuby'eouldbe analysed for possible
calla to phones "reasonably available to suspected intermediaries between
Rule/and Weald
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Mr BLAKEY In a lengthy memorandum Hubert and Griffin
recommended that the FBI be instructed to secure the records and
that Commission Chairman Earl Warren address a letter to tel
phone companies to secure preservation of existing records

Some records that were specified in the Griffin-Hubert request
were obtained but the extensive preservation they had envisioned
was not carried out an investigative step that Hubert and Griffin
ultimately agreed to

Griffin has said that Commission General Counsel J Lee Rankin
vetoed the recommendation on grounds that it was too far reaching
and would create too great a burden on private companies In other
memorandum which I would ask be incorporated in the record at
this point as JFK F-590

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record

[The above referred to exhibit JFK F-590 follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-590

C ,5-9,0
ME:d0 1:iDU:*

r
Cyril .'. 1-Xe

?J L 4=1 1 ;Mc=o

Icon D Hobart
Dtn-t Crir"Pin

1 lc* will r Bell that after the Stott Mootingn !richly
stayed ra t t`::r f.ar+-1nto d scaa3 the motto cf g_yire vs
aas1c*t=neoin Area V Tree aab-srwJa are involved

choc-t.00.tor nom tc10 be n r. erg ,`,a eto_
tbxd an ?htbl"'aPte (Sea Arm "En)

A asset:-out or ell a relative to poeib?e asseint.tona
but s :tub-!srx3Ouva3.dot1 botvren Babycladt!xs carester
air (mss are* 'I")

An arvalpsiabbftalepbsaa calla by J*e r4 a:w3E-r1 b
and by Rn h Paul

2 Ranhn told mssto cat *lat Irnbc t-At ...tItico Corr n'c
Eucrd) to dot `at Roam= et tho pm Otto* and becmlao
4id not rr*11.vput our :vireo to it at the o17t tallod to nay
talk BaaLinthat i s -taw Till raisin a F..3:t WR::.Irg toll tiro
fora nth a:v is no po,.sibiity t?".atthin peel asstbe I wrly
dz o co as to be n Lnl t r rrit!ng a =Tort o "_Cit tieda de':".dI:..:o
date Sus* 15

3 In-coarAotin ststh the abovetxoifor the otbsrre*000a stated
below tie de not tbinh the Ruhru, eot o the cuss a 'u d be i:nc3 lcrl
za the c u isvi:,n'a report

h To do t>:taacr tablo job so R':rj it old bo nose:rar
to maw pnb:ic oats gents=learning bin ut.co_ter b
bwctgr &t.c the possibility that bo eta lying ebo;t bin
oatr Into bo ba e*t hio notivet?emand state of
mind eta

b It T;uby'ccc..rictton iu rates Q4 our re:;fort is in any
ray hostile to Ruby the C=1w:Ltr_scould be justly
criticised for isle ng a report whichimpairedhit r bt
.o a fair trial Onthe other hand it the ropor gm
support to F_"Sby'coxo j stated version t! irra*cut._:a
t'ould So j*.wti led is critio_zin ua
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e Acid* rr *lab i3 it paper for a Ccx-d=isn or the
high Y tk apApreatige or this Co iasioe to cement
extensively about perms t ) :o eat Si on %-;pealand
will r=A gat to tbo United .Sta:ca am= Cro:=t

to think that this Cons'asianta ray-vv could viii i r?r stets
that e_^-~~ t relative to sv s., t or !I tn hio actir?tion
are .cossidarod InprCpO hasausa or Ma poU g ay;eal a:4 t%at e
repart u?1l be race l tor

Eubert/drirri-.i /4
CC Eubort c'_uon file

2r Rankin
Willes
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Subject Adequacyof Ruby Imreatigation
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Mr BLAKEY In another memorandum dated April 4 Griffin and
Hubert said they needed additional assistance in evaluating the
phone records that were available Though it was suggested by
Rankin that Chief Justice Warren's security guard might be able to
devote some time to the project the project envisioned by Griffin
and Hubert was never conducted In a subsequent memorandum
dated May 14 the adequacy of the Ruby investigation was dis
cussed but ultimately compromises were worked out and the Com
mission's work was completed

Mr Chairman I would ask that at this point these memoran
dums to which I have just referred be incorporated in the record
as JFK 591 592 and 593

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered into
the record at this point

[The above referred to exhibits JFK F-591 JFK F-592 and JFK
F-593 follow:]

JFK EXHIBITF-591

77 ,e f= -~

Past Recomnendations In memorandadata February 19
February 24 February 2( and March11 we made various
suggestions for extending the investigation initiated by thePEI in connection with .the Oswaldhomicide Shortly after
March11 1964 we began preparation for the nearly 60
depositions taken in Dallas during the period March 21-April 2after we retuned from Dallas we took the deposition of C L
Crafard (two days) and George Senator (two days),worked on
editing the depositions taken in Dallas and prepared for
another series of 30 other depositions taken in Dallas during=the period April.13-17 On our return from Dallas we con
tinued the editing of the Dallas depositions prepared.theDallas deposition exhibits for publication and began workingon a draft of the report in Area V As a consequence of all of`this activity during the period March11-May13 we did not
press for the conferences and discussions referred to in the
attached memoranda The following represents our view at this
time with respect to appropriate further investigation

General Statement of Areas Not Adequatel Investigated
In reporting on the murder of Lee Oswald by Jack Ruby we
crust answer or at least advert to these questions

Whydid Rubykill Oswald

WasRuby associated with the assassin of
President Kennedy
Did Rubyhave any confederates in the murder
pf Oswald

It is our belief that although the evidence gathered so far
does not ahowa consAiratorial link between Ruby and Oswaldor between Rubyand others nevertheless evidence should be
secured if possible to affirmatively exclude that
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2 is

Ruby was indirectly linked through others
to Oswald

Ruby killed Oswald because of fear or

Ruby killed Oswald at the suggestion of others

3 Summaryof Evidence Suggesting Further Investigation
The following facts suggest the necessity of further investi
gation

Ruby had time to engage in substantial activities
in addition to the managementof his Clubs Ruby's night club
business usually occupied no more than five hours of a normal
working day which began at about 10:00 a.m and ended at
2:00 a.m It was his practice to spend an average of only
one hour a day at his Clubs between 10:00 a.m and 9:00 p.m
Our depositions were confined primarily to persons familiar
with Ruby's Club activities The FBI has thoroughly investi
gated Ruby's night club operations but does not seem to
have,47sinneddownhis o r busine s w The
bas c materi s do make reference to such other activities

_(see p 27 of our report of February 18} but these are casual
and collateral and were not explored to determine whether they

.involved any underlying sinister purpose Nor were they probed
in such a manner as to permit a determination as to how much of
Ruby's time they occupied

Ruby has always been"a person wholooked for
money-m3&ing"sidelines. In the two months prior to
November22 Ruby supposedly spent considerable time promoting...
an exercise device knownas a twist board." The "twist
board was purportedly manufactured by Plastellite Engineering,
a Fort Worth manufacturer of oil field equipment which has
poor credit references and was the subject of as FBI investi
gation in 1952 Weknowof no sales of this item by Ruby
nor do we knowif any "twist boards were manufactured for
sale The possibility remains that the "twist board was a
front for some other illegal enterprise

Ruby has long been close to persons nursuint{
ille g _timitle Although Rubyhad no knownideological or 0
political interests (see p 35 of our report of February 18)
there is muchevidence that he was interested in Cuban mattors
In early 1959 Ruby inquired concerning the smiling of
persons out of Cuba He has admitted that at that time he
negotiated for the sale of jeeps to Castro In September 1959
Rubyvisited Havana at the invitation of Las Vegas racketeer
Louis 3 Nc;Iillie,_who paid Ruby's expenses for the trip and
whowas later expelled from Cuba by Castro McWillie is
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described by Ralph Paul Ruby's business partner as one 9
Ruby's closest friends Rubymailed a gun to McWiilie In early
1963 In 1961 it is reported that Rubyattended three meetings
in Dallas in connection with the sale of arms to Cubans and
the smuggling out of refugees The informant identifies an
Ed Brunner as Ruby's associate in this endeavor Shortly after

. his arrest on November24 Ruhr namedFred Brunner as one of
his expected attorneys. Brunner did not represent Ruby
however Insufficient investigation has been conducted to
confirm or deny the report about reetings in 1961 WhenHenry
Wadeannounced to the Press on November22 1963 that Oswald
was a memberof the Free Cuba Committee Ruby corrected Wade
by stating "Not the lme ua CommitteeAThe Fair Play fore
Cuba Committee There is a difference The Free Cuba Con
nittee is an existing anticCastro organization Earl Ruby
brother of Jack Ruby sent an unexplained telegram to Havana
in April 1962 reasonable ts
that Rubyhas maiat gi.Aclose _ir
the en recess to anti

 YIN In r.tIran aff`ri '& to
._", > __ r

Bits of evidence link Ruby to others whomay have
been interested in Cubanaffairs WhenRuby's car was seized
=November 2t} it contained various 1gl i-ng.-zndla onU mspIssued.1cr H L Runt and a ccn nA h Wald R re t T +a...l 0-3
bearing the mailing address of a manwhohas not yet been
identified In May1963 Earl Ruby operator of a dry cleaning :..
business is knownto have telephoned the Welch Candy Company
(owned by the founder of John Birch Society) The purpose of
the call is unknown Jack Ruby'e personal notebook contained
the Massachusetts telephone numberand address of ThomasHill
former Dallas resident working at the Boston headquarters of
the John-Birch Society Although it is most likely that all of

-those bits of cirem tantial evidence have innocent egQlana"
tions =meshes yet t+wn ar~tajIIPr><

Although Ruby did not witness the motorcade through
Dallas Fiemay have had a prior interest in the.President
visit ANovember20 edition of the Fort WorthTelegram showingthe President's proposed route through Fort Worth and the
November20 edition of the Dallas MorningNewsshowing the
President's route through Dallas were found in Ruby's canon
November24

OnNovember16 Jack Rubymet at the Carousel Club
with Berta Cheek sister of Mrs Earlene Roberts manager of
Lee Oswald's rooming house Mrs Cheek said that she and Ruby
discussed her lending Rubymoneyto open a new night club.
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h In short we believe that the possibility exists
base on evidence already available that Ruby was involved a/
in illegal dealings with Cuban elements whomight have had
contact with Oswald The existence of such dealings can onlybe surmised since the present Investigation has not focused
on that area
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Rubywas not questioned about this matter On November20
1963 a woman whomaybe identical to Earlene Roberts was
reported to be in San Antonio at the time of President
Kennedy's visit The possible identification of Mrs Roberts
in San Antonio has not been cheihed out In addition the
link formed by Mrs Roberts between Oswaldand Ruby is
buttressed in some measure by the fact that one of Ruby's
strippers dated a tenant of the Beckley Street rooming house
during the tenancy of Lee Oswald ave "reviously suggested
the theory th it and
in Cubanarms sales of t ch Oswaldgained knowledge through
his efforts to inr ICrrate the anti Castro Cubans Our doubts
concerning the real crest of Mrs Cheek in Jack Ruby atom
from the fact that one other four husbands was a convicted
felon and one of her friends was a police officer whomarried -:-.
one of Ruby's strip-tease dancers Wehave suggested that y
Rubymight have killed Oswaldout of fear that Oswaldmight
implicate Ruby and his friends falsely or not in an effort toe earl(
save his ownlife Wethink that neither Oswald's Cuban
interests in Dallas nor Ruby's Cubanactivities have been ` ds
adequately explored..

A Rubymade or attempted to make contacts on
November22 and 23 with persons knownand unknown who could
have been co-conspirators Ruby was visited in Dallas from
November.2lto November24,_1963 by wr yeas of Chicago
Meyers had visited Ruby two weeks previously.Ruby also made
a long distance call shortly after the President's death to
Alex Gruber in Los Angeles Groper had visited Ruby about athe same time as Meyers in early November Both Gruber and .:.0
Meyers give innocent explanations Meyers claims he was in
Dallas enjoying life with a "dumbbut accommodatingbroad.
Gruber claims Ruby called to say he would not mail a dog that
day as he had promised to do Finally between 11:35 p.m
and 12 midnight, Saturday November23 Ruhr made..a series
of brief long distance phone calls culminating with a call to
entertainer Break Wall at h friend's house in Galveston. Wall
claims Rubycalled to compliment him for calling off his
(Wall's) act at the Adolphus Hotel in Dallas Background
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i We suggest that these matters cannot be left
"hanging in the air. They must either be explored further
or a firm decision must be made not to do so supported by
stated reasons for the decision As a general matter we
think the investigation deficient in these respects

Substantial time-segments in Ruby's daily
routine from September 26 to November 22 have
not been accounted for..

About 46 persons who saw Ruby from November 22
to November 24 have not been questioned by staff
members although there are FBI reports of : =
interviews with all these people

Persons who have been_ emit ced becau$&.pf
Igmg associations with Rubz_g4ne & jttnY
notLbgen inveativ,ted themze?.yes so tt the r
t 1f l ess can be_evaluated The -FBI reports
specifically do not attempt evaluation. The
exception has been thatwhere the FBI has been
given incriminating evidence against Ruby it
has made further investigation to determine
whether others might also be implicated with.
Ruby In every case where there was some
evidence implicating others those other persons'..?_
were interviewed and denied the incriminating
allegations Further investigation has not been
undertaken to resolve the conflicts.

ouch of our knowledge of Ruby comes from his
friends Andrew Armstrong Ralph Paul George
Senator and Larry Crafard Investigations
have not-been undertaken to corroborate their:.
claims.

Specific Investigative Recommendations

a No should obtain photos of all property found on
Ruby's person in his car or at his home or clubs now in
possession of the Dallas District Attorney We.already have _
photos of Ruby's address books but no other items have been
photographed or delivered to the Commission These items include
the R L Hunt literature and newspapers mentioned in pars
graphs 3d and 3e



We.should..obtain reports from the FBI based on
requested investigation of allegations suggesting that Earlene
Roberts was in San Antonio on November 21

The Commission should take the'testimony of'the
f ol l owi ng persons f or t he reasons stated

1 Lyman Rubenstein_
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b We should conduct staff interviews or take
depositions with respect to Ruby's Cuban activities of the
following persons

Robert Ray McKeown Ruby contacted McKeown
in 1959 in connection with the sale of jeeps
to Cuba The objective of an interviewer
deposition of McKeownwould be to obtain
information on possible contacts Ruby would
have made after 1959 if his interest in
armament sales continued

Nancy ?erriri Perrin claims she met with Ruby
three times in 1961 concerning refugee smuggling
and axis sales She says she can identify the ..=
house in Dallas where meetings took place
Perrin now lives in Boston Ruby admits he was.
once interested in the sale of jeeps at least
to Cuba

c We should obtain 'reports from the CIA concerning
Ruby's associations. The CIA has been requested to provide a
report based on a memorandumdelivered to them March 12 1964
covering Ruby's background including his possible Cuban
activities but a reply has not been received as yet _

Earl Ruby

All are siblings of Jack Ruby Hymanis the oldest child and
presumably Will be the best witness as to family history He
talked to Jack on November 22 reportedly visited Jack the week
before the assassination and participated in Ruby's twist
board venture -Eva lived with Jack for 3 years in California
prior to World War II induced Jack to core to Dallas in 1947
and managed the Vegas Club for Jack in Dallas from 1959 to
1963 Earl was a travelling salesman with Jack from 1941-1943
a business partner 1946-1947 and made phone calls before
November 22 1963 and afterwards which require explanations
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Bill DeWar This person claims to have seen
Oswald at the CarouselClub prior to November 22
and this rumor perhaps more than any other has
been given wide circulation Should we evalu
ate Degar'e credibility solely on the basis
of FBI reports
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i ....H.enrryyWade This person can testify to the
development or the testimony by Sgt Dean
and Bet Archer against Ruby dhd of seeing
Ruby on November 22 in the Police Department
building

iii Jack Ruby

f We should take the depositions of the following
persons Tor the reasons stated

TomHoward This person is one or Ruby's
original attorneys and is reported to have been
in the police basement a few minutes before
Oswald was shot and to have inquired if Oswald
had been moved He filed a writ of habeas
corpus for Ruby about one hour after the
shooting of Oswald He could explain these
activities and possibly tell us about the Ruby
trial We should have these explanations

FBI A3ent Hall This person interviewed Ruby
for 22 hours on November 24 beginning at.
approximately 12 noon His report is contra
dictory to Sgt Dean's trial testimony He
also interviewed Ruby on December 21 1963..

Seth Kantor This person was interviewed twice
by the FBI and persists in his claim that he ._
saw Ruby at Parkland Hospital shortly before
or after the President's death was announced
Ruby denies that he was ever at Parkland
Hospital. Wemust decide who is telling the
truth for there mould be considerable signifi
cance if it were concluded that Ruby is lying
Should we make an evaluation without seeing

R The P13I should re-interview the following persons
for the purpases stated
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Alex Gruber To obtain personal history to
establish original meeting and subsequent
contacts with Ruby to obtain details of visit
to Dallas in November 1963 including where he
stayed how long who saw him etc The FBI
should also check its oars files on Gruber

Lawrence ;Meyers (Same as Gruber)

Ken Dow (KLIP reporter) To ascertain how her
ppene to first contact Ruby on November 22

or 23 (Ruby provided information to KLLF
concerning the location of Chief Curry) and
whether KLIF gave any inducements to Ruby.to-work
for it on the weekend of November 22-24

iv Rabbi Silverman To establish when Silverman
'saw Ruby at the Synagogue and obtain names of
other persons who may have seen Ruby at the
Synagogue on November 22 and 23 Silverman
states that he saw Ruby at the 8 p.m service
on November 22 and at the 9 a.m service on
November 23 but both of these services lasted_
at least two hours and we do not know whether
Ruby was present for the entire services.
Silverman (and others) could "place Ruby or
fail to do so during critical hours

Hickey Ryan (Same as Gruber plus employment
in Dallas.)

Breck Wall This person was an entertainer at
the Adolphus Hotel Dallas at the time of
President Kennedy's assassination Ruby called
him in Galveston at 11:4'7 p.m Sa
November 23 1963 He also visited Ruubbyat
.the County jail A background check should be
conducted as to this person

Andrew Armstrong Bruce Carlin,'Karen Bennett
Carlin Curtis Laverne Crafard Ralnh 'Paul
George Senator

These six persona were deposed at length because
of their friendship with Ruby familiarity with
Ruby's personal and business life and contacts
with Ruby on November 22 23 and 24 In
general each has professed to have had no
knowledge of Ruby's activities during those
three dais
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5 ,Other areas or Ruby Investigation which are not complete

Various rumors link Ruby and Oswald which do not
appear to be-true however,.the materials we have are not
sufficient co discredit them satisfactorily Such rumors
include
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Andrew Armstrong was very active in the
operation of the Carousel and worked closely
with Ruby for 18 months His deposition covers
Ruby's activities and emotional state generally
and particularly several hours on November 22
and 23 A background check should be conducted
as to this person and selected parts of his
testimony should be checked out to test his
veracity

Karen and Bruce Carlin were the recipients of
a $25 money order bought by Ruby approximately
5 minutes before Ruby shot Oswald Idarguerite
Oswald testified that she believed she knew
Karen Carlin Background checks should be
conducted on the Carlins

Crafard fled Dallas unexpectedly on Saturday
morning November 23 Although we tend to
believe his explanation we believe a back
ground check on him plus verification of some
of his activities on November 23 are warranted

Paul is Ruby's business partner A background I
check should be conducted as to him and his
telephone calls-during November should bet
checked out

George Senator Ruby's roommate alleged by
Crafard to be a homoseXual claims not to have
seen Ruby except at the apartment.Sunday
morning and for a few hours early Saturday
morning Senator's background and own admitted
activities on November-22s 23 and 2k should

Communist associations of Ruby

Oswald's use of a Cadillac believed to
belong to Ruby
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iii After the depositions of Nancy Perrin
Robert McKeown and Sylvia Odio have been
taken further investigation may be
necessary with respect to Ruby's Cuban
associations

Ruby's notebooks contain numerous names
addresses and telephone numbers Many of these persons have
either not been located or deny knowing Ruby Webelieve
further investigation is appropriate in some instances however
we have not yet evaluated the reports now on hand

We have no expert evidence as to Ruby's mental
condition however we will obtain transcripts of the psychiatric
testimony at the Ruby trial

6 Other.Investigative Suggestions Wehave suggested
in earlier memoranda that two sources or evidentiary material
have been virtually ignored

Radio TV and Movie Recordings TwoDallas radio
stations tape recorded every minute of air time on November-22,
23 and 2k Wehave obtained these radio tapes for all except:..
a portion of November 2k and the tapes include a number of
interviews with key -witnesses in the Oswald area In addition
the tapes shed considerable light on the manner in which Dallas
public officials and federal agents conducted the investi
gations and performed in public view Webelieve that similar
video tapes and movie films should be obtained from NBC Cu
AL,C UPI and t.ovietone News and relevant portions ahead be
reviewed by staff members Wherever witnesses appear on these
films who have been considered by the Commission in prepar
its report a copy of such witnesses appearance should be,-
made a part of the Commission records by introducing them in
evidence If one person were directed to superintend and ,,
organize this effort we believe it could be done without
unreasonable expenditures of Commission time and money

Hotel and'motel registrations,-airline passenger
manifests and *migration and Immigration records

Copies of Dallas hotel and motel registrations and airline
manifests to and from Dallas should be obtained for the period
September 26 to December 1 1963 Similarly Emigration and
Immigration records should be obtained for the period October 1
1963 to January 1 196k Webelieve that these records may
provide a useful tool as new evidence develops after the
Commission submits its report We do not suggest that these
records necessarily be examined by the Commission staff at
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the present time But for example it is likely that in the
future persons will come forward who will claim to have been
in Dallas during the critical period and who will clam to
have Important information These records may serve to
confirm or refute their claims
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June 1 1964

MNORAHDti'd

TO Messrs LeonD Hubert Jr and Burt W Griffin

FRGS HowardP Willens

SUBJECTAdequacyof RabyInvestigation

-Asve'all know your memorandumdated May14 1954
bearing the abovetitle has been the subject of considerable
~t cc aion.amongthe two or you Mr Rankin Mr Redlich and

As a result of those discussions steps have been taken
to implementmost of the specific investigative recor-endations
set forth in section 4 beginning on page I In fact it appears
to methat all of these requests are in the process of being
implementedthrough-subsectionA vi entitled BreckWall with
the exception that no backgroundinvestigation has been requested

_regarding Mr Wall As to the recommendationin subsection A vii
that backgroundinvestigation be conductedregarding the six nand
persons it has been decided that no such general investigation is
warranted It was agreed however that any investigative requests
submittedby you regarding specific testimony of these parsons in
order to test veracity might be appropriate

OnMay27 1964I discussed with Mr Griffin the status
of the investigation in Area 5 This discussion was promptednot
only by your =monad= dated May14 but also the discussion held
in Mr Rankin's office on the prior day Msy26 dealing with the
initial draft submittedby you relating to Ruby'sbackground
I requested Mr Griffin to stop his current workon the first draft
and submit to mewithin the next fewbusiness days every single
investigative request whichhe believes is necessary tom+casglete
the investigation in his area Mr Griffin agreed to this and I
have today received approximately10 such investigative requests
whichhave either been sent forwardto Mr Rankinfor approval and
signature or after discussion with Mr Griffin are being revised
If any additional requests are contemplated I wouldlike to bp
advised today

JFK EXHIBITF-592
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Mr BLAKEY Utilizing various phone records still available in
cluding those of Jack Ruby's phone calls in 1963 the select commit
tee has developed a computer project for the purpose of detailed
analysis of them

Using the computer technology of the legislative and committee
systems division of the House information system House Adminis
tration Committee the phone records analysis took shape

An Amdahl 470 V-5 computer was utilized backed up by two
IBM 370-158 central processing units Various programs were run
using the master data base developed from the various phone
records obtained by the committee Additional programs are still
continuing

The telephone calls of Jack Ruby in 1963 were given top priority
in the project In recent years Ruby's alleged associations with
organized crime have been raised anew In particular it has been
said that he was in repeated contact with a number of underworld
figures in the months just before the assassination of President
Kennedy A response to these charges has been however that any
contact by Ruby with such people may well have resulted from his
attempts to seek assistance in a labor dispute

In programing a chronological consolidation of the telephone
calls made by Ruby from five business and home telephones the
committee discovered a significant upsurge in the number of calls
in October and November 1963

Mr Chairman I would ask that JFK F-545 be entered into the
record and displayed at this point

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record at this point

[The above referred to exhibit JFK F-545 follows:]

JACK RUBY TOLL CALLS 1963
NoofGIs
130
120

/Suspicious
\ % ~

WIIOYYWUIW9vrr1.d ....ai.~ai111R.1t i
APR MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEP OCT NOV

JFK EXHIBITF-545
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Mr BLAKEYAs can be seen from the month-by-month plotting of
these calls on the graph in exhibit F-545 the number of calls
soared from an average of 25 to 35 in May through September to
75 in October and 96 in November That is 96 calls up to Novem
ber 24 the day he was imprisoned for shooting Oswald

To fathom the possible meaning of the upsurge in Ruby's calls in
October and November the committee closely evaluated his activi
ties during that period It considered who it was Ruby was calling
and being called by why he was in contact with these people
whether or not he had contacted them previously The committee
was also careful to examine the circumstances surrounding Ruby's
labor problems in 1963

The labor dispute involved Ruby's competition with other owners
of clubs in the Dallas area Specifically he was involved quarreling
with other owners over whether amateur striptease dancers that
is nonunion girls from the local area could perform in Dallas
nightclubs

Ruby had been prohibited by the American Guild of Variety
Artists from featuring nonprofessional local strippers in his club
The hiring of local girls in weekend shows in what were usually
billed as amateur nights was a source of profit for him Ruby was
further angered by the fact that at least one of his competitors
reportedly had been allowed to use nonunion talent

The exact circumstances of Ruby's labor difficulties in 1963 are
too complex to be dealt with in detail here but one aspect is
relevant In analyzing the dramatic upsurge in calls in October and
November 1963 the committee was able to isolate a significant
number from the main body of calls It determined that these
particular calls were made in conjunction with Ruby's efforts to
seek acceptable mediation or settlement of his dispute with AGVA

As can be seen from the second line of the graph in JFK exhibit
F-545 which plots the calls made by Ruby in connection with his
efforts to solicit advice from AGVA the increase in these union
related calls corresponds to a considerable degree with the in
crease in the total body of Ruby's calls during the same period The
analysis shows that Ruby's labor difficulties were in fact related
to much of the increase in calls made by Ruby in October and
November 1963

But in going one step further it became apparent that to attri
bute all of Ruby's increased telephone activity in October and
November to his AGVA dispute might be an inaccurate oversimpli
fication for a closer look at the specific calls he made in 1963
raised questions that could not be readily or easily dismissed

Ruby had in fact placed calls to a number of individuals who
have been identified as being in some way associated with orga
nized crime

Mr Chairman I would ask that JFK exhibit F-546 be entered
into the record at this point and displayed

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record at this point

[The above-referred to exhibit JFK exhibit F-546 follows:]
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SLTY..ITOFTELEPHONECALLS
TIMECALLOVPATIUITELEP901:E.10EPSON TYPEAUDIT NBTT

DATEPLACEDOFCALL LLOWCALL CALEO CALLNLPSER SUBSCRIBERM66EE
05/12/63 006MINTMUICE=EIP] STATIC!7702ERRI72362CAROUSELCLUB13121/2COMMERCESTDALLASTO

7603

06/11/63 007MINMCN.LLIELEWIS STATION7702FRRI72362CARCSELCLUB13121/2C0MERCESTDALLASTK
7803

06/02/63 006MINYCNILLIELOOS STATION7703FRRI72362CARMELCLUB1312172COMERCESTDALLASTX
7843

06/02/63 003MINTHIIICE96IP0 STATIC)7703FPR112I62CAROUSELCLUB11121/2COMMERCESTDALLASTX
.843

00/06/63 DOSMINTHCOERBIPO STATION7701FR10115601JACKRUBY225SENIN6APT207DALLASIX
7616

00/19/63 001MINTHUNDERBIRD STATION7701FR1115601JACKRO6T221SSONSAPT207DALLASTX
7636

00/20/63 002MIN70130(15100 STATION7i01FR1115601JACKRUBY223SEYINOAPT207DALLASTK
7036

06/22/63 007MINTHUNDERBIRD STATION7701FR16115601JACKOLOY223SEHINGAPT207DALLASTK
.616

10/26/631207 012MINHEINERIRNIN NETHER PERSONAL7707FRRI72362CAROUSELCLUB13121/2COMMERCESTDALLASIX
7843

1E/301132113 001MINTROPICALCOURT STATION7700FR5072362CAROUSELCLUB13121/2COMERCESTDALLASIX
7603

11/02/611612 017MINCAROUSELCLUB PERSONAL7711PS4106031RGSERTBBUM 7056

SIRNARYOFTELEPHONECALLS
TIMECALLDURATIONIELEPHONC.I0PERSON TYPEAUDIT BBlTOAT PLACEDOFCALLPLLCIH0CALL CALLED CALLMRSER SUBSCRIBER5900SHERIDAMROADCHICAGOIL

MRSER

DUSTYMILLERPERSONAL7711FR11/00/6316167 006MINEDENROCMOTEL RI72362CAROUSELCLw13121/ZCOMMERCESTDALLASTX
7603

11/00/6317122 014MINBARERR00ERT STATION7712FRRI72362CAROUSELCLUB 7663
13121/2CI30RRCESTDALLASTX

JFK EXHIBITF-546

Mr BLAKEY JFK exhibit F-546 is a printout of these calls
Although it may again be noted that these particular calls also
correspond somewhat to the upsurge in the main body of Ruby
calls in the weeks prior to the assassination and even though some
of the individuals in question have said that Ruby was in contact
with them to seek help in his labor difficulties the committee felt
that more detail on the backgrounds of these persons was essential
Extensive file reviews were therefore conducted and the following
picture emerged

Between June and August of 1963 Jack Ruby placed seven long
distance calls to one Lewis J McWillie McWillie was a close Ruby
associate as Ruby told the Warren Commission In 1959 Ruby had
visited Lewis McWillie in Havana where McWillie was working in
an organized crime-connected casino
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Jack Ruby's phone calls to McWillie occurred on June 27 Sep
tember 2 two calls September 4 September 19 September 20 and
September 22 The first two calls were placed to McWillie's home
number the remaining five calls were to McWillie's place of busi
ness the Thunderbird Casino in Las Vegas

On the afternoon of October 26 1963 Jack Ruby placed a long
distance phone call to Irwin S Weiner in Chicago with whom he
spoke for 12 minutes Weiner was and is a prominent bondsman in
Chicago who has been closely linked with such figures as James
Hoffa Santos Trafficante Sam Giancana Paul and Allen Dorfman
Weiner according to Federal and State law enforcement files is
alleged to have served as a key functionary in the longtime rela
tionship between the Chicago Mafia and various corrupt union
officials particularly during Hoffa's reign as president of the
Teamsters Union

Additionally Weiner has been involved in a business relation
ship with two men long identified as executioners for the Chicago
Mafia.Felix "Phil Alderisio and Albert "Obie Frabotta

In the immediate days following President Kennedy's murder
the FBI sought to question Weiner about the call he had received
from Ruby on October 26 According to an FBI teletype of Novem
ber 28 1963 Weiner refused to respond to questioning by FBI
agents in Chicago with regard to his contact with Ruby and he
declined to assist the investigation in any way

Other information received by the FBI during the investigation
indicated that Weiner had been acquainted years earlier in Chica
go with Ruby's brother Earl

Though the Warren Commission was aware of Ruby's phone call
to Weiner the Commission never sought to have him questioned
under oath Additionally neither Ruby nor his brother Earl were
ever asked by the Commission about their relationship with
Weiner

In executive session testimony before this committee Weiner was
questioned about his contact with Ruby He testified that he had
gone to high school with Ruby's brother Earl and had been dis
tantly acquainted with Jack Weiner said he had little or no con
tact with Ruby in later years and had not heard from him in at
least 10 years at the time Ruby called him in late October 1963

Weiner declared the purpose of Ruby's call was to seek assist
ance in the labor dispute he was having with his Dallas nightclub
competitors Ruby asked for aid in putting up a bond related to his
attempt to file for an injunction against his competitors Weiner
testified that he declined to assist Ruby and had no further con
tact with him

The committee has examined testimony and documentation re
lating to Ruby's labor difficulties in particular his dispute with
AGVA Nevertheless the committee has not found another refer
ence to an effort by Ruby to put up a bond in connection with
seeking an injunction against his competitors

In his appearance before the committee Weiner further testified
that he had lied to a reporter when he said in a taped interview
that Ruby's phone call to him on October 26 1963 had nothing to
do with labor problems
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Weiner testified he had refused to submit to FBI questioning
about Ruby in the weeks following the assassination because he
believed Bureau agents had harassed his daughter by implying he
might be connected to the assassination Weiner stated he could
not specifically recall where he was on the day of the assassination
or on the day Ruby shot Oswald though he believed he was on a
visit to Miami

At 9:13 a.m. October 30 1963 4 days after his call to Irwin
Weiner Jack Ruby placed a call to the Tropical Court Tourist
Park a trailer park in New Orleans The number Ruby called
242-5431 was listed as the business office of the Tropical Court
and the duration of the call was 1 minute In a partial compilation
of numbers called by long distance by Ruby transmitted to the
Warren Commission by the FBI in early 1964 a notation was made
indicating that this Ruby call to the Tropical Court went to N J
Pecora The Warren Commission did not however interview or
investigate Pecora and made no reference to him in its report

Nofio J Pecora alias Joseph O Pecoraro was the owner of the
Tropical Court Tourist Park He ran the park from a one-man
office located on the premises the office Ruby had called on Octo
ber 30 Pecora a former heroin smuggler was alleged to be a close
associate of Carlos Marcello The FBI Justice Department and
Metropolitan Crime Commission of New Orleans have identified
Pecora as one of Marcello's three most trusted aides

Law enforcement surveillance reports have indicated a particu
larly close Marcello-Pecora relationship during the early 1960's
with Pecora always close at hand at Marcello's Town and Country
Motel headquarters on the outskirts of New Orleans

In fact it was noted in the select committee's computer phone
project that Marcello himself placed a call to Pecora on June 24
1963 at the same trailer office number that Ruby called 4 months
later

Earlier this year when committee investigators sought to ques
tion Pecora about the October 30 1963 telephone call from Ruby's
office to his own Pecora declined to respond Earlier this month
however Pecora did agree to respond to questions put to him by
committee investigators

Pecora stated that he does not recall receiving any telephone call
from Ruby He said that he did not know Ruby or have any
knowledge of him Pecora stated that he believes that he was
probably the only person who had access to his Tropical Court
telephone in 1963 but that he may well have taken a phone
message suggesting the call from Ruby may have been for someone
else in the trailer park

The committee has established that Ruby did in fact have an
associate who lived at the Tropical Court Tourist Park in 1963 He
was a New Orleans nightclub manager named Harold Tannen
baum now deceased who was himself a friend and colleague of
Pecora having run several Bourbon Street clubs controlled alleged
ly by the Marcello interests

In his recent interview with committee investigators Pecora
stated he had been an acquaintance of Tannenbuam that Tannen
baum was a neighbor in the trailer court Pecora said however he
was not aware that Tannenbuam had been a friend of Ruby
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Harold Tannenbuam met Ruby in the summer of 1963 and dis
cussed going into business with him The computer telephone proj
ect has established that Ruby and Tannenbaum were in frequent
contact from June to October 1963

The project has also established that an hour after the October
30 call was placed from Ruby's office to Pecora's office Tannen
baum placed a call to Ruby

On November 7 1963 Ruby received a collect call from Robert G
(Barney) Baker of Chicago The call lasted 17 minutes

Baker is said to have been a top lieutenant and reputed enforcer
for Teamster president James Hoffa A former boxer and ex-con
vict Baker was perhaps Hoffa's best known assistant during the
McClellan committee investigation of labor racketeering in the
1950's The Senate investigation coordinated by then chief counsel
Robert F Kennedy had detailed Baker's role as Hoffa's personal
liaison to various leading Mafia figures

In his McClellan testimony Baker recited a long list of Mafia hit
men with whom he had been associated In 1960 Robert F Kenne
dy wrote of Baker

Sometimesthe mere threat of his presencein a room was enough to silencethe
men whowouldotherwisehave opposedHoffa'sregime

Barney Baker was questioned by the FBI in Chicago on January
3 1964 regarding his contact with Ruby Baker stated that Ruby
was a complete stranger to him until the very day he spoke with
him November 7 1963 Baker explained that Ruby had called him
earlier that day and that in his absence his wife had taken a
message to call Ruby's nightclub in Dallas

Baker told the FBI that Ruby had not used his real name but
had instructed him to ask for Lou which he did placing a collect
call to Ruby's number It might be noted that this is the only
incident the committee has come across in which Ruby has used a
false name or an alias

In his 1964 interview with the FBI Baker stated that the pur
pose of Ruby's call was to seek assistance in the labor dispute
According to the FBI report Baker said that he had " * * con
cluded the conversation by firmly declining to offer any assistance
in the matter. While in his FBI interview Baker "advised that

he had many friends (who) were * * *
high-ranking hood

lums, he stated that he had no prior association with Ruby and
he had no knowledge of any Ruby connections to such hoodlums

On November 8 1963 the day after he received the call from
Barney Baker Ruby placed a call to Murray W (Dusty) Miller at
the Eden Rock Hotel in Miami The call lasted 4 minutes

Dusty Miller was another key lieutenant of Teamster president
James Hoffa and as head of the powerful Southern Conference of
the union he was regarded as a possible successor to Hoffa himself
Miller who had been a Teamster leader in Dallas was associated
with numerous underworld figures

In a recent interview with this committee Miller stated that he
had had no contact with Ruby prior to being called by him on
November 8 1963 Miller said Ruby complained of labor problems
and asked Miller for help Miller testified that Ruby said some
thing to the effect "Barney Baker gave me your number and told
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me that maybe you could help me out. Miller stated that on
hearing the reference to Baker he quickly ended the conversation
explaining he viewed Baker as a man with questionable associates

At 5:22 p.m. November 8 1963 31 minutes after he called Dusty
Miller Jack Ruby placed a call to Barney Baker in Chicago This
call lasted 14 minutes It occurred on the day after Baker tele
phoned Ruby in Dallas

As noted earlier Baker told the FBI on January 3 1964 that he
had terminated his November 7 conversation with Ruby by

"* * *

firmly declining to offer any assistance to Ruby In his FBI inter
view Baker made no mention of the fact that Ruby had called him
back on November 8 1963 In fact he indicated that he had had no
further contact with him

The committee has extensively questioned Baker about his past
contacts with Jack Ruby When asked why he did not tell the FBI
of his second lengthy conversation with Ruby Baker said that he
must have forgotten about the second call

The committee has noted several other areas of telephone con
tact or relationship that are of particular interest Three examples

One in testimony before the Warren Commission Jack Ruby's
sister Eva Grant said that he brother had called Lenny Patrick in
Chicago sometime during the summer of 1963 Mrs Grant stated
that Ruby had had some difficulty in locating Patrick's number
but that he had told her he had finally found it and had in fact
called Patrick in Chicago

Lenny Patrick is said to have been one of the Chicago Mafia's
leading assassins responsible according to Federal and State law
enforcement files for the murders of over a dozen mob victims
Patrick had grown up in the same Chicago neighborhood as Ruby
and had been slightly acquainted with him Later Patrick became
it is said senior lieutenant of Chicago Mafia leader Sam Giancana

Two a call made on September 24 1963 by an investigator for
New Orleans Mafia leader Carlos Marcello to a woman in Chicago
who was present with Ruby on the night before the assassination

The committee found that David W Ferrie had called the
number of Jean West and had spoken for at least 15 minutes On
November 21 1963 Miss West visted Ruby in Dallas accompanied
by a mutual friend Lawrence Meyers Miss West and Meyers had
drinks with Ruby shortly before midnight on November 21 at the
Cabana Motel

Three the committee found that Barney Baker had placed a
telephone call to another one-time associate of Jack Ruby on the
evening of November 21 1963 The person Baker called was David
Yaras of Miami Yaras was a close friend and partner of Lenny
Patrick He had also been acquainted with Ruby during their early
years in Chicago

Like Lenny Patrick Dave Yaras has served it is alledged as a
key lieutenant of Chicago Mafia leader Sam Giancana reputedly as
an executioner In an FBI interview in 1964 Yaras stated that he
had last seen Ruby over 10 years prior to the assassination

Once again Mr Chairman unfortunately the ultimate meaning
of these facts and circumstances remains as yet indeterminate

The possible implication of these phone calls may be more fully
explored in tomorrow's proceeding but first it may be helpful to
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return to look at Jack Ruby in Dallas To learn more about Jack
Ruby's life the committee has turned to the Dallas Police Depart
ment It has done so for two reasons One Ruby was on friendly
terms with many officers of the DPD and two because there are
still questions about the shooting of Oswald in the Dallas police
headquarters

Our next witness is Captain Jack Revill of the Dallas Police
Department He has been a member of the DPD since 1951 and
currently is in charge of the Internal Affairs Division of the depart
ment In 1963 Captain Revill was a lieutenant assigned to the
Criminal Intelligence Section of the Special Service Bureau

Later he was a member of the special investigative unit charged
with determining how Jack Ruby in fact entered the police head
quarters basement on November 24 1963

It would be appropriate at this time Mr Chairman to call on
Captain Revill

Chairman STOKES At this time before calling the witness the
committee will take a 10-minute recess

[A short recess was taken.]
Chairman STOKESThe committee will come to order
The committee calls Captain Revill Please raise your right hand

Do you solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this
committee is the truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth
so help you God

Captain REvIu I do
Chairman STOKESThank you sir You may be seated
The Chair recognizes counsel for the committee Mr Donald

Purdy
Mr PURDY Thank you Mr Chairman
What is your full name and where do you live

TESTIMONY OF JACK REVILL CAPTAIN OF POLICE DALLAS
POLICE DEPARTMENT

Captain REvILL My name is Jack Revill I live in Dallas Tex. at
5204 Elk Ridge Drive

Mr PURDY What is your present occupation and rank
Captain REVILL I am employed by the Dallas Police Department

I am a captain of police currently commanding the Internal M
fairs Division

Mr PURDY What was your occupation rank and duties in the
1950's and early 1960's in Dallas

Captain REVILL I was a lieutenant of police assigned to the
Criminal Intelligence Section of the Dallas Police Department

Mr PURDY What was the responsibility of the Criminal Intelli
gence Section in the 1950's and early 1960's

Captain REvIu Our primary function was the gathering of infor
mation on individuals and organizations involved in criminal activ
ities and extremist group individuals and organizations

Mr PURDY Was the vice squad part of this unit
Captain REVILL The vice squad was a part an integral part of

the Special Services Bureau which consisted of vice narcotics and
intelligence each unit commanded by a lieutenant of police
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Mr PURDY To what extent did members of the intelligence unit
have access to information concerning criminal activity generally
in Dallas in the 1950's and early 1960's

Captain REvILL We had complete access to recorded information
of criminal elements

Mr PURDY When did you join the intelligence division
Captain REviLL In February of 1958 I believe
Mr PURDY What division did you work in prior to that time
Captain REvILL Prior to that I was a lieutenant commanding the

narcotics unit
Mr PURDY In your work with the intelligence division did you

gain access to information concerning all types of criminal activity
or just specific types

Captain REviLL All types of criminal activity
Mr PURDY Do you have any knowledge of specific criminal

activities by Jack Ruby
Captain REvILL Nothing specific I knew Jack Ruby by reputa

tion
Mr PURDY Was prostitution common in the clubs in Dallas
Captain REvILL It was not common The Dallas Police Depart

ment has always had an aggressive enforcement policy toward
protitution but prostitution was available in certain clubs

Mr PURDY Did prostitution occur in any clubs run by Jack
Ruby to your knowledge

Captain REvILL Not to my personal knowledge
Mr PURDY Was there any narcotics activity common in Dallas

in general and the clubs in particular in the fifties and early
sixties

Captain REvILL Narcotics were available in the clubs nothing
specific as far as any organized groups or efforts on the part of the
people to sell or dispense drugs in the clubs

Mr PURDY Did you have any information concerning the pres
ence of narcotics activity in any clubs run by Jack Ruby

Captain REvILL No sir I did not
Mr PURDY Was gambling common in Dallas in general and in

nightclubs in particular
Captain REvILL Not general Some bookmaking activities were

conducted in clubs but again this was not an open thing
Mr PURDY To your knowledge did gambling go on in any clubs

run by Jack Ruby
Captain REvILL I have no personal knowledge of Jack Ruby

being involved in gambling or in his clubs
Mr PURDY Were organized criminal elements present in Dallas

in the 1950's and early 1960's
Captain REvILL I am sure they were
Mr PURDY To your knowledge was Jack Ruby associated with

such activity generally and in Dallas in particular
Captain REvILL Are you referring to organized crime Jack

Ruby's involvement
Mr PURDY Yes
Captain REvILL I have no information that Jack Ruby was in

volved in organized crime in Dallas
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Mr PURDY Did you have any knowledge of Jack Ruby's associ
ations with any gamblers or anyone else involved with illegal
activity

Captain REviLL Jack Ruby was the type of person who would
have been acquainted with persons involved in gambling activities
and other criminal activities but as far as Jack Ruby being active
ly engaged or a member of any groups no nothing to indicate this

Mr PURDY Did you have knowledge of any particular close
associations between Jack Ruby and anyone associated with crimi
nal activity

Captain REvILL No information that would indicate that he was
actively engaged I am sure that he was acquainted with certain
individuals who would have been involved in these type activities
due to the nature of his nightclub business

Mr PURDY Did you know Lewis McWillie
Captain REviLL I know Lewis McWillie by name
Mr PURDY What was his reputation in Dallas
Captain REviLL Professional gambler a bookmaker
Mr PURDY Were you aware of his relationship with Jack Ruby
Captain REviLL Not at that time
Mr PURDY When did you learn of that relationship
Captain REvILL Since this particular committee has been in

session
Mr PURDY You didn't learn of it pursuant to the investigation

by the Dallas Police Department into the assassination
Captain REviLL No sir
Mr PURDY Did you know Jack Ruby personally
Captain REviLL Yes sir I had known Jack Ruby since 1953
Mr PURDY What was the nature of your relationship with Jack

Ruby
Captain REviLL No relationship whatsoever other than a profes

sional relationship of a police officer to an individual such as Jack
Ruby

Mr PURDY Did you ever visit any of his clubs
Captain REvILL I was in one club in 1953 the old Silver Spur

Club in South Dallas That was the only occasion I was ever in one
of his clubs

Mr PURDY What was your personal impression of Jack Ruby
Captain REviLL Jack Ruby was a baffoon He liked the limelight

He was highly volatile He liked to be recognized with people and I
would say this to this committee if Jack Ruby was a member of
organized crime then the personnel director of organized crime
should be replaced

Mr PURDY Why do you say that
Captain REviLL Knowing Jack Ruby to be a baffoon
Mr PURDY Was your impression of Jack Ruby shared by other

members of the Dallas Police Department
Captain REviLL It was shared by members of the intelligence

unit
Mr PURDY What was the source of your impression that Jack

Ruby was a hothead
Captain REviLL Reputation
Mr PURDY Were there any specific instances that you were told

about that led you to believe that the reputation was accurate
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Captain REviLL Where he had become involved in altercations at
his clubs where he had physically ejected people Jack Ruby was
hot tempered and was quick to fight or become involved in alterca
tions

Mr PURDY What was Jack Ruby's reputation among the busi
ness community in Dallas

Captain REvILL I don't know that he had a reputation among
the business community per se He was probably known among the
club owners who operated similar operations but as far as being
known among the business community I dare say that he was not
known

Mr PURDY Would you say the Jack Ruby had an unusually close
relationship with members of the Dallas Police Department

Captain REVILL Listening to testimony here this morning it
would indicate that Jack Ruby was known by all of the police
officers I take exception to that in that I have been there almost
28 years and my particular unit was housed in the Special Services
Bureau section Jack Ruby would have had to come to that office to
renew licenses such as a cabaret license beer license et cetera and
I dare say that I would see him no more than maybe twice a year
and I don't recall seeing Jack Ruby in the Police and Courts
Building that often

Mr PURDY Did Jack Ruby receive any benefits or favors from
members of the police department in their treatment of him

Captain REVILL I sincerely hope not
Mr PuRDY Was there any problem with members of the Dallas

Police Department performing or receiving favors from club
owners

Captain REvILL No none that I know of
Mr PURDY Was there any problem with Jack Ruby in this

respect
Captain REvILL No sir I have no knowledge of Jack Ruby

bestowing gifts and favors upon police officers
Mr PURDY Was Jack Ruby ever used as an informant by the

Dallas Police Department
Captain REvILL He was not used as an informant by the intelli

gence unit Whether or not Jack Ruby was used as a source of
information and there is a difference this I don't know

Mr PURDY To what extent is it possible that Jack Ruby was the
source of information to units other than yours

Captain REvILL Jack Ruby could have provided information to
the members of the vice section who called upon his club who
conducted surveillances or visits into his clubs but I have no
knowledge personal knowledge of this occurring

Mr PURDY Have any officers told you that this exchange of
information took place

Captain REvILL No sir
Mr PURDY Did the FBI provide the Dallas Police Department

with the identities of or information concerning the FBI infor
mants in the 1950's and early 1960's

Captain REVILL No sir they did not
Mr PURDY Were you aware that the FBI had contact with Jack

Ruby in 1959 to try to develop an informant relationship with him
Captain REvILL No sir
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Mr PURDY Would you expect that you would known that infor
mation

Captain REvILL No sir They would have not known my infor
mants and I would not have known theirs

Mr PURDY Approximately how many officers would you say
knew Jack Ruby You say they all didn't Approximately how
many did know him

Captain REvILL In 1963 we had approximately 1,200 officers
with the Dallas Police Department I would say that those officers
who knew Jack Ruby were nonuniform personnel with the excep
tion of the officers assigned to the various beats where his clubs
were geographically located Consequently we are talking about
members of the vice section narcotics section the intelligence
section approximately 60 men in that bureau Members of the
burglary and theft unit would probably have known Jack Ruby
Some members of homicide and robbery may have known him So
we are probably speaking in the area of 100 to 150 people officers
who would have known Jack Ruby and this includes uniform
officers also

Mr PURDY As I am sure you know Jack Ruby was present in
the police headquarters on a number of occasions during the week
end following the assassination of President Kennedy To your
knowledge was his presence ever challenged by any member of the
Dallas Police Department

Captain REvILL Not to my knowledge
Mr PURDY Why do you think this was the case Do you think it

was because he was known to so many officers
Captain REvILL I have no way of knowing why he was not

challenged except that the police and courts building was not se
cured during the day of the assassination of Mr Kennedy The
following day which was Saturday November 23 it was not se
cured and on the date of Ruby's assassination of Lee Harvey
Oswald the only area that I have knowledge of that was supposed
to be secured was the basement area where the transfer of Mr
Oswald was to take place

Mr PURDY Was anyone punished for the lax security present in
the police department headquarters during that weekend

Captain REvILL Not to my knowledge One man who currently
serves as my administrative sergeant feels that he was maligned
due to his activities This is Sgt Roy Gene Vaughn who at that
time was a uniform patrolman who was assigned to the ramp on
Main Street leading into the basement of the city hall and Ser
geant Vaughn has told me that he feels that he was punished in
that his efficiency his personal evaluation numerical score was
cut a couple of points and that is the only thing I have ever heard

Mr PURDY So other than the issue of Jack Ruby's access to the
police basement on this Sunday morning no one else was punished
for the lax security that was in effect in police headquarters during
that whole weekend

Captain REVILL I have no knowledge of anyone being punished
Mr PURDY Mr Chairman I have no further questions
Chairman STOKESThank you counsel
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Michigan Mr Sawyer

for such time as he may consume
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Mr SAWYERThank you very much Mr Chairman
I am really substituting for Mr Dodd who has to be over testify

ing before the Rules Committee at this moment so I have a list of
questions he was going to ask and I will do my best to handle
them

One thing I am particularly interested in or Mr Dodd is is the
access or how Ruby came to get into the basement of the police
station at the time of the assassination Do I understand correctly
that the three officers in a car right at the ramp did not see him
come down the ramp

Captain REvua. If I recall correctly I believe there has been
previous testimony from those particular officers Sir if I might
explain something here or elaborate As counsel said I was as
signed by Chief Curry to an investigative team to determine how
Ruby gained access to the basement of the city hall to determine if
there was any complicity on the part of any officers as to their
involvement and if I may elaborate on the findings of this particu
lar group I would be happy to do so at this time

Mr SAWYERYes I would like to have that
Captain REVILL I believe the committee has a chart This partic

ular chart represents a facsimile of the basement of the police and
courts building and at the top left you will see what appears to be
a ramp

Mr FITHIAN Would it be possible to have him-
Captain REVILL This will be much better
Mr FITHIAN There is a microphone over there
Chairman STOKES Also may we have counsel identify the

exhibit
Mr PURDY Mr Chairman I would like to ask at this time that

this photographic blowup of the Warren Commission diagram of
the police basement be entered into the record at this time as JFK
exhibit F-568

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record at this point

[The above-referred-to JFK exhibit F-568 follows:]
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J E Curry
Chief of Police
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Mr PURDY It would be appropriate also at this time to enter
into the record as JFK exhibit F-567 the report of the special unit
on which Captain Revill served

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record at this point

[The above-referred-to JFK exhibit F-567 follows:]
JFK EXHIBITF-567

Sir

Pursuant to your instructions of November29 1963
the unit assigned has completed an investigation
of the operational Security involving the transfer
or Lee Harvey Gswaldon November24 3.963

A summaryof the investigation along with an indexed
complete investigative report plus ethibits is for
warded under separate cover

OAJ:nw

Respectfully submitted
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Sir

The investigative team which you appointed on November29 1963
to makethis investigation wishes to submit the following report

Security was set up in the basement parking area of the City Hall
at approximately 9 a.m on Sunday November24 1963 (See
attachments)

The basement was searched and guards placed at all entrances
'All unauthorized personnel were removedfrom the area .Security

personnel and newsmedia were then allowed to enter the basement

An armored truck was ordered and arrived at the CommerceStreet
ramp at approximately 11:00 a.m It was backed bnto the ramp
The truck did not have sufficient clearance to be taken to the
bottom of the ramp Thedriver believed the truck might stall
due to the weigh if it was placed on the incline It was then
decided to leave the truck at the top of the CommerceStreet
ramp with the rear :feels on the incline and the front wheels
on the sidewalk of the CommerceStreet side of the City Hall

The Jail Office corridor outside the Jail Office and the ramp
area South of the Southeast corner of the Jail Office was
cleared of everyone except security officers.

Plans were changed and Lieutenant R S Pierce drove a squad
car out of the.basaent area and out the MainStreet ramp He
was accompaniedby Sergeants J A Putnamand B J Maxey They
made a left turn on Main Street a left turn on HarwoodStreet
and a left turn on CommerceStreet They were intending to lead
the armored truck to the County Jail The armored truck was to
be a decoy and the prisoner was to be transferred in a plain car

Detective Charles Browndrove a plain car on the CommerceStreet
ramp toward the armored truck Detective C N Dhority then drove
another plain car on the rampbehind Detective Charles Brown's car

December16 1963

Subject Investigation of the Operational Security
Involving the Transfer of Lee Harvey Oswald
on November21, 1963
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Detective C H Dhority was in the process or backing the car he
was driving into position adjacent to the Jail Office entrance -
when the prisoner was brought out of the Jail Office by Detectives
J R Leavells and L C Graves preceded by Captain J W Fritz
and Lieutenant R E Swain They were followed by Detective L D
Montgomery The prisoner had taken a few steps toward the car

Jack Rubyapparently was standing about 10 or 12 feet from the
Southeast corner of the Jail Office at the bottom of the Main
Street Rampnear the pipe railing Rubylunged forward from a
position between acting Detective W J Harrison and Robert S
Huffaker Jr. .a newsman.for KR.LD-TVRubyapproached Lee Harvey
Oswaldwith a revolver extended and fired one shot into Oswald
below the rib cage on the left side

The shot.was fired at approximately 11:20 a.m Rubywas immedie
ately arrested Lee Harvey Oswaldexpired at Parkland Hospital
at 1:07 p.m

This group interrogated 123 persons during the course of this
investigation This included 20 patrolmen 21 reserves 30
detectives 19 supervisors 13 reporters 11 cameramen and 9
civilians Most of the officers were assigned to provide
security and the reporters and cameramenwere in the basement
at the time of the transfer Only one of the civilians inter
rogated was in the basement at the time and this was Jack Ruby

Wehave obtained the names of 10 newsmenthat were in the base
ment that we have not been able to interview lie were able to
determine there were approximately 10 membersof the news media
in the basement those identity we have not been able to deter
mine It is believed these are newspaper correspondents repree
sentingpublications from other areas of the country and even
other countries Time and moneymadethe running down of these
people inadvisable at this 'time particularly since it is not be
lieved that any of them could throw additional light =this matter

Numerousside investigations which grew out of this investigation
were also made A separate report covering these incidents will
be submitted

Weare convinced that our investigation has established to a
reasonable certainty that Jack Leon Rubyentcxed the basement
from the 1fain Street ramp and that no collusion existed between

41-3730 79 37
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him and any police officer or memberof the.press that-his
entrance into the basement at this particular time was the
result of a series of unfortunate coincidences mhich caused
a momentarybreakdownin the security measures adopted We
are also convinced that Rubywas in the basement for
amaximumof 2 minutes with a strong possibility that it was
only 5 to 10 seconds prior to the shooting of Lee HarveyOswald
The following evidence led us to the above conclusion
I Exhibit BB

A Lieutenants Jack Revill and P G }IcCaghreninter
viewed )r Loyal lane of 6549 Lake Circle 'tA1.0560
at the Western Union Telegraph Companylocated at
Main and Pearl Expresswayin Dallas Texas

11r Lane is a supervisor for the Western Union
Telegraph Companyand was on duty at this
location on November24 1963 At 11:16 a.m
Jack Rubysent a $25.00 MoneyOrder to an
employee Karen Bennett Ft Worth,'Texas and
was given a receipt which.was stamped with the
time (11:16 a.m.)
Kr Lane was shownseveral photographs and he
readily picked the photograph of Jack Ruby from
these and stated that he knewJack Ruby inasmuch
as Rubyhad sent several telegrams in the past

II Exhibit DD

Showsa distance of 339'6 from the Westernmost
doorwayat the Western Union Office to the center
of the ramp leading into the basement of the City
Hall from MainStreet

Showsa distance of 99 from the center of the
sidewald downthe Main Street Rampto a line
running East from the Southeast corner of the
Jail Office
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C Showsa distance of 16t from the Easternmost point
of line mentioned in B above to point where Leo__
Oswaldwas shot _

Total minimumdistance Rubywould have td travel to
arrive at spot of shooting from doorway of Western _
Union equals 454'6

III Exhibit BB

A Lieutenants Jack Revill and P G Mccaghren on
November29 1963 checked the time required to
walk from inside the Western Union Office to the
spot of the shooting in the basement of the City
Hall

It takes 1 minute and 13 seconds to walk this
distance to the entrance of the Hain Street
ramp

It requires another 22 seconds to walk down the
ramp from ltain Street to the location where
Oswaldwas shot

3 Total time required was 1 minute and 35 seconds

IV Exhibit CC

Lieutenants C C Wallace and P G NeCaghren used
a stop watch checking time required to walk.from
entrance of Western Unionto location of Lee Oswald
at time of shooting Time required was 1 minute
and 16 seconds

It requires 10 seconds or more to go from the desk
in the Western Union Office to the sidewalk outside
the office

Total time required was 1 minute and twenty.six
seconds
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*V Time of Shooting

A Patrolman Willie B Slack (Attachment 91) called.
dispatcher-for doctor and ambulance

1 Dispatcher called O'Neal Funeral Homeon
"Hot Line for ambulance

Funeral homelogged call at 11:21 a.m.
November24 1963

Funeral Homeadvised dispatcher to radio
Ambulance605 whowas on the air

2 Dispatcher notified Ambulance605 at 11:22 a.m
November24 1963 (Exhibit BB)"(Exhibit EE) _

B Statements by Ruby Attachment 90

To Lieutenants Jack Revill and F I Cornwall
that he sent a telegram at 11:16 and did not
speak to anyone in the basement prior to the
shooting

To Detective D R Archer (Attachment 2)
"At this time P T Dean asked the suspect
Ruby 'Jack howdid you get in the basement?
Rubyreplied 'You gu}s'll never believe this
but a little girl whoworks for me had called and
asked that I send her somemoneyto Ft Worth
I had left myapartment gone to Western Union
at Mainand the Expressway and wired her $25.00
I left there and noticed the crowd around the
City Hall I walked up that way thinking I
ndght get a chance to see Oswald As I reached
the ramp that leads to the basement I noticed
SamPierce pull up from the ramp in a black car
The officer standing there turned to either
answer a question or say something to Sam I

-don't know As he did this I walked downthe
ramp'.
Mr Forrest Sorrells of the U S Secret-Service
was believed to be oresent at the time this statement
was madeto Sergeant Dean
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To Detective B S Clardy (Attachment 17).
-"Whenasked whyhe shot Lee Oswald Ruby
replied 'Somebodyhad to do it Ya'l1
couldn't He said it was a spur of the
momentthing and it was a million to one chance
that he got downthere at the actual time Oswald
was brought down.

To Sergeant P T Dean (Attachment 27)
'"After Mr Sorrells interrogated the subject I
questioned Rubyas to howhe had entered the
basement and the length of time he had been
there Rubythen stated to me in the presence
of Hr Sorrells that he had entered the base
ment through the rampentering on Main Street
He further stated that he would estimate his
total time.as about 3 minutes before the
detectives brought Oswaldinto his view then
he immediately shot him (Oswald).

To Detective T D NeNillon(Attahment 74)

"Wetalked to him whenwe got to the fifth
floor Onthe fifth floor Rubywas asked how
he got to the basement He replied that he
camefrom the Western Union Office where he
wired a girl in Ft Worth somemoney He said
he saw Rio Pierce drive out of the basement
He walked past the policeman standing there
He said a policeman hollered at him but he
ducked his head and kept going He said that
he knew he could always act like a reporter
He also said *Ya011wont believe this but I
didn't have this planned I couldn't have
timed it so perfect. He said just.as he got
there Oswaldwas comingout.

To Patrolman W J Harrison (Attachment 45)

"'You all knowme I'm Jack Rubyt One officer
asked him whyhe did it and he answered 'I
hope I killed the S.O.B.
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VI Car driven wrongway up MainStreet Ramp

Lieutenant R S Pierce Sergeant Putnam and
Sergeant Mazeyware in car (Attachments 85 86
and 69.)

1 All statements state shooting occurred between
time car left Main Street Rampand arrival at
CommerceStreet Ramp

Lieutenants C C Wallace and P G McCaghreh 11'01744
interviewed Mr Fritz Kuler of KRLD-TV(Attach r
meat 62) Mr Kuler stated the video tape was

PATcontinaous The time recorded on the video machine
of elapsed time from passage of Lieutenant Pierceta ,j p 1
car in front of the TVcamera until the sound of the "U
shot tas 56 seconds This was checked twice

VII Officer E E Vaughn-.Attachment 102

Assigned to Main Street Rampof City Hall

Instructed by Sergeant P T Deanto guard the
North Ramp

Officer Vaughnquestioned several people and admitted
a city mechanic and 1 reporter

Stepped out into Main Street to stop traffic and
allow Lieutenant Pierce to makeleft turn onto Main
Street

Sawformer Officer N J Daniels at Main Street Ramp

Saw former shineboy from locker room Wilbert Ray
Jones at gain Street Ramp

Polygraph test showedtruthful answers on all pertinent
questions

VIII Statement of N J Daniels --Attachment 23

A Sawman enter Main Street Ramp
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Gave description of man

Said manentered between himself and Officer
Vaughnand the officer looked at him but did mat
stop him

D Polygraph test showeduntruthfulness on all
pertinent questions that were answered _

Statement of Wilbert Ray Jones -Attachment 57

Had gone to parking lot at Commerceand Harwoodat
time of shot

Statement 'of Reserve Officer W J Newman
Attachment 79

Reserve Officer Newnansaw someonerunning downthe
Main Street Rampbut could not definitely say the
time He believed-it was about 1 minute before the

,shooting

Statement of Reserve Officer Sergeant Kenneth Croy r
Attachment 21

This officer gives description of manhe believes to
have been Jack Ruby that was at foot of Hain Street _
Rampa while before the shooting (Investigating_
Officers have determined that Robert Huffaker KRLD-TV
newsmanwas in this area at the time and his clothes
were identical to the clothing described by this
officer.)

Stateents of Detectives B L Beaty and J D
Hutchinson Attachments 4 and 52

These two detectives were stationed at the double
doors leading into the City Hall from the basement
parking area for more than 10 minutes before the
shooting They both knewJack Rubyand neither saw him
in the basement prior to the shooting They say Ruby
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did not enter the basement area from the double doors
from the Jail Office of the Police and Courts Building

Statements of Sergeant Putnam Reserve Captain Arnett
and Reserve Lieutenant l!cCoy.. Attachments 86 3 and
72

These officers statements are regarding the search or
the basement parking area and ramps and screening of
personnel in area

Np pe'-articlq in Pallas Times Herald Sunday
December8 1963 Statements of DarwinPayne David
Hughesand Sergeant P T..Dean Attachments 82A

..Sergent Din denied the allegation and the statements
of'the-reporters and their notes showa presumption of
the'fact:not confirmed bsahenevihence

 Statement of Officer W J Harrison. Attachments
45 and 84-B

Jack Rubycamefrom this officer's left side when he
plunged forward to shoot Oswald

Polygraph test by Detective P L Bentley shows that _
Officer Harrison did not see Rubyprior to the exit of
Oswaldfrom the Jail Office and did not recognize Ruby

-until instant shot was fired

Security check of newsmenwhoentered the basement.

All numbers of the press whowere interviewed stated
their credentials were checked upon entering the base
ment or that they knewthe officers personally that
admitted them to the basement
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XVII Use of Press Pass by Jack

Statement by Eva Grant that she believed her
brother had a Press Pass See Exhibit 39-A

Statement by Mr Thad Ricks (Attachment 90)
that no State Fair Pass was issued to Ruby

Negative report from all officers and news
media regarding seeing Rubywith a Press Pass

An introductory card was found in Ruby's auto
mobile glove compartmentfrom former Judge Glen
Byrd introducing the bearer as Jack Rubyand
expressing appreciation for any help given
bearer (In Property Room)

XVIII Conclusion

This investigative team believes that Jack Ruby
entered the Main Street rampas the car driven by
Lieutenant Rio Pierce was leaving the basement
Patrolman R E Vaughnwas the only officer
guarding the Main Street ramp at this time and he
had stepped into MainStreet to halt traffic in
order that Lieutenant Pierce could. rake a left
turn onto I-ain Street

Wealso feel it should be noted that no officer
interviewed knewthe time that Oswaldwas to be
brought to the basement The car that was to be
used for the transfer was still in process of
backing into position whenOswaldwas led from
the Jail Office (Attachments 37 and 77)

The still pictures (Attachments 6-A and 53-A)
showmanyof the detectives with their eyes on
Oswaldat the momentof the shooting and not
watching the viewers whowere across the North
Rampand on the East side of the ramp
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The bright lights illuminating area for the TV
cameras were centered on the area adjacent to
the Jail Office raking it difficult for the
officers whowere facing the lights and cameras
to observe any movementsoriginating from the
Northeast side of the ramp

These officers had been instructed to form two lines
from the Jail Office door to the vehicle to be used
for the transfer and to close in behind the .pads
oner (See Attachments 4 16 18 41 52 66 87
and 104)

Exhibits 244 43-A CG&HHare sound films taken
from video tape of the shooting

Exhibit 84 is a silent film of the shooting

.The other membersof this Unit Lieutenants C C Wallace
Jack Revill F I Cornwall P G McCaghren.andDetective
H M Hart concur with the statements in this report

Respectfully i

W R Westbrook
Captain of Police

0 Jones
Cap.ain of Police
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Mr SAWYERProceed
Captain REvILL This particular committee was comprised of In

spector Herbert Sawyer Captain Westbrook Capt O A Jones
myself a Lt Paul McCaghren Lt Frank Cornwall Lt Cecil Wal
lace and initially a detective one of my subordinates in the intelli
gence unit H M Hart and as I said it was our function to
investigate the shooting of Mr Oswald by Mr Ruby

One phase of the particular investigation indicated that at 11:16
a.m on the date of the shooting of Oswald Ruby had sent a wire to
Fort Worth.11:16 a.m It is my understanding that the shooting of
Mr Oswald by Ruby was 11:20 a.m. some 4 minutes later The
Western Union Building is to the east of the police and courts
building The distance from the counter or table where he sent this
wire to the young lady in Fort Worth was approximately 454 feet
from that counter to the location where he shot Mr Oswald

Using a tape measure and a stop watch we determined that it
involved approximately 1 minute and 35 seconds to cover the dis
tance from the Western Union to the location of the shooting So it
was pretty close timing there for Ruby to have gained entrance to
the basement of city hall

If he sent the teletype or telegram or wire at 11:16 a.m and the
shooting occurred at 11:20 a.m some 4 minutes elapsed and we can
account for approximately 1 minute and one half 1 minute and 30
seconds from the time he left Western Union

Now I will bring something up at this time I personally con
ducted that investigation Lieutenant McCaghren and I We are
basing the times on the statement of the Western Union employee
who says that Ruby sent this wire at 11:16 and this is verified by a
date time stamp

In talking to this individual McCaghren and I questioned him as
to whether or not he actually date time stamped it automatically
or immediately He said yes he did because that was procedure
But that doubt was always in my mind It is possible there was
some time lapse in that maybe he didn't do this at the time
because this was a part of the procedure yes he said he did it So
who knows

But using the physical evidence that we found using the date
time stamp of 11:16 and Mr Oswald being shot at 11:20 you have
a period of 4 minutes

Mr SAWYER Can you show us where the automobile containing
the three officers was located

Captain REVILL Yes this automobile had already cleared the
ramp It went the wrong way This is Main Street here and the
normal course of travel it is one-way ramp into the basement of
the city hall off of Main Street and you exit one way on to
Commerce Street

Officer Roy Vaughn was assigned at the ramp to prevent anyone
entering the ramp

Now something else that came to my attention in June and it
took me by surprise Roy Vaughn I have complete confidence in
his integrity and credibility He was assigned to that ramp As
part of the investigation I submitted Roy Vaughn to a polygraph
examination He passed the polygraph examination He did not
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knowingly permit Jack Ruby entrance into the basement of the
city hall This is verified by polygraph

In June of this year one of the staff investigators was in Dallas
and Roy Vaughn who is Sergeant Vaughn who I mentioned is
now my administrative sergeant told me that he had talked to a
Sgt Don Flusche who is still with the Dallas Police Department
Don Flusche was a sergeant assigned to the Northeast at the time
of the assassination Sergeant Vaughn reported to me that Don
Flusche on that Sunday morning had parked across the street
from the police and courts building stood outside his car with the
door open monitoring the radio just watching

He further told me that Flusche says that he knew Jack Ruby
knew him personally that Jack Ruby did not come down Main
Street and enter the ramp of the city hall That took me by
surprise

Mr Moriarty one of the staff investigators was there I called
Sergeant Flusche to my office and he relayed that same informa
tion to both of us So if that be true then maybe Mr Ruby did not
enter the basement that way It tends to dispute the findings of the
investigative team I was assigned to I don't know That is the
truth

Mr SAWYER That would be consistent with the testimony of the
three officers that drove up that ramp too

Mr REvIU. Yes sir it would
Mr SAWYERThey had not seen him either
Mr REVILL There are also two other alternatives and it is a

possibility After determining that information from Sergeant
Flusche Mr Moriarity and I personally walked to the basement of
city hall and I found some more steps I have been there in that
building off and on almost 28 years and I didn't know the steps
were there never paid any attention to them There is another set
of steps here that lead into the basement of city hall

Mr SAWYERFrom where
Mr REvIlL From the first floor of the municipal building The

municipal building at that time was the city hall The city hall or
municipal building and the police and courts building are two
separate buildings although they are connected

Mr SAWYERIs there a door there too
Mr REVIu. There is a door leading out of the basement into

some steps You can go to the first floor of the municipal building
Mr SAWYER And the first floor of the municipal building I

presume was not secured at all
Mr REVILL On Sundays or weekends it is normally locked

Now whether or not it was secured on that day sir I do not know
But the Western Union Building is here Midway between Har
wood Street and Central Expressway South the Western Union
Building sits on the corner of Main and Central Expressway South
The police and courts building sits up at the corner of Harwood
and Main There is an alleyway that runs parallel to Harwood

Midway between Commerce and Main Street there is an en
trance to the Municipal Building Today that door has a dead bolt
lock Now what it had in 1963 I don't know It could have had a
panic lock who knows I don't know
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Another alternative is rather than coming down Main Street at
all Ruby could have come Central Expressway to an alleyway that
runs midway between Commerce and Main Street and walked
right into the area and it would not affect the timing at all So it
still falls within the time frame of 4 minutes

Mr SAWYER Was that door and steps from the municipal build
ing secured or guarded in any way

Mr REVILL At one time I am told by members of the staff there
had been a police reserve officer here but prior to Mr Oswald
being brought out this officer had been reassigned I am just
quoting one of your staff members I was not present at the loca
tion that day

Mr SAWYER Was there any other way he could have had access
to the basement other than the two you have shown us

Mr REVILL Yes sir he could have come through the police and
courts building into the main hallway but it is my understanding
that this was secured by uniformed officers and plain clothes per
sonnel

Mr SAWYER Did you ever ask Jack Ruby following this how he
got into the basement

Mr REVILL.Yes sir I did On December 1 Lieutenant Cornwall
and I went to the Dallas County jail and interviewed Jack Ruby

Jack refused to discuss with us his entrance or access into the
basement He told us this would be a part of his defense tactics
Again on December 3 I interviewed Jack Ruby and he repeated
the same thing He refused to discuss how he gained entry into the
basement

Mr SAWYER Do you have any hypothesis or any reason that you
could conceive why he would't discuss this with you

Mr REVILL None other than his statement to me that this was
to be used as part of his defense

Mr SAWYER Might it be that he was protecting the identity of
some people that might have let him in

Mr REVILL That entered my mind at the time sir
Mr SAWYER And he never said he never said at any point that

he did go down the ramp-
Mr REvILL Not to me no sir
Mr SAWYER To your knowledge did he tell anyone else that
Mr REVILL.I think I read some accounts in the newspapers that

he had reported and he went down the ramp But he never made
this statement to me sir

Mr SAWYERWhere some of these officers that went up the ramp
in the car given polygraph tests

Mr REVILL.No sir-
Mr SAWYEROr otherwise checked out
Mr REVILL No sir The three officers who went up the ramp

were not given polygraphs An additional officer was polygraphed
An Investigator Harrison who was standing in this area here and
the reason for the examination of Mr Harrison was in reviewing
the films of the actual shooting of Oswald it appeared as though
Harrison looked over his left shoulder and Mr Ruby was standing
just to his left So with that in mind we decided that he had to
have seen him We examined Harrison on the polygraph and he
passed the polygraph
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This is possible too because major network stations had set up I
believe the correct terminology is klieg lights bright TV lights
here in this area We re-enacted the scene and those particular
lights completely blinded anyone who looked in their direction

Mr Harrison did pass the polygraph examination that he did not
see Jack Ruby to his immediate left just prior to the shooting of
Mr Oswald

Mr SAWYER Were any of the other officers given polygraphs
Mr REvIu Those were the only two that I personally was

involved in polygraphing sir In answer to your question I don't
know of any other officers

Mr SAWYER Did any of them who were given polygraphs fail
the polygraphs

Mr REVILL There was one other officer who took a polygraph
examination I had nothing to do with that A former Dallas offi
cer Napoleon Daniels was standing at the top of the ramp It is
my understanding he made a statement that he saw Ruby enter
the basement by the ramp and that Roy Vaughn who was assigned
to that post looked at him nodded to him and permitted him to
enter

Mr Daniels was subsequently administered a polygraph exami
nation and he flunked the examination

Mr SAWYER Was that ever followed up with any further ques
tioning of him

Mr REviLL I did not question him no sir
Mr SAWYERTo your knowledge did anyone else
Mr REVILL No sir not to my knowledge
Mr SAWYER But it was a conclusion then of your special inves

tigative unit that Ruby had come down the ramp but I infer now
you have some reservations

Mr REvILL The conclusion at the time was that Mr Ruby had
entered the ramp of the city hall here Based on information that
just came to my attention in June of this year from Sergeant
Flusche.there might be a doubt As I said I have complete confi
dence in Mr Flusche's integrity and credibility

Mr SAWYER There have been some statements that some guards
were removed from the interior door about 20 to 30 minutes before
the shooting had occurred Were you aware of that

Mr REVILL I found that out yesterday sir
Mr SAWYERJust yesterday
Mr REVILL Yes sir
Mr SAWYER Do you know anything about that
Mr REVILL Nothing other than what one of your attorneys told

me I was not present at this location on the date of November 24 I
was home

Mr SAWYER Had there been any public announcement or any
public information about the intention to transfer Oswald at the
time

Mr REvILL As I recall the chief of police at that time Jess
Curry publicly stated over the radio and TV that at 10 a.m on
Sunday the 24th that Mr Oswald would be moved

Mr SAWYER When you did find out that these guards were
removed or had information to that effect do you know who would
have done that or do you have any information
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Mr REvILL I now know who did it but I didn't at the time
because I didn't know they had been moved

Mr SAWYERDo you know who did it Can you tell us
Mr REvILL Yes sir I am told Sgt P T Dean a retired sergeant

removed them
Mr SAWYER Do you know why he removed them
Mr REVILL No sir other than again going back to your coun

sel he said they were moved or relocated to a position outside to
work vehicular traffic Again that is based on your counsel

Mr SAWYER Was there ever any kind of finding as to negligence
or otherwise on the protection of this area made by your unit

Mr REvILL I think it is a foregone conclusion that there was
negligence we let the man get killed But as far as being able to
identify any one individual as being responsible or negligent no
sir

Mr SAWYER And your special unit conducting the investigation
made no finding of negligence on behalf of anyone

Mr REvILL No sir in that the entire department was negligent
Mr SAWYER Did the Warren Commission so far as you know

rely on your report to that effect
Mr REvILL I don't know sir
Mr SAWYER But they were aware-
Mr REvILL Yes sir they had copies of all of the reports
Mr SAWYER I have nothing further at this time Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKES You may resume your seat at the witness

table Captain
Mr REvILL Thank you
Chairman STOKES Captain Revill did you attend the trial of

Jack Ruby in Dallas
Mr REvILL Yes sir The district attorney of Dallas County Mr

Henry Wade had myself and five of my investigators assigned to
his office during the trial of Jack Ruby to assist him in preparing
for prosecution

Chairman STOKESIn the course of the trial was it not necessary
to establish how Ruby had gotten into the basement of the police
station

Mr REvILL I never testified to that effect sir
Chairman STOKESNo but in terms of the prosecutor proving the

crime didn't he have to offer evidence of that
Mr REvILL I am sure he did I was under the rule and I was not

inside the courtroom for the actual testimony I do not recall who
actually testified or addressed that particular facet

Chairman STOKES In your capacity of helping the prosecution
you were kept out of the courtroom during the course of the trial

Mr REvILL Yes sir
Chairman STOKES And then I assume then that you are not

familiar with what the evidence was in the case relating to how he
got into the police station

Mr REviLL That is correct sir I am not familiar
Chairman STOKES Are you familiar with whether or not a state

ment was taken from Jack Ruby by the police at the time of his
arrest for the crime

Mr REvILL A written statement or a verbal statement sir
Chairman STOKESWell either one
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Mr REVILL It is my understanding that shortly after the shoot
ing of Mr Oswald Ruby made some type of statement to members
of the police department in the fifth floor jail but I was not there
sir and I don't know exactly what he did say

Chairman STOKESI see
Mr REvILL It was a spontaneous statement or something to

that effect
Chairman STOKES Let me ask counsel of the committee if they

have a statement from Mr Flusche for the record I understand
that Mr Flusche's statement to our committee was on June 7 1978
and has been identified as JFK exhibit F-569 is that correct I ask
unanimous consent that Mr Flusche's statement be entered into
the record at this point

Without objection so ordered
[The above-referred-to exhibit exhibit JFK F-569 follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-569

KENNEDY

9
INVESTIGATIONINTERVIEWSCHEDULE

Identifying Information

Hamer 64 F-: tI C,,wc
Addresspaari C~LDA.(-1uE.
City/State DAL,L,q%1t8AS
Date of Birth
Social Security

Physical Description
Height S'/0
Weight IRO
Ethnic Group('q d

Color EyesJ`3L(IL Hair ED
Special Characteristics

Personal History

Present EmploymentTJP')C-LNSpt'IenWAIL-FtVtdES
Address e,ADeamn'tCS m
Telephone A'?CJ 4AV.OS
Criminal Record

Arrests

Convictions

(Additional Personal Information

a Relative(s) Name

Address

Area frequented
Remarks

/~ ems
Investigator `

Date a .7-7e --IForm
`.4-8
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Interviewer Signature

KENNEDY

SELECTCOMMITTEEONASSASSINATIONS

Name Don F Flusche

Address 2321 Globe Avenue

Dallas Texas
214 327 5777

Date 6 7 78 Time 7nnn

Place nn the jnh

214 670 4405 (work)

Interview Interviewed Sgt Flusche on the job today as he is as

signed to the Inspectional Services Section of the Dallas Police

Department at which time he advised he was standing alone on the

Main Street sidewalk diagonally across the street from the DPD

basement ramp It was some time before noon and he observed

Officer Roy Vaughn whomhe knew at the ramp's entrance on 11/24/6

The sergeant had his cruiser parked to the curb with

the right front door opened on to the sidewalk area He was

listening to the Police Department radio (he was on duty) Althoug)

assigned to the "Northeast District at the time he was also

working as the watch Commanderand had driven to Main Street to

see if he could see Lee Harvey Oswald as he was moved to the Sher-

iff's Office

He stood there long enough to see (Lt.) Rio Sam

Pierce drive up the "in ramp and Vaughnstep towards the street_

He was still there when the obvious commotion told

him something was amiss in the basement

The street was void of pedestrians in the downtown

Typed Signature Jack Moriarty

Date transcribed June 28 197

Bv Ross T_
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Flusche Interview Page two

in the downtownsection on this Sunday morning and he knows beyond

any doubt in his mind that Jack Ruby whomhe had knownmany years
did not walk downMain Street anywhere near that ramp

Asked why he hasn't mentioned this before he ad

vised he did as soon as he found out what had happened_ He im

mediately notified his superior Lt Knox_ He didn't hear any
more about it until yesterday talking with Vaughnwho asked him

to mention it to me

Captain Jack Revill was present during this interview

I accompanied the Captain and Vaughn to the basement

of this building where the LEO/Rubyscene is located and we

examined the scene carefully
Close inspection reveals an alley separating the

Police Headquarters building and the next building and the ad

joining building which ends the block This last or third building

also houses (and did in 1963) the Western Union office used by

Ruby that Sunday morning It is quite plausible that Ruby or

anyone else could walk from the corner building (Western Union)

past the second building turn left into the alley alongside the

Police Headquarters and enter the Dallas Police Department by

way of a side door which leads to a stairway directly to the base

ment area where the shooting took place

While this possibility doesn't alter any facts it's

an alternate route which could have been utilized by Rubyand

would have made a much less conspicuous entry possible_
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Fleusche Interview Page three

The timing and the distance would be within feet

and seconds of the "ramp version_

Ser
The
geant

Main Street

'S-r z oeJzHALL
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Chairman STOKES The gentleman from North Carolina Mr
Preyer

Mr PREYER Did you ever see Jack Ruby in jail after the trial
Mr REVILL No sir not after the trial
MT PREYER SO you didn't see him again after the trial
Mr REVILL No sir I saw him during the course of the trial but

I never had occasion to see him after the trial
Mr PREYER The only other question I wanted to be clear in my

mind on I understood you to say that he only or you only saw
Jack Ruby in your bureau your office say twice a year

Mr REVILL Yes sir this is correct And I might explain that
The intelligence section was a part of the special service bureau
which consisted of vice narcotics and intelligence We were located
in room 217 of the police and courts building

In 1960 due to space limitations the intelligence unit was phys
ically moved to a building located in the State fairgrounds My
daily activities would require that I make trips to and from the
police and courts building but my office was actually in the build
ing in the fairgrounds

Prior to that time I was assigned to that bureau in 1954 August
of 1954 I was assigned as detective to the narcotics unit and from
1954 to 1960 I seldom saw Jack Ruby in that office except when he
was in the process of renewing a license

Mr PREYER The only point I was getting at I had the impres
sion that Ruby often visited police headquarters and brought sand
wiches to officers Are you telling us that he didn't do that or are
you telling us that he only visited your particular department that
you knew about a couple of times

Mr REVILL I am telling you that I have no knowledge of Ruby's
frequent visits to the police and courts building of delivering sand
wiches et cetera

Mr PREYER You are just telling us you don't have knowledge of
that you are not saying that didn't happen

Mr REVILL Yes sir I might also add my normal duty hours
were daytime hours that Ruby was probably a night-time person
and he could have done this during the evening hours I have no
personal knowledge of it

Mr PREYER Thank you Captain
Chairman STOKES The time of the gentleman has expired The

gentleman from Ohio Mr Devine
Mr DEVINE I just want to inquire in one area Captain This

sergeant Don Flusche-
Mr REvIu. Flusche
Mr DEVINE I understand he was standing outside his cruiser

with the door open listening or monitoring-
Mr REVILL His radio
Mr DEVINE [continuing] His radio Was he standing on the

offside the right side of the vehicle
Mr REVILL Yes sir he would have been standing on the right

side of the automobile parked across the street from the police and
courts building

Mr DEVINE So that his automobile was between the officer and
the entrance to the ramp

Mr REVILL Yes sir he was standing on the curb
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Mr DEVINE Yes I believe you said he knows beyond any doubt
in his mind that Jack Ruby whom he had known many years did
not walk down Main Street anywhere near that ramp

Mr REvILL This is what he told me sir
Mr DEVINE Was he questioned as to whether he consistently

and continuously and without interruption observed the ramp area
or was his back at any time turned to it

Mr REviLL He was questioned by Mr Moriarity of this commit
tee extensively about what transpired and he contends that his
vision was not blocked at any time that Ruby did not walk from
the alleyway in front of the municipal building into the ramp of
the police and courts building

Mr DEVINE At least he didn't see him
Mr REvILL He didn't see him
Mr DEVINE Was he assigned there specifically for that purpose

or was he there just on an off-chance he may have an opportunity
to see Oswald depart

Mr REvILL I think the latter is the correct version He on that
particular day was the acting watch commander for the northeast
division and due to a lack of activity in his particular sector he
had driven to the downtown area to see in essence what was going
on and he was parked there when the murder of Oswald took
place

Mr DEVINE Do you know Captain why he didn't make this
information available to the Dallas police in November of 1963 or
the Warren Commission in 1964

Mr REvILL He told me he did that he had related this informa
tion to a Lt Earl Knox who was his superior and what Lieutenant
Knox did with it I don't know I think he is now decreased

Mr DEVINE Do you know whether or not this information came
out during the trial of Jack Ruby in Dallas

Mr REvILL Not to my knowledge
Mr DEVINE Thank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKES The time of the gentleman has expired The

gentleman from Tennessee Mr Ford
Mr FORD Thank you Mr Chairman I have one question of the

witness
Captain did you say earlier that the investigating team consist

ed of seven eight different officers
Mr REvILL Yes sir
Mr FORD In your final report of the investigation you did not

include any information regarding the stairway in the municipal
building is that correct

Mr REvILL That's correct I am saying we didn't submit any
information about the stairway

Mr FoRD It is just until recently that the stairway in the
municipal building was discovered is that correct

Mr REvILL That's correct
Mr FoRD Mr Chairman I yield back the balance of my time
Chairman STOKES The gentleman yields back the balance of his

time The gentleman from Indiana Mr Fithian
Mr FITHIAN Thank you Mr Chairman Captain did you ask

Jack Ruby if he went down the ramp
Mr REvILL Yes sir I did
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Mr FITHIAN And he said he refused-
Mr REviLL He refused to respond to that saying this would be a

part of his defense tactics What he meant by that I do not know
sir

Mr FITHIAN I believe Congressman Sawyer referred to this but
I didn't quite understand all the answer and that's the polygraph
test that was administered to Mr Daniels

Mr REVILL Yes
Mr FITHIAN The information I have and the documents we have

is that on the crucial questions about whether he saw somebody go
down the ramp and the description of the person et cetera he
failed every one of those questions

Mr REVILL I am not personally familiar with Mr Daniels poly
graph examination other than the fact he was administered one
and he did fail the particular test The pertinent questions I do not
know

Mr FITHIAN Can you tell the committee something more about
Mr Daniels than we now know What kind of a person was he
How reliable as officer

Mr REvILL I didn't know the gentleman sir
Mr FITHIAN Let me turn then to another area At the time of

the transfer you said that you were not in the building
Mr REviLL That's correct
Mr Fmn kN But this must have been in the long course of your

review and investigation of this a very very pertinent topic and
therefore am I wrong to assume that you are really pretty familiar
with what the mood of the action and the activities in the building
were

Mr REviLL I had no knowledge of the proposed move of Mr
Oswald Those were decisions made by the chief of police and the
captain commanding the homicide and robbery unit at that time

Since the incident involving the shooting of Oswald by Ruby in
talking to other people I formed ideas But having personal knowl
edge no sir I have none

Mr FrrmAN Let me ask you another way then Isn't it true that
there was a real effort to provide security for this transfer

Mr REvILL Yes sir there was an effort to provide security As I
have testified earlier the basement of the city hall and I am
advised of this-

Mr FITHIAN I wonder if you could move the microphone over in
front of you a little more Officer

Mr REviLL I am advised that the security survey was made or a
sweep of the basement of the city hall was made prior to the actual
movement of Mr Oswald that this sweep involved looking into
automobiles under automobiles behind any possible barricades
and that prior to the actual movement of Mr Oswald that the all
clear was given

As I say I was not there this is what I am told
Mr FITHIAN Then in light of the fact that a fairly significant

effort was made to provide security for Oswald and to transfer him
to the county sherriff s quarters what was your finding with
regard to Chief Curry's making a public announcement of the time
this would take place

Mr REviLL We really did not address that particular aspe.,.
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Mr FITHIAN It just seems to me as a layman.I am not a police
officer.to take a celebrated prisoner that had just assassinated the
President of the United States and then to announce to the world
that at 10 o'clock you are going to move him from point A to point
B-

Mr REVILL I agree with you sir it is strange
Mr FITHIAN[continuing] Is a remarkable development
Mr REVILL Very strange
Mr FITHIAN Second was there ever any question as to whether

or not the decision to allow the media and the klieg lights and all
the commotion that would bring into the basement was there ever
any question have you conducted that investigation as to why that
decision was made

Mr REVILL Yes sir we attempted to address that question and
we were advised that the understanding was made with the net
work stations that they would not illuminate the klieg lights which
were used by the TV stations which tended to blind the partici
pants in the basement of the city hall

Mr FITHIAN Captain is it your professional opinion that had the
commotion and the additional people the media and the cameras
not have been present that Lee Harvey Oswald would not have
been shot

Mr REVILL They contributed to the killing of Oswald yes sir
Mr FITHIAN That is in creating this commotion in the base

ment.
Mr REVILL Mass confusion
Mr FITHIAN Well then in your final findings.you were in

charge of investigating this whole thing
Mr REVILL No sir I was not in charge I was one of the people

assigned to the unit to conduct the investigation
Mr FITHIAN You were one of the people assigned-
Mr REvIu. Yes sir
Mr FITHIAN Were your findings critical of these two decisions

one to make the public announcement and two to allow the
media in so you-

Mr REVILL No sir I don't think we addressed that particular
subject in the investigation report They did contribute to the
confusion but the decision had been made by the chief of police
and possibly some of the city fathers to do this in an effort to
cooperate with the news media to assure the world that we had not
mistreated Lee Harvey Oswald while he was in our custody

Mr FITHIAN Mr Chairman I only have a closing observation It
seems unusual that the two elements besides Jack Ruby that
seems to have been the source of the event or the cause of it
would not be addressed in the investigation of it I guess that is
20-20 hindsight

I yield back the balance of my time
Chairman STOKES The gentleman yields back the balance of his

time The gentleman from Pennsylvania Mr Edgar
Mr EDGAR Thank you Mr Chairman
Captain who was in command on the Sunday morning of the

Oswald shooting
Mr REVILL The chief of police would have been in command of

the police department that morning he was on the premises
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Mr EDGAR I had some extensive experience over a 3 or 4-year
period in riding with something called the police clergy unit I also
rode in the command car which in the city of Philadelphia was
the lieutenant's car He tried as best he could to be on the scene of
any major incident and be on top of the situation and be in control
of the situation Do you know who was in charge

Mr REViti. Yes sir the chief of police was in the building the
morning of the transfer As to his physically being present in the
basement of the city hall I have no information to that effect It is
my understanding the assistant chief at that time Charles Batche
lor and the deputy chief of CID W M Stevenson were or had
been physically present in the basement But ultimately responsi
bility must lie with the chief of police

Mr EDGAR How would you grade his command A B C D F in
terms of grading the quality of it on that day

Mr REVILL Sir I was not present and again this is hindsight I
don't feel it would be proper for me to comment.or attempt to
evaluate his performance

Mr EDGAR Let me comment for a second because I have been
very interested in a couple of things that you have said and a
couple of other important things that we have gotten over a period
of time We have analyzed and asked witnesses from the Secret
Service and FBI now the Dallas Police whether any tape record
ing or any verbatim of Oswald's testimony was taken and the
answer came back no We now find out that in terms of security
arrangements centered around the movement of Oswald from the
police station as to whether or not the security arrangements were
really adequate and good and the answer comes back no there
were mistakes

Even in the investigative report that you did you have admitted
this morning there was an officer who was not far from the ramp
who had testimony to give and yet your investigative committee
looking into how Jack Ruby got into the basement was not ana
lyzed

You admitted further that an access that would be a possible
route of entry into the basement was not brought to your attention
until recently

We could go through a number of other specific events centered
around the control of Lee Harvey Oswald the control of the press
the control of the area and the security et cetera And find a
number of mistakes had been made

Can you identify for the committee why no member of the Dallas
Police Department was even reprimanded even slightly for their
activities or actions surrounding the death of President Kennedy

Mr REvIU. No sir I cannot personally address myself to that
That decision would have been made by the chief of police

Mr EDGAR Could it have been part of the kind of the environ
ment of police thinking that it is very difficult to publicly criticize
any of its own members for mistakes or part of the environment of
the thinking of the Dallas Police Department that they would not
want to admit a mistake

Mr REVILL Sir at that time I don't think we would have
hesitated one bit to admit mistakes because we became you might
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say a laughing stock keystone cops due to the inadequate security
that we provided for Mr Oswald

Mr EDGAR But the record indicates that you took no action to
reprimand any of your officers for any of the activities that they
were involved in

Mr REvua. Had the investigation proved that any particular
officer was involved with Mr Ruby I would hope that he would
have been disciplined

I can assure you that this would occur today
Mr EDGAR Let me just have one final question I was surprised

at your very quick characterization of Jack Ruby as a balloon and
your indication if you were or if there was a personnel director of
the underworld that Jack Ruby would not be someone to hire But
couldn't the speculation also go that the underworld needs a
number of people to act in different capacities other than profes
sionally involved in roles of the underworld and that Jack Ruby
could have been used by organized crime in a particular way and
that the speculation that the underworld never uses baffoons might
be too quick of an analysis of underworld activities

Mr REVILL This is a possibility Again Mr Ruby may have been
playing a role but this is the image that he projected to me and
this is my personal opinion having observed Ruby on infrequent
occasions

As I testified I never went to his clubs I would see him on the
streets He was the type person who would run up to you to be
identified He sought attention This is my interpretation of Ruby
a loud mouth

Mr EDGAR I yield back my time
Chairman STOKES The gentleman from Connecticut Mr Dodd
Mr DODD Thank you Mr Chairman
I want at the outset to thank my colleague from Michigan Mr

Sawyer for filling in for me on some of those questions I had to be
over in the House Rules Committee

I would like to ask the witness did the special unit on that day
on November 24 ever consider the possibility after the fact that
Jack Ruby had entered the basement through a route other than
through the ramp Did you examine other alternative routes that
he could have come in

Mr REvILL No sir After a determination of the physical evi
dence by this the timing the distances involved and the fact that
Mr Ruby had reported to other officers that he entered by the
ramp we zeroed in on that particular entry

Mr DODD And didn't examine any other possible alternative
Mr REvIu No sir
Mr DODD Yet based on the testimony you have given here

today what I have been able to read as a result of previous state
ments you have given to this committee one Ruby in fact did not
tell you that this was the way he got in down the ramp.I will
enumerate four or five factors that I have listed in my notes
there was an alleyway route and an entrance on the side informa
tion that the alleyway entrance door was unguarded the additional
fact that three officers in the car on the ramp said that they did
not see Ruby and that Officer Vaughn did not see Ruby and that
Sergeant Flusche who was on the other side of the street on Main
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Street he didn't see Ruby walking down the street Here we have
all of this evidence that seems to contradict the statement or the
fact that has been believed for so long that Jack Ruby came down
the ramp

We can conclude in light of all this evidence that he probably
didn't come down the ramp Wouldn't you agree with that

Mr REVILL No I cannot conclude positively he did not come
down the ramp As I said earlier the information from Sergeant
Flusche came to my attention in June of this year The three
officers who exited the building up the ramp onto Main Street it is
possible that they would not have seen Ruby

It is also possible that Roy Vaughn in stepping out onto the
sidewalk from the entrance to check for oncoming traffic talking
about eastbound traffic on Main Street to enable the police car to
make a left turn across traffic Jack Ruby could have slipped into
the basement at that time

But I am satisfied that Roy Vaughn did not see Jack Ruby nor
did he knowingly permit him to enter the basement

Mr Donn You would have to agree this day that there exists a
strong possibility in light of all the evidence that has come to light
since that time that Jack Ruby could just as easily have entered
the basement in fact more easily entered the basement through
that alleyway and that unguarded door

Mr REvILL This is possible if that particular door leading to the
alleyway was unlocked

Mr Donn Prior to the shooting of Lee Harvey Oswald in fact
only minutes before Jack Ruby sent a money order from the
Western Union office Did the special unit consider the possibility
that Jack Ruby had utilized the sending of this money order to
make his entrance to the basement and that the subsequent shoot
ing of Oswald seemed a fluke or coincidence of timing

Mr REvILL We discussed it yes sir
Mr DODD What did you conclude
Mr REVILL If that be the case then Ruby had to have had

assistance from someone in the police department To know exactly
what time Oswald was to be transferred

Mr DODD Did the inspection unit assume that for Jack Ruby.I
guess you have answered that by your response to your last ques
tion.you would have assumed he would have had to have assist
ance Did you examine or how thoroughly did you examine wheth
er or not there was a possibility of such assistance

Mr REvILL We interviewed everyone that had been assigned to
the basement We interviewed members of the news media in an
effort to determine if there was complicity between Ruby and any
member of the police department or anyone else for that matter
and we were unsuccessful in that endeavor

Mr DODD We will suspend for one moment
Counsel informs me of another possibility I guess for the 15

years we have always assumed that word would have had to come
out to Ruby from the police station to inform him as to exactly
when Lee Harvey Oswald was going to be transferred Did the
special unit ever consider the possibility that the arrival of Jack
Ruby triggered the decision to then move Lee Harvey Oswald
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Mr REVILL No sir because it would have taken longer If you
can believe the fact that he did send a telegram or a wire to Fort
Worth at 11:16 you have got a time lapse of 4 minutes from the
time the operator date stamped the wire until his shooting of
Oswald in the basement That is a 4-minute period That would
have taken time.timing would have had to be perfect and know
ing the elevator situation in the jail I can 't see that they would
have played it that close

Mr Donn I would like to pursue just one other line of question
ing if I could

You testified before the Warren Commission is that correct
Mr REvua. Yes sir
Mr DODD And you stated there that you knew James Hosty
Mr REvILL I knew him well
Mr DODD Could you tell this committee without going through

an elaborate questioning process in your own words tell us of your
encounter with James Hosty on November 22 1963 where it oc
curred and what James Hosty told you when you ran into him
approximately the time you ran into him

Mr REvmL Of course this will be based on memory Basically
what occurred on that date after searching the School Book De
pository finding the weapon and other evidence I departed the
Depository and returned to the Police and Courts Building accom
panied by three detectives who worked in the intelligence unit As
I entered the ramp off of Main Street into the Police and Courts
Building-

Mr DODD This is the same ramp
Mr REVILL The same ramp
I was followed or either I followed James Hosty a member of

the FBI We both parked our cars-
Mr Dorm You weren't following him specifically he just hap

pened to be coming into the building
Mr REvILL He just happened to be coming into the building We

both parked our cars He approached me and again from memory
he commented to the effect that Lee Harvey Oswald a Communist
had killed President Kennedy

Mr DODD What time of day was this If I told you that in your
testimony in 1964 you had said it was approximately 2:30 in the
afternoon would you argue

Mr REVILL I wouldn't argue It was at a time after Oswald had
been taken into custody at the Texas Theater but before his arrival
at the Police and Courts Building

Mr DODD Were you aware of the fact that Lee Harvey Oswald
had been arrested

Mr REvILL No sir not at that time
Mr DODD Were you aware that Mr Hosty knew that Lee

Harvey Oswald had been arrested at that time
Mr REVILL No I assumed he did based on his statements to me
Mr Dom) You said and I will quote you said in 1964 I will

quote your response to Mr Rankin just so you can refresh your
memory and you can correct it if you would like this is your
testimony "And Mr Hosty ran over to me and he says Jack as I
recall these words a Communist killed President Kennedy

"I said What
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"He said Lee Oswald killed President Kennedy
"I said Who is Lee Oswald
"He said He is in our Communist file We knew he was here in

Dallas
"At that time Hosty and I started walking off and Detective

Bryan as well as I recall sort of stayed back and so forth.
Then he also states to you that at that time according to your

testimony in 1964 that they knew that he knew Jim Hosty knew
that Lee Oswald was capable of killing the President You became
upset at that

Mr REvILL Yes sir
Mr Donn Is that a fair-
Mr REVILL That is a fair-
Mr DODD[continuing] Assessment of the conversation and your

reaction
Mr REvILL Yes sir
Mr DODD Why were you upset
Mr REVILL Because we had worked with the Bureau on identify

ing people who posed not so much physical threats to Mr Kennedy
but those people who would attempt to embarrass him and also
those who would harm him We had shared information but on this
particular person for some reason Mr Hosty had not shared the
information with us

Mr DODD This was not normal operating procedure In fact he
had in the past

Mr REVILL.Well in dealing with the FBI local law enforcement
most of it is of a personal relationship with the agents and my
relationship with Mr Hosty was that we shared information but in
this particular case he had not

Mr DODD Did he tell you why he.how he drew the conclusion
that Mr Oswald was a Communist

Mr REVILL No sir What happened after making this statement
or these remarks to me I asked him what he was going to do with
the information and he said he wanted to talk to Will Fritz who
was the Captain of Homicide I asked him if he knew Captain Fritz
and his response was no so with that I accompanied Agent Hosty
to the third floor homicide and Captain Fritz was not present at
the time some of his staff were

I left Mr Hosty in that office and returned to the second floor to
the Special Service Bureau office

Mr DonD You are sure of that
Mr REVILL Yes sir I am sure
Mr DODD There was extensive questioning as to which route you

took
Mr REVILL Yes sir I don't walk up three flights of stairs when

there is an elevator
Mr DODD This was all about 2:30
Mr REvILL Yes sir
Mr DODD In the afternoon
Mr REVILL Yes sir
Mr Donn Prior to the time Lee Harvey Oswald had arrived at

the police station
Mr REvILL Yes sir
Mr DODD Can we just suspend for 1 minute
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Could I ask you if in fact later at a subsequent time in your
conversations with Jim Hosty you ever explored with him how it
was that he happened to have drawn the conclusions he had how
he happened to develop a file on Lee Harvey Oswald

Mr REVILL No sir After I believe that night Chief Curry went
on TV and announced that the FBI had information to this effect

Later it is my understanding that the statement was.he made
a retraction and from that day I don't recall ever talking to Jim
Hosty again I may have but I don't recall And I do know that we
never discussed it

Mr Donn You said you wrote up a report
Mr REvILL Yes sir
Mr DODD Pertaining to the Hosty conversation
Mr REvILL Yes sir
Mr DoDD You signed it that afternoon according to your testi

mony in 1964 and you state then you said "yes sir at the time I
was hoping it would never come up.

Mr REvILL This is true
Mr DODD Would you tell this committee why you hoped it would

never come up
Mr REvILL Because Jim Hosty was a friend of mine and I knew

that Hoover would crucify him
Mr DODD Crucify him for what
Mr REvILL For making that statement Whether or not it was

true or not Hosty made the statement to me and I relayed the
information to my captain at the time Pat Ganaway shortly after
our conversation and he instructed me to reduce it to writing

At that time I told him if I do Jim Hosty will be crucified or
penalized by the Bureau and to that he said "I don't care you put
it on paper. I put it on paper

Mr DODD Which is he going to be crucified for telling you or
crucified for not following in the normal operating procedures of
sharing that information with the Dallas Police Department

Mr REvILL It is not normal operating procedure for the FBI to
share that information with you As I mentioned to you earlier the
information local law enforcement gets from the Federal Bureau of
Investigation is primarily based on personal contact between an
agent and the officer

Mr Dom) So he more than likely would have been crucified by
the Director for admitting to the Dallas Police Department that
they had information in the security file on someone who they
perceived as capable of assassinating the President

Mr REvILL I can only assume that sir
Mr DODD Thank you
Thank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKESAny further questions
Mr Cornwell
Mr CORNWELLJust one very brief matter Captain Revill Were

you sitting in the room earlier when we through a narrative
provided the results of a phone analysis

Mr REvILL I was in and out sir I wasn't paying much atten
tion

Mr CORNWELL Let me ask you then there were a number of
people who were identified through an analysis of Ruby's phone
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calls as receiving calls from him or making calls to him in the
months immediately prior to the assassination Those individuals
include Irwin Weiner Nofio Pecora Harold Tannenbaum Barney
Baker Dusty Miller Lenney Patrick Dave Yaras

Did you or the police department to your knowledge have any
information about Ruby's association with any of those individuals
during 1963

Mr REVILL No sir
Mr CORNWELL Was the police department to your knowledge

even acquainted with the names of those persons or with their
reputations among law enforcement agencies

Mr REvILL Yes sir I knew some of them
Mr CORNWELLIn 1963 I take it that the Dallas Police Depart

ment had no organized crime unit per se is that correct
Mr REVILL We had an intelligence unit which was charged with

gathering data on organized crime
Mr CORNWELLWell simply if you would give us your estimate

of the possibility or probability that if one or more of those persons
would have been in Dallas prior to November 22 and had met with
Jack Ruby would the nature and scope of your intelligence pro
gram have been such as to likely identify such meetings

Mr REVILL Yes sir had we had knowledge of a meeting involv
ing these people with Ruby Now one of these persons you men
tioned I believe Miller Dusty Miller he may still be in Dallas I
don't know he was head of one of the unions Teamsters there and
for him to have contacted Ruby it may or may not have caused us
concern These other people possible

Mr CORNWELLWould your intelligence unit officers have been
knowledgeable of the appearance of these people would they have
recognized them if they had been in town

Mr REVrLL Possibly I am not sure that we would have recog
nized them upon sight Hopefully some other intelligence unit
throughout the country would have forewarned us that they were
enroute to Dallas

Mr CORNWELLNo further questions Thank you
Chairman SToxES I think this might be an appropriate place for

the Chair to make a special acknowledgement
Over the life of the existence of this committee it has been

necessary for our investigators to spend an enormous amount of
time in Dallas and to be in touch with the Dallas Police Depart
ment and other city officials and we want to acknowledge the
extraordinary amount of cooperation that the committee investiga
tors received from all of the city officials in Dallas along with the
Dallas Police Department particularly Chief Byrd who when our
investigators first went to Dallas gave them a letter of carte
blanche enabling them to go anywhere and talk to anyone and to
have full reign in terms of gathering evidence for this committee
and the Department has on occasions located witnesses for us

As you know if you have been in touch with these hearings that
we have produced evidence that has been turned over by the Police
Department to our investigators particularly in conjunction with
the acoustics tests which were conducted in Dallas in Dealey Plaza
The police department provided extraordinary cooperation in order
that we might conduct that testing and provided us with their own
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sharpshooters and blockaded the area and did everything neces
sary

In fact that morning they started testing somewhere in the area
of 5 o'clock in the morning and went to noon trying to provide this
committee with the kind of evidence we have been able to produce
here at these hearings and I certainly want to extend to both Chief
Byrd and the Dallas Police Department our appreciation for that
cooperation

Mr Revill at the conclusion of your testimony as a witness
before our committee you are entitled to 5 minutes at which time
you may make any comment you desire on your testimony before
our committee I extend to you at this time 5 minutes for that
purpose if you so desire

Mr REVna. I have no statement to make sir
Chairman STOKES Then we thank you for having been here and

the testimony you have given our committee this morning
Mr REvILL Thank you very much
Chairman STOKESYou are excused
There being nothing further to come before the committee the

committee will adjourn until 9 a.m tomorrow morning
[Whereupon at 1:08 p.m. the committee was adjourned to recon

vene at 9 a.m. Wednesday September 27 1978.]
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